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PART III:

CHINA’S HISTORY
Chronology of Chinese dynasties
Dynasty/state [ethnic group] {ruling family/clan} <capital/s>

Dates

Xia 夏 (legendary) <Anyi?>
(trad. 2205-1766 BC) ca. 2000-1500 BC
Shang 商/Yin 殷 <Yan/Yin>
(trad. 1766-1122 BC) ca. 1500-1000 BC
Zhou 周 {Ji 姬} <Hao/Luoyi>
ca. 1000-221 BC
Western Zhou 西周 {Ji 姬} <Hao>
(trad. 1122-770 BC) ca. 1000-770 BC
Eastern Zhou 東周 {Ji 姬} <Luoyi>
770-221 BC
Spring and Autumn Period 春秋
trad. 770-476 BC
Warring States Period 戰國時代
trad. 475-221 BC
The Seven Warring States 戰國七雄
• Han 韓 {Han 韓} <Yangzhai>
424-230 BC
• Zhao 趙 {Zhao 趙} <Puyang/Handan>
517-228 BC
• Yan 燕 {Ji 姬} <Ji/Wuyang>
ca. 1000-226 BC
• Wei 魏 {Wei 魏} <Anyi/Daliang>
424-225 BC
• Chu 楚 {Mi 羋} <Danyang/Ying/Chen/Shouchun>
847-223 BC
• Qi 齊 {Tian 田} <Yingqiu>
850-221 BC
• Qin 秦 {Ying 嬴} <Yong/Xianyang>
844-207 BC
Qin 秦 {Ying 嬴} <Xianyang>
221-207 BC
Han 漢 {Liu 劉} <Chang’an/Luoyang>
207 BC – 220 AD
Western Han 西漢 {Liu 劉} <Chang’an>
207 BC – 8 AD
Xin 新 (Interregnum of Wang Mang 王莽) <Chang’an>
9-23 AD
Eastern Han 東漢 {Liu 劉} <Luoyang>
23-220 AD
Three Kingdoms 三國時代
221-280
• Wei 魏 (Cao Wei 曹魏) {Cao 曹} <Luoyang>
220-265
• Shu 蜀 (Minor Han/Shu Han 蜀漢) {Liu 劉} <Chengdu>
221-263
• Wu 吳 (one of the Six Dynasties 六朝, see below for details) {Sun 孫} <Jianye>
222-280
Western Jin 西晉 {Sima 司馬} <Luoyang>
265/280-316
PERIOD OF DIVISION
304-589
Period of division—northern China:
304-581
The Sixteen Nations 五胡十六國
304-439
Han 漢/Former Zhao 前趙 [Xiongnu 匈奴] <Pingyang/Chang’an>
304-329
Cheng Han 成漢 [Di 氐] <Chengdu>
304-347
Later Zhao 後趙 [Jie 羯] <Ye>
319-351
Former Liang 前涼 [Han 漢] <Guzang>
314-376
Former Yan 前燕 [Xianbei 鮮卑] <Longcheng/Ye>
349-370
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Former Qin 前秦 [Di 氐] <Chang’an>
351-394
Later Yan 後燕 [Xianbei 鮮卑] <Zhongshan>
384-409
Later Liang 後涼 [Di 氐] <Guzang>
386-403
Later Qin 後秦 [Qiang 羌] <Chang’an>
384-417
Southern Liang 南涼 [Xianbei 鮮卑] <Xiping/Ledu>
397-414
Western Qin 西秦 [Xianbei 鮮卑] <Yuanchuan>
385-431
Southern Yan 南燕 [Xianbei 鮮卑] <Guanggu>
400-410
Western Liang 西涼 [Han 漢] <Dunhuang/Jiuquan>
400-421
Xia 夏 [Xiongnu 匈奴] <Tongwan>
407-431
Northern Yan 北燕 [Han 漢] <Longcheng>
409-439
Northern Liang 北涼 [Xiongnu 匈奴] <Zhangye>
401-439
Northern Dynasties 北朝
386-589
(Dai 代 [Xianbei 鮮卑] {Tuoba 拓跋} <Shengle>
315-376)
Northern Wei 北魏 [Xianbei] {Tuoba/Yuan 元} <Pingcheng/Luoyang>
386-534
Eastern Wei 東魏 [Xianbei 鮮卑] {Yuan 元} <Ye>
534-550
Western Wei 西魏 [Xianbei 鮮卑] {Yuan 元} <Chang’an>
535-557
Northern Qi 北齊 {Gao 高} <Ye>
550-577
Northern Zhou 北周 [Xianbei 鮮卑] {Yuwen 宇文} <Chang’an>
577-581
Period of division—southern China:
317-589
Eastern Jin 東晉 (Six Dynasties) {Sima 司馬} <Jiankang>
317-419
Southern Dynasties 南朝
386-589
Song 宋/Liu Song 劉宋 (Six Dynasties) {Liu 劉} <Jiankang>
420-479
Qi 齊/Southern Qi 南齊 (Six Dynasties) {Xiao 蕭} <Jiankang>
479-502
Liang 梁/Southern Liang 南梁 (Six Dynasties) {Xiao 蕭} <Jiankang>
502-557
Chen 陳/Southern Chen 南陳 (Six Dynasties) {Chen 陳} <Jiankang>
557-589
Sui 隋 {Yang 楊} <Daxingcheng = Chang’an/Luoyang/Jiangdu>
581/589-618
Tang 唐 {Li 李} <Chang’an/Luoyang>
618-907
Nanzhao 南詔 [Borean 白族] <Weishan/Taihe/Yangjumie>
649-902
Five Dynasties and Ten Kingdoms 五代十國
907-960 / 902-979
Five Dynasties 五代
907-960
Later Liang 後梁 {Zhu 朱} <Kaifeng>
907-923
Later Tang 後唐 [Shatuo 沙陀] {Li 李} <Luoyang>
923-936
Later Jin 後晉 [Shatuo 沙陀] {Shi 石} <Kaifeng>
936-947
Later Han 後漢 [Shatuo 沙陀] {Liu 劉} <Kaifeng>
947-950
Later Zhou 後周 {Guo 郭/Chai 柴} <Kaifeng>
951-960
Ten Kingdoms 十國
902-979
Wu 吳 (Huainan 淮南) {Yang 楊} <Yangzhou>
902-937
Min 閩 {Wang 王} <Changle>
907-946
Chu 楚 {Ma 馬} <Changsha>
927-956
Former Shu 前蜀 {Wang 王} <Chengdu>
907-925
Later Shu 後蜀 {Meng 孟} <Chengdu>
934-965
Wuyue 吳越 {Qian 錢} <Hangzhou>
907-978
Southern Han 南漢 (Yue 粵) {Liu 劉} <Guangzhou>
907-971
Southern Tang 南唐 {Li 李} <Jinling>
937-975
Southern Ping 南平 (Jingnan 荊南) {Gao 高} <Jingzhou>
907-963
Northern Han 北漢 [Shatuo 沙陀] {Liu 劉} <Taiyuan>
951-979
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Song 宋 {Zhao 趙} <Kaifeng/Lin’an = Hangzhou>
960/979-1279
Northern Song 北宋 {Zhao 趙} <Kaifeng>
960/979-1126
Liao 遼 [Khitan tatars 契丹] {Yelü 耶律} <Linhuang = Huangdu/Yanjing>
916-1125
Dali 大理 [Borean 白族] <Yangjumie>
937-1253
Southern Song 南宋 {Zhao 趙} <Lin’an = Hangzhou>
1126-1279
Jin 金 [Jurchen tatars 女真] {Wanyan 完顏} <Huining/Zhongdu>
1115-1234
Western Xia/Xixia 西夏 [Tangutes 党項/Tuoba 拓跋] {Li 李} <Xingqing> 1038-1227
Western Liao 西遼 [Karakhitan 喀喇契丹] {Yelü 耶律} <Balasaghun>
1125-1218
Yuan 元 [Mongols] {Borjigin 勃兒只斤} <Dadu/Khanbalig>
1279-1368
Ming 明 {Zhu 朱} <Nanjing/Beijing>
1368-1644
Qing 清 [Manchus] {Aisin Giorro 愛新覺羅} <Beijing>
1644-1911
Republic of China (ROC) 中華民國 <Nanjing/Chongqing/Taipei>
since 1912
People’s Republic of China (PRC) 中華人民共和國 <Beijing>
since 1949

The Six Dynasties

The Six Dynasties 六朝 (222-589) is not a category of different dynasties but a listing of
dynasties that are also included in another subset of dynasties, e. g. in the Three Kingdoms 三國
時 代 (221-280) and in the Southern Dynasties 南 朝 (420-589). Their location of their
capital—Jianye 建鄴/Jiankang 建康—is today’s Nanjing 南京 (Jiangsu Province).
1. Wu 吳 (Three Kingdoms) ................................................................................. 222-280
Jianye
2. Eastern Jin 東晉 ............................................................................................. 317-419
Jiankang
3. Song 宋/Liu Song 劉宋 (Southern Dynasties) ............................................ 420-479
Jiankang
4. Qi 齊/Southern Qi 南齊 (Southern Dynasties) ........................................... 479-502
Jiankang
5. Liang 梁/Southern Liang 南梁 (Southern Dynasties) ................................ 502-557
Jiankang
6. Chen 陳/Southern Chen 南陳 (Southern Dynasties) ................................. 557-589
Jiankang

Periods of unity and division
In the 22 centuries since China was first unified at the beginning of the Qin Dynasty (221 BC),
the country experienced about 1600 years of unity and 600 years of division.

Unity—more than 1600 years

division—more than 600 years

221 BC – 220 AD (441 years)
280-304 (24 years)
589-902 (313 years)
979-1126 (147 years)
1279-1916 (637 years)
Since 1949 (on the Chinese mainland, 59 years)

220-280 AD (60 years)
304-589 (285 years)
902-979 (77 years)
1126-1279 (153 years)
1916-1949 (33 years)
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Historical capitals
City ......................... Today’s province

(currently used name or
closest extant city or county)

Anyi 安邑 ............................Shanxi (Xia 夏縣)
Balasaghun 巴拉沙袞 .......[Kyrgyzstan]
Beijing 北京/Peking .........Beijing
Chang’an 長安 ...................Shaanxi (Xi’an 西安)

Dynasty/state(s), time

Xia 夏; Wei 魏 (Warring States)
Western Liao 西遼
Ming 明, Qing 清, PRC
Western Han 西漢, Xin 新, Tang 唐;
Former Zhao 前趙, Former Qin 前秦,
Later Qin 後 秦 (Sixteen Nations);
Western Wei 西魏, Northern Zhou 北
周 (Northern Dynasties)
Changle 長樂 ......................Fujian (Fuzhou 福州)
Min 閩 (Ten Kingdoms)
Changsha 長沙 ...................Hunan (Changsha 長沙)
Chu 楚 (Ten Kingdoms)
Chen 陳 ...............................Henan (Huaiyang 淮陽縣)
Chu 楚 (Warring States)
Chengdu 成都 ....................Sichuan (Chengdu 成都)
Shu 蜀 (Three Kingdoms); Cheng Han 成
漢 (Sixteen Nations); Former Shu 前蜀,
Later Shu 後蜀 (Ten Kingdoms)
Chongqing 重慶 ................Chongqing
ROC (1937-1945)
Dadu 大都 ..........................Beijing
Yuan 元
Daliang 大梁 ......................Henan (Kaifeng 開封)
Wei 魏 (Warring States)
Danyang 丹陽 ....................Hubei (Zigui 秭歸縣)
Chu 楚 (Warring States)
Daxingcheng 大興城 ........Shaanxi (Xi’an 西安)
Sui 隋
Dunhuang 敦煌 .................Gansu (Dunhuang 敦煌)
Western Liang 西涼 (Sixteen Nations)
Guanggu 廣固城 ...............Shandong (Qingzhou 青州)
Southern Yan 南燕 (Sixteen Nations)
Guangzhou 廣州 ...............Guangdong (Guangzhou 廣州) Southern Han 南漢 (Ten Kingdoms)
Guzang 姑臧 ......................Gansu (Wuwei 武威)
Former Liang 前涼, Later Liang 後涼
(Sixteen Nations)
Handan 邯鄲 ......................Hebei (Handan 邯鄲)
Zhao 趙 (Warring States)
Hao 鎬/Haojing 鎬京 ......Shaanxi (Xi’an 西安)
Western Zhou 西周
Hangzhou 杭州 .................Zhejiang (Hangzhou 杭州)
Wuyue 吳越 (Ten Kingdoms)
Huangdu 皇都....................Inner Mongolia (Bairinzuo 巴林左旗) Liao 遼
Huining 會寧......................Heilongjiang (Acheng 阿城)
Jin 金 (Jurchen tatars 女真)
Ji 薊 ......................................Beijing
Yan 燕 (Warring States)
Jiangdu 江都 .......................Jiangsu (Yangzhou 揚州)
Sui 隋
Jiankang 建康 .....................Jiangsu (Nanjing 南京)
Eastern Jin 東晉 (Six Dynasties), Liu
Song 劉 宋 , Southern Qi 南 齊 ,
Southern Liang 南梁, Southern Chen
南陳 (Six Dynasties/Southern Dynasties)
Jianye 建鄴..........................Jiangsu (Nanjing 南京)
Wu 吳 (Three Kingdoms/Six Dynasties)
Jingzhou 荊州 ....................Hubei (Jiangling 江陵縣)
Southern Ping 南 平 /Jingnan 荊 南
(Ten Kingdoms)
Jinling 金陵 .........................Jiangsu (Nanjing 南京)
Southern Tang 南唐 (Ten Kingdoms)
Jiuquan 酒泉.......................Gansu (Jiuquan 酒泉)
Western Liang 西涼 (Sixteen Nations)
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Kaifeng 開封 ......................Henan (Kaifeng 開封)

Northern Song 北宋; Later Liang 後梁,
Later Jin 後晉, Later Han 後漢, Later
Zhou 後周 (Five Dynasties)
Khanbalig ............................Beijing
Yuan 元
Ledu 樂都 ...........................Qinghai (Ledu 樂都)
Southern Liang 南涼 (Sixteen Nations)
Lin’an 臨安 .........................Zhejiang (Hangzhou 杭州)
Southern Song 南宋
Linhuang 臨潢 ...................Inner Mongolia (Bairinzuo 巴林左旗) Liao 遼
Longcheng 龍城 ................Liaoning (Chaoyang 朝陽)
Former Yan 前燕, Northern Yan 北燕
(Sixteen Nations)
Luoyang 洛陽 .....................Henan (Luoyang 洛陽)
Eastern Han 東漢, Western Jin 西晉,
Sui 隋, Tang 唐; Wei 魏 (Three Kingdoms)—Later Tang 後 唐
(Five
Dynasties)
Luoyi 洛邑 ..........................Henan (Luoyang 洛陽)
Eastern Zhou 東周
Nanjing 南京/Nanking ....Jiangsu (Nanjing 南京)
Ming 明, ROC (1912-1949)
Pingcheng 平城..................Shanxi (Datong 大同)
Northern Wei 北魏 (Northern Dynasties)
Pingyang 平陽 ....................Shanxi (Linfen 臨汾)
Han 漢 (Sixteen Nations)
Puyang 普陽 .......................Shanxi (Taiyuan 太原)
Zhao 趙 (Warring States)
Shengle 盛樂 ......................Inner Mongolia (Helinger 和林格爾縣) Dai 代國 (315-376)
Shouchun 壽春 ..................Anhui (Shou 壽縣)
Chu 楚 (Warring States)
Taihe 太和城 ......................Yunnan (Dali 大理)
Nanzhao 南詔
Taipei 台北 .........................Taiwan (Taipei 台北)
ROC (since 1949)
Taiyuan 太原 ......................Shanxi (Taiyuan 太原)
Northern Han 北漢 (Ten Kingdoms)
Tongwan 統萬城 ...............Shaanxi (Jingbian 靖邊縣)
Xia 夏 (Sixteen Nations)
Weishan 巍山 .....................Yunnan (Weishan 巍山)
Nanzhao 南詔
Wuyang 武陽 ......................Hebei (Yi 易縣)
Yan 燕 (Warring States)
Xianyang 咸陽 ...................Shaanxi (Xianyang 咸陽)
Qin 秦
Xingqing 興慶 ....................Ningxia (Yinchuan 銀川)
Western Xia 西夏
Xiping 西平 ........................Qinghai (Xining 西寧)
Southern Liang 南涼 (Sixteen Nations)
Yan 奄 ..................................Shandong (Qufu 曲阜)
Shang 商
Yangjumie 羊苴咩 .............Yunnan (Dali 大理)
Nanzhao 南詔, Dali 大理
Yangzhai 陽翟 ....................Henan (Yuzhou 禹州)
Han 韓 (Warring States)
Yangzhou 揚州 ..................Jiangsu (Yangzhou 揚州)
Wu 吳 (Ten Kingdoms)
Yanjing 燕京 .......................Beijing
Liao 遼
Ye 鄴 ....................................Hebei (Linzhang 臨漳縣)
Eastern Wei 東魏, Northern Qi 北齊
(Northern Dynasties), Later Zhao 後趙,
Former Yan 前燕 (Sixteen Nations)
Yin 殷 ..................................Henan (Xiaotun 小屯, Anyang County 安陽縣) Shang 商/Yin 殷
Ying 郢 ................................Hubei (Yicheng 宜城)
Chu 楚 (Warring States)
Yingqiu 營丘 ......................Shandong (Zibo 淄博)
Qi 齊 (Warring States)
Yong 雍 ...............................Shaanxi (Fengxiang 鳳翔縣)
Qin 秦 (Warring States)
Yuanchuan 苑川 ................Gansu (Yuzhong 榆中縣)
Western Qin 西秦 (Sixteen Nations)
Zhangye 張掖 ....................Gansu (Zhangye 張掖)
Northern Liang 北涼 (Sixteen Nations)
Zhongdu 中都 ...................Beijing
Jin 金 (Jurchen tatars 女真)
Zhongshan 中山 ................Hebei (Dingzhou 定州/Baoding 保定) Later Yan 後燕 (Sixteen
Nations)
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Alternative names of important Chinese capitals

Beijing 北京/Peking ........................................................ Dadu 大都/Khanbalig [Yuan 元 (Mongols)],
Ji 薊 [Yan 燕 (Warring States)], Yanjing 燕京
[Liao 遼 (Khitan tatars 契丹)], Zhongdu 中
都 [Jin 金 (Jurchen tatars 女真)]
Chang’an 長安 (= Xi’an 西安, Shaanxi Province) .... Hao 鎬 [Western Zhou 西周], Daxingcheng
大興城 [Sui 隋]
Luoyang 洛陽 (Henan Province).................................. Luoyi 洛邑 [Eastern Zhou 東周]
Nanjing 南京/Nanking (Jiangsu Province) ................. Jianye 建鄴, Jiankang 建康 [Six Dynasties]
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The History of China: A Summary
Note:

This section describes China’s historical development from the beginnings
to the end of imperial China, the main focus being on political events and
developments. Since it is rather an outline for orientation, it should not be
regarded as a replacement for history books but merely as supplemental to
such books.
Furthermore, the maps presented are not intended to depict accurately
the territory represented. Since well-defined borders often did not exist in
the past (especially in ancient history), these maps are intended simply to
give the reader an idea of the territory a certain dynasty controlled.

The emergence of humans in the China region
Human habitation in the area comprising today’s PRC during the Stone Age has been confirmed
by numerous archaeological finds. The oldest remains of humanoids ever found in the China
region date back 2 to 3 million years and were discovered in 1985 in Longgupo 龍骨坡 (Wushan
County 巫山縣, Chongqing Municipality). In the 1960s human remains dating back about 1.7
million years—the “Lantian man” (Lantian yuanren 藍田猿人, Sinanthropus lantienensis)—were
unearthed in Gongwangling 公王嶺 (Lantian County 藍田縣, Shaanxi Province), and other
remains were found in Shangnabang 上那蚌 (Yuanmou County 元謀縣, Yunnan Province). In
1954, paleolithic human teeth and stone tools were found at Dingcun 丁村 (Xiangfen County 襄
汾縣, Shanxi Province).
The most famous fossils are those of the “Peking man” (beijing yuanren 北京猿人, homo erectus
pekinensis/Sinanthropus pekinensis) with a presumed age of 200,000 to 500,000 years, unearthed in
the 1920s at the Upper Cave (shandingdong 山頂洞) of Longgu Mountain 龍骨山 at Zhoukoudian
周口店 (Fangshan District 房山區, Beijing City). Fossils of a homo erectus found in 1985 in
Jinniushan 金牛山 (Yingkou County 營口縣, Liaoning Province) are 250,000 to 300,000 years
old, and remains of a pre-modern homo sapiens dating back 120,000 years were discovered in Maba
馬壩 (Qujiang County 曲江縣, Shaoguan City 韶關市, Guangdong Province) in 1958.
The oldest human fossils in Taiwan belong to a homo sapiens between 20,000 and 30,000 years
old, discovered 1971 in Tsochen 左鎮 (Tainan County 台南縣). The age of fossilized teeth of a
homo erectus unearthed in the 1990s in Takangshan 大崗山 (Kaohsiung County 高雄縣) has yet to
be determined, but may prove to be much older than the Tsochen remains.

Neolithic China: the Yangshao and Longshan Cultures
In the Neolithic Age, several cultures were present in China, the oldest of which were the Cishan
Culture (cishan wenhua 磁山文化) and Peiligang Culture (peiligang wenhua 裴李崗文化) active in the
6th millenium BC in the Hebei/Henan area. More is known about later cultures like the Yangshao
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Culture (yangshao wenhua 仰韶文化) and the Longshan Culture (longshan wenhua 龍山文化) which
were active around the Yellow River (huanghe 黃河).
The Yangshao Culture was a Neolithic culture found along the central Yellow River in
China, stretching from the valleys of Gansu Province to southern Shaanxi and northwestern
Henan and active ca. 5000 to 3000 BC. The first village representative of this culture was
excavated in 1921 in Yangshao, Henan Province, but the most important archaeological find was
discovered at village Banpo 半坡 near Xi’an 西安, discovered in 1953. It was a society of
sedentary farmers who primarly cultivated millet. The most distinctive feature of Yangshao
Culture was the extensive use of painted pottery, although the people did not use pottery wheels.
According to archaelogists,
Yangshao society was based
around matriarchal clans,
while the succeeding Longshan
culture
was
a
patriarchical society.
The Longshan Culture
was a late Neolithic culture
(ca. 2500 to 1700 BC) located
along the central and lower
Yellow River, centered in
western Shandong Province,
but also extending to
southern Manchuria and the
coastal plains of Jiangsu
Province. It is named after
Longshan Township (Zhangqiu County 章丘縣, Shandong Province), the first site where evidence of this culture was found
in 1928. The distinctive feature of Longshan Culture was the people’s skillfulness in potterymaking (which included the use of pottery wheels). Bronzemaking first appeared with the
Longshan culture as well. Cities also emerged at this time, as shown by evidence of rammed earth
walls and moats. Rice cultivation was clearly developed by this time. Some archaeologists suggest
that the Longshan Culture is connected to the legendary Xia Dynasty 夏 and provided the
foundation for the Bronze Age Shang Dynasty 商.
Besides these, there were other cultures like the Majiayao Culture (majiayao wenhua 馬家窯文
化) in the Qinghai/Gansu region, the Dawenkou Culture (dawenkou wenhua 大汶口文化) around
Shandong, as well as cultures in South China. The latter included the Hemudu Culture (hemudu
wenhua 河姆渡文化)—whose 700-year-old lacquerware implements were unearthed in Yuyao City
餘姚市 (Zhejiang Province)—and the Majiabang Culture (majiabang wenhua 馬家浜文化). That
Chinese civilization had multiple origins is borne out by the Sanxingdui Culture (sanxingdui wenhua
三星堆文化) that existed between 5000 and 3000 BC, whose artifacts like masks unearthed at
Jinsha 金沙 (Pingshan County 屏山縣, Qingliang District 清涼鄉, Sichuan Province) keep
astonishing scientists with their weirdness. Taiwan’s oldest known culture was the paleolithic
Changpin Culture (changbin wenhua 長濱文化) that can be traced back 5000 to 6000 years,
followed by several other cultures including the Peinan Culture (beinan wenhua 卑南文化), the
people of which built stone monoliths.
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The legendary Xia Dynasty and the Mythical
Emperors
According to Chinese tradition, China has a history of 5000 years. However, that claim has yet to
be proven—for the time being, the existence of a class society in China and the existence of a
written script can be traced back no further than about 2000 BC. For the period of early Chinese
civilization—the Xia 夏, Shang 商/Yin 殷 and Zhou 周 Dynasties—it is often difficult for
historians to distinguish fact from fiction. No convincing scientific proof has so far been found
for the existence of the mythical emperors who were said to be the first rulers of China, or for
the Xia Dynasty 夏 (ca. 2000-1500 BC) which was said to have been founded by one of these
mythical emperors. However, the government of the PRC is boosting its efforts to prove its claim
that Chinese civilization is 5000 years old by carrying out extensive excavations. One site that
might contain the capital of the Xia Dynasty is Erlitou 二里頭 (Yanshi County 偃師縣, Henan
Province).
Most traditional Chinese sources mention the Xia Dynasty 夏 as first the Chinese dynasty.
According to these sources, the Xia Dynasty lasted from 2205 to 1766 BC, and its capital was
Anyi 安邑 in Shanxi Province, but traditional sources tell very little about this dynasty. The
connection with Chinese myth is found in the belief that the Xia Dynasty was founded by
Emperor Yu 禹, who himself was chosen by the mythical Emperor Shun 舜. Traditional sources
usually refer to three mythical emperors—Huangdi 黃帝 (trad. 2674-2575 BC), Yao 堯 (trad.
2333-2234 BC), and Shun 舜 (trad. 2233-2184 BC), with the time of their accession to the throne
varying from source to source. Other sources list three emperors (sanhuang 三皇) and five
sovereigns (wudi 五帝), and names of mythical emperors in various sources include Fuxi 伏羲
and his wife Nüwa 女媧, Shennong 神農, Shaohao 少昊, Zhuanxu 顓頊, Diku 帝嚳, Dizhi 帝摯,
Tangyao 唐堯, Suiren 燧人, and Youchao 有巢. Things become more complicated by the fact that
some of the mythical emperors have more than one name: Huangdi 黃帝—Youxiong 有熊 or
Xuanyuan 軒轅; Shun 舜—Yushun 虞舜 or Youyu 有虞; Fuxi 伏羲—Taihao 太昊, Paoxi 庖羲
or Xi 犧; Shennong 神農—Yandi 炎帝 or Lieshan 烈山; Shaohao 少昊—Jintian 金天; Zhuanxu
顓頊—Gaoyang 高陽; Diku 帝嚳—Ku 嚳 or Gaoxin 高辛; Tangyao 唐堯—Taotang 陶唐.
Given the inconsistencies in the information about the mythical emperors provided by the
traditional Chinese sources, the only thing that can be deducted is probably that historians should
not take that information at face value.
However, some historians believe it may be possible that around 2000 BC a small state
existed in south-western Shaanxi under a chieftain surnamed Yao and farther to the east another
small state under a leader surnamed Shun. The tales about Xia Emperor Yu “controlling the
floods” might indicate early efforts in hydrology and flood control.

Major events in contemporary world history
ca. 2530 BC Completion of the Cheops pyramid
ca. 2000 BC Construction of Stonehenge begins (completed around 1500 BC)
Begin of Minoan civilization on Crete (ended ca. 1450 BC after volcanic eruption)
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The Shang/Yin Dynasty (ca. 1500-1000 BC)
Duration, capitals

Shang 商/Yin 殷—duration: about 500 years (ca. 1500-1000 BC, trad. 1766-1122 BC), capitals:
Yan 奄 (today’s Qufu 曲阜, Shandong Province); Yin 殷 (today’s Xiaotun 小屯 in Anyang
County 安陽縣, Henan Province)

Historical outline
The Shang Dynasty was a peasant civilization of towns located in and around north-western Henan. This dynasty’s capital was moved several times, possibly due to the Yellow River (huanghe 黃
河) flooding. Traditional sources state that Shang ruler Pan Geng 盤庚 moved the capital from
Yan 奄 to Yin 殷 and that the dynastic title was then changed from Shang to Yin. After large
amounts of tortoise shells and bones (mainly bovine shoulder blades) used for oracle purposes
and divination were discovered in Xiaotun in 1899, the place was nicknamed “the ruins of Yin”
(Yinxu 殷墟). The Shang buried their kings with many implements in large, subterranean,
cross-shaped tombs outside of the capital. The excavation of Shang-era tombs began in 1934 in
Xibeigang 西北岡 not far from Anyang.
From the study of thousands of pieces of oracle bone and shell unearthed in the Anyang
area it is now known that the Shang had a fully developed feudal agrarian society. Society was
divided into noble families and those dependant on their patronage, PRC historians describe this
as a “slave society” (nuli shehui 奴隸社會). Tyrannical rule by the Shang emperors led to widespread discontent and uprisings that destroyed the
dynasty and brought King
Wu of the Zhou 周武王 to
power.
Religion consisted of the
worship of many nature
deities; the supreme god of
official worship was called
Shangdi 上帝. In order to
promote the fertililty of the
earth, human sacrifice was
offered to the gods, the
victims of which were often
prisoners of war. The worship of deceased rulers is
regarded as the precursor to the ancestor worship that later became typical of Chinese civilization.
The appearance of horse-breeding and wheeled war chariots during the Shang Dynasty highlights
the advanced degree of development of that civilization.

Technology and science
The Chinese Bronze Age, when highly developed metalworking techniques made mass
production possible, occurred during the second millennium BC. Bronze—an alloy composed of
copper, tin, and small amounts of lead—came into use in China before iron as the preferred
metal for making weapons and vessels around 2000 BC. The Shang 商/Yin 殷 and Zhou 周
Dynasties are generally regarded as forming the Golden Age of Chinese bronze art. Due to the
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rareness of metal, bronze vessels were mostly used for religious purposes; for everyday use
earthenware vessels were common.

The emergence of a written Chinese script
The Shang Dynasty coinceded with the emerging of a written script. The first Chinese characters
were mostly pictographs and were carved on tortoise shells and ox bones for divination and
oracle purposes. The shells and bones were cracked in fire and then interpreted by shamans. Some
of the ceremonial bronze vessels of the period bear inscriptions as well. The earliest characters
evolved into the “seal script style” (zhuanshu 篆書) which reached the peak of its development
during the Qin Dynasty. In the following centuries more styles evolved, including the “official
script style” (lishu 隸書), which came about during the Qin Dynasty by modifying the seal style;
the “regular script style” (kaishu 楷書) which was developed in the Han Dynasty and was used
through the Tang Dynasty; the “running script style” (xingshu 行書), probably developed in the
Western Han Dynasty; and lastly the “cursive script style” (caoshu 草書, literally “grass style”) with
all of its subcategories.

Major events in contemporary world history
ca. 1450 BC Mycenaean Greece at height of power and prosperity, collapses around 1150 BC
ca. 1200 BC Olmec, the first pre-Columbian culture in Mesoamerica, appears
1166 BC
Death of Ramses III, Egypt’s last great pharaoh

The Zhou Dynasty (ca. 1000-221 BC)
Overview
The Zhou Dynasty, at about 800 years the longest dynasty in the history of China, is divided into
the Western Zhou (xi Zhou 西周, ca. 1000-770 BC) and Eastern Zhou (dong Zhou 東周, 770-221
BC) because in around 770 BC its capital was moved from Hao 鎬/Haojing 鎬京 (today’s Xi’an
西安, Shaanxi Province) eastward to Luoyi 洛邑 (today’s Luoyang 洛陽, Henan Province). The
Eastern Zhou is traditionally subdivided into the Spring and Autumn Period (chunqiu 春秋) and
the Warring States Period (zhanguo shidai 戰國時代).

WESTERN ZHOU (CA. 1000-770 BC)
Duration, ruling clan, capital

Western Zhou 西周—duration: about 230 years (ca. 1000-770 BC, trad. 1122-770 BC), ruling clan:
Ji 姬, capital: Hao 鎬/Haojing 鎬京 (today’s Xi’an 西安, Shaanxi Province)

Historical outline

During the Shang Dynasty, the Zhou 周 occupied a portion of today’s central Shaanxi Province.
At that time the area was home to many non-Chinese tribes (Turks, Tibetans), and the culture of
the Zhou was closely related to the Yangshao Culture (yangshao wenhua 仰韶文化), though it was
technically more advanced. The presence of other tribes gradually pushed the Zhou eastward,
which brought them in closer contact to the Shang 商. While the Zhou became increasingly influenced by the Shang, their power steadily grew, and eventually King Wu of Zhou 周武王 in-
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vaded the kingdom of Shang with a group of tribal armies and annihilated the Shang.
Since the conquerors were a small minority and unable to rule the country all by themselves,
they turned it into feudal state. Local power was transferred to a number of feudal lords, often
related to the Zhou royal family, who received their fiefs in a ceremony. Other small states were
controlled as vassal states which had to pay tribute, and certain local potentates were allowed to
keep their existing holdings. In the early Zhou Dynasty there were hundreds of these feudal states,
dukedoms and principalities that were different in size and often centered around walled garrisons.
The establishment of new cities around these military garrisons was one of the ways by which
power was consolidated in the post-Shang era, and often it was achieved by the forced resettlement of the Shang’s urban
population. Some scholars
believe the many resettled
Shang urbanites either were
or became businessmen,
which might explain why
today the Chinese word shang
商 means “merchant”.
While the distribution of
fiefdoms enabled the Zhou
to control and expand their
territory, at the same time it
weakened the power of the
Zhou authority. Inevitably,
political power gradually
shifted to the hands of the
feudal lords. At the periphery of Zhou territory, nomadic Turkish and Mongolian tribes pushed
into Shaanxi and raided Chinese farms for food. Thus, some of the nomad chiefs became local
rulers themselves and established states bordering Zhou territory. Since the central authority was
far away, feudal lords were increasingly less inclined to send auxiliary troops to the capital for
defense when it was struck by tribal attacks. During the reign of Zhou king You Wang 幽王, the
barbarian tribe Quanrong 犬戎 sacked the capital Hao 鎬 in 770 BC. You Wang was killed and
the Zhou were forced to move their capital eastward, marking the end of the Western Zhou.

Society, culture, and economy

The political organization of the Zhou is described as a dual system of feudalism (fengjian zhidu 封
建制度) and the zongfa 宗法 system of patrilinear inheritance (property was passed to the eldest
son). The feudal lords stood at the top of a hierarchical aristocracy, and the daily life of the Zhou
nobility was governed by a complex set of ceremonial rituals. Since the Zhou were rough
conquerors and impressed by the high Shang culture with its ancient and highly developed moral
system, the Zhou based their culture on the Shang culture—bronze vessels of the early Zhou
were virtually identical with those of Shang. The shape of houses remained unaltered as well, but
the form of tombs changed. The cult of Heaven (tian 天), Shangdi 上帝, and the worship of the
sun and the stars played a central role in the Zhou culture, but the Zhou officially abolished
human sacrifice. Different from the Shang, the Zhou had no priests, and religious rites were
performed by the head of the family, yet literate priests were still needed to ensure the “correct”
performance of rites and ceremonies, and they formed a new class of scholars. Important rites in
the capital had to be performed by the king himself. During the Zhou Dynasty, agriculture was
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developed, improved, and intensified, and the main crops were millet and later wheat.

Rulers of the Western Zhou
Title

Personal name

Reign

Zhou Wen Wang 周文王
Zhou Wu Wang 周武王
Zhou Cheng Wang 周成王
Zhou Kang Wang 周康王
Zhou Zhao Wang 周昭王
Zhou Mu Wang 周穆王
Zhou Gong Wang 周共王
Zhou Yi Wang 周懿王
Zhou Xiao Wang 周孝王
Zhou Yi Wang 周夷王
Zhou Li Wang 周厲王

Ji Chang 姬昌
trad. 1108-1058 BC
Ji Fa 姬發
trad. 1058-1042 BC
Ji Song 姬誦
trad. 1042-1021 BC
Ji Zhao 姬釗
trad. 1021-996 BC
Ji Xia 姬瑕
trad. 996-977 BC
Ji Man 姬滿
trad. 977-922 BC
Ji Yihu 姬繄扈
trad. 922-900 BC
Ji Jian 姬囏
trad. 900-892 BC
Ji Pifang 姬闢方
trad. 892-886 BC
Ji Xie 姬燮
trad. 886-878 BC
Ji Hu 姬胡
trad. 878-841 BC
Gonghe 共和 (regent)
841-828 BC
Zhou Xuan Wang 周宣王
Ji Jing 姬靜
827-782 BC
Zhou You Wang 周幽王
Ji Gongsheng 姬宮湦
781-770 BC
Note: The first generally accepted date in Chinese history is 841 BC, the first year of the Gonghe
reign 共和. That regency ended in 828 BC. Dates of events prior to 841 BC have not yet been
verified.

Major events in contemporary world history
ca. 1000 BC
ca. 950 BC
814 BC
ca. 800 BC
776 BC

Adena culture develops in Eastern North America
Establishment of Assyrian empire
Foundation of Phoenician colony of Carthage
Rise of Etruscan city states in central Italy
First pan-hellenic athletics festival held at sanctuary of Zeus in Olympia

EASTERN ZHOU (770-221 BC)
Duration, ruling clan, capital

Eastern Zhou 東周—duration: ca. 549 years (770-221 BC), ruling clan: Ji 姬, capital: until 256 BC
Luoyi 洛邑 (today’s Luoyang 洛陽, Henan Province)

A note about “Spring and Autumn” and the “Warring States Period”
In traditional Chinese historiography, the Eastern Zhou Dynasty is subdivided into the Spring and
Autumn Period 春秋 (trad. 770-476 BC) and the Warring States Period 戰國時代 (trad. 475-221
BC). While the term “Spring and Autumn” is borrowed from the title of historic records about
events in the state of Lu 魯 between 722 and 481 BC with the same name, that subdivision is to a
certain degree misleading, because actually there are only two major differences between Spring
and Autumn and the Warring States Period—the number of an initial 170 contending states
during Spring and Autumn was (according to traditional Chinese historiography) reduced to seven
in the Warring States Period, and while in Spring and Autumn the Zhou king commanded at least
symbolic power and was still recognized as a ceremonial authority, in the closing two centuries of
the Eastern Zhou the last shreds of Zhou’s power and authority had vanished entirely. On the
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other hand, in the 5th century BC when according to the traditional sources the Warring States
Period began, more than seven states still existed. In fact, the crucial phase of only seven states
fighting for power began later than 300 BC. Besides, the date 476 BC seems arbitrary since there
was no major event at that time which could have marked the end of Spring and Autumn. While
the subdivision into the Spring and Autumn and Warring States Periods as a distinction between
the early and later Eastern Zhou is acceptable, there was a smooth transition from one period to
another. The most remarkable feature of the Warring States Period is that continuous warfare had
become the normal situation.

List of the seven Warring States
•

•
•

•

•

•
•

Chu 楚 (847-223 BC), Mi 羋 clan. Capitals: Danyang 丹陽 (today’s Zigui County 秭歸縣,
Hubei Province); Ying 郢 (today’s Yicheng 宜城, Hubei Province); Chen 陳 (today’s Huaiyang County 淮陽縣, Henan Province); Shouchun 壽春 (today’s Shou County 壽縣, Anhui
Province).
Han 韓 (424-230 BC), Han 韓 clan. Capital: Yangzhai 陽翟 (today’s Yuzhou 禹州, Henan
Province). It was one of the three states created when the Jin kingdom 晉國 broke apart.
Qi 齊 (850-221 BC), Tian 田 clan (before 481 BC Jiang 姜 clan). Capital: Yingqiu 營丘
(today’s Zibo 淄博, Shandong Province). Known as a trade center and the first place where
money was used, it was
also noted for its transportation system and salt
production.
Qin 秦 (844-207 BC),
Ying 嬴 clan. Capitals:
Yong 雍 (today’s Fengxiang County 鳳 翔 縣 ,
Shaanxi Province); Xianyang 咸 陽 (Shaanxi
Province).
Wei 魏 (424-225 BC),
Wei 魏 clan. Capitals:
Anyi 安邑 (today’s Xia
County 夏 縣 , Shanxi
Province); Daliang 大梁
(today’s Kaifeng 開封, Henan Province). It was one of the three states created when the Jin
kingdom 晉國 broke apart. The defensive walls built by this kingdom at the border with the
state of Qin can still be seen today.
Yan 燕 (ca. 1000-226 BC), Ji 姬 clan. Capitals: Ji 薊 (today’s Beijing); Wuyang 武陽 (today’s
Yi County 易縣, Hebei Province).
Zhao 趙 (517-228 BC), Zhao 趙 clan. Capitals: Puyang 普陽 (today’s Taiyuan 太原, Shanxi
Province); Handan 邯鄲 (Hebei Province). It was one of the three states created when the
Jin kingdom 晉國 broke apart.

Historical outline

When the Quanrong 犬戎 tribe invaded the Western Zhou and conquered its capital Hao 鎬, the
Zhou court was forced to move eastward into a territory where it had no strong foothold. After
the establishment of the new capital at Luoyi 洛邑 (today’s Luoyang 洛陽, Henan Province)
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under king Ping Wang 平王, first ruler of the Eastern Zhou, the principalities developed greater
independence, and the feudal lords became kings. The structure of the Eastern Zhou empire can
be described as a commonwealth of independent states headed by the Zhou king. These independent states increasingly struggled for power among each other. It was also the time when
Confucius (Kong Qiu 孔丘, 551-479 BC) developed the philosophy that profoundly shaped
Chinese thought. The period is traditionally referred to as “Spring and Autumn” (chunqiu 春秋).
During the Spring and Autumn Period the authority of the Zhou kings extended little
beyond the city of Luoyi itself and its environs. They were no longer chiefs of feudal lords but a
kind of sanctified overlord, a mere symbol of power. Yet a supreme leader was needed because all
feudal lords still recognized the worship of Heaven, and supreme sacrifices could only be offered
by the Son of Heaven, found in the personage of the Zhou king. Zhou rulers were also needed as
arbiters to settle conflicts between the feudal lords.
Those conflicts were a prelude to the following Warring States Period. Even during the
Western Zhou the principalities had sought to expand their own territory and sphere of influence
by force, and by the end of Spring and Autumn, out of the originally hundreds of entities only
about a few dozen states remained. Of these states, the two most noteworthy were Qin 秦 (that
unified China in 221 BC) and Chu 楚 (that contributed to the development of southern China
and was expanded as far as Yunnan by General Zhuang Qiao 莊蹻). In 453 BC the state of Jin 晉
split into Han 韓, Wei 魏, and Zhao 趙. Two other important states were Qi 齊 and Yan 燕, and
together with Qin and Chu they were to become the seven Warring States (zhanguo qixiong 戰國七
雄, literally “heroic seven warring states”).
Other states (in alphabetical order) were Cai 蔡, Cao 曹, Chen 陳, Lu 魯, Shen 申 (destroyed
by Chu at the beginning of Spring and Autumn, its western part—the “barbarian state” Xishen 西
申/Shenrong 申戎—was destroyed by Qin), Song 宋, Tang 唐, Teng 滕 (a dukedom of the Ji 姬
clan, destroyed by Yue 越 during the Warring States Period, resurrected and later destroyed by
Song 宋), Wei 衛 (destroyed in 209 BC), Wu 吳, Xing 邢, Yue 越, Zheng 鄭, and Zhongshan 中
山. Also extant were the fiefdoms of Geng 耿, Huo 霍, Huo 虢, Wei 魏, and Yu 虞.
Besides Chu, Wu 吳 and Yue 越 were the two other important states in the southern part of
Zhou. The state of Lu 魯 (home of Confucius) and neighbouring Song 宋 regarded themselves
as the legitimate heirs of the Shang culture. Most of the estimated 170 states in the Spring and
Autumn Period were very small in size. Unstable and morphous alliances were formed and
broken throughout this period. In the Warring States Period some states like Chu, Qi, Wei and
Yan built defensive walls to secure their borders. At the end of the Eastern Zhou around 300 BC
China first experienced what was to become a perennial problem—the threat from the north
posed by the Xiongnu 匈奴.
The struggle for hegemony that had begun in Spring and Autumn with at least 170 small
states fighting each other for dominance entered a final stage during the Warring States Period
when only seven major players remained and the central authority of the Zhou had been
eliminated for good.

Society and economy
As smaller states were defeated by their stronger neighbours, more and more feudal lords and
their underlings lost their land and became itinerant scholars and politicians. Often they were
employed by rulers as tutors for their children and to properly conduct sacrifices and festivals.
Agriculture was improved by a system of rotating crops and the use of iron ploughshares.
Another important agricultural development was the use of irrigation. Since there was still much
arable land available, feudal lords tried to attract peasants to boost their population so they could
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build larger armies. Around 400 BC all states combined had a population of ca. 25 million, and
due to southward migration the populated area had extended as far as Guangdong, Guangxi, and
even Tonkin 東京 (today’s Vietnam).
Feudal lord’s cities continued to grow, and roads were built to transport food to cities to meet
the increased demand. Naturally these roads could also be used for trade and the transport of
supplies for big armies. Camels and donkeys were used to move people and goods. The invention
and circulation of coins in the Warring States Period stimulated trade as well, and Sogdian
merchants (from Sogdiana 康 國 [kangguo]: an area between today’s Uzbekistan around
Samarkand and Xinjiang) connected China and India. In general, the Eastern Zhou was a period
of economic prosperity that also made possible the flourishing of philosophy and literature.

Technology and science
The most remarkable technical advancement during the Eastern Zhou was the discovery of iron
in the 6th century BC. Thanks to the use of iron, industries and the arts developed, and agriculture
was improved by the use of iron implements. Steel production began, and through the
introduction of new weapons—such as halberds and crossbows—advances in warfare were also
seen. As time passed, armies grew to be comprised of thousands of soldiers. The state of Zhao
was the first to use cavalry, following the example of non-Chinese neighbours like the Xiongnu 匈
奴, and this was then copied by others, especially Qin.
The oldest map of China was possibly drawn in the Spring and Autumn Period— the “Map
of Yugong’s Nine Regions” (Yugong jiuzhoutu 禹貢九州圖) shows China consisting of nine
regions: Jizhou 冀州, Jingzhou 荊州, Liangzhou 梁州, Qingzhou 青州, Xuzhou 徐州, Yanzhou
兗州, Yangzhou 揚州, Yongzhou 雍州, and Yuzhou 豫州. Also during the Eastern Zhou,
Chinese astronomers began calculating the orbits of planets in our solar system.

Culture, philosophy, and the arts
The Spring and Autumn Period and the Warring States Period were marked by intense political
strife, constant warfare, and the collapse of the old order, so many philosophers began to
contemplate about how to organize an ideal society and came to a number of conclusions. The
philosophical diversity of the Eastern Zhou is highlighted by the “Hundred Schools” (zhuzi baijia
諸子百家). The four major schools to emerge were Confucianism (rujiao 儒教), Taoism (daojiao 道
教), Mohism (mojia 墨家), and Legalism (fajia 法家), and the major works of which were written
during the Eastern Zhou.
Mohism was the philosophy of Mo Di 墨翟 (ca. 480-390 BC) who protested against the
oppression of farmers and advocated universal love (jian’ai 兼愛). Other schools included the
Yin-yang School (yinyangjia 陰陽家) whose major advocate was Zou Yan 鄒衍/騶衍 (305-240
BC); and the Dialecticians (“school of names” [mingjia 名家]) Gongsun Long 公孫龍 (ca.
320-250 BC) and Hui Shi 惠施 (ca. 370-310 BC). Another important book was Zuozhuan 左傳, a
commentary about the Spring and Autumn Annals (chunqiu 春秋) written by Zuo Qiuming 左丘
明 (556-451 BC?).
Not only philosophy but also literature and poetry flourished during the Eastern Zhou. The
“Book of Songs” (shijing 詩經) was an anthology with 305 folk songs, poems, and hymns created
between the 10th and the 7th centuries BC in northern China. The “Songs of Chu” (chuci 楚辭)
originated in the southern part of the country and were mainly created by the poet and statesman
Qu Yuan 屈原 (ca. 340-278 BC). One work that clearly reflects the martial spirit of the time was
“The Art of War” (Sunzi Bingfa 孫子兵法) written by Sun Wu 孫武 in the 4th century BC.
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Confucianism

The founder of Confucianism (rujia 儒家) was the philosopher Kong Qiu 孔丘 (551-479 BC),
who was also called Kong Zhongni 孔仲尼, Kongzi 孔子, or Kongfuzi 孔夫子 (“Confucius” =
Master Kong). He was from Qufu 曲阜 in the state of Lu 魯 in today’s Shandong Province. As
Lu regarded itself as the legitimate heir of the Shang culture, traces of Shang culture can be seen
in Confucius’s political and ethical ideas. Although the Warring States Period had not yet begun,
the authority of the royal Zhou court was already disintegrating, and Confucius praised the ideal
order of the Western Zhou under the kings Wen 文王, Wu 武王, and the Duke of Zhou 周公
and lamented its collapse. According to tradition, Confucius had numerous students and today is
revered as the father of all teachers.
Confucius believed the ideal ruler—or at least his consultants—should be Junzi 君子, upright
gentlemen of character and virtue. Introducing a concept of morality, duty, and responsibility into
politics was new and truly progressive for those times. Like the Taoists, Confucius believed in the
universal law represented by the term dao 道, but his deductions were quite different. Because the
sun, the stars, and the moon move in accordance with the universal law, so humanity should live
in harmony with the law of the universe as well. Confucius believed that the ruler was to set an
example like Heaven, clearly an element of the ancient Cult of Heaven.
The part of Confucius’s teaching that proved to be most lasting and influential was his
concept about social hierarchy with its goal of achieving an orderly, harmonious society. In large
families, the established order of relationships between individuals was to be organised by rites to
avoid continual friction, so scholars had an important role to play since they were specialized in
the conduct of rites and ceremonies. The ancient rituals were meaningful to Confucius for yet
another reason: he believed the only way to become a Junzi was by performing the rites.
Confucius regarded the state as an extension of the family in which every member had his or
her position and was expected to fulfill a distinct role. In this patriarchal system, the ruler was the
father of society and the Son of Heaven. Although ancestor worship plays a central role in Confucianism, Confucius’s ideology was completely worldly, and he didn’t focus on questions about
deities.
Confucius and his students laid down a canon of social morals. Central to Confucianism are
the Five Confucian virtues—ren 仁 (benevolence or humanity), yi 義 (righteousness), li 禮 (propriety), zhi 智 (wisdom), and xin 信 (trustworthiness). In other sources, the five virtues are listed
as ren, yi, zhong 忠 (faithfulness or filial piety), shu 恕 (decency or mercy), and zhi 直 (honesty).
The most important texts of Confucianism are the Five Classics (wujing 五經) and the Four
Books (sishu 四書). The Five Classics are the Book of Songs (shijing 詩經), the Book of Documents (shujing 書經), the Book of Changes (yijing 易經), the Spring and Autumn Annals (chunqiu
春秋), and the Book of Rites (liji 禮記). The Four Books are the Confucian Analects (lunyu 論語),
Mengzi 孟子, the Great Learning (daxue 大學), and the Doctrine of the Mean (zhongyong 中庸),
the latter two being chapters in the Book of Rites. In the Analects, Confucius explained the proper behaviour of a Junzi. Confucius’s personal contribution to these texts cannot be ascertained
since Confucius as historical figure was obscured by centuries of apotheosis. It is believed that the
Analects were written by his students, but that Confucius himself was possibly involved in the
creation of the Spring and Autumn Annals.
During the late Eastern Zhou, Confucius’s philosophy was developed further by other
philosophers like Mencius and Han Fei, men whose concepts were quite different in certain
respects. While Confucianism temporarily lost its influence after the end of the Han Dynasty, new
Confucianist philosophers emerged after the beginning of the Tang Dynasty and instituted
reforms that resulted in the creation of Neo-Confucianism (lixue 理學) in the Song Dynasty.
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Further development of Confucianism: Mencius and Legalism
Besides Confucius himself, the probably most important proponent of Confucianism was
Mencius, whose real name was Meng Ke 孟軻 (372-289 BC), the author of the book Mengzi 孟
子. He believed that human nature was good, and that education was central for development of
that inborn goodness. Like Confucius he thought that a ruler needed to be morally superior, but
Mencius went further by stating that Heaven gave the ruler the mandate to rule (tianming 天命),
and if the ruler was evil, Heaven could revoke that mandate (geming 革命, the modern Chinese
word for “revolution”).
Within a couple of centuries after Confucius’ death, Legalism (fajia 法家) evolved as a
distinctive branch of Confucianism. Legalism had its roots in the teachings of philosophers like
Shang Yang 商鞅 (ca. 400-338 BC), Shen Dao 慎到 (395-315 BC), and Shen Buhai 申不害
(385-337 BC), but its main theoretical foundation was provided by Xun Kuang 荀況 (ca. 300-237
BC) and his students Li Si 李斯 (ca. 280-208 BC) and Han Fei 韓非 (ca. 280-233 BC). Xun
Kuang (also known as Xunzi 荀子) believed that human nature was evil, and a good character
could only be achieved by through rigorous study. He recommended a strong, authoritarian
government and performance of the ancient rituals in order to maintain a strict hierarchy in
society. Han Fei claimed a system of laws and punishments was necessary to stop and prevent
crime, and the terms shih 勢 (authority, power, and influence), fa 法 (laws and regulations) and shu
術 (management technique) made up the core of his leadership concept.
The first law codes were mentioned in 536 BC, laws that regulated the life of commoners in
the cities. The legalist Li Kui 李悝 (455-395 BC), minister in the state of Wei 魏, is traditionally
said to be author of the Book of Law [fajing 法經], a body of criminal law. The ideas and theories
of Legalism were implemented in the state of Qin 秦 where Li Si became chancellor and
organized the notorious burning of (non-legalist) books.
Though Legalism was officially condemned by mainstream Confucians, it had a profound,
lasting impact on the development of Chinese civilization. Even in the 20 th century, Chinese
society was shaped by the codex of social rules with its delineated rights and duties for everyone
in the family system that can be traced back to Confucius. An example that suggests the principles
of Legalism are still alive today was the “strike hard” campaign (yanda yundong 嚴打運動) against
crime launched in September 1983 by the Chinese Communists. The widespread use of the death
penalty in the PRC and Singapore could also be interpreted as having its roots in Legalism.

Taoism
Taoism is a philosophy much older than Confucianism, having its roots in the Shang Dynasty’s
Shamanism. The Taoists desired to bring man’s life on earth into harmony with the laws of the
universe—dao 道 can be translated as “fundamental principle of nature”. Although this was also
the goal of the Confucianists, the Taoists employed an intuitive, emotional method to achieve it.
They withdrew from society, lived in nature, and refused to perform acts that ran counter to dao (a
concept also called wuwei 無為, “not acting”). They despised education and seeked to prolong life.
Their anti-social and anti-intellectual ideology stood in sharp contrast to Confucianism.
The two main Taoist books are Laozi Daodejing 老子道德經 and Zhuangzi 莊子. Laozi
Daodejing is a relatively short book (only 5000 characters) with remarkably vague content and no
reliable facts known about the author(s). Zhuangzi, a literary masterpiece characterized by indifference towards death, was written by the gifted poet Zhuang Zhou 莊周 (369-286 BC).
Another Taoist philosopher of the Eastern Zhou was Yang Zhu 楊朱 (ca. 440-360 BC) who
advocated moderate hedonism. Despite the huge differences between Confucianism and Taoism,
a fascinating characteristic of Chinese civilization is that people could be Confucianist and Taoist
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at the same time.

Chronology (all years are BC; the seven Warring States are highlighted)
661
636
562
505
487
473
469
453
447
431
375
334
296
286
256
230
228
226
225
223
221
209

The Jin kingdom 晉國 (Ji 姬 clan) destroys the fiefdom of Huo 霍.
Wei 衛 annexes Xing 邢.
In the state of Lu 魯 the Huan 桓 families replace the house of Ji 姬.
Chu 楚 destroys the principality of Tang 唐 (Ji 姬 clan) in the Hubei region.
Cao 曹 is destroyed by Song 宋.
Wu 吳 is defeated by its southern neighbour Yue 越.
Chu 楚 destroys the principality of Chen 陳.
The Jin kingdom 晉國 is divided into three principalities (Han 韓, Wei 魏 and Zhao 趙).
Chu 楚 destroys the dukedom of Cai 蔡 (Ji 姬 clan) in the Henan region.
Chu 楚 destroys the principality Ju 莒 in Shandong.
Han 韓 destroys the state of Zheng 鄭.
Yue 越 (lower Yangzi area and northern Zhejiang) is divided and annexed by Chu 楚 and
Qi 齊.
Zhao 趙 annexes the principality of Zhongshan 中山 in northeast Shanxi.
Qi 齊 destroys the principality of Song 宋 in east Henan.
Chu 楚 destroys Lu 魯; Qin 秦 defeats the kingdom of Zhou 周, end of the Eastern
Zhou 東周.
Qin 秦 destroys Han 韓.
Qin 秦 destroys Zhao 趙.
Pressed by Qin 秦, Yan 燕 moves its capital from the Beijing area to southern Manchuria.
Qin 秦 destroys Wei 魏 and establishes headquarters in Hebei and in the west of Liaohe
River 遼河 (Manchuria).
Qin 秦 destroys Chu 楚.
Qin 秦 destroys Qi 齊. All Chinese states are united. The Qin Dynasty begins.
The second emperor of Qin 秦 destroys Wei 衛.

Rulers of the Eastern Zhou (Spring and Autumn Period)
Title

Personal name

Reign

Zhou Ping Wang 周平王
Zhou Huan Wang 周桓王
Zhou Zhuang Wang 周莊王
Zhou Li Wang 周釐王
Zhou Hui Wang 周惠王
Zhou Xiang Wang 周襄王
Zhou Qing Wang 周頃王
Zhou Kuang Wang 周匡王
Zhou Ding Wang 周定王
Zhou Jian Wang 周簡王
Zhou Ling Wang 周靈王
Zhou Jing Wang 周景王
Zhou Dao Wang 周悼王
Zhou Jing Wang 周敬王

Ji Yijiu 姬宜臼
Ji Lin 姬林
Ji Tuo 姬佗
Ji Huqi 姬胡齊
Ji Lang 姬閬
Ji Zheng 姬鄭
Ji Renchen 姬壬臣
Ji Ban 姬班
Ji Yu 姬瑜
Ji Yi 姬夷
Ji Xiexin 姬泄心
Ji Gui 姬貴
Ji Meng 姬猛
Ji Gai 姬匄

770-720 BC
719-697 BC
696-682 BC
681-677 BC
676-652 BC
651-619 BC
618-613 BC
612-607 BC
606-586 BC
585-572 BC
571-545 BC
544-520 BC
520 BC
519-476 BC
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Rulers of the Eastern Zhou (Warring States Period)
Title

Personal name

Reign

Zhou Yuan Wang 周元王
Zhou Zhen Ding Wang 周貞定王
Zhou Ai Wang 周哀王
Zhou Si Wang 周思王
Zhou Kao Wang 周考王
Zhou Wei Lie Wang 周威烈王
Zhou An Wang 周安王
Zhou Lie Wang 周烈王
Zhou Xian Wang 周顯王
Zhou Shen Jing Wang 周慎靚王
Zhou Nan Wang 周赧王
Dong Zhou Jun 東周君 (Zhou Hou Hui Wang 周後惠王)

Ji Ren 姬仁
Ji Jie 姬介
Ji Quji 姬去疾
Ji Shu 姬叔
Ji Wei 姬嵬
Ji Wu 姬午
Ji Jiao 姬驕
Ji Xi 姬喜
Ji Bian 姬扁
Ji Ding 姬定
Ji Yan 姬延
Ji Jie 姬傑

475-469 BC
468-441 BC
441 BC
441 BC
440-426 BC
425-402 BC
401-376 BC
375-369 BC
368-321 BC
320-315 BC
314-256 BC
255-249 BC

Major events in contemporary world history
ca. 750 BC
663 BC
563-483 BC
525 BC
510 BC
505 BC
492-479 BC

First evidence of use of Greek alphabet
The Assyrian Empire reaches its greatest extent, collapses in 612 BC
Life of Buddha (Siddhartha Gautama)
Egypt becomes part of the Persian empire
Romans expel Etruscans and found a republic
Establishment of democracy in Athens
The Persians invade Greece (battle at Marathon 490 BC, sea battle at Salamis 480
BC)
490-429 BC Life of Pericles
431-404 BC Peloponnesian War between Athens and Sparta
323 BC
Death of Alexander the Great
ca. 280 BC Construction of the Pharos Lighthouse (Alexandria, Egypt)
264 BC
Rome completes conquest of Italy
264-241 BC First Punic War: Rome ousts Carthaginians from Sicily

Qin Dynasty (221-207 BC): Birth of a unified China
Duration, ruling clan, capital

Qin 秦—duration: 14 years (221-207 BC), ruling clan: Ying 嬴, capital: Xianyang 咸陽 (Shaanxi
Province)

Historical outline

In 770 BC Haojing 鎬京, the capital of the Western Zhou, was attacked by the Quanrong 犬戎
tribe. The ruler of Western Zhou was killed, the Zhou moved their capital eastward to Luoyi 洛邑,
and its territory in the Shaanxi region was lost. The ruler of Qin 秦, a lesser feudal prince of the
Ying 嬴 clan, reconquered Shaanxi and kept it as a personal fiefdom. Qin’s population was not
purely Chinese but consisted also of Turks and Tibetans, so some other states regarded Qin as a
“barbarian” state. Beginning in 677 BC the capital of the Qin was Yong 雍 (today’s Fengxiang
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County 鳳翔縣, Shaanxi Province), but in 350 BC the capital was moved to Xianyang.
In 256 BC, Qin defeated the house of Zhou 周, effectively ending the Eastern Zhou, and in
the last ten years of the Warring States Period the other six competing states were defeated one by
one. When in 247 BC the ruler of Qin, King Zhuangxiang 庄襄王, died, his son Ying Zheng 嬴
政 became his successor at age 12 with the title King Zheng of Qin 秦王政, and had as his
regent Lü Buwei 呂不韋 (ca. 290-235 BC). Lü, a former merchant, and his successor, the legalist
philosopher Li Si 李斯 (ca. 280-208 BC), were the main architects of the Qin state. With the
victory over Qi 齊 in 221 BC China was unified under Qin’s control, and Ying Zheng, replacing
the title “king” (wang 王) with
the new title “emperor” (di
帝), assumed the title “First
Emperor of Qin” (Qin shihuangdi 秦始皇帝 or Qin shihuang 秦始皇).
The ruling principle of
Qin was Legalism (fajia 法家).
Shang Yang 商 鞅 (ca.
400-338 BC), whose philosophy helped to shape
Legalism, served as an advisor at the Qin court and
introduced an administrative
system that subdivided the
territory into prefectures (jun
郡) and counties (xian 縣) instead of distributing it among feudal lords. While a bureaucratic
system of administration had begun to develop in Zhou, the process had gone furthest in Qin,
promoted by representatives of the Legalist school. The fact that Qin was able to overcome the
other warring states was partly due to its more advanced administration, and in 250 BC Qin was
also economically the strongest among all feudal states. Irrigation projects like the Zhengguo
Canal (zhengguoqu 鄭國渠) completed in 246 BC stimulated agriculture.
Qin Shihuang was an ambitious and aggressive monarch who built a unified, centralized
empire. Instead of distributing the land to members of the ruling family, the country was reorganized into 36 prefectures and a number of smaller administrative counties. All local authority
was vested directly in the central government—the heads of prefectures and counties and other
higher officials were directly appointed by the emperor, and the positions were not hereditary.
After the final victory of the Qin, all the ruling families and important nobles were made to move
to the capital, and so were deprived of their power base, and their land could be sold. During Qin
there was a great increase in the amount of private property because land could be bought and
sold.
Qin Shihuang ruled by the sword. As Legalism was introduced in the whole empire, power
was no longer symbolized by rites. While in the past morality was a central issue, now the
foundation of the administration was the law, and violations of the law were severely punished.
The Confucianists with their different set of values were regarded as a threat as the Confucian
writings kept alive the memory of the old feudal conditions and the ethics of the old feudal class.
Li Si recommended all Confucian books to be burned, including Shijing 詩經, Yijing 易經, and
the writings of the Hundred Schools. Although the burning of the books in 213 BC caused great
damage, many writings were passed on by oral tradition and were preserved. One year later,
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hundreds of members of the Confucianist literati were executed.
Unification was not limited to military conquests and the administrative system, but extended
to many other areas. Efforts to eliminate local differences were aimed at the promotion of unity
and integration. A major obstacle to unification were the different dialects and different written
characters used throughout the empire. Standardization of script became an important element
of cultural and political integration, and to this end the “small seal style” (xiaozhuan 小篆) was
introduced. Measures and weights and the currency and coinage system were standardized as well.
Even a standard for wheel gauges was created—many roads consisted of deep cart-tracks, and
when axles were not of the same length, roads were unusable for wagons or chariots of different
design.
Also characteristic of the Qin Dynasty was the huge construction and engineering projects
undertaken. The network of roads was expanded and canals were built to facilitate transport,
instrumental for control. So-called speedways (chidao 馳道) radiated north, northeast, east and
southeast from the capital, and canals connected the Yangtze River (Chang Jiang 長江) with the
Pearl River (Zhujiang 珠江) and the West River (Xijiang 西江). Hundreds of thousands of
laborers were conscripted for these projects—300,000 people were used for the construction of
the defensive walls in the north, 700,000 people for building roads and palaces, and a like number
served in the armed forces.
After the defeat of the other warring states, Qin remained belligerent. The empire was expanded significantly to include today’s Guangdong, Guangxi, and parts of Fujian Province. It
reached the South China Sea 南海 and included even parts of Vietnam and Laos. In the north,
campaigns reached as far as Korea, and nomadic tribes were forced back. Facing starvation, these
tribes unified and established the Xiongnu 匈奴 kingdom under Touman 頭曼 that posed a
danger to Qin. The defensive walls built by Qin General Meng Tian 蒙恬 (in some cases existing
walls were linked) can be regarded as the beginnings of the Great Wall (wanli changcheng 萬里長
城).
Not surprisingly, the projects and campaigns of the Qin were a heavy financial burden.
Soldiers had to be garrisoned and supplied, and a lot was also spent on the construction and
engineeering projects. The largest of these projects was likely Qin Shihuang’s tomb, which was
planned as early as 246 BC. Qin Shihuang’s status as a god-like ruler was reflected in the outline
of his palaces and especially his gigantic tomb that was described by historian Sima Qian 司馬遷
(145-92 BC). The tomb of the First Emperor at Li Mountain 驪山 close to Xiyang Village 西揚
(Lintong County 臨潼縣, Shaanxi Province) became world famous when farmers discovered an
army of lifesize terracotta soldiers and horses (bingmayong 兵馬俑) guarding the tomb in 1974.
The tomb itself has not been opened yet.
Qin Shihuang conducted no less than five journeys that brought him to the most important
areas of his empire. Obsessed with the idea of prolonging his life, he died on a tour searching for
elixirs of immortality. His death in Shaqiu 沙丘 (near Pingxiang 平鄉, Hebei Province) in 210 BC
was kept a secret by Li Si until the entourage returned to the capital in order to avoid a power
struggle. Qin Shihuang had designated his eldest son Fusu 扶蘇 as his successor, but after a plot
by Li Si Fusu was forced to commit suicide, and Qin Shihuang’s second son Huhai 胡亥 was declared Second Emperor (ershi 二世). The plots and intrigues did not abate for the short remainder
of the Qin Dynasty. The influential eunuch Zhao Gao 趙高 had Li Si executed in 208 BC, and a
year later Zhao forced Huhai to commit suicide but was himself killed on orders of the Qin
Dynasty’s last emperor Ziying 子嬰.
The collapse of the Qin Dynasty was likely caused by overextension of resources and the
brutality of its totalitarian regime, which caused popular resentment and finally a nationwide
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rebellion. Since too many people had been conscripted to complete the empire’s gigantic construction projects and engage in warfare, agricultural production was neglected. Uprisings flared
up after the death of Qin Shihuang, most notably the peasant revolts led by Chen Sheng 陳勝
(also called Chen She 陳涉) and Wu Guang 吳廣 in the former territory of Chu 楚. The insurgency that toppled Qin was led by Liu Bang 劉邦 (also called Liu Ji 劉季) who hailed from a
peasant family in Shandong, another key rebel being Xiang Yu 項羽, a military leader of noble
descent from Chu. In 207 BC Liu Bang’s army took the capital Xianyang, and Emperor Ziying
surrendered. While Liu Bang spared Ziying’s life, Xiang Yu’s army subsequently entered the
capital and had Ziying killed. The following power struggle between Liu Bang and Xiang Yu was
called “Chu-Han war” (Chu Han zhi zheng 楚漢之爭) and ended only with Xiang Yu’s death in 202
BC.
Liu Bang prevented the empire from disintegrating and founded the Han Dynasty. The fall
of the Qin Dynasty also marked the end of Legalism as guiding philosophy, and after the
restoration of the Confucianists they wrote their own version of history in which the Qin were
scathingly condemned. While Legalism was officially rejected, many of its features like harsh
punishment for crimes prevailed. Although the Qin Dynasty lasted for less than two decades, the
influence of its reforms on Chinese civilization was enormous, and its significance within the
history of China can hardly be overestimated. The idea of political and cultural unity, a
centralized administrative system, and a standardized script have profoundly shaped China and are
still strongly held to. Even the modern name “China” derives from the name of Qin.

Rulers of Qin before 221 BC
Title

Reign

Title

Reign

Qin Zhong 秦仲
Zhuanggong 庄公
Xianggong 襄公
Wengong 文公
Ninggong 寧公
Chugong 出公
Wugong 武公
Degong 德公
Xuangong 宣公
Chenggong 成公
Mugong 穆公
Kanggong 康公
Gonggong 共公
Huangong 桓公
Jinggong 景公
Aigong 哀公
Huigong 惠公

838-822 BC
821-778 BC
777-766 BC
765-716 BC
715-704 BC
703-698 BC
697-678 BC
677-676 BC
675-664 BC
663-660 BC
659-621 BC
620-609 BC
608-604 BC
603-577 BC
576-537 BC
536-501 BC
500-491 BC

Daogong 悼公
Ligong Gong 厲共公
Zaogong 躁公
Huaigong 懷公
Linggong 靈公
Jiangong 簡公
Huigong 惠公
Chuzi 出子
Xiangong 獻公
Xiaogong 孝公
Huiwen Wang 惠文王
[gengyuan 更元]
Wu Wang 武王
Zhao Wang 昭王
Xiaowen Wang 孝文王
Zhuangxiang Wang 庄襄王
Qin Wang Zheng 秦王政

490-477 BC
476-443 BC
442-429 BC
428-425 BC
424-415 BC
414-400 BC
399-387 BC
386-385 BC
384-362 BC
361-338 BC
337-325 BC
324-311 BC
310-307 BC
306-251 BC
250 BC
249-247 BC
246-210 BC

Emperors of the Qin Dynasty
Title

Personal name

Reign

Born/died

Shi Huangdi 秦始皇帝
Ershi Huangdi 二世皇帝
Ziying the Kid, King of Qin 秦王子嬰

Ying Zheng 嬴政
Ying Huhai 嬴胡亥
Ying Ziying 嬴子嬰

221-210 BC
209-207 BC
207 BC

259-210 BC
230-207 BC
?-207 BC
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Major events in contemporary world history
218 BC
209 BC

Hannibal crosses the Alps and invades Italy during the Second Punic War (218-201
BC)
The Romans capture Tarentum in South Italy

The Han Dynasty (207 BC – 220 AD)
Overview
Traditionally the Chinese cherish the Han Dynasty as a glorious period in their history, which is
highlighted by the fact that the Chinese also call themselves Han people (hanren 漢人). The Han
Dynasty was named after the Han River (hanshui 漢水 or hanjiang 漢江, a tributary of the Yangtze
長江) in Shaanxi/Hubei and consisted of two parts, the Western Han 西漢 (207 BC-9 AD) and
Eastern Han 東漢 (23-220) with a short interlude called “Xin Dynasty” 新 (9-23 AD), which
coincided with the rule of Wang Mang 王莽 (45 BC-23 AD). Both of the Han Dynasties
combined lasted 427 years (the Wang Mang period included). The capital of the Western Han
Dynasty and the Xin Dynasty was Chang’an 長安 (today’s Xi’an 西安, Shaanxi Province), while
the Eastern Han Dynasty’s capital was Luoyang 洛陽 (Henan Province).

WESTERN HAN (207 BC – 9 AD)
Duration, ruling clan, capital

Western Han 西漢—duration: 216 years (207 BC – 9 AD), ruling clan: Liu 劉, capital: Chang’an
長安 (today’s Xi’an 西安, Shaanxi Province)

Historical outline of the Western Han and the Wang Mang period

After Liu Bang 劉邦 (247-195 BC) prevailed against his rival Xiang Yu 項羽 (232-202 BC) and
became the first emperor of the Han Dynasty (title: Gaozu 高祖 or Gaodi 高帝), his first task
was to consolidate power. The centralized system and many institutions of the Qin were more or
less maintained, but Liu Bang’s rule was not as harsh as that of Qin Shihuang. He reorganized the
empire into 13 prefectures (jun 郡) and 10 kingdoms (wangguo 王國). Although the kingdoms were
hereditary kingdoms, within less than two decades most of them were ruled by relatives of Liu
Bang. The prefectures were headed by governors (shou 首) appointed by the central government.
One important issue significant throughout most of the Han Dynasty was conflict with the
Xiongnu 匈奴. The Xiongnu needed to expand to bring large number of peasants under their
rule and solve the problem of gaining hold of enough provisions for the winter. After the
Xiongnu defeated the Yuezhi 月氏 and the Donghu 東胡, they became a formidable power.
Xiongnu raids were regarded as a threat to the capital because their cavalry armies could advance
quickly, so Han Emperor Wudi 漢武帝 determined to push them back far enough to remove that
threat.
Moreover, the consolidation of the central government had resulted in economic prosperity,
allowing for the development of metallurgy and textiles, leading to an increase in trade with
Central Asia, and the Xiongnu were a threat to this profitable trade. The caravan routes had to be
protected, and in 139 BC imperial envoy Zhang Qian 張騫 (ca. 164-114 BC) was dispatched to
the Yuezhi to negotiate terms for an alliance against the Xiongnu. After being held in Xiongnu
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custody for about a decade, Zhang Qian returned empty-handed in 125 BC. A second mission to
the Wusun 烏孫 did not yield immediate success either, but Zhang Qian brought valuable,
accurate information about the territories in the far west called “Xi Yu” 西域. At that time,
dozens of independent kingdoms existed in Xi Yu. Military operations under Huo Qubing 霍去
病 (140-117 BC) and Wei Qing 衛青 (?-106 BC) in 121 BC and 119 BC resulted in important
victories for the Han—in 121 BC the road along the Hexi Corridor (hexi zoulang 河西走廊) to Xi
Yu was occupied by the Han. In 104 BC a Han army under the command of General Li Guangli
李廣利 (?-88 BC) embarked to Dayuan 大宛 (Ferghana), while another campaign took place in
102 BC. After that, many of the independent states in the Tarim Basin paid tribute to the Han.
But while the Xiongnu were regarded as a threat by the Chinese, the reverse was also true—the
Xiongnu were weakened by the Han campaigns, and large quantities of their cattle fell in Chinese
hands. They were also troubled by lack of unity and internal strife because the Xiongnu were led
by a number of rulers (chanyu 單于), and the Xiongnu Empire collapsed in 58 BC.
The military expansion of the Han and especially their successful campaigns against the
Xiongnu were decisive factors for the establishment of trade routes through the Hexi corridor
and the Tarim Basin to Persia.
The famous Silk Road (sitiaozhi lu 絲綢之路) had its
starting point in Chang’an,
and in the area of Dunhuang
敦 煌 it split into two
routes—northern
and
southern—to bypass the
Tarim Basin and Taklamakan
Desert. Chinese silk was
traded as far away as Rome,
and in return products like
precious stones and grapes
came to China. However,
trade developed not as
favourably as hoped for, and
the cost of military campaigns and occupation drained the treasury. Subsequently, the tax burden
on the peasant population increased, sowing the seeds of unrest that would eventually lead to the
fall of the government.
During the Han Dynasty, the rise of the gentry (shenshi 紳士) as society’s most influential
force was completed. Families that had substantial land holdings leased their land to tenants.
Some members of these families lived on their estates to collect the rent, while other members
lived in the capital or provincial administrative centers. The latter were mostly educated literati,
some of whom entered officialdom. Many gentry families remained in the ruling elite for
centuries or even more than 1000 years, and gentry society remained a characteristic of China
from Gaozu until the 1940s. The rule of the Emperors Wendi 文帝 (202-157 BC, r. 179-157 BC)
and Jingdi 景帝 (188-141 BC, r. 156-141 BC) was a time of relative peace and economic
prosperity. The standard of living rose, and many members of the gentry devoted themselves to
scholarship and studied ancient writings. Confucian ideals were popular among the ruling class,
and in about 100 BC the examination system for officials was introduced which remained in
operation until the first years of the 20th century.
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Under Emperor Wudi, the Han empire reached its peak. In the northwest, the Great Wall
was extended to Yumen 玉門, and in 108 BC Chaoxian 朝鮮 (Manchuria and northern Korea)
was conquered. Wudi’s empire also included south China, the Leizhou Peninsula 雷州半島 and
even coastal areas of Vietnam. Expansion to the south was not met with resistance as strong as
that encountered in the north. In order to gain sufficient funds for military campaigns,
occupations and the construction of walls, the tax burden on peasants was increased, which led to
the impoverishment of the rural population. Besides paying taxes, another form of pressure on
peasants was military service. The woes of the peasants became worse due to natural disasters like
the flooding of the Yellow River and bad harvests.
Meanwhile, a succession crisis in the capital triggered a power struggle amongst gentry
factions. After the death of Emperor Yuandi 元帝 (75-33 BC, r. 48-33 BC), his widow ruled in
the name of the new Emperor Chengdi 成帝 (51-7 BC, r. 32-7 BC). Her nephew Wang Mang
was given an important government post. Wang Mang secured support also in the imperial family,
and after the death of Emperor Aidi 哀帝 (26-1 BC, r. 6-1 BC), Wang installed the 8-year-old
Pingdi 平帝 (9 BC-6 AD, r. 1-5 AD) as emperor and acted as his regent. The boy died four years
later. His baby successor Ruzi 孺子 (5-25? AD, r. 6-8 AD) was soon deposed and Wang took the
throne himself, proclaiming the birth of the Xin Dynasty. Members of the imperial Han family in
the capital were removed from office and stripped of their rank and position (except for Wang
Mang’s supporters).
Wang Mang launched several reforms like abolishing private slave-owning, establishing
government monopolies, and implementing land reform. The state was allowed to keep its slaves,
while the nationalization of gold and issuing of a new currency made Wang Mang unpopular
among merchants. Land reform, meanwhile, was largely a measure to divest wealthy land owners
of their property in order to deprive them of their power base. Wang Mang’s policies failed to
improve the situation for the rural population, and in 18 AD the peasants rose in a great popular
insurrection called “Red Eyebrows” (chimei 赤眉). Along their march to the capital, the peasants
looted and killed officials. Descendants of the deposed imperial Han family—among them Liu
Xiu 劉秀 (5 BC-57 AD) and Liu Yan 劉縯 (?-23 AD)—reemerged and gathered troops. Liu Xiu
eventually gained the upper hand, conquered the capital, and had Wang Mang killed.

Technology and science, culture, philosophy, and the arts
After the Zhou Dynasty that had seen the birth of a great variety of philosophical schools, the
Han Dynasty produced many books of philosophy, but very few fundamentally new ideas.
Legalism (fajia 法 家 ), the doctrine of the Qin Dynasty, was officially condemned, and
Confucianism (rujia 儒家) was adopted as the official ideology in its place. A new element in the
official ideology was the concept of a “Mandate of Heaven” (tianming 天命), which had as its
origins the teachings of Mengzi 孟子 (372-289 BC). The emperor was responsible only to
Heaven, but moral behaviour was necessary in order to not to lose the mandate of heaven. An
indicator that the mandate had been withdrawn was the occurrence natural disasters. The
Confucian scholar Dong Zhongshu 董仲舒 (179-104 BC) contributed to the adoption of
Confucianism as official doctrine, and the establishment of an imperial academy (taixue 太學) in
124 BC for fostering an elite was partly attributable to Dong’s initiative.
Confucianism in the Han Dynasty was not the same as Confucius’ philosophy centered
around man but was closely connected with the philosophy of Yin 陰 and Yang 陽 and the
theory of the Five Elements (wuxing 五行). Cosmologic speculations were popular, as was
pondering about the relationship between heaven, earth, and man as well as the connection
between natural events like disasters and the rule of the emperor.
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An important task for the Confucians was the reconstruction of works that had been burned
during the Qin Dynasty in 213 BC. Although many books were saved, the reconstruction remained incomplete, and alterations due to error in oral tradition were unavoidable. Thus, a dispute
between supporters of the “old text school” and the “new text school” began. Guwen 古文,
meaning those classical (old) texts which had survived the Qin proscriptions, were found to be in
opposition to the jinwen 今文 (new) texts which had been lost in the Qin and then reconstructed
and recorded from memory. After old writings were discovered in the walls of Confucius’ house
around 102 BC that were said to have survived the Qin purge, a dispute about the interpretation
of Confucian texts and the status of Confucius followed. The new text school, supported also by
Dong Zhongshu, subsequently won approval in the Han court. Wang Mang had ancient
Confucian scripts of the old school written in his favor to secure his legitimacy.
One of the most noteworthy writings of the Western Han is the historical book Shiji 史記
by Sima Qian 司馬遷 (145-92 BC), a compendium of source materials. The Huai-nanzi 淮南子
is a philosophical classic that blends Taoist, Confucianist, and Legalist concepts and is
traditionally attributed to Liu An 劉安 (179-122 BC). An important writer and poet of the
Western Han was Sima Xiangru 司馬相如 (179-117 BC). The oldest known Chinese dictionary,
“Erya” 爾雅, was compiled around 200 BC. Han architecture was magnificent and technically
highly complex. In 1972, Western Han-era tombs were discovered in Mawangdui 馬王堆 (near
Changsha, Hunan Province) that contained artifacts like silk paintings and lacquerware.

Emperors of the Western Han Dynasty
Title

Personal name

Reign

Born/died

Han Gaozu 漢高祖 or Gaodi 高帝
(Xiao) Huidi 孝惠帝
Empress Dowager Lü 呂后
(Xiao) Wendi 孝文帝
(Xiao) Jingdi 孝景帝
(Xiao) Wudi 孝武帝
(Xiao) Zhaodi 孝昭帝
(Xiao) Xuandi 孝宣帝
(Xiao) Yuandi 孝元帝
(Xiao) Chengdi 孝成帝
(Xiao) Aidi 孝哀帝
(Xiao) Pingdi 孝平帝
The Kid 孺子,
ruler: Wang Mang 王莽
[Xin Dynasty 新]

Liu Bang 劉邦
Liu Ying 劉盈
Lu Zhi 呂雉
Liu Heng 劉恒
Liu Qi 劉啟
Liu Che 劉徹
Liu Fuling 劉弗陵
Liu Xun 劉詢
Liu Shi 劉奭
Liu Ao 劉驁
Liu Xin 劉欣
Liu Kan 劉衎
Liu Ying 劉嬰

206/02-195 BC
194-188 BC
187-180 BC
179-157 BC
156-141 BC
140-87 BC
86-74 BC
73-49 BC
48-33 BC
32-7 BC
6-1 BC
1-5 AD
6-8 AD

247-195 BC
210-188 BC
241-180 BC
202-157 BC
188-141 BC
157-87 BC
95-74 BC
91-49 BC
75-33 BC
51-7 BC
26-1 BC
9 BC-6 AD
5-25

Wang Mang 王莽

9-23

45 BC-23 AD

Major events in contemporary world history
200 BC
168 BC
146 BC
48 BC
44 BC
14 AD

The Nazca Lines are carved into the surface of the South Peruvian desert
The Romans crush the Macedonians at Pydna
Rome conquers Carthage
Caesar defeats Pompey at the battle of Pharsalus (Greece)
March 15: Assassination of Julius Cesar in Rome
Death of Augustus
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EASTERN HAN (23-220 AD)
Duration, ruling clan, capital

Eastern Han 東漢—duration: 197 years (23-220 AD), ruling clan: Liu 劉, capital: Luoyang 洛陽
(Henan Province)

Historical outline

The death of Wang Mang 王莽 did not mean an immediate restoration of peace, order and
stability. The peasant armies of the “Red Eyebrows” (chimei 赤眉) were still strong, and among the
various leaders of the Liu clan which had constituted the leadership of the Western Han Dynasty
were three men with ambition to become emperor—Liu Yan 劉縯 (?-23 AD), Liu Xiu 劉秀 (5
BC-57 AD, r. 25-57) and Liu Xuan 劉玄 (?-25 AD, r. 23-25 AD). In 23 AD, Liu Xuan was
proclaimed emperor (title: Gengshi 更始帝). His cousin Liu Yan was appointed prime minister
but soon became the victim
of intrigue and was executed.
Liu Yan’s younger brother
Liu Xiu rebelled against
Emperor Gengshi and declared himself
emperor.
Gengshi was defeated by Red
Eyebrow troops in 25 AD
and later killed by Red Eyebrow allies.
As Emperor Guangwudi
光武帝, Liu Xiu crushed the
Red Eyebrow movement,
and since Chang’an 長 安
had been looted and burned
down he chose Luoyang 洛
陽 as his new capital. A
phase of reconstruction and restoration began. During the preceding chaos many peasants, land
owners, and moneylenders had been killed, so many peasants found themselves free of debt, and
more land was available. The economy, especially the areas of agriculture and handicrafts,
flourished, and gradually a landowning class reemerged.
Meanwhile, several regions in the south had become independent, and General Ma Yuan 馬
援 (14 BC – 49 AD) was dispatched to reconquer them. The Eastern Han’s territorial extension
in the south was comparable with the Western Han’s, and there were even Chinese settlements in
Annam 安南 and Tonkin 東京 (today’s Vietnam). In the north, the Xiongnu 匈奴 were defeated
by the Xianbei 鮮卑 and the Wuhuan 烏桓, and split into northern and southern Xiongnu.
Around 60 to 70 AD the Xiongnu regained strength, and a successful campaign by Eastern Han
General Dou Gu 竇固 (?-88 AD) was led against Turkestan in 73 AD. The succeeding emperor,
Zhangdi 章帝, conducted an isolationist policy, and a considerable part of Turkestan broke away
from the Eastern Han. Emperor Hedi 和帝 did not continue this isolationist course, and in 89
AD there was a new successful campaign against the Xiongnu. Dou Gu’s deputy commander Ban
Chao 班超 (32-102 AD) was sent as an envoy to the Roman Empire, and in 97 AD Ban Chao’s
subordinate Gan Ying 甘英 (b./d. NA) reached the Persian Gulf.
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As in the Western Han, the military campaigns placed a great burden on the peasants and
caused an economic downturn. The Eastern Han was thus weakened. Uprisings of the Qiang 羌
in Gansu were successfully quelled, but the crackdown took many years and consumed a lot of
resources. At the imperial court, life had become more luxurious, and the number of wives and
eunuchs increased. Since the eunuchs were close to the emperor they became an important
political factor, often serving different interests than the ministers and scholars. (A sign of the
improved status of eunuchs was that in the 2nd century AD they were granted the right to adopt
children so that they could pass on property.) As the provinces were difficult to control from a
distance, around 150 AD the importance of generals commanding provincial troops grew. Cao
Cao 曹操 (155-220) was one of these commanders, others of whom included Dong Zhuo 董卓
(139-192) and his adopted son Lü Bu 呂布 (156-198), Yuan Shao 袁紹 (154-202) and his cousin
Yuan Shu 袁術 (155-199), Sun Ce 孫策 (175-200), and later Liu Bei 劉備 (161-223). From 180
AD on, the rivalry between them escalated into warfare.
The struggles of the cliques against each other caused considerable distress in the countryside. When conditions became disastrous, a popular movement broke out in 184 AD: the “Yellow
Turbans” (huangjin 黃巾), led by Zhang Jue 張角 (?-184). The uprising spread to the entire
country and raged for about thirty years, causing death and destruction. Although the movement
was eventually suppressed by the joint efforts of all generals and cliques, it weakened the Eastern
Han tremendously, and it never fully recovered. Another uprising against the Eastern Han was
instigated by the Taoist sect “Way of the Five Bushels of Rice” (wudoumi dao 五斗米道) in
Sichuan.
In 189 AD, the death of Emperor Lingdi 靈帝 triggered a succession crisis. He Jin 何進
(?-189 AD), regent for the new infant emperor, was killed in a coup of the eunuchs, whose
opponents later massacred more than 2000 of them. The capital Luoyang was then occupied and
destroyed by Dong Zhuo’s troops. Dong moved the capital back to Chang’an, deposed Lingdi’s
infant successor and installed Emperor Xiandi 獻帝 on the throne. Holding the emperor was the
critical factor for government control, because since Wang Mang the legalization of
enthronement was formalized by the transfer of the imperial seal. Subsequently, Xiandi became a
virtual prisoner of one or another of the generals.
Around 200 AD, only three major players remained. Cao Cao, the strongest of the warlords,
controlled northern China. Sun Ce and his brother Sun Quan 孫權 (182-252) controlled
southeastern China around the middle and lower Yangtze, and the southwest including Sichuan
was held by Liu Bei. None of the warlords was strong enough to defeat the others and bring the
whole empire under his control, so civil war resulted in the division of China.

Technology and science, culture and philosophy
The uprisings by the two Taoist secret societies “Yellow Turbans” and the “Way of the Five
Bushels of Rice” suggested that Taoism was no longer a predominantly philosophical school
following the teachings of Laozi 老子 and Zhuangzi 莊子 but had become more worldly.
Although the old Taoist texts were regarded as central to their ideology, Taoism also developed
the features of a religious organization. The main objective of religious Taoism was to prolong
life, which was to be accomplished by special breathing exercises and sexual techniques. The
Taoists also looked for drugs that could help prolong life or even achieve immortality, thus aiding
the development of alchemy and chemistry.
Buddhism was introduced to China during the Han Dynasty and gained a foothold in
Eastern Han’s capital Luoyang 洛陽, but Buddhist learning and scholarship as well as exchanges
with foreign missionaries flourished especially after the decline of the Eastern Han and during the
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time of China’s division. In the 2nd century AD poverty drove members of the lower classes to
Buddhism, and educated circles became interested in Indian sciences. The significance of trade
routes between the East and the West like the Silk Road must not be underestimated because they
not only served to facilitate the exchange of goods but also that of knowledge and ideas.
After Sima Qian 司馬遷 in the Western Han, another important historian was Ban Gu 班固
(32-92 AD), the author of hanshu 漢書, a history book subdivided by dynasty. The philosopher
and poet Wang Chong 王充 (ca. 27-100 AD), author of lunheng 論衡, criticized superstition and
advocated free natural science, and his views were regarded by the gentry as a criticism of all that
was traditional. Xu Shen 許慎 (ca. 58-149) was the author of shuowen jiezi 說文解字, an
etymological dictionary with 9353 characters and 540 radicals.
Paper was the most important invention of the Eastern Han Dynasty. When Confucius
compiled the Five Classics (wujing 五經) during the Zhou Dynasty, books were written on slips of
bamboo or wood or on silk. The use of paper for writing in China was recorded as early as 105
AD, although recent archaeological discoveries suggest that paper was invented earlier than that.
Zhang Heng 張衡 (78-139) invented the seismometer (houfeng didong yi 候風地動儀) and constructed a rotating celestial globe; astronomy was an important subject because the emperor’s
mandate came from Heaven. The mathematician and engineer Zhuge Liang 諸葛亮 (181-234)
invented a crossbow that could shoot several arrows at the same time.

Emperors of the Eastern Han Dynasty
Title

Personal name

Reign

Born/died

Emperor Gengshi 更始帝
Guangwudi 光武帝
Mingdi 明帝
Zhangdi 章帝
Hedi 和帝
Shangdi 殤帝
Andi 安帝
Shundi 順帝
Chongdi 衝帝
Zhidi 質帝
Huandi 桓帝
Lingdi 靈帝
Liu Bian, minor emperor 少帝劉辯
Xiandi 獻帝, ruler: Cao Cao 曹操

Liu Xuan 劉玄
Liu Xiu 劉秀
Liu Zhuang 劉莊
Liu Da 劉炟
Liu Zhao 劉肇
Liu Long 劉隆
Liu Hu 劉祜
Liu Bao 劉保
Liu Bing 劉炳
Liu Zuan 劉纘
Liu Zhi 劉志
Liu Hong 劉宏
Liu Bian 劉辯
Liu Xie 劉協

23-25 AD
25-57
58-75
76-88
89-105
106
107-125
126-144
145
146
147-167
168-188
189
189-220

?-25 AD
5 BC-57 AD
28-75
57-88
79-106
105-106
94-125
115-144
143-145
138-146
132-168
156-189
175-189
181-234

Major events in contemporary world history
ca. 29 AD
64 AD
73 AD
79 AD
113 AD
180 AD

Crucifixion of Jesus Christ
Execution of St. Peter
After three years, the Roman siege of Masada ends, the Zealots commit suicide
Aug. 24: Vesuvius erupts and destroys Pompeii and Herculaneum
Trajan’s column is erected in Rome
Death of Roman Emperor Marcus Aurelius
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Time of division between Han and Sui (220-589)
Overview
After the fall of the Eastern Han Dynasty in 220 AD, China was divided into three states. Altogether the period between the beginning of the Three Kingdoms (sanguo shidai 三國時代, 220-280)
and the establishment of the Sui Dynasty in 581 was a complex period of division (except for the
time when China was briefly unified again by the unstable Western Jin 西晉, which lasted a mere
51 years). The sharpest division was between northern and southern China.
After the rulers of the Western Jin retreated to the south, marking the beginning of the
Eastern Jin, northern China was fragmented into what is generally called the “Sixteen Nations”
(wuhu shiliuguo 五胡十六國). That period was followed by the “Northern Dynasties” (bei chao 北
朝). After the collapse of the Eastern Jin southern China was ruled by four short-lived states
called the “Southern Dynasties” (nanchao 南朝). Some historians combine the Northern Dynasties
and the Southern Dynasties in the term “Southern and Northern Dynasties” (nanbeichao 南北朝).
The following table makes this period easier to understand. “6D” stands for the Six
Dynasties (liuchao 六朝), a category that is used by some historians for six states in southern China;
their capitals were Jianye 建鄴 and Jiankang 建康, respectively (today’s Nanjing 南京, Jiangsu
Province).

Northern China

Southern China

Three Kingdoms 三國時代 (220-280)
Wei 魏 (Cao Wei 曹魏): 220-265
Shu 蜀 (Minor Han/
Shu Han 蜀漢): 221-263

Wu 吳: 222-280 [6D]

Jin Dynasty 晉 (= Western Jin 西晉): 265-316
The Sixteen Nations 五胡十六國: 304-439 Eastern Jin Dynasty 東晉: 317-419 [6D]
Northern Dynasties 北朝 (386-581)
Northern Wei 北魏: 386-534
Eastern Wei 東魏: 534-550
Western Wei 西魏: 535-557
Northern Qi 北齊: 550-577
Northern Zhou 北周: 577-581

Southern Dynasties 南朝 (420-589)
Song 宋/Liu Song 劉宋: 420-479 [6D]
Qi 齊/Southern Qi 南齊: 479-502 [6D]
Liang 梁/Southern Liang 南梁: 502-557 [6D]
Chen 陳/Southern Chen 南陳: 557-589 [6D]

THE THREE KINGDOMS: CAO WEI, SHU HAN, WU (220-280)
List of the Three Kingdoms
•
•
•

Wei 魏 (Cao Wei 曹魏) [ruling clan: Cao 曹]: 220-265 (duration 45 years), capital Luoyang 洛
陽 (Henan Province)
Shu 蜀 (Minor Han/Shu Han 蜀漢) [ruling clan: Liu 劉]: 221-263 (duration 42 years), capital
Chengdu 成都 (Sichuan Province)
Wu 吳 (one of the Six Dynasties) [ruling clan: Sun 孫]: 222-280 (duration 58 years), capital Jianye 建鄴 (today’s Nanjing, Jiangsu Province)
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Historical outline
The Three Kingdoms were, as the name suggests, a period in which three competing kingdoms
fought for supremacy. Each ruler of the Three Kingdoms claimed to be the legitimate ruler of all
China—after the last emperor of the Han abdicated in favor of Cao Cao’s son Cao Pi 曹丕, the
two other army commanders
Liu Bei 劉備 and Sun Quan
孫 權 declared themselves
emperor. Liu Bei claimed to
be a member of deposed
Han imperial family, but the
ruler of Wei (Cao Wei) declared that the last Han
emperor had handed over
power along with the
imperial seals. While Wu
never attempted to conquer
all of China, Wei was more
ambitious, but although its
area was rich and densely
populated, the events at the
end of Han had inflicted
great economic damage to it. It was yet powerful enough to defeat Shu Han in 263. Meanwhile,
the Sima family had gradually gained influence in Wei, and after Cao Pi’s death the Sima family
controlled the government. The throne was finally usurped in 265 by Sima Yan 司馬炎 who
proclaimed the birth of the Jin Dynasty (Western Jin). Wu was weakened by power struggles after
the death of Sun Quan, and when Jin annexed Wu in 280, China was unified again, albeit for less
than four decades.

Emperors of Cao Wei
Title

Personal name

Reign

Born/died

King of Wei 魏王, posthumous name: Emperor
Wudi 武帝
Wendi 文帝
Mingdi 明帝
Shaodi 少帝/Cao Fang, king of Qi 齊王曹芳
Duke of Gaogui town 高貴鄉公
Emperor Yuandi 元帝, king of Chenliu 陳留王

Cao Cao 曹操

215-220

155-220

Cao Pi 曹丕
Cao Rui 曹叡
Cao Fang 曹芳
Cao Mao 曹髦
Cao Huan 曹奐

220-226
227-239
240-253
254-259
260-265

187-226
205-239
232-274
242-260
246-302

Title

Personal name

Reign

Born/died

Zhaoliedi 昭烈帝
The Later Ruler Liu Shan 後主劉禪

Liu Bei 劉備
Liu Shan 劉禪

221-222
223-263

161-223
207-271

Title

Personal name

Reign

Born/died

Dadi 大帝
Sun Liang, King of Kuaiji 會稽王孫亮

Sun Quan 孫權
Sun Liang 孫亮

221-251
252-257

182-252
243-260

Emperors of Shu Han

Emperors of Wu
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Jingdi 景帝
Sun Hao, Marquis of Wucheng 烏程侯孫皓

Sun Xiu 孫休
Sun Hao 孫皓

258-263
264-280

235-264
242-284

Major events in contemporary world history
224
250

Parthia falls to the Sassanians under Ardashir I, who founds a new dynasty
The Classical Period of the Maya civilization begins

JIN DYNASTY/WESTERN JIN (265-316)
Duration, ruling clan, capital

Jin 晉/Western Jin 西晉—duration: 51 years (265-316), ruling clan: Sima 司馬, capitals: Luoyang
洛陽 (Henan Province); Chang’an 長安 (today’s Xi’an, Shaanxi Province)

Historical outline
During the beginning of the Western Jin, the peasants’ lives were improved by the
implementation of a new land distribution system (zhantianzhi 占田制). But soon after Sima Yan’s
司馬炎 death several influential families started struggling for power, a conflict called “Chaos of
the eight princes” (ba wang zhi luan 八王之亂) which escalated into a civil war between 300 and
306 during the reign of Sima Yan’s successor, Huidi 惠帝. Meanwhile, the Xiongnu 匈奴 under
Liu Yuan 劉淵 and his successors had gained strength in the north and took advantage of the
chaos by conducting invasions into Jin territory. Liu Yuan’s son Liu Cong 劉聰 captured Luoyang
洛陽 in 311 and took Jin Emperor Huaidi 懷帝 prisoner. Huaidi was killed in 313, and the Jin
moved their capital to Chang’an 長安. Since the power struggle among the princes continued in
Chang’an, Huaidi’s successor Mindi 愍帝 was unable to improve his military situation. When the
Xiongnu attacked again in 316, Mindi had to surrender, and the Jin collapsed. While the Xiongnu
established the Han 漢/Former Zhao 前趙, many Jin princes, generals, and members of the
gentry fled to the south and established the Eastern Jin 東晉 in Jiankang 建康 (today’s Nanjing).

Emperors of the Western Jin
Title

Personal name

Reign

Born/died

Wudi 武帝
Huidi 惠帝
Huaidi 懷帝
Mindi 愍帝

Sima Yan 司馬炎
Sima Zhong 司馬衷
Sima Chi 司馬熾
Sima Ye 司馬鄴

265-289
290-306
307-312
313-316

236-290
259-306
284-313
300-317

Major events in contemporary world history
284-305

Reign of Roman Emperor Diocletian

NORTHERN CHINA: THE SIXTEEN NATIONS PERIOD (304-439)
Overview

The period of the Sixteen Nations (wuhu shiliuguo 五胡十六國, literally “16 kingdoms of 5
barbarian tribes”) which lasted for 135 years (304-439) was one of the most chaotic periods in
China’s history. Northern China was divided into several short-lived states led mostly by
non-Chinese minorities, a battleground for tribal kingdoms and some remnant Chinese military
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chieftains. The territory of the Sixteen Nations was limited mostly to an area including today’s
Hebei, Shandong, Shanxi, Shaanxi, Gansu, and Sichuan Provinces.
The five dominant tribes of that period were the Xiongnu 匈奴, Jie 羯, Di 氐, Qiang 羌, and
Xianbei 鮮卑. Di and Qiang were Tibetan tribes, the Qiang were also called “Western Rong” 西
戎. The Jie were related to the Xiongnu and probably to the modern Pamir Tajiks. The Xianbei
were nomadic people, probably a proto-Mongolian tribe and descendants of the Donghu 東胡;
the Tuoba 拓跋 who would later end the Sixteen Nations and unify northern China under the
Northern Wei Dynasty 北魏—the first of the Northern Dynasties 北朝—were a Xianbei clan.

List of the states in the Sixteen Nations Period
No. State

Dates

Capital/s (province/s)

Ethnic origin

304-329 Pingyang 平陽 (Shanxi)
Xiongnu 匈奴 3
Chang’an 長安 (Shaanxi)
2
304-347 Chengdu 成都 (Sichuan)
Di 氐
EJ
3
319-351 Ye 鄴 (Hebei)
Jie 羯
5
4
314-376 Guzang 姑臧 (Gansu)
Han 漢
6
5
349-370 Longcheng 龍城 (Liaoning), Ye 鄴
Xianbei 鮮卑 6
(Hebei)
6
Former Qin 前秦
351-394 Chang’an 長安 (Shaanxi)
Di 氐
11
7
Later Yan 後燕
384-409 Zhongshan 中山 (Hebei)
Xianbei 鮮卑 15
8
Later Liang 後涼
386-403 Guzang 姑臧 (Gansu)
Di 氐
9
9
Later Qin 後秦
384-417 Chang’an 長安 (Shaanxi)
Qiang 羌
EJ
10 Southern Liang 南涼 397-414 Xiping 西平, Ledu 樂都 (Qinghai)
Xianbei 鮮卑 11
11 Western Qin 西秦
385-431 Yuanchuan 苑川 (Gansu)
Xianbei 鮮卑 14
12 Southern Yan 南燕 400-410 Guanggu 廣固 (Shandong)
Xianbei 鮮卑 EJ
13 Western Liang 西涼 400-421 Dunhuang 敦煌, Jiuquan 酒泉 (Gan- Han 漢
16
su)
14 Xia 夏
407-431 Tongwan 統萬 (Shaanxi)
Xiongnu 匈奴 NW
15 Northern Yan 北燕 409-439 Longcheng 龍城 (Liaoning)
Han 漢
NW
16 Northern Liang 北涼 401-439 Zhangye 張掖 (Gansu)
Xiongnu 匈奴 NW
The last column in this table reveals which other state the state in the respective line was defeated
by or which followed after its collapse: EJ = Eastern Jin 東晉 (317-419, one of the Six Dynasties
六朝), NW = Northern Wei 北魏 (386-534)
1

Han 漢
Former Zhao 前趙
Cheng Han 成漢
Later Zhao 後趙
Former Liang 前涼
Former Yan 前燕

Historical outline

The first of the Sixteen Nations, the Han 漢 (called “Northern Han” 北漢 by some historians),
was founded by Liu Yuan 劉淵, a charismatic Xiongnu leader and descendant of Mo Du 冒頓.
Mo Du had cooperated with the Western Han 西漢 centuries before, and he and his successors
had married Chinese princesses. Liu Yuan, who had adopted the family name of the Han
Dynasty’s ruling clan and received a Chinese education, had the ambition to be the ruler of all of
China, but his vision was shared neither by other fellow Xiongnu leaders like Shi Le 石勒 nor by
Liu Yuan’s successors Liu Cong 劉聰 and Liu Yao 劉曜; the latter renamed Han Former Zhao 前
趙. Shi Le opposed Chinese methods and favored the old warrior-nomad traditions. He later
annexed Former Zhao and made himself emperor of the Later Zhao 後趙.
The Later Zhao lasted little more than three decades, which was also approximately the
average lifespan of the kingdoms in the Sixteen Nations Period. Among these short-lived
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kingdoms, the Former Qin 前秦, founded by Fu Jian 苻健, is noteworthy. Fu Jian was a member
of the Tibetan Di tribe and (like Liu Yuan) had received a Chinese education. The most
important characteristic of his kingdom was its adoption of a military organization instead of a
tribal structure, and, at least in its early years, it also enjoyed some support among the Chinese
gentry. In addition to cavalry, Fu Jian also built up the infantry, and after he annihilated the
Former Liang 前涼 in 376, the Former Qin became the supreme power in the north, holding
Luoyang and Chang’an and controlling the routes to Turkestan. After a failed attempt to invade
the Eastern Jin in 383, the instability of the Former Qin and the faltering support of the Chinese
gentry spelled the end of the kingdom. The Sixteen Nations Period came to an end in 439, when
the Xianbei clan of the Tuoba (original name: Tabgach) brought the whole of northern China
under its control and established the Northern Wei. The end of the Sixteen Nations also marked
the end of the Xiongnu’s significance in China’s history.
All in all, the Sixteen Nations was a period of devastation for northern China. Agricultural
production collapsed and many Chinese peasants were robbed of their possessions and livelihood
or were killed. Landowners, officials, and the aristocracy fled to the south. These dire
circumstances proved favourable for the spread of Buddhism. When the foreign Buddhist monks
found little approval among the local Chinese gentry, they turned to the middle and lower classes.
The doctrine of the afterlife was especially popular among the poor who had suffered a lot,
because the thought of reincarnation and a subsequent life of better conditions gave them hope.
Non-Chinese rulers who needed educated people for their administration usually enjoyed little
support among the Chinese gentry, so they turned to the foreign Buddhist monks. The rulers
being foreigners themselves, it was easier for them to accept a foreign religion, although many of
them retained their own mixture of worship of Heaven and shamanism. The Buddhist monks
used their growing influence to spread religious propaganda. To sum up, the real significance of
the Sixteen Nations Period lies in two facts—for the first time in Chinese history, the economic
and cultural center of China was shifted to the south; and the Sixteen Nations Period was crucial
for the spread of Buddhism.

Major events in contemporary world history
337
404
410

Death of Roman Emperor Constantine
The Vulgate version of the Latin Bible is completed by Jerome
The Visigoths under Alaric sack Rome

THE NORTHERN DYNASTIES (386-581)
List of the Northern Dynasties (386-581)
•

•
•
•
•

Northern Wei 北魏 [ruling clan: Tuoba 拓跋/Yuan 元, ethnic Xianbei 鮮卑]: 386-534
(duration 148 years), capitals Pingcheng 平城 (today’s Datong 大同, Shanxi Province); Luoyang 洛陽 (Henan Province)
Eastern Wei 東魏 [ruling clan: Yuan 元, ethnic Xianbei]: 534-550 (duration 16 years), capital
Ye 鄴 (today’s Linzhang County 臨漳縣, Hebei Province)
Western Wei 西魏 [ruling clan: Yuan 元, ethnic Xianbei]: 535-557 (duration 22 years), capital
Chang’an 長安 (today’s Xi’an 西安, Shaanxi Province)
Northern Qi 北齊 [ruling clan: Gao 高]: 550-577 (duration 27 years), capital Ye
Northern Zhou 北周 [ruling clan: Yuwen 宇文, ethnic Xianbei]: 577-581 (duration 4 years),
capital: Chang’an
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Historical outline

The Northern Wei 北魏 were the successors of the state of Dai 代 that had emerged in 315 in
Inner Mongolia/Shanxi with its capital at Shengle 盛樂 (today’s Helinger County 和林格爾縣,
Inner Mongolia 內蒙古). The Dai’s first king was Tuoba Yilu 拓跋猗盧. In 376, Dai was defeated
by the Former Qin 前秦 (one of the Sixteen Nations) of Fu Jian 苻健. During the subsequent
collapse of the Former Qin, Dai was re-founded by the Tuoba as the Northern Wei in 386, and
after defeating the Rouran 柔然 tribe, the Tuoba conquered the other kingdoms in the north one
after another—Xia 夏 in 431, and Northern Yan 北燕 and Northern Liang 北涼 in 439. In 440,
northern China was completely under the control of the Northern Wei.
The early years of the Northern Wei were marked by the development of agriculture and
pragmatic administrative measures. In order to be able to govern the Chinese population, the
Tuoba adopted a Chinese administration system, and gradually more and more administrative
posts were given to Chinese. The Tuoba court encouraged assimilation and recommended
intermarriage, so many Tuoba married into families of the rich Chinese gentry. In the course of
time the court became completely sinified, and Chinese became the only official language.
Emperor Xiaowendi 孝文帝 changed the family name of the ruling clan from Tuoba to Yuan 元.
In 494 the capital was transferred from Pingcheng 平城 to Luoyang in order to claim dominion
over all China, but the transfer also had practical reasons since Luoyang was more accessible as it
lay along a navigable river.
The result of the transfer of the capital was a shift of Northern Wei’s political center to the
south, a step that increased the internal tension which would eventually destroy the Northern Wei.
There was a growing alienation between the sinified central government and the Tuoba tribe
leaders whose herds had lost their value after the capital’s transfer. The Tuoba nobles were
separated from their tribes, and the court did not allow them to return to the north. Incursions of
the Rouran across the neglected northern border led to a mutiny of the military, who conquered
the capital and massacred Chinese and pro-Chinese Tuoba, and the Northern Wei split into the
Western Wei 西魏 and Eastern Wei 東魏.
The clash between the traditional Tuoba on one side and the pro-Chinese Tuoba and Han
Chinese on the other side continued after the end of the Northern Wei. Han Chinese Gao Yang
高洋 assumed power in the Eastern Wei and established the Northern Qi 北齊, which was
supported by the Chinese gentry. Xianbei Yuwen Jue 宇文覺 assumed power in the Western Wei
and established the Northern Zhou 北周, which was supported by non-sinified Tuoba. The war
between Northern Zhou and Northern Qi went on for more than a decade, but in 577 Northern
Qi was annihilated by Northern Zhou.
The Northern Zhou was soon weakened by intrigues and assassinations within the ruling
group, and real power passed from the emperor and his Tuoba entourage to the Chinese Yang
family. A daughter of Yang Jian 楊堅 became the wife of Northern Zhou Emperor Wudi 武帝,
while other family members were also related to or connected with the imperial house. Yang Jian
gained great power and prestige from his family connections. In 581 Yang Jian massacred the
members of the imperial family and declared himself emperor of the new Sui Dynasty 隋. With
the end of the Northern Dynasties, the Tuoba and Rouran disappeared from the annals of
China’s history.

Emperors of Tuoba-Wei/Northern Wei [Xianbei]
Title

Personal name

Reign

Daowudi 道武帝 or Taizu 太祖; Ruler of
Dai 代

Tuoba Gui 拓跋珪

386-408 371-409
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Mingyuandi 明元帝
Taiwudi 太武帝 or Shizu 世祖

Tuoba Si 拓跋嗣
409-423
Tuoba Dao 拓跋燾, changed 424-451
dynasty name to Wei
Tuoba Yu, king of Nan’an 南安王拓跋余 Tuoba Yu 拓跋余
452
Wenchengdi 文成帝
Tuoba Jun 拓跋濬
452-465
Xianwendi 獻文帝
Tuoba Hong 拓跋弘
466-470
Xiaowendi 孝文帝, moved capital to Luo- Yuan Hong 元宏, changed 471-499
yang
family name to Yuan
Xuanwudi 宣武帝
Yuan Ke 元恪
500-515
Xiaomingdi 孝明帝 or Suzong 肅宗
Yuan Xu 元詡
516-528
Xiaozhuangdi 孝莊帝
Yuan Ziyou 元子攸
528-530
Yuan Ye, King of Changguang 長廣王元曄 Yuan Ye 元曄
530-531
Jiemindi 節閔帝
Yuan Gong 元恭
531-532
Yuan Lang, king of Anding 安定王元朗
Yuan Lang 元朗
532
Xiaowudi 孝武帝
Yuan Xiu 元修
532-534

392-423
408-452
?-452
440-465
454-476
467-499
483-515
510-528
507-530
?-532
498-532
513-532
510-534

Emperors of Eastern Wei [Xianbei]
Title

Personal name

Reign

Xiao Jingdi 孝敬帝

Yuan Shanjian 元善見

534-550 524-551

Born/died

Emperors of Western Wei [Xianbei]
Title

Personal name

Reign

Wendi 文帝
Feidi 廢帝
Gongdi 恭帝

Yuan Baoju 元寶炬
Yuan Qin 元欽
Yuan Kuo 元廓

535-551 507-551
551-554 ?-554
554-556 537-557

Born/died

Title

Personal name

Reign

Born/died

Wenxuandi 文宣帝
Feidi 廢帝
Xiaozhaodi 孝昭帝
Wuchengdi 武成帝
Hou Zhu 後主
Youzhu 幼主

Gao Yang 高洋
Gao Yin 高殷
Gao Yan 高演
Gao Zhan 高湛
Gao Wei 高緯
Gao Heng 高恒

550-559
560
560-561
561-565
565-577
577

529-559
545-561
535-561
537-568
556-577
570-577

Emperors of Northern Qi

Emperors of Northern Zhou [Xianbei]
Title

Personal name

Reign

Born/died

Xiao Mindi 孝閔帝
Mingdi 明帝
Wudi 武帝
Xuandi 宣帝
Jingdi 靜帝

Yuwen Jue 宇文覺
Yuwen Yu 宇文毓
Yuwen Yong 宇文邕
Yuwen Yun 宇文贇
Yuwen Chan 宇文闡

557
557-560
561-578
579
579-581

542-557
534-560
543-578
559-580
573-581

Major events in contemporary world history
404
410

The Vulgate version of the Latin Bible is completed by Jerome
The Visigoths under Alaric sack Rome
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475
526
537

The keyhole-shaped tomb of the 15th Yamato 大和 Emperor Nintoku 仁德 (d.
399) is completed in Osaka 大阪 (Japan)
Death of Roman Emperor Theodoric the Great
The Hagia Sophia is completed in Constantinople

SOUTHERN CHINA: EASTERN JIN (317-419)
Duration, ruling clan, capital

Eastern Jin 東晉—duration: 102 years (317-419), ruling clan: Sima 司馬, capital: Jiankang 建康
(today’s Nanjing 南京, Jiangsu Province)

Historical outline

After the invasion of the Xiongnu 匈奴, the Jin 晉 (i.e. Western Jin 西晉) moved south and
established the Eastern Jin in Jiankang. They were accompanied by princes, generals, and many
members of the gentry who fled to the south to avoid persecution. The population in the south
at that time consisted not only of non-Chinese ethnic groups but also of Han Chinese
immigrants who had moved to the fertile Yangtze valley with its favourable climate around the
time of the beginning of the
Three Kingdoms 三國時代
in the third century AD.
While the old immigrants
had become wealthy landowners and had no connection to the north, the new
immigrants were politically
ambitious militarists with no
wealth or land, having no
firm rooting in the south but
family ties to the occupied
areas in the north. The
newcomers tried to grab as
much land as possible, and
soon conflicts between the
two
immigrant
groups
emerged. However, the population movement brought also new agricultural techniques to the
south, resulting in the development of agriculture (which was also stimulated by increased
demand due to the growing population, leading to higher prices), more trade, and overall
economic prosperity.
The rulers of the Eastern Jin lacked political astuteness, and the dynasty was characterized by
short reigns of weak emperors (11 emperors in 102 years), many of them dominated by General
Yu Liang 庾亮 whose sister was the mother of Emperor Chengdi 成帝. Another familiar
phenomenon was court intrigue and morphous alliances between several influential families
against each other. In 440 the ambitious military leader Liu Yu 劉裕 marched on the capital
where warlord Huan Xuan 桓玄 had assumed power and drove him away; Huan Xuan was the
son of General Huan Wen 桓溫 who had conquered Sichuan in 347 by defeating Cheng Han 成
漢 (one of the Sixteen Nations). Liu Yu restored the emperor to his throne, but the real power
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was Liu Yu’s. In 415 Liu conquered the Later Qin 後秦, and in 420 he made himself emperor of
the new Song Dynasty 宋 (also called Liu Song 劉宋 to avoid confusion with the Song Dynasty
[960-1279]), the first of the Southern Dynasties 南朝.

Emperors of the Eastern Jin
Title

Personal name

Reign

Born/died

Yuandi 元帝
Mingdi 明帝
Chengdi 成帝
Kangdi 康帝
Mudi 穆帝
Aidi 哀帝
Sima Yi, duke of Haixi 海西公司馬奕
Jianwendi 簡文帝
Xiaowudi 孝武帝
Andi 安帝
Gongdi 恭帝

Sima Rui 司馬睿
Sima Shao 司馬紹
Sima Yan 司馬衍
Sima Yue 司馬岳
Sima Dan 司馬聃
Sima Pei 司馬丕
Sima Yi 司馬奕
Sima Yu 司馬昱
Sima Yao 司馬曜
Sima Dezong 司馬德宗
Sima Dewen 司馬德文

317-322
322-325
325-342
342-344
344-361
361-365
365-371
371-372
372-396
396-418
419-420

276-322
299-325
321-342
322-344
343-361
341-365
342-386
320-372
361-396
382-418
386-421

Major events in contemporary world history
330
410

Roman emperor Constantine the Great (280-337) moves the capital to Byzantium
Sacking of Rome by the Visigoths

THE SOUTHERN DYNASTIES (420-589)
List of the Southern Dynasties (420-589)
•
•
•
•

Song 宋/Liu Song 劉宋 [ruling clan: Liu 劉]: 420-479 (duration 59 years), capital Jiankang 建
康 (today’s Nanjing 南京, Jiangsu Province)
Qi 齊/Southern Qi 南齊 [ruling clan: Xiao 蕭]: 479-502 (duration: 23 years), capital Jiankang
Liang 梁/Southern Liang 南梁 [ruling clan: Xiao 蕭]: 502-557 (duration 55 years), capital
Jiankang
Chen 陳/Southern Chen 南陳 [ruling clan: Chen 陳]: 557-589 (duration 32 years), capital
Jiankang

Historical outline

After Liu Yu 劉裕 had brought the Eastern Jin 東晉 to an end by establishing the Song Dynasty
宋 (Liu Song 劉宋), the intrigues and struggles of cliques against each other that had plagued the
Eastern Jin continued. The Tuoba 拓跋 of the Northern Wei 北魏 began a lengthy military
campaign against Liu Song, and the kingdom was further weakened by uprisings led by princes
from 460 onward. Liu Song was finally overthrown by Xiao Daocheng 蕭道成 who created the
Qi Dynasty 齊 (Southern Qi 南齊). Neither the Southern Qi nor its successor kingdoms was
particularly stable. In 502 Emperor Xiao Yan 蕭衍 changed the name of the Southern Qi to
Liang 涼 (Southern Liang 南涼). After the Northern Zhou 北周 invaded Hubei and captured
Hankou 漢口 where Liang’s emperor resided, General Chen Baxian 陳霸先 in the eastern part
of the kingdom took power and established the Chen Dynasty 陳 (Southern Chen 南陳), a feeble
kingdom located in the lower Yangtze valley. When Chen was defeated by Yang Jian 楊堅 and
incorporated into the Sui Dynasty 隋 in 589, China was again unified.
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Emperors of Liu-Song
Title

Personal name

Reign

Born/died

Wudi 武帝
Shaodi 少帝
Wendi 文帝
Xiaowudi 孝武帝
Qian Feidi 前廢帝
Mingdi 明帝
Hou Feidi 後廢帝
Shundi 順帝

Liu Yu 劉裕
Liu Yifu 劉義符
Liu Yilong 劉義隆
Liu Jun 劉駿
Liu Ziye 劉子業
Liu Yu 劉彧
Liu Yu 劉昱
Liu Zhun 劉準

420-422
422-423
423-453
453-464
464-465
465-472
472-477
477-479

363-422
406-424
407-453
430-464
449-465
439-472
463-477
469-479

Title

Personal name

Reign

Born/died

Gaodi 高帝
Wudi 武帝
Mingdi 明帝
Donghunhou 東昏侯
Hedi 和帝

Xiao Daocheng 蕭道成
Xiao Ze 蕭賾
Xiao Luan 蕭鸞
Xiao Baojuan 蕭寶卷
Xiao Baorong 蕭寶融

479-482
482-493
494-498
498-501
501-502

427-482
440-493
452-498
483-501
488-502

Title

Personal name

Reign

Born/died

Wudi 武帝
Jianwendi 簡文帝
Yuandi 元帝
Jingdi 敬帝

Xiao Yan 蕭衍
Xiao Gang 蕭綱
Xiao Yi 蕭繹
Xiao Fangzhi 蕭方智

502-549
549-551
552-555
555-557

464-549
503-551
508-554
543-558

Title

Personal name

Reign

Born/died

Wudi 武帝
Wendi 文帝
Feidi 廢帝
Xuandi 宣帝
Hou Zhu 後主

Chen Baxian 陳霸先
Chen Qian 陳蒨
Chen Bozong 陳伯宗
Chen Xu 陳頊
Chen Shubao 陳叔寶

557-559
559-566
566-568
569-582
582-589

503-559
522-566
554-570
530-582
553-604

Emperors of Qi

Emperors of Liang

Emperors of Chen

Major events in contemporary world history
475
526
537

The keyhole-shaped tomb of the 15th Yamato 大和 Emperor Nintoku 仁德 (d.
399) is completed in Osaka 大阪 (Japan)
Death of Roman emperor Theodoric the Great
The Hagia Sophia is completed in Constantinople

CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT BETWEEN 220 AND 589
The spread of Buddhism and its impact
Before 220 AD Buddhism had no real influence in China. The variation of Buddhism that found
its way to China was Mahayana Buddhism (also called Northern Buddhism, dache 大車 in Chinese,
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popular in Korea and Japan as well). Closer to original Buddhism was Hinayana Buddhism (also
called Southern Buddhism, xiaoche 小車 in Chinese, popular in Burma, Laos, Thailand, Cambodia,
and Sri Lanka). When Buddhism spread from India to Central Asia and China, it incorporated
major elements of the local cultures. Mahayana Buddhism proved to be particularly tolerant and
adaptable, developing into a popular religion that spoke of salvation.
Although Buddhism had undoubtedly a great impact on China after 220 AD, it did not affect
all classes of society in the same way. While it was widely accepted among the poor and lower
classes in war-torn northern China and also often by non-Chinese rulers during the Sixteen
Nations Period and the Northern Dynasties, it was far less successful among the Chinese gentry
and Confucian scholars. Indeed, some aspects of Buddhism were found incompatible with
orthodox Confucian tradition. Life as a Buddhist monk meant not to be able to fulfill the duties
to family and state, while celibacy violated the concept of filial piety because the continuity of
ancestor worship required male offspring. Nevertheless Confucian scholars didn’t ignore
Buddhism but reacted to the challenge it represented by engaging in scholarly debates and writing
critical or sometimes even polemic essays (e. g. Fan Zhen 范縝, author of “Mortality of the Soul”
[shenmielun 神滅論]) concerning it.
Under the Tuoba 拓跋 who ruled northern China between 386 and 534 in the Northern Wei
北魏, Buddhism became the official religion. The construction of Buddhist cave temples was
influenced by a Tuoba myth that their ancestors had come to the world from a sacred grotto, and
the Tuoba constructed spectacular cave temples in the vicinity of their capitals—the Yungang
Caves 雲岡石窟 close to their first capital Pingcheng 平城 (today’s Datong 大同, Shanxi
Province) and the Longmen Caves 龍門石窟 near Luoyang 洛陽 (Henan Province). Magnificent
caves were also built in Gansu: the Thousand Buddha Caves of Dunhuang 敦煌千佛洞 (also
called Mogao Caves 莫高窟) and the Maijishan Caves 麥積山石窟. These caves show how much
the introduction of Indian art left its mark on Chinese sculpture and painting. Architectural
structures of different kinds were related with Buddhism as well: pagodas, temples, monasteries
and statues, although they were often wooden structures that have not survived to the present day.
Buddhism didn’t remain confined to a religious and cultural role but also became a factor in
the economy: monasteries accumulated large estates, temples became peasants’ landlords, and
merchants supported Buddhist monasteries, using them as banks and warehouses. On the other
hand, some measures were also taken to limit the power of Buddhism. In 446 the Northern Wei
ordered the destruction of statues of Buddha and the abolition of monasticism, and after the
Northern Zhou 北周 issued an edict ordering the confiscation of temple property, thousands of
monks were defrocked. Buddhism’s development in the north was matched by that in the south
In the Southern Liang Dynasty 南梁 Emperor Wudi 武帝 abdicated and became a monk, and in
its capital Jiankang 建康 there were more than 500 monasteries housing approximately 100,000
monks and nuns.
The spread of Buddhism brought about a vivid intellectual exchange with dozens of monk
delegations traveling to India, the most famous one led by the monk Faxian 法顯 who set out in
399. After returning to China in 414, he wrote a “A Record of Buddhist Kingdoms” (foguoji 佛國
記). According to some sources, approximately 3000 foreign Buddhist monks resided in Luoyang
between 500 and 515. Large translation offices were set up to translate Buddhist sutras into
Chinese.

Other cultural developments
With northern China a battlefield, numerous members of the rich Chinese gentry fled to the
south, and poets and scholars gathered around the capitals and courts of the south. The famous
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calligrapher Wang Xizhi 王羲之, a native of Shandong Province, spent most of his life in
Zhejiang Province, while Tao Yuanming 陶淵明 (also known as Tao Qian 陶潛), the most
famous writer and poet of his time, lived in present-day Jiangxi Province.
Among the most important writings of the period was “The Literary Mind and the Carving
of Dragons” (wenxin diaolong 文心雕龍) by Liu Xie 劉勰, the first book of literary criticism to be
written in the Chinese language. An anthology of literature entitled “Selected Literature” (wenxuan
文選) was compiled by Xiao Tong 蕭統, a prince from the Southern Liang Dynasty 南梁. Li
Daoyuan 酈道元 wrote a major work on geography: “A Commentary on the Classic of
Waterways” (shuijingzhu 水經注). During the Three Kingdoms, Taiwan was mentioned for the first
time in Chinese geographical records under the name Yizhou 夷州, meaning “barbarous region”.
Jia Sixie 賈思勰 was the author of China’s first agricultural encyclopedia “Essential Skills for
Common People” (qimin yaoshu 齊民要術). In the natural sciences, Zu Chongzhi 祖沖之
succeeded in calculating the mathematical figure pi (π) as being between 3.1415926 and 3.1415927
(actual value 3.141592653589793238).

The Sui Dynasty (589-618)
Duration, ruling clan, capital

Sui 隋—duration: 37 years (581-618), ruling clan: Yang 楊, capitals: Daxingcheng 大興城
/Chang’an 長安 (today’s Xi’an 西安, Shaanxi Province); Luoyang 洛陽 (Henan Province);
Jiangdu 江都 (today’s Yangzhou 揚州, Jiangsu Province)

Historical outline

In 581 Yang Jian 楊堅 assumed power in the Northern Zhou 北周 in an bloodless coup d’etat and
established the Sui Dynasty 隋. Its capital Chang’an 長安 was called “Daxingcheng” 大興城 at
that time. With the defeat of the Chen Dynasty 陳 in the south, China was unified again. Although short, the Sui Dynasty was important because of its accomplishments. The Sui Dynasty
not merely reestablished centralized power, but institutional reforms carried out at this time and
the engineering marvel that was the Grand Canal (dayunhe 大運河) were crucial to China’s
integration after centuries of division, and paved the way for the glory of the succeeding Tang
Dynasty 唐, and making the Sui a significant transitional period from division to unity.
During the long period of division, northern and southern China had developed in different
ways and as a result had very different social and economic structures. The Sui streamlined the
bureaucracy, albeit keeping many functions of the former states in the north or simply renaming
them. A new legal code was introduced; the currency, measures, and weights were standardized;
and tax collection was made more efficient. After reforms, agricultural production increased. At
the same time, Yang Jian—now Emperor Wendi 文帝—reduced the use of forced labor. Wendi
hailed from the area around Chang’an and was a devout Buddhist. With a military background
and having anti-intellectual tendencies, he was a practical man who did not trust Confucian
scholars.
After Wendi’s death in 604 his second son ascended the throne as Emperor Yangdi 煬帝, but
his succession is regarded as illegitimate by most historians; according to Chinese sources, Wendi
was killed by Yangdi. Yangdi was an unsavoury character, and to satisfy his extravagant lifestyle
and his love for palaces, hundreds of thousands of people were conscripted into construction
gangs. He moved the capital to Luoyang 洛陽 and later established Jiangdu 江都 as another
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capital. Besides the construction of palaces and the Grand Canal, Yangdi continued to build
defensive walls in the north, a process that had begun under Wendi.
In retrospective, the construction of the Grand Canal was probably the most spectacular
achievement of the Sui Dynasty. After the capital was moved to Luoyang, Yangdi ordered the
construction of the canal system to facilitate the transport of grain to the capital, a move that was
also welcomed by many members of the gentry because the canal made it much easier for them
to sell their produce. About a million people were pressed into service between 587 and 608 to
complete the canal. The canal linked the new capital Jiangdu on the lower Yangtze 長江 with
Chang’an (situated not far from the Wei River 渭河, a tributary of the Yellow River 黃河), and by
608 Luoyang (on the Luo River 洛河, another tributary of the Yellow River) was connected with
Peking 北京 as well. This man-made waterway could be used by large freight barges with a
capacity of up to 800 tons. The significance of the Grand Canal can hardly be overstated, it
remained the most important communication route between northern and southern China until
the 19th century. Besides its
importance for the economy
and trade, it was invaluable to
the integration of northern
and southern China and also
important for the development of Chinese culture.
The necessity to control
trade routes with the West
and access to Central Asia
brought the Sui into conflice
with the Tuyuhun 吐 谷 渾
on the western border. The
Tuyuhun lived in the extreme
north of Tibet, and while
their ruling class was apparently of Xianbei 鮮 卑
origin, the people were Tibetan. In 609 the route to Central Asia through the Gansu Corridor was
made safe again. More problematic though was the conflict with the Tujue 突厥. While the
Xiongnu 匈奴 had not been a threat since the end of the Sixteen Nations Period, the ethnic
Turkish Tujue had risen in the north as a force to be reckoned with. Luckily for the Sui, the Tujue
split into two factions in 581 that could be played off against one other. Regarding the Tujue,
diplomacy proved more effective than military expeditions.
Furthermore, several unsuccessful Sui military campaigns against the Koguryo in Korea were
related to the conflict against the Tujue. The Koreans had sought an alliance with the Tujue, so
the Sui attacked Korea to avoid a situation in which there would be enemies on multiple fronts.
However, the Sui overextended themselves with their incursions into Korea, resulting in
disastrous military setbacks and rebellions. On the other hand, between 600 and 609 Japan’s ruler
Shotoku Taishi 聖德太子 (574-622) sent four delegations to China, marking the start of Japan’s
inclusion into the Chinese cultural sphere.
Yangdi’s military campaigns and costly construction projects ended the period of prosperity
that had begun under his father. The heavy burden imposed on the people by grain taxes, military
recruitment, and forced service in self-serving construction projects led to widespread
impoverishment. Around 615 when the Sui suffered a military defeat against the Eastern Tujue,
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several uprisings erupted in different parts of the country. Already in 613 Yang Xuangan 楊玄感
(son of influential General Yang Su 楊素) had led a rebellion in the Luoyang area. Besides peasant
uprisings like those led by Zhai Rang 翟讓, Dou Jiande 竇建德, and others, the emperor started
to lose the support of the gentry. In 616 Yangdi retreated to Jiangdu where his base of support
was, but in 618 was assassinated by General Yuwen Huaji 宇文化及. Yangdi’s nephew was installed as new emperor, but Li Shimin 李世民 and his father Li Yuan 李淵, who in 617 had
captured Chang’an with the help of Turkish troops, later installed Yangdi’s grandson as emperor.
Meanwhile, Wang Shichong 王世充 installed another puppet emperor in Luoyang. Before long,
Liu Yuan took the place of the puppet emperor he had installed and declared himself emperor of
the new Tang Dynasty, but it took another five years until the competing leaders who had made
themselves independent were defeated and the whole empire came under the control of the Tang.

Emperors of the Sui Dynasty
Title

Personal name

Reign

Born/died

Wendi 文帝
Yangdi 煬帝
Gongdi 恭帝

Yang Jian 楊堅
Yang Guang 楊廣
Yang You 楊侑

581-604
604-617
618

541-604
569-617
611-618

Major events in contemporary world history
585
590
ca. 610

The Visigoths conquer Sueves in Spain
The papacy of Gregory the Great begins (until 604)
Muhammad (570-632), prophet of Islam, has his first relevation and begins to
preach in Mecca

The Tang Dynasty (618-907)
Duration, ruling clan, capital

Tang 唐—duration: 288 years (618-906), ruling clan: Li 李, capitals: Chang’an 長安 (today’s Xi’an
西安, Shaanxi Province); Luoyang 洛陽 (Henan Province)

Historical outline

The Tang Dynasty was the most powerful “Chinese” dynasty since the Han Dynasty 漢 and is
widely regarded as a “Golden Age” in Chinese history. Not only were its territorial holdings
greater than those of any previous period, the Tang Dynasty also witnessed remarkable cultural
development.
The first emperor of the Tang Dynasty, Li Yuan 李淵 (posthumous title: Gaozu 高祖) had
been a military commander of the Sui Dynasty 隋 and rose to power in 618 with the aid of
Turkish troops. It took Gaozu five years to defeat rival claimants to the throne and consolidate
power. Gaozu’s son Li Shimin 李世民 had contributed a great deal to his father’s success but was
not named heir to the throne because he was not the eldest son. In 626 tensions between Li
Shimin and his brothers escalated into an armed clash. Li Shimin emerged victorious, killed his
brothers and their families, and forced Gaozu to abdicate in his favour. Li Shimin’s reign as
Emperor Taizong 太宗 was probably the most stable and prosperous period in the Tang Dynasty,
and under his son and successor Gaozong 高宗 the dynasty was further consolidated.
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In 640 a woman named Wu Zetian 武則天 (also known as Wu Zhao 武曌 or later Empress
Wu 武后) was introduced into Taizong’s court as concubine for the emperor. After Taizong’s
death in 649 she became a Buddhist nun, but the new emperor, Gaozong, fell in love with her and
made her his concubine. She had two sons with Gaozong and replaced the (childless) Empress
Wang 王皇后 in 655. Empress Wang was cruelly killed shortly afterwards, and Wu Zetian’s son Li
Hong 李弘 was named heir to the throne. Wu gained in influence and gradually replaced her
husband as ruler of the empire. When Gaozong died in 683 she first put Li Xian 李顯 (Emperor
Zhongzong 中宗) on the throne, soon replacing him with Li Dan 李旦 (Emperor Ruizong 睿宗).
After a failed coup of princes against her, she declared herself empress of the new Zhou Dynasty
周 in 690 and moved the capital from Chang’an 長安 to Luoyang 洛陽. That dynasty ended with
Empress Wu’s death in 705, and Emperor Zhongzong was reinstated, but his wife, Empress Wei
韋后, tried to rule in the same fashion as Empress Wu—after Zhongzong’s death in 710 she
installed young Li Chongmao 李重茂 on the throne. A rebellion led by Li Longji 李隆基
brought Ruizong back to
power, and when Ruizong
abdicated in favour of Li
Longji (Emperor Xuanzong
玄宗), stable rule was finally
restored in the Tang Dynasty.
The rule of Emperor
Xuanzong was the longest of
a Tang emperor. Xuanzong
moved the capital back to
Chang’an, which became the
politicial, economic, and
cultural center of the empire.
Chang’an was the biggest city
in the world at this time with
two million inhabitants, and
its geometric outline with an area of almost 70 km² was used as a model for the Japanese cities
Nara 奈良 and Kyoto 京都 as well as later for Peking 北京. During the early part of his reign,
Taizong initiated reforms in the areas of financial and economic policy as well as military administration with the help of able ministers like Yao Chong 姚衝 and Song Jing 宋璟. Between
736 and 752 Li Linfu 李林甫, who held the office of chancellor (zaixiang 宰相), assumed almost
dictatorial powers as Xuanzong neglected the nation’s administration, preferring the arts, Taoism,
and mysticism. Another person with significant influence on the emperor was Yang Yuhuan 楊玉
環 (better known as Yang Guifei 楊貴妃), who had become Xuanzong’s concubine in 745. She
managed to have important government posts given to her relatives like her brother Yang Guozhong 楊國忠 (who succeeded Li Linfu as chancellor after Li’s death in 752), but the decline that
began in the late years of Xuanzong’s rule was not so much her fault as the result of the
disastrous rebellion of An Lushan 安祿山 between 755 and 763, also called the “An Shi
Rebellion” (An Shi zhi luan 安史之亂).
An Lushan was a man of mixed Sogdian and Turkish descent and served as military
governor (jiedushi 節度使) in Fanyang 範陽/Youzhou 幽州 (southwest of present-day Beijing 北
京). The military governors were powerful men since they had not only military but also fiscal
authority in the area under their responsibility. An’s rise began with a victory over the Khitan 契丹
in the northeast in 744. In a bid to usurp the imperial throne An Lushan and an army of 200,000
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men marched south in 755 and quickly conquered first Luoyang and then Chang’an. While
Emperor Xuanzong retreated to Chengdu 成都 in Sichuan—his troops killed Yang Guozhong
and forced Yang Guifei to commit suicide—and gave up the throne in favour of his son
(Emperor Suzong 肅宗), An Lushan declared himself emperor of the new Yan Dynasty 燕 in
756. Suzong turned to the Uighurs (Huihe 回紇/Huigu 回鶻), Tibetans (Tufan 吐藩), and other
tribes in the Tarim Basin for help. After the Uighurs sent troops to aid the Tang government, An
Lushan was defeated in 757. An himself was murdered by his son An Qingxu 安慶緒. Although
the Uighurs took control of Luoyang, the insurgency was not yet finished. General Shi Siming 史
思明 who had taken command after An’s death recaptured Luoyang but in 761 suffered the same
fate as An Lushan, being murdered by his son Shi Chaoyi 史朝義. Troops loyal to the Tang
government finally quelled the rebellion in 763.
The An Lushan Rebellion was the turning point in the Tang Dynasty. The civil war had
claimed tens of millions of lives, destroyed the economy, and devastated large areas, especially in
the Yellow River region around Chang’an and Luoyang. Furthermore, the rebellion had
significantly eroded the central government’s authority, which had proven itself unable to
effectively control the military governors. No taxes came in from large parts of the empire as the
military governors retained most of the revenues and spent it on their armies. Separatist
tendencies among military governors was a problem for the central government until the end of
the Tang Dynasty. Despite the terrible experiences with An Lushan and other military governors
who turned against the court, the system of military governors was maintained because it still
provided effective protection against foreign invasions, notably at the northern border. Although
the Tang Dynasty was saved by Uighur troops, the Uighurs and Tufan were strengthened at the
expense of the Tang, which eventually lost its western territories (and thus control over the trade
routes) to the Uighurs and Tufan.
After the end of the An Lushan rebellion, the situation remained grim. The Tang Dynasty
would never regain the glory it had under Taizong or Xuanzong. The economy was in ruins, and
the loss of the western territories resulted in less trade and lower revenues. In the inner court the
power of the eunuchs (huanguan 宦官) increased and they engaged in a power struggle with the
literati, weakening the central government. Further rebellions by military governors which the
government was unable to suppress weakened the empire even more. But the common people
remained the real victims of the heavy tax burden, weakened economy, and disloyal troops. The
first big popular uprising in 860 was led by Qiu Fu 裘甫, followed by a mutiny of the army under
Pang Xun 龐勳, and finally the great uprising from 874 on led by Wang Xianzhi 王仙芝 and
Huang Chao 黃巢. The rebels and their massive peasant army quickly brought the Yangtze region
and eastern China under their control. In 880 they took Luoyang and Chang’an, and Huang Chao
declared himself emperor of the Great Qi Dynasty 大齊 while Emperor Xizong 僖宗 and the
Tang court retreated to Sichuan. Once again, the Tang had to rely on foreign help to suppress the
rebellion—this time they turned to the Turkish Shatuo 沙陀, a tribe of the Western Tujue 西突厥.
Led by Li Keyong 李克用, the Shatuo’s first attack against the rebels was repelled in 881, but in
883 they were victorious. Huang Chao fled and was killed by the Shatuo the following year.
Although the Tang emperor returned to Chang’an in 885 and the dynasty was nominally restored,
it exercised no real power.
In 890 open war broke out between Li Keyong and Zhu Wen 朱溫 (also known as Zhu
Quanzhong 朱全忠), a strong military commander in the east who had initially been a follower of
Huang Chao but, after surrendering to Tang forces, helped them recapture Chang’an. In 904 Zhu
brought Emperor Zhaozong 昭宗 (who had sided with Li Keyong) under his control and killed
him, installing young Li Zhu 李柷 (Emperor Aidi 哀帝) on the throne. In 907 he forced Aidi to
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abdicate and declared himself emperor of the Later Liang Dynasty 後梁, the first of the Five
Dynasties 五代.
The Tang empire disintegrated quickly in the first decade of the tenth century. Already in 902
the Yang 楊 clan had established the kingdom of Wu 吳 (Huainan 淮南) in Yangzhou 揚州
(Jiangsu Province), and in 907, besides the Later Liang in Henan, other kingdoms were founded
independent of Tang control—Min 閩 in Fujian, Former Shu 前蜀 in Sichuan, Wuyue 吳越 in
Zhejiang, Southern Han 南漢 (Yue 粵) in Guangdong, and Nanping 南平 (Jingnan 荊南) in
Hubei. The period of division after the end of the Tang Dynasty lasted until 979 when China was
unified again under the Northern Song Dynasty 北宋.

Foreign policy—the Tang, the Turks, and the Tibetans
Major foreign policy issues during the Tang Dynasty included securing the vital trade routes and
fending off the threat posed by neighbouring ethnic groups. The first half of the Tang Dynasty
was marked by dynamic territorial expansion which was brought to a halt when Tang troops
under General Gao Xianzhi
高 仙 芝 were defeated by
Arabs in the battle of Talas
怛 羅 斯 (in present-day
Kazakhstan) in 751.
In 583, the Turkish
empire of the Tujue 突厥 in
the north was defeated by the
Sui Dynasty and split into
Western Tujue 西 突 厥
(centered around present-day
Xinjiang and Kazakhstan)
and Eastern Tujue 東突厥
(centered in present-day
Inner Mongolia). The Tang
had come to power with the
aid of the Eastern Tujue, but
the latter were not a reliable ally and turned against the Tang less than a decade after the dynasty
was established. In response to Turkish invasions, Tang Emperor Taizong dispatched General Li
Qing 李清 with an army in 629, and the Eastern Tujue were defeated in 630. In an effort to
neutralize future threats by assimilation the Tang resettled the Eastern Tujue in the Yellow River
area and admitted their leaders into the Chinese army. The sons of their nobles lived at the
imperial court. As for the Western Tujue, the Tang conducted two campaigns in 639/640 and
647/648 against them, conquered the city state of Gaochang 高昌 in the east of present-day
Turfan in 639 and eventually brought the whole Turkestan basin under their control. The last
military units of the Western Tujue were destroyed in 657. Around 680 the Tujue reunified and
formed a kingdom in present-day Gansu called the Later Turks (Hou Tujue 後突厥), but they did
not militarily challenge the Tang. In 774 the Later Turks were destroyed by the Uighurs (Huihe 回
紇/Huigu 回鶻, part of the Turkish Tölös 鐵勒 tribe). The Uighurs had played a key role in the
suppression of the An Lushan Rebellion, at which time the Tang lost its western territories to the
Uighurs and the Tufan 吐藩. The Uighur empire collapsed in 840.
In 635 the Tuyuhun 吐谷渾 in the Qinghai/Tibet region were defeated by General Li Jing
李靖 and their territory incorporated into the Tang Empire. Meanwhile, a new political unit had
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formed in Tibet. Songtsen Gampo 松贊干布—also called Songzain Gambo (604-650)—unified
the Tibetan tribes in the Kingdom of Tufan. Tufan’s relations with the Tang were mostly friendly,
and in the course of Tang’s nuptial diplomacy towards Tufan Songtsen Gampo was given the
Tang princess Wencheng 文成公主 as a wife. As a result of the economic and cultural bonds
forged between the Tang and Tufan, Buddhism was brought to Tibet. In 663 the Qaidam Basin
柴達木盆地 (Qinghai Province) became part of Tufan. There were periods in which the
relations between the Tufan and the Tang deteriorated. In 763 (when the Tang was in the throes
of the An Lushan Rebellion) the Tufan captured Chang’an and the surrounding area, and the
Tang lost access to central Asia in 790. Relations between the Tang and Tufan improved again in
821. The Tufan kingdom fell in 842, and parts of its western territories were subsequently reconquered by the Tang.
In the northeast, the Khitan living in present-day Manchuria never posed a real threat to the
Tang. While the unsuccessful campaigns against Korea had greatly contributed to the fall of the
Sui Dynasty, the Tang allied themselves with the Korean state of Silla 新羅, and together they
defeated the other two Korean states Paekche 百濟 and Koguryo 高句麗 in 660 and 668,
respectively. Korea continued to be an important bridge for cultural transfer between China and
Japan.
Nanzhao 南詔 (649-902) was a kingdom of the Borean tribe 白族 centered around Erhai
Lake 洱海 in present-day Yunnan Province. The kingdom often switched between an alliance
with the Tang and one with the Tufan but was never conquered by Tang troops. Nanzhao united
with six other small kingdoms in 737 with the support of the Tang, rebelled against the Tang in
750, and defeated a Tang army at Xiaguan 下關 in 751. After another victory against the Tang in
754 Nanzhao expanded into Burma, the rest of Yunnan, and parts of Laos, Thailand, and even
Sichuan. Nanzhao captured Chengdu in 829, but Nanzhao forces were expelled from Sichuan in
873, and the kingdom was finally overthrown in 902, though not by the Tang.

Economy of the Tang Dynasty
The first half of the Tang Dynasty was by and large a time of political stability and economic
prosperity. Many sectors of the economy like agriculture, handicrafts, manufacturing and trade
flourished. The Grand Canal, constructed during the Sui Dynasty, greatly facilitated the flow of
merchandise, and there was a lively exchange of goods and knowledge along the Silk Road. For
instance, the Chinese knowledge of paper manufacturing spread as far as Europe via the Arab
world. Chang’an, Luoyang, Yangzhou, and Guangzhou 廣 州 were important centers for
commerce and trade.
In the 7th century technical improvements like the plough and irrigation techniques greatly
boosted agricultural output. To the same end, the Tang put in place a land law—a modification of
the Tuoba land law (juntianfa 均田法)—aimed at equalizing land ownership. However, many
provisions of the law were not implemented because concessions to rich and influential members
of the gentry were unavoidable. The system of land equalization eventually failed and was
officially abolished around 780.
The late 8th century saw the first steps in the development of paper money. The use of
copper coins (tongqian 銅錢) as currency impeded large-scale trade because in larger quantities it
was too heavy and difficult to transport. As the use of money became more common, more coin
metal was needed, so coins were then often minted from iron. Silver coins were common as well.
Areas with an adverse trade balance could lose all their copper, but a prohibition of copper
export would end external trade, so merchants prepared deposit certificates which soon entered
into circulation, first in Sichuan. The use of deposit certificates instead of coins allowed for a
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much larger trade volume, and by the end of the Tang Dynasty the government had started to
issue deposit certificates of its own.
The state became a major player in manufacturing and set up numerous facilities to produce
textiles, metals, ceramics, paper, and others. Mining was another industry in which remarkable
progress was made at this time. Economic and commercial opportunities also attracted many
foreign immigrants. Unfortunately, these positive developments came to an end when the An
Lushan Rebellion turned large parts of China into a battlefield and the Tang Dynasty lost control
over its western territories and thus the international trade routes.

Government and administration

The Tang empire was divided into 10 provinces (dao 道), 260 prefectures (zhou 州), and more than
1000 counties (xian 縣), the administration of which was strongly centralized. The most important
institutions were three departments (sheng 省) and six ministries (bu 部)—the Department of State
Affairs (shangshusheng 尚書省), the Secretariat (zhongshusheng 中書省), and the Chancellery (menxiasheng 門下省). The six ministries under the Department of State Affairs were the Ministry of
Personnel (libu 吏部), the Ministry of Revenue (hubu 戶部), the Ministry of Rites (libu 禮部), the
Ministry of War (bingbu 兵部), the Ministry of Justice (xingbu 刑部), and the Ministry of Works
(gongbu 工部). This institutional structure was kept intact even in succeeding dynasties. The
examination system for government officials from the Han Dynasty was reactivated, and as a
result the aristocracy gradually lost power to the professional government bureaucracy recruited
through those examinations. Although the examination system was modified in the following
centuries, it remained in place largely unchanged almost until the end of Imperial China in the
20th century. The exam shaped Chinese officials by forcing those who aspired to pass it to receive
an education in the Classics and be indoctrinated in the Confucian tradition. Several
test-preparation academies were set up, most notably the “School for the Preservation of
Literature” (hongwen dian 弘文殿, established in 621), the “School of the Congregation of the
Wise” (jixian yuan 集賢院, established in 725), the “Hanlin Academy” (hanlin yuan 翰林院,
established in 738). The law code Tanglü shuyi 唐律疏議, laid down in 624, was an impressive work
with a high standard of juridical rationality.
At the beginning of the Tang the backbone of the armed forces were militias (fubing 府兵)
consisting of conscript troops recruited from among the farming population, but after territorial
expansion a professional army was needed, especially for the protection of border regions. Ten
military governors (jiedushi 節度使) were assigned to oversee those border troops. The military
governors were able to accumulate great power because they commanded areas the size of whole
provinces, and they were also in charge of the civil and financial administration in their area of
responsibility. Although the system allowed for effective control over border areas, it also
nurtured powerful military rulers who could challenge the central government.

Buddhism and other religions
Throughout the Tang Dynasty, Buddhism remained the dominant religion, but in the later Tang,
attempts by rulers to limit the influence of Buddhism through administrative measures, combined
with growing criticism by Confucian scholars like Han Yu 韓愈, made it clear that Buddhism
would no longer play such a crucial role in China.
Buddhism was at its height during the early Tang. An important event in the history of
Chinese Buddhism was the pilgrimage of Xuan Zang 玄奘 to India between 639 and 645. He
and other pilgrims like Yi Jing 義凈 returned with many Buddhist texts and translated them into
Chinese. Monasteries in China were important centers of learning and cultural activity. Several
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schools of Buddhism developed, the most important being Chan Buddhism 禪宗 (better known
under the Japanese name “Zen”), the Pure Land Sect (jingtu zong 淨士宗) or Lotus Sect (lianzong
蓮宗), and the Secret Sect/Tantrism (mizong 密宗). Among the most influential supporters of
Buddhism was Empress Wu, a former Buddhist nun.
During the Tang Dynasty, Buddhist temples and monasteries became an important economic
force. Temples were exempt from taxation and accumulated land, and monasteries collected large
quantities of metal to use in casting bronze Buddhas, thus giving them significant influence over
the money market. Certain measures of the Tang government during the 9 th century against
foreign religions in China also affected Buddhism—many foreign merchants belonging to
religions like Manichaeanism (monijiao 摩尼教), Zoroastrianism (xianjiao 祆教), Nestorianism
(jingjiao 景教) and Islam were under the political protection of the Uighur embassy, and when the
influence of Uighurs decreased from 832 onward, the Tang decided to profit from that
opportunity by decreeing a ban on foreign religions. The real objective was to seize the funds the
foreigners had accumulated. In the process, thousands of Buddhist temples, shrines and
monasteries were secularized, and all statues were required to be melted down and delivered to
the government, even those in private possession.
The An Lushan Rebellion also a deleterious effect on Buddhism in China. Buildings were
destroyed, monks were dispersed, and teaching traditions were interrupted. In 842 an intense
persecution of Buddhism began during the reign of Emperor Wuzong 武宗, instigated by Li
Deyu 李德裕. Land belonging to monasteries was confiscated, more than 4000 monasteries were
demolished, and a quarter of a million monks and nuns were defrocked. The anti-Buddhist
regulations were not applied to Taoism since Wuzong was influenced by Taoists like Zhao Guizhen 趙歸真. The persecution ended with Wuzong’s death in 846—Wuzong’s successor Xuanzong 宣宗 was a Buddhist and changed the religious policy.
The Tang Dynasty was a period of great religious diversity. Foreign merchants who settled
down in Chinese cities brought their religions with them and, in general, enjoyed religious
freedom. Arabian Muslims and Jews came to China, the Jews mostly as fabric dealers. Nestorian
Christianity arrived in China during the reign of Tang Emperor Taizong in 635. In 781 the
famous Nestorian Stele (jingjiaopai 景教碑) was erected in Chang’an to mark the opening of a
Nestorian church, featuring texts in Chinese and old Syriac. Manichaeanism was popular among
the Uighurs, and the Uighur king adopted Manichaeism in 762. Another religion introduced into
China was Zoroastrianism, also called Mazdaism or Parsism. The confiscation of property of
followers of Manichaeism in Tang China dealt a heavy blow to the religion, from which it never
recovered. Although Islam was much more successful in China than Nestorianism, Manichaeism,
and Zoroastrianism in the long run, Buddhism and Taoism remained the major faiths at that time.

Culture: Literature and arts
The Tang Dynasty is commonly associated with its impressive cultural developments, most
notably in poetry. A comprehensive collection of Tang poems (quan Tang shi 全唐詩) compiled in
the 18th century includes 50,000 poems by 2200 poets, the most famous of whom are Li Bai 李白
(also called Li Taibo 李太白), Du Fu 杜甫, and Bai Juyi 白居易. Other important poets were Du
Mu 杜牧, Li Shangyin 李商隱, He Zhizhang 賀知章, and Yuan Zhen 元稹. The poems, songs,
and also random pieces are a treasure trove of information showing what daily life was like in the
Tang Dynasty. The end of the Tang also witnessed what can be regarded as the beginnings of
opera—poems with free versification (lines having no fixed end) sung as a continuous series to
accompany theater. Writers like Han Yu 韓愈 and Liu Zongyuan 柳宗元 created magnificent
prose works. While Han Yu revived the classical guwen style (古文), other prose styles were
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influenced by Buddhist translations. In 601 Lu Fayan 陸法言 compiled the dictionary Qieyun 切
韻 which comprised some 26,000 characters arranged according to phonetic aspects, so it could
be used much later by linguists to understand the phonetics of Chinese during the Tang Dynasty.
At this time, Liu Zhiji 劉知幾 critically surveyed all aspects of historical scholarship in Shitong 史
通. The Diamond Sutra (jin’gangjing 金剛經), the world’s oldest surviving printed work, discovered
in 1907 in Dunhuang 敦煌, was produced in 868.
As for fine arts, the most famous painter of the Tang Dynasty was Wu Daozi 吳道子. Landscape painter Wang Wei 王維 was also a poet, and another noteworthy painter was Xie He 謝赫.
Sculpture was still very much influenced by Buddhism as evident in cave temples like Yungang 雲
崗, Dunhuang, and Longmen 龍門. The ceramics art of the Tang was highly developed, and although porcelain was not yet of the white variety, technically and artistically it was already of a
very high quality.

Emperors of the Tang Dynasty
Title

Personal name

Gaozu 高祖
Li Yuan 李淵
Taizong 太宗
Li Shimin 李世民
Gaozong 高宗
Li Zhi 李治
Zhongzong 中宗
Li Zhe 李顯
Ruizong 睿宗
Li Dan 李旦
Wuhou 武后, who proclaimed
Wu Zetian 武則天
the Zhou Dynasty 周 in 690
or Wu Zhao 武曌
Zhongzong 中宗
Li Zhe 李顯
The Minor Emperor 少帝
Li Chongmao 李重茂
Ruizong 睿宗
Li Dan 李旦
Xuanzong 玄宗
Li Longji 李隆基
Suzong 肅宗
Li Heng 李亨
Daizong 代宗
Li Yu 李豫
Dezong 德宗
Li Shi 李适
Shunzong 順宗
Li Song 李誦
Xianzong 憲宗
Li Chun 李純
Muzong 穆宗
Li Heng 李恒
Jingzong 敬宗
Li Zhan 李湛
Wenzong 文宗
Li Ang 李昂
Wuzong 武宗
Li Yan 李炎
Xuanzong 宣宗
Li Chen 李忱
Yizong 懿宗
Li Wen 李漼
Xizong 僖宗
Li Yan 李儇
Zhaozong 昭宗
Li Jie 李曄
Aidi 哀帝
Li Zhu 李柷
Note: The Tang emperors were the first to systematically use the
their ancestors.

Reign

Born/died

618-626
627-649
650-683
684
684
684-690/704

566-635
599-649
628-683
656-710
662-716
625-705

705-710
710-711
711-712
712-755
756-762
763-779
780-804
805
806-820
821-825
825-826
827-840
841-846
847-859
860-873
874-889
889-904
905
dynastic title

656-710
695-?
662-716
685-762
711-762
727-779
742-805
761-806
778-820
795-824
809-827
809-840
814-846
810-859
833-873
862-888
867-904
892-908
“zong” 宗 for

Major events in contemporary world history
633-640
710-794

Muslim conquest of Syria, Palestine, and Iraq (642 Egypt, 664 Kabul)
Later Nara Period 奈良後期 in Japan
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711
795
814
889

The Muslims invade the Iberian Peninsula (Cordoba conquered in 718)
First recorded Viking raids on Ireland and Scotland
Death of Charlemagne
Angkor, capital of ancient Cambodia, founded

Time of division between Tang and Song (902-979)
Overview

The period of division between the end of the Tang Dynasty 唐 and the beginning of the
Northern Song Dynasty 北宋 is commonly referred to as the Five Dynasties and Ten Kingdoms
(wudai shiguo 五代十國). The Five Dynasties (907-960) were extant in the Yellow River area, while
the Ten Kingdoms (902-979) ruled mostly areas in southern China.

List of the Five Dynasties (907-960)
•
•
•
•
•

Later Liang 後梁 [ruling clan: Zhu 朱]: 907-923 (duration 16 years), capital Kaifeng 開封
(Henan Province)
Later Tang 後唐 [ruling clan: Li 李, ethnic Turkish Shatuo 沙陀]: 923-936 (duration 13 years),
capital Luoyang 洛陽 (Henan Province)
Later Jin 後晉 [ruling clan: Shi 石, ethnic Shatuo]: 936-947 (duration 11 years), capital Kaifeng
Later Han 後漢 [ruling clan: Liu 劉, ethnic Shatuo]: 947-950 (duration 3 years), capital Kaifeng
Later Zhou 後周 [ruling clans: Guo 郭/Chai 柴]: 951-960 (duration 9 years), capital Kaifeng

List of the Ten Kingdoms (902-979)
No. Kingdom (other name) [ruling clan] Dates, dura- Capital (province)
tion (years)
1
Wu 吳 (Huainan 淮南) [Yang 楊]
902-937 (35) Yangzhou 揚州 (Jiangsu)
8
2
Min 閩 [Wang 王]
907-946 (39) Changle 長樂 (Fujian)
8
3
Chu 楚 [Ma 馬]
927-956 (29) Changsha 長沙 (Hunan)
8
4
Former Shu 前蜀 [Wang 王]
907-925 (18) Chengdu 成都 (Sichuan)
LT
5
Later Shu 後蜀 [Meng 孟]
934-965 (31) Chengdu 成都 (Sichuan)
NS
6
Wuyue 吳越 [Qian 錢]
907-978 (71) Hangzhou 杭州 (Zhejiang)
NS
7
Southern Han 南漢 (Yue 粵) [Liu 劉] 907-971 (64) Guangzhou 廣州 (Guangdong) NS
8
Southern Tang 南唐 [Li 李]
937-975 (38) Jinling 金陵 (Jiangsu)
NS
9
Nanping 南平 (Jingnan 荊南) [Gao 高] 907-963 (56) Jingzhou 荊州 (Hubei)
NS
10 Northern Han 北漢 [Liu 劉]
951-979 (28) Taiyuan 太原 (Shanxi)
NS
The last column in this table shows by which other state the state in the respective line was
followed after its collapse: LT = Later Tang 後唐 (923-936, one of the Five Dynasties 五代), NS
= Northern Song 北宋 (960-1126). There is a significant contrast between the Northern Han
and the other states of the Ten Kingdoms because the Northern Han was located in northern
China and ruled by a clan of the Turkish Shatuo 沙陀.

Historical outline

The first of the Five Dynasties, the Later Liang 後梁, was founded by a former Tang military
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governor (jiedushi 節度使) named Zhu Wen 朱溫, also known as Zhu Quanzhong 朱全忠. Before
surrendering to the Tang, Zhu had been a follower of rebel and peasant leader Huang Chao 黃巢.
Since the establishment of the Later Liang was the result of a popular uprising and many of
Zhu’s subordinates were of peasant origin, the new state failed to gain support of the Chinese
gentry. Zhu’s main opponent was Li Keyong 李克用, general of the Turkish Shatuo 沙陀. Not
only had Zhu been unable to defeat Li, but to the gentry Li seemed to be a more acceptable
leader than Zhu and his peasant followers. After Li Keyong’s death in 908, the Shatuo first fought
off an attack of the Khitan 契丹 in the north and then marched against the Later Liang. The end
of the dynasty came when generals of the Later Liang defected to the enemy, and Li Keyong’s
son Li Cunxu 李存勗 founded the Later Tang 後唐. The change to the following Later Jin 後晉
was a smooth transition because the successor of the last Later Tang emperor was not his son but
his son-in-law, Shi Jingtang 石敬瑭, also a Shatuo.
The Shi clan was overthrown by General Liu Zhiyuan 劉知遠 after it ceded territory to the
Khitan and lost more in a war against them, as a number of leading Shatuo desired to protect
their privileges. Liu then founded thee Later Han Dynasty 後漢. Meanwhile, the resistance of
Han Chinese to Shatuo rule increased, and Liu Zhiyuan’s successor was assassinated. His place
was taken by Chinese General Guo Wei 郭威 who founded the Later Zhou Dynasty 後周. Although the Shatuo managed to stay in power in the Northern Han 北漢 in present-day Shanxi,
their power was greatly diminished.
As a result of continuous fighting in the north the economy there was in chaos. The formerly
magnificent city of Chang’an was ruined and depopulated by fighting, and it was eliminated as a
center of power for a century. These conditions stood in stark contrast to the prosperity of the
Ten Kingdoms in the south. The independent states in southern China enjoyed relative peace and
thrived mostly through trade, especially in salt and tea. In terms of economy, Sichuan was better
off than any other part of China at that time. The division into several independent kingdoms
stimulated the development of many cities in the south which gained importance as political
centers, e. g. Chengdu 成都, Jinling 金陵 (today’s Nanjing 南京), Fuzhou 福州, Hangzhou 杭州,
Guangzhou 廣州, Jingzhou 荊州, and Changsha 長沙.
Besides the Five Dynasties and Ten Kingdoms, there were two other states at the periphery
of China—the Khitan state of Liao 遼 (907-1125) in the north and Dali 大理 (937-1253) in the
south.
LIAO: Around the beginning of the tenth century, the Khitan lived in the area of the Liao
River 遼河 in present-day Manchuria. After the collapse of the Tang Dynasty, they started to expand and resumed raids into northern China. In 907, Yelü Apaoki 耶律阿保機 declared himself
emperor of the Khitan, and he transferred the capital which originally had been in Linhuang 臨潢
/Huangdu 皇都 (today’s Bairinzuo 巴林左旗, Inner Mongolia) to Yanjing 燕京 (near today’s
Beijing). By 925, the Khitan ruled eastern Mongolia, most of Manchuria, and much of northern
China. In 926, they conquered Balhae 渤海 in Korea, a kingdom that had integrated remnants of
the Kingdom of Koguryo 高句麗 (37 BC—668 AD). In 937, the Khitan started using the name
Liao, to indicate a claim on the Chinese throne. The Liao posed a continuous threat to the Five
Dynasties, especially to the Later Jin, which suffered a heavy defeat at the hands of the Khitan.
The Liao Dynasty ended when the Khitan were defeated by the Jurchen tatars 女真 in 1125. The
name of the Khitan is the origin for “Kitai”, the word for China in Slavic languages.
DALI: Not long after the fall of the Nanzhao 南詔 kingdom in the Yunnan region in 902,
Dali was established in 937 by Duan Siping 段思平 and ruled by a succession of 22 kings. Its
capital was Yangjumie 羊苴咩 (today’s Dali 大理, Yunnan Province). The kingdom lasted well
into the Southern Song Dynasty 南宋 and was only finally destroyed by the Mongols in 1253.
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The Five Dynasties marked the end of the Tang Dynasty’s system of military governors. The
provincial administration was transferred to the central government at this time. At the end of
this period, the Later Zhou took measures to control the power of the army. Among other
changes, a palace guard (dianqianjun 殿前軍) was created, and General Zhao Kuangyin 趙匡胤
was appointed as its head. In 960, Zhao usurped power in a coup and made himself emperor of a
new dynasty he called Song 宋 (usually referred to as Northern Song 北宋 by historians). In his
campaign to reunify China, he did not challenge the Liao in the north but turned south instead.
The Northern Song first defeated Nanping 南平 in 963, then in succession, overcame the Later
Shu 後蜀 (965), Southern Han 南漢 (971), Southern Tang 南唐 (975) and Wuyue 吳越 (978),
and after the victory over the Shatuo state of Northern Han in 979 China was unified again. The
Later Zhou is regarded by some historians as a transitional stage on the way to the Song Dynasty.
After a closer look at the Five Dynasties and Ten Kingdoms it could be asked why the
Northern Han is not added to the Five Dynasties, because from a geographical point of view a
categorization of Six Dynasties and Nine Kingdoms would seem more appropriate. The reason
for this categorization is that the Five Dynasties have been regarded as legitimate successors of
the Tang Dynasty and rulers of China by Chinese historians while the Ten Kingdoms (including
the Northern Han) have not.

Emperors of the Later Liang (also called Posterior Liang)
Title

Personal name

Reign

Born/died

Taizu 太祖
—
The Last Emperor 末帝

Zhu Wen 朱溫
Zhu Yougui 朱友珪
Zhu Youzhen 朱友貞

907-912
912-913
913-923

852-912
?-913
888-923

Emperors of the Later Tang (also called Posterior Tang) [Shatuo]
Title

Personal name

Reign

Born/died

Zhuangzong 莊宗
Mingzong 明宗
Mindi 閔帝
Last Emperor 末帝

Li Cunxu 李存勗
Li Siyuan 李嗣源
Li Conghou 李從厚
Li Congke 李從珂

923-926
926-933
933-934
934-936

885-926
867-933
914-934
885-936

Emperors of the Later Jin (also called Posterior Jin) [Shatuo]
Title

Personal name

Reign

Born/died

Gaozu 高祖
Chudi 出帝

Shi Jingtang 石敬瑭
Shi Chonggui 石重貴

936-942
942-946

892-942
914-947

Emperors of the Later Han (also called Posterior Han) [Shatuo]
Title

Personal name

Reign

Born/died

Gaozu 高祖
Yindi 隱帝

Liu Zhiyuan 劉知遠
Liu Chengyou 劉承祐

947-948
948-950

895-948
931-950

Emperors of the Later Zhou (also called Posterior Zhou)
Title

Personal name

Reign

Born/died

Taizu 太祖
Shizong 世宗
Gongdi 恭帝

Guo Wei 郭威
Guo Rong 郭榮/Chai Rong 柴榮
Chai Zongxun 柴宗訓

951-954
955-959
959-960

904-954
921-959
953-973
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Major events in contemporary world history
910
911
941

Establishment of a Benedictine monastery in Cluny, France
Vikings found duchy of Normandy
Kievan Rus defeated at Constantinople

The Song Dynasty (960-1279)
Overview
The Song Dynasty (960-1279, duration: 319 years) is divided in two parts—Northern Song (bei
Song 北宋, 960-1126) and Southern Song (nan Song 南宋, 1127-1279). At the end of the Northern
Song, the dynasty was pushed southward by the advancing Jurchen tatars and in its Southern Song
incarnation after 1127 was in control only of the southern part of China.

NORTHERN SONG (960-1126)
Duration, ruling clan, capital

Northern Song 北宋—duration: 166 years (960-1126), ruling clan: Zhao 趙, capital: Kaifeng 開封
(Henan Province)

Historical outline

When Zhao Kuangyin 趙匡胤 came to power and founded the Song Dynasty in 960, there were
several other states in the territory now ruled by the PRC—in the north were the Liao Dynasty 遼
(907-1125) ruled by the Khitan 契丹 and the Northern Han 北漢 (951-979) ruled by the Turkish
Shatuo 沙陀, while in the south the Nanping 南平 (907-963), Later Shu 後蜀 (934-965),
Southern Han 南漢 (907-971), Southern Tang 南唐 (937-975), and Wuyue 吳越 (907-978).
Restoring unity was the most important objective of the Song Dynasty, and since the states in the
south were economically advanced but militarily weak, Zhao first conquered the states in the
south one by one. Most of them fell quickly without heavy fighting because the local gentry and
merchants realized the advantages of a widened, well-ordered economic field and were in favour
of annexation, especially as the Song proved to be mild with defeated rulers. With the end of
Wuyue in 978, the conquest of southern China was complete, and Song then defeated the
Northern Han in 979. After this, Song foreign policy was mostly defensive in nature, and its
territory never reached the size of the Han or Tang Dynasties. The Song were under constant
pressure at their northern border, first by the Liao, and later also by the Western Xia/Xixia 西夏
(1032-1227) ruled by the Tanguts 党項 and the Jin Dynasty 金 (1115-1234) ruled by the Jurchen
tatars 女真.
One major reason for the collapse of the Tang Dynasty was that the military governors (jiedushi 節度使) had amassed too much power and could not be effectively controlled by the central
government. As Emperor Taizu 太祖, Zhao Kuangyin reduced military governors’ power by
giving them command over only one prefecture each, and vacant posts were often filled with
civilian officials. At the same time the best troops were no longer deployed to the border regions
but stationed close to the capital or used as palace guards. Military and financial administration
was placed under the authority of the central government, the palace secretariat (shumiyuan 樞密
院) being in charge of military affairs. Reducing the power of the military and strengthening the
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central government were the most important administrative change occurring during the Song
Dynasty.
While in the past, access to official posts could be gained by recommendation, in the Song
Dynasty the civil service examinations became the main tool for recruitment. The examinations
were held regularly at three levels—the first level in the prefectures (successful participants earned
the degree of a shengyuan 生員 or xiucai 秀才), the second level in the imperial capital (degree:
juren 舉人), the third level in the imperial palace (degree: jinshi 進士). Although the examinations
were open to students of almost any background, usually at least a modest level of wealth was
necessary for a family so that
it could afford to give a son
the required education. The
social class of scholar-officials
became
a
distinguishing feature of
Chinese society.
In its first century, the
Song
Dynasty
enjoyed
economic prosperity. Agricultural productivity increased thanks to rice
cultivation and technological
advances like the use of
waterpower for the threshing
and milling of grain, so there
was a surplus of labour that
could be used in mining (copper, gold, silver, iron, tin, lead) and crafts like silk manufacturing and
ceramics production. When landowners like in the past started to accumulate large estates of land,
the financial situation of the government deteriorated because the big landowners often found
ways to evade paying taxes. As a result, more taxes had to be paid by independent small farmers,
many of whom could hardly live on their field’s yield, so some gave up their independence and
became tenants of big landowners, which caused further loss of tax revenue for the state.
Financial difficulties, peasant uprisings caused by famine and increased pressure from the
Khitans in the north caused increasingly serious problems during the reigns of Emperors Renzong 仁宗 and Yingzong 英宗, and when Emperor Shenzong 神宗 ascended to the throne he
came to the conclusion that reforms were unavoidable. At that time Wang Anshi 王安石 was a
scholar and official who had previously made reform proposals to the imperial court, and in 1069
the young Shenzong gave Wang the authority to implement a reform policy which included
financial, military, and educational reforms. In particular, the “new policy” (xinfa 新法) of Wang
and his supporters introduced loans and credits for small peasants and aimed to establish a fairer
taxation system. Officials were paid higher salaries to make them financially independent and
people who were not big landowners could be recruited to become officials. Of Wang Anshi’s
policies, the baojia 保甲 system for organizing households remained in place the longest. Wang’s
policy improved the financial situation of the government but met opposition from big landowners and merchants because the reforms hurt their interests. Wang’s influential opponents were
led by Sima Guang 司馬光, and in 1076 the emperor finally gave in to their pressure and relieved
Wang Anshi (who himself had asked to be allowed to resign) from his duties.
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Foreign threats—the Khitan, the Tanguts, and the Jurchen
The administrative reforms of Emperor Taizu concerning the military were aimed at preventing
military leaders from turning against the central government. That goal was met, but these
reforms significantly weakened the striking power of the armed forces against external enemies.
The Khitan, who had become a regional power in the 10 th century, often conducted incursions
into the territory of the Song. After several defeats at the end of the 10 th century, the Song in
1005 agreed to pay an annual tribute of 100,000 ounces of silver and 200,000 bales of silk to Liao
in the Treaty of Chanyuan 澶淵. The Liao were eventually defeated in 1125, albeit not by the
Song but by the Jurchen tatars. A small part of the former ruling Liao class fled westward and
founded the Western Liao 西遼 (1125-1218) with its capital at Balasaghun in today’s Kyrgyzstan
where they soon were assimilated into the local Turkish culture. The Khitan of the Western Liao
are called “Karakhitan” (kala qidan 喀喇契丹, meaning “black Khitan”) by Chinese historians.
Their relations with the east ended, and the Western Liao fell in 1218 when their last ruler
Kuchlug 屈出律 was killed by Mongol leader Genghis Khan.
Another threat to the Song arose with the Western Xia of the Tanguts who were descendants
of the Tuoba 拓跋 and the Tuyuhun 吐谷渾 and related to the Tibetan Qiang 羌. In the 8th
century, the Tanguts had settled in northern Shaanxi at the great bend of the Yellow River at the
edge of the Ordos desert with the permission of the Tang Dynasty. In return for lending military
support to the Tang since the 7th century, the ruling Tuoba clan of the Tanguts was
commissioned with the administration of the Xia prefecture 夏州 (in the area west of today’s
Yulin City 榆林市, Shaanxi Province), and later Tuoba chieftains were appointed military
governors of the region. After the collapse of the Tang, the Tanguts enjoyed de facto autonomy.
The region of Xia was strategically important because its rulers also controlled the trade routes
between China and Inner Asia. Both the Song and the Liao tried to force the Tanguts into submission, but the Tanguts were skilled at playing their rivals off against one another—while Xia
leader Li Jiqian 李繼遷 submitted to the Liao in 986, his cousin Li Jipeng 李繼捧 served at the
Song court. Both cousins died in 1004, and Li Jiqian’s son and successor Li Deming 李德明
cleverly kept good relationships with both the Liao and the Song. In 1032, Li Deming was
succeeded by his son Li Yuanhao 李元昊 who in 1038 proclaimed the Great Xia 大夏, called
Western Xia by Chinese historians, with Xingqing 興慶 (near today’s Yinchuan 銀川, Ningxia
Province) as its capital. In 1044 the Song agreed to pay the Western Xia an annual indemnity
(silver, silk, and tea) on the model of the Song’s annual payments to the Liao. When in 1125 the
Jurchen destroyed the Liao, they also captured territory in the eastern domains of the Western Xia.
The following year the Jurchen pushed the Song to the south, after which time the Western Xia
was no longer important to the Song as they were no langer adjacent neighbours. In 1209 the
Western Xia submitted to the Mongols and was fully conquered by them in 1227.
The military weakness of the Song that had caused them to pay tribute to the Khitan’s Liao
and the Tangut’s Western Xia would eventually cost the Song the northern part of their empire.
The nemesis of the Northern Song was the Jurchen, a small league of tungusic tribes who lived in
present-day Heilongjiang around the Harbin area. In 1115 they established the Jin Dynasty under
Wanyan Aguda 完顏阿骨打 with Huining 會寧 (today’s Acheng 阿城, Harbin City 哈爾濱市,
Heilongjiang Province) as its capital. At first, the Song were pleased with this development as they
gained an ally against the Liao and hoped to recover 16 prefectures that had been captured by the
Khitan. In 1125 the Jurchen destroyed the Liao, but rather than turning over the conquered land
to the Song they kept it, established another capital at Zhongdu 中都/Yanjing 燕京 (today’s Beijing) and turned against the Song instead. They crossed the Yellow River, quickly advanced on
Song territory and took Kaifeng in 1126, taking prisoner the art-loving Huizong 徽宗 (who had
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abdicated as emperor not long before), his son and successor Qinzong 欽宗, as well as many
nobles of the imperial clan. Both Huizong and Qinzong died years later in Jurchen captivity. Qinzong’s younger brother Zhao Gou 趙構 managed to escape the Jurchen and retreated to Lin’an
臨安 (today’s Hangzhou 杭州, Zhejiang Province) where he took the Song throne as Emperor
Gaozong 高宗, marking the end of the Northern Song and the beginning of the Southern Song.

Emperors of the Northern Song
Title

Personal name

Reign

Born/died

Taizu 太祖
Taizong 太宗
Zhenzong 真宗
Renzong 仁宗
Yingzong 英宗
Shenzong 神宗
Zhezong 哲宗
Huizong 徽宗
Qinzong 欽宗

Zhao Kuangyin 趙匡胤
Zhao Guangyi 趙光義
Zhao Heng 趙恒
Zhao Zhen 趙禎
Zhao Shu 趙曙
Zhao Xu 趙頊
Zhao Xu 趙煦
Zhao Ji 趙佶
Zhao Huan 趙桓

960-975
976-997
998-1022
1023-1063
1064-1067
1068-1085
1086-1100
1101-1125
1126

927-976
939-997
968-1022
1010-1063
1032-1067
1048-1085
1076-1101
1082-1135
1100-1156

Emperors of the Liao Dynasty [Khitan]
Title

Personal name

Reign

Born/died

Taizu 太祖
Taizong 太宗
Shizong 世宗
Muzong 穆宗
Jingzong 景宗
Shengzong 聖宗
Xingzong 興宗
Daozong 道宗
Tianzuodi 天祚帝

Yelü Abaoji 耶律阿保機
Yelü Deguang 耶律德光
Yelü Ruan 耶律阮
Yelü Jing 耶律璟
Yelü Xian 耶律賢
Yelü Longxu 耶律隆緒
Yelü Zongzhen 耶律宗真
Yelü Hongji 耶律洪基
Yelü Yanxi 耶律延禧

907-927
927-947
947-951
951-968
969-982
982-1030
1031-1054
1055-1100
1101-1125

872-926
902-947
918-951
931-969
948-982
971-1031
1015-1054
1032-1101
1075-1125

Emperors of the Western Xia/Xixia [Tanguts]
Title

Personal name

Reign

Born/died

Jingzong 景宗
Yizong 毅宗
Huizong 惠宗
Chongzong 崇宗
Renzong 仁宗
Huanzong 桓宗
Xiangzong 襄宗
Shenzong 神宗
Xianzong 獻宗
The Last Ruler 末主

Li Yuanhao 李元昊
Li Liangzuo 李諒祚
Li Bingchang 李秉常
Li Qianshun 李乾順
Li Renxiao 李仁孝
Li Chunyou 李純佑
Li Anquan 李安全
Li Zunxu 李遵頊
Li Dewang 李德旺
Li Xian 李晛

1032-1048
1049-1067
1067-1086
1086-1139
1139-1193
1193-1206
1206-1211
1211-1224
1224-1226
1226-1227

1003-1048
1047-1067
1061-1086
1084-1139
1124-1193
1177-1206
1170-1211
1163-1226
1181-1226
?-1227
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Emperors of the Jin empire [Jurchen]
Title

Personal name

Reign

Born/died

Taizu 金太祖
Taizong 金太宗
Xizong 金熙宗
Hailing Wang 海陵王
Shizong 金世宗
Zhangzong 金章宗
Weishao Wang 衛紹王
Xuanzong 金宣宗
Aizong 金哀宗
Modi 金末帝

Wanyan Aguda 完顏阿骨打
Wanyan Sheng 完顏晟
Wanyan Dan 完顏亶
Wanyan Liang 完顏亮
Wanyan Yong 完顏雍
Wanyan Jing 完顏璟
Wanyan Yongji 完顏永濟
Wanyan Xun 完顏珣
Wanyan Shouxu 完顏守緒
Wanyan Chenglin 完顏承麟

1115-1123
1123-1135
1135-1149
1149-1161
1161-1189
1189-1208
1208-1213
1213-1224
1224-1234
1234

1068-1123
1075-1135
1119-1149
1122-1161
1123-1189
1168-1208
1168-1213
1163-1224
1198-1234
?-1234

Major events in contemporary world history
988
1003
1054
1065
1066
1077
1095-1291
1098

The Great Mosque of Cordoba (Spain) is completed; Vladimir I, prince of Novgorod and grand duke of Kiev, converts to Christianity
Leif Eiriksson travels to North America
Great Schism between Catholic and Eastern Orthodox churches, Patriarch Michael
Cerularius and Pope Leo XI excommunicate each other
Westminster Abbey in London is consecrated
Oct. 14: Battle of Hastings (England)
Henry IV, clad in sackcloth, begs Pope Gregory VII for absolution in Canossa
Crusades by Christian fundamentalists to the Holy Land
Foundation of the Cistercian order in France

SOUTHERN SONG (1127-1279)
Duration, ruling clan, capital

Southern Song 南宋—duration: 152 years (1127-1279), ruling clan: Zhao 趙, capital: Lin’an 臨安
(today’s Hangzhou 杭州, Zhejiang Province)

Historical outline
After the end of the Northern Song, the Southern Song held a much smaller piece of the China
pie. The north/northeast was occupied by the Jurchen’s Jin empire (1115-1234), the northwest
was ruled by the Tangut’s Western Xia (1038-1227) and the Khitan’s Western Liao (1125-1218),
while present-day Yunnan was under the control of the Borean’s Kingdom of Dali (937-1253).
The retreat of the Song’s Zhao clan to the area south of the Yangtze was not the end of the
war against the Jin. The Jin temporarily advanced to Nanjing at the Yangtze in 1129, prompting
the Song court to flee to Yuezhou 越州 (= Shaoxing 紹興), but merciless slaughter and looting
by the Jurchen strengthened support for the Song among the local population, and after setbacks
against Song troops like those led by General Yue Fei 岳飛, the Jurchen in 1130 retreated north.
In 1141 the Song and the Jin signed a peace treaty which specified the Huai River 淮河 as their
mutual boundary, and the Song agreed to pay tribute to the Jin. Instigated by Han Tuozhou 韓侂
冑, the leader of the military faction, the Song in 1204 made an attempt to reconquer the
territories in the north and launched a military campaign, but when the campaign failed, the
Southern Song had to ask for peace. Han was executed in 1207 and peace was restored the
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following year. At this time, the Jin were more inclined to leave the Song in peace because they
were now already engaged in confrontation with the Mongols.
The transition from Northern Song to Southern Song was surprisingly smooth. Although
the dynasty had lost a significant part of its territory, the loss of northern China had little
importance to the governing group whose members all came from the south and had no estates
in the north. China’s political and economic center shifted south, a change that reflected the
comprehensive migration from north to south—while in the 7th century about three quarters of
the Chinese population had lived in the north and northeast and less than a quarter in central and
south China, by the 13th century the situation had reversed completely. Migrations were caused by
war, political upheaval, as well as natural disasters like the flooding of the Yellow River. The influx
of poor migrants to the south caused problems, so prime minister Jia Sidao 賈似道 proposed
reforms which included the state’s purchase of excess land from large landowners and the
resettlement of peasants there, a situation under which the government was to get the land’s yield
to pay military expenses. Like
the reforms of Wang Anshi
two centuries earlier, these
new measures met the strong
opposition of the landowning gentry, and Jia Sidao
lost his post and his life in
1275.
The Southern Song was
a period of urban development that also saw the
blossoming of trade. Chengdu 成都, Jiangling 江陵, and
Suzhou 蘇 州 were busy
centers for domestic trade,
but port cities like Hangzhou,
Guangzhou 廣州, Mingzhou
明州 (= Ningbo 寧波), and Quanzhou 泉州 (= Jinjiang 晉江) became increasingly important for
external trade because after the Song lost direct access to the trade routes of the Silk Road,
maritime trade developed with countries/regions like Japan, India, Arabia, and Africa. The quality
of ceramics and porcelain improved greatly in the Song Dynasty, and there was a high demand for
Chinese porcelain abroad. Maritime and domestic trade via the canal system led to a growth of
the shipbuilding industry. Paper currency (jiaozi 交子) was widely used.
While the Song had, at least to some extent, been able to buy their way out of trouble against
the Khitan, the Tanguts, and the Jurchen by paying tribute (which according to some historians
was still much cheaper than maintaining a large army and going to war), they failed to stop the expansion of the Mongols. In 1206 Genghis Khan had became the leader of the Mongols, and
within a few years he turned his attention to China. Zhongdu 中都 (present-day Beijing) fell into
his hands in 1215, the Western Liao was defeated in 1218, and the Western Xia likewise fell in
1227 (Genghis Khan died close to the Western Xia’s capital in 1227). The Jurchen’s Jin empire was
conquered in 1234. One factor contributing to the quick collapse of the Jin was that the Jurchen
had not sought reconciliation with various elements of the population or cooperation from
among at least one group of the defeated Chinese. Many Jurchen entered Mongol service and
received permission to return to Manchuria. In the 16 th century the Jurchen finally recovered and
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reorganized as the Manchu.
After their victories in northern China, the Mongols advanced southward through Qinghai
and Tibet to Yunnan, destroying the Dali kingdom in 1253. The Mongol’s invasion of the
Southern Song began in Sichuan, but Mongol leader Möngke’s death in 1259 in Sichuan brought
temporary relief for the Song because Möngke’s brother Khubilai (Khublai Khan)—who was in
Sichuan as well when Möngke died—returned to Mongolia to secure his succession. War
continued in 1268, and the Mongols advanced over Xiangyang 襄陽 at the Han River 漢水 to
Lin’an. The Southern Song’s capital was captured in 1276, and the regent of infant Emperor
Gongdi 恭帝 sent the emperor’s brothers Zhao Shi 趙昰 and Zhao Bing 趙昺 to safety and
declared Gongdi dethroned. Gongdi was caught by the Mongols and the remaining Song court
fled to Guangzhou where the last two emperors perished in 1278 and 1279, respectively. After the
end of the Southern Song in 1279, China became part of a vast Mongol empire stretching from
the Pacific Ocean to eastern Europe and from Vietnam to Persia. For the first time, China was
entirely ruled by non-Chinese people.

Emperors of the Southern Song
Title

Personal name

Reign

Born/died

Gaozong 高宗 (withdrawal to the south)
Xiaozong 孝宗
Guangzong 光宗
Ningzong 寧宗
Lizong 理宗
Duzong 度宗
Gongdi 恭帝
Duanzong 端宗
Zhao Bing, emperor of Song 宋帝趙昺
*abdicated, **dethroned

Zhao Gou 趙構
Zhao Juan 趙眷
Zhao Dun 趙惇
Zhao Kuo 趙擴
Zhao Yuju 趙昀
Zhao Qi 趙禥
Zhao Xian 趙顯
Zhao Shi 趙昰
Zhao Bing 趙昺

1127-1162*
1163-1189*
1190-1194*
1195-1224
1225-1264
1265-1274
1275**
1276-1278
1278-1279

1107-1187
1127-1194
1146-1200
1168-1224
1205-1264
1240-1274
1270-1323
1269-1278
1272-1279

Emperors of the Western Liao [Karakhitan]
Title

Personal name

Reign

Born/died

Dezong 德宗
Gantian Huanghou 感天皇后
Renzong 仁宗
Chengtian Huanghou 承天皇后
Mozhu 末主
—

Yelü Dashi 耶律大石
Xiao Ta Buyan 蕭塔不煙
Yelü Yilie 耶律夷列
Yelü Pusuwan 耶律普速完
Yelü Zhilugu 耶律直魯古
Kuchlug 屈出律

1124-1143
1143-1150
1150-1163
1164-1178
1178-1211
1211-1218

1087-1143
NA
NA
NA
?-1218
?-1218

Major events in contemporary world history
1152
1155
1160-1216
1173
1185
1215

The accession of Henry II unifies much of France with England; Asia’s largest and
most magnificent Hindu temple is completed in the Khmer capital Angkor Wat
Friedrich I “Barbarossa” is crowned emperor in Rome
Papacy of Innocent III
Construction of campanile (“leaning tower”) in Pisa
The Kamakura 鐮倉 shogunate is founded in Japan, while Minamoto Yoritomo 源
賴朝 becomes Shogun 將軍 in 1192
King John of England seals the Magna Carta
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1223
1241

The Order of Franciscus of Assisi (1181/1182-1226) establishes its final rules
The Mongols win battles in Europe (Liegnitz, Budapest)

SONG DYNASTY: CULTURE, SCIENCE AND PHILOSOPHY
Cultural developments
The Song Dynasty was a time of tremendous cultural activity (poetry, painting, calligraphy, and
philosophy etc.) and important achievements in science and technology.
A famous feature of Song poetry was the ci poem 詞 which could have lines of different
length, thus allowing a greater range of expression. Important poets of the Song Dynasty include
Su Dongpo 蘇東坡, Ouyang Xiu 歐陽修, Xin Qiji 辛棄疾, and Li Qingzhao 李清照. A great
scholar of the Song was Sima Guang 司馬光 who wrote a history of China entitled Zizhi tongjian
資治通鑒. Several major encyclopedias were published during the Song Dynasty, including
Taiping yulan 太平御覽 (completed in 982) and Taiping guangji 太平廣記 (completed in 978,
printed in 981).
In the area of painting there were two main styles—artists like Li Longmian 李龍眠 created
decorative and realistic paintings, another school with artists like Mi Fei 米芾 tried to paint inner
realities instead of outer forms. Ma Yuan 馬遠 and Xia Gui 夏圭/ 夏珪 followed the
impressionist tradition. In 1104 the Academy of Painting (huayuan 畫院) was established by
Emperor Huizong 徽宗. Huizong himself was not only an enthusiastic art collector but also a
painter and excellent calligrapher; his “thin gold” style (shoujinti 瘦金體) remains famous in China
to this day. Other important calligraphers of the Song Dynasty were Cai Xiang 蔡襄, Huang
Tingjian 黃庭堅, Mi Fei, and Su Dongpo. Some Song painters copied the methods used by Tang
painters, so dating Chinese paintings can often be difficult.
Another noteworthy accomplishment in Song art was the manufacturing of porcelain and
lacquerware. The green porcelain called “celadon” (qingci 青瓷) was most characteristic of the
time, and its decoration was incised (not painted) under the glaze. The first pure white porcelain
was created in the Song Dynasty, and at the end of the dynasty blue and white porcelain (blue
painting on white background) appeared. The famous kiln at Jingdezhen 景德鎮 (Jiangxi
Province) was established between 1004 and 1007.
The custom of footbinding (chanzu 纏足) was started among female entertainers and
members of the imperial court during the Northern Song Dynasty. The feet of girls aged
between 5 and 8 would be wrapped with long strips of cloth so that they would not grow
normally but instead bend into deformed, 8 cm long arcs. Those crippled small feet were
euphemistically called “gold lotus” or “lily feet” (jinlian 金蓮), and those in favor of the custom
believed girls with small feet would have a better chance of making a good marriage. A woman
with bound feet could also not run away from an unhappy marriage. The procedure caused
excruciating pain for the victims who would not be able to walk normally for the rest of their
lives. Footbinding was seen more among the upper classes because most poorer peasant families
needed women to be able to work. The custom was ended only in the 20 th century.

Science and technology
The invention of movable type for the printing of books is certainly the most important technological achievement of the Song Dynasty. Bi Sheng 畢昇 used porcelain characters set on an iron
form in a mixture of wax and resin in the 1040s, more than 400 years before the famous Gutenberg Bible was printed using comparable technology. The new technology and the easy availability
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of inexpensive paper led to an explosion in the number of printed books, significantly promoted
intellectual activity, and greatly facilitated the dissemination of knowledge in all areas. Private
printing houses were soon set up all over the country.
Other important inventions made during the Song Dynasty included gunpowder (huoyao 火藥)
and the compass (zhinanzhen 指南針). The oldest known written formula for gunpowder can be
found in the military manual Wujing zongyao 武經總要 which was published in 1044 by Zeng
Gongliang 曾公亮. Initially, gunpowder was used only for fireworks; its first military use was in
the war of the Song against the Jurchen in the 12th century. The invention of the compass is
traditionally attributed to Shen Kuo 沈括, although a magnetic device used for navigation called
sinan 司南 (a spoon carved of naturally magnetic iron ore) had been mentioned in sources dating
to the 3rd century BC.

Neoconfucianism
The renaissance of Confucianism began in the Tang Dynasty when Buddhism still dominated the
religious and philosophical thinking in China. Han Yu 韓愈 and Li Ao 李翱 tried to bring
Confucianism back to the focus of scholarly attention and aggressively criticized Buddhism. The
revival of Confucianism in the Tang Dynasty was an important first step preceding its
transformation into Neo-Confucianism, which was developed fully by philosophers in the Song
Dynasty.
Although Confucianism again became the main focus of philosophical reflection in the 11th
century, it was obvious that more than half a millennium of Buddhist and Taoist influence had
left its mark on Chinese thinking, although Confucian philosophers of the Song Dynasty opposed
Buddhism and Taoism. Buddhism was rejected as a faith because the Confucianists believed
neither in an external world which was not connected with the material world nor in reincarnation
or karma, and the social concepts of Taoism stood in contradiction to their Confucian ideals.
Nevertheless, they were inspired by Buddhist thought because it included ideas about the nature
of the soul or the relation of the individual to the cosmos, ideas that until then had been
neglected or ignored by Confucianism. Certainly Song-Dynasty Confucianism was still primarily
concerned with man, but it also introduced speculation about the origin of the universe. Another
emphasis was on human nature (xing 性)—while Zhou Dynasty Confucians like Mengzi 孟子 and
Han Fei 韓非 had already discussed the quality of human nature, the Neo-Confucianists tried to
explain the problem of evil and find reasons for inequality in society.
The cosmological theories of philosophers like Shao Yong 邵雍 and Zhou Dunyi 周敦頤
were influenced by the Book of Changes (Yijing 易經) and the Yin Yang School, and they
centered around the terms taiji 太極 (the Great Ultimate), yin 陰 and yang 陽, li 理 (the heavenly
principle in all things) and qi 氣 (the material life force of physical things). According to their
theory, everything started with activity (dong 動) of the taiji which produced yang, while passivity
(jing 靜) of the taiji produced yin. Interaction and transformation of yin and yang created the Five
Elements (wuxing 五行) which in turn created all things in the world (wanwu 萬物).
The terms li and qi and their dualism were central to discussions about human nature and
ethics. The brothers Cheng Hao 程顥 and Cheng Yi 程頤 discussed the relation between li and
xing. In their view, li was the highest ethical principle which determined each social relation and
every personal character. They regarded qi as physical substance, and li and qi could not be
separated. According to the Cheng brothers, xing was good because it was given by li, but the
transformation into a being through qi could make a person either good or bad. To become a
good person, one would have to keep away from extremes and follow a middle path.
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Zhang Zai 張載 contemplated the question of whether li or qi should be valued higher.
While qi was the basic elementary component of the universe and li would not have been possible
without qi, qi could take endless forms only thanks to li. For the Neo-Confucianists, qi was
responsible for the physical temptations that could corrupt human nature, so humans had to
cultivate themselves in accordance to the cosmic principle li. Human nature was good; evil came
into existence because humans were endowed with a physical body (i. e. qi), but through
self-cultivation and learning it was possible to distinguish between good and bad and become a
sage (sheng 聖).
In the 12th century, Zhu Xi 朱熹 studied the teachings of Confucius, the Confucianists of
the Zhou Dynasty, and the Confucianists of the Song Dynasty and combined them into a system
of theories which constitute Neo-Confucianism. Regarding li and qi, Zhu believed that they were
able to give shape to all beings. Every being was characterized by a different amount and character
of qi. While human nature was good, the passions could be good or bad. Zhu wrote extensive
commentaries about the Classics which became standard texts used for centuries; the most
famous collection of Zhu’s philosophy is the Zhuzi Yulei 朱子語類. Zhu also codified the Four
Books (sishu 四書) as part of Confucian canon: the Confucian Analects (lunyu 論語), Mengzi 孟子,
Doctrine of the Mean (zhongyong 中庸), and Great Learning (daxue 大學). In the Ming and Qing
Dynasties, the Confucian canon was made the core of the official curriculum for the civil service
examinations.
Neo-Confucianism then split into two branches, the School of Rationalism (lixue 理學) and
the School of Idealism (xinxue 心學). Zhu Xi is regarded as the main representative of the School
of Rationalism, and in the Chinese language Neo-Confucianism is called lixue. The beginnings of
the School of Idealism are attributed to Lu Jiuyuan 陸九淵. Lu did not accept the distinction
between li and qi, but interpreted the world in a more monistic sense. He saw the cosmos as
bound by one single constant, the universal order (li or dao 道). The heart of man was equal to the
universal order and was a reflection of the natural patterns. The heart of the sage was naturally
equal to the heart of a mean man. The most prominent philosopher of the School of Idealism
was Wang Yangming 王陽明 who lived during the Ming Dynasty.

The Mongols and the Yuan Dynasty (1279-1368)
Duration, ruling clan, capital

Yuan 元—duration: 89 years (1279-1368), ruling clan: Borjigin (plural: Borjigid, in Chinese Boerzhijin 勃兒只斤 or Boerjijite 博爾濟吉特), capital: Dadu 大都/Khanbalig (= Beijing 北京)

Historical outline
The breathtaking conquest during which the Mongols overwhelmed much of Eurasia is called
“Mongolensturm” (Mongol storm) in German. One of the reasons for their swift success was
their military organization and exceptionally advanced technical equipment. However, the biggest
empire of all times did not last very long, and in China, the Yuan Dynasty was over in less than a
century.
The structure of the Yuan Dynasty’s government resembled that of the Jurchen’s Jin Dynasty
金, but a major difference was that no senior administration post was entrusted to ethnic Chinese.
Leading posts were reserved for Mongols and members of central Asian nationalities. This policy
reflected the system of division which was imposed on the entire subjected population in China.
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The people were classified into four categories: 1) Mongols 蒙古人; 2) “Semuren” 色目人, i. e.
members of nationalities and tribes of the Mongols’ central Asian allies (Turks, Uighurs, Persians,
Syrians, etc.); 3) Han Chinese 漢人 (meaning the population in north China, a category that
included Jurchen, Khitan 契丹, and Koreans); and 4) Southern Chinese 南人, meaning the
population of the former Southern Song 南宋, which was the largest group of the four and had
virtually no rights under the Mongols. The rights of the members of each category were specified
in the law codex Yuandianzhang 元典章. Han were not allowed to become officers in the armed
forces and had no access to
high administrative posts;
learning Mongolian or other
foreign
languages
was
prohibited as well. Intermarriage by members of the
other three groups with the
southern
Chinese
was
forbidden.
The
private
possession of weapons was
allowed to the Mongols and
Semuren only, and they had
the right to learn Chinese.
Through a policy of division,
the Mongols tried to
safeguard their rule over
China.
After coming to power in China, the Mongols abolished the civil servant examination system,
with most civil posts being filled through inheritance. As higher posts in the administration were
off-limits for educated Chinese and lower posts were poorly paid, educated Chinese by and large
stayed away from government. As time passed, the Mongols realized their weak administrative
system was unable to cope with the growing social tensions in Chinese society. They recognized
that old Chinese traditions of administration were indispensable, and so the civil service
examinations were restored in 1315.
Even before the conquest of China was completed, Khubilai (who had become Great Khan
in 1259) significantly strengthened the role of Khanbalig (= Beijing) by transferring all important
agencies of his government there from Karakorum in 1272. His summer residence was at Shangdu 上都 (today’s Dolonnur 多倫 in Inner Mongolia). The growing importance of Khanbalig
resulted in a massive increase of its population. Food had to be transported there from the south,
so new canals and a transportation fleet were built. Under the supervision of Guo Shoujing 郭守
敬, the Tonghui Canal 通惠河 with a length of 82 km was constructed between Khanbalig and
Tongzhou 通州 (today’s Tongzhou district in Beijing). Once completed, the Yuan capital was
connected with Hangzhou 杭州, and the new canal made communication between northern and
southern China much easier. During the Yuan Dynasty, road transportation was improved as well,
and a network of post stations was established.
Besides the busy land trade, maritime trade also continued to flourish. The positive development of the crafts and of manufacturing continued during the Yuan Dynasty. The situation of
agriculture was less favourable, however. State-owned land, especially in northern China, was
confiscated and distributed to noble Mongol families. Many peasants lost their land which in part
was turned into pastures for horses of the Mongols. As the Mongols were very religious, temples
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and monasteries were given large estates which were exempt from taxation. Additionally, high
officials received official properties, and the tenant farmers paid taxes to them and not to the state.
Foreign merchants were privileged and paid no taxes, so they could accumulate wealth that went
back to their home countries. All these factors resulted in lower tax revenues, but because expenditures increased—many Mongols were practically wards of the state—the tax burden for the
free peasants continually grew, leading to general impoverishment. Metallic currency flowed
abroad, and to make up the loss the government issued great quantities of paper money that
quickly depreciated, and the people became even poorer.

Exchanges with the West along the trade routes
Because China during the Yuan Dynasty was part of the huge Mongol empire which controlled
convenient trade routes to central Asia and Europe, China experienced a considerable influx of
merchants and missionaries. In 1271 Niccolò Polo and his sons Marco and Maffeo embarked on a
journey to China; at the time of their departure Marco Polo was 17 years old. They passed
through Palestine, Persia, present-day Pakistan, the Taklamakan Desert, and Lop Nor, finally
arriving in Khubilai Khan’s capital Khanbalig. For 17 years (1275-1292) Marco Polo served in the
Mongol government. For the trip back home the Polos chose the sea route, crossing the South
China Sea, Vietnam, Sumatra, Ceylon, and the Persian Gulf. They continued on land (Persia,
Armenia, Constantinople) and then took a ship to Venice where Marco Polo later wrote an
enthusiastic report about his adventures.
As early as 1245 Pope Innocent IV dispatched Giovanni da Pian del Carpini at the head of
the first Catholic mission to the Mongols. In 1254 the Franciscan missionary William of Rubruck
visited the court of the Great Khan Möngke at Karakorum. Franciscan missionary Giovanni de
Montecorvino arrived in Khanbalig in 1295 and built a church. In 1304, 6000 people were
baptized in Khanbalig, three years after which Giovanni de Montecorvino was appointed Archbishop of Cambaluc (Khanbalig). Franciscan monk Odoric of Pordenone was sent to the east
and spent three years in China in the 1320s. In 1340, Pope Benedict XII dispatched the
Franciscan monk Giovanni de Marignolli who met the last Yuan emperor in 1342.
The trade routes facilitated the exchange and transmission not only of merchandise, people,
and culture, and but also of disease. Around 1320 there was an outbreak of plague—called “black
death disease” (heisibing 黑死病) in Chinese—in Yunnan Province, and the epidemic reached
northern China within a decade. From there the disease was carried westward on the trade routes.
In 1338/1339 the Black Death arrived in Turkestan; in 1346 Kaffa (Crimea). The epidemic subsequently spread like a brush fire. The path of the disease was as follows—1347: Constantinople,
Greece, Sardinia, Corsica; 1348: Northern Africa, Italy, Spain, west France, south England, 1349:
north France, central England, Ireland, Norway, south Germany, Austria, the Balkans; 1350: north
England, north Germany, Denmark, north Poland, south Sweden; 1351: central Poland, the Baltic
region; 1352: north Russia. Europe was hit extremely hard; within two years of the plague’s first
appearance there in 1347, a third of the population was dead.

Expelled by a counter-storm
The fall of the Yuan Dynasty was caused by several factors. The desperate situation of the
peasants mentioned above grew even worse in the Yellow River region. In 1324, the river changed
course, and in the following years floodings and breaches of the river’s dykes kept troubling the
region’s population, leading to famine (e. g. 1342 and 1347 in Shanxi; 1345 in Shandong and
Henan). The first peasant uprisings occurred in the 1320s, increased in number after the famines
of the 1340s, and became widespread after the dykes of the Yellow River burst again in 1351. In
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1352 rebel leader Xu Shouhui 徐壽輝 captured several cities in Hubei and Jiangxi; in that same
year the rebellion of Guo Zixing 郭子興 began in Henan. Xu, Guo, and other rebels like Liu
Futong 劉福通, Han Shantong 韓山童, Chen Youliang 陳友諒 or Ni Wenjun 倪文俊 belonged
to a movement called the “White Lotus Society” (bailianjiao 白蓮教) or “Red Turbans” (hongjin 紅
巾), a religious secret society which included elements from various religions like Buddhism,
Manichaeism, and Taoism.
Internal weakness also contributed to the decline of the Mongols in China. After they had
brought China under their control, there was little for the Mongol forces to do in their Chinese
garrisons. Their sons were brought up as soldiers but had no combat experience, and the military
weakness of the Mongols became evident when the Chinese population stood up against them in
the 1350s. Besides, the Yuan court was embroiled in succession disputes and rivalry among royal
heirs—between 1307 and 1332 the throne was occupied by eight emperors.
In 1353, Guo Zixing was joined by a man who years later would seal the fate of the Yuan
Dynasty. Zhu Yuanzhang 朱元璋 hailed from a peasant family in present-day Anhui and became
an orphan after his parents and several relatives succumbed to the Black Death. To escape poverty,
he became a Buddhist monk in 1344. After four years he left the monastery and became a rebel
leader under Guo who gave Zhu his daughter in marriage. After Guo’s death in 1355, Zhu took
charge of Guo’s rebel forces. While at the beginning the insurgency aimed not at dynastic change
but targeted the rich in general, Zhu was later joined by members of the gentry who gained
influence and persuaded him to stop attacking rich individuals. Since the Mongols had also
tightened the nationality laws after the start of the rebellions in the 1350s, Zhu Yuanzhang’s
movement thus turned from a popular uprising fuelled by poverty to a nationalist struggle to
topple the ruling dynasty without interfering with the existing social system.
In 1359, Zhu and his army captured Nanjing and the surrounding area, subsequently conquered the provinces in the southeast and then turned north. He declared himself King of Wu 吳
王 in 1364, and while closing in on the Yuan capital he defeated rival warlords one after another.
In 1368 Khanbalig/Dadu was liberated, the Mongol rulers fled to Mongolia, and Zhu established
the Great Ming Dynasty 大明. Despite their defeat in China, the Mongols were not completely
annihilated but remained a force to be reckoned with along China’s northern border.
Some historians believe one reason for the Mongols’ weak response to these rebellions was
that they lost interest because there was little to be had from an impoverished China. Although
the Mongol’s harsh rule and oppressive measures had caused deep resentment and hatred in the
Chinese population towards their foreign rulers, subsequent Chinese rulers also adopted the
despotic ruling style of the Mongols.

Religion and culture
The authoritarian regime of the Mongols with their oppressive nationality policy stands in strange
contrast to their religious tolerance. During their expansion, the Mongols tended to adopt the
religion which was prevalent in the country they occupied, therefore, in China the Mongols
mostly adhered to Tibetan Buddhism. The spread of Buddhism and Christianity was allowed, and
all religious institutions like temples and monasteries were exempt from taxation.
Mongolian culture did not take root in China. The Mongols rather adopted the Chinese Han
culture and summoned renowned scholars and artists to their court. As a result of the nationality
policy, many Chinese scholars withdrew from official life and pursued art and poetry. Two forms
of literature thrived during the Yuan Dynasty: drama and novel, both were based on spoken
language rather than classical Chinese. Noteworthy authors of the zaju drama 雜劇 included
Guan Hanqing 關漢卿, Wang Shifu 王實甫, Ma Zhiyuan 馬致遠, and Gao Ming 高明. The first
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truly great novel in Chinese history was “The Water Margin” (shuihuzhuan 水滸傳), written by Shi
Nai’an 施耐庵. The genre continued to develop in the Ming and Qing Dynasties. Several excellent
landscape painters were active during the Yuan Dynasty: Huang Gongwang 黃公望, Ni Zan 倪瓚,
Wang Meng 王蒙, Wu Zhen 吳鎮, and Zhao Mengfu 趙孟頫.

Emperors of the Yuan Dynasty [Mongols]
Title

Personal name (B. stands for Borjigin) Reign

Taizu 元太祖

Borjigin Temüjin 勃兒只斤 鐵木真,
called Genghis Khan 成吉思汗
Ruizong 元睿宗 (regent) B. Tolui/Tölüi 孛兒只斤 拖雷
Taizong 元太宗
B. Ö gödei/Ö gedei 孛兒只斤 窩闊台
—
Töregene Khatun 乃馬真后, ruling
empress widow of Taizong
Dingzong 元定宗
B. Güyük/Guyuk 孛兒只斤 貴由
—
Oghul Ghaimish 海迷失后, ruling
empress widow of Dingzong
Xianzong 元憲宗
B. Möngke 孛兒只斤 蒙哥
Shizu 元世祖
B. Khubilai 孛兒只斤 忽必烈
Chengzong 元成宗
B. Temür Ö ljeitü 孛兒只斤 鐵穆耳
Wuzong 元武宗
B. Qaishan 孛兒只斤 海山 (or Kuluk)
Renzong 元仁宗
B. Buyantu 孛兒只斤 愛育黎拔力八達
Yingzong 元英宗
B. Suddhipala 孛兒只斤 碩德八剌
Taidingzong 元泰定宗 B. Yesun Temür 孛兒只斤 也孫帖木兒
Tianshundi 幼主天順帝 B. Arigaba 孛兒只斤 阿速吉八
Wenzong 元文宗
B. Togh Timur 孛兒只斤 圖帖睦邇
Mingzong 元明宗
B. Kushala 孛兒只斤 和世剌
Wenzong 元文宗
B. Togh Timur 孛兒只斤 圖帖睦邇
Ningzong 元寧宗
B. Rinchenpal 孛兒只斤 懿璘質班
Shundi 元順帝
B. Toghan Timur 孛兒只斤 妥懹帖睦邇

Born/died

1206-1227

1162-1227

1227-1229
1229-1241
1241-1245

1193?-1232
1186-1241
NA

1246-1248
1248-1251

1205-1248
NA

1251-1259
1259-1294
1294-1307
1307-1311
1311-1320
1320-1323
1323-1328
1328
1328-1329
1329
1329-1332
1332
1332-1368

1208-1259
1215-1294
1265-1307
1280-1311
1286-1320
1304-1323
1276-1328
1320-1328?
1304-1332
1300-1329
1304-1332
1326-1332
1320-1370

Major events in contemporary world history
1291
1309
ca. 1320
1346
1356

Three cantons sign a pact, marking the beginning of the Swiss Confederation
Pope Clement V moves the seat of the papacy from Rome to Avignon (France)
The Aztecs start building the city of Tenochtitlán in Mexico
Battle of Crécy (northern France) between England and France during the
Hundred Years’ War (1337-1453)
German Emperor Charles IV promulgates the Golden Bull; the first Hanseatic
League is formed in Brugge (Belgium)

THE BROADER CONTEXT OF THE MONGOL EMPIRE IN EURASIA
The Mongol empire that covered much of Eurasia was established by Genghis Khan, his sons,
and his grandsons. (See table of Genghis Khan’s offspring below.) After Genghis Khan was
elected Great Khan in 1206, Karakorum 喀拉和林 (today’s Harhorin 哈拉和林 on the Orhon
Gol River 鄂爾渾河, Mongolia) was established as the empire’s first capital. In 1215 the Mongols
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captured Zhongdu 中都 (present-day Beijing) from the Jurchen tatars 女真; the city later became
the capital of the Yuan Dynasty. Genghis Khan himself died during the campaign against the
Western Xia 西夏 in 1227 and was succeeded as Great Khan by his son Ö gödei. In 1229 the
Mongols subjugated Persia and brought northern China under their control by 1234. Later in the
1230s they started to push into Russia and Europe, in 1241 they defeated a Polish-German army
at Legnica (Poland) but retreated after Ögödei’s death later that year. The Mongol empire was
subsequently split into several parts like the Khanate of the Golden Horde (ruled by descendants
of Genghis Khan’s son Jochi), the Chaghatai Khanate, and the Ilkhanate. In 1258 Mongol forces
led by Hülegü overwhelmed Baghdad and established the Ilkhanate which included Persia and
lasted until 1336. Möngke, the successor of Ö gödei as Great Khan and son of Tolui, died in 1259
in Sichuan and was succeeded by his younger brother Khubilai who later became the first
emperor of the Yuan Dynasty. In 1274 and 1281 the Mongols unsuccessfully tried to invade Japan,
in both cases the failure was at least partly to blame on adverse weather conditions like typhoons
which the Japanese called kamikaze (神風 [shenfeng], literally “divine wind”). After the 1330s the
Mongol empire further disintegrated into more parts including the Khanate of the Oirats and the
Empire of Timur, and in 1368 the Mongols were driven out of China. The Empire of Timur was
established in 1370 by Timur-leng (1336-1405, also known as Tamerlan) who claimed to be a
descendant of Genghis Khan. His empire covered an area including present-day Syria, Iraq, Iran,
Georgia, Afghanistan, and Transoxania, but it did not survive Timur-leng’s death in 1405.

Great Khans of the Mongol Empire (reign)
First Great Khan ............. Genghis Khan
Second Great Khan .......... Ö gödei Khan
Third Great Khan ............ Güyük Khan
Fourth Great Khan .......... Möngke Khan
Fifth Great Khan ............. Khubilai Khan

(1206-1227)
(1229-1241)
(1246-1248)
(1251-1259)
(1259-1294)

Genghis Khan and his most noteworthy offspring
First generation (born/died)
Second generation (born/died)
Borjigin Temüjin 勃兒只斤鐵木 Jochi 術赤 (1185?-1227)
真 = Genghis Khan 成吉思汗 Chaghatai 察合台 (?-1242)
(1162-1227)
Ö gödei 窩闊台 (1186-1241)
Tolui 拖雷 (1193?-1232)

Third generation (born/died)
Batu 拔都 (1205?-1256)
Güyük 貴由 (1205-1248)
Möngke 蒙哥 (1208-1259)
Khubilai 忽必烈 (1215-1294)
Hülegü 旭烈兀 (1217-1265)

Ming Dynasty (1368-1644): Chinese rule restored
Duration, ruling clan, capital

Ming 明—duration: 276 years (1368-1644), ruling clan: Zhu 朱, capital: Nanjing/Nanking 南京
(Jiangsu Province), after 1421 Beijing/Peking 北京

Early Ming—the dragon becomes a hedgehog

When the Ming Dynasty was founded in 1368, victorious rebel leader Zhu Yuanzhang 朱元璋
became Emperor Taizu 太祖, but he is also known under his reign motto Hongwu 洪武. He
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chose the city of Jinling 金陵 as his capital and renamed it Nanjing 南京. In the 1380s he finally
also brought the southwest portion of the present-day China (Sichuan, Yunnan) under his control.
The Mongols, while beaten on Chinese soil, still posed a considerable threat at the north, so
securing the northern border remained a priority throughout the Ming Dynasty. Large troop
contingents were permanently stationed there, partly in new established military colonies (tuntian
屯田).
As a man of peasant origin and former monk, Zhu Yuanzhang had no great education, but
he was a fast learner and had strong leadership abilities. He trusted neither the officials nor the
eunuchs, and consequently the Ming Dynasty had a higher degree of centralization with more
power concentrated in the hands of the emperor than had been the case during the Tang or Song
Dynasties. Military and civil administration were separated: six ministries were in charge of
administrative affairs, but the highest political and military authority was concentrated in the
person of the emperor.
After becoming emperor, Zhu had several fellow revolutionaries executed who were no
longer useful for him, men he regarded as possible threat to his throne. In 1380, he had his prime
minister (chengxiang 丞相) Hu Weiyong 胡惟庸 killed and the clique he led exterminated. The
post of prime minister was abolished to prevent another person gaining too much power.
Furthermore, Hongwu in 1382 installed the so-called “Brocade Guards” (jinyiwei 錦衣衛), a kind
of secret service that was
authorized to spy on people,
make arrests, torture, and kill.
According to some sources,
tens of thousands of people
were killed during paranoid
purges under Hongwu’s rule.
At the dawn of the
Ming, policies were designed
which improved the situation
of the peasants, e. g. taxes
were reduced and seeds were
given gratis to farmers. Many
rich landowners were forced
to move to the capital, thus
losing their land and their
power base. Land was redistributed among poor peasants, and measures were taken to prevent the
rich from evading taxes. On the other hand, Hongwu conferred large land grants on his relatives,
friends, and supporters. Pension payments to members of the imperial family were a heavy
financial burden for the state during the Ming.
Hongwu had named his eldest son Zhu Biao 朱標 (1355-1392) heir to the throne, but the
father outlived the son. After Hongwu’s death in 1398, Zhu Biao’s second son Zhu Yunwen 朱允
炆, barely in his teens, became Emperor Jianwen 建文. Hongwu’s fourth son Zhu Di 朱棣, who
held an important post in Beiping 北平 at the time, was upset that he had not been made
emperor, and he decided to challenge his nephew for the throne. Zhu Di gathered troops,
marched south to Nanjing, captured the city in 1403, and burned down the palaces. Jianwen’s
supporters were massacred and the fate of Jianwen himself is unknown. Zhu Di assumed power
and chose Yongle 永樂 as his reign motto.
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In 1406 Yongle ordered the construction of a magnificent palace in Beiping, the city where
he had already established himself. The “Forbidden City” (zijincheng 紫禁城), as the palace became
known in the West, was located slightly south of Khubilai Khan’s capital Dadu 大都. In 1421,
shortly before completion of the palace, Yongle transferred the capital to Beiping and renamed
the city Beijing 北京. The Forbidden City would be the home of two dozen emperors of the
Ming and the Qing 清 Dynasties over a period of more than five hundred years. After the
transfer of the capital to Beijing, the imbalance between north and south remained a characteristic
feature of the Ming Dynasty. While the political center was in the north, China’s economic center
remained in the south; only about a quarter of the important trading centers were located in the
north.
Under Emperor Yongle the power of the Ming Dynasty reached its zenith. Just two years
after ascending the throne, Yongle launched the first of seven great maritime expeditions, all led
by admiral Zheng He 鄭和, a eunuch from Yunnan. Zheng was probably chosen because he was a
Muslim, and many of these expeditions’ destinations were Muslim countries. In July 1405, 62
large ships and approximately 200 smaller vessels carrying 27,800 men left Nanjing’s Longjiang
Port 龍江港, entered the ocean at Taicang 太倉 (Jiangsu Province), and returned to China in
October 1407. On the seven voyages between 1405 and 1433 which lasted 1½ -3 years each Zheng
He’s fleet sailed the South China Sea and the Indian Ocean, reaching Vietnam (Chaban), Indonesia (Palembang, Surabaya), India (Calicut), Sri Lanka (Colombo), the coast of the Persian Gulf
(Ormuz), the Arabian peninsula (Aden), the Red Sea (Jeddah), and even the east coast of Africa
(Mogadishu, Malindi). Recent claims that Zheng He reached the American continent in 1421 are
not backed by sufficient scientific evidence and are rejected by the majority of Chinese historians.
In 1451, the eunuch Ma Huan 馬歡 who had accompanied Zheng on three of the seven voyages
published a report about his adventures entitled “An Overall Survey of the Ocean’s Shores” (yingya shenglan 瀛涯勝覽). The motivation for these costly adventures was possibly a wish to extend
China’s sphere of influence (but not to colonize destination countries) and to develop trade
relations with other countries. Comprehensive geographical knowledge was gained by the expeditions, trade relations were widened, and in 1415 sixteen countries sent gifts of tribute to the
Chinese emperor. Nevertheless, the maritime missions were stopped after Zheng He died during
his last journey. Today, historians are still debating why China suddenly gave up its position as a
major sea power. One factor could have been that Emperor Yongle had died in 1424 (two years
after Zheng He’s sixth expedition had ended) and his successors Hongxi 洪熙, Xuande 宣德, and
Zhengtong 正統 probably had other priorities. The state stopped constructing large ships, and
sea trade was almost completely abandoned. After this time, China became increasingly isolated
and also became more vulnerable to attacks and raids by Japanese pirates along China’s coastline.
Events along the northern border also encouraged the Ming leadership to develop an
isolationist attitude. After the end of the Yuan Dynasty, the Mongols remained a threat to the
succeeding Ming Dynasty. Several military campaigns of the Chinese against the Mongols in the
first decades of the Ming Dynasty failed to solve this problem. After Emperor Xuande’s death in
1435, a clique centered around eunuch Wang Zhen 王振 gained the upper hand at the imperial
court. Wang proposed another campaign against the Mongols and took the young Emperor
Zhengtong with him in 1449. Both the emperor and his eunuch were inexperienced and knew
nothing about war, and the Chinese armies were quickly defeated by the Mongols (led by Esen
Khan). Zhengtong was taken prisoner, while Wang Zhen was killed. The Mongols demanded a
ransom for Zhengtong, but meanwhile another clique that had formed around General Yu Qian
于謙 had installed the captive emperor’s younger brother Zhu Qiyu 朱祁鈺 as new Emperor
Jingtai 景泰 and cared little about Zhengtong’s release. Zhengtong was freed in 1450 and
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returned to the capital, but instead of being restored as emperor, he was put under house arrest in
the palace for years. Two cliques struggled for power—one clique wanted a son of Jingtai as
emperor, another clique Zhengtong’s son. (Zhu Jianji 朱見濟, another son of Jingtai, had been
named heir to the throne in 1452 but died in 1453, possibly by being poisoned.) A coup d’etat by a
third clique led by Shi Heng 石亨 brought Zhengtong back to power in 1457, and he changed his
reign motto to Tianshun 天順.
The traumatic 1449 defeat against the Mongols prompted the Ming court to fortify its
northern frontier. Garrisons were established and large troop contingents were stationed at the
border, both of which moves revealed a shift to a generally defensive mindset. In an enormous
effort, the Great Wall was extended and strengthened, connecting principal garrison points and
taking the shape which can still be seen by tourists today. From the 1550s until the end of the
dynasty, wall building continued at a rapid pace and on a grand scale. At the end of the Ming
Dynasty, the Great Wall of China reached from Jiayuguan 嘉峪關 (Gansu Province) in the west
to Shanhaiguan 山海關 (Hebei Province) in the east. Although having a length of ca. 6000 km,
the Great Wall is not visible from space with the naked eye.

From the 1450s to the early 17th century—troubled stagnation
After the end of Zheng He’s maritime expeditions and the defeat against the Mongols, China retreated into itself and was no longer a self-confident international player. In the mid of the 16th
century, China and Japan vied for control over Korea. At the same time, China’s east coast was
frequently attacked by Japanese pirates, especially along the Yangtze estuary and the provinces of
Jiangsu, Zhejiang, and Fujian. In reaction to these attacks, which often came in the form of
organized raids, some settlements were moved away from the coast, but altogether defensive
measures were of little avail because it was impossible to garrison the whole coast or relocate the
entire coastal population.
Aside from the pirate problem, there were also more positive contacts with foreigners. While
China had chosen not to be a maritime power, other countries were more ambitious. The first
Portuguese ships arrived at China’s shores in the early 16th century, and in 1557 China granted
Portugal the right to establish a permanent trade base at Macau 澳門. After the Portuguese, there
were visits from Spanish, Dutch, and British ships. In 1622 the Dutch tried to gain foothold on
the Penghu Islands 澎湖 (also called the Pescadores) but were forced to leave by the Chinese.
The Dutch then turned to Taiwan in 1624 with China’s permission and built a fort near Tainan 台
南, two years later the Spanish became active in northern Taiwan. The Catholic Spanish were
forced from Taiwan by the Protestant Durch in 1642, while the Dutch were expelled in 1662 by
Ming loyalist Zheng Chenggong 鄭成功.
Foreign trade missions were followed by Christian missionaries. While the missionaries active
during the Yuan Dynasty were mostly Franciscans, the majority of Ming-era missionaries were
Jesuits. Italian Jesuit Matteo Ricci arrived in Guangzhou in 1581 and studied the Chinese language
and Confucian classics for several years. In 1601, he obtained permission to travel to Beijing, but
the Ming court was not so much interested in religious matters than in Ricci’s scientific knowledge—before leaving Europe, Ricci had studied theology, law, and natural sciences (mathematics,
physics, astronomy), and Emperor Wanli 萬曆 was greatly interested in natural sciences and technology. Ricci died in Beijing in 1610; his successor was the German Jesuit Johann Adam Schall
von Bell who was an astronomer as well and who after 1622 worked with Chinese scholars at the
imperial court. That same year, Jesuit John Schreck (Terrentius) arrived in Beijing, bringing the
first telescope ever seen in China. While the Jesuits were highly respected for their scientific skills,
they had limited success in spreading the Christian faith. The phenomenon of Western
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missionaries working at the imperial court in China continued into the Qing Dynasty.
Starting in the rule of Emperor Yongle, the country was subdivided into 16 provinces: Fujian
福建, Guangdong 廣東, Guangxi 廣西, Guizhou 貴州, Henan 河南, Huguang 湖廣, Jiangxi 江西,
Liaodong 遼東, Northern Zhili 北直隸, Shaanxi 陜西, Shandong 山東, Shanxi 山西, Sichuan 四
川, Southern Zhili 南直隸, Yunnan 雲南, and Zhejiang 浙江. The three-level examination system
for civil servants as it was devised in the Song Dynasty 宋 was maintained without major changes
in the Ming Dynasty and remained based on the Neo-Confucian doctrine of Zhu Xi 朱熹. The
difference was that the territory which the Ming controlled was bigger than that of the Tang 唐
or Song Dynasties, so more officials were needed. Thanks to the spread of book printing, literacy
was rising, and more people could prepare for the examinations. It was a costly process—many
candidates (those not hailing from the established, wealthy gentry) found themselves heavily in
debt when they finally got a position, so they collected more taxes than were really due. Emperor
Wanli introduced a new uniform tax system (yitiao bianfa 一條鞭法) devised by his cabinet
member Zhang Juzheng 張居正 under which all taxes were combined and had to be paid in silver,
payment in kind being abolished.
Under Emperor Xuande, the mode for the selection of candidates for the examinations was
changed. Before his reign, the gentry of the Yangtze region had made sure that candidates were
almost entirely from their ranks and only their members passed, with candidates from the north
virtually shut out. After protests by northern families a new system was adopted—one third of
the candidates were selected from the north and two-thirds from the south.
The north-south conflict was also a factor in the eunuch issue: eunuchs tended to come from
poor northern families, scholars from the southern scholar-gentry. In the Ming Dynasty, as at
other times, the eunuchs were at odds with the literati-officials, competing with them for power
and influence. Hongwu had excluded eunuchs from politics, but Yongle deliberately used eunuchs
to counterbalance the officials. One important advantage for the eunuchs was that many
emperors were brought up by eunuchs and trusted them. By the middle of the 15 th century there
were tens of thousands of eunuchs. Their greed was legendary. When the eunuchs controlled
appointments of government posts, they were often ready to accept large bribes from the gentry
and thus could accumulate huge fortunes. At times, eunuchs dominated the government, for
example when Emperor Zhengde 正德 handed over matters of state to his chief eunuch Liu Jin
劉瑾 (who secured dictatorial powers for himself in the process) and indulged in carnal pleasures,
or when notorious eunuch Wei Zhongxian 魏忠賢 had many of his opponents killed during the
reign of Emperor Tianqi 天啟. Wei’s reign of terror (which was ended by Tianqi’s successor
Chongzhen 崇禎) prompted the literati among the gentry to form a defensive alliance called the
“Donglin Party” (donglin dang 東林黨), whose members had graduated from the Donglin Academy
(donglin yuan 東林院, founded in 1604 in Jiangsu). In the long run, infighting between eunuchs and
officials paralyzed the government and contributed to the fall of the Ming Dynasty.

The double downfall of the Ming
In the 17th century, life had become more and more difficult for the general population due to
widespread corruption by officials, excessive taxation to finance military operations in the northeast, and famine caused by natural disasters. A massive peasant uprising began in 1628 in Shaanxi,
led by Li Zicheng 李自成 and Zhang Xianzhong 張獻忠. Zhang led his armies from Henan and
Anhui to Hubei and Hunan. Sichuan was taken in 1643. Li proclaimed a new kingdom, “Great
Shun” (大順), in Xi’an 西安, marched from Shaanxi to Shanxi, and then advanced to Beijing’s
outskirts. Meanwhile, the gentry no longer supported the Ming government, which consequently
was no longer able to bring in adequate revenues. The court was unable to pay the armies that
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should have marched against the rebels or the external enemies in the northeast, and Li Zicheng’s
troops took Beijing in late April 1644. The last Ming Emperor Chongzhen hanged himself at
Coal Hill 煤山 (today’s Jingshan 景山) to the north of the Forbidden City. The Ming capital was
now in Li’s hands, but his rule would last less than two months as events took an unexpected turn.
Apart from the domestic storm, another one had started brewing in the northeast. The
Jurchen tatars 女真 whose Jin Dynasty 金 had been defeated by the Mongols in 1234, regained
strength in the late 16th century. The Manchus (a tribe of the Jurchen; the new ethnic name
“Manchu” was not officially adopted until 1635) and other Tungusic tribes united in 1616 under
the leadership of Nurhaci 努爾哈赤 (belonging to the Aisin Gioro clan) who founded the Later
Jin 後金. Nurhaci promoted good relations with the neighbouring Mongols and occasionally
pointed out their similarities in dress and lifestyle, and the Mongols in turn granted him the title
“Khan”. In 1621 the Manchus penetrated into Ming territory and conquered the city of Liaoyang
遼陽 (present-day Liaoning Province), making it their new capital. Four years later the capital was
moved to Shenyang 瀋陽 which the Manchus called Mukden 奉天. After Nurhaci’s death in 1626,
his son and successor Abahai 皇太極 changed the name of the dynasty to Qing 清 in 1636. In
1638, Korea was subjugated. The Manchus increased their striking power by creating a new
military organization, and they set up a central government with special ministries based on the
Chinese model. They took advantage of the turmoil in China and launched an invasion, although
their advance was temporarily delayed by Abahai’s death in 1643, and in 1644 Manchu troops
reached the Great Wall at Shanhaiguan.
On the other side of the Great Wall stood Ming General Wu Sangui 吳三桂 who had
already learned that Beijing had been taken by Li Zicheng. Well aware that the Ming Dynasty was
collapsing, Wu had to choose whether to fight Li’s advancing armies in the south or the Manchus
in the north, and he decided to side with the Manchus because he had grown up in a Manchurian
Chinese military family. Wu started negotiations with Manchu prince Dorgon and asked for
temporary cooperation in exchange for a big cash award. Although no written response from
Dorgon has been found, it must be assumed that an agreement was reached, and Wu Sangui
opened the gates of the Great Wall for the Manchus. Wu’s men and the Manchu forces drove
back Li’s troops, entered Beijing together and ended Li Zicheng’s short rule in early June 1644.
But instead of restoring the Ming Dynasty or giving the throne to Wu, Abahai’s son and successor
Fulin 福臨 became Emperor Shunzhi 順治 of the Qing Dynasty. Li fled westward and was
pursued by Wu (who was enraged because Li’s men had cruelly killed most of Wu’s family in
Beijing, including Wu’s father), and Li is said to have been killed by villagers while making a raid in
search of food the following year.
While remnants of the Ming court fled to south China and tried to resist the Manchu expansion, the so-called “Southern Ming” (nan Ming 南明) was historically of little significance. Yet
it took the Manchus almost four decades until they finally controlled the whole of China and had
pacified the country. At times the Qing proceeded with extreme brutality, committing massacres
like the “Ten Days of Yangzhou” (Yangzhou shiri 揚州十日) or the “Three Slaughters of Jiading”
(Jiading santu 嘉定三屠) in 1645, each leaving tens of thousands of people dead. The most noteworthy resistance forces were those of Li Dingguo 李定國 (a former general serving under
Zhang Xianzhong), Wu Sangui, and Zheng Chenggong (also known as “Koxinga” [guoxingye 國姓
爺]). After Zhang Xianzhong’s death in Sichuan in 1646, Li defied the Manchus, first on his own
in Guizhou, later attaching himself to Zhu Youlang 朱由榔 of the Southern Ming, who is also
known as the Prince of Gui 南明桂王. Relentlessly pursued by the Qing armies, they had to
retreat to Burma in 1659. Li died the same year as Zhu Youlang (1662) but never surrendered to
the Manchus. In the 1670s Wu Sangui tried to create an independent kingdom in the southwest
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and opposed the Manchus, but the circumstances did not help him. The gentry—which after the
collapse of the Ming had been desperate and did not know who to support—came to terms with
the Manchus after about two decades after realizing that these new rulers did not seek to seize
their landholdings. They did not help Wu, who in 1678 established the Zhou Dynasty 周 in
Hunan and died later that year. Wu Sangui was succeeded by his grandson Wu Shifan 吳世璠, but
he was eventually defeated by the Manchus in 1681. Zheng Chenggong established a stronghold
on Taiwan in 1661, and his clan controlled the island until 1683. Although failing to restore the
Ming Dynasty, Zheng opened Taiwan to Chinese settlement. The capture of Taiwan in 1683
completed the Qing’s conquest of China and their victory over the Ming.

Culture during the Ming Dynasty
The Ming Dynasty saw positive development in the crafts. During the Yuan Dynasty, new
techniques had been introduced from the West (xiyu 西域), which craft workers took full
advantage of in the Ming Dynasty. Another positive factor was that craftsmen’s obligatory service
to the government was replaced in 1505 with the payment of a tax, after which the craftsmen
became relatively free and could organize themselves into guilds (hanghui 行會). Progress was
made especially in the fields of textiles (weaving) and the production of lacquerware, cloisonné,
glassware, and porcelain. The famous kilns at Jingdezhen 景德鎮 in Jiangxi had an annual output
of tens of thousands of pieces and still could not meet the demand. Most famous were the
blue-and-white underglaze wares with expressive and naturalistic designs, which also influenced
European porcelain (white and blue onion pattern).
A number of Ming painters are held in high esteem in the art world. Qiu Ying 仇英 painted
in detailed academic style; Tang Yin 唐寅 painted elegant women; Dong Qichang 董其昌 was
famous as a calligrapher and art theoretician. Other noteworthy painters were Shen Zhou 沈周
and Wen Cheng-ming 文徵明.
In the field of literature, a high level of literacy and widespread book printing stimulated the
rise of the popular novel which had first been seen during the Yuan Dynasty: “Romance of the
Three Kingdoms” (sanguo yanyi 三國演義) by Luo Guanzhong 羅貫中, “Journey to the West”
(xiyouji 西遊記) by Wu Cheng’en 吳承恩, and “Investiture of the Gods” (fengshen yanyi 封神演義)
by Lu Xixing 陸西星 were the most important works of this period. The novels were divided
into chapters so that storytellers could take breaks and collect money from their audience, but
they were written in everyday language and not in Classical Chinese. The famous erotic novel
“The Plum in the Golden Vase” (jinpingmei 金瓶梅) was written by an anonymous author
probably towards the end of the 16th century, but the gentry tried to stop its circulation. Censorship of printed books started almost with the beginning of book printing as private enterprise,
and the first censorship rules had been developed by Ouyang Xiu 歐陽修 during the Song
Dynasty. Another important genre was prose with intercalated poetic parts (bianwen 變文), but
poetry and essays were not among the cultural highlights of the Ming Dynasty.
Drama made further progress during the Ming Dynasty. Nanqu 南曲 (Southern Drama)
emerged as the main form of dramatic art, replacing Zaju 雜劇. Famous dramatists were Tang
Xianzu 湯顯祖, the author of “The Peony Pavillon” (mudan ting 牧丹亭), and Wang Shizhen 王世
貞. Other forms of dramatic art were puppet plays and shadow theater.
Between 1403 and 1408 about 2000 scholars worked on the compilation of a gigantic
encyclopedia ordered written by Emperor Yongle. The result was the Yongle Encyclopedia (Yongle
dadian 永樂大典) with 11,000 volumes. Due to its sheer volume it could not be printed, and
besides the original, only two copies were produced. Today, only ca. 400 volumes still exist. Other
excellent scientific publications of the Ming Dynasty include “Exploitation of the Works of
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Nature” (tiangong kaiwu 天工開物) about technology by Song Yingxing 宋應星 and “Compendium of Materia Medica” (bencao gangmu 本草網目) about herbology by Li Shizhen 李時珍.
In the Ming Dynasty, education and the examination system were firmly based on Zhu Xi’s
orthodox interpretation of Neo-Confucianism, the “School of Rationalism” (lixue 理 學 ).
According to Zhu Xi, learning was based on reason and the comprehensive study of knowledge.
This doctrine was challenged by general, statesman, and scholar Wang Yangming 王陽明 (also
known as Wang Shouren 王守仁), who emphasized intuitive “learning of the mind” and
self-discovery of man’s innate goodness, believing that man could only come to true knowledge
through intuition. His ideas incorporated elements of meditative Buddhism and of the
philosophy first developed by Lu Jiuyuan 陸九淵, the main representative of the “School of
Idealism” (xinxue 心學). Wang Yangming failed to gain acceptance for his philosophy—a statesman who followed his philosophy could justify whatever he did by claiming it arose from his
intuition—but gained many followers in Japan.

Emperors of the Ming Dynasty
Title

Reign motto

Personal name

Reign

Born/died

Taizu 明太祖
Huidi 明惠帝
Chengzu 明成祖
Renzong 明仁宗
Xuanzong 明宣宗
Yingzong 明英宗
Daizong 明代宗
Yingzong 明英宗
Xianzong 明憲宗
Xiaozong 明孝宗
Wuzong 明武宗
Shizong 明世宗
Muzong 明穆宗
Shenzong 明神宗
Guangzong 明光宗
Xizong 明熹宗
Sizong 明思宗

Hongwu 洪武
Jianwen 建文
Yongle 永樂
Hongxi 洪熙
Xuande 宣德
Zhengtong 正統
Jingtai 景泰
Tianshun 天順
Chenghua 成化
Hongzhi 弘治
Zhengde 正德
Jiajing 嘉靖
Longqing 隆慶
Wanli 萬曆
Taichang 泰昌
Tianqi 天啟
Chongzhen 崇禎

Zhu Yuanzhang 朱元璋
Zhu Yunwen 朱允炆
Zhu Di 朱棣
Zhu Gaozhi 朱高熾
Zhu Zhanji 朱瞻基
Zhu Qizhen 朱祁鎮
Zhu Qiyu 朱祁鈺
Zhu Qizhen 朱祁鎮
Zhu Jianshen 朱見深
Zhu Yutang 朱祐樘
Zhu Houzhao 朱厚照
Zhu Houcong 朱厚熜
Zhu Zaihou 朱栽垢
Zhu Yijun 朱翊鈞
Zhu Changle 朱常洛
Zhu Yujiao 朱由校
Zhu Yujian 朱由檢

1368-1398
1398-1403
1403-1424
1424-1425
1425-1435
1435-1449
1449-1457
1457-1464
1464-1487
1487-1505
1505-1521
1521-1567
1567-1572
1572-1620
1620
1620-1627
1627-1644

1328-1398
1377-1403?
1360-1424
1378-1425
1399-1435
1427-1464
1428-1457
1427-1464
1447-1487
1470-1505
1491-1521
1507-1567
1537-1572
1563-1620
1582-1620
1605-1627
1611-1644

Reign

Born/died

Rulers of the Southern Ming (1644-1661)
Title

Reign motto

Personal name

Prince of Fu 南明福王
Hongguang 弘光 Zhu Yousong 朱由崧 1644-1645 1607-1646
Prince of Tang 南明唐王 Longwu 隆武
Zhu Yujian 朱聿鍵
1645-1646 1602-1646
Prince of Lu 南明魯王
—
Zhu Yihai 朱以海
1646
1609-1662
Prince of Tang (II) 南明唐 Shaowu 紹武
Zhu Yuzhao 朱聿釗
1646-1647 ?-1647
王
(Zhu Yuyue 朱聿 )
Prince of Gui 南明桂王
Yongli 永曆
Zhu Youlang 朱由榔
1647-1661 1623-1662
Prince of Han 南明韓王 Dingwu 定武
Zhu Benli 朱本鉝
1646-1663 NA
Prince of Huai 南明淮王 —
Zhu Changqing 朱常清 1648-1661 NA
Please note that the history of the Southern Ming was quite complicated and confused, and at
times two princes claimed to be the legitimate leader.
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Major events in contemporary world history
1415
1428
1431
1453
1456
1486
1492
1504
1506
1517
1519-1521
1521
1532/1534
1534
1547
1572
1584
1588
1590
1600
1603
1605
1616
1618-1648
1633
1639

Jan Hus is burned at the stake for heresy in Constance
Itzcóatl becomes ruler of the Aztec empire and starts its expansion
Joan of Arc (Jeanne d’Arc) is burned at the stake in Rouen
The Ottomans under Sultan Mehmet II conquer Constantinople
The Gutenberg Bible is printed using movable type
Publication of Malleus Maleficarum about witchcraft
Christopher Columbus (Cristóforo Colombo) reaches the Bahamas
End of the Reconquista in Spain
Michelangelo carves his statue of David
Leonardo da Vinci paints the Mona Lisa
Martin Luther pens his 95 Theses
Magellan (Fernão de Magalhães) circumnavigates the globe
Hernán Cortéz conquers the Aztec capital Tenochtitlán
Establishment of the Anglican Church
Ignatius of Loyola founds the Society of Jesus (Jesuits)
Death of Henry VIII (reign: 1509-1547)
St. Bartholomew’s Day massacre of French Huguenots
Death of Russian Tsar Ivan IV “The Terrible” (reign: 1544/1547-1584)
Destruction of the Spanish Armada by the British fleet
Toyotomi Hideyoshi 豊臣秀吉 completes the political unification of Japan
The British East India Company is established
Death of Elizabeth I (reign: 1558-1603)
Foiled gunpowder plot by Catholic Guy Fawkes in London (Nov. 5)
Death of William Shakespeare
Thirty Years’ War in Europe
Under pressure by the Inquisition in Rome, Galileo Galilei (1564-1642) recants his
theories about the universe
Japan’s shogun Tokugawa Iemitsu 德川家光 orders the sakoku 鎖國 policy, which
excludes all foreigners from Japan; the country remains almost totally isolated until
1853

The Manchus and the Qing Dynasty (1644-1911)
Duration, ruling clan, capital

Qing 清—duration: 267 years (1644-1911) / in Taiwan 212 years (1683-1895), ruling clan: Aisin
Gioro (in Chinese Aixin Jueluo 愛新覺羅), capital: Beijing/Peking 北京

Early Qing—consolidation and expansion
The Qing Dynasty can be divided roughly into two parts—the first part that saw overall stability
under the three “enlightened despots” Kangxi 康熙, Yongzheng 雍正, and Qianlong 乾隆, and
the second part characterized by frequent uprisings, growing dominance by foreign powers, and
steady decline.
During the reign of Emperor Shunzhi 順治 and Kangxi’s first two decades, the Manchus
were busy with pacification of their new territory and consolidation of power. The period of
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conquest was completed with the capture of Taiwan in 1683. Like the Mongol Yuan Dynasty, the
Qing was a foreign dynasty, but the Manchu’s nationality policy was not as harsh as the Mongols’
had been. Although Chinese men were forced to shave their foreheads and wear Manchu-style
pigtails, Han Chinese had access to positions in the government. The Manchus naturally
appointed their own people to key positions in the bureaucracy, but equivalent positions were
created for Han officials. The administrative system itself was left largely unchanged, as was the
civil service examination system, which was now open to Manchus. Many Manchus followed the
example of Emperor Kangxi who delved deeply into Chinese culture, and despite a ban on
intermarriage, the Manchus
of the later Qing Dynasty
became almost indistinguishable from the majority of
Chinese, assimilated to such
an extent that many of them
even could not speak the
Manchu language.
The first century of the
Qing Dynasty was a period
of great economic prosperity.
Agriculture flourished, the
area of cultivated land was
increased significantly, and
the rural population profited
from lower taxes as well as
irrigation and flood control
measures. Mining, crafts, textile manufacturing, and trade developed as well, but maritime trade
was from 1757 restricted to the port of Guangzhou 廣州. In the early Qing the government was
not burdened by problems that had plagued the late Ming—there was a reputable government in
the capital, free from eunuchs and established cliques, bribery had largely been stamped out, and
the gentry were more cautious in their behaviour towards the peasants.
The economy generated sufficient tax revenues, which made expansion possible. This
process began in Mongolia where the Mongols under prince Galdan made a move for
independence. After years of fighting (in which Emperor Kangxi personally took part) in the
1690s, the territory of present-day Mongolia was occupied by Qing troops in 1697. After
previous attempts to establish themselves in Tibet in 1705/1706 and in 1720, the Qing
incorporated Tibet into their empire as a protectorate in 1751. Between 1755 and 1757, the Manchus annihilated the Dzungars (several Oirat/West Mongolian tribes that had occupied parts of
Tibet between 1717 and 1720) in several campaigns, and they conquered the Tarim Basin and the
Ili Valley in the north of present-day Xinjiang in 1759. The conquest of vast territories in Tibet
and Xinjiang was especially important to the Qing for security reasons. In the south, the Qing
sought to expand their sphere of influence as well, conducting campaigns against Burma, Nepal,
and Annam between the 1760s and the 1790s. Although the Manchus gained substantial influence
in that region, those territories were not annexed by the Qing. Qing ambitions brought them in
conflict with Great Britian as its colonial ambitions reached their peak in the 19 th century.
Altogether, Qing China reached its greatest size during Emperor Qianlong’s rule at the end of the
18th century.
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After the Manchus had consolidated their grip on power in the 1680s, China enjoyed almost
a century of peace and stability. At the same time China’s population began to grow rapidly. The
population figures of that time available today probably contain errors, but it can be assumed that
China’s population roughly doubled from around 100 million in the year 1650 to around 200
million in 1750. The military campaigns of the Qing during that time took place in sparsely
populated border regions and did not affect the Chinese population. As population pressure
continued to build, harvests failed to increase in the needed proportion. Different than in Europe
there was no noteworthy industrialization in China the new jobs created by which could have
absorbed the excess population. The percentage of the population engaged in agrarian pursuits
did not decrease, and the amount of land per family declined by nearly half between 1578 and
1729. The result was impoverishment and growing tensions, which often led to popular uprisings.
The first obvious sign of decline was the 1774 rebellion led by Wang Lun 王倫 in Shandong,
followed by Muslim uprisings in the 1780s in Gansu. The White Lotus Society 白蓮教 had been
reorganized by Liu Song 劉松 and staged a rebellion between 1795 and 1804, which was known
as the “Chuanchujiao Chaos” (Chuanchujiao luan 川楚教亂), in the region of Sichuan, Shaanxi,
Henan, and Hubei. An uprising led by the secret organization “Society of Heaven’s Law” (tianlijiao
天理教) in Shandong and Hebei even penetrated the imperial palace in 1813 and almost
succeeded in killing Emperor Jiaqing 嘉慶. Between 1825 and 1827, there was a series of
separatist Muslim uprisings in Chinese Turkestan (in today’s Xinjiang), but Qing forces quelled the
rebellions and reconquered Kashgar and other oases by 1829.

First encounters with the world of the foreigners
The penetration of the Qing into Turkestan came at the same time as the enormous expansion of
the Russian empire in Asia. In 1650 the Russians had established a fort on the Amur River, but
the Qing destroyed the Russian settlement in 1685. After negotiations in which Jesuit missionaries
assisted as interpreters, Qing China and czarist Russia in 1689 signed the Treaty of Nerchinsk,
settling details about the border and bilateral trade relations. Questions concerning the border
were finally sorted out in the Treaty of Kyakhta, signed in 1727. The Russians obtained
permission to set up a legation and commercial agency in Beijing and also to maintain a church.
Unfortunately, the Chinese and the Russians had quite different ideas about a legation. While the
Chinese saw a legation as a base for barbarians to bring tribute to the emperor, the Russians
regarded it as the opening of diplomatic relations between the two countries on equal terms. This
misunderstanding was typical of the fundamentally different concepts of diplomacy held in the
West and in China, which led to a number of serious conflicts in the 19th century.
Among the earliest encounters of the Qing with the West and Western thought were their experiences with Catholic missionaries who worked with Chinese scientists at the imperial court.
Since the Ming Dynasty, Catholic missionaries were valued for their scientific knowledge, and
their efforts at spreading the Christian faith were tolerated. The early Qing emperors had a
relatively open attitude towards Europeans as well, but this changed in the 18 th century. The
cooling of Manchus’ feelings for the missionaries was caused by a controversy between the
open-minded Jesuits and less tolerant members of the Dominicans and Franciscans. Both sides
had different views about Confucianism and ancestor worship. The Jesuits realized that Confucius
was not a divine figure for the Chinese, and they maintained that elite Chinese families venerated
their ancestors in ways similar to Christian practice in Europe. The Dominicans and Franciscans
however worked in lower levels of society and found that the same family rituals were popularly
understood in different ways. They perceived these rituals as superstitious and idolatrous, hence
incompatible with Christian doctrine. Matters got worse when the Vatican sided against the Jesuits
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and rejected their benign interpretation. Pope Clement XI sent papal legates to Kangxi’s court in
1705 seeking to have the Chinese family-centered rituals banned, but Kangxi sent them away. Although Kangxi was infuriated when the pope reiterated his stance in 1715, he allowed the
missionaries to remain in China. After Kangxi’s death, his successor Yongzheng placed
Christianity under a general ban, and under the Emperors Qianlong, Jiaqing, and Daoguang 道光
Christians were persecuted. The Vatican only revised its rejection of Confucianism and ancestor
worship in 1971.

The First Opium War (1840-1842)
In addition to the internal troubles that had begun in 1774, pressure from foreign powers began
to mount at the end of the 18th century, and it came in a different form than the ideological
dispute between the Qing and the Vatican. European powers, especially Britian, had become more
and more active in Asia and were keen on expanding their trade with China; in the wake of the
industrial revolution in Europe, European nations needed to open new markets and find suppliers
of raw materials. China was one of the countries targeted in Asia, but there the Europeans were
initially stopped in their tracks.
Since 1760 the Qing court required all foreign trading nations to conduct their business in
Guangzhou under the strict supervision of a monopolist trade guild called “Cohong” (gonghang 公
行). In 1792 King George III sent Earl George Macartney as an envoy to the Qing emperor in
Beijing hoping to extend trade ties and open more Chinese ports to foreign trade. Macartney
resided in Beijing from August to October 1793 but left empty-handed—emperor Qianlong told
him that China would not increase its foreign trade because it did not need anything from foreign
countries. Qianlong also refused to allow the establishment of a permanent English legation in
Beijing. In 1816 England made another attempt, sending a delegation led by Lord William
Amherst, who also returned home empty-handed. One factor contributing to his mission’s failure
might be that Amherst (like Macartney before him) refused to perform the kowtow (ketou 磕頭
or koutou 叩頭) in front of the Qing emperor. After the dispute between the Qing court and the
Vatican which was caused by fundamental differences in the religious ideology of the two sides,
the failed English missions revealed that China and the West were also worlds apart in their
concepts concerning diplomacy and foreign relations. The Manchus were content with their old
order, knew nothing about the Western world, and the idea of diplomatic ties on an equal footing
did not exist in their political thinking.
Unfortunately for the Qing, Britain was not inclined to take “no” for an answer. In bilateral
trade, Chinese exports (mainly silk and tea) well exceeded imports. In order to change the trade
balance in their favor, English merchants turned to opium. The opium trade had been controlled
by the East India Company since 1773, and around the turn of the 19 th century more and more
opium was imported to China. When opium addiction became a serious problem, the Qing
government prohibited trade in the drug, but the ban had no effect because merchants simply
bribed corrupt Chinese officials. The opium trade was so profitable that in 1834 the British
parliament abolished the East India Company’s monopoly over the opium trade to give more
private enterprises an opportunity to take part in the business. Trade volume then skyrocketed,
reaching an average of 30,000 chests of opium (each containing roughly 65 kg) being sold
annually to China.
The large-scale import of opium in China had disastrous effects on the economy and society.
Opium addiction reached a distressing level, greatly reducing the productivity of China’s economy.
At the same time, silver (used to purchase the drug) began to leave China, devastating China’s
state finances and leading to general impoverishment. In 1838 the Qing government once again
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banned the opium trade, and Emperor Daoguang sent the experienced official Lin Zexu 林則徐
to Guangzhou to enforce the ban. After his arrival in Guangzhou, Lin demanded that the English
merchants surrender all of their opium stocks and terminated the opium trade. When the
merchants refused, Lin had them detained for six weeks. Finally the merchants gave in and
surrendered 20,000 chests of opium. Lin released the merchants and publicly destroyed the
confiscated opium at the Tiger Gate 虎門 in Guangzhou on June 3, 1839.
The opium traders were, however, not ready to accept defeat. Some of them retreated to
Hong Kong and resumed their business. They also asked the government in London for military
assistance. A British force, led by Rear Admiral George Elliot, arrived at Hong Kong in June 1840.
After negotiations concerning the resumption of the opium trade and trade concessions failed,
the Royal Navy attacked Guangzhou in May 1841—the First Opium War (diyi yapian zhanzheng 第
一鴉片戰爭) had begun. The British soon extended their military operations to the whole
Chinese coast, attacked Amoy (Xiamen 廈門), occupied the Zhoushan Islands 舟山群島 off
Shanghai, threatened Tianjin, and entered the Yangtze estuary and attacked Nanjing 南京 with
cannon boats. The Qing army stood no chance against the modern British forces, and soon
capitulated. They were compelled to sign the Treaty of Nanking (Nanjing tiaoyue 南京條約) on
Aug. 29, 1842, the first in a long line of unequal treaties (bu pingdeng tiaoyue 不平等條約).
According to the treaty, the Chinese had to abolish the Cohong, open five ports (Guangzhou,
Xiamen, Fuzhou 福州, Ningbo 寧波, and Shanghai) to trade, cede Hong Kong Island to the UK,
and pay an enormous war indemnity ($ 21 million). The following year, Britain was granted exterritoriality for British nationals in China, and a Most Favoured Nation (MFN) clause provided
that if China granted any privilege to any other state, that privilege would be automatically
granted to the UK. In 1844, the US and France used China’s weakness to secure similar privileges
for themselves—the US in the Treaty of Wanghia (Wangxia tiaoyue 望廈條約) and France in the
Treaty of Whampoa (Huangpu tiaoyue 黃埔條約).

The Taiping Rebellion (1850-1864)
After the Qing signed unequal treaties, the situation for the general population became worse than
before. China’s finances had been devastated by the outflow of silver caused by the continued
opium trade, which hit the peasants especially hard because while taxes still had to be paid in (now
more-expensive) silver, farm products were sold for copper. Because of the heavy war
indemnities imposed on the Qing, the tax burden increased. These factors combined drove the
people further into poverty. The inability of the Qing to defend itself against foreign invasion
also fuelled strong anti-Manchu sentiment.
Around 1848 a new anti-Qing movement rose that almost toppled the Qing Dynasty. It was
led by Hong Xiuquan 洪秀全, a Hakka and failed candidate for the civil service examinations
from Guangdong who had been influenced by Christian missionaries. In 1843 he had founded the
“Congregation for the Worship of God” (baishangdihui 拜上帝會), and he claimed to be a son of
God and the younger brother of Jesus Christ. Hong was a very charismatic leader and soon
gathered an increasingly large following attracted by the goals of the movement. Hong sought to
overthrow the Qing, abolish the privileges enjoyed by foreign powers in China, and establish a
Christian and utopian “Heavenly Kingdom of Great Peace” (Taiping Tianguo 太平天國). Beside its
nationalist overtone, Hong’s social program was in some points revolutionary—all property was
enjoyed communally; land was to be equally distributed among men and women; men and women
were to enjoy equal rights; women would have access to official positions; and opium, alcohol,
tobacco, gambling, arranged marriages, and prostitution were to be declared illegal.
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The movement started in Guangxi and quickly spread to Hunan and Hubei. In 1852 Hankow
漢口 fell into the hands of the Taiping rebels, while a year later Nanjing was captured. Hong
Xiuquan made Nanjing his capital in the hope of gaining the support of the eastern Chinese
gentry. The Taiping military campaign then split in two directions. One, led by Taiping Generals
Lin Fengxiang 林鳳祥 and Li Kaifang 李開芳, turned north and threatened the Tianjin-Beijing
region; the other, led by Shi Dakai 石達開, advanced west. The fate of the Qing Dynasty now
hung in the balance, and although the Taiping claimed to be Christians, Western powers
eventually sided with the Qing court because to them a weak Qing government promised more
than a strong Taiping government, even more so since the Taiping had pledged not to abide by
any of the unequal treaties concluded between Western countries and the Qing. The Qing forces
fighting the Taiping were led by the Generals Zeng Guofan 曾國藩 and Li Hongzhang 李鴻章,
and they received substantial assistance from an army of foreign volunteers which was organized
under the command of British General Charles George Gordon.
The Taiping Rebellion was finally put down in 1864. There are several reasons for its failure.
For one, its radical program alienated the conservative Confucian gentry (especially since the
Taiping also destroyed ancestral tablets and Taoist and Buddhist temples), so the Taiping lacked
the necessary administrative personnel to rule a country as big as China. The rebels did not
succeed in carrying their reforms from the stage of sporadic action to a systematic reorganization
of the country, and Taiping rule soon degenerated into a terrorist regime. In its later years, the
moral authority of the Taiping was also eroded by nepotism and corruption. Being anti-foreign
and anti-Qing drove these two opponents temporarily into each others’ arms, forming a coalition
too powerful for the Taiping to overcome. When the Taiping capital Nanjing was overwhelmed by
Zeng Guofan’s troops in 1864, Hong Xiuquan committed suicide.
The Taiping Rebellion was one of the most devastating civil wars in the history of China.
Most estimates show that 20-30 million people were killed between 1850 and 1864, with hundreds
of Chinese cities were destroyed. Yet the social ideals of the Taiping did not die and were later
held in high esteem by the Chinese Communists.

The Second Opium War (1856-1860)

When Emperor Daoguang died in 1850, he was succeeded by young Emperor Xianfeng 咸豐,
who followed a more uncompromising foreign policy. In his view, the treaties signed between
1842 and 1844 were merely a temporary setback to appease the foreign devils, and he sought to
renounce the treaties. For their part, the British intended to maintain the rights they had won in
the treaties, hoping to wrest even more concessions from the Qing in the future and open more
ports to trade. Their chance to push for more came only a few years later. The British allowed
certain Chinese junks engaged in smuggling to fly the Union Jack. In October 1856 the Chinese
stopped a ship named “Arrow”, which sailed under a UK flag, and arrested its Chinese crew of
twelve on suspicion of smuggling. The British took the incident as a pretext to go to war and
were joined by France, which had been were angered by the murder of a French missionary in
Guangxi in February 1856. Together they captured Guangzhou, landed in Tianjin, and threatened
to advance straight into the capital. This conflict became known as Second Opium War (dier yapian
zhanzheng 第二鴉片戰爭), but is also called Arrow War or Lorcha War. (A “lorcha” is a hybrid
vessel having a European hull and Chinese sails.) At this time the Qing were already under
tremendous pressure due to the Taiping Rebellion and had lost control over several provinces in
central and eastern China, so they accepted the demands of Britain and France immediately. In
the Treaty of Tianjin (Tianjin tiaoyue 天津條約), signed in June 1858, the Qing agreed to open six
more ports along the coast (Chaozhou 潮州, Tamsui 淡水, Dengzhou 登州, Niuzhuang 牛莊,
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Qiongzhou 瓊州, and Tainan 台南) and another four river ports (Hankow, Jiujiang 九江, Nanjing,
Zhenjiang 鎮江). Additionally, trade in opium was legalized, foreigners won the right to reside in
Beijing, Catholic and Protestant missionaries were granted the right to move freely in all of China,
and another war indemnity had to be paid by the Qing (4 million taels [liang 兩] of silver to Britain
and 2 million taels to France). Russia took advantage of China’s weakness as well at this time, and
in the Treaty of Aigun (Aihui tiaoyue 璦琿條約), signed in May 1858, Russia received vast tracts of
land around Lake Balqash, an area stretching north of the Amur River and east from the Ussuri
River to the Pacific coast and south to the Korean border. These territorial gains made the
founding of Vladivostok in 1860 possible.
While the Qing had hoped for a swift end of the conflict by quickly accepting the demands
of their attackers, the war went into a second round. In June 1859, British and French delegates
were on their way from Tianjin to Beijing to exchange the ratified treaties, but they took a
different route than the one originally prescribed and ended up clashing with Chinese troops. The
Qing forces were initially successful, sank four ships and inflicted heavy losses on the British (434
casualties), but the allies returned with a huge armada in August 1860 and easily overran Dagu
Fort 大沽口 close to Tianjin. From there they advanced to Beijing, and in retaliation for the
resistance of the Qing court, the Imperial Summer Palace 頤和園 was sacked on orders of
British commander Lord James Elgin. Emperor Xianfeng had left Beijing and fled to Jehol 熱河,
dying there in 1861. In October 1860 the Qing were forced to sign another humiliating treaty, the
Convention of Peking (Beijing tiaoyue 北京條約), which stipulated the cession of Kowloon 九龍
to Britain, the opening of Tianjin, the establishment of a permanent diplomatic legation in
Beijing and an increase of the war indemnity to 8 million taels of silver each to be paid to France
and Britain. During the second round of the conflict the Russians had tried to mediate between
the Qing and the Western allies, and as a reward for their efforts a supplementary Treaty of
Peking was signed which not only confirmed the terms of the earlier Treaty of Ili (1851) and
Treaty of Aigun but also allowed for Russian consulates and settlements in, as well as trade with,
Kashgar and Urga. Moreover, in having included a MFN clause in the treaty, the Russians shared
the benefits of the British and French treaties.

After the Taiping Rebellion and the Second Opium War
The suppression of the Taiping Rebellion did not cure the problems which had caused it, and
foreign pressure did not cease after the Second Opium War. As for domestic issues, in 1851 a
rebellion by the Nian bandits (nianfei 捻匪 or nianjun 捻軍) had begun in the area of the Huai
River 淮河 in north-central China (Henan and Anhui) and lasted until 1868. There were several
Muslim uprisings between the 1850s and 1890s in Yunnan (including one led by Du Wenxiu 杜文
秀, which lasted from 1856 to 1873), Chinese Turkestan, Shaanxi, and Gansu which were
suppressed with great brutality, and rebellions of the Hmong 苗 peoples in Guizhou lasted
almost two decades, from 1854 to 1872.
The foreign powers continued their efforts to expand their influence in China. In 1871,
Russia occupied the Ili region. The Qing later sent envoys to Russia and asked for the territory to
be returned. After negotiations, the Qing and Russia signed the Treaty of St. Petersburg in
February 1881 which stipulated the return of the Ili region to Qing rule and payment of 9 million
taels of silver to Russia as compensation. Xinjiang was established as province in 1884, a move
made possible after Qing General Zuo Zongtang 左宗棠 in 1877 had overrun the Kingdom of
Kashgaria ruled by Tajik leader Yakub Beg. At the southern rim of the Qing empire, the British
and the French were flexing their muscles. Britain (which had secured the opening of four more
cities—Yichang 宜昌, Wuhu 蕪湖, Wenzhou 溫州, and Beihai 北海—in the Yantai Convention
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[Yantai tiaoyue 煙台條約]/Chefoo Convention [Zhifu tiaoyue 芝罘條約] in September 1876)
occupied Burma in 1886. French acquisitions included Cochin China (1862), Cambodia (1864),
and Tonkin (1874). The Qing regarded the presence of French troops close to their border as a
threat and rejected the treaty between France and Annam which had ceded Tonkin to France.
Armed hostilities between French and Qing troops erupted in 1883 and grew into the
Sino-French War in 1884. The French were surprised by the fierce resistance of the Black Flag
militia (heiqijun 黑旗軍) led by General Liu Yongfu 劉永福 who had fled to the Vietnam region
after the end of the Taiping Rebellion. During the war, the French destroyed the Qing naval fleet
in Fuzhou 福州 and blockaded Keelung 基隆 and Tamsui on Taiwan, but an attempt to capture
Tamsui was thwarted by Qing troops commanded by Liu Mingchuan 劉銘傳. Although the
French suffered an embarrassing defeat in March 1885 against Qing forces under the command
of General Feng Zicai 馮子材, an incident that toppled the Jules Ferry government in France,
eventually France’s overwhelming advantage at sea brought the war to an end. In a treaty signed in
June 1885, the Qing gave up its suzerainty over Annam. Two years later, Macau was ceded to
Portugal.
In 1861, a new era began for the Qing Dynasty. When Emperor Xianfeng died, he named his
young son heir to the throne, while the boy’s mother Cixi 慈禧 and the higher-ranking empress
dowager Ci’an 慈安 became regents. In the following decades, Cixi would control Qing
policy-making from behind the scenes. She was the dominating figure behind the Emperors
Tongzhi 同治 and his successor Guangxu 光緒, but she never officially took charge. That same
year also saw the beginning of the Self-Strengthening Movement (ziqiang yundong 自強運動). After
the Second Opium War it finally dawned on the Qing court that a certain degree of
modernization was unavoidable if the Qing wanted to stay in power. Between 1861 and 1894 a
series of reform measures was implemented involving both the government and the private
sector, aimed at the development of military industries, light industry, and mining; the acquisition
of Western firearms, machinery, and knowledge; and the training of diplomatic and technical
personnel. To achieve these ends, foreign language schools were established, gun factories and
dockyards were created, and Chinese students were dispatched abroad. In order to modernize
diplomatic affairs, the Qing court in 1861 established an agency which assumed the functions of a
foreign ministry: the Zongli Yamen 總理衙門. Furthermore, western-style military academies
were established, and in 1888 the Beiyang Army (beiyang lujun 北洋陸軍) was founded and
equipped with modern weapons. One of the leading proponents of modernization was Li Hongzhang. However, the scale and efficiency of these measures was limited, the results superficial,
and no attempts were made to adopt Western institutions, philosophy, and culture.
One important element of modernization is industrialization, but in this respect China still
lagged far behind in the 19th century. The incentives for investment in industrial production
facilities was low because because those investments gave lower gains more slowly than commerce.
The profitability of commerce was much more attractive for wealthy businessmen, and the gentry
preferred to invest in land because officials could control industries or force factory owners to sell
their goods at set prices. The importation of industrial goods also retarded industrialization in
China. Large infrastructure projects like railway construction would have been the responsibility
of the government, but the Qing’s finances were so strained that it often had to rely on foreign
funding. In exchange for financial aid, the foreign partner usually secured the right to exploit
natural resources in the area along the railway route. The issue of foreign participation in Chinese
railway construction was explosive enough to contribute to the fall of the Qing Dynasty.
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Japanese aggression
In the 1870s, Qing China came under threat of a country that not long ago had been a victim of
Western imperialism itself—Japan. During the period of the Tokugawa shogunate the country
was under self-imposed isolation from the outside world from 1639 to 1853. A year after the
famous “Black Ships” of US Commodore Matthew C. Perry had arrived in Uraga Bay 浦賀級
close to Tokyo, Japan signed the Treaty of Kanagawa with the US in 1854 and opened the ports
Shimoda 下田 and Hakodate 函館 to trade. Different than in China, the foreign challenge
triggered comprehensive changes in Japan. The Tokugawa shogunate ended in 1867, and with the
Meiji restoration, Japan started to modernize at breakneck speed under the slogan “enrich the
country, strengthen the military” (Jap. fukoku kyohei 富國強兵 [fuguo qiangbing]). Japan was
motivated to modernize partly out of a desire not to end up like China. The Japanese—conceding
their inferiority to the Western powers—eagerly learned from the West, began a program of
comprehensive industrialization, swiftly reformed the government, the education system, the
social structure, and the military. Within less than a decade after the start of the Meiji restoration,
Japan felt strong enough to provoke its big neighbour to the West.
In December 1871 a merchant ship from the Ryukyu Islands 琉球群島 with a crew of 69
ran aground on the Hengchun Peninsula 恆春半島 at the southern tip of Taiwan. Three people
drowned and 54 were massacred by the Botan 牡丹 indigenous people living there, and 12
escaped and managed to return to Ryukyu. The Ryukyu government sent the survivor’s request
for compensation to Tokyo, and the Japanese government, delighted that Ryukyu had acknowledged Japanese sovereignty, incorporated Ryukyu as prefecture into the Japanese empire in Oct.
1872. Encouraged by the US, Japan sent soldiers to southern Taiwan in May 1874, and the Botan
village was burned. The Japanese considered colonizing Taiwan, but after negotiations between
the Qing and the Japanese, the Qing promised to better control Taiwan’s eastern areas, paid
500,000 taels of silver as indemnity, and the Japanese left Taiwan.
The 1874 Japanese expedition to Taiwan’s south and the 1884-1885 French blockade of
northern Taiwan brought Taiwan’s importance to the attention of the Qing court. The island,
which had been administrated as a prefecture of Fujian Province, was upgraded to the status of a
province in its own right in 1885, and Liu Mingchuan became Taiwan’s first provincial governor.
Liu started administrative reforms, pushed for the growth of Taipei City, and and pursued an
ambitious program aimed at making Taiwan the most modern province of China by engaging
railway construction, mining, and the establishment of a telephony network.
Encouraged by the weak resistance of the Qing court, Japan continued its aggressive policy
towards China. In 1879 it formally annexed the Ryukyu Islands, and in 1885 Japan declared that
Korea was henceforth to be considered as falling under the joint sphere of influence of Japan and
China. That was not a small issue as China’s suzerainty over Korea had been unchallenged until
this point. In 1894, the Qing sent troops commanded by General Yuan Shikai 袁世凱 to Korea
at the request of the Korean emperor to help suppress the Donghak Peasant Movement (dongxue
nongmin yundong 東學農民運動). Japan regarded the Qing move as a violation of an 1885
agreement and sent troops to Korea as well. Japan installed a new government in Korea in June
1894, the Qing rejected the legitimacy of that government, and by August 1894 the two countries
were officially at war. In the Sino-Japanese War (jiawu zhanzheng 甲午戰爭), Japan’s armed forces
proved to be superior to China’s Beiyang Army, conquered Port Arthur 旅順 on the Liaodong
Peninsula as well as Weihaiwei 威海衛, and forced the Qing court in April 1895 to sign the Treaty
of Shimonoseki (maguan tiaoyue 馬關條約). According to the conditions of the treaty, Qing China
had to cede Taiwan, the Pescadores (Penghu 澎湖), and the Liaodong Peninsula to Japan,
recognize Korea’s independence, open more ports (Shashi 沙市, Chongqing 重慶, Suzhou 蘇州,
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Hangzhou 杭州) to trade, and pay a war indemnity of 200 million taels of silver—a huge amount
given that the Qing court’s annual tax revenues at the time totaled only 90 million taels. Worried by
Japan’s imperialist ambitions, Russia, France, and Germany intervened, and Japan had to return
the Liaodong Peninsula to China (in exchange for an additional payment of 30 million taels). This
defeat to Japan presumably had an even more traumatic effect on the Chinese than the defeats in
the Opium Wars, because the Chinese were now forced to acknowledge their weakness, having
lost a war to a nation they had previously been superior to. The feeling of national humiliation
(guochi 國恥) became still stronger in the following years—in the wake of the Sino-Japanese war
the foreign powers competed for spheres of influence in China and started to divide the country
like a cake. In 1898, Britain “leased” Weihaiwei and negotiated the extension of Kowloon to the
New Territories 新界, Germany leased Qingdao 青島 and Jiaozhou 膠州, Russia Port Arthur,
and France Guangzhou Bay 廣州灣.
China’s confrontation with Japan continued in the 20th century and ended only with Japan’s
capitulation at the end of WWII. The milestones of that confrontation following the end of the
Qing Dynasty were Japan’s 21 Demands (1915), the cession of Germany’s colonies in China to
Japan as per the terms of Versailles Peace Treaty (1919), Japan’s expansion in Manchuria
(1931/1932) and Japan’s second war against China (1937-1945).

The Hundred Days Reform (1898)
The outcome of the Sino-Japanese War and the looming danger of being reduced to colonial
status made reform even more necessary. More and more Western ideas entered China, and
translations of books from the West deeply influenced young Chinese intellectuals as did the
successful reforms in Japan. Those advocating reform fell into one of two camps, the first which
included Kang Youwei 康有為 and Liang Qichao 梁啟超 and advocated comprehensive
socio-political reforms, the second made up of anti-monarchist revolutionaries like Sun Yat-sen
孫逸仙 who believed only a radical change to the political system could bring a solution to
China’s problems. Around 1897 Kang Youwei submitted memoranda to the imperial court urging
reforms. Kang had a strong and persuasive personality, and when given the opportunity to present
his ideas to Emperor Guangxu, the emperor was so impressed that he made Kang his advisor.
Between June and September 1898, Guangxu issued a series of edicts which sought to reform the
examination system, modernize higher education, strengthen the military, and make other
changes.
The Hundred Days Reform (bairi weixin 百日維新 or wuxu bianfa 戊戌變法) soon met the
resistance of the conservatives at the court, because Kang came from south China which was
more progressive than the north and was suspected of being anti-Manchu and revolutionary.
Guangxu was worried that the conservatives under his aunt Cixi’s leadership might try to disupt
the reform process, so he ordered General Yuan Shikai (who had 7000 troops with modern
equipment under his command) to kill Cixi’s confidant General Ronglu 榮祿 and arrest Cixi.
Yuan was believed to have sympathies for the reformers because he had modernized his troops
and modeled them on Western armies, but Yuan betrayed the reformers and told Ronglu about
the plan. Ronglu in turn informed Cixi who did not hesitate to act. Cixi arrested Guangxu on Sept.
21, 1898 and launched a crackdown on the reformers. Kang Youwei and Liang Qichao managed
to escape, but fellow reformer Tan Sitong 譚嗣同 was among those who were caught and
executed. Cixi remained in charge until her death in 1908, while Guangxu was kept in captivity for
the rest of his life. The failure of the reformers was partly due to their failure to gain broad
popular support combined with their inability to overcome the opposition of the powerful
conservatives. Both the Self-Strengthening Movement and the 1898 reforms failed to extend
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reforms beyond the technical—a popular formula defining the recommended scope of reforms
was “Chinese learning for fundamental principles, Western learning for practical uses” (zhongxue
wei ti, xixue wei yong 中學為體，西學為用).

The Boxer Uprising (1900) and its aftermath
The abrupt end of the reform policy and the continued weakness of the Qing government
against foreign colonialism spurred the growth of a secret society, the “Boxers for Justice and
Harmony” (Yihequan 義和拳). Their members believed the practice of martial arts would protect
them from bullets and swords, and in 1899 the movement started to spread from Shandong to
northern China, and became especially strong in Zhili 直隸 and Beijing. Initially, the Boxers were
both anti-Manchu and anti-foreign (xing Qing mie yang 興清滅洋). Opium and Christianity were
regarded as two evils brought into China by foreigners, and the Boxers targeted mainly foreign
missionaries, attacked railways and churches. As the movement attracted more followers,
especially from among the peasants, the Qing realized its potential and managed to bring the
movement into the service of the government. After the Boxers were declared legal, the
movement spread even faster. They subsequently changed their name to “Boxers United in
Righteousness” (Yihetuan 義和團) and adopted the new motto “support the Qing, annihilate the
foreigners” (fu Qing mie yang 扶清滅洋).
By June 1900, Beijing was under the control of the Boxers. An international troop contingent
of 2000 men under the command of British Vice Admiral Edward Seymour was sent to Beijing
but, defeated in battle, retreated to Tianjin. The situation took a dramatic turn when the German
envoy Klemens Freiherr von Ketteler was killed by Manchu soldiers on June 20. The foreign
powers demanded redress, but the Qing court laid siege to the legation quarter and declared war
on Western powers on June 21. The Boxers were integrated into the Qing army by imperial decree.
The siege finally ended on Aug. 14 when an international army acting under orders from the
Eight-Nations Alliance, consisting of 54,000 soldiers from Austria-Hungary, France, Germany,
Great Britain, Italy, Japan, Russia and the US entered Beijing; almost half of the soldiers were
Japanese. Cixi fled the capital and took the captive Emperor Guangxu with her.
When the Qing court realized that the Boxers could not achieve victory, it disassociated itself
from the movement. The Boxers were declared rebels, and Li Hongzhang welcomed the foreign
troops as support for the Qing in their fight against the “insurgents”, thus saving the dynasty. The
remnants of the Boxer Movement were thoroughly crushed by the international army in the
ensuing punitive expeditions in northern China. In September 1901 the Qing, the eight countries
involved in the fight against the Boxers and Belgium, the Netherlands, and Spain signed the
“Boxer Protocol” (xinchou tiaoyue 辛丑條約) which imposed a fine of 450 million taels on China.
The Qing also had to agree to let the foreign powers station troops in Beijing, and a delegation of
Qing officials led by Prince Chun 醇親王 had to travel to Berlin and express official remorse for
von Ketteler’s death. The Dagu Fort and other forts were destroyed. Russia seized the
opportunity to occupy Manchuria and remained there until 1905.
After her return to Beijing in 1902, Cixi initiated several moderate reforms mostly set down
in 1904—the examinations for the civil service were abolished and modern schools were
established, for instance. The reforms can be characterized as “too little, too late”, and they could
not stop the downfall of the dynasty. Empress dowager Cixi died on Nov. 15, 1908, one day after
Emperor Guangxu took his last breath. Ever since their deaths, there has been speculation that
foul play was involved in Guangxu’s death, conspiracy theories involving Cixi or Yuan Shikai in
the poisoning of the emperor, but so far nothing along these lines has been proved. Before her
death, Cixi named Prince Chun’s son Pu Yi 溥儀 as Guangxu’s successor. As regent for his son,
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Prince Chun dismissed Yuan Shikai in 1909, probably because he feared Yuan might become too
powerful; Yuan had been appointed Viceroy of Zhili (Zhili zongdu 直隸總督) and Minister of
Beiyang (Beiyang dachen 北洋大臣) in 1901 and commanded China’s only modern army.
Russia’s expansion into Manchuria brought Russia on collision course with Japan due to their
conflicting interests in Manchuria and Korea. The rivalry culminated in the Russo-Japanese War
1904-1905, which ended with Japan’s triumphant victory and the destruction of Russia’s Baltic
Fleet in the Battle of Tsushima in May 1905. In the Treaty of Portsmouth, signed in September
1905 between Japan and Russia, the Japanese received the Liaodong Peninsula, which included
Dairen and Port Arthur, as well as the Russian railway system in Manchuria from Russia. The
Qing were deeply impressed that Japan had defeated a major European power. In the following
years, Japan extended its sphere of influence in Manchuria, annexed Korea in 1910, invaded
Manchuria in 1931 and established the puppet state Manchukuo 滿洲國 in 1932.

The Xinhai Revolution (1911): End of Imperial China
The enormous war indemnity imposed on China in the Boxer Protocol was yet another blow to
China’s already badly strained finances, and the Qing depended on foreign loans to pay their debts.
Collateral was offered in form of economic privileges. In this respect, railway construction played
a key role, as new railways were often financed and built by foreigners, and the foreigners
gradually assumed the right to exploit natural resources along the new railway routes. Widespread
resentment against foreign domination in railway construction gave birth to the railway protection
movement (baolu yundong 保路運動) and fuelled growing nationalism and anti-Manchu sentiment.
The stage was thus set for the improvised Wuchang Uprising (Wuchang qiyi 武昌起義) and the
Xinhai Revolution (xinhai geming 辛亥革命) in 1911.
Around 1900, print media emerged and began to influence political discussion and public
opinion. For example, in 1897 Liang Qichao had founded the influential newspaper Shiwubao 時務
報 in Shanghai. At this time as well, secret societies and revolutionary circles attracted new
members. In 1894 the “Revive China Society” (xing Zhong hui 興中會) was founded in Honolulu,
its leader was Sun Yat-sen. Sun was a native of Guangdong, a physician educated in Hong Kong
and Hawaii. Around 1897 while in exile in Europe, Sun formulated the “Three Principles of the
People” (sanmin zhuyi 三民主義) which represented his political philosophy and consisted of
nationalism (minzu 民族), democracy (minquan 民權) and livelihood (minsheng 民生). “Nationalism”
meant having a nation state and China’s being free of foreign control, “democracy” meant ending
Manchu rule and establishing a democratic government, “livelihood” meant economic
prosperity—or socialism, according to a different interpretation.
In 1903 Huang Hsing 黃興, Sung Chiao-jen 宋教仁 and ten other revolutionaries founded
the “Society for the Revival of China” (Huaxinghui 華興會) in Changsha 長沙, and in 1904 the
“Restoration Society” (guangfuhui 光復會) was established by Tsai Yuan-pei 蔡元培 and others in
Shanghai. In 1905 the three organizations merged to become the “United League” (tongmenghui 同
盟會 or zhongguo tongmenghui 中國同盟會) in Tokyo. The goals of the United League were both
radical and moderate—radical concerning the Qing as they advocated revolution and the
establishment of a parliamentary democracy, but moderate concerning foreigners, because the
revolutionaries were well aware that their chances for success were zero if they made enemies of
foreign nations, so they pledged to abide by the treaties signed with foreign powers.
The Xinhai Revolution itself came about, with very little planning aforehand, as the result of
railway disturbances and a hasty uprising in Wuchang 武昌. It began with a decision of the Qing
government to award a US consortium the right to build a railway in Hubei, Hunan, Guangdong,
and Sichuan, causing a storm of nationalistic protests. In May 1911, the Qing government
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announced a policy of nationalizing the railroads but still had to turn to foreign creditors due to
the empire’s dire financial situation. In August and September, the “Sichuan Railroad Protection
Society” (Sichuan baolu tongzhihui 四川保路同志會) staged demonstrations with more than 10,000
participants in Chengdu 成都, prompting the government to dispatch elite troops from Wuchang.
While a bloody crackdown occurred in Chengdu on Sept. 7, members of the cooperating
revolutionary organizations “Literary Society” (wenxueshe 文 學 社 ) and “Forward Together
Society” (gongjinhui 共進會) decided to use the opportunity of Wuchang being empty of troops to
start a rebellion. After coordination with Huang Hsing and Sung Chiao-jen of the United League,
they set Oct. 16 as the date their revolution would begin. But on Oct. 9 a homemade explosive
device in the clandestine rebel headquarter (located in the Russian concession of Hankow)
accidentially detonated. In the subsequent police raids 32 revolutionaries were arrested and
weapons, explosives, and important documents (including membership lists of the revolutionary
organizations) were seized. The revolutionaries, who had been joined by elements of the Qing
imperial army, now had no choice but to strike immediately.
On Oct. 10, 1911, the rebels seized the government munitions depot in Wuchang and
attacked the office of the local governor-general. On that same day the rebels gained control of
Wuchang. Two days later the neighbouring cities Hankow and Hanyang 漢陽 were in their hands,
and by the end of October the whole of Hubei Province. A local senior military officer named Li
Yuan-hung 黎元洪 who had supported the railway protection movement was persuaded to
become provisional military governor of Hubei. In the following weeks most of the Chinese
provinces declared their independence from the Qing government, leaving the Manchus only in
control of Beijing, Zhili, Henan, and Gansu.
At the time of the Wuchang Uprising, Sun Yat-sen was in the US, but he hurried back to
China by ship as soon as he heard the news. On Dec. 25 he arrived in Shanghai, and four days
later delegates from the provinces which had declared their independence from the Qing gathered
in Shanghai and elected Sun provisional president of the Republic of China (Zhonghua minguo 中華
民國, abbrev. ROC), and Li
Yuan-hung was elected vice
president. Sun traveled to
Nanjing where he officially
proclaimed the founding of
the ROC on Jan. 1, 1912. But
at that time, the Qing court
was still fighting for power
and not willing to give up yet.
After the first provinces
defected in October 1911,
the Manchus were desperate
and resorted to recalling
Yuan Shikai, making him
prime minister (zongli dachen
總理大臣) on Nov. 1. The
troops of the modern Beiyang Army were personally loyal to Yuan, and the Qing relied on them to turn the tide. On the
other hand, the revolutionaries needed Yuan as well because they were not strong enough to
overthrow the Qing or force their abdication, so the goals of the revolution could not be reached
without Yuan’s assistance. Sun Yat-sen and Huang Hsing agreed that Yuan was the only hope to
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prevent a civil war. Wooed by both sides, Yuan for his part saw the events as an opportunity to
seize power for himself, and the revolutionaries, who had already accomplished quite a lot, were
the right tool to get rid of the Qing. The revolutionaries offered Yuan the ROC presidency if he
achieved the abdication of the Qing emperor. After the provisional ROC government was set up,
Yuan declared to the Qing court that the monarchy could no longer be defended, and on Feb. 12,
1912 the Qing finally issued an edict renouncing the throne of China. Prince Chun’s announcement of Qing Emperor Pu Yi’s abdication brought more than 2000 years of imperial China to an
end. Sun Yat-sen resigned two days later, and Yuan Shikai became ROC president on Feb. 15,
1912, retaining Li Yuan-hung as vice president. Although Yuan sabotaged the development of
democracy and strived to make himself emperor, his importance for preserving China’s unity
became evident after his death in 1916 when China quickly disintegrated into the chaos of the
warlord period.
The significance of the events of the later Qing Dynasty for today’s China and the impact of
China’s deep national humiliation suffered between the Opium Wars and World War II at the
hands of the Western powers and Japan on Chinese thinking and policy making in the 20 th and
21st century can hardly be overestimated. The Qing were not prepared to deal with the aggressive
trade policy of Western powers who would not hesitate to use brutal military force to achieve
their goals. The Qing’s inability to adapt to the changing circumstances stands in stark contrast to
the reaction of Japan when it was confronted with an almost identical challenge in the 1850s and
transformed itself from being an autarkic, underdeveloped nation into a global military power in
less than fifty years. The PRC’s present-day policy of emphazising military strength is a clear
reaction to that traumatic experience and also evidence that China is learning from the Japanese
example, as today’s leaders of the PRC are obviously determined never again to let their nation be
so weak that foreign powers can forcibly impose their will on China.

Culture during the Qing Dynasty
The early Qing emperors were known for their avid interest in Chinese culture. Under their rule
scholarship flourished, and outstanding scholars were commissioned with projects like the
compilation of great encyclopedic works, e. g. the famous character dictionary Kangxi zidian 康熙
字典, which was completed in 1716 and contained 47,035 different characters plus about 2000
variations. The Peiwen yunfu 佩文韻府, completed in 1711, was a compendium of rhymes, quotes,
and idioms. In 1725 Emperor Yongzheng was presented with the Gujin tushu jicheng 古今圖書集
成, a huge encyclopedia of 10,000 chapters, the biggest encyclopedia since the Yongle dadian 永樂
大典 of the Ming Dynasty. The Siku quanshu 四庫全書, compiled between 1773 and 1782, was
the largest collection of books in Chinese history and comprised more than 36,000 volumes
having a total 2.3 million pages.
The most famous literary works of the Qing Dynasty belonged to the categories novel, short
story, and drama. The most important novel of the Qing period was certainly Hongloumeng 紅樓夢
(“Dream of the Red Chamber”)—also called Shitouji 石頭記 (“Story of the Stone”)—by Cao
Xueqin 曹雪芹. Other noteworthy novels included Rulin waishi 儒林外史 (“The Scholars”) by
Wu Jingzi 吳敬梓 and Fusheng liuji 浮生六記 (“Six Chapters of a Floating Life”) by Shen Fu 沈
復. Yuan Mei 袁枚 authored the collection of short stories Zibuyu 子不語 (“What Confucius did
not Say”) and Pu Songling 蒲松齡 the collection Liaozhai zhiyi 聊齋志異 (“Strange Stories from
the Leisure Studio”) which both feature a simple but elegant style. Since the Qing emperors
greatly appreciated drama and opera, these two art forms developed under Manchu rule. After the
Qianlong era, Kun opera (kunqu 崑曲) gradually declined and was replaced by Peking opera (jingju
京劇). One noteworthy playwright was Li Yu 李漁, author of the Ten Comedies (shizhong qu 十種
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曲).
In the 17th century the blind acceptance of the Confucian texts that none had challenged
since the Song Dynasty was taken on by the School of Textual Criticism (kaozhengxue 考證學).
The texts were analysed on the basis of evidential methodology, and a reconstruction of the old
texts in their classical form by rigid philological analysis was attempted. Scholars like Gu Yanwu
顧炎武, Dai Zhen 戴震, and Wan Sida 萬斯大 succeeded in correcting misconceptions about
the texts—the “Rites of Zhou” (Zhouli 周禮) and the “Book of Documents” (shangshu 尚書) were
identified as having been written later than it had been supposed, and it was proved that Zeng
Can 曾參, one of Confucius’ disciples, had not co-authored the “Great Learning” (daxue 大學).
Besides their openness for Chinese culture, the Qing rulers were keen on not allowing any
doubts as to the legitimacy of their rule. Traditional learning was promoted as it was regarded as
conservative and a stabilizing factor, but censorship was strict, and opponents of the Qing regime
were persecuted. Between 1774 and 1789 a merciless “literary inquisition” was conducted, and
authors of works held to contain anti-Manchu sentiments were severely punished. For this reason
scholars and writers later used subtle language to express criticism in a hidden and indirect way.
A noteworthy aspect of Qing Dynasty culture was the exchanges with the West. The
cooperation of Christian and Chinese scientists has been mentioned above, but exchanges were
not confined to natural sciences. In the late 19th century, more and more works by Western writers
were translated into Chinese, and Western ideas increasingly influenced young academics. In the
area of fine arts, the Italian Jesuit missionary and painter Guiseppe Castiglione (in China known
as Lang Shining 郎世寧) learned the Chinese method of painting but also introduced to China
certain European techniques.
During the Qing Dynasty, excellent works were created in many areas of fine arts—painting,
calligraphy, jade, cloisonné and enamel, lacquerware, wood and bamboo carvings, and others.
There were many outstanding painters, especially in the early Qing, like Bada Shanren 八大山人,
Jiang Tingxi 蔣廷錫, Shi Tao 石濤, Yun Shouping 惲壽平, and Wang Yuanqi 王原祈. Also in the
early Qing, particularly fine works of porcelain were created, the famous kilns in Jiangxi being
reopened in 1680. Sadly, pieces produced after the 18th century never again reached the standard
of excellence of those created during the heyday of porcelain.

Emperors of the Qing Dynasty [Manchus]
Title

Reign motto

Personal name

Reign

Taizu 清太祖

—

Taizong 清太宗

—

Shizu 清世祖 or
Zhangdi 章帝
Shengzu 清聖祖
or Rendi 仁帝
Shizong 清世宗
or Xiandi 憲帝
Gaozong 清高宗
or Chundi 純帝
Renzong 清仁宗
or Ruidi 睿帝
Xuanzong 清宣宗
or Chengdi 成帝

Shunzhi 順治

Aisin Gioro Nurhaci
愛新覺羅 努爾哈赤
Aisin Gioro (AG)
Abahai 皇太極
AG Fulin 福臨

1616-1626, emperor of 1559-1626
Later Jin 後金
1626-1643, changed dy- 1592-1643
nasty name to Qing
1643-1661
1638-1661

Kangxi 康熙

AG Xuanye 玄燁

1661-1722

1654-1722

Yongzheng 雍正 AG Yinchen 胤禎

1722-1735

1678-1735

Qianlong 乾隆 AG Hongli 弘歷

1735-1795 (abdicated)

1711-1799

Jiaqing 嘉慶

AG Yongyan 顒琰

1795-1820

1760-1820

Daoguang 道光 AG Minning 旻寧

1820-1850

1782-1850
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Wenzong 清文宗
or Xiandi 顯帝
Muzong 清穆宗
or Yidi 毅帝
Dezong 清德宗
or Jingdi 景帝
Xuandi 宣帝

Xianfeng 咸豐

AG Yichu 奕詝

1850-1861

1831-1861

Tongzhi 同治

AG Zaichun 載淳

1861-1874

1856-1874

Guangxu 光緒 AG Zaitian 載湉

1874-1908

1871-1908

Xuantong 宣統 AG Puyi 溥儀

1908-1911

1906-1967

List of the most important Unequal Treaties
Unequal Treaty
Treaty of Nanjing 南京條約
Treaty of Wanghia 中美望廈條約
Treaty of Whampoa 黃埔條約
Treaty of Aigun 中俄璦琿條約
Treaty of Tianjin 天津條約
First Convention of Peking 北京條約
Treaty of Shimonoseki 馬關條約
Boxer Protocol 辛丑條約

Year
1842
1844
1844
1858
1858
1860
1895
1901

Consignatories
UK
USA
France
Russia
UK, France, Russia, USA
UK, France, Russia
Japan
Austria-Hungary, France, Germany, Italy,
Japan, Russia, UK, USA (+ Belgium, Netherlands, Spain)

Colonial powers and their colonies in China

Hong Kong 香港 [1842-1997]
Kowloon 九龍 [1860-1997]
New Territories 新界 [1898-1997]
Weihaiwei 威海衛 (present-day Weihai City 威海市, Shandong Province) [1898-1930]
• France: Guangzhouwan 廣州灣 (present-day Zhanjiang City 湛江市, Guangdong Province)
[1898-1943]
• Germany: Qingdao 青島, Jiaozhou 膠州 (both Shandong Province) [1898-1914]
• Japan:
Taiwan 台灣 [1895-1945]
Port Arthur 旅順 (present-day Dalian City 大連市, Liaoning Province) [1905]
Qingdao 青島, Jiaozhou 膠州 (both Shandong Province) [1914-1922]
Manchuria as Japanese puppet regime (Manchukuo 滿州國) [1932-1945]
• Portugal: Macau 澳門 [1557/1887-1999]
• Russia: Port Arthur 旅順 (present-day Dalian City 大連市, Liaoning Province) [1898-1905]
Manchuria [1900-1905]
• Britain:

Major events in contemporary world history
1658
1712
1715
1725
1776
1778
1789
1805
1814

Death of Oliver Cromwell
The first working steam engine is installed in Staffordshire (England)
Death of Louis XIV in France (reign: 1643-1715)
Death of Russian Tsar Peter the Great (reign: 1682-1725)
The United States declares independence from Britain
Death of French philosopher Voltaire (François Marie Arouet)
French Revolution
Victory of Britain over France and Spain in the Battle of Trafalgar
Congress of Vienna
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1821
1825
1826
1848
1853
1861-1865
1869
1871
1886
1899-1902
1904-1905
1905
1911

Death of Napoleon Bonaparte on St. Helena
A 40 km railway track between Darlington and Stockton-on-Tees (England) is
opened
Joseph-Nicéphore Niepce captures the first permanent photographic image
The Communist Manifesto is published in London; gold rush in California
The introduction of the Otis elevator allows the construction of taller buildings
Civil war in the USA
The Suez Canal opens after ten years of construction
After victory in a war against France, the German Empire is proclaimed in Versailles
Karl Benz patents the first automobile
Boer War in South Africa
Russo-Japanese War
First revolution in Russia
Roald Amundsen reaches the South Pole
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Chronology of Greater China
1911–2006
In early 1911, China was ruled by the Manchu Qing Dynasty 清 (which had
begun in 1644), and Taiwan was a Japanese colony, as it had been since China’s
1895 defeat in the First Sino-Japanese war (jiawu zhanzheng 甲午戰爭).

1911–1916: End of the Qing Dynasty and early years of the ROC
1911

April 27: The Huanghuagang Uprising (Huanghuagang qiyi 黃花崗起義) of the
revolutionary “United League” (tongmenghui 同盟會 or zhongguo tongmenghui 中國同
盟會)—created by a merger of the “Revive China Society” (xing Zhong hui 興中會)
with two other organizations in August 1905 in Tokyo 東京, Japan—in Guangzhou 廣州 (= Canton, Guangdong Province) under the leadership of Huang
Hsing 黃興 against the Qing Dynasty fails
May 9: The Qing government nationalizes the railroads
June 17: Establishment of the “Sichuan Railroad Protection Society” (Sichuan baolu
tongzhihui 四川保路同志會) in Sichuan
Sept. 7: Sichuan governor Zhao Erfeng 趙爾豐 orders his soldiers to quell a
demonstration of the Sichuan Railroad Protection Society in Chengdu 成都 (Sichuan Province); 30 civilians dead
Oct. 10: The Wuchang Uprising (Wuchang qiyi 武昌起義) in Wuchang 武昌 (since
1949 part of Wuhan 武漢, Hubei Province)—an event also known as the Xinhai
Revolution (xinhai geming 辛亥革命)—sets off developments that lead to the
collapse of the Qing Dynasty four months later
Oct. 12: The cities Hankow 漢口 and Hanyang 漢陽 (today part of Wuhan) are
under the control of the revolutionaries
Oct. 22: Changsha 長沙 (Hunan Province) declares its independence
Oct. 27: The Qing court recalls General Yuan Shikai 袁世凱, leader of the Beiyang
Army (beiyang lujun 北洋陸軍), and appoints him imperial commissioner (qinchai
dachen 欽差大臣) in charge of the army and navy, chief lieutenants: Feng
Kuo-chang 馮國璋 and Tuan Chi-jui 段祺瑞
Oct. 31: Yunnan declares its independence
Nov. 1: Yuan Shikai is appointed prime minister (zongli dachen 總理大臣)
Nov. 2: The Beiyang Army recovers Hankow for the Qing
Nov. 3: Shanghai 上海 declares its independence
Nov. 5: Zhejiang declares its independence
Nov. 9: Fujian and Guangdong declare their independence
Nov. 27: The Beiyang Army recovers Hanyang; Sichuan declares its independence
Dec. 1: Outer Mongolia declares independence from China and comes under Russian
influence
Dec. 4: Revolutionary forces take control over Nanjing 南京 (Jiangsu Province)
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1912

1913

Dec. 25: Dr. Sun Yat-sen 孫逸仙 arrives in Shanghai from the US
Dec. 29: Sun Yat-sen is elected provisional president of the Republic of China
(Zhonghua minguo 中華民國, abbrev. ROC) in Shanghai
Jan. 1: Formal establishment of the ROC with Sun Yat-sen as provisional president,
capital: Nanjing; the Gregorian calendar replaces the lunar calendar
Jan. 28: A Provisional Senate (linshi canyiyuan 臨時參議院) is established in Nanjing
Feb. 12: Regent Prince Chun 醇親王載灃 announces the abdication of child
emperor Pu Yi 溥儀, the Qing Dynasty comes to an end
Feb. 14: Sun Yat-sen resigns and relinquishes power to Yuan Shikai
Feb. 15: Yuan Shikai is elected ROC provisional president by the provisional senate,
the ROC capital is moved to Peking 北京
March 11: A provisional constitution is promulgated
May 2: The ROC is recognized by the US
June 1: Construction of a palace to be used by Taiwan’s Japanese governor in Taipei
台北 begins
June: Chinese troops return from Tibet to China via Calcutta (India), the XIIIth Dalai
Lama 達賴喇嘛 (political and religious head of Tibet) declares his country’s independence
July 8: Japan recognizes Russian influence over Outer Mongolia
Aug. 25: The United League is renamed the “Kuomintang” (guomindang 國民黨,
abbrev. KMT)
January: A conference aimed at standardizing modern Chinese pronunciation (duyin
tongyihui 讀音統一會) convenes in Peking and establishes a uniform official
language called “Mandarin Chinese” (guoyu 國 語 ) by standarizing the pronunciation of 6500 Chinese characters; the Dalai Lama returns to Lhasa 拉薩
March 20: Assassination of revolutionary and KMT co-founder Sung Chiao-jen 宋教
仁 in Shanghai on Yuan Shikai’s orders (Sung had wanted to curb Yuan’s power
by establishing a cabinet)
April 6: The provisional senate is dissolved, two days later the ROC’s first Congress
(diyijie guohui 第一屆國會) is organized
May 2: The US recognizes the ROC
June 5: An uprising in Wuchia 五甲 (Taiwan) organized by the KMT is crushed by
the Japanese
July 11: The ROC Ministry of Education publishes a draft of the “Sound-annotating
Symbols” (zhuyin zimu 注音字母) used to romanize Mandarin Chinese
July 13: Fighting near the International Settlement between government forces from
Peking and Jiangsu Province rebels, naval forces landed by British, German,
Austrian, and Italian warships
July–August: In the provinces of Anhui, Guangdong, Hunan, and Jiangsu, military
units loyal to the KMT rise against Yuan Shikai, who crushes the rebellion
Aug. 5: Sun Yat-sen visits Taiwan
Oct. 6: The government of Japan recognizes the ROC
Oct. 10: Yuan Shikai formally assumes the ROC presidency
Oct. 13: The Conference of Simla (India) convenes to settle the issue of Tibet’s
status, participating countries are the ROC, Tibet, and the United Kingdom (UK),
India’s colonial power at that time
Nov. 4: On Yuan Shikai’s initiative, the KMT is declared illegal
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1914

1915

Nov. 5: In a Russian-Chinese agreement (Zhong E shengming 中俄聲明), both sides
recognize the autonomy of Mongolia
March 3: Execution of KMT activist Lo Fu-hsing 羅福星 in Taiwan by the Japanese
colonial authority for his involvement in the Miaoli Incident (Miaoli shijian 苗栗事
件)
April 8: Chinese-French Convention held to discuss the extension of Concession
boundaries; two Chinese appointed to advise the French Municipal Council
April 27: The Simla agreement (ximula tiaoyue 西姆拉條約) between the UK and
Tibet is signed—parts of eastern Tibet are ceded to China, but the major part of
Tibet retains de facto independence from China (under British control) until 1951,
the McMahon Line as boundary between Tibet and India is drawn from Bhutan in
the west to the great bend of the Brahmaputra River in the east
May 1: Yuan Shikai annuls the provisional ROC Constitution and dissolves the parliament
July 8: In Tokyo Sun Yat-sen establishes the “Chinese Revolutionary Party” (zhonghua
gemingdang 中華革命黨)
Aug. 6: Yuan Shikai declares the ROC’s neutrality in WWI
Aug. 23: Japan declares war against Germany and occupies Jiaozhou 膠州 (Shandong
Province)
Sept. 2: Japanese troops land in Longkou 龍口 (Shandong Province)
Dec. 20: In Taiwan, Itagaki Taisuke 板垣退助 establishes the “Taiwan Assimilation
Society” (Taiwan tonghuahui 台灣同化會, Jap. Taiwan dokakai)
Jan. 18: Japan sends the “21 Demands” (ershiyi tiao yaoqiu 二十一條要求) to China,
aiming to make Northern China a sphere of Japanese influence
Jan. 26: The “Taiwan Assimilation Society” is dissolved by the Japanese governor of
Taiwan, General Sakuma Samata 佐久間左馬太
May 15: Yuan Shikai signs the “Sino-Japanese Agreement” (Zhongri xinyue 中日新約),
recognizing most of the 21 Demands
May 25: The Treaty of Kyakhta (a place on the Russian-Mongolian border) signed by
China, Russia, and Mongolia formalizes Mongolian autonomy
July: The Hsilaian Uprising (Xilai’an shijian 西來庵事件, also called the “Tapani Incident” [qiaobani shijian 礁吧哖事件]), led by Yu Qing-fang 余清芳, starts in Tainan
台南 (Taiwan); it is crushed some two months later by the Japanese authorities
and results in more than 1000 casualties on both sides
Sept. 15: First issue of the magazine NEW YOUTH (xin qingnian 新青年, publication
stopped in July 1925), advocating the use of plain language (baihua 白話) in
writing instead of Classical Chinese (wenyan 文言)
Oct. 25: Sun Yat-sen marries Soong Ching-ling 宋慶齡 (since 1914 Sun’s secretary)
in Tokyo
Dec. 12: Yuan Shikai declares himself emperor, title of reign: “Hongxian” 洪憲
Dec. 25: Military uprising against Yuan Shikai led by Tsai O 蔡鍔, Tang Chi-yao 唐繼
堯, and Li Lieh-chun 李烈鈞 in Yunnan Province

1916–1928: Warlord period
1916

June 6: Death of Yuan Shikai, a period of division and rule of warlords (junfa 軍閥)
begins
June 7: Li Yuan-hung 黎元洪 becomes president of the Peking government
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1917

1918

1919

1920

July 3: A Russian-Japanese Convention concerning transportation issues in Manchuria
is signed in St. Petersburg
January: The ROC receives its first Japanese loan, arranged by banker Nishihara
Kamezo 西原龜三 on orders of Prime Minister Terauchi Seiki 寺內正毅
July 1: The monarchist General Chang Hsun 張勳 unsuccessfully launches a coup to
restore the Manchu Dynasty
July 31: An earthquake with a magnitude of 6.5 on the Richter scale hits Daguan 大
關 (Yunnan Province), 1069 people die
Aug. 14: The Peking government declares war on Germany and Austria-Hungary and
enters WWI on the side of the allies
Aug. 25: Sun Yat-sen forms a military government in Guangzhou
November: Premier Tuan Chi-jui resigns
February: First discovery of prehistoric human fossils at Jigushan 雞骨山, Zhoukoudian 周口店 (Fangshan District 房山區, Peking City)
Feb. 13: An earthquake with a magnitude of 7.3 jolts Nan’ao 南澳 (Shantou 汕頭,
Guangdong Province), 1000 die
August: At Beijing University (Beijing Daxue 北京大學/Beida 北大) Mao Zedong 毛澤
東 becomes library assistant under Li Dazhao 李大釗
Sept. 4: General Hsu Shih-chang 徐世昌 is elected president of the Peking government
Sept. 18: Chinese troops occupy Outer Mongolia
March: The palace-like office building of Taiwan’s Japanese governor in Taipei is
completed after almost seven years of construction
April 30: The Paris Peace Conference allows Japan to retain control of Germany’s
colonies in Shandong Province (Jiaozhou, Qingdao 青島 etc.) although China had
also participated on the side of the victors of WWI
May 4: After news spread that Germany’s colonies in China are not to be returned
but will be held by Japan, more than 30,000 students protest in Peking; this is the
beginning of the May Fourth Movement (wusi yundong 五四運動)
June 28: The Treaty of Versailles is signed, Japan receives Germany’s colonies in
China, China’s delegate Wellington Koo 顧維鈞 refuses to sign the treaty
July 25: In the Karakhan Manifesto, the Soviets unilaterally renounce their privileges
in China (named after Lew M. Karakhan [1889-1937], commissar for foreign
affairs)
Oct. 10: The Chinese Revolutionary Party is reorganized as the KMT (Zhongguo guomindang 中國國民黨)
October: Den Kenjiro 田健治郎 becomes the first civilian Japanese governor of
Taiwan; a period of relatively liberal rule on the island begins
Nov. 17: Hsu Shih-chang urges Mongolian politicians to sign a document that would
end Mongolian autonomy
December: Li Dazhao organizes a Marxist study group
January: Taiwanese students organize the “New People Association” (xin minhui 新民
會, Jap. shin minkai) in Tokyo
Jan. 10: The Treaty of Versailles goes into effect
May: Chen Duxiu 陳獨秀 organizes a Marxist study group in Shanghai
June 5: An earthquake with a magnitude of 8.3 shakes the ocean floor off Taiwan’s
east coast near Hualien 花蓮
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1921

1922

1923

June 14: Hostilities between the warlords of the Chihli faction (Zhili pai 直隸派) and
the (pro-Japanese) Anhui faction (Anhui pai 安徽派)—Tsao Kun 曹錕 (Chihli)
and Chang Tso-lin 張作霖 (Fengtien faction [Fengtian pai 奉天派]) join forces
against Tuan Chi-jui (Anhui)
June 29: China is granted membership in the League of Nations
July: In Tokyo, the “New People Association” publishes the magazine TAIWAN
YOUTH (Taiwan qingnian 台灣青年, Jap. Taiwan seinen), name changed to TAIWAN
on April 10, 1924
Sept. 27: Second Karakhan Manifesto
Dec. 16: An earthquake with a magnitude of 8.6 on the Richter scale rocks Haiyuan
海原 (Ningxia Province), more than 100,000 people in the provinces of Ningxia
and Gansu die
December: Mao Zedong marries Yang Kaihui 楊開慧
In 1920, Chen Jiongming 陳炯明, warlord in Guangdong, gives Sun Yat-sen and his
republican government refuge
Jan. 30: Lin Hsien-tang 林獻堂 and other Taiwanese activists submit a petition (one
of a total of 15 issued between 1921 and 1934) in Tokyo, start of the Petition
Movement (qingyuan yundong 請願運動, Jap. seigan undo); in reaction to the
Taiwanese petition, Japan’s Diet (guohui 國會, Jap. kokkai) declares Japanese law to
be effective in Taiwan (Law No. 3 replaces Law No. 63)
May 5: Sun Yat-sen forms a government in Guangzhou
July 1: Establishment of the Chinese Communist Party (Zhongguo gongchandang 中國共
產黨, abbrev. CCP)
July: Mongolian rebels expel Chinese troops from Outer Mongolia (operation
completed by mid-1922)
July 23–31: First CCP party congress in Shanghai
Oct. 17: Chiang Wei-shui 蔣渭水 organizes the “Taiwan Cultural Association” (Taiwan wenhua xiehui 台灣文化協會, Jap. Taiwan bunka kyokai)
October: Excavations of the Yangshao culture (Yangshao wenhua 仰韶文化) begin in
Yangshao Village (Henan Province)
Nov. 12: Start of the Washington Naval Conference (participants: US, UK, Italy,
France, and Japan)
Feb. 4: Following negotiations in Washington, Japan returns Qingdao and Jiaozhou to
China
Feb. 6: Britain, France, Italy, Japan, and the US sign the Five-Power Naval Limitation
Treaty in Washington
April 28: Hostilities break out between the warlords Wu Pei-fu 吳佩孚 (Chihli
faction) and Chang Tso-lin
June 2: Hsu Shih-chang resigns as president of the Peking government, nine days
later Li Yuan-hung resumes his former post
June 16: Warlord Chen Jiongming turns against Sun Yat-sen, Chiang Kai-shek 蔣介石
arrives from Shanghai to help and saves Sun from danger, the original manuscript
of Sun’s “Three Principles of the People” (sanmin zhuyi 三民主義) is lost in the
fire ignited by Chen Jiongming’s attack
July 16–23: Second CCP party congress in Shanghai
In 1922, Chinese “Baihua” is recognized as the official language of China
Jan. 26: The Sun-Joffe Manifesto is signed, foundation for the KMT’s cooperation
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with the CCP and the USSR
Feb. 7: Warlord Wu Pei-fu orders his soldiers to fire on striking workers
March 24: An earthquake with a magnitude of 7.3 kills more than 3000 people in the
Luhuo 爐霍/Daofu 道孚 area (Sichuan Province)
June 12–20: Third CCP party congress held in Guangzhou
August–November: Chiang Kai-shek is sent to Moscow for study and military
training
Oct. 5: Tsao Kun is elected president of the Peking government
Oct. 6: The Russian Comintern advisor Borodin (Mikhail M. Grusenberg) arrives in
Guangzhou
1924–1927 First Revolutionary Civil War in China (KMT and CCP united against the warlords,
also called “First United Front” [diyi tongyi zhanxian 第一統一戰線])
1924
Jan. 20–30: First National Congress of the KMT in Guangzhou, it approves admitting communists as KMT members and Sun Yat-sen’s political philosophy
“Three Principles of the People”
April 1: The Central News Agency (zhongyang tongxunshe 中央通訊社, abbrev. CNA) is
established in Guangzhou
April 21: After Chang Wo-chun 張我軍 criticizes Taiwan’s poets, the influence of
the May Fourth Movement’s literary revolution on Taiwan’s literature increases
May: Establishment of the Whampoa Military Academy (Huangpu junxiao 黃埔軍校),
principal: Chiang Kai-shek, head of political department: Zhou Enlai 周恩來
May 30: The design of a “white sun in a blue sky over a crimson ground” is adopted
as the national flag of the ROC
May 31: In the Sino-Soviet Treaty (Zhong E jiejue xuan’an dawang xieding 中俄解決懸案
大綱協定, also called Zhong Su xieding 中蘇協定) the USSR renounces all
privileges enjoyed by czarist Russia in China
Sept. 17: The second war between the warlord factions Chihli and Fengtien breaks
out and later leads to the defeat of Wu Pei-fu and the resignation of Tsao Kun
Oct. 14: “Bloody Wednesday” in Guangzhou—on Chiang Kai-shek’s orders the
Whampoa cadets crack down against the Merchants’ Volunteers (shangren ziyuanjun
商人自願軍)
Nov. 5: The “Christian” warlord Feng Yu-hsiang 馮玉祥 expels Pu Yi and his retinue
from the Forbidden City (zijincheng 紫禁城)
Nov. 13: Having been invited to Peking by Tuan Chi-jui to discuss issues of national
importance, Sun Yat-sen sets out for the city but falls ill during the journey
Nov. 24: Tuan Chi-jui becomes provisional chief executive in Peking
Nov. 26: Establishment of the Mongolian People’s Republic
Dec. 31: Sun Yat-sen arrives in Peking
1925
Jan. 11–22: Fourth CCP party congress held in Shanghai
March 12: Sun Yat-sen dies of liver cancer in Peking
March 16: An earthquake with a magnitude of 7.1 hits Dali 大理 (Yunnan Province),
at least 3000 people are killed by the temblor, cold weather, and starvation follow
May 30: Bloodbath after a demonstration against privileges for foreigners in Shanghai
July 1: The national government is established in Guangzhou
Aug. 20: Assassination of Liao Chung-kai 廖仲愷, Chiang Kai-shek’s rival as Sun
Yat-sen’s successor to the KMT chairmanship, in Guangzhou
Oct. 10: Official opening of the National Palace Museum (gugong bowuyuan 故宮博物
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院) in Peking, first director: Li Yu-ying 李煜瀛
Oct. 23: Erlin Incident (Erlin shijian 二林事件) near Changhua 彰化 (uprising of
Taiwanese sugar cane farmers against the local sugar refinery’s working conditions,
subsequently crushed by the authorities)
October: Chiang Kai-shek’s son Chiang Ching-kuo 蔣經國 is sent to Moscow for
studies
Nov. 3: The KMT proposes disciplinary measures to restrict communist activities
November: Establishment of the Sun Yat-sen University 孫逸仙大學 in Moscow
for Chinese students
1926
March 20: Coup d’Etat of Guangzhou, also called the “Zhongshan Gunboat Incident”
(Zhongshan jian shijian 中山艦事件/sanerling shijian 三二０事件)—Chiang Kai-shek
neutralizes the influence of Soviet advisors in the KMT and prevails against his
KMT rival Wang Ching-wei 汪精衛; the alliance with the communists continues
to exist (until April 1927)
April 9: Tuan Chi-jui resigns as provisional chief executive
June 5: Chiang Kai-shek becomes commander-in-chief of the National Revolutionary Forces (guomin gemingjun 國民革命軍)
June 27: The Northern Expedition (beifa zhanzheng 北伐戰爭) against the warlords
begins in Guangzhou (operations conclude in July 1928)
Sept. 5: British warships shell the Yangtze River (changjiang 長江) port of Wanxian 萬
縣 (Sichuan Province, today’s Chongqing Municipality)
1927–1936 Second Revolutionary Civil War in China (KMT against communists)
1927
Jan. 1: Wuhan is proclaimed national capital by a leftwing group of the KMT
March 22: Forces of the Northern Expedition occupy Shanghai
March: Mao Zedong writes his “Report on an Investigation of the Peasant Movement in Hunan” (Hunan nongmin yundong kaocha baogao 湖南農民運動考察報告)
April 6: Officers of warlord Chang Tso-lin arrest CCP co-founder Li Dazhao in the
Soviet embassy
April 12: Bloodbath in Shanghai—at least 700 communists and labor union activists
are killed, the KMT starts expelling communist members
April 18: Chiang Kai-shek forms a government in Nanjing
April 28: Execution of Li Dazhao on warlord Chang Tso-lin’s orders
April 27–May 9: Fifth CCP party congress held in Hankow
May 22: Capture of Shanghai by KMT forces during the Northern Expedition
May 23: An earthquake with a magnitude of 7.9 in Gulang 古浪 (Gansu Province)
kills ca. 200,000 people
May 29: Establishment of the “Taiwan People’s Party” (Taiwan mindang 台灣民黨, Jap.
Taiwan minto), outlawed after five days by the Japanese authorities
June 18: Chang Tso-lin sets up a military government in Peking and declares himself
marshal
July: Borodin and other Soviet advisors return to Moscow
July 10: Chiang Wei-shui founds the “Taiwan Popular Party” (Taiwan minzhongdang 台
灣民眾黨, Jap. Taiwan minshuto)
Aug. 1: Failed communist uprising in Nanchang 南昌 (Jiangxi Province), the day is
remembered as the founding date of the Chinese Red Army
Aug. 7: Mao Zedong leads the ill-fated “Autumn Harvest Uprising” (qiushou qiyi 秋收
起義) in Changsha
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Aug. 13: Chiang Kai-shek resigns as commander-in-chief of the National
Revolutionary Forces
October: Peng Pai 彭湃 sets up a rural soviet base in the towns of Haifeng 海豐
and Lufeng 陸豐, Guangdong Province (“Hailufeng Soviet” [Hailufeng suweiai 海陸
豐蘇維埃]), which is later destroyed by warlord Chen Jiongming
Dec. 1: Chiang Kai-shek weds Sun Yat-sen’s sister-in-law Soong May-ling 宋美齡

1928–1936: First civil war KMT—CCP
1928

March: The Imperial University Taihoku (Taibei diguo daxue 台北帝國大學, Jap. Taihoku teikoku daigaku) in Taipei opens (called National Taiwan University [guoli
Taiwan daxue 國立台灣大學] since 1945)
April 4: The archaeologist Wu Jinding 吳金鼎 discovers a pre-historic site in Longshan 龍山 (Zhangqiu County 章丘縣, Shandong Province)
April 7: Chiang Kai-shek resumes the Northern Expedition
April 15: Establishment of the Taiwanese Communist Party (Taiwan gongchandang 台灣
共產黨) in Shanghai, the party advocates Taiwan independence
April 28: The survivors of the Nanchang Uprising (Nanchang qiyi 南昌起義) led by
Zhu De 朱德 arrive in the Jinggang Mountains 井崗山 (Jiangxi Province) where
the survivors of the Autumn Harvest Uprising are already staying, together they
form the Fourth Army of the Chinese Peasants and Workers Revolutionary Army
(Zhongguo gongnong gemingjun disijun 中國工農革命軍第四軍), also called the “Red
Fourth Army” (hong sijun 紅四軍)
May 1: Capture of Ji’nan 濟南 (Shandong Province) during the Northern Expedition
May 3: Japanese troops attack Northern Expedition forces in Ji’nan in what became
known as the May 3 Incident/Ji’nan Incident (wusan shijian 五三事件/Ji’nan shijian
濟南事件)
May: Mao Zedong marries He Zizhen 賀子珍
June 4: A bomb attack on a train planned by Japanese colonel Daisaku Komoto 村岡
長太郎 of the Kwantung Army 關東軍 kills warlord Chang Tso-lin, who is
succeeded as ruler of Manchuria by his son Chang Hsueh-liang 張學良 (nicknamed the “Young Marshal” [shaoshuai 少帥])
June 9: Establishment of the Academia Sinica (zhongyang yanjiuyuan 中央研究院) in
Nanjing
June 18–July 11: Sixth CCP party congress convenes in Moscow due to KMT white
terror
June 29: Peking is renamed “Peiping” 北平
July: The Northern Expedition ends with the capture of Peiping and Tianjin 天津,
the name of the province of Chihli 直隸 is changed to Hebei 河北
Sept. 26: The Republican Government University (guomin zhengfu daxueyuan 國民政府
大學院) in Nanjing introduces the romanization system Gwoyeu Romatzyh (guoyu
luomazi 國語羅馬字) to the public
Oct. 8: Chiang Kai-shek is elected chairman of the ROC national government
Oct. 10: Chiang Kai-shek’s government in Nanjing becomes the national government
of all of China
October: Establishment of the ROC Executive Yuan (xingzheng yuan 行政院), i. e. the
cabinet of the ROC, led by the premier
Nov. 1: Establishment of the Central Bank of China (zhongyang yinhang 中央銀行,
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1929

1930

1931

abbrev. CBC) in Shanghai
Nov. 6: Establishment of the ROC Judicial Yuan (sifa yuan 司法院)
Dec. 5: Formal establishment of the ROC Legislative Yuan (lifa yuan 立法院), i. e. the
parliament of the ROC
Dec. 29: Chang Hsueh-liang and his Fengtien army surrender to the KMT army and
pledge allegiance to the ROC, thus making the reunification of China possible
May 30: Japanese troops withdraw from Ji’nan
July 23: The ROC severs diplomatic relations with the USSR, but the Soviet
consulates in Xinjiang remain open
Aug. 31: Execution of Peng Pai by the Nationalist government
Dec. 2: In Zhoukoudian skull parts of the “Peking man” (Beijing yuanren 北京猿人,
homo erectus pekinensis/Sinanthropus pekinensis) are unearthed—first bone fossils had
been discovered in 1918 and 1921, systematic excavations began in 1927
December: Congress of Gutian 古田 (Fujian Province)
Dec. 30: The ROC Foreign Ministry proclaims the nullificiation of consular jurisdiction in China to rid the country of foreign privileges
Jan. 6: The ROC Examination Yuan (kaoshi yuan 考試院) is formally established
April 1: Yen Hsi-shan 閻錫山, Feng Yu-hsiang, and Li Tsung-jen 李宗仁 stage a
revolt against the government
April 18: The UK returns the Weihaiwei 威海衛 (today’s Weihai City 威海市, Shandong Province) naval base to China
May 1: The CBC begins to issue “customs gold units” bank notes (guanjinquan 關金
券)
May: The “28 Bolsheviks” (Chinese students at the Sun Yat-sen University in Moscow,
among them Bo Gu 博古, Wang Ming 王明, Wang Jiaxiang 王稼祥, Yang Shangkun 楊尚昆, and Zhang Wentian 張聞天) return to China
June 11: On initiative of Li Li-san 李立三 the Central Committee (zhongyang weiyuanhui 中央委員會) of the CCP adopts a resolution to take over several cities
July: Red Army attacks on Wuhan and Nanchang fail
July 13: Rebels set up a government in Peiping under the leadership of Wang
Ching-wei
Oct. 23: Chiang Kai-shek is baptized
Oct. 27: Wushe Incident (Wushe shijian 霧社事件)—last bloody uprising of Taiwanese
aborigines against forced resettlement by the Japanese and loss of farm land (134
Japanese massacred by Atayal), the rebellion was crushed with modern weapons
such as poison gas being used
November: Li Li-san is dismissed and summoned to Moscow
Nov. 14: Mao Zedong’s first wife Yang Kaihui is executed by the KMT in Changsha
Dec. 27: The KMT’s first “extermination campaign” (diyici “weijiao” 第一次「圍剿」)
against communist-controlled areas (in Jiangxi and other regions) begins
February: The Taiwan Popular Party is outlawed after its fourth party congress (Feb.
18, 1931)
Feb. 16: The ROC Control Yuan (jiancha yuan 監察院) is formally established
April 25: Second Wushe Incident (dierci Wushe shijian 第二次霧社事件) in Taiwan—Atayal collaborators kill 216 participants in the first Wushe Incident
May 5: A National People’s Convention (guomin huiyi 國民會議) is held in Nanjing
under the chairmanship of Chiang Kai-shek
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1932

1933

May–June: Second extermination campaign (dierci “weijiao” 第二次「圍剿」)
June 1: The Provisional Constitution for the Period of Political Tutelage (Zhonghua
minguo xunzheng shiqi linshi yuefa 中華民國訓政時期臨時約法) is promulgated
July–October: Third extermination campaign (disanci “weijiao” 第三次「圍剿」)
July–November: The Yellow River (Huanghe 黃河) overflows and floods 88,000 km²,
around 3.7 million people die; worst natural disaster in human history
Sept. 18: Mukden Incident (Shenyang shijian 瀋陽事件), Japan and its Kwantung Army
occupy Manchuria and subsequently advance further into Chinese territory
Oct. 24: The Council of the League of Nations adopts a resolution urging Japan to
withdraw its troops from Northeast China by Nov. 16, twelve days later the
Japanese reject the demand
Nov. 7: First National People’s Congress of the Soviet Republic of China (Zhonghua
suweiai diyici quanguo daibiao daihui 中華蘇維埃第一次全國代表大會) in Ruijin 瑞
金 (Jiangxi Province), establishment of the “Chinese Soviet Republic” (Zhonghua
suweiai gongheguo 中華蘇維埃共和國), the “Red China News Agency” (hongse
Zhonghua tongxunshe 紅色中華通訊社) is set up there as well
Dec. 15: Chiang Kai-shek retires in the interest of KMT party unity
Dec. 28: The government is reorganized under the chairmanship of Lin Sen 林森
Jan. 28: The Japanese navy attacks Shanghai
Jan. 30: The ROC government is moved to Luoyang 洛陽 (Henan Province) because
of the Japanese invasion
Feb. 6: The National Military Council (junshi weiyuanhui 軍事委員會) is established
March 9: Establishment of the state of Manchukuo (Manzhouguo 滿洲國, Jap. Manshukoku) by Japan, the Japanese install Henry Pu Yi, the last emperor of the
collapsed Qing Dynasty, as ruler, reign title “Datong” 大同, capital Changchun 長
春 (today’s Jilin Province)
March 18: Chiang Kai-shek becomes chairman of the National Military Council
April: The Chinese Soviet Republic declares war on Japan
May 5: China and Japan sign an armistice in Shanghai
Aug. 21: Japanese troops attack China’s northeastern province of Jehol 熱河
Sept. 16: Japanese soldiers massacre civilians in Fushun 撫順 (Liaoning Province), ca.
3000 dead
September–October: Fourth extermination campaign (disici “weijiao” 第四次「圍剿」)
October: CCP party conference in Ningdu 寧都 (Jiangxi Province), Mao Zedong’s
influence wanes
Dec. 1: The ROC government moves back to Nanjing
Dec. 12: Diplomatic relations between the ROC and the USSR are resumed
Dec. 25: An earthquake with a magnitude of 7.6 in Changma 昌馬 (Gansu Province)
claims 70,000 lives
January: At the behest of the Chinese communists in Moscow, the Soviets send
Chiang Kai-shek’s son Chiang Ching-kuo to do forced labor at a gold mine in the
Altai Mountains (Siberia)
Feb. 5: Faced with the danger of a Japanese attack, a comprehensive evacuation of
artifacts from the Forbidden City in Peiping (Beijing) begins (19,557 crates in total
are removed)
Feb. 14: The League of Nations refuses to recognize Manchukuo
March: Japan leaves the League of Nations and annexes Jehol (incorporated into
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1934

1935

Manchukuo)
May: German Lieutenant General Hans von Seeckt arrives at KMT military headquarter at Nanchang and starts working as military advisor for Chiang Kai-shek
(until 1935)
May 31: The Chinese-Japanese Tanggu Truce (Tanggu xieyi 塘沽協議) is signed,
ending hostilities in northern China, the eastern part of Hebei Province is
annexed by Manchukuo
Summer: CCP political commissar (zhengzhi weiyuan 政治委員) Deng Xiaoping 鄧小
平 is toppled for the first time
Aug. 25: An earthquake with a magnitude of 7.5 strikes at Diexi Township 疊溪鎮
(Mao County 茂縣, Sichuan Province), 2865 dead
October: The fifth extermination campaign (diwuci “weijiao” 第五次「圍剿」) begins
and lasts until the start of the Long March (changzheng 長征) in October 1934
Dec. 17: The XIIIth Dalai Lama (Thupten Gyatso) dies at age 57
In 1933, marriages between Taiwanese and Japanese are legally recognized
February: Second National People’s Congress of the Soviet Republic of China in
Ruijin
March 1: Pu Yi is crowned emperor of Manchukuo in Changchun, reign title “Kangde” 康德
Sept. 2: The submitting of petitions by Taiwanese in Tokyo is outlawed
Oct. 10: Siege of Ruijin by KMT troops, end of the Chinese Soviet Republic and
start of the CCP’s Long March (until October 1935) under the military leadership
of Zhu De
Oct. 21: KMT troops capture Ruijin, military operation planned by the German advisor, General Alexander Ernst von Falkenhausen (1878-1966)
October: Excavations of Shang Dynasty tombs in Xibeigang 西北岡 at Anyang 安陽,
Henan Province begin (continued until December 1935)
January: During a conference of the CCP leadership in Zunyi 遵義 (Guizhou
Province) Mao Zedong ousts representatives of the 28 Bolsheviks from the top
party leadership and is elected chairman of the CCP politburo (zhengzhiju 政治局)
March 15: Chiang Ching-kuo marries Russian Faina Epatcheva Vahaleva
March: The ROC protests to the USSR against the transfer of the Chinese Eastern
Railway (Zhongdong tielu 中東鐵路) to Manchukuo; the provinces of Shanxi, Suiyuan 綏遠 and Shandong are threatened by Japan
April 21: An earthquake with a magnitude of 7.1 jolts Hsinchu 新竹 (northern Taiwan), 3276 dead
May 26–28: During the Long March, the communists cross the Dadu River 大渡河
(Sichuan Province)
June: Split in the CCP between supporters of Mao Zedong and Zhang Guotao 張國
燾 during the Long March in Maoergai 毛兒蓋 (Sichuan Province)
July 17: An earthquake with a magnitude of 6.2 shakes Wuchi 梧棲 (Taichung
County 台中縣, Taiwan), 44 dead
Oct. 2: Chiang Kai-shek is appointed commander-in-chief of the “Northwestern
Communist Suppression Army” (xibei jiaofeijun 西北剿匪軍), Chang Hsueh-liang
becomes his deputy, headquarters in Xi’an 西安 (Shaanxi Province)
October: The Long March ends in Yan’an 延安 (Shaanxi Province)
Nov. 1: Chiang Kai-shek’s government introduces a German-style labour service; the
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1936

same day Wang Ching-wei is seriously wounded in an assassination attempt in
Nanjing
Nov. 4: The ROC government proclaims the nationalization of all silver, Finance
Minister H. H. Kung 孔祥熙 (married to Soong Ai-ling 宋藹齡 since 1914)
introduces a new fiat currency (fabi 法幣)
November: An exhibition of 735 objects from the National Palace Museum begins in
London (continues until March 1936)
In 1935, a direct air traffic link is established between Taiwan and Japan
February: Establishment of the Anti-Japan University (kangda 抗大) in Yan’an
June–October: US journalist Edgar Snow stays at CCP headquarters
July 1: Mao Zedong expresses his support for Taiwan independence
August: The Japanese unit “731” (qisanyi budui 七三一部隊) that tests biological
weapons on Chinese POWs is established
October: Hostilities between the CCP and “white” units under General Chang
Hsueh-liang end
Dec. 12: Xi’an Incident (Xi’an shibian 西安事變)—General Chang Hsueh-liang
arrests Chiang Kai-shek in Xi’an, forcing the KMT to form the Second United
Front with the communists against the Japanese
Dec. 22: Soong May-ling and her brother T. V. Soong 宋子文 fly to Xi’an
December: Mao Zedong is appointed chairman of the central military commission
of the CCP Central Committee and keeps that post until his death in 1976
In 1936, the relatively liberal period of Japanese rule in Taiwan comes to an end; all
political parties are banned

1937–1945: War against Japan
1937–1945 Chinese-Japanese War (July 7, 1937—Sept. 2, 1945)
1937
April: The Japanese ban Chinese-languages articles in Taiwanese newspapers; Chiang
Ching-kuo returns from the USSR to China, bringing his Russian wife; the Red
China News Agency changes its name to Xinhua News Agency/New China News
Agency (xinhua tongxunshe 新華通訊社) in Yan’an
May: US air force officer Claire L. Chennault arrives in China and starts working as a
military advisor, after summer 1938 based in Kunming 昆明 (Yunnan Province)
July 7: Start of the Japanese invasion in China after an incident on the Marco Polo
bridge (Lugouqiao 蘆溝橋); Wanping 宛平, a town southwest of Peiping, falls to
the Japanese; Chinese-language publications of any kind are banned in Taiwan
July 28: Japanese troops occupy Peiping, two days later ROC troops evacuate Tianjin
Aug. 13: Japanese troops attack Shanghai
Aug. 14: The ROC Air Force accidentially bombs residential areas in Shanghai
Aug. 21: The ROC and the USSR sign a Treaty of Non-Aggression (Zhong Su hubu
qinfan tiaoyue 中蘇互不侵犯條約) in Nanjing
Sept. 2: A strong typhoon sweeps over Hong Kong, 2500 people drown
September: In northern China, the communist Eighth Route Army (balujun 八路軍)
is formed to fight against the Japanese
Oct. 30: The ROC government decides to move the capital from Nanjing to Chongqing 重慶 (part of Sichuan Province at the time)
Nov. 11: Japanese troops occupy Shanghai
Dec. 13: Japanese troops occupy Nanjing; in the months after December 1937 the
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Japanese commit atrocities against the civil population in Nanjing, hundreds of
thousands of people are massacred
1938
January: In southern China, the communist New Fourth Army (xinsijun 新四軍) is
formed to fight against the Japanese
April 1: The KMT Emergency National Congress (guomindang linshi quanguo daibiao
dahui 國民黨臨時全國代表大會) in Wuhan elects Chiang Kai-shek as its
Director-General (zongcai 總裁)
April: Nazi Germany recalls its military advisors from the ROC
May: Nazi Germany recognizes Manchukuo and stops delivery of weapons to China
June: On Chiang Kai-shek’s orders the Nationalist army destroys dykes of the Yellow
River to stop advancing Japanese troops, some one million people drown; the
same month the Japanese unit “731” removes its headquarters from Beiyinhe 背蔭
河 (Wuchang City 五常市, Heilongjiang Province) to Pingfang 平房 (Harbin City
哈爾濱市, Heilongjiang Province)
July 7: KMT troops under General Li Tsung-jen win a victory against the Japanese at
Tai’erzhuang 台兒莊 (Shandong Province)
Oct. 25: ROC troops evacuate Wuchang and Hankow; a large-scale Nationalist
offensive against communist bases in the northwest begins
October: Japanese troops capture Guangzhou
Nov. 19: Mao Zedong marries Jiang Qing 江青 in Yan’an
Dec. 18: Wang Ching-wei leaves Chongqing for Kunming and later heads for Vietnam
December: Pearl S. Buck is awarded the Nobel Prize for literature for her novel “The
Good Earth”
1939–1945 World War II (Sept. 1, 1939—May 8/Sept. 2, 1945)
1939
Feb. 10: Japan occupies Hainan Island 海南
March 15: Chongqing is heavily bombed by Japanese planes
July 8: Liu Shaoqi 劉少奇 gives a lecture entitled “How to be a good communist”
(lun gongchandangyuande xiuyang 論共產黨員的修養) in Yan’an
Aug. 31: Japanese troops are expelled from Mongolia
Nov. 20: Chiang Kai-shek is appointed president of the ROC Executive Yuan
Dec. 30: Wang Ching-wei signs a secret agreement with Japan
1940
January: Exhibitions featuring 100 objects from the National Palace Museum begin in
Moscow and Leningrad (continue until June 1941)
February: Tenzin Gyatso, aged almost 5, is introduced as the XIVth Dalai Lama in
Lhasa
March 29: A pro-Japanese counter-government under Wang Ching-wei is installed in
Nanjing and recognized by Nazi Germany; end of Chinese-German diplomatic
ties
May: US President Franklin D. Roosevelt approves the secret dispatch of US military
personnel to China
July 18: The British close the “Burma Road” (Miandian gonglu 緬甸公路), crucial for
China to receive supplies, for three months (reopened on Oct. 18)
August: Japan’s Prime Minister Konoe Fumimaro 近衛文磨 proclaims the goal of
establishing a “Greater East Asian Co-prosperity Sphere” (da dongya gongrongquan
大東亞共榮圈, Jap. daitoa kyoeiken)
Sept. 6: Chongqing is proclaimed provisional capital of the ROC
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1941

1942

1943

October: Hostilities between KMT troops and New Fourth Army units south of the
Yangtze River
November: Admiral Hasegawa Kiyoshi 長谷川清, Taiwan’s new Japanese governor,
establishes the “Tribute to the Emperor Society” (huangmin fenggonghui 皇民奉公會,
Jap. komin hoko-kai) to encourage Japanization of the Taiwanese population
Jan. 14: Bloody crackdown by KMT troops against New Fourth Army troops
March: The US Congress authorizes President Roosevelt to send money and equipment to China under the Lend-Lease Program
April 14: Condemning the Soviet-Japanese Neutrality Pact, ROC Foreign Minister
Wang Chung-hui 王寵惠 declares that Outer Mongolia and the northeastern provinces are Chinese territory and the Soviet-Japanese statement is not binding on
China
April 25: In Washington, the US and the UK sign separate but parallel agreements
with the ROC to stabilize China’s currency, the US provide US$ 50 million, the
UK £ 5 million
April: US President Roosevelt approves the establishment of the American Volunteer
Group (AVG) in China, which will be nicknamed the “Flying Tigers”
June 22: Operation Barbarossa begins—Nazi Germany invades the USSR, forcing the
Soviets to divert resources and curb their support in Xinjiang, Xinjiang’s warlord
Sheng Shih-tsai 盛世才 subsequently turns to Chiang Kai-shek
July 25: US President Roosevelt freezes Japanese and Chinese assets in the US and
suspends diplomatic ties with Japan
October: US military advisors arrive in China; a month later a shipment of P-40
fighter planes for the Flying Tigers is delivered
Dec. 9: Two days after the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbour 珍珠港, the ROC
formally declares war on Japan and on Nazi Germany
Dec. 17: An earthquake with a magnitude of 7.1 hits Chungpu 中埔 (Chiayi County
嘉義縣, Taiwan), 360 dead
Dec. 25: The Japanese occupy Hong Kong (1842-1997 British crown colony)
Jan. 2: Chinese Expeditionary Forces enter Burma
Feb. 1: Mao Zedong gives the speech “Rectify the party’s style of work” (zhengdun
dangde zuofeng 整頓黨的作風)
Feb. 7: The US Congress approves a US$ 500 million loan to China
March 9: US Army General Joseph W. Stilwell is appointed Chiang Kai-shek’s chief
of staff and also takes command of all US forces in China, Burma, and India
April 26: Explosion at the Benxi Coal Mine 本溪煤礦 (Liaoning Province), at least
1540 dead, making it the world’s worst mine disaster in recorded history
April 29: Japanese troops occupy Lashio (Burma) and cut the Burma Road, in May
the last British troops pull out of Burma
June 2: ROC Foreign Minister T. V. Soong and US Secretary of State Cordell Hull
sign the Sino-American Lend-Lease Agreement (Zhong Mei dikang qinlüe huzhu xieding 中美抵抗侵略互助協定) in Washington
Oct. 10: Great Britain and the US give up their exterritorial rights in China
Oct. 27: Soong May-ling departs for the US
October: Negotiations between Xinjiang warlord Sheng Shih-tsai and the KMT are
concluded, Sheng gives up his ties to the USSR and turns against the CCP
Feb. 18: The second woman and first Chinese to do so, Soong May-ling makes a
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1944

speech urging the US to help fight Japan to the US Congress which is broadcast
by radio to the nation
April 1: Compulsory education is introduced in Taiwan
Aug. 1: Lin Sen, chairman of the national government, dies
Sept. 27: Mao Zedong’s brother Mao Zemin 毛澤民 is executed on orders of Xinjiang’s warlord Sheng Shih-tsai
Oct. 10: Chiang Kai-shek is sworn in as chairman of the national government
Nov. 22–26: Cairo conference with US President Roosevelt, British Prime Minister
Winston S. Churchill and Chiang Kai-shek; among other topics Taiwan’s future is
discussed
Dec. 3: The Joint Declaration of the Cairo Conference is published
April–December: The Japanese military offensive “Ichigo” (yihao 一號) hits central
China
September: Conscription in Taiwan is extended to all Taiwanese males
Sept. 29: The US Air Force begins bombing raids on Taiwan
Oct. 9: The US, the UK, the USSR, and China promulgate the draft for the Charter
of the United Nations (UN)
Nov. 10: Wang Ching-wei dies of illness in Nagoya 名古屋 (Japan)

1945–1949: Second civil war KMT—CCP
1945–1949 Third Revolutionary Civil War in China (CCP against KMT)
1945
Feb. 4–11: Allied conference in Yalta (Krim); a secret agreement assures the USSR
restoration of Russia’s rights in China that were lost after the 1904/1905
Russo-Japanese war
March 7: Chinese Expeditionary Forces recapture Lashio in northern Burma
April 23–June 11: Seventh CCP party congress in Yan’an (first party congress since
1928)
June 26: Representatives of 50 nations including China sign the UN Charter in San
Francisco
July 26: Chiang Kai-shek, US President Harry S Truman and UK Prime Minister
Churchill issue a joint ultimatum, calling for Japan’s unconditional surrender
Aug. 9: Soviet troops cross the border to Manchuria
Aug. 14: Japan surrenders and returns Taiwan to China; the same day the Sino-Soviet
Treaty of Friendship and Alliance (Zhong Su youhao tongmeng tiaoyue 中蘇友好同盟
條約) is signed in Moscow; Chiang Kai-shek invites Mao Zedong to Chongqing
for a conference
Aug. 15: The ROC Legislative Yuan unanimously approves the UN Charter
Aug. 20: Chiang Kai-shek sends a second invitation to Mao Zedong
Aug. 23: Soviet troops occupy Manchuria, Chiang Kai-shek sends a third invitation to
Mao Zedong
Aug. 25: American missionary and US Air Force Captain John Birch, member of the
AVG, is killed by communists in Suzhou 蘇州 (Jiangsu Province)
Aug. 28: Mao Zedong arrives in Chongqing
Aug. 31: The ROC government divides the three provinces in Manchuria into nine
provinces
Sept. 2: Japan’s First Instrument of Surrender is signed on the USS Missouri in the
Tokyo Bay, with General Hsu Yung-chang 徐永昌 signing for the ROC
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1946

1947

Sept. 9: General Ho Ying-chin 何應欽 receives the formal surrender of the Japanese
forces in China from General Okamura Yasuji 岡村寧次 in Nanjing
Oct. 10: Agreement between KMT and CCP about convening a multiparty Political
Consultative Council (zhengzhi xieshang huiyi 政治協商會議) to settle unsolved
problems
Oct. 15: The first ROC troops arrive in Taiwan’s ports Keelung 基隆 and Kaohsiung
高雄
Oct. 20: Referendum held in Mongolia concerning independence
Oct. 24: Chen Yi 陳儀, newly appointed ROC governor of Taiwan, arrives on the
island and takes over administrative powers of outgoing Japanese governor Ando
Rikichi 安藤利吉
Oct. 25: Official retrocession of Taiwan and the Pescadores (Penghu 澎湖) to China;
the Japanese colonial period (riju shidai 日據時代) on these islands comes to an
end
November: Chiang Kai-shek orders a military offensive against the communists
Nov. 30: The USSR postpones withdrawal of its troops from Manchuria until Jan. 3,
1946
Dec. 22: US Army General George C. Marshall arrives in Chongqing as US President
Truman’s special envoy
Jan. 5: According to the Sino-Soviet Treaty, Chiang Kai-shek is compelled to recognize independence of the Mongolian People’s Republic following the
referendum in Mongolia
Jan. 10: The KMT-CCP Political Consultative Conference convenes in Chongqing
Jan. 13: The UN Security Council is created with China as one of the five permanent
members, first session held on Jan. 17 at Church House (London)
Feb. 20: The ROC Foreign Ministry declares the Yalta Secret Agreement (made
public on Feb. 11 by US Secretary of State James Byrnes) not binding on China
March 13: ROC government troops enter Mukden (= Shenyang 瀋陽, Liaoning
Province) following the evacuation of Soviet troops
April–June: Clashes between communist and ROC government troops concerning
Manchurian cities evacuated by the Soviets (e. g. Changchun)
May 22: Taiwan starts printing the Taiwan Dollar, which is pegged to the mainland
currency, replacing the Japanese Taiwan Yen (Taiwan yinhangquan 台灣銀行券 or
Taiyinquan 台銀券) at the rate of one to one
June 7–30: General Marshall brokers a cease-fire in China’s civil war
Oct. 11: ROC government troops capture Kalgan 張垣
October: The armed forces of the CCP adopt the name “Chinese People’s Liberation
Army” (Zhongguo renmin jiefangjun 中國人民解放軍, abbrev. PLA)
Nov. 4: The ROC and the US sign a 5-year Treaty of Friendship, Commerce, and
Navigation (Zhong Mei youhao tongshang hanghai tiaoyue 中美友好通商航海條約)
Dec. 5: An earthquake with a magnitude of 6.1 near Hsinhua 新化 (Tainan County,
Taiwan) kills 74 people
Dec. 25: The First National Assembly of the ROC approves a new constitution
(promulgated on Jan. 1, 1947, went into effect on Dec. 25, 1947)
Jan. 29: The US State Department gives up mediation efforts in China’s civil war
Feb. 28: 2-28 Incident (ererba shijian 二二八事件) and uprising against the KMT
government in Taiwan; governor Chen Yi asks the central government for rein-
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1948

forcements and for show negotiates with the insurgents
March 8: KMT reinforcement troops arrive in Taiwan and start the “white terror”
(baise kongbu 白色恐怖), which, according to academic estimates, claims 20,000
lives in the following decade
March 19: ROC government troops capture Yan’an
April 23: Establishment of the Government Information Office (xinwenju 新聞局)
under the ROC Executive Yuan, formally set up on May 2 in Nanjing
May 1: Creation of Inner Mongolia by combining parts of the provinces Jehol and
Chahar 察哈爾
May 20: Chiang Kai-shek declares martial law (jieyanfa 戒嚴法) over China (in Taiwan
effective until July 1987)
June 30: Under the command of Deng Xiaoping and Liu Bocheng 劉伯承, units of
the PLA cross the Yellow River in southwest Shandong
July 6: After the start of the communist counter-offensive, the ROC government
orders overall mobilization
July 14: According to the ROC Ministry of the Interior, China’s population is
461,006,285
Nov. 21: General elections held in the ROC
Dec. 9: Artifacts evacuated from the National Palace Museum are brought back to
the Central Museum (zhongyang bowuyuan 中央博物院) in Nanjing
March 15: The PLA captures Siping 四平 (Jilin Province)
March 29: The ROC’s First National Assembly convenes with 1629 delegates
April 18: The First National Assembly adds to the Constitution a set of “Temporary
Provisions Effective During the Period of Communist Rebellion” (dongyuan kanluan shiqi linshi tiaokuan 動員戡亂時期臨時條款), the following day it elects
Chiang Kai-shek president
April 21: The PLA recaptures Yan’an
April 29: Li Tsung-jen is elected ROC vice president
June 15: First publication of PEOPLE’S DAILY (renmin ribao 人民日報) in Xibopo 西
柏坡 (Pingshan County 平山縣, Hebei Province)
Aug. 19: The ROC government issues gold yuan bank notes (jinyuanquan 金圓券)
Aug. 23: Thomas Liao 廖文毅 and others sign a manifesto demanding a referendum
concerning Taiwan independence in Tokyo
Sept. 27: The PLA captures Ji’nan
Oct. 23: The PLA captures Changchun
Nov. 2: ROC government troops evacuate Mukden
Nov. 6: Begin of the Huaihai battle (Huaihai zhanyi 淮海戰役) in China’s civil war
(ends on Jan. 10, 1949 with a PLA victory)
Dec. 3: ROC government troops evacuate Xuzhou 徐州 (Jiangsu Province)
Dec. 29: Chen Cheng 陳誠 is appointed provincial governor of Taiwan (sworn in on
Jan. 5, 1949)

1949–1956: Early years of the PRC and of the ROC on Taiwan
1949

Jan. 15: The PLA captures Tianjin
Jan. 21: Chiang Kai-shek announces his resignation as ROC president, Vice President
Li Tsung-jen is empowered to exercise presidential powers temporarily
Jan. 27: The ferry Taiping 太平輪 sailing from Shanghai to Keelung collides with
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another ship off the Zhoushan Islands 舟山群島 (Zhejiang Province) and sinks;
at least 900 people die
Jan. 29: The last ship carrying artifacts from the National Palace Museum leaves Nanjing bound for Taiwan; it arrives in Keelung on Feb. 22 with many mainland
Chinese refugees on board
Jan. 31: The PLA captures Peiping
March: The CCP Central Committee arrives in Peiping
March 15: PEOPLE’S DAILY formally moves to Peiping
April 5: Peace negotiations between communists and ROC government representatives begin in Peiping, end without result on April 19
April 23: ROC government forces evacuate Nanjing; the ROC central government
moved from Nanjing to Guangzhou
May 15: ROC government troops evacuate Hankow and Wuchang
May 20: ROC government troops evacuate Xi’an
May 24: The three cities of Wuchang, Hankow, and Hanyang (Hubei Province) are
combined to form the city of Wuhan
May 27: The PLA captures Shanghai
June 15: The ROC government introduces the New Taiwan Dollar (xin taibi 新台幣,
abbrev. NT$) in Taiwan at the rate of NT$ 1 to 40,000 old Taiwan Dollars
Sept. 21–30: The Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference (Zhongguo renmin
zhengzhi xieshang huiyi 中國人民政治協商會議, abbrev. CPPCC) convenes in Peiping
Sept. 27: The CPPCC approves the Organic Law of the Central People’s Government of the People’s Republic of China (Zhonghua renmin gongheguo zhongyang renmin
zhengfu zuzhifa 中華人民共和國中央人民政府組織法) and restores Peiping’s old
name, Peking/Beijing 北京
Oct. 1: One day after being elected chairman of the Central People’s Government,
Mao Zedong proclaims the People’s Republic of China (Zhonghua renmin gongheguo
中華人民共和國, abbrev. PRC) in Beijing; the Chinese communists start expelling Western Christian missionaries from China (a process that lasts until 1953)
Oct. 3: The USSR recognizes the PRC; the ROC severs diplomatic ties with the
USSR
Oct. 12: The ROC central government relocates from Guangzhou to Chongqing
Oct. 13: ROC troops evacuate Guangzhou
Oct. 25–27: ROC troops fend off a PLA attack on Kinmen 金門 (Fujian Province)
at Guningtou 古寧頭
Nov. 27: The PLA captures Xiamen 廈門 (Fujian Province)
Nov. 30: The PLA captures Chongqing; Chiang Kai-shek leaves Chongqing for
Chengdu
Dec. 5: Acting ROC President Li Tsung-jen leaves Hong Kong for the US
Dec. 7: The ROC central government relocates to Taipei
Dec. 10: Chiang Kai-shek boards a plane from Chengdu bound for Taipei
Dec. 15: Wu Kuo-chen 吳國禎 is appointed provincial governor of Taiwan
Dec. 16: Mao Zedong arrives for a visit in Moscow (staying until Feb. 17, 1950) on
his first trip outside China; Stalin apologizes for the Comintern’s China policy
errors in the 1920s and 1930s
1950–1953 Korean War (June 25, 1950—July 27, 1953)
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1951

Jan. 5: US President Truman announces his “hands off Taiwan” policy
Jan. 6: The UK recognizes the PRC; the ROC severs diplomatic ties with the UK
Feb. 14: The PRC and the USSR sign a 30-year Treaty of Friendship, Alliance and
Mutual Assistance (Zhong Su youhao tongmeng huzhu tiaoyue 中蘇友好同盟互助條約)
in Moscow
March 1: Chiang Kai-shek resumes office as ROC president in Taipei
March 22: The PRC government orders the Bank of China (Zhongguo yinhang 中國銀
行) be brought under control of the People’s Bank of China (Zhongguo renmin yinhang 中國人民銀行)
May 1: The Marriage Law of the PRC (Zhonghua renmin gongheguo hunyinfa 中華人民共
和國婚姻法) is adopted as one of the first laws of the PRC, granting equal rights
to men and women
May 2: The PLA captures Hainan
May 9: Sweden recognizes the PRC
May 16: The PLA captures the Zhoushan Islands
May: During his visit in Beijing, North Korea’s leader Kim Il-sung 金日成 tells Mao
Zedong about his plans to attack South Korea; Mao doesn’t object
June 18: Execution of Chen Yi for treason in Machangting 馬場町 (Taipei)
June 27: After the start of the Korean War (June 25) US President Truman dispatches
the Seventh Fleet to protect Taiwan; that same day, the UN Security Council
passes a resolution (No. 83) calling for assistance for South Korea
June 28: PRC Premier Zhou Enlai denounces US President Truman’s decision to
send the US Seventh Fleet into the Taiwan Strait as ‘armed aggression against the
territory of China’
June 30: The PRC approves a law about land reform (tudi gaigefa 土地改革法)
July 31: US General Douglas MacArthur arrives in Taipei to confer with ROC
President Chiang Kai-shek
Aug. 15: An earthquake with a magnitude of 8.6 rocks the Assam region in India,
1526 people die; according to the Indian Land Survey Agency, the height of
Mount Everest increases by 65 meters due to the quake
Sept. 14: Switzerland and the PRC establish diplomatic relations
Oct. 19: PLA forces take Changdu 昌都 (formerly Xikang Province 西康省, in the
eastern part of today’s Tibet) as they advance on Tibet
Oct. 25: The PRC sends troops into the Korean War
Oct. 26: South Korean troops reach the Amnok River (in Chinese “Yalu River” 鴨綠
江) at the Chinese-Korean border
Nov. 17: The Dalai Lama is enthroned as Tibet’s head of state
Nov. 25: Mao Zedong’s son Mao Anying 毛岸英 is killed in the Korean War; his
commanding officer was Peng Dehuai 彭德怀
Nov. 30: The UN Security Council orders PRC forces to leave Korea
Dec. 8: The US Commerce Department imposes a total trade embargo against the
PRC (embargo lasts until Feb. 17, 1972)
Jan. 4: North Korean and PRC forces take Seoul 漢城
Feb. 1: The UN General Assembly condemns the PRC as an ‘aggressor’ in the
Korean War
Feb. 28: Peng Zhen 彭真 is appointed mayor of Beijing
April: General Douglas MacArthur is relieved of his post as commander-in-chief of
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1952

the UN troops in Korea because he threatened to expand the war to China
May 23: Chinese troops occupy Tibet, the “Agreement for the Peaceful Liberation of
Tibet” (guanyu heping jiefang Xizang banfade xieyi 關於和平解放西藏辦法的協
議)—also called the “Seventeen Point Agreement” (shiqi tiao xieyi 十七條協
議)—is signed in Beijing, Tibet’s de facto independence, which had lasted since
1914, comes to an end
May 25: The ROC Legislative Yuan adopts the “37.5 Percent Farm Rental Reduction
Act” (gengdi sanqiwu jianzu tiaoli 耕地三七五減租條例)
June 4: Start of the “land to the tiller” (gengzhe you qi tian 耕者有其田) policy in Taiwan
Sept. 4: The PRC expels the Vatican’s ambassador Antonio Riberi, cutting ties
between the two states
Sept. 8: Representatives of Japan and 47 nations sign the Treaty of San Francisco, in
which Japan officially gives up all claim to Taiwan (representatives of neither the
PRC or the ROC were participants in the peace conference or signatories of the
peace treaty)
Oct. 12: Vol. I of “Mao Zedong’s Selected Works” (Mao Zedong quanji 毛澤東全集) is
published in Beijing
Oct. 22: An earthquake with a magnitude of 7.3 jolts the ocean floor off central Taiwan’s east coast (near Hualien)
Nov. 25: Another 7.3 magnitude earthquake hits Taiwan’s east coast, this time in the
East Longitudinal Valley (huadong zonggu 花東縱谷); together the quakes claim 85
lives
Dec. 11: The Taiwan Provincial Assembly (Taiwan sheng yihui 台灣省議會) is
established
December: The “Three Anti Campaign” (sanfan yundong 三反運動) against corruption,
waste, and bureaucratism is launched in the PRC
Jan. 11: ROC Vice President Li Tsung-jen is impeached in absentia by the Control
Yuan (recalled from office by the ROC National Assembly on March 10, 1954)
March: The “Five Anti Campaign” (wufan yundong 五反運動) against bribery, tax
evasion, stealing of state property, fraud, and stealing of state secrets begins in the
PRC
April 10: Vol. II of “Mao Zedong’s Selected Works” is published
April 28: The Treaty of Peace between the ROC and Japan (Zhong Ri heping tiaoyue 中
日和平條約) is signed in Taipei; the same day the Treaty of San Francisco comes
into force
July 5: Xinhua News Agency announces the completion of land reform
Aug. 7: Deng Xiaoping is appointed vice premier of the PRC
Aug. 8: The PRC government approves a program to implement the regional autonomy of ethnic minorities
Aug. 9: Japan’s ambassador Kenkichi Yoshizawa 芳澤謙吉 arrives in Taipei
Aug. 16: Hollington K. Tong 董顯光 is sent to Japan as ROC ambassador
Aug. 17–Sept. 22: PRC Premier Zhou Enlai visits the USSR
Sept. 14: The non-governmental China News Service (Zhongguo xinwenshe 中國新聞
社, abbrev. CNS) is set up in Beijing
September: The USSR restores Chinese ownership of the Manchurian railway
Oct. 10: Gao Gang 高崗 is appointed head of the newly established PRC State
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1954

Planning Commission (guojia jihua weiyuanhui 國家計劃委員會)
December: The CCP puts forward its general line for the transition to socialism
Jan. 10: The ROC Legislative Yuan adopts the Land-to-the-Tiller Act (gengzhe you qi
tian tiaoli 耕者有其田條例), promulgated by the ROC president on Jan. 26, 1953
Jan. 25: Chiang Kai-shek abrogates the Sino-Soviet Treaty of Friendship and Alliance
of 1945 and related documents
Feb. 18: Establishment of the agricultural cooperative Dazhai 大 寨 (Shanxi
Province)
April 10: Vol. III of “Mao Zedong’s Selected Works” is published
April 12: The term of the members of the ROC Legislative Yuan is extended by one
year
June 30–July 1: The first national census of the PRC is taken, according to the results,
the PRC has a population of 582.60 million
Sept. 28: ROC President Chiang Kai-shek recommends an extension of the term of
office of the delegates of the First National Assembly (elected in 1947) until a
new National Assembly can be elected
Nov. 24: The ROC government protests to the US against the proposed American
transfer of Amami Oshima Island 奄美大島 to Japan
Nov. 27: South Korean President Rhee Syngman 李承晚 visits Taipei
Jan. 23: More than 14,000 Chinese POWs in Korea who refused to return to the PRC
arrive in Taiwan
February: During one of the first purges of the CCP, politburo member Gao Gang
and party organization department head Rao Shushi 饒漱石 are removed from
their posts and expelled from the party
Feb. 19: The ROC’s First National Assembly convenes its Second Plenary Session in
Taipei
March 22: The ROC National Assembly elects Chiang Kai-shek for another six-year
term as ROC president (and does so again in 1960, 1966, and 1972); two days later,
Chen Cheng is elected ROC vice president
April 20: PRC Premier Zhou Enlai embarks on a journey to many countries in
Europe and Asia
June 25–28: PRC Premier Zhou Enlai visits India (independent since 1947); in a joint
communiqué with Indian Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru, both sides agree to
five principles of peaceful coexistence
July 21: In Geneva, China’s representative Zhou Enlai agrees to the Final Declaration
of the Geneva Conference on Indochina
Aug. 11: After the ROC placed tens of thousands of troops on Kinmen and Matsu
馬祖 (Fujian Province), PRC Premier Zhou Enlai declares that Taiwan must be
‘liberated’
Aug. 17: Gao Gang commits suicide
Sept. 3: The PLA unleashes an artillery bombardment on Kinmen
Sept. 12: The US Joint Chiefs of Staff recommends the use of nuclear weapons
against the PRC
Sept. 15–28: First plenary session of the PRC’s First National People’s Congress
(quanguo renmin daibiao dahui 全國人民代表大會, abbrev. NPC)
Sept. 20: The first Constitution of the PRC, approved by the First NPC, is promulgated and goes into effect
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1955

Sept. 27: The NPC elects Mao Zedong chairman of the PRC
October: First Secretary of the CPSU Nikita S. Khrushchev visits the PRC and issues
a joint communiqué with the PRC government that the USSR will withdraw its
troops from Port Arthur 旅順 (Dalian City 大連, Liaoning Province); at a
meeting with Indian Prime Minister Nehru, Mao Zedong calls the nuclear bomb a
‘paper tiger’ (zhilaohu 紙老虎)
Nov. 1: The first Macau Grand Prix is held on the 6.2 km Guia circuit as an amateur
racing event
November: The PLA starts bombing the ROC-held Dachen Islands 大陳島 (Zhejiang Province)
Dec. 2: The Sino-American Mutual Defense Treaty (gongtong fangyu tiaoyue 共同防禦條
約) between the ROC and the US is signed in Washington
Jan. 18: The PLA captures Yijiangshan Island 一江山島 (one of the Dachen Islands)
Jan. 29: US President Dwight D. Eisenhower signs the Taiwan Defense Resolution
February: The PLA captures the Dachen Islands
March 1: The PRC begins to issue the Renminbi (人民幣, abbrev. RMB) as the new
currency at a rate of 10,000 old Yuan (元) to one RMB
March 9: The Dalai Lama is appointed chairman of the Preparatory Committee for
the Tibetan Autonomous Region (Xizang zizhiqu choubei weiyuanhui 西藏自治區籌
備委員會)
April 11: A bomb explodes in an Air India charter plane that is en route to the
Bandung conference in Indonesia; eleven people die, but the target Zhou Enlai is
not on board
April 22: The Sino-Indonesian Treaty Concerning the Question of Dual Nationality
(shuangchong guoji wentide tiaoyue 雙重國籍問題的條約) is signed in Bandung
May 1: The PLA ceases shelling Kinmen and Matsu
May 13: PEOPLE’S DAILY launches a campaign criticizing writer Hu Feng 胡風 who
had advocated freedom of expression for artists
May: The USSR returns Port Arthur to China
July: In the PRC, the provincial organizations of Manchuria and Sichuan are rearranged and provincial borders are redrawn
Aug. 1: First talks between the PRC and the US on ambassadorial level in Geneva
Oct. 1: Establishment of the Xinjiang Uighur Autonomous Region (Xinjiang Weiwu’er
zizhiqu 新疆維吾爾自治區) with Seypidin 賽福鼎 as chairman
Dec. 13: In the UN Security Council, the ROC vetoes the admission of Mongolia
into the UN

1956–1965: Hundred Flowers Movement and Great Leap Forward
1956

Jan. 28: The PRC State Council (guowuyuan 國務院) approves a plan for the
simplification of Chinese characters (a glossary of simplified Chinese characters
[jianhuazi zongbiao 簡化字總表] is published in May 1964)
Feb. 6: The PRC State Council declares the Beijing dialect “standard Chinese” (putonghua 普通話), which is made the language conducting classes in schools and
universities
Feb. 14–25: XXth CPSU party congress—Khrushchev holds a secret speech marking
the beginning of de-Stalinization; the attending Chinese guests of the CCP are
shocked
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1957

1958

April 25: Mao Zedong holds his speech “On the Ten Major Relationships” (lun shida
guanxi 論十大關係)
May 2: Begin of the “Hundred Flowers Movement” (baihua yundong 百花運動) in the
PRC; the CCP encourages the intelligentsia to engage in constructive criticism of
its policies
June: Mao Zedong approves the first plans for a dam project in the three gorges of
the Yangtze River and swims in the river near Wuhan despite being warned by his
security staff not to do so
June 22: The ROC Air Force shoots down four PRC MiG-17 fighter planes over
Matsu and damages two others
July: In Changyang 長陽 (Hubei Province) bones of a human that lived more than
100,000 years ago are unearthed—the “Changyang man” (Changyang ren 長陽人)
Sept. 15–27: Seventh CCP party congress opens in Beijing (first party congress since
“liberation” [jiefang 解放])—Liu Shaoqi and Deng Xiaoping advocate collective
leadership instead of a personality cult; Deng is elected Secretary-General of the
CCP Central Committee and member of the politburo’s Standing Committee
Feb. 27: In his internal speech “On the Correct Handling of Contradictions Among
the People” (guanyu zhengque chuli renmin neibu maodunde wenti 關於正確處理人民內
部矛盾的問題), Mao Zedong reaffirms encouragement to criticism of the party,
hoping that such criticism will target mainly his opponents in the party
May 1–June 7: Open criticisms of the CCP reach their height in the Hundred
Flowers Movement; the movement is ended abruptly after critics challenge the
CCP’s claim to power
June 8: An editorial in PEOPLE’S DAILY states that rightists are trying to overthrow
the CCP; a campaign against rightists (youpai 右派) begins
July 15–Aug. 20: A conference establishes the Chinese Patriotic Catholic Association
(Zhongguo tianzhujiao aiguohui 中國天主教愛國會) in Beijing
Oct. 15: Sino-Soviet Agreement on New Technology for National Defense (Zhong Su
guofang xin jishu xieding 中蘇國防新技術協定) is agreed upon, this provides help
for the PRC in the field of nuclear power
Oct. 20: Chiang Kai-shek is reelected KMT Director-General
Oct. 25: The road-railway bridge over the Yangtze River at Wuhan is formally opened
Oct. 31: Yang Chen-ning 楊振寧 and Lee Tsung-dao 李政道 receive the Nobel
Prize for physics
Nov. 2–21: Mao Zedong visits Moscow (40th anniversary of the October Revolution)
and attends the Conference of Communist and Labor Parties; despite superficial
unity in the Declaration of Communist and Workers Parties of Socialist Countries,
there are signs of estrangement
Nov. 5: The ROC Navy sinks six PRC warships off Matsu
Nov. 26: The ROC Navy sinks three PRC warships off Kinmen
January: Party conference of the CCP leadership in Nanning 南寧 (Guangxi
Province)
Feb. 11: During the fifth session of the First NPC, Hanyu-Pinyin 漢語拼音 is introduced as the romanization system for Chinese (in 1979, it is adopted by the UN);
Chen Yi 陳毅 replaces Zhou Enlai as PRC foreign minister; on the same day
Tianjin’s administrative status is changed to provincial municipality (shengxiashi 省
轄市) of Hebei Province
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1959

February: The “Great Leap Forward” (dayuejin 大躍進) begins in the PRC
March: Party conference of the CCP leadership takes place in Chengdu
March 15: Establishment of Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region (Guangxi Zhuangzu zizhiqu 廣西壯族自治區)
April 29: The first People’s Commune (renmin gongshe 人民公社) of the PRC is
established in Henan Province
May 5–23: On the second session of the CCP’s Eighth Central Committee three new
guidelines are adopted, called the “Three Red Flags” (sanmian hongqi 三面紅
旗)—the General Line (zongluxian 總路線), the Great Leap Forward, and the
People’s Communes
June 29: Pope Pius XII issues the encyclical Ad Apostolorum Principis in which he condemns the state-backed Catholic Church of the PRC and declares its bishops invalid
July 31–Aug. 3: Khrushchev visits Beijing and tries to make Mao promise not to
attack Taiwan; he also proposes the USSR and the PRC build a joint fleet, but
departs prematurely due to unsatisfying negotiation over these issues
Aug. 23: The PLA launches a 44-day attack on the islands of Kinmen; 41,000 rounds
fired on Kinmen in two hours; no Soviet support for the PRC; the ROC forces on
Kinmen dig in and return fire
Aug. 29: An enlarged CCP politburo conference in Beidaihe 北戴河 (Hebei Province)
supports the establishment of People’s Communes in the countryside—in less
than two months, all rural China is organized into 26,000 communes
Sept. 2: The ROC Navy sinks 11 PRC warships; more warships are sunk and several
PRC fighter planes are shot down in the following weeks
Oct. 6: At the urging of the USSR, the PRC announces a unilateral ceasefire and the
shelling of Kinmen is stopped
Oct. 20: The PRC resumes the shelling of Kinmen when US Secretary of State John
Foster Dulles visits Taiwan
Oct. 25: Establishment of the Ningxia Hui Autonomous Region (Ningxia Huizu
zizhiqu 寧夏回族自治區)
Oct. 26: The last of the Chinese volunteers in the Korean War return home (altogether at least 700,000 Chinese died in the war)
Nov. 3: The PRC fires 36,000 rounds at Kinmen; shelling ends on Nov. 22
Nov. 28–Dec. 10: During the sixth session of the CCP’s Eighth Central Committee in
Wuhan, Mao’s decision to resign as PRC chairman is announced
Feb. 9–12: North Vietnam’s President Ho Chi-minh 胡志明 visits Beijing
March 10: An armed rebellion against PRC rule over Tibet begins in Lhasa
March 17: The Dalai Lama flees to India, arriving there on April 1; he subsequently
sets up a government-in-exile in Dharamsala (Himachal Pradesh, India)
March 28: The PRC State Council appoints the Panchen Lama 班禪喇嘛 to chair the
Preparatory Committee for the Tibetan Autonomous Region
April 17–28: First plenary session of the PRC’s Second NPC
April 27: The second NPC elects Liu Shaoqi president of the PRC
June: Serious flooding occurs in Guangdong Province
July 2–Aug. 16: During the Lushan conference (Lushan huiyi 廬山會議) in Lushan
(Jiangxi Province), pro-Soviet Minister of Defense Peng Dehuai scathingly critizes
Mao Zedong for the Great Leap Forward and is dismissed at Mao’s instigation
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1960

Aug. 25: Longju Incident (langjiu shijian 朗久事件) at the Sino-Indian border—PLA
troops capture an Indian outpost at Longju south of the McMahon Line
Sept. 17: PRC President Liu Shaoqi appoints Lin Biao 林彪 Minister of Defense
October: Khrushchev visits Beijing again (10th anniversary of the establishment of
the PRC), his theory of peaceful coexistence with imperialism is sharply rejected
by the Chinese; on occasion of the anniversary the enlarged Tiananmen Square
(tiananmen guangchang 天安門廣場), the Great Hall of the People (renmin dahuitang
人民大會堂) and the National Museum of Chinese History (Zhongguo lishi bowuguan 中國歷史博物館, geming bowuguan 革命博物館) are completed
Oct. 21: Armed clash between PRC and Indian border guards in Ladakh
January: The PRC’s second Five-Year-Plan (1958-1962) is fullfilled three years ahead
of schedule
February: Construction of the “Red Flag” irrigation canal (hongqiqu 紅旗渠) in Henan Province begins (completed in July 1969)
Feb. 20: The Third Plenary Session of the ROC’s First National Assembly is opened
in Taipei
March 11: The ROC National Assembly adopts an amendment to the Constitution’s
“Temporary Provisions Effective During the Period of Communist Rebellion”
stipulating that during the period of communist rebellion the president and vice
president may be reelected without being subject to the two-term restriction
prescribed in the ROC Constitution
March 22: Chiang Kai-shek is reelected to a third term as ROC President
Spring: Development of the oil field in Daqing 大慶 (Heilongjiang Province) begins
April 16: An exchange of polemics between the PRC and the USSR begins with an
article in RED FLAG (hongqi 紅旗)
May 31: The Sino-Mongolian Treaty of Friendship and Mutual Assistance (Zhong
Meng youhao huzhu tiaoyue 中蒙友好互助條約) is signed in Ulan Bator
June 5–9: Conference of the World Federation of Trade Unions in Beijing
June 18: US President Eisenhower arrives in Taipei for a state visit; the PLA shells
Kinmen again and fires more than 174,000 shells on this day
June 20–25: During the third party congress of the Communist Party of Romania
(Bucharest Conference), Khrushchev vehemently criticizes the Chinese
communists in public
July 16: The USSR recalls its technicians from the PRC and stops economic aid
Aug 9–16: The 25th International Congress of Orientalists in Moscow is boycotted by
the PRC
Aug. 25: The ROC Olympic team protests the IOC’s order to compete under the
name of “Taiwan” instead of “Republic of China” at the 17th Olympic Summer
Games in Rome (games end on Sept. 11)
Sept. 3: The ROC severs diplomatic ties with Cuba (now ruled by Fidel Castro)
Sept. 4: Lei Chen 雷震, Li Ao 李敖, Fu Cheng 傅正, and other leaders of Taiwan’s
opposition who tried to establish a new party called the “China Democratic Party”
(Zhongguo minzhudang 中國民主黨) are arrested
September: Vol. IV of “Mao Zedong’s Selected Works” is published
Oct. 8: Four leaders of Taiwan’s opposition (including Lei Chen and Fu Cheng) are
sentenced to prison terms in Taiwan
Nov. 11–25: Conference of 81 communist parties in Moscow; the USSR and the
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1961

1962

PRC split
Jan. 9: The original version of the play “Hai Rui’s Dismissal” (Hai Rui ba guan 海瑞罷
官), written by historian and Beijing Deputy Mayor Wu Han 吳唅, is published in
the periodical BEIJING LITERATURE AND ART (Beijing wenyi 北京文藝)
January: After the disastrous results of the Great Leap Forward (millions dead due to
famine) the Ninth Plenary Session of the CCP’s Eighth Central Committee returns to a more pragmatic approach
May: Exhibitions of 253 objects from the National Palace Museum kick off in the
USA (Washington DC, New York, Boston, Chicago, San Francisco; exhibitions
continue until July 1962)
July 11: Zhou Enlai and Kim Il-sung sign the Sino-Korean Treaty of Friendship,
Cooperation, and Mutual Assistance (Zhong Han youhao hezuo huzhu tiaoyue 中朝友
好合作互助條約) in Beijing
Oct. 17–31: XXIIth CPSU party congress—the party openly distances itself from
China and Albania; Zhou Enlai leaves prematurely after defending Albania and
being publicly censured by Khrushchev
Oct. 23: The Taiwan Stock Exchange (Taiwan zhengquan jiaoyisuo 臺灣證券交易所,
abbrev. TSE) opens, starts trading on Feb. 9, 1962
Oct. 27: The UN General Assembly admits the Mongolian People’s Republic into the
UN, the ROC abstains from voting
Dec. 1: The first nuclear reactor starts operating in Taiwan
Dec. 15: The UN General Assembly adopts a resolution that the PRC’s admission
should be regarded as an ‘important question’
December: The USSR severs diplomatic relations with Albania; Beijing receives an
Albanian government and trade delegation
January: 7000 Cadre Conference in Beijing, fierce criticism of the Great Leap
Forward; Mao Zedong offers self-criticism
February: In just 25 days, 70,000 Chinese refugees pour over the border from Guangdong to Hong Kong
February–March: Conference on scientific work (quanguo kexue jishu gongzuo huiyi 全國
科學技術工作會議) in Guangzhou; Zhou Enlai and Chen Yi praise intellectuals
April–May: Uighur refugee movements from the PRC to the USSR cause tensions
between Beijing and Moscow
April 7: The CCP demands that the CPSU restores normal relations with Albania; the
CPSU rejects the Chinese demand on May 31
July 7: Deng Xiaoping expresses his pragmatic attitude by quoting a proverb from Sichuan—‘It doesn’t matter if a cat is black or white, as long as it catches mice’ (buguan baimao heimao, hui zhuo laoshu jiushi haomao 不管白貓黑貓，會捉老鼠就是好
貓)
August–September: Tenth Plenary Session of the CCP’s Eighth Central
Committee—offensive of the Maoists against Liu Shaoqi’s policy; Mao calls for a
greater emphasis on class struggle
Oct. 20: A military conflict between the PRC and India concerning the Himalaya
border begins in Ladakh and at the Namka Chu River; cease-fire announced on
Nov. 22 after favourable outcome of the war for the PRC
Oct. 24: Cuban Missile Crisis (sea blockade by the US); the PRC criticizes the
withdrawal of Soviet missiles
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1963

1964

Oct. 30: The ROC government rejects the McMahon Line as the boundary between
China and India
Nov. 9: Liao Chengzhi 廖承志 and Takasaki Tatsunosuke 高達之助 sign a memorandum concerning long-term trade between Japan and the PRC (Zhong Ri changqi
zonghe maoyi wanglu 中日長期綜合貿易備忘錄)
Dec. 26: A treaty between the PRC and the Mongolian People’s Republic (Zhong Meng
bianjie tiaoyue 中蒙邊界條約) is signed in Beijing concerning the boundary
between the two nations
March 2: Border agreement between the PRC and Pakistan (Zhong Ba xieding 中巴協
定) signed
March 8: Beijing publishes a list of areas in the USSR and the Mongolian People’s
Republic claimed by the PRC
April 3–26: During a meeting of heads of CCP cultural offices, a circular by Jiang
Qing calling for the ban of traditional drama is distributed
May 20: The CCP Central Committee approves a resolution including the “Early Ten
Points” (qian shitiao 前十條) stressing class struggle
May: The “Socialist Education Movement” (shehui zhuyi jiaoyu yundong 社會主義教育
運動) is launched in the PRC aimed mainly at promoting class struggle in the
countryside
June 14: Letter of the CCP Central Committee to the CPSU Central Committee (25
points against the CPSU)
July 5: Mediation talks between the CCP and the CPSU begin in Moscow (lasting
until July 20); the Chinese delegation is headed by Deng Xiaoping and Peng Zhen,
the Soviet delegation by Mikhail A. Suslov
July 14: Open letter of the CPSU Central Committee
July 20: Mediation talks (i. e. the last serious reconciliation efforts) between the PRC
and the USSR fail in Moscow; end of party level contacts
July 31: The PRC government issues a statement supporting the total destruction of
nuclear weapons and denouncing the Partial Nuclear Test Ban Treaty which went
into effect on July 25
Aug. 23: ROC ambassador to the US Tsiang Ting-fu 蔣廷黻 signs the Nuclear Test
Ban Treaty
Sept. 6: Resolution with the “Later Ten Points” (hou shitiao 後十條) on the Socialist
Education Movementput forth; it is less radical than intended by Mao Zedong
Sept. 11: Typhoon “Gloria” lashes northern Taiwan, claiming more than 200 lives
Sept. 21: The USSR accuses the PRC of thousands of border violations since 1960
Nov. 12: The 9th National Congress of the KMT opens in Taipei
Nov. 22: Boundary treaty between the PRC and Afghanistan (Zhonghua renmin gongheguo han Afuhan wangguo bianjie tiaoyue 中華人民共和國和阿富汗王國邊界條約)
signed
Dec. 4: ROC Premier Chen Cheng resigns, succeeded by Yen Chia-kan 嚴家淦
December: Zhou Enlai embarks on his first Africa tour (lasting until February 1964),
accompanied by Chen Yi
Jan. 18: An earthquake with a magnitude of 6.1 in Chiayi kills 106 persons
Jan. 21: A small-scale military rebellion in Hukuo 湖口 (Hukou bingbian shijian 湖口兵
變事件) near Hsinchu fails and brings the military career of Wego Chiang 蔣緯國
(adopted son of Chiang Kai-shek)—although not directly involved but named as
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1965

politically responsible—to an end
Jan. 27: France recognizes the PRC
Feb. 11: The ROC cuts diplomatic ties with France
Feb. 25: Negotiations about the border between the PRC and the USSR begin in Beijing (broken off in October 1964 inconclusively), later that year the Soviets consider destroying Chinese nuclear facilities, while the Chinese mull invading
Mongolia
May: The first edition of Mao’s “Little Red Book” (Mao zhuxi yulu 毛主席語錄) is
published and distributed to PLA soldiers; in Gongwangling 公王嶺 (Lantian
County 藍田縣, Shaanxi Province) skull fragments of a 1.7 million year old homo
erectus (Lantian yuanren 藍田猿人, Sinanthropus lantienensis) are unearthed
June 30: Second national census of the PRC; according to the results, the PRC has a
population of 694.58 million
Sept. 18: The revised “Later Ten Points” are issued
Oct. 16: Successful test explosion of the first Chinese nuclear bomb in Lop Nor 羅布
泊 (Xinjiang Province); development costs ca. US$ 400-500 million; the PRC
government declares that the PRC will never be the first to use nuclear weapons
Oct. 27: The ROC and South Korea sign a treaty of amity (Zhong Han youhao tiaoyue 中
韓友好條約) in Seoul
Dec. 21: The first plenary session of the PRC’s Third NPC convenes in Beijing
(lasting until Jan. 4, 1965)
Jan. 14: A document with 23 points (ershisan tiao 二十三條) published by the CCP
Central Committee attacks “capitalist roaders” (zouzipai 走資派) within the party,
aimed mainly against Liu Shaoqi and Deng Xiaoping
Feb. 11: Soviet Premier Aleksei N. Kosygin meets Zhou Enlai and Liu Shaoqi in Beijing on his way home from Hanoi 河內 to Moscow
March–April: PRC Premier Zhou Enlai visits several Third World countries seeking
diplomatic recognition
April 2: The ROC government declares protocols signed recently by the PRC with
Afghanistan and Pakistan illegal and not binding on the ROC
May 14: Thomas Liao returns from Japan to Taiwan after renouncing his Taiwan independence stance
May: In Shangnabang 上那蚌 (Yuanmou County 元謀縣, Yunnan Province) bone
fossils of a 1.7 million year old homo erectus are unearthed
June 1: The Soviet-style ranks introduced in the PLA in 1955 are abolished
June 26: Mao’s “June 26 directive” (liuerliu zhishi 六二六指示) recommends sending
physicians to the countryside; foundation for the campaign promoting “bare feet
doctors” (chijiao yisheng 赤腳醫生)
July 1: The US stop economic aid to the ROC
Sept. 1: Tibet is declared an Autonomous Region (Xizang zizhiqu 西藏自治區) with
Ngapoi Ngawang Jigme as chairman
Autumn: Mao Zedong leaves Beijing and retreats to Shanghai
Nov. 4: The PRC embassy in Jakarta protests the persecution of Chinese in Indonesia;
relations between the PRC and Indonesia decline after Suharto’s rise to power
since the coup on Oct. 1
Nov. 10: An article written by Yao Wenyuan 姚文元 harshly criticizing the play “Hai
Rui’s Dismissal” is published in the Shanghai newspaper WENHUIBAO (文匯報)
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Nov. 12: The National Palace Museum (guoli gugong bowuyuan 國立故宮博物院) in
Taipei opens
Nov. 16: The World Health Organization (WHO) declares that Taiwan has eradicated
malaria

1966–1976: The Cultural Revolution
1966

Feb. 3: The PRC’s embassy in Moscow is attacked by hundreds of demonstrators
Feb. 12: Peng Zhen (Beijing mayor and major player in cultural politics) and Lu
Dingyi 陸定一 call the debate around Hai Rui purely academic; their paper is later
dubbed the “February Program” (eryue tiwang 二月提綱)
February: Jiang Qing and Lin Biao form a political alliance in Shanghai
Feb. 15: South Korean President Park Chung-hee 朴正熙 arrives in Taipei for a
4-day state visit
Feb. 20: Jiang Qing convenes a forum on literature and arts in the armed forces (budui
wenyi gongzuo zuotanhui 部隊文藝工作座談會) in Shanghai
Feb. 20–March 25: The Fourth Plenary Session of the First National Assembly of
the ROC in Taipei
March 18: PLA General and security chief Luo Ruiqing 羅瑞卿 tries to kill himself
by jumping from the top of a three-story building and fractures both of his ankles
March 26: The US recognizes the Mongolian People’s Republic; the ROC protests
April 9–12: The CCP Central Party Secretariat convenes and criticizes Peng Zhen
April 14: A report written by Jiang Qing about a literature and arts forum in the
armed forces (budui wenyi zuotanhui jiyao 部隊文藝座談會紀要)—including attacks
on Lu Dingyi—is published with Mao Zedong’s and Lin Biao’s approval
April: A large-scale anti-Chinese rally takes place at the PRC’s embassy in Jakarta;
demonstrators ransack the building
May 16: The “May 16 Circular” (wuyiliu tongzhi 五一六通知), also called the “May 16
Notice”, is adopted by the politburo as guidelines for the Cultural Revolution; on
the same day Luo Ruiqing is dismissed as chief of general staff of the PLA
May 25: Radical CCP secretary Nie Yuanzi 聶元梓 and six others put up one of the
first big-character posters (dazibao 大字報) of the Cultural Revolution in Beijing
University criticizing university president Lu Ping 陸平 and the university’s party
committee
May 28: The “Cultural Revolution Small Group” (zhonggong zhongyang wenhua geming
lingdao xiaozu 中共中央文化革命領導小組) is established, de facto replacing the
politburo
June 3: Peng Zhen loses his post as head of the Beijing CCP committee and is
replaced by Li Xuefeng 李雪峰
June 26: For the first time, the “Red Guards” (hongweibing 紅衛兵) are mentioned in a
flyer
July 3: US Secretary of State Dean Rusk arrives in Taipei to confer with ROC leaders
July 16: Mao Zedong swims in the Yangtze River at Wuhan, two days later he returns
to Beijing
Aug. 1: The Eleventh Plenary Session of the CCP’s Eighth Central Committee
announces the launch of the “Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution” (wuchan jieji
wenhua dageming 無產階級文化大革命); Mao Zedong criticizes Liu Shaoqi and
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1967

Deng Xiaoping, Lin Biao becomes the PRC’s number two behind Mao
Aug. 5: Mao Zedong publishes his big-character poster “Bombard the Headquarters”
(paoda silingbu 炮打司令部)
Aug. 8: Proclamation of a 16 point-directive for the Cultural Revolution
Aug. 18: Mao Zedong, Jiang Qing, Lin Biao, Zhou Enlai, and others receive a crowd
of more than a million Red Guards from around the country in Tiananmen
Square in Beijing
Aug. 20: Red Guards in Beijing start destroying “bourgeois and feudal remnants”,
ransacking bookshops, private houses, and other places; two days later attacks on
churches and other places of religious worship begin
Aug. 24: Writer Lao She 老舍 kills himself in Beijing after being attacked by Red
Guards
Oct. 27: The PRC successfully tests a medium-range ballistic missile
Dec. 14: CCP General Secretary Deng Xiaoping is toppled for the second time
December: The Socialist Education Movement and the Cultural Revolution are
combined
Jan. 2: Tianjin is declared a Special Municipality (zhixiashi 直轄市) again
Jan. 13: Liu Shaoqi asks Mao Zedong for permission to resign, Mao refuses
Jan. 21: Mao calls on the PLA to participate in the Cultural Revolution (on the side
of the leftists)
January: “January Revolution” (yiyue geming 一月革命) in Shanghai—leftist rebel
organizations topple the Shanghai city government and the city’s CCP leadership
Feb. 18: In a nightly politburo meeting Mao Zedong defends the Cultural Revolution
Small Group
April 4: Australian Prime Minister Harold E. Holt arrives in Taiwan for a 3-day visit
June 17: The PRC successfully tests a hydrogen bomb
June 22: Li Li-san commits suicide
July 1: Taipei’s administrative status is raised to Special Municipality, mayor: Henry
Kao 高玉樹
July 16: Xie Fuzhi 謝富治 and Wang Li 王力, dispatched by the “Cultural Revolution
Small Group”, arrive in Wuhan and order General Chen Zaidao 陳再道 to withdraw support from the organization “Million Heroes” (baiwan yingxiong 百萬英雄)
and support the leftist group “Wuhan Workers’ General Headquarters” (gongren
zongbu 工人總部); Chen refuses
July 20: Xie Fuzhi is detained by troops loyal to General Chen Zaidao; Wang Li is
kidnapped by the “Million Heroes”
July 25: Xie Fuzhi and Wang Li return to Beijing after Chen Zaido, facing army, navy,
and air force units sent from Beijing, surrenderes; the July 1967 crisis in Wuhan is
believed to have claimed around 1000 lives
July 28: The “Chinese Cultural Renaissance Movement” (Zhonghua wenhua fuxing yundong 中華文化復興運動) is launched in Taiwan
Aug. 3: Compulsory education in Taiwan is extended from six years to nine years
August: Leftist rebel groups occupy the PRC Ministry of Foreign Affairs and conduct foreign policy Red Guard-style; on Aug. 22 the British embassy is torched
Autumn: In an attempt to restore order, PLA troops clear factories, traffic junctions,
and offices occupied by Red Guards, fighting lasts until 1968; hundreds of people
die
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1968

1969

1970

July 1: Writers Chen Ying-chen 陳映真 and Chiu Yen-liang 丘延亮 are arrested in
Taiwan for promoting Taiwan independence
July 28: Mao Zedong and others meet with Red Guard leaders and criticize their indulging in armed struggle, signaling the end of the most radical phase of the
Cultural Revolution
Aug. 21/22: The invasion by Warsaw Pact troops of Czechoslovakia crushes the
Prague Spring movement, Beijing on Aug. 23 strongly denounces the invasion
September: Red Guards lock nuclear physicist Deng Pufang 鄧樸方 (Deng Xiaoping’s eldest son) in a laboratory contaminated by radioactivity, during an escape
attempt he sustains severe injuries to his spinal column, rendering him paraplegic
October 31: Liu Shaoqi loses all his posts and is expelled from the CCP
November: The Soviet leadership decides to take a tough stance against China on
border issues
Dec. 20: 26 members of the ROC’s National Assembly and Legislative Yuan are
elected from among 52 candidates
Dec. 22: A Mao Zedong directive urging that educated young people be sent to the
countryside for re-education by the poor and lower middle peasants is broadcast
In 1968, the Soviet embassy in Beijing is closed
March: Several armed incidents at the Chinese-Soviet border occur along the Ussuri
River 烏蘇里江; hundreds killed on both sides
March 29: 10th National Congress of the KMT
April 1–24: Ninth CCP party congress in Beijing—the Cultural Revolution is declared
over for the first time; Lin Biao officially named successor of Mao Zedong; the
violent period of the Cultural Revolution ends
May 19: The PRC government decides to build tunnel systems all over the country
May: A report by the UN Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East (ECAFE)
indicates the possibility of large reserves of oil in the vicinity of the Diaoyutai
Archipelago 釣魚台列島 (Jap. “Senkaku Islands” 尖閣諸島, also called the
“Pinnacle Islands” in English); bloody clashes between overseas Chinese (huaqiao
華僑) and Malays in Malaysia leave hundreds dead
June 10: Major clash between Chinese and Soviet forces at the border in Yumin
County 裕民縣 (Xinjiang Province)
July: The US eases travel and trade restrictions against the PRC
July 26: An earthquake with a magnitude of 6.4 hits Yangjiang 陽江 (Guangdong
Province), 33 dead
Sept. 11: Meeting between Zhou Enlai and Soviet Premier Kosygin (on his way back
home after Ho Chi-minh’s funeral) at Beijing airport
Sept. 23: First successful underground nuclear test in the PRC
Oct. 1: Premiere of the movie “Taking Tiger Mountain by Strategy” (zhi quwei hushan
智取威虎山) in the PRC
Oct. 11: Sun Yun-suan 孫運璿 is appointed ROC Minister of Economic Affairs
October: Border negotiations between the PRC and the USSR begin, no consensus
on the ownership of Damansky Island (zhenbao dao 珍寶島) in the Ussuri River is
reached
Nov. 12: “Traitor and renegade” Liu Shaoqi dies in prison in Kaifeng 開封 (Henan
Province)
Jan. 5: An earthquake with a magnitude of 7.7 in Tonghai 通海 (Yunnan Province)
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1971

1972

claims more than 15,000 lives
April 24: Peter Huang 黃文雄 and Tseng Tzu-tsai 鄭自才 unsuccessfully try to
assassinate ROC Vice Premier Chiang Ching-kuo in New York; the first Chinese
satellite is blasted into orbit and transmits the Cultural Revolution song “The East
is Red” (dongfang hong 東方紅)
May 4: Cambodian monarch Norodom Sihanouk, who was toppled by a coup on
March 18, sets up a government-in-exile in Beijing which is recognized by the
PRC the following day
May 6: Chien Shih-liang 錢思亮 succeeds Wang Shih-chieh 王世杰 as head of
Academia Sinica
August–September: During the Second Plenary Session of the CCP’s Ninth Central
Committee in Lushan, Lin Biao demands to be appointed chairman of the PRC
and henceforth is regarded as a rival by Mao
Autumn: The universities of the PRC reopen after the Cultural Revolution
Oct. 13: Canada recognizes the PRC
Nov. 6: Italy recognizes the PRC; the ROC severs diplomatic ties with Italy
Dec. 4: Pope Paul VI visits Hong Kong
April 14: Zhou Enlai receives American table tennis players (“ping-pong diplomacy”)
who visit the PRC between April 10 and 17
July: US Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger secretly travels to the PRC and holds
talks with Zhou Enlai
Sept. 13: After a failed coup (“571 project”, wuqiyi gongcheng 五七一工程), Lin Biao
perishes under mysterious circumstances while trying to flee to the USSR (plane
crash in the Gobi desert?)
Sept. 29–Oct. 1: PRC Minister of Foreign Trade Bai Xiangguo 白相國 leads a
delegation to France, the first PRC group at the ministerial level to visit Western
Europe since 1949
Oct. 25: The PRC is admitted to the UN (UN resolution No. 2758)
Nov. 21: A China Airlines (Zhonghua hangkong gongsi 中華航空公司, abbrev. CAL)
Caravelle flying from Taipei to Hong Kong is believed to be destroyed by an
inflight explosion caused by a bomb, 25 dead
November: In Tsochen 左鎮 (Tainan County, Taiwan) 20,000 to 30,000 year old
fossils of a homo sapiens are discovered, oldest known human remains on Taiwan
(“Tsochen man”)
Dec. 30: The PRC joins the territorial dispute between Taiwan and Japan concerning
the Diaoyutai archipelago and claims the uninhabited islands
January: Mao Zedong suffers his first heart attack; in Taiwan, dissident Lei Chen proposes to change the ROC’s name to “Democratic State of China–Taiwan” (Zhonghua Taiwan minzhuguo 中華台灣民主國)
Jan. 10: Funeral of PLA marshal Chen Yi; Mao Zedong attends
Jan. 16: Discovery of the first Mawangdui Han Dynasty tombs (mawangdui hanmu 馬
王堆漢墓) near Changsha
Feb. 20–March 25: The Fifth Plenary Session of the First National Assembly of the
ROC convenes in Taipei (1344 members attend)
Feb. 21–28: US President Richard M Nixon visits the PRC, the Shanghai Communiqué, which concerns the normalization of bilateral ties, is signed on Feb. 28
May 26: Chiang Ching-kuo is appointed ROC premier
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1973

1974

1975

Aug. 16: Japanese air services between Japan and Shanghai begin
Sept. 25–30: Japan’s Prime Minister Tanaka Kakuei 田中角榮 visits the PRC
Sept. 29: Japan and the PRC establish diplomatic relations; the ROC severs diplomatic ties with Japan, the 1952 peace treaty ceases to have effect
Oct. 11: The PRC and the Federal Republic of Germany establish diplomatic
relations, a joint communiqué is signed by foreign ministers Ji Pengfei 姬鵬飛 and
Walter Scheel
Feb. 16: The ROC revalues the NT$ upward by 5 percent against the US$; new
exchange rate NT$ 38 to US$ 1
Feb. 17–22: Henry Kissinger visits the PRC, on the last day of his visit, the PRC and
the US announce their intention to establish a liaison office in each other’s capital
April 12: Deng Xiaoping is named a PRC vice premier
May: 80 objects from Taiwan’s National Palace Museum are exhibited in Seoul
June: Moscow offers Beijing a treaty of non-aggression; Beijing rejects the offer
Aug. 24–28: Tenth CCP party congress in Beijing—Deng Xiaoping is elected into the
Central Committee, while some supporters of the ultra-left “gang of four”
(sirenbang 四人幫) get into the politburo
Sept. 11–17: French President Georges Pompidou visits the PRC, the first West
European head of state to do so; on Sept. 12 he meets with Mao Zedong
Jan. 18–20: Armed clashes between the PRC and South Vietnam at the Paracel
Islands (xisha qundao 西沙群島); Vietnamese troops are driven out by the PLA
January: The campaign “Criticize Lin Biao and Confucius” (pi Lin pi Kong 批林批孔)
initiated by the ultra-leftists and indirectly aimed at Zhou Enlai begins in the PRC;
trade agreement between the PRC and Japan (Zhong Ri maoyi xieding 中日貿易協
定)
March 29: Farmers drilling a well in the village of Xiyang 西揚 (Lintong County 臨
潼縣, Shaanxi Province) near Xi’an discover the first terracotta warriors belonging
to the tomb of the Qin Dynasty’s first emperor (Qin Shihuangdi 秦始皇帝)
April 10: Deng Xiaoping addresses the UN General Assembly
April 20: The ROC government announces the termination of Taiwan-Japan flights
by CAL and Japan Airlines
May 11: An earthquake with a magnitude of 7.1 shakes Daguan/Yongshan 永善
(Zhaotong Region 昭通地區, Yunnan Province); 1423 dead
May 28–June 2: Malaysian Prime Minister Tun Abdul Razak visits the PRC; the visit
results in the establishment of diplomatic ties between the two countries
Aug. 21: UN World Population Conference in Bucharest; PRC representative Huang
Shuze 黃樹則 criticizes the Malthusian theory of population explosion
November: The PRC offers the USSR a non-aggression treaty; Moscow rejects the
offer
Jan. 8–10: Second Plenary Session of the Tenth CCP Central Committee; Deng Xiaoping is elected vice chairman of the CCP Central Committee
Jan. 13–17: First plenary session of the PRC’s Fourth NPC; on its last day, the second
PRC Constitution comes into effect; the position of PRC chairman is abolished;
Zhu De becomes chairman of the Standing Committee of the NPC
January: After warnings by seismologists and repeated reports about strange animal
behaviour, the authorities of Haicheng 海城 (Liaoning Province) order the
evacuation of a million people at the end of the month
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1976

Feb. 4: An earthquake with a magnitude of 7.3 destroys 90 percent of the buildings
in Haicheng, 2000 people die, experts estimate that without prior evacuation the
number of casualties could have been as high as 150,000
April 5: Chiang Kai-shek dies after a heart attack; ROC Vice President Yen Chia-kan
becomes ROC President
April 26: The ROC embassy in Saigon 西貢 suspends operation
April 28: Chiang Ching-kuo is elected chairman of the KMT Central Committee
May 3: At a meeting of the politburo, Mao Zedong warns Jiang Qing, Yao Wenyuan,
Wang Hongwen 王洪文, and Zhang Chunqiao 張春橋 against ‘functioning as a
gang of four’
May: Following a referendum, the Kingdom of Sikkim becomes the 22nd state of
India, the PRC refuses to recognize the legitimacy of that act
June 7–10: Philippine President Ferdinand Marcos visits the PRC, resulting in the
establishment of diplomatic relations between the two countries
June 9: The ROC severs diplomatic relations with the Philippines
June 25: More than 4000 refugees from Cambodia, Laos, and South Vietnam are resettled in Taiwan
June 30–July 6: Thai Prime Minister Kukrit Pramoj visits the PRC, resulting in the
establishment of diplomatic relations between the PRC and Thailand
July 1: The ROC severs diplomatic relations with Thailand
Aug. 23: Another ultra-leftist campaign indirectly aimed at Zhou Enlai begins,
criticizing the “capitulationism” (touxiang zhuyi 投降主義) of Song Jiang 宋江, the
hero in the classical novel “The Water Margin” (shuihuzhuan 水滸傳), inferring the
détente policy towards Moscow
August: Huang Hsin-chieh 黃信介, activist in the dangwai opposition 黨外 in Taiwan,
founds the magazine TAIWAN POLITICAL REVIEW (Taiwan zhenglun 台灣政論); it is
banned after just 5 editions
Dec. 1–5: US President Gerald Ford visits the PRC and meets ailing Mao Zedong on
Dec. 2
Jan. 8: PRC Premier Zhou Enlai dies of cancer
Feb. 3: The CCP’s politburo appoints Hua Guofeng 華國鋒 premier
April 4: During the Qingming Festival (qingmingjie 清明節), people rally to mourn
Zhou Enlai in Tiananmen Square in Beijing; in an emergency session the politburo
orders wreaths placed there to be removed during the night
April 5: Tiananmen Incident (Tiananmen shijian 天 安 門 事 件 )—Mao Zedong
authorizes the use of force to clear the square, serious violence erupts, thousands
of protesters are arrested
April 7: Deng Xiaoping loses all his posts and is toppled for the third time; Xinhua
News Agency condemns the Tiananmen Incident as counter-revolutionary
April 30: Meeting between Mao Zedong and Hua Guofeng, Mao passes Hua a slip of
paper with the words ‘I have faith in you taking charge’ (ni ban shi, wo fang xin 你辦
事，我放心), settling the question of who should be his successor
May 11: Mao Zedong suffers another heart attack
May 27: Pakistani Prime Minister Zulfikar Ali Bhutto meets Mao Zedong, the last
high-ranking foreign guest to do so
July 6: Chairman of the NPC Standing Committee and PLA co-founder Zhu De dies
July 17–Aug. 1: At the 21st Olympic Summer Games in Montreal, host country
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Canada rejects Taiwan’s participation under the name “Republic of China”, the
ROC team withdraws under protest to competing under the name “Taiwan”
July 28: A powerful earthquake with a magnitude of 8.2 levels the city of Tangshan
唐山 (Hebei Province), killing at least 240,000 people; in a condolence telegram
the CCP Central Committee suggests the survivors to follow “class struggle as the
guideline” and “criticize Deng Xiaoping”
Sept. 9: Mao Zedong dies of ALS (“Lou Gehrig’s Disease”) in Beijing
September: ROC Premier Chiang Ching-kuo announces the ROC will not develop its
own nuclear reprocessing facilities or engage in any reprocessing activities
Oct. 6: The “gang of four” (Jiang Qing, Yao Wenyuan, Wang Hongwen, Zhang
Chunqiao) is arrested; one day later, the CCP politburo elects Hua Guofeng new
party chairman and successor of Mao Zedong
Oct. 10: Taiwan’s provincial governor Shieh Tung-min 謝東閔 sustains severe injuries to his hands and face after opening a letter bomb sent to him by Wang
Sing-nan 王幸男
Oct. 12: Deng Xiaoping returns to Beijing from exile in Guangzhou
Oct. 24: Giant rally in Tiananmen Square in support of Hua Guofeng’s appointment
as CCP chairman and against the Gang of Four
Nov. 12: The 11th National Congress of the KMT elects Chiang Ching-kuo party
chairman

1977–1989: Reforms under Deng Xiaoping
1977

1978

April 15: Vol. V of “Mao Zedong’s Selected Works” is published
May 24: The Chairman Mao Memorial Hall (Mao zhuxi jiniantang 毛主席紀念堂) in
Tiananmen Square is completed
July 8: The ROC government reaffirms its claim over the Diaoyutai Islands
July 16: Deng Xiaoping is rehabilitated and reinstated as vice chair of the CCP
Central Committee
July 21: Jiang Qing, Wang Hongwen, Yao Wenyuan, and Zhang Chunqiao are expelled from the CCP and dismissed from all posts
Aug. 12–18: Eleventh CCP party congress in Beijing—the Cultural Revolution is
officially declared over, Deng Xiaoping is elected back into the politburo
September: Start of military conflict between Cambodia (ruled by Khmer Rouge who
are allied with the PRC) and Vietnam (supported by the USSR)
November: In Chungli 中壢 (Taoyuan County 桃園縣, Taiwan), allegations of
electoral fraud are raised after voting irregularities; riots occur
Jan. 1: The PRC issues a formal declaration about the end of the shelling of Kinmen
Feb. 19–March 25: Sixth Plenary Session of the ROC’s First National Assembly in
Taipei (1220 members attend)
Feb. 16: The PRC and Japan sign a long-term trade agreement (Zhongguo han Riben
changqi maoyi xieding 中國和日本長期貿易協定)
Feb. 24–March 8: The CPPCC, which had been abolished during the Cultural
Revolution, reconvenes
Feb. 26: Deng Xiaoping opens the first plenary session of the PRC’s Fifth NPC
(closes on March 5)
March 5: The third PRC Constitution goes into effect; Ye Jianying 葉劍英 becomes
chairman of the NPC’s Standing Committee
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1979

March 18: Deng Xiaoping demands the rehabilitation of intellectuals
March 21: The ROC’s First National Assembly elects Chiang Ching-kuo ROC
president
March 30: The first reactor of Taiwan’s First Nuclear Power Plant (heyichang 核一廠)
at Shihmen 石門 (Taipei County) begins full capacity operation (636 MW)
April 5: Following Deng Xiaoping’s suggestion, the CCP Central Committee decides
to rehabilitate “rightists”
May 8: The Taiwan Power Co. signs a contract with the government of Paraguay concerning joint exploration and exploitation of uranium resources there
June 1: Sun Yun-suan becomes ROC premier
July 3: The PRC government ceases all economic and technical aid to Vietnam and
recalls its experts
July 11: The NT$ is revalued upward 5.26 percent from NT$ 38 to NT$ 36 to the
US$
Aug. 12: The PRC and Japan sign a Treaty of Peace and Friendship (Zhong Ri heping
youhao tiaoyue 中日和平友好條約) in Beijing
Aug. 25: Armed clash at the border between the PRC and Vietnam
Sept. 11: CHINESE YOUTH (Zhongguo qingian 中國青年) resumes publication after a
12-year break
Sept. 22: According to the ROC Ministry of Interior, Taiwan’s population stands at
17,009,328 as of the end of August 1978
Nov. 19: The first posters appear on the “Democracy Wall” (minzhuqiang 民主牆) in
Beijing
November: Deng Xiaoping visits Thailand, Malaysia, and Singapore
Dec. 8: The ROC Legislative Yuan passes the revised foreign exchange management
regulations under which the NT$ is no longer pegged to the US$
Dec. 16: The PRC and the US issue a joint communiqué of their decision to establish
diplomatic relations starting Jan. 1, 1979; ROC President Chiang Ching-kuo
strongly condemns the US decision to recognize the PRC
Dec. 18: At the Third Plenary Session of the CCP’s Eleventh Central Committee,
Deng Xiaoping stresses the priority of economic development and modernization
before class struggle in party politics (i. e. abandoning Mao’s socialism of poverty
and encouraging the people to get rich); announcement of the “Four
Modernizations” (sige xiandaihua 四個現代化)—agriculture, industry, defense, and
science—as a political guideline; first steps towards restoring the use of market
mechanisms in rural China are taken
Dec. 22: Hu Yaobang 胡耀邦 is elected into the CCP politburo
Jan. 1: The US cut diplomatic ties with the ROC and send an ambassador to Beijing;
all US troops leave Taiwan (withdrawal completed on April 28); the PRC starts
using Hanyu Pinyin as romanization system in all publications
Jan. 7: Vietnamese troops occupy Phnom Penh, the PRC government denounces
Vietnam for aggression against Cambodia—Vietnam had begun invading
Cambodia on Dec. 25, 1978
Jan. 8: ROC Vice Minister of Foreign Affairs H. K. Yang 楊西崑 meets with
officials of the US State Department in Washington to discuss the future of
relations between the ROC and the US
Jan. 10: Vietnam installs Heng Samrin as head of state in Cambodia
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Jan. 28–Feb. 5: Deng Xiaoping visits the US, the first visit of a senior PRC leader to
that nation
Feb. 6–8: Deng Xiaoping visits Japan
Feb. 17: A border war between the PRC and Vietnam begins
Feb. 22: The ROC Executive Yuan approves the establishment and organic law of the
Coordination Council of North American Affairs (beimei shiwu xietiao weiyuanhui 北
美事務協調委員會) to replace the ROC embassy in the US; the council’s
Washington office opens on March 1
Feb. 26: Terminal I of Chiang Kai-shek International Airport (zhongzheng guoji jichang
中正國際機場) in Taoyuan (Taiwan) opens (Terminal II opened on July 29, 2000)
March 1: The US embassy in Taipei formally closes and is succeeded by the American
Institute in Taiwan (AIT)
March 5: PRC troops start withdrawing from Vietnam (withdrawal complete on
March 16)
March 13: The US Congress approves the new US-ROC relationship and states that a
PRC attack against Taiwan would be considered of ‘grave concern’ to the US
March 29: Arrest of dissident Wei Jingsheng 魏京生 who had demanded democracy
as the “fifth modernization” at the Democracy Wall in Beijing
March 30: In a speech, Deng Xiaoping proposes “Four Cardinal Principles” (sixiang jiben yuanze 四項基本原則)—keeping to the socialist road, upholding the dictatorship of the proletariat, upholding the leadership of the CCP, and upholding
Marxism-Leninism and Mao Zedong Thought
April 3: The seventh plenary session of the Fifth NPC’s Standing Committee of the
PRC decides not to extend the 1950 Treaty of Friendship, Alliance, and Mutual
Assistance with the USSR expiring on April 11, 1980
April 4: ROC President Chiang Ching-kuo announces the “three no’s policy” (sanbu
zhengce 三不政策)—no contacts, no negotiations, no compromise (bu jiechu, bu tanpan, bu tuoxie 不接觸，不談判，不妥協)—towards the PRC
April 10: US President Jimmy Carter signs the Taiwan Relations Act
May 14: A Xinhua News Agency commentary reiterates the PRC’s claim on the
Paracel Islands and the Spratly Islands (nansha qundao 南沙群島), which are also
claimed by Vietnam
July 1: The “Organic Law of the Local People’s Congresses and Local People’s
Governments” (Zhonghua renmin gongheguo difang geji renmin daibiao dahui han difang geji
renmin zhengfu zuzhifa 中華人民共和國地方各級人民代表大會和地方各級人
民政府組織法) is adopted in the PRC, as are an Election Law and a Criminal Law,
marking the start of the establishment of a proper legal system in the PRC; in the
ROC, Kaohsiung is declared a Special Municipality
August: Huang Hsin-chieh founds the magazine FORMOSA (Meilidao 美麗島) as the
mouthpiece of the oppositional dangwai movement
Oct. 4: The China International Trust and Investment Corporation (Zhongguo guoji
xintuo touzi gongsi 中國國際信託投資公司, abbrev. CITIC) is established in Beijing
Oct. 15–Nov. 6: Hua Guofeng visits France, West Germany, the UK, and Italy; first
tour of a PRC premier to Western Europe
Oct. 16: Wei Jingsheng is sentenced to 15 years
October: Negotiations between the PRC and the USSR about bilateral ties in
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1980

1981

Moscow
Nov. 30: The ROC government decides to develop trade relations with some Eastern
European countries
Dec. 6: Big and small character posters are banned in the PRC except in one specified
part of Yuetan Park (yuetan gongyuan 月壇公園) in Beijing, marking the end of the
pro-democracy movement
Dec. 10: Opposition activists and journalists of FORMOSA magazine organize a rally
in Kaohsiung leading to violence; the events are later referred to as the “Kaohsiung Incident” (Gaoxiong shijian 高雄事件)
Dec. 13: Taiwanese dissidents Annette Lu 呂秀蓮, Lin I-hsiung 林義雄, and Chen
Chu 陳菊 are arrested in Kaohsiung for their involvement in the Kaohsiung
Incident
Dec. 30: The PRC government criticizes the USSR’s invasion of Afghanistan
Jan. 3: The US government informs the ROC government that it will resume arms
sales to the ROC after a 1-year suspension
Jan. 24: The US Senate approves giving the PRC “most-favoured nation” (MFN)
trading status
Feb. 28: The mother and two daughters of jailed Taiwanese politician Lin I-hsiung
are murdered in their Taipei residence by unknown perpetrators
Feb. 29: Hu Yaobang is elected CCP Central Committee General Secretary; Liu Shaoqi is rehabilitated posthumously
March 12: Deng Xiaoping suggests the armed forces of the PRC adopt a rank system
April 5: The Chiang Kai-shek Memorial Hall (zhongzheng jiniantang 中正紀念堂,
abbrev. CKS Memorial Hall) in central Taipei is opened to the public
April 17: The International Monetary Fund (IMF) admits the PRC as member
May 18: The PRC successfully launches its first carrier rocket into the Pacific Ocean
May: The Shenzhen Special Economic Zone (Shenzhen jingji tequ 深圳經濟特區) in
Shenzhen 深圳 (Guangdong Province) is established
July 19–Aug. 3: The PRC boycotts the 22nd Olympic Summer Games in Moscow
Aug. 26: The NPC passes the “Regulations for the Special Economic Zone of
Guangdong Province” (guangdongsheng jingji tequ tiaoli 廣東省經濟特區條例)
Aug. 30–Sept. 10: During the Third Plenary Session of the Fifth NPC, Hua Guofeng
announces the one-child policy
Sept. 10: Zhao Ziyang 趙紫陽 takes over as PRC premier from Hua Guofeng, Deng
Xiaoping resigns as PRC vice premier due to old age; in the revised PRC marriage
law the marriage age is raised, and the PRC Nationality Law (Zhonghua renmin gongheguo guojifa 中華人民共和國國籍法) prohibits dual nationality for PRC citizens
Oct. 7: The PRC State Council approves the establishment of the Xiamen Special
Economic Zone (Xiamen jingji tequ 廈門經濟特區)
Nov. 4: Inauguration of direct flights between Beijing and Hong Kong
Dec. 6: Supplementary elections held for 70 members of the ROC Legislative Yuan
and 76 members of the First National Assembly in Taiwan
Dec. 15: Taiwan’s first Science Industrial Park (kexue yuanqu 科學園區) is opened in
Hsinchu
Dec. 22: PEOPLE’S DAILY comments that Mao Zedong made great mistakes in his
last years and the Cultural Revolution was a great disaster
Jan. 16: The Netherlands publicly reaffirms its decision to sell two submarines to
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Taiwan; relations between the PRC and the Netherlands deteriorate
Jan. 25: At the end of the trial against the “Gang of Four”, Jiang Qing and Zhang
Chunqiao are sentenced to death, Wang Hongwen to life in prison, and Yao Wenyuan to 20 years, the death sentences are not carried out but commuted to life imprisonment on Jan. 25, 1983
Jan. 27: The PRC and the Netherlands withdraw their ambassadors
March 29: The 12th National Congress of the KMT opens on Yangmingshan 陽明山
(Taipei City)
May 4: In the new Taipei World Trade Center (Taibei shimao zhongxin 台北世貿中心)
the first European trade fair in Taiwan takes place
June 1: CHINA DAILY (Zhongguo ribao 中國日報), the PRC’s first English-language
daily newspaper, starts publication
June 29: During the Sixth Plenary Session of the CCP’s Eleventh Central Committee
Hua Guofeng loses his CCP posts to Deng Xiaoping and Hu Yaobang; Mao Zedong and his mistakes are clearly criticized with the formula ‘70 percent correct
and 30 percent wrong’ (qisankai 七三開)
Aug. 23: A Boeing 737 of the Taiwanese carrier Far Eastern Air Transport (yuandong
hangkong gongsi 遠東航空公司, abbrev. FAT) explodes on a domestic flight in midair over mountainous terrain in south-central Taiwan, 110 dead
Sept. 30: NPC chairman Ye Jianying calls for negotiations with the KMT over Taiwan
on the basis of reciprocity
Oct. 10: Beijing announces a nine-point proposal for unification to Taipei
Oct. 29: PRC Foreign Minister Huang Hua 黃華 in Washington criticizes the US
policiy of selling advanced weapons to Taiwan
Dec. 16: Japan pledges US$ 1.37 billion in aid to the industry of the PRC
Jan. 10: Vol. I of “The Selected Works of Liu Shaoqi” (Liu Shaoqi xuanji 劉少奇選集)
is published
Jan. 11: Deng Xiaoping proposes “one country, two systems” (yiguo liangzhi 一國兩制)
as a formula for the unification of Hong Kong and Taiwan with the PRC
Feb. 15: The China National Offshore Oil Corporation (Zhongguo haiyang shiyou zonggongsi 中國海洋石油總公司, abbrev. CNOOC) is established
March: The PRC releases 4237 KMT officials jailed since 1949 (after 33 years in
prison)
May: Floods in Guangdong Province kill 506 people
May 31–June 5: PRC Premier Zhao Ziyang visits Japan, meets Emperor Hirohito 裕
仁 on June 1
July 1–10: Third national census of the PRC; according to the results published on
Oct. 27 the PRC has a population of 1.008 billion people
July: The US government informs Congress of its approval of the “Six Assurances”
(liu da baozheng 六大保證) to the ROC government; floods in Sichuan kill 718
people
Aug. 17: Joint Communiqué of the PRC and the US (bayiqi lianhe gongbao 八一七聯合
公報) about the gradual reduction of US weapons sales to Taiwan (but with no
concrete timetable) is announced
Sept. 1–11: Twelfth CCP party congress in Beijing—Hua Guofeng is not reelected
into the politburo; the party congress stresses the importance of party discipline
and rejects personality cults; the position of party chairman (zhuxi 主席) is re-
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placed by the position of general secretary (zongshuji 總書記)
Sept. 22–26: British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher visits the PRC
Sept. 26: USSR president Leonid I. Brezhnev calls normalization of relations
between his country and the PRC a top priority
Dec. 4: The fourth PRC Constitution goes into effect, it states that the PLA is no
longer an army of the party but an army of the state, the right to strike is dropped
December: PRC Premier Zhao Ziyang visits several countries in Africa, including
Egypt, Algeria, Morocco, Guinea, Gabon, Zaire, Congo, Zambia, Zimbabwe,
Tanzania, and Kenya (a visit that continues until January 1983)
March 18: The UN announces Qian Xinzhong 錢信忠 is one of the first two
winners of the UN population awards
May 3–7: French president Francois Mitterand visits the PRC
May: CCP General Secretary Hu Yaobang visits Romania and Yugoslavia
June 6–21: The first plenary session of the Sixth NPC elects Li Xiannian 李先念
PRC president (in office until 1988, then succeeded by Yang Shangkun)
July 1: The “Selected Works of Deng Xiaoping” (Deng Xiaoping xuanji 鄧小平選集) is
published
Aug. 1: The “Selected Works of Zhu De” (Zhu De xuanji 朱德選集) is published
Aug. 21: After taking a CAL plane from Taipei to Manila, Filipino opposition leader
Benigno Aquino jr. is gunned down while being escorted off the aircraft
September: The “Strike Hard” campaign (yanda yundong 嚴打運動) against crime
begins in the PRC
Oct. 11: A campaign against “spiritual pollution” (qingchu jingshen wuran yundong 清除
精神污染運動) begins in the PRC
Nov. 1: Wu Ta-you 吳大猷 succeeds Chien Shih-liang as head of Academia Sinica
Nov. 23–30: CCP General Secretary Hu Yaobang visits Japan, addresses the Japanese
Diet on Nov. 25
Dec. 3: Supplementary elections for the ROC Legislative Yuan
Dec. 14: Work on the Three Gorges Dam (sanxia daba 三峽大壩) formally begins
Jan. 1: The PRC becomes a member of the International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA)
Jan. 10–23: PRC Premier Zhao Ziyang visits the US and Canada
Feb. 1: The Netherlands decides not to sell arms to Taiwan; diplomatic relations with
the PRC at the ambassadorial level are restored
Feb. 20–March 25: Seventh Plenary Session of the ROC’s First National Assembly in
Taipei (1023 members attend)
Feb. 24: ROC Premier Sun Yun-suan suffers a stroke
March 12: The Standing Committee of the Sixth NPC adopts the “Patent Law of the
PRC” (Zhonghua renmin gongheguo zhuanlifa 中華人民共和國專利法)
March 21: Chiang Ching-kuo is elected for a second six-year term as ROC president;
the following day Lee Teng-hui 李登輝 is elected ROC vice president
April 8: The PRC launches its first experimental communications satellite
April 26–May 1: US President Ronald Reagan visits the PRC and meets with Deng
Xiaoping on April 28
May 15: ROC Premier Sun resigns for health reasons; succeeded by Yu Kuo-hwa 俞
國華
May 30–June 16: PRC Premier Zhao Ziyang visits Western Europe (France, Belgium,
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Sweden, Denmark, Norway, Italy)
June 20: Explosion at the Haishan Coal Mine 海山煤礦 in Jueifang 瑞芳 (Taipei
County), more than 70 dead
July 3: The ROC National Science Council decides to set up a liaison office in Silicon
Vally (Ca., USA)
July 28: Marksman Xu Haifeng 許海峰 becomes the first PRC athlete ever to win
Olympic gold (free pistol-shooting at the XXIIIrd Summer Games in Los Angeles)
Aug. 7: The 476 km long South Xinjiang Railway linking Turpan 吐魯番 and Korla
庫爾勒 is opened to traffic
Sept. 1: Xinhua News Agency reports that the PRC’s first nuclear reactor is
operational
Sept. 11: Construction of the Taipei subway begins
Oct. 15: Assassination of journalist and writer Henry Liu 劉宜良 (pen name Chiang
Nan 江南) in Daly City (Ca., USA) on orders of Taiwanese secret service officer
Admiral Wong Hsi-ling 汪希苓
Oct. 20: The Third Plenary Session of the CCP’s Twelfth Central Committee decides
on economic reforms in the cities—more private business
Dec. 19: PRC Premier Zhao Ziyang and UK Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher sign
the Sino-British Joint Declaration on the Question of Hong Kong, according to
which the colony is to be handed over to the PRC in 1997 under the principle
“one country, two systems”
March 14: One day after the funeral of Soviet president Konstantin U. Chernenko, Li
Peng 李鵬 meets Mikhail S. Gorbachev
April 9: The Taipei District Court sentences gangsters Chen Chi-li 陳啟禮 and Wu
Tun 吳敦 to life in prison for the murder of Henry Liu
April 19: A military tribunal in Taiwan sentences Admiral Wong Hsi-ling to life in
prison
April 29: Taylor Wang 王贛俊 becomes the first Chinese-American in space; he is
part of a mission on the space shuttle “Challenger” (mission ends on May 6)
May 19: Riots in Beijing after Hong Kong defeats the PRC in a soccer match (2:1)
June 4: Deng Xiaoping announces the PRC’s decision to reduce the size of its army
by one million men within two years
June 30: In Jinniushan 金牛山 (Yingkou County 營口縣, Liaoning Province) 250,000
to 300,000 year old fossils of a homo erectus are excavated
July 19: Taiwan successfully tests the domestically developed surface-to-air missile
“Sky Bow” (tiangong 天弓); it is added to the ROC’s defense system on Sept. 25,
1989
July: Reform of prices and wages in the PRC; end of the “iron rice bowl” (tie fanwan
鐵飯碗) system
Sept. 16: Ye Jianying, Wang Zhen 王震, Li Desheng 李德生, Deng Yingchao 鄧穎超,
and others resign from the CCP Central Committee due to old age
Oct. 13: In Longgupo 龍骨坡 (Wushan County 巫山縣, Chongqing City) fossils of a
palaeolithic humanoid (age 2-3 million years) are discovered
Oct. 28–Nov. 12: PRC Premier Zhao Ziyang visits Colombia, Brazil, Argentina, and
Venezuela, first ever trip of a PRC premier to Latin America
Nov. 18: Wu Shu-chen 吳淑珍, wife of Taiwanese opposition politician Chen
Shui-bian 陳水扁, is run over several times by an unlicensed truck, probably for
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political reasons, and is rendered paralyzed from the waist down; the perpetrators
are never found
Nov. 20: Student demonstration in Beijing against Japanese politicoeconomic influence in the PRC
Dec. 22: During a demonstration in Beijing, several hundred people protest against
nuclear testing in Xinjiang
March 10: The PRC becomes a member of the Asian Development Bank (ADB)
March 21: PRC Premier Zhao Ziyang announces a moratorium for atmospheric
nuclear tests
April 7: US President Reagan formally notifies the US Congress of an agreement
with the PRC about the sale of high-tech electronic aviation equipment worth
US$ 550 million to help the PRC’s military modernize
April 21: The fourth plenary session of the Sixth NPC approves a law introducing
9-year compulsory education
May 3: A CAL cargo Boeing 747 from Bangkok (Thailand) to Hong Kong is diverted
to Guangzhou
May 18: Taiwan successfully tests a domestically developed air-to-air missile “Sky
Sword” (tianjian 天劍)
May 24–25: Clashes between African and Chinese students in Tianjin
June 9: The ROC Ministry of Foreign Affairs agrees to use the name “Chinese Taipei” in a women’s World Cup basketball competition in Moscow in August
July 7: The Chinese National Lawyers’ Association (Zhonghua quanguo lüshi xiehui 中華
全國律師協會) is established in Beijing
Aug. 3: First bankruptcy case in the PRC (affected company: Shenyang Explosion
Prevention Factory (Shenyang fangbao qixiechang 沈陽防爆器械廠)
Sept. 28: The Democratic Progressive Party (minzhu jinbudang 民主進步黨/minjindang
民進黨, abbrev. DPP) is founded in Taipei’s Grand Hotel (yuanshan da fandian 圓山
大飯店)
Oct. 12–18: The UK’s Queen Elizabeth II visits the PRC
Oct. 15: Lee Yuan-tseh 李遠哲, member of the Academia Sinica, receives the Nobel
Prize for Chemistry
Nov. 10: During a party plenary session, ROC legislator Chiang Peng-chien 江鵬堅
is elected DPP chairman, winning by one vote over Fei Hsi-ping 費希平
Nov. 14: An earthquake with a magnitude of 6.8 shakes the ocean floor off Hualien
on Taiwan’s east coast
Nov. 18: Astrophysicist Fang Lizhi 方勵之 delivers a speech about modernization in
Shanghai
Dec. 2: The Standing Committee of the Sixth NPC approves the “Bankruptcy Law”
(qiye pochanfa 企業破產法) for trial implementation
Dec. 5: Student demonstrations in Hefei 合肥 (Anhui Province) mark the beginning
of a student protest movement that spreads to 20 Chinese cities by year-end;
among other things, demonstrators demand more democracy
Dec. 6: ROC Legislative Yuan elections held in Taiwan; the not-yet legal DPP
participates
Jan. 13: Writer Wang Ruowang 王若望 is expelled from the CCP for advocating
“burgeois liberalism” (zichan jieji ziyouhua 資產階級自由化) and opposing the four
cardinal principles
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Jan. 16: CCP Central Committee General Secretary Hu Yaobang is dismissed after
being criticized for student demonstrations but remains in the politburo; his
position is assumed by Zhao Ziyang
Jan. 17: Fang Lizhi is expelled from the CCP for the same reasons as Wang Ruowang;
on Jan. 24 journalist Liu Binyan 劉賓雁 is also expelled from the CCP
March 26: Representatives of the PRC and Portugal initial a joint declaration about
Macau’s return to Chinese rule on Dec. 20, 1999 under the formula “one country,
two systems”
April 13: Portuguese Prime Minister Anibal Cavaco Silva and PRC Premier Zhao
Ziyang sign the joint declaration on Macau in Beijing
May: A forest fire breaks out in Heilongjiang and spreads to Inner Mongolia; ca. 200
people die, more than 50,000 are left homeless
June 4–21: PRC Premier Zhao Ziyang visits Poland, East Germany, Czechoslovakia,
Hungary, and Bulgaria
July 1: The ROC promulgates the National Security Law (dongyuan kanluan shiqi guojia
anquanfa 動員戡亂時期國家安全法)
July 15: Martial law is lifted in Taiwan and Penghu
September-October: Riots against Chinese rule in Tibet, at least six people die
Sept. 21: During a speech to the US Congress, the Dalai Lama presents a five-point
peace plan which abandons the idea of Tibetan independence but calls for a
democratically elected government in Tibet
Oct. 25–Nov. 1: Thirteenth CCP party congress in Beijing—Deng Xiaoping retires
from the politburo
Nov. 1: The ROC Red Cross starts accepting applications from residents of Taiwan
who wish to visits relatives on the Chinese mainland
Nov. 24: The Standing Committee of the Sixth NPC passes the “Organic Law of the
Village Committees of the PRC” (Zhonghua renmin gongheguo cunmin weiyuanhui zuzhifa 中華人民共和國村民委員會組織法); electoral rules on local level are
liberalized; Li Peng replaces Zhao Ziyang as PRC premier
November: Jiang Zemin 江澤民, Shanghai mayor since 1985, becomes a member of
the politburo
December: 2nd National Convention of the DPP, Yao Chia-wen 姚嘉文 is elected
DPP chairman
Jan. 1: Taiwan’s press law is significantly liberalized
Jan. 13: ROC President Chiang Ching-kuo dies of heart failure and hemorrhage; is
succeeded by vice president Lee Teng-hui
Jan. 14: The PRC government sends a message of condolence to the KMT Central
Committee
Jan. 18: A China Southwest Airlines (Zhongguo minhang xi’nan hangkong gongsi 中國民航
西南航空公司) Ilyushin 18D crashes near Chongqing, 108 dead
Feb. 23: At the 38th Berlinale the movie “Red Sorghum” (hong gaoliang 紅高粱) of
Chinese director Zhang Yimou 張藝謀 wins the Golden Bear Award
Feb. 29: Taiwan successfully tests the long-range missile Hsiung Feng II (xiongfeng erxing 雄風二型)
March 14: Warships of the PRC and Vietnam fight a sea battle near the Spratly Islands
March 24: The ROC government reiterates it has never engaged in the development
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of nuclear weapons, which is confirmed by the US government
March 25–April 13: First plenary session of the PRC’s Seventh NPC in Beijing—Yang Shangkun is elected PRC president, Li Peng is confirmed as PRC
premier
March: The US force Taiwan to shut down a heavy water research reactor and return
all heavy water to the US
April 12: The NPC amends the PRC Constitution, allowing the private sector of the
economy to exist and develop
April 13: Hainan is declared a PRC province in its own right and is made a special
economic zone
May 20: A demonstration by hundreds of Taiwanese farmers in Taipei that ends in
clashes with the police occurs; this becomes known as “May 20 Incident” (wuerling
shijian 五二０事件)
June 15: At the European Parliament in Strasbourg, the Dalai Lama proposes that
Tibet should become a self-governing politicial entity in association with China
Summer: Students in several Chinese cities rally for modernization and democracy
July 1: The Standing Committee of the Seventh NPC decides to adopt a rank system
for the PRC’s armed forces; the journal SEEKING TRUTH FROM FACTS (qiushi 求是)
replaces RED FLAG
July 7: The 13th National Congress of the KMT opens in Linkou 林口 (Taipei
County); the following day Lee Teng-hui is elected KMT chairman
Aug. 18: The Mainland Affairs Task Force (dalu gongzuo huibao 大陸工作會報) under
the ROC Executive Yuan is established
Aug. 30: The PRC State Council issues an urgent directive in an effort to control
serious inflation
Oct. 17: Romanian president Nicolae Ceausescu visits the PRC
Oct. 29: Huang Hsin-chieh is elected DPP chairman
Nov. 3: The Mainland Affairs Task Force approves a revision in regulations allowing
mainlanders to visit sick relatives or attend their funerals in Taiwan
Nov. 6: Two earthquakes hit Yunnan Province—one with a magnitude of 7.6 at Lancang 瀾滄 and one with a magnitude of 7.2 at Gengma 耿馬; 730 dead
Nov. 10–24: PRC Premier Li Peng visits Thailand, Australia, and New Zealand
Nov. 17: The ROC Executive Yuan passes a statute on voluntary retirement for
senior parliamentarians
Nov. 28: The PRC and the Mongolian People’s Republic sign an agreement about a
border control system (Zhonghua renmin gongheguo zhengfu han Menggu renmin gongheguo
zhengfu guanyu Zhong Meng bianjie zhidu han chuli bianjing wenti de tiaoyue 中華人民共
和國政府和蒙古人民共和國政府關於中蒙邊界和處理邊境問題的條約)
Dec. 1–3: PRC Foreign Minister Qian Qichen 錢其琛 visits the USSR
Dec. 19–23: Indian Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi visits the PRC, meets Deng
Xiaoping on Dec. 21
Dec. 24: Racist demonstrations of Chinese students against their African schoolmates at Hohai University (hehai daxue 河海大學) in Nanjing, trouble continues
over the following days
Jan. 28: The Xth Panchen Lama dies in Shigatse 日喀則 (Tibet)
Feb. 1–4: Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze visits the PRC
Feb. 25–26: US President George Bush visits the PRC
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March 5–7: Anti-Chinese demonstrations, looting, and riots in Tibet
March 6: ROC President Lee Teng-hui arrives in Singapore for a 4-day visit
April 3: The ROC’s central bank cancels the limits of daily fluctuation of the NT$
against the US$
April 7: Cheng Nan-jung 鄭南榕, editor-in-chief of FREEDOM ERA WEEKLY (ziyou
shidai zhoukan 自由時代週刊) and Taiwan independence activist, commits suicide
by self-immolation
April 15: Hu Yaobang dies of a heart attack in Beijing; public mourning marks the
beginning of the democracy movement
April 22: 100,000 protesters rally in Tiananmen Square in Beijing
April 26: An editorial in PEOPLE’S DAILY condemns the student movement and calls
the participants ‘conspirators’; the next day more than 100,000 people rally and
demand press freedom and a crackdown against CCP corruption, among other
things
April 30: ROC Finance Minister Shirley Kuo 郭婉容 leads a delegation to an ADB
meeting in Beijing
April: Scientists discover ancient rock carvings dating back 8000 years in Damaidi 大
麥地 (Zhongwei 中衛, Ningxia Hui Autonomous Region)
April/May: ROC General Hao Pei-tsun 郝柏村 visits France
May 4: Demonstrations in Beijing and several other cities commemorate the May
Fourth Movement of 1919
May 13: Big demonstration for freedom and democracy in Tiananmen Square in Beijing; about 1000 students begin a hunger strike
May 15: USSR President and CPSU Chairman Gorbachev arrives on a 3-day state
visit in Beijing; the cold war between the PRC and the USSR ends; Tiananmen
Square is occupied by thousands of demonstrators; millions join spontaneous
demonstrations
May 18: Televised meeting between PRC government representatives (including
premier Li Peng) and student leaders (Wang Dan 王丹, Wuer Kaixi 吾爾開希, and
others) in the Great Hall of the People; the Sino-Soviet Joint Communiqué (Zhong
Su lianhe gongbao 中蘇聯合公報) is issued in Beijing
May 19: CCP Chairman Zhao Ziyang appears in Tiananmen Square and expresses
sympathy with the hunger-striking demonstrators
May 20: Martial law is declared over Tiananmen Square and eight districts in Beijing;
Zhao Ziyang criticizes this step and is dismissed as CCP chairman four days later;
mass demonstrations continue; barricades are erected to prevent soldiers’ advance
towards Tiananmen Square
May 25: Pro-democracy demonstrations by some 100,000 workers and intellectuals
who demand the resignation of PRC Premier Li Peng
May 30: Students erect the statue of the “Goddess of Democracy” (minzhu nüshen 民
主女神) in Tiananmen Square
May 31: One million students rally in Taiwan in support of China’s democracy movement
June 1: Lee Huan 李煥 succeeds Yu Kuo-hwa as ROC premier
June 3–4: A bloody crackdown on the democracy movement in Tiananmen Square
begins at about 10 p.m., hundreds, and perhaps thousands, of people are killed by
heavily armed security forces of the 27th PLA army and People’s Armed Police
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(renmin wuzhuang jingcha budui 人民武裝警察部隊, abbrev. PAP); at noon Tiananmen Square is sealed off by troops
June 5: US President George Bush announces suspension of all government-to-government sales and commercial export of weapons, and of all visits
between senior American and Chinese military officials; Fang Lizhi seeks refuge in
the US embassy and stays there for a year until his departure for the US on June
25, 1990
June 6: Several people are killed in Shanghai when a train hits a human barricade
trying to prevent soldiers from entering the city
June 7: The PRC Foreign Ministry denounces US President Bush’s statement and
describes the sanctuary given by the US to Fang Lizhi ‘interference in China’s
internal affairs’
June 9: Deng Xiaoping, Li Peng, Yang Shangkun, and other top PRC politicians
appear at a televised meeting in Beijing to praise the military action of June 3-4
June 10: Direct phone links are established between both sides of the Taiwan Straits
June 24: Shanghai Mayor Jiang Zemin is appointed CCP chairman
June 25: The World Bank announces that it will defer consideration of seven new
development loans to the PRC worth US$ 780.2 million because of the Tiananmen massacre and continuing repression
June/July: Purge and wave of arrests in the PRC; Zhao Ziyang remains under house
arrest until his death in 2005
July 15: In Paris, leaders of the US, Japan, France, West Germany, the UK, Italy, and
Canada issue a declaration that includes condemnation of the PRC for its
suppression of the pro-democracy movement
July: Severe flooding in Sichuan, Anhui, Hubei, Jiangsu, and Zhejiang
Sept. 15: On the 46th Venice International Film Festival, the Taiwanese movie “City
of Sadness” (beiqing chengshi 悲情城市) directed by Hou Hsiao-hsien 侯孝賢 wins
the Golden Lion Award
Sept. 26: The ROC Executive Yuan allows pro-democracy supporters from the mainland to settle in Taiwan
Oct. 5: The Dalai Lama is awarded the Nobel Peace Prize
Oct. 26: A CAL Boeing 737 from Hualien to Taipei crashes shortly after take-off; 56
dead
Oct. 28–29: At the 4th National Convention of the DPP, Huang Hsin-chieh is reelected as DPP chairman
Nov. 5–7: North Korean president Kim Il-sung pays an unofficial visit to the PRC
Nov. 9: Deng Xiaoping resigns as chairman of the Central Military Commission and
is succeeded by Jiang Zemin
Nov. 14–21: PRC Premier Li Peng visits Pakistan, Bangladesh, and Nepal
Dec. 2: Elections for the ROC Legislative Yuan, the Taiwan Provincial Assembly, and
other bodies and offices are held in Taiwan

1990–2003: China after the Tiananmen Massacre—the era Jiang Zemin
1990

Jan. 11: Martial law in Beijing is lifted
Feb. 2: The US Export-Import Bank grants a loan of US$ 10 million to CNOOC
Feb. 10: The TSE Index reaches an all-time high of 12,495 points, falling 79.5
percent to 2560 points by Oct. 1 of the same year
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March 1: The ROC Executive Yuan allows direct trade with the USSR and Albania
March 20: The ROC’s First National Assembly decides on the forced retirement of
all members who are not attending the plenary sessions
March 21: Deng Xiaoping resigns as chairman of the state central military
commission and is replaced by Jiang Zemin; ROC President Lee Teng-hui meets
students of the “wild lily” student movement (yebaihe xuesheng yundong 野百合學生
運動) and promises reforms
March 27: The ROC National Assembly approves a motion to force members who
fail to attend the plenary session to retire by the end of July 1990
April 4: The third plenary session of the PRC’s Seventh NPC passes the “Basic Law
for Hong Kong SAR” (Xianggang tebie xingzhengqu jibenfa 香港特別行政區基本法)
April 5–6: A disturbance by Islamic militants in Akto County 阿克陶縣 (Xinjiang
Province) is suppressed by PRC security forces; at least 22 dead
April 21: The Eighth Plenary Session of the ROC’s First National Assembly (752
members attending) elects Lee Teng-hui president for a six-year term
April 23–26: PRC Premier Li Peng pays an official visit to the USSR
April 30: The ROC government allows elected officials of all levels to make private
visits to the mainland during recesses
May 1: Martial law is lifted in Lhasa
May 4: CCP Chairman Jiang Zemin reaffirms the crucial role of intellectuals in the
modernization process but warns against the influence of Western burgeois values
May 13–30: PRC President Yang Shangkun visits Mexico, Brazil, Uruguay, Argentina,
and Chile; first visit by a Chinese president to Latin America
May 20: ROC President Lee Teng-hui pardons dissidents Hsu Hsin-liang 許信良 and
Shih Ming-teh 施明德 in a special amnesty
May 29: The ROC Legislative Yuan appoints former army General Hau Pei-tsun
ROC premier
June 21: The ROC Council of Grand Justices (dafaguan huiyi 大法官會議) announces
that senior parliamentarians should resign by Dec. 31, 1991
July 1–10: Fourth national census of the PRC; according to the results published on
Oct. 10 the PRC has a population of 1.133 billion people
July 4: The “National Affairs Conference” (guoshi huiyi 國是會議) concludes in Taipei
after six days of discussions on reforms and mainland policy
July 11: Japan announces it will resume lending money to the PRC
Aug. 6–11: PRC Premier Li Peng visits Indonesia
Aug. 11–13: PRC Premier Li Peng pays a goodwill visit to Singapore
Aug. 31: ROC Premier Hau Pei-tsun advises the ROC Legislative Yuan that relations
with the mainland will operate under the concept of “one country, two areas” (yiguo liangqu 一國兩區)
Sept. 12: The Red Cross organizations of the PRC and the ROC sign the Kinmen
Accord (jinmen xieyi 金門協議), a guideline for the repatriation of cross-strait
illegal immigrants and criminals
Sept. 19: Vo Nguyen Giap 武元甲, Vice-Chairman of the Vietnamese Council of
Ministers, visits Beijing to attend the opening ceremony of the Asian Games; the
Red Cross Societies of the PRC and the ROC reach an agreement on procedures
for repatriation of illegal mainland entrants to Taiwan
Sept. 22–Oct. 7: Asian Games in Beijing; athletes from Taiwan attend
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Oct. 2: A hijacked Xiamen Airlines (Xiamen hangkong gongsi 廈門航空公司) Boeing
737 coming from Xiamen overshoots the runway while landing at Guangzhou’s
Baiyun Aiport (Baiyun jichang 白雲機場) and crashes in two other aircraft; 128
dead
Oct. 7: Lee Teng-hui establishes the National Unification Council (guojia tongyi weiyuanhui 國家統一委員會, abbrev. NUC) under the ROC presidential office
Oct. 16: Singapore’s Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew 李光耀 arrives in the PRC for a
9-day visit; the following day he meets with CCP Chairman Jiang Zemin
Oct. 18: The Mainland Affairs Task Force is reorganized as the Mainland Affairs
Council (dalu weiyuanhui 大陸委員會, abbrev. MAC) under the ROC Executive
Yuan and is headed by ROC Vice Premier Shih Chi-yang 施啟揚
Oct. 20: The PRC and South Korea establish trade offices in each other’s capitals
Nov. 16: Indonesia’s president Suharto meets CCP Chairman Jiang Zemin in Beijing
Nov. 17: The PRC announces a currency devaluation of 9.57 percent from RMB
5.209 to the US$ to RMB 4.71
Nov. 21: The private, government-funded “Straits Exchange Foundation” (haixia
jiaoliu jijinhui 海峽交流基金會, abbrev. SEF) is established in Taiwan for direct
dealings and handling of technical affairs with the mainland
Nov. 23: The National Narcotics Control Commission (guojia jindu weiyuanhui 國家禁
毒委員會, abbrev. NNCC) is established in the PRC
Nov. 25: A delegation led by ROC Minister of Economic Affairs Vincent Siew 蕭萬
長 visits France
Nov. 26: Lee Kuan Yew resigns as Prime Minister of Singapore (had held office since
June 5, 1959), succeeded by Goh Chok Tong 吳作棟 (until Aug. 12, 2004); the
same day the Shanghai Stock Exchange (Shanghai zhengquan jiaoyisuo 上海證券交易
所) is established (inaugurated on Dec. 19); ROC Premier Hau Pei-tsun states that
the “three no’s policy” of the ROC towards the PRC will not change
Nov. 29: The ADB grants a 15-year loan of US$ 50 million to the PRC’s Agricultural
Bank of China (Zhongguo nongye yinhang 中國農業銀行)
Dec. 10–19: PRC Premier Li Peng visits Malaysia, the Philippines, Laos, and Sri
Lanka
Dec. 26–28: Kuwaiti Emir Jaber al-Ahmed al-Sabah visits the PRC
Jan. 26: Student leader Wang Dan is sentenced to four years in prison
Jan. 28: Gombojaryn Ochirbat, leader of the Mongolian People’s Revolutionary Party,
visits the PRC and holds talks with CCP Chairman Jiang Zemin
Feb. 7: PRC Foreign Ministry spokesman Li Zhaoxing 李肇星 blasts a Human
Rights Report by the US State Department as ‘entirely unacceptable’
Feb. 12: Chen Ziming 陳子明 and Wang Juntao 王軍濤 are sentenced to 13 years in
prison for their role in the 1989 democracy movement
Feb. 26: Australia removes all economical and political restrictions imposed on the
PRC in July 1989 after the Tiananmen massacre
March 14: The ROC Executive Yuan adopts the Guidelines for National Unification
(guojia tongyi wangling 國家統一網領)
April 21: Gas explosion at the Sanjiaohe Coal Mine 三交河煤礦 (Hongdong County
洪洞縣, Shanxi Province); 147 dead; worst mine disaster in China in three decades
April 22: The second extraordinary session of the ROC’s First National Assembly
approves the abolishment of the “Temporary Provisions Effective During the
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amendment to the Constitution (amendment goes into effect on May 1, 1991)
April 29: French Foreign Minister Roland Dumas arrives in Beijing for an official visit
May 15–19: CCP Chairman Jiang Zemin and a high-profile delegation make an
official visit to the USSR; on May 16 an agreement on the eastern section of the
border between the PRC and the USSR (Zhong Su guojie dongduan xieding 中蘇國界
東段協定) is signed
July 2–14: PRC Premier Li Peng, PRC Foreign Minister Qian Qichen, and other
officials visit Egypt, Jordan, Iran, Saudi Arabia, Syria, and Kuwait
July 3: The Shenzhen Stock Exchange (Shenzhen zhengquan jiaoyisuo 深圳證券交易所)
is officially opened
July 5: SEF delegates travel to Beijing to discuss trade and travel issues related to
Taiwan-mainland contacts
July 10: The US House of Representatives rejects President Bush’s decision to renew
the PRC’s MFN trading status
Aug. 10: The PRC and Vietnam both issue statements announcing their intention to
normalize relations after a long period of hostility
Aug. 10–13: Japanese Prime Minister Kaifu Toshiki 海部俊樹 visits the PRC
Aug. 12: Two PRC journalists arrive in Taiwan
Aug. 18–31: ROC Vice President Li Yuan-zu 李元簇 visits Costa Rica, Nicaragua,
and Honduras
Aug. 31: Representatives of Taiwan’s China Shipbuilding Corporation (Zhongguo zaochuan gongsi 中國造船公司, abbrev. CSBC) and France’s Thomson-CSF sign a US$
2.8 billion deal about the sale of six high-tech Lafayette-class frigates to Taiwan
Sept. 3: In Beijing, PRC Premier Li Peng and British Prime Minister John Major sign
a memorandum about Hong Kong’s planned new airport (agreement about
financing of the project on Nov. 4, 1994)
Sept. 9: 15,000 people rally for independence in Taiwan
September: During the 48th Venice International Film Festival, the Chinese movie
“Raise the Red Lantern” (da hong denglong gaogao gua 大紅燈籠高高掛), directed by
Zhang Yimou, wins the Silver Lion Award
Oct. 10: The ROC abolishes Article 100 of the Criminal Law
Oct. 12: The 5th National Convention of the DPP begins, during which the party
adopts the “Taiwan Independence Clause” (Taidu danggang 台獨黨綱)
Oct. 12–19: First World Martial Arts Championship (shijie wushu jinbiaosai 世界武術
錦標賽) in Beijing
Nov. 5–9: Vietnamese Communist Party General Secretary Do Muoi 杜梅 visits the
PRC
Nov. 12: Hsu Hsin-liang takes over as new DPP chairman
Nov. 13: The PRC, Taiwan, and Hong Kong become APEC members
Dec. 11–16: PRC Premier Li Peng, PRC Foreign Minister Qian Qichen, and PRC
Minister of Foreign Economic Relations and Trade Li Lanqing 李嵐清 visit India
Dec. 16: The PRC establishes the “Association for Relations Across the Taiwan
Straits” (haixia liang’an guanxi xiehui 海峽兩岸關係協會, abbrev. ARATS) in Beijing as the counterpart to Taiwan’s SEF
Dec. 21: Elections for the ROC’s Second National Assembly are held in Taiwan
Dec. 22: Fang Lizhi visits Taiwan
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Dec. 31: The PRC and Pakistan sign a contract about the construction of a nuclear
power plant in Chashma (Punjab, Pakistan); all senior delegates to the ROC First
National Assembly, the ROC Control Yuan, and the ROC Legislative Yuan retire
from office
Jan. 7–14: PRC President Yang Shangkun visits Singapore and Malaysia
Jan. 18–Feb. 12: Deng Xiaoping travels to southern China and visits Wuhan, Guangzhou, Shenzhen, Zhuhai 珠海 (Guangdong Province), and Shanghai
Jan. 22–26: Israeli Foreign Minister David Levine visits the PRC
Feb. 11–16: PRC Foreign Minister Qian Qichen visits Cambodia and Vietnam
Feb. 21: The US lift the ban on high-tech exports to the PRC
March 11: The PRC becomes a party to the Treaty on Non-Proliferation of Nuclear
Weapons
March 23: First meeting of representatives of ARATS and SEF in Beijing
April 3: The fifth plenary session of the Seventh NPC approves the Three Gorges
Dam construction project (1767 vote in favour, 177 against, 664 abstain)
April 6–10: CCP Chairman Jiang Zemin visits Japan
April 14–17: UN General-Secretary Boutros Boutros-Ghali visits the PRC
May 11: Academia Sinica head Wu Ta-you attends academic conferences in Beijing
and Tianjin
May 18–23: Indian President Ramaswamy Venkataraman visits the PRC
May 27: In a special session the ROC’s Second National Assembly passes the second
amendment to the Constitution, which deals with the functions of the National
Assembly as well as the term of and holding popular vote for the ROC president
(amendments go into effect on May 30, 1992)
July 10: Chris Patten is appointed governor of Hong Kong (term ends on June 30,
1997)
July 16: The ROC Legislative Yuan passes the “Statute governing relations between
people of the Taiwan area and the mainland area” (Taiwan diqu yu dalu diqu renmin
guanxi tiaoli 台灣地區與大陸地區人民關係條例), promulgated on July 31;
effective on Sept. 18
July 19: The ROC’s five-year lease of three Knox-class frigates from the US is
approved by US President George Bush
July 30: The PRC officially joins the Universal Copyright Convention in Paris
July 31: A China General Aviation Corporation (Zhongguo tongyong hangkong gongsi 中國
通用航空公司) Yakovlev YAK-42D flying from Nanjing to Xiamen crashes
shortly after take-off; 108 dead
Aug. 1: The NUC defines one China as “one country” and “two areas separately
ruled by two political entities”
Aug. 23: The ROC severs diplomatic ties with South Korea
Aug. 30: Former British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher visits Taipei
August: Anti-corruption campaign in the PRC
Sept. 2: Canadian International Trade Minister Michael Wilson visits Taipei
Sept. 9: Iran’s president Hashemi Ali Akbar Rafsanjani arrives in Beijing for a 3-day
official visit; the following day the PRC announces that it will build a nuclear
power plant in Iran
Sept. 17: PRC Foreign Minister Qian Qichen arrives for a 3-day visit in Israel
Sept. 28: South Korean President Roh Tae-woo 盧泰愚 arrives in Beijing for a visit
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Sept. 29: The ROC is granted observer status in the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade (GATT)
Oct. 4: A PRC Foreign Ministry spokesman confirms the PRC recently conducted an
underground nuclear test
Oct. 4–10: ANC president Nelson Mandela visits the PRC
Oct. 12–18: Fourteenth CCP party congress in Beijing; in his opening speech, CCP
Chairman Jiang Zemin emphasizes the need to establish a “socialist market
economy” (shehui zhuyi shichang jingji 社會主義市場經濟)
Oct. 23–29: Japan’s emperor Akihito 明仁 and empress Michiko 美智子 visit Beijing,
Xi’an, and Shanghai; Akihito expresses his deep regret for the sufferings that
Japan inflicted on the Chinese during the 1930s and 1940s
Oct. 28–30: Negotiations between representatives of ARATS and SEF in Hong
Kong led by Zhou Ning 周寧 (ARATS) and Shi Hwei-yow 許惠祐 (SEF); the
talks end without progress or results
October: Hong Kong’s new governor Chris Patten unveils plans to extend the
electoral rights of Hong Kong’s citizens (first stage of democratic reforms in
February 1994, first elections in September 1994)
Nov. 7: The ROC restores civil administration in Kinmen and Matsu; the islands are
opened to tourism
Nov. 12: The ROC and the US sign a US$ 5.8 billion contract for the sale of 150
American F-16 fighter planes to Taiwan; the PRC criticizes the deal
Nov. 18: The ROC and France sign a US$ 2.6 billion contract for the sale of 60
French Mirage-2000 fighter planes to Taiwan, the PRC lodges a strong protest
with France on Nov. 26; German Minister of Economic Affairs and Vice
Chancellor Jürgen Möllemann arrives for a 2-day visit in Taipei
Nov. 24: A China Southern Airlines (Zhongguo nanfang hangkong gongsi 中國南方航空
公司) Boeing 737 flying from Guangzhou to Guilin 桂林 (Guangxi Province)
crashes near its destination; 141 dead
Nov. 30–Dec. 4: PRC Premier Li Peng visits Vietnam, holds talks with Vietnamese
Prime Minister Vo Van Kiet 武文傑; the status of the Spratly Islands is discussed
Dec. 17–20: Russia’s president Boris N. Yeltsin makes on official visit to the PRC; a
joint declaration is signed on Dec. 18 stating the two sides recognize each other as
friends
Dec. 19: Elections for the Second ROC Legislative Yuan are held in Taiwan
Dec. 24–30: Israel’s president Hayim Herzog visits the PRC
December: During a conversation with conservative German chancellor Helmut
Kohl, social democrat Gerhard Schröder supports the idea of selling German
weapons (including submarines) to Taiwan
Jan. 14: The ROC Legislative Yuan approves the US$ 12.47 billion budget to buy 150
F-16 fighter planes from the US and 60 Mirage 2000-5 planes from France
Feb. 22: At the 43rd Berlinale, the Taiwanese movie “The Wedding Banquet” (xiyan 囍
晏) directed by Ang Lee 李安 wins the Golden Bear Award for Best Picture
Feb. 26: Two basketball teams from the PRC arrive in Taiwan to play exhibition
matches against local teams
Feb. 27: Lien Chan 連戰 is appointed ROC premier
March 15–31: First plenary session of the PRC’s Eighth NPC
March 16: In Shengli 勝利 (Bin County 賓縣, Heilongjiang Province), armed militia-
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March 27: The Eighth NPC elects Jiang Zemin PRC president, two days later the
PRC Constitution is amended
March 31: The NPC approves the “Basic Law of the Macau Special Administrative
Region” (Aomen tebie xingzhengqu jibenfa 澳門特別行政區基本法)
April 26: Philippine President Fidel Ramos arrives in Beijing for a 5-day official visit
April 27: US President Bill Clinton receives the Dalai Lama for a short conversation
in the White House
April 27–29: Meeting between Wang Daohan 汪道涵 (ARATS) and Koo Chen-fu 辜
振甫 (SEF) in Singapore; on the last day agreements on matters like direct
shipping, flights, and postal and telecommunications links are signed
May 5: Wu Chin-hsiung 吳錦雄 is the first Taiwanese to stand on the summit of
Mount Everest
May 7: The first ROC-made PFG-2 missile frigate “Cheng-kung” (chenggong 成功)
goes into service in the ROC Navy
May 9–18: The first East Asian Games take place in Shanghai; a 186-member team
from Taiwan participates
May 13: Former US Secretary of Defense Dick Cheney visits Taipei
May 24: Large-scale demonstrations in Lhasa for Tibetan independence; the movie
“The Puppetmaster” (ximeng rensheng 戲夢人生) by Taiwanese director Hou
Hsiao-hsien is awarded the Jury Prize at the Cannes Film Festival
May 29: US President Clinton announces an extension of the PRC’s MFN trading
status
June 11: ROC President Lee Teng-hui receives former Philippine President Corazon
Aquino
June 17: A separatist group detonates two bombs in a hotel in Kashgar 喀什 (Xinjiang Province); 3 people die
June 23: Australian Prime Minister Paul Keating arrives for an official 5-day visit in
the PRC
June 29: The PRC State Council adopts regulations for the resettlement of over one
million people to be displaced by the Three Gorges Dam project; ROC President
Lee Teng-hui receives former US Vice President Dan Quayle
July 2: Zhu Rongji 朱鎔基 is appointed governor of the People’s Bank of China,
replacing Li Guixian 李貴鮮
July 10: Vietnam opens an economic and cultural office in Taipei
July 23: A China Northwest Airlines (Zhongguo xibei hangkong gongsi 中國西北航空公
司) BAe-146 flying from Yinchuan 銀川 (Ningxia Hui Autonomous Region) to
Beijing crashes on take-off; at least 59 dead
Aug. 4: In an official statement by the Japanese government, chief cabinet secretary
Kono Yohei 河野洋平 acknowledges and apologizes for the fact that Japan
forced women from other Asian countries to be sex slaves (“comfort women”
[weianfu 慰安婦]) for its soldiers during World War II
Aug. 10: The New Party (xindang 新黨, abbrev. NP) is established in Taiwan by dissatisfied KMT members
Aug. 16: The 14th National Congress of the KMT opens
Aug. 23: PRC Vice Minister for the State Physical Culture and Sports Commission
He Zhenliang 何振梁 arrives in Taipei for a visit
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Aug. 31: The PRC State Council issues a white paper on Taiwan entitled “The Taiwan
Question and the Reunification of China” (Taiwan wenti yu Zhongguode tongyi 台灣問
題與中國的統一) favouring a peaceful unification
Sept. 6–9: Indian Prime Minister P. V. Narasimha Rao visits the PRC, on Sept. 7 both
sides sign an agreement on the line of control in the border areas
Sept. 14: Wei Jingsheng is released after 14 years in prison; the PRC joins the World
Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO)
Sept. 21: Taiwan’s attempt to have the ROC’s UN membership bid included in the
agenda of the UN General Assembly fails
Sept. 24: Beijing’s bid to be chosen as host city for the 27th Olympic Summer Games
in 2000 fails
Oct. 5: The PRC conducts an underground nuclear test at Lop Nor
Oct. 7: Muslim riot in Xining 西寧 (Qinghai Province)
Oct. 10–14: Israel’s Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin visits the PRC
Oct. 19: The PRC and Vietnam sign an agreement on the basic principles for the
settlement of border disputes in Hanoi (jiejue liangguo bianjie lingtu wentide jiben yuanze xieyi 解決兩國邊界領土問題的基本原則協議)
Oct. 23–27: Tibetan Buddhism Symposium (zangyuxi fojiao yantaohui 藏語系佛教研討
會) in Beijing
Nov. 9–15: Vietnam’s president Le Duc Anh 黎德英 visits the PRC
Nov. 15: German Chancellor Helmut Kohl arrives in Beijing for a 6-day visit to the
PRC
Nov. 21: PRC President Jiang Zemin arrives in Cuba for a short visit
Dec. 9: The body of murdered ROC Navy Captain Yin Ching-feng 尹清楓, who had
planned to expose corruption involved in the Lafayette-class frigate scandal,
washes ashore on a beach near Ilan 宜蘭 in northern Taiwan
Jan. 15: Lee Yuan-tseh succeeds Wu Ta-you as head of Academia Sinica
Feb. 6: A nuclear power plant in Daya Bay 大亞灣 in Guangdong Province east of
Hong Kong starts operation
Feb. 9: ROC President Lee Teng-hui embarks on an 8-day trip to the Philippines,
Indonesia, and Thailand
March 17: The PRC and the US sign a memorandum of agreement concerning bilateral textile trade
March 19: Japan’s Prime Minister Hosokawa Morihiro 細川護熙 arrives for a 3-day
visit in the PRC
March 22: The second plenary session of the Eighth NPC adopts the “PRC Budget
Law” (Zhonghua renmin gongheguo yuyansuan fa 中華人民共和國預演算法)
March 25: Talks between ARATS and SEF in Beijing
March 28: A court in Beijing sentences Hong Kong journalist Xi Yang 席揚 to 12
years in prison for alleged selling of state secrets (released on Jan. 25, 1997)
March 30: Dissidents in Shanghai present a petition to the NPC asking for freedom
of the press and a multi-party system
March 31: At Qiandao Lake 千島湖 (Zhejiang Province), 24 Taiwanese tourists are
robbed and killed by gangsters; on June 12 three men are sentenced to death for
the crime and a week later executed
April 26: A CAL Airbus A300 flying from Taipei to Nagoya crashes during landing
due to pilot error; 264 dead; border agreement between the PRC and Kazakhstan
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May 1: Shih Ming-teh is elected DPP chairman
May 4: During a stopover in Hawaii en route on a 13-day trip to diplomatic allies in
Latin America and Africa (Nicaragua, Costa Rica, South Africa, and Swaziland),
US authorities force ROC President Lee Teng-hui to stay on his plane overnight
May 10: Japan’s Prime Minister Hata Tsutomu 羽田孜 notifies PRC Premier Li Peng
of his regret for a statement by Justice Minister Shigeto Nagano 永野茂門
doubting the occurance of the 1937 Nanjing massacre
May 26: US President Clinton announces the extension of the PRC’s MFN trading
status
June 6: A China Northwest Airlines Tupolev-154 flying from Xi’an to Guangzhou
crashes shortly after take-off; 160 dead; ROC Premier Lien Chan visits Mexico
June 10: Xinhua News Agency reports the PRC conducted an underground nuclear
test
June 19: WORKER’S DAILY (gongren ribao 工人日報) claims that in 1992 about half a
million PRC teachers left their profession due to low salary and poor social status
July 21: The PRC successfully launches a satellite from Xichang 西昌 (Sichuan
Province)
July 22: The PRC’s UN ambassador, Li Zhaoxing, meets with UN Secretary General
Boutros-Gali and strongly opposes an open discussion on Taiwan’s representation
in the UN
July 28: The fourth extraordinary session of the ROC’s Second National Assembly
passes the third amendment to the ROC Constitution (which concerns the
National Assembly and the popular vote of the ROC president and parliament);
the amendment goes into effect on Aug. 1, 1994
July 30–Aug. 2: Talks between ARATS and SEF in Taipei
Aug. 4–7: Another round of ARATS-SEF talks is conducted in Taipei by Tang
Shubei 唐樹備 (ARATS) and Chiao Jen-ho 焦仁和 (SEF); joint press release on
Aug. 8
July: The white paper “Relations across the Taiwan Strait” (Taiwan liang’an guanxi
shuomingshu 台灣兩岸關係說明書) published by the ROC government demands
equal rights with the PRC in terms of sovereignty
Aug. 4: The PRC Ministry of Civil Affairs reports that flooding after typhoons killed
7523 people in Fujian, Guangdong, Guangxi, and Hunan, over half a million
houses and over 1.5 million hectares of farmland were destroyed
Sept. 2: PRC President Jiang Zemin arrives for a 5-day visit in Moscow, followed by
visits to the Ukraine (beginning Sept. 6) and France (beginning Sept. 8, return to
China on Sept. 12)
Sept. 3: The foreign ministers of the PRC and Russia sign the “Agreement on the
Western Section of the Boundary between the PRC and the Russian Federation”
(Zhong E guojie xiduan xieding 中俄國界西段協定)
Sept. 12: The movie “Vive L’amour” (aiqing wansui 愛情萬歲) by Taiwanese director
Tsai Ming-liang 蔡明亮 wins the Golden Lion Award at the 51st Venice Film
Festival
Sept. 22: A proposal on Taiwan’s UN membership bid is dropped from the agenda of
the UN General Committee
Oct. 7: A PRC Foreign Ministry spokesman confirms the PRC conducted another
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underground nuclear test
Oct. 14–20: At a meeting in Moscow, delegates from the PRC, Mongolia, and Russia
agree on a protocol defining their shared borders
Oct. 31: PRC Premier Li Peng arrives for a 5-day visit in South Korea, meeting South
Korean president Kim Young-sam 金泳三 the same day
Nov. 4: The PRC and the UK sign an agreement on financing the new airport at
Chek Lap Kok 赤立角 on Lantau Island 大嶼山 in Hong Kong
Nov. 6: Canada’s Prime Minister Jean Chrétien arrives in Beijing for a 6-day official
visit to the PRC
Nov. 8–22: PRC President Jiang Zemin visits Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, and
Vietnam
Nov. 14: During a military exercise, a dozen Taiwanese stray artillery shells hit two
suburbs of the nearby port city of Xiamen, four people are wounded, subsequently PRC fighter planes enter ROC airspace; the ROC Ministry of Defense
apologizes for the accident
Dec. 3: Local elections held in Taiwan—James Soong 宋楚瑜 (KMT) is elected
Taiwan provincial governor, Chen Shui-bian (DPP) is elected Taipei mayor, Wu
Den-yih 吳敦義 is elected Kaohsiung mayor
Dec. 29: The first squadron of the “Ching-kuo” (jingguo 經國) Indigenous Defense
Fighter (zizhi fangyu zhanji 自製防禦戰機, abbrev. IDF) is officially commissioned
into the ROC Air Force
Jan. 5: The ROC Executive Yuan Council (xingzhengyuan yuanhui 行政院院會) approves a plan to transform Taiwan into an “Asia-Pacific Regional Operations
Center” (Yatai yingyun zhongxin 亞太營運中心, abbrev. APROC)
Jan. 30: PRC President Jiang Zemin offers an eight-point proposition on the development of cross-strait relations, urging Taiwan to hold talks with the mainland to
officially end the hostile standoff between the two sides
Feb. 8: The Philippines protest PRC-built structures on the Spratly Islands
Feb. 20: Ang Lee is awarded a Golden Bear Award at the 45 th Berlinale for his movie
“Sense and Sensibility”
Feb. 26: The PRC State Council promulgates the “Implementation Intellectual
Property Rights Motion Plan” (youxiao baohu ji shishi zhishi chanquande xingdong jihua
有效保護及實施知識產權的行動計劃, abbrev. xingdong jihua 行動計劃)
March 1: A program for National Health Insurance (zhongyang jiankang baoxian 中央健
康保險, abbrev. NHI) is launched in Taiwan
March 11: The trade ministers of the PRC and the US, Wu Yi 吳儀 and Mickey
Kantor, sign an agreement on the protection of intellectual property rights in Beijing
March 12: China’s oldest man, Gong Laifa 龔來發, dies at 146 in Guizhou
March 18: The third plenary session of the Eighth NPC adopts the “Law on the
People’s Bank of China” (Zhongguo renmin yinhangfa 中國人民銀行法)
March 23: February 28 is declared “Peace Memorial Day” in Taiwan
May 8: PRC President Jiang Zemin and Russian President Boris Yeltsin meet in
Moscow
May 10: The Standing Committee of the Eighth NPC passes the “Commercial Bank
Law” (shangye yinhangfa 商業銀行法)
May 14: The Dalai Lama presents the XIth reincarnation of the Panchen Lama, three
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days later the government of the (atheist) PRC declares the Dalai Lama’s announcement void; the boy, named Gendun Choekyi Nyima, and his family are
taken into custody by PRC police
May 15: The PRC conducts an underground nuclear test
May 23: PRC Foreign Minister Qian Qichen protests against the US government’s
decision to grant ROC President Lee Teng-hui a visa for a private visit
May: The PRC government pegs the RMB to the US$
June 7: ROC President Lee Teng-hui travels to the US for a reunion at his alma mater,
Cornell University
June 15: ROC Premier Lien Chan starts a 6-day visit to Austria, Hungary, and the
Czech Republic
June 25–28: PRC Premier Li Peng visits Russia after visits to Belarus and Ukraine
July 5–15: PRC President Jiang Zemin visits Finland, Hungary, and Germany
July 8: US citizen Harry Wu 吳弘達 is arrested in Wuhan, the US protests
July 19: The ROC Legislative Yuan passes a law allowing for the direct popular
election of the ROC president
July-August: The PLA conducts two rounds of extensive missile drills in the East
China Sea 東海 north of Taiwan (first round starts on July 21)
Aug. 15: During celebrations remembering the 50th anniversary of the end of WWII,
Japanese Prime Minister Murayama Tomiichi 村山富市 expresses ‘deep remorse’
and asks for forgiveness
Aug. 17: The PRC conducts an underground nuclear test
Aug. 24: A court in Wuhan sentences Harry Wu to 15 years in prison for spying, Wu
is immediately released and expelled from the PRC
Aug. 31: The KMT nominates Lee Teng-hui as candidate for the direct ROC
presidential election scheduled for March 1996; one day later Lee picks Lien Chan
as running mate
Sept. 25: The DPP nominates Peng Ming-min 彭明敏 as presidential candidate;
Peng later names legislator Frank Hsieh 謝長廷 as running mate
Sept. 28: The CCP declares that the PRC must hold its population to 1.3 billion by
the year 2000 and 1.4 billion by 2010
Oct. 24: PRC President Jiang Zemin and US President Bill Clinton meet in New York;
the same day an earthquake with a magnitude of 6.5 hits Wuding 武定 (Yunnan
Province); 44 dead
Nov. 11: The PRC government presents its own selection for the Panchen Lama’s reincarnation and on Nov. 29 conducts an introduction ceremony in a Tibetan
monastery
Nov. 12: German Chancellor Helmut Kohl arrives for a 5-day visit in the PRC
Nov. 13: PRC President Jiang Zemin begins a 5-day state visit to South Korea
Nov. 19: PRC President Jiang Zemin addresses the APEC forum in Osaka 大阪
(Japan)
Dec. 2: Elections for the Third ROC Legislative Yuan are held in Taiwan
Dec. 13: Despite international condemnation, Wei Jingsheng is sentenced to 14 years
in prison; his appeals against the sentence are rejected on Dec. 28
Dec. 27: The PRC State Council publishes the white paper “The Progress of Human
Rights in China” (Zhongguo renquan shiyede fazhan 中國人權事業的發展)
Jan. 2: The artice “Establishing a country of our own” (jianli yige women zijide guojia 建
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立一個我們自己的國家), written by Taiwanese pro-independence activist Koo
Kwang-ming 辜寬敏 and introducing the idea of a second republic, is published
in the INDEPENDENT EVENING POST 自立晚報
Jan. 12: The China Minsheng Banking Corporation (Zhongguo minsheng yinhang 中國民
生銀行) is inaugurated, the first such organization in the PRC sponsored by
non-state enterprises
Jan. 26: The Preparatory Committee of the Hong Kong Special Administrative
Region (Xianggang tebie xingzhengqu choubei weiyuanhui 香港特別行政區籌備委員會)
is formally established in Beijing
Feb. 3: An earthquake with a magnitude of 7.0 rocks the Lijiang 麗江 area (Yunnan
Province); 245 dead
Feb. 15: An accident involving a botched rocket launch at the Satellite Launching
Center (weixing fashe zhongxin 衛星發射中心) in Xichang kills 8 people
March: In order to intimidate Taiwan’s population, the PLA conducts several missile
drills as well as naval and air force exercises less than 100 km away from
ROC-controlled territories, the US dispatches aircraft carriers (including the USS
Independence) to Taiwanese coastal waters; the same month exhibitions of 452
objects from Taiwan’s National Palace Museum begin in the US (New York,
Chicago, San Francisco, Washington; exhibitions open until April 1997)
March 17: The fourth plenary session of the Eighth NPC passes the “Criminal Procedural Law” (xingshi susongfa 刑事訴訟法) which bans torture
March 20: The US agrees to sell Stinger surface-to-air missiles and other military
equipment to Taiwan but refuse Taiwan’s request for six submarines
March 23: The first free and direct presidential elections ever are held in the ROC
(candidates—KMT: Lee Teng-hui with running mate Lien Chan; DPP: Peng
Ming-min with running mate Frank Hsieh; independents: Lin Yang-kang 林洋港
with running mate Hau Pei-tsun, as well as Chen Li-an 陳履安 with running mate
Wang Ching-feng 王清峰); Lee Teng-hui is elected ROC president with an
absolute majority of votes; elections for the ROC’s Third National Assembly are
held alongside the presidential election; Shih Ming-teh resigns as DPP chairman to
take responsibility for his party’s poor showing in the elections
March 25–28: UN Secretary-General Boutros-Gali visits the PRC
April 24–26: Russia’s president Boris Yeltsin visits the PRC
April 26: In Shanghai, the presidents of the PRC, Russia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan,
and Tajikistan sign an agreement on military confidence-building in border areas,
the meeting is later called the first meeting of the “Shanghai Five” (Shanghai wuguo
上海五國)
May 8–22: PRC President Jiang Zemin visits Kenya, Ethiopia, Egypt, Mali, Namibia,
and Zimbabwe, and addresses the Organization of African Unity (OAU) on May
13
May 20: Lee Teng-hui is sworn in as ROC president, ROC Premier Lien Chan as
ROC vice president; in his inaugural address, Lee expresses his willingness to
make a ‘journey of peace’ to the mainland and directly talk with PRC leaders
May 24: The first of six Lafayette-class “stealth” frigates delivered from France joins
the ROC Navy in Kaohsiung
June 8: An announcement by the PRC Ministry of Foreign Affairs that the PRC has
carried out an underground nuclear test draws strong international criticism,
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especially from Japan
June 16: On the second day of the DPP’s 7th National Convention in Taipei, Hsu
Hsin-liang is elected DPP chairman (sworn in on June 30)
June 23–July 6: PRC President Jiang Zemin visits Spain, Norway, Romania,
Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, and Kazakhstan; a border agreement between the PRC
and Kyrgyzstan is signed on July 4 (Zhong Ji guojie xieding 中吉國界協定)
June 27/28: PRC Premier Li Peng leads a CCP delegation to the Eighth National
Congress of the Communist Party of Vietnam in Hanoi
July 4: The ROC’s Third National Assembly convenes and elects Fredrick Chien 錢復
speaker
July 11: Xinhua News Agency reports the signing of an agreement between CNOOC
and Taiwan’s Chinese Petroleum Corporation (Zhongguo shiyou gufen youxian gongsi 中
國石油股份有限公司, abbrev. CPC)
July 18: A PRC Foreign Ministry spokesman criticizes Japan after some Japanese set
up facilities on an island in the Diaoyutai archipelago; that same day, the European
Parliament passes a resolution supporting ROC efforts to be represented in international organizations
July 29: PRC Foreign Ministry spokesman Cui Tiankai 崔天凱 sharply criticizes
Japan’s Prime Minister Hashimoto Ryutaro 橋本龍太郎 for visiting the Yasukuni
shrine 靖國神社 in Tokyo which, since 1978, also honors convicted Japanese war
criminals; the same day the PRC announces it conducted another underground
nuclear test but that a moratorium on all nuclear testing would go into effect the
next day
July 31: Typhoon “Herb” claims 73 lives in Taiwan
Aug. 19: ROC Vice President and Premier Lien Chan visits Ukraine
Aug. 24–27: Malaysia’s Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamad visits the PRC
Aug. 29: A Taiwanese business delegation meets PRC President Jiang Zemin; Jiang
calls for greater economic cooperation
Sept. 12: The ROC reiterates its sovereignity claim over the Diaoyutai islands
Sept. 14: ROC President Lee Teng-hui proposes the “no haste, be patient” policy (jieji
yongren, xingwen zhiyuan 戒急用忍，行穩致遠) in order to slow mainland-bound
investment by Taiwanese enterprises
Sept. 24: The PRC signs the Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty in New York;
that same day, the US House of Representatives endorses the July 18 European
Parliament resolution supporting ROC efforts to participate in the international
community
Sept. 25: PRC Foreign Minister Qian Qichen and his Japanese counterpart Ikeda
Yukihiko 池田行彥 agree to ease tensions over the Diaoyutai islands, a day later
activist David Chan 陳毓祥 from Hong Kong drowns during a protest activity at
Diaoyutai
Oct. 23: Yao Wenyuan is released from prison
Oct. 30: Former student leader and dissident Wang Dan is sentenced to 11 years in
prison in the PRC
Nov. 6–18: PRC Premier Li Peng visits Chile, Brazil, Venezuela, and Italy
Nov. 21: Taoyuan County Magistrate Liu Pang-you 劉邦友 and seven of his staff
members are murdered by unknown perpetrators
Nov. 26–Dec. 5: PRC President Jiang Zemin makes state visits to the Philippines,
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India, Pakistan, and Nepal
Nov. 30: DPP activist and feminist Peng Wan-ju 彭婉如 is raped and killed, her body
showing 35 stab wounds, in Kaohsiung
Dec. 10: The Taiwan Independence Party (jianguodang 建國黨, abbrev. TAIP)—a DPP
splinter group—is founded in Taiwan
Dec. 11: Tung Chee-hwa 董建華 is chosen to be first Chief Executive (xingzheng
zhangguan 行政長官) of the “Hong Kong Special Administrative Region” (Xianggang tebie xingzhengqu 香港特別行政區, abbrev. HKSAR) administration after the
handover on July 1, 1997
Dec. 16: The PRC State Council ratifies the appointment of Tung Chee-hwa
Dec. 21: TIME MAGAZINE names Taiwan-born biologist David Ho 何大一 “Man of
the Year” for his achievements in the area of AIDS research
Dec. 26–28: PRC Premier Li Peng visits Russia, both sides agree on the joint construction of a nuclear power plant in Lianyungang 連雲港 (Jiangsu Province)
Jan. 11: In a treaty with Taiwan’s power company Taipower (Taiwan dianli gongsi 台灣
電力公司), North Korea agrees to store Taiwanese nuclear waste; the PRC and
South Korea protest
Jan. 14: ROC Vice President Lien Chan meets Pope John Paul II at the Vatican
Jan. 16: ROC Vice President Lien Chan pays an unofficial visit to Ireland
Feb. 5–6: Riots in Yining 伊寧 (Xinjiang Province)
Feb. 19: Deng Xiaoping dies in Beijing
Feb. 25: Three bombs planted on buses in Urumqi 烏魯木齊 (Xinjiang Province)
explode and kill at least 9 people
March 4: Explosion at the Hongtupo Coal Mine 紅土坡煤礦 in Pingdingshan 平頂
山 (Lushan County 魯山縣, Henan Province); 42 dead
March 14: The area around Chongqing is declared a Special Municipality and
separated from Sichuan Province
March 17: Former chairman of the US Joint Chiefs of Staff General Colin L. Powell
visits the ROC
March 22–27: The Dalai Lama visits Taiwan, meeting ROC President Lee Teng-hui
on March 27
March 24–28: US Vice President Al Gore visits the PRC and holds talks with PRC
Premier Li Peng on March 25
March 28–April 2: Australian Prime Minister John Howard visits the PRC
April 2: US House of Representatives Speaker Newt Gingrich meets ROC President
Lee Teng-hui in Taiwan
April 22–26: PRC President Jiang Zemin visits Russia; a joint statement is signed on
April 23 by Jiang and Russian President Yeltsin
April 24: Second meeting of the “Shanghai Five” in Moscow
April 27–May 3: Singapore’s Prime Minister Goh Chok Tong visits the PRC
May 5–14: PRC Premier Li Peng visits Zambia, Mozambique, Gabon, Cameroon,
Nigeria, and Tanzania
May 7–11: UN Secretary-General Kofi Annan visits the PRC
May 8: A China Southern Airlines Boeing 737 flying from Chongqing to Shenzhen
crash lands at Shenzhen airport; 35 dead
May 12: The PRC successfully launches a communications satellite at Xichang
May 15–18: French President Jacques Chirac visits the PRC; a joint declaration is
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May 21: A 3-year old boy in Hong Kong becomes the first human known to die of
avian flu (qinliugan 禽流感) caused by the H5N1 virus
June 21: ARATS invites SEF Chairman Koo Chen-fu to attend the handover ceremony of Hong Kong on June 30
June 30/July 1: At midnight, British crown colony Hong Kong is returned to China;
Tung Chee-hwa becomes Chief Executive of the HKSAR administration
July 14–18: Vietnamese Communist Party General Secretary Do Muoi visits the PRC
July 18: The Second Plenary Session of the ROC’s Third National Assembly
approves the fourth amendment to the Constitution (concerning the premier and
parliament); the amendment goes into effect on July 21
Aug. 1: The ROC Council of Grand Justices rules that legislators who engage in
violence during legislative sessions will no longer be immune from arrest and prosecution
Aug. 14: PBoC governor Dai Xianglong 戴相龍 announces that the PRC has
decided to lend Thailand US$ 1 billion to help the country overcome the serious
economic crisis that struck several Asian countries in mid-1997
Aug. 21: ROC Vice President Lien Chan resigns as premier; Vincent Siew succeeds
him as new ROC premier (sworn in on Sept. 1)
Aug. 21–26: PRC Premier Li Peng visits Malaysia and Singapore
Aug. 26: The 15th National Congress of the KMT confirms Lee Teng-hui as chairman (the congress ends on Aug. 28)
Sept. 4–7: Japan’s Prime Minister Hashimoto visits the PRC
Sept. 4–19: ROC President Lee Teng-hui visits Panama, Honduras, El Salvador, and
Paraguay
Sept. 12–18: Fifteenth CCP party congress in Beijing; Jiang Zemin suggests
corporatizing the state-owned enterprises (SOEs)
Sept. 24–25: PRC Premier Li Peng visits Kazakhstan; boundary and other agreements
are signed on the first day (Zhong Ha guojie buchong xieding 中哈國界補充協定)
Oct. 5: ROC Vice President Lien Chan embarks on a 12-day visit to Iceland and
Austria
Oct. 13: In a letter to the CCP leadership, Zhao Ziyang asks for his house arrest to be
lifted
Oct. 15: Steven Chu 朱棣文 is awarded the Nobel Prize for physics
Oct. 26–Nov. 3: PRC President Jiang Zemin visits the US; summit with US President
Bill Clinton on Oct. 29; joint statement on building a strategic partnership
Nov. 1: PRC President Jiang Zemin gives a speech at Harvard University
Nov. 9–11: Russian President Boris Yeltsin makes his third state visit to the PRC
Nov. 11–16: PRC Premier Li Peng visits Japan
Nov. 16: Wei Jingsheng is finally released from prison and allowed to leave for the US
Nov. 18: Wanted murderer, rapist, and kidnapper Chen Chin-hsing 陳進興 takes
South African military attache and his family hostage in Taipei, surrenders after
negotiations involving lawyer Frank Hsieh
Nov. 23–Dec. 3: PRC President Jiang Zemin visits Canada and Mexico
Nov. 25: SEF Chairman Koo Chen-fu represents ROC President Lee Teng-hui at the
APEC summit in Vancouver (Canada)
Nov. 29: Local elections in the ROC
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November: In the process of construction of the Three Gorges Dam, the Yangtze
River is diverted into an artificial bed near Sandouping 三斗坪 (Hubei Province)
January-February: Anti-Chinese riots and clashes in Indonesia
Jan. 12: ROC Premier Vincent Siew arrives for an unofficial visit in Manila; on Jan. 20
he arrives in Jakarta (Indonesia)
Jan. 21: Bishop Paul Shan Kuo-hsi 單國璽 of the Catholic diocese in Kaohsiung is
appointed cardinal by Pope John Paul II
Feb. 11: Malaysian Deputy Prime Minister Anwar Ibrahim visits the ROC
Feb. 16: A CAL Airbus A300 flying from Denpasar (Indonesia) to Taiwan crashes at
the International Chiang Kai-shek Airport in Taoyuan; 204 dead
Feb. 23–March 7: ROC Vice President Lien Chan visits Jordan, Bahrain, the United
Arab Emirates (UAE), and Malaysia
March 5–19: First plenary session of the PRC’s Ninth NPC
March 17: The Ninth NPC elects Zhu Rongji PRC premier by a large majority
March 31–April 7: PRC Premier Zhu Rongji visits the UK and France
April 18: Wang Dan is released from prison and allowed to leave for the US
April 19: Portuguese Prime Minister Antonio Guterres begins a 5-day official visit to
the PRC, mainly aimed at discussing the Macau handover on Dec. 20, 1999
April 22: A SEF delegation headed by SEF Deputy Secretary-General Jan Jyh-horng
詹志宏 arrives in Beijing
May 5: The Preparatory Committee for the Macau Special Administrative Region
(Aomen tebie xingzhengqu choubei weiyuanhui 澳門特別行政區籌備委員會 ) is
established in Beijing
May 5–14: ROC Vice President Lien Chan visits Costa Rica and Grenada
May: More anti-Chinese riots in Indonesia; Chinese shops are ransacked and burned,
ethnic Chinese women raped
May-June: An outbreak of enterovirus infections in Taiwan reaches its height; 78
children die, 4053 cases of enterovirus infections by the end of Dec. 1998
June 7: Lin I-hsiung is elected DPP chairman by islandwide ballot
June 25–July 3: US President Clinton makes a state visit to the PRC
June 27: Official talks between PRC President Jiang Zemin and US President Clinton,
followed by a joint news conference broadcast live on Chinese TV
June 30: Fielding questions from callers on a Chinese radio talk show in Shanghai, US
President Clinton says ‘We don’t support independence for Taiwan, or two Chinas,
or one Taiwan, one China. And we don’t believe that Taiwan should be a member
in any organization for which statehood is a requirement’
July 2–10: ROC Premier Vincent Siew visits Tonga, the Solomon Islands, and Fiji
July 3: Third meeting of the “Shanghai Five” in Almaty (Kazakhstan)
July 6: Hong Kong’s new international airport, Chek Lap Kok, opens
July 14: Zhu Lilan 朱麗蘭, PRC Minister of Science and Technology, arrives in Taipei
for a 9-day visit to Taiwan
July 16: Former Beijing Mayor Chen Xitong 陳希同 is sentenced to 16 years in
prison for corruption and dereliction of duty
July 17: At the UN Conference of Plenipotentiaries in Rome, the Statute for the
International Criminal Court (ICC) in The Hague is adopted, but the PRC, the US,
Russia, Israel, and other states refuse to sign
July 18–19: 8th National Convention of the DPP
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July 23: The Taiwan High Speed Rail Corporation (Taiwan gaotie 台灣高鐵, abbrev.
THSRC) and Taiwan’s Ministry of Transportation and Communications (jiaotongbu
交 通 部 , abbrev. MOTC) sign a contract concerning the construction and
operation of Taiwan’s high speed rail
July-August: Disastrous flooding of the Yangtze River around Poyang Lake 鄱陽湖
(Jiangxi Province) claims 3656 lives and destroys some 5.5 million houses
Oct. 5: The PRC signs the International Convenant on Civil and Political Rights
Oct. 6–10: British Prime Minister Tony Blair visits Beijing, Shanghai and Hong Kong
Oct. 9: The ROC Legislative Yuan passes a statute to downsize the Taiwan provincial
government
Oct. 13: Daniel C. Tsui 崔琦 is awarded the Nobel Prize for Physics
Oct. 14–19: A SEF delegation led by Koo Chen-fu visits Shanghai and Beijing; on
Oct. 14 and 15 Koo meets his ARATS counterpart Wang Daohan in Shanghai
Oct. 18: SEF Chairman Koo Chen-fu meets PRC President Jiang Zemin in Beijing
Oct. 20: An exhibition of 273 objects from Taiwan’s National Palace Museum begins
in the Grand Palais in Paris (exhibition lasts until Jan. 25, 1999)
Nov. 4: The new “Organic Law of the Village Committees of the PRC” is adopted
(first passed on Nov. 24, 1987)
Nov. 11–15: South Korean President Kim Dae-jung 金大中 visits the PRC and
holds talks with PRC President Jiang Zemin on Nov. 12
Nov. 22–25: PRC President Jiang Zemin visits Russia
Nov. 25–30: PRC President Jiang Zemin visits Japan; meets with Japan’s Prime
Minister Obuchi Keizo 小淵惠三 on Nov. 26
Nov. 30: Numerous liberal political activists are arrested in the PRC
Dec. 5: Elections for the Fourth ROC Legislative Yuan are held in Taiwan; in the
Taipei mayoral election, Chen Shui-bian is defeated by Ma Ying-jeou 馬英九
(KMT); Frank Hsieh (DPP) is elected mayor of Kaohsiung; ROC Vice President
Lien Chan embarks on an 11-day visit to Nicaragua, Honduras, El Salvador, and
Guatemala
Dec. 8: The PRC and Bhutan sign the “Agreement to Maintain Peace and Tranquillity
on the Bhutan-China Border” (guanyu zai Zhong Bu bianjing diqu baochi heping yu anningde xieding 關於在中不邊境地區保持和平與安寧的協定) in Beijing
Dec. 17–19: PRC Vice President Hu Jintao 胡 錦 濤 visits Vietnam; meets
Vietnamese Communist Party General Secretary Le Kha Phieu 黎可漂 and
Vietnam’s Prime Minister Phan Van-khai 潘文凱 on Dec. 18
Dec. 20: Dissident Liu Nianchun 劉念春 is released from prison and deported to the
US
Dec. 21: Xu Wenli 徐文立 and Wang Youcai 王有才, two founders of the China
Democracy Party (Zhongguo minzhudang 中國民主黨), are sentenced to 13 and 11
years in prison, respectively
Dec. 22: China Democracy Party activist Qin Yongmin 秦永敏 is sentenced to 12
years imprisonment
Dec. 29: ROC President Lee Teng-hui receives PRC dissident Wei Jingsheng
Jan. 8: About 5000 farmers demonstrate against government corruption and excessive taxes in Daolin Township 道林鎮 (Ningxiang County 寧鄉縣, Hunan
Province); at least one farmer is killed
Jan. 9–18: ROC Premier Vincent Siew visits the Dominican Republic, Haiti, and
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Jan. 10: The Guangdong provincial government announces that the Guangdong
International Trust and Investment Corporation (Guangdong guoji xintuo touzi gongsi
廣東國際信託投資公司, abbrev. GITIC) will seek to declare bankruptcy
Jan. 12: The ROC Legislative Yuan abolishes the “Publication Act” (chubanfa 出版法)
Jan. 27: The ROC and the Republic of Macedonia sign a joint communiqué to
establish formal diplomatic relations
Jan. 29: The Court of Final Appeal (zhongshen fayuan 終審法院) in Hong Kong
decides that children of Hong Kong citizens living in the PRC have the right to
relocate to Hong Kong—1.6 million people are thusly entitled to move to Hong
Kong
Feb. 24: A China Southwest Airlines Tupolev-154 flying from Chongqing to Wenzhou 溫州 (Zhejiang Province) explodes just before landing; 61 dead
Feb. 25: Vietnamese Communist Party General Secretary Le Kha Phieu meets CCP
Chairman Jiang Zemin in Beijing
March 15: The PRC Constitution is amended
March 17: The ROC’s Atomic Energy Council issues Taipower a permit to construct
Taiwan’s Fourth Nuclear Power Plant (hesichang 核四廠) at Kungliao 貢寮 (Taipei
County)
March 20–30: PRC President Jiang Zemin visits Italy, Switzerland, and Austria
March 29: Former US President Jimmy Carter visits Taiwan
April 6: PRC Premier Zhu Rongji embarks on a tour of Northern America (US until
April 14, then Canada, returns to the PRC on April 20)
April 25: More than 10,000 supporters of Falun Gong 法輪功 demonstrate in front
of Zhongnanhai 中南海, the CCP headquarters in Beijing, protesting the arrest of
45 of their fellow believers in Tianjin
May 7: The PRC embassy in Belgrade is hit by three US missiles and heavily damaged;
three Chinese journalists die; violent anti-American protests in several major
Chinese cities follow; US President Clinton apologizes to the PRC and calls the
incident a tragic accident; former DPP Chairman Hsu Hsin-liang leaves the party
to run as an independent in the 2000 ROC presidential election
May 8: The DPP replaces its 1991 “Taiwan Independence Clause” with the
“Resolution on Taiwan’s Future” (Taiwan qiantu jueyiwen 台灣前途決議文)
May 10: German Chancellor Gerhard Schröder arrives in Beijing for a visit
May 18: Hong Kong’s Executive Council decides to appeal the Jan. 29 ruling of the
Court of Final Appeal to the NPC Standing Committee
June 4: 70,000 demonstrators commemorate the tenth anniversary of the Tiananmen
massacre with a vigil in Hong Kong
June 26: The Standing Committee of the Ninth NPC in Beijing declares the verdict
of Hong Kong’s Court of Final Appeal (see Jan. 29) void
June 28: Officials of ARATS and SEF meet in Beijing and agree the ARATS head
Wang Daohan will visit Taiwan later in 1999
July 1: The state-owned consortium of aircraft manufacturers Aviation Industry of
China (Zhongguo hangkong gongye zonggongsi 中國航空工業總公司) is split into two
companies—China Aviation Industry Corporation I (Zhongguo hangkong gongye diyi
jituan gongsi 中國航空工業第一集團公司, abbrev. AVIC I) and China Aviation
Industry Corporation II (Zhongguo hangkong gongye dier jituan gongsi 中國航空工業第
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July 8–10: Japan’s Prime Minister Obuchi visits the PRC
July 9: In an interview with German radio station DEUTSCHE WELLE, ROC President
Lee Teng-hui defines ROC-PRC ties as “special state-to-state relations” (teshude guo
yu guo guanxi 特殊的國與國關係)
July 12: MAC Chairman Su Chi 蘇起 announces that the ROC will not use the term
“one China” any more
July 13: The PRC State Council and the CCP Central Committee issue a statement
condemning Lee Teng-hui as a separatist
July 15: The PRC reports the successful development of a neutron bomb
July 15–17: PRC President Jiang Zemin pays a state visit to Mongolia
July 20: After demonstrations by some 30,000 persons occur in several Chinese cities
against the suppression of Falun Gong, PRC President Jiang Zemin orders the
movement to be banned; thousands of its members are arrested
July 31: The US government agrees to pay US$ 4.5 million to the PRC as
compensation for the casualties in the NATO bombing of the PRC embassy in
Belgrade on May 7
Aug. 18: ROC President Lee Teng-hui indicates Taiwan would be interested in being
included in the Theater Missile Defense (TMD) system
Aug. 22: A CAL MD-11 passenger jet with more than 300 persons on board flying
from Bangkok to Hong Kong is thrown on its back by shear winds while landing
on Chek Lap Kok airport; 3 dead
Aug. 24–26: Fourth summit meeting of the “Shanghai Five” in Bishkek (Kyrgyzstan)
Aug. 31: PLA General Liu Liankun 劉連昆 and PLA colonel Shao Zhengzhong 邵
正忠 are executed in Beijing for selling military secrets to Taiwan
Sept. 2–16: PRC President Jiang Zemin visits Thailand, Australia, and New Zealand
Sept. 3: The Fourth Plenary Session of the ROC’s Third National Assembly decides
on the fifth amendment to the Constitution (goes into effect on Sept. 15, 1999,
declared invalid by the ROC Council of Grand Justices in Judicial Yuan Interpretation No. 499 on March 24, 2000)
Sept. 21: A powerful earthquake with a magnitude of 7.6 devastates central Taiwan
(epicenter: Chichi 集集, Nantou County 南投縣) and kills more than 2300 people
Sept. 25: ROC President Lee Teng-hui issues an emergency decree effective for six
months to facilitate reconstruction after the 9-21 earthquake
Oct. 6: Execution of killer, rapist, and kidnapper Chen Chin-hsing in Taiwan
Oct. 12: Venezuela’s president Hugo Chavez visits the PRC
Oct. 18–Nov. 4: PRC President Jiang Zemin visits the UK, France, Portugal,
Morocco, Algeria, and Saudi Arabia
Nov. 13: Tokyo governor Ishihara Shintaro 石原慎太郎 arrives in Taiwan for a
3-day visit at the invitiation of ROC President Lee Teng-hui
Nov. 15: In Beijing, PRC and US representatives Shi Guangsheng 石廣生 and
Charlene Barshefsky sign an agreement under which the US agrees to the China’s
membership in the WTO
Nov. 17: James Soong is expelled from the KMT for his decision to run for president
in 2000 as an independent without KMT party approval
Nov. 20: The PRC launches the unmanned capsule Shenzhou I (shenzhou yihao 神舟一
號) into space; the capsule makes 14 complete orbits of the earth and lands 21
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hours after launch in Inner Mongolia
Nov. 24: The ferry “Dashun” (dashun hao 大舜號), sailing from Yantai 煙台 (Shandong Province) to Dalian, catches fire and sinks during a storm in the Yellow Sea;
282 dead
Dec. 1: Indonesian President Abdurrahman Wahid meets PRC President Jiang Zemin
while on an official visit to the PRC
Dec. 4: The Ertan Power Station (ertan shuidianzhan 二灘水電站) on the Yalong River
雅礱江 in Sichuan goes into operation with a total installed generating capacity
of 3300 MW, it is China’s second largest hydropower project after the Three
Gorges Dam
Dec. 3: The Hong Kong Court of Final Appeal reverses its Jan. 29 decision and
declares Beijing’s interpretation as valid and binding
Dec. 9–10: Boris Yeltsin visits the PRC (his last visit as Russian president)
Dec. 10: Physicist Wen Ho Lee 李文和 (a Taiwan-born US citizen) is arrested for
alleged espionage for the PRC
Dec. 16: The PRC and the US agree that the US will pay US$ 28 million as
compensation for property damage caused by the NATO bombing of the PRC
embassy in Belgrade on May 7
Dec. 20: The Portuguese possession Macau is returned to China; Edmund Ho
Hau-wah 何厚鏵 is inaugurated as Chief Executive of Macau Special Administrative Region (abbrev. MSAR)
Dec. 28: THSRC gives priority negotiation rights to the Japanese consortium Taiwan
Shinkansen Corp. (Taiwan xin’ganxian 台灣新幹線, abbrev. TSC) for a contract to
supply the rail and electrical systems for Taiwan’s high speed rail
Jan. 24–27: East Timor’s leader Xanana Gusmao visits the PRC
Feb. 17: The PRC State Council’s Information Office publishes its white paper “Fifty
years of progress in China’s human rights” (Zhongguo renquan fazhan wushi nian 中國
人權發展五十年)
Feb. 21: A memorandum of the PRC’s Taiwan Affairs Office about the one-China
principle and the Taiwan issue threatens drastic measures, including the use of
military force, in case of Taiwan indefinitely delaying negotiations about reunification
Feb. 27–29: Some 20,000 workers of the Yangjiazhangzi molybdenum mine 楊家杖
子鉬礦 near Huludao 葫蘆島 (Liaoning Province) riot after the mine was declared bankrupt and the workers were dismissed with inadequate compensation
March 10: Academia Sinica president Lee Yuan-tseh meets DPP presidential
candidate Chen Shui-bian, calling Chen a ‘proper national leader’
March 13: Lee Yuan-tseh announces his decision to quit as president of Academia
Sinica and accept DPP presidential candidate Chen Shui-bian’s offer to head his
National Policy Advisory Committee (guozheng guwentuan 國政顧問團)
March 16: PRC Premier Zhu Rongji warns that if Taiwan independence forces come
to power in Taiwan it could trigger a war between the two sides of the Taiwan
strait
March 18: Direct ROC presidential elections are held (candidates—KMT: Lien Chan
with running mate Vincent Siew; DPP: Chen Shui-bian with running mate
Annette Lu; independents: James Soong with running mate Chang Chao-hsiung
張昭雄, Hsu Hsin-liang with running mate Josephine Chu 朱惠良, as well as Li
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Ao with running mate Elmer Fung 馮滬祥); the DPP ticket wins, bringing half a
century of KMT rule over the island to an end
March 20: PRC President Jiang Zemin reiterates that Taiwan must accept the
one-China principle as a precondition for cross-strait discussions
March 24: Lee Teng-hui steps down as KMT chairman; succeeded by Lien Chan
March 31: James Soong founds the People First Party (qinmindang 親民黨, abbrev.
PFP)
April 12–27: PRC President Jiang Zemin visits Israel and Palestine, Egypt, Turkey,
Greece, and South Africa
April 13: A Falun Gong protest on Tiananmen Square in Beijing is suppressed by
police, some 200 members are detained
April 24: The Fifth Plenary Session of the ROC’s Third National Assembly passes
the sixth amendment to the Constitution, transferring a major part of its
functions to the Legislative Yuan; the amendment goes into effect the following
day
May 19: The PRC and the EU sign an agreement for China to join the WTO
May 20: Chen Shui-bian is sworn in as ROC president; in his inaugural speech he
announces the “Five Noes policy” (wubu zhengce 五不政策); Tang Fei 唐飛 (mainland-born KMT member and former air force general) is appointed ROC premier
May 21: The movie “A One and a Two” (yiyi 一一) by Taiwanese director Edward
Yang 楊德昌 wins a Golden Palm Award for Best Director at the Cannes Film
Festival
May 29–31: North Korean leader Kim Jong-il visits the PRC
June 14: The 300 MW Chashma Nuclear Power Plant in Pakistan—a pressurized
water reactor built with assistance of the PRC—is connected to Pakistan’s national
grid (starts delivering full power on Sept. 15, 2000)
June 18: 58 illegal Chinese immigrants suffocate in a container during ferry passage
from Zeebrugge (Belgium) to Dover (England)
June 22: A Wuhan Airlines (Wuhan hangkong gongsi 武漢航空公司) Yun-7 aircraft,
flying from Enshi 恩施 (Hubei Province) to Wuhan, is struck by lightning in
mid-air and crashes near its destination; 51 dead
June 25: Kaohsiung Mayor Frank Hsieh is elected DPP chairman
June 27: During a meeting with US-based Asia Foundation Chairman William Fuller
at the Presidential Office in Taipei, ROC President Chen Shui-bian says he accepts
“one China, with each side having its own interpretation” (yige Zhongguo, ge zi biaoshu 一個中國，各自表述)
June 30: Explosion at a fireworks factory in Jiangmen 江門 (Guangdong Province);
36 dead
July 5: The fifth meeting of the heads of state of the “Shanghai Five” takes place in
Dushanbe (Tajikistan); measures against terrorism and drug trafficking top the
agenda
July 15–16: 9th National Convention of the DPP
July 17–19: Russian President Vladimir V. Putin pays a state visit to the PRC
July 21: The PRC announces it will merge ten of its airlines into its three larges
groups—Air China (Zhongguo guoji hangkong gongsi 中國國際航空公司), China
Eastern Airlines (Zhongguo dongfang hangkong gongsi 中國東方航空公司) and China
Southern Airlines
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July 22: “Pachang Creek Incident” (bazhangxi shijian 八掌溪事件) in Taiwan’s Chiayi
County—four workers in a riverbed construction project are surprised by a flash
flood and swept away to their deaths in front of running TV cameras after waiting
three hours for rescue helicopters that never came
July 27: After a public outcry over the failed response of government rescue services
in the Pachang Creek tragedy, ROC Vice Premier Yu Shyi-kun 游錫堃 resigns and
is succeeded by Chang Chun-hsiung 張俊雄 (DPP)
Aug. 13–25: ROC President Chen Shui-bian visits the Dominican Republic,
Nicaragua, Costa Rica, Gambia, Burkina Faso, and Chad
Aug. 28: The “UN Millenium Peace Summit of Spiritual Leaders” begins in New
York; due to pressure by the (atheist) PRC, the Dalai Lama is not invited; Master
Sheng Yen 聖嚴法師 of Taiwan’s Dharma Drum Mountain (fagushan 法鼓山)
Buddhist Foundation attends
Sept. 13: Wen Ho Lee is freed after a plea bargain; a US district court criticizes the
severe conditions of Lee’s pretrial confinement
Sept. 19: The US Senate votes 83 to 15 in favour of Permanent Normal Trade
Relations (PNTR) with the PRC
Sept. 21: Following a threat by the PRC that a planned visit of the Dalai Lama to
South Korea in November 2000 would ‘seriously hurt’ ties between the PRC and
South Korea, South Korea’s government disallows the visit after South Korean
Deputy Foreign Minister Ban Ki-moon 潘 基 文 visited the Preparation
Committee for the Dalai Lama’s Visit ‘to ask them to shelve’ the invitation
Sept. 22–Oct. 5: ROC Vice President Annette Lu visits El Salvador, Honduras, Belize,
and Guatemala
Sept. 23: Singapore’s Senior Minister Lee Kuan Yew arrives in Taipei for a 4-day
private visit
Sept. 27: Gas explosion at the Muchonggou Coal Mine 木衝溝煤礦 near Shuicheng
水城 (Guizhou Province); 162 dead
Oct. 1: Pope John Paul II canonizes 87 Chinese and 33 foreign missionaries killed in
China as “martyrs”
Oct. 3: ROC Premier Tang Fei resigns and is succeeded by ROC Vice Premier Chang
Chun-hsiung
Oct. 12: The Swedish Academy announces that writer Gao Xingjian 高行健 is
awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature
Oct. 27: ROC Premier Chang Chun-hsiung announces the ROC Executive Yuan will
cease construction on Taiwan’s partly built Fourth Nuclear Power Plant in
Kungliao
Oct. 31: The PRC launches the first satellite in its Compass Navigation Satellite
System (beidou weixing daohang xitong 北斗衛星導航系統, abbrev. CNSS)
Nov. 1: Fifth national census of the PRC; according to the results, the PRC has a
population of 1.265 billion
Nov. 14: Former DPP Chairman Shih Ming-teh leaves the party out of disappointment with the DPP government’s handling of affairs
Nov. 23: KMT Vice Chairman Wu Po-hsiung 吳伯雄 meets PRC Vice Premier Qian
Qichen in Beijing
Dec. 21: The PRC launches its second CNSS satellite
Jan. 1: The Three Mini Links (xiao santong 小三通)—direct trade, postal, and trans-
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portation links—from Kinmen and Matsu to Xiamen and Fuzhou 福州 (Fujian
Province)—are opened
Jan. 15: The ROC Council of Grand Justices rules the government’s decision to halt
construction of Taiwan’s Fourth Nuclear Power Plant has procedural errors
Feb. 6: ROC President Chen Shui-bian receives Gao Xingjian in Taipei
Feb. 14: ROC Premier Chang Chun-hsiung announces that construction of Taiwan’s
Fourth Nuclear Power Plant will be resumed
March 25: Ang Lee’s movie “Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon” (wohu canglong 臥虎藏
龍) receives four Oscars at the 73rd Annual Academy Awards
March 31: The Dalai Lama arrives for a 10-day visit in Taipei
April 1: An American EP-3E Aries II spy plane collides with a Chinese F-8 fighter jet
in midair and makes an emergency landing on Hainan Island; the Chinese pilot
Wang Wei 王偉 is killed, while the American crew is detained by PRC authorities
and released 11 days later
April 5–17: PRC President Jiang Zemin visits six Latin American countries (Chile,
Argentina, Uruguay, Brazil, Cuba, and Venezuela); on April 13 talks with Cuba’s
Fidel Castro, on April 16 talks with Venezuela’s Hugo Chavez
April 6: Gas explosion at the Chenjiashan Coal Mine 陳家山煤礦 in Yao County 耀
縣 (Tongchuan City 銅川市, Shaanxi Province); 38 dead
April: US President George W. Bush offers Taiwan a major package of modern arms
including submarines and vows to protect the island in case of an unprovoked
PRC attack ‘whatever it took’
May 6: Meeting of the 9th National Congress of the DPP
May 15: PRC President Jiang Zemin meets the ROC’s Council for Economic
Planning and Development chairman Chen Po-chih 陳博志 during an APEC
meeting in Beijing
May 21–June 5: ROC President Chen Shui-bian visits El Salvador, Guatemala,
Panama, Paraguay, and Honduras, with transit stops in the US
May 23: On the 50th anniversary of Tibet’s occupation by the PRC, US President
George W. Bush receives the Dalai Lama at the White House
May 24–28: Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez visits the PRC; on May 24 talks with
PRC President Jiang Zemin in Beijing
May/June: On a trip to Latin America, ROC President Chen Shui-bian makes stopovers in New York and Houston and meets US politicians
June 14–15: The heads of the member states of the Shanghai Cooperation
Organization (Shanghai hezuo zuzhi 上海合作組織, abbrev. SCO) convene for their
first meeting in Shanghai; member states are the PRC, Russia, Kazakhstan,
Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan
June 18: The ROC severs diplomatic relations with Macedonia
July 1: CCP Chairman Jiang Zemin announces the CCP will open its doors wide to
admit ‘outstanding elements’ from ‘new social strata’, including capitalists
July 4: The ROC presidential office announces the 35 members of the steering committee for a multi-partisan Economic Development Advisory Conference (jingji
fazhan zixun weiyuanhui 經濟發展諮詢委員會 = jingfahui 經發會, abbrev. EDAC)
July 13: The IOC decides in Moscow to award Beijing the right to host the 29th
Olympic Summer Games (Aug. 8–24, 2008)
July 26: Former South Korean President Kim Youg-sam visits Taipei and meets ROC
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President Chen Shui-bian
July 29: The 16th National Congress of the KMT begins
July 30: Typhoon “Toraji” claims ca. 200 lives in Taiwan
Aug. 8: The Thao (shao zu 邵族) are recognized as the tenth aboriginal group in Taiwan
Aug. 11: The PLA begins the biggest military exercise in its history, simulating an invasion of Penghu on Dongshan Island 東山島 (Fujian Province)
Aug. 12: The Taiwan Solidarity Union (Taiwan tuanjie lianmeng 台灣團結聯盟, abbrev.
TSU), is established; its “spiritual leader” is former ROC President Lee Teng-hui;
the party cooperates with the DPP (“green camp” [lüying 綠營])
Aug. 24–26: During its final session, the EDAC issues 322 recommendations to the
ROC government, including greater opening towards the PRC; the ROC government subsequently agrees to abandon the “no haste, be patient” policy, adopting
the “active opening, effective management” (jiji kaifang, youxiao guanli 積極開放、
有效管理) policy instead
Aug. 29: ROC President Chen Shui-bian receives US House majority whip Tom
DeLay in Taipei
Sept. 1–12: ROC Premier Chang Chun-hsiung visits Saint Kitts and Nevis, Dominica,
Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, and Grenada
Sept. 3: PRC President Jiang Zemin arrives for a 3-day visit in North Korea
Sept. 17–18: Typhoon “Nari” claims 93 lives in Taiwan
Sept. 21: The KMT cancels Lee Teng-hui’s membership due to his promotion efforts
for the TSU
Nov. 11: The 4th Ministerial Meeting of the World Trade Organization (WTO) in
Qatar resolves to admit China and Taiwan to the WTO
Dec. 1: Elections for the Fifth ROC Legislative Yuan are held in Taiwan; the KMT
loses its absolute majority
Jan. 1: Taiwan and China officially become WTO members
Jan. 6–19: ROC Vice President Annette Lu visits Nicaragua and Paraguay
Jan. 21: ROC President Chen Shui-bian names Yu Shyi-kun as new ROC premier
Feb. 8: Macau’s government issues three casino licenses (two of them to Las
Vegas-based companies); the gambling monopoly of Stanley Ho 何鴻燊 ends
Feb. 26: The ROC drops its claim that Mongolia is Chinese territory
May 13: Water rationing begins in Taipei due to continuing drought
May 25: A CAL Boeing 747 flying from Taipei to Hong Kong crashes into the sea
near Penghu; 225 dead
July: Summer meeting of the CCP leadership in Beidaihe; no decision about the
succession of PRC President and CCP Chairman Jiang Zemin
July 21: During the DPP’s 10th National Convention, Chen Shui-bian is elected DPP
chairman
June 30: ROC President Chen Shui-bian leaves for a 10-day state visit to Senegal, São
Tomé and Príncipe, Malawi, and Swaziland
Aug. 1: The ROC Executive Yuan follows a recommendation by the ROC Ministry
of Education (July 10) to use Tongyong-Pinyin 通 用 拼 音 as the official
romanization system for Mandarin; the following day Taipei Mayor Ma Ying-jeou
announces his insistence on the use of Hanyu Pinyin
Aug. 3: Chen Shui-bian describes cross-strait relations as “one country on each side”
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(yibian yiguo 一邊一國)
Sept. 2: The ROC and Mongolia agree to establish representative offices to
strengthen bilateral ties
Nov. 8–14: Sixteenth CCP party congress in Beijing—Jiang Zemin, Zhu Rongji, Li
Peng, Hua Guofeng, and other top officials are not elected into the Central
Committee again; Hu Jintao replaces Jiang Zemin as party chairman; Jiang
remains chairman of the CCP Central Military Commission
Nov. 16: First outbreak of Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) in Guangdong Province
Nov. 23: More than 100,000 demonstrators in Taipei protest against plans of the
ROC government to reform the credit departments of farmers’ and fishermen’s
associations
Dec. 2: PRC President Jiang Zemin and Russian President Putin sign the
China-Russia Joint Statement (Zhong E lianhe shengming 中俄聯合聲明) in Beijing
about closer political cooperation
Dec. 3: Shanghai is chosen to host the World Expo 2010
Dec. 7: In mayoral elections, incumbents Ma Ying-jeou (KMT) and Frank Hsieh
(DPP) are returned as mayors of Taipei and Kaohsiung, respectively
Dec. 24: Chinese dissident Xu Wenli is released from prison and sent to exile and
medical treatment in the US
Dec. 25: The Kavalan (gamalan zu 噶瑪蘭族) are recognized as the eleventh aboriginal
group in Taiwan
Dec. 31: Maiden journey of the “Transrapid” magnetic levitation (maglev) train built
by Germany in Shanghai; PRC Premier Zhu Rongji and German Chancellor
Gerhard Schröder are among the first passengers
Jan. 11: Gas explosion at the Baoxing Coal Mine 寶興煤礦 in Fangzheng County 方
正縣 (Heilongjiang Province); 34 dead
Jan. 26: A CAL passenger plane lands at Shanghai’s Pudong Airport (Pudong jichang 浦
東機場) at the end of a historic indirect chartered flight across the Taiwan Strait
Feb. 10: Dissident Wang Bingzhang 王炳章 is sentenced to life in prison
Feb. 21: Chinese physician Liu Jianlun 劉建崙, infected with SARS for a week, travels
from Guangdong Province to Hong Kong, unknowingly passing the disease to
numerous people and dying two days later
Feb. 24: The western part of Xinjiang around Qieshi 伽師 is rocked by an earthquake with a magnitude of 6.8; 268 people die
March 14: The first SARS cases are reported in Taiwan (first SARS death on Taiwan
on April 26)
March 5–18: At the first plenary session of the Tenth NPC, Hu Jintao replaces Jiang
Zemin as PRC president; Wen Jiabao 溫家寶 is appointed premier; Li Peng
passes NPC chairmanship to Wu Bangguo 吳邦國
March 29: Due to the rapid spread of SARS, Hong Kong schools are closed;
numerous cases are reported in the PRC, Vietnam, and Singapore
April 21: The PRC government admits it had concealed the scope of SARS in its
territory and that the number of infections was ten times higher than initially
reported; Health Minister Zhang Wenkang 張文康 and Beijing Mayor Meng Xuenong 孟學農 are dismissed; two days later, schools in Beijing are closed for two
weeks
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May 19: Despite SARS, the PRC blocks Taiwan’s bid for observer status in the WHO
May 21: The WHO extends its SARS travel warning to all of Taiwan (in place until
July 5)
May 25: The PRC launches its third CNSS satellite
June 1: The sluice gates of the Three Gorges Dam are closed; on June 10 the water
level reaches 135 meters
June 23: Indian Prime Minister Atal Behari Vajpayee arrives for a 5-day state visit in
Beijing—relations improve but the border dispute remains unsettled
July 1: Hundreds of thousands of demonstrators in Hong Kong denounce the
planned anti-subversion law (fandianfufa 反顛覆法)
July 7–10: South Korean President Roh Moo-hyun 盧武鉉 pays a state visit to the
PRC; meets PRC President Hu Jintao on July 7
July 15: ROC first lady Wu Shu-chen departs for a 9-day trip to Germany and the
Vatican
July 18: An exhibition of 400 objects from Taiwan’s National Palace Museum begins
in Berlin (lasting until Oct. 12)
Aug. 7–20: ROC Vice President Annette Lu visits Paraguay and Panama
Aug. 30: One day after the conclusion of a six-nation summit (with North Korea,
South Korea, the PRC, the US, Japan, and Russia) in Beijing, North Korea’s
leadership calls the meeting ‘useless’
Sept. 1: The ROC Ministry of Foreign Affairs starts issuing passports with the word
“Taiwan” in Roman script printed on the cover ‘for better distinction’
Sept. 6: In front of the ROC presidential office in Taipei, some 150,000
demonstrators, among them former President Lee Teng-hui, demand the official
name of the ROC to be changed
Sept. 7: Several thousand people rally against Taiwan independence in Taipei
Sept. 10: US President George W. Bush receives the Dalai Lama at the White House
Sept. 16–18: In a hotel in Zhuhai, nearly 400 Japanese tourists are serviced by some
500 Chinese prostitutes during a 3-day orgy
Oct. 15: Launch of a “Long March CZ-2F” (changzheng erhao F xing 長征二號 F 型)
rocket carrying the “Shenzhou V” (shenzhou wuhao 神舟五號) space capsule from
the space center Jiuquan 酒泉 (Gansu Province) for the PRC’s first manned space
mission; first taikonaut Yang Liwei 楊立偉 completes 14 orbits and lands 21
hours after launch in Inner Mongolia on Oct. 16
Oct. 17: After the installation of the spire, the new “Taipei 101” skyscraper (Taibei
yilingyi 台北一０一) reaches a height of 508 meters and is the world’s tallest office
building
Oct. 23: Chiang Kai-shek’s widow Soong May-ling dies aged 106 in New York
Oct. 31–Nov. 6: ROC President Chen Shui-bian visits Panama, with stopovers in the
US; has a brief talk with US Secretary of State Colin Powell in Panama on Nov. 3
Nov. 21: An exhibition of 400 objects from Taiwan’s National Palace Museum begins
in Bonn, Germany (lasting until Feb. 15, 2004)
Nov. 23: District elections in Hong Kong, the Democratic Party (minzhudang 民主黨)
wins 93 seats (1999: 86), the pro-Chinese Democratic Alliance for Betterment of
Hong Kong (minzhu jiangang lianmeng 民主建港聯盟, abbrev. DAB) just 64 (1999:
83)
Nov. 27: The ROC Legislative Yuan in Taiwan passes the “Referendum Act” (gongmin
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toupiaofa 公民投票法)
Dec. 3: A 24-year-old PLA soldier dies of bird flu in Beijing
Dec. 7: PRC Premier Wen Jiabao arrives in the US for a 4-day visit; at an AIDS
prevention event, ROC Vice President Annette Lu says that the spread of AIDS
was a form of punishment from the gods and that AIDS patients should be kept
in special villages
Dec. 10: The UN awards Deng Pufang the 2003 UN Prize for Human Rights
Dec. 15: ROC Legislative Yuan Speaker Wang Jin-pyng 王金平 (KMT) declares that
the KMT-PFP alliance (“blue camp” [lanying 藍營]) would no longer categorically
rule out Taiwan independence
Dec. 17: A medical researcher at the Institute of Preventive Medicine at National
Defense University in Taipei contracts SARS
Dec. 22: ROC President Chen Shui-bian announces his “five noes” would be void in
case of PRC military exercises or missile drills aimed at Taiwan
Dec. 23: Huge explosion at a natural gas field in Chuandongbei 川東北 (Kai County
開縣, Chongqing City), 233 people die, thousands are injured, 31,000 people have
to be evacuated due to leaking of poisonous gas

Since 2004: The era of Hu Jintao
2004

Jan. 1: In Hong Kong, tens of thousands of demonstrators demand more democracy
Jan. 14: The Truku (tailuge zu 太魯閣族) are officially recognized as the twelfth
aboriginal group in Taiwan
Jan. 15: Taiwan reports 4 cases of avian flu, while Vietnam reports several human
deaths caused by the disease; in the following days the epidemic spreads to Thailand, Laos, and the PRC, and cases are reported in Japan, Pakistan, Indonesia,
South Korea, and Cambodia
Feb. 14: Televised debate between the two ROC presidential candidates, Chen
Shui-bian (DPP) and Lien Chan (KMT)
Feb. 28: In Taiwan, 1.5 million demonstrators form a human chain 480 km long to
protest the PRC’s military threat; largest rally in Taiwan’s history
March 4: In a hearing before the US Senate Committee on Foreign Relations in
Washington, opposition member of the Legislative Council (lifahui 立法會, abbrev.
LegCo)—Hong Kong’s parliament—and pro-democracy activist Martin Lee 李柱
銘 talks about democracy in Hong Kong; PRC dissident Wang Youcai is released
from prison and immediately flown to the US
March 6: At the Second Plenary Session of the Tenth NPC, PRC Minister of Finance
Jin Renqing 金人慶 announces a 11.6 percent hike in PRC defense spendings
March 14: An amendment to the PRC Constitution protects legal private property
March 19: ROC President Chen Shui-bian and Vice President Annette Lu sustain
gunshot wounds in an apparent assassination attempt during an election rally in
Tainan
March 20: Direct ROC presidential elections are held (candidates—DPP: Chen
Shui-bian with running mate Annette Lu; KMT: Lien Chan with running mate
James Soong); the DPP claims victory with a razor-thin margin of just 29,518
votes; Lien Chan announces that he will contest the election result; riots break out;
a referendum held alongside the election is rejected due to low participation (45
percent)
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March 27: After a week of continuous protests, Taiwan’s pan-blue camp stages a big
rally with hundreds of thousands of participants in front of the ROC presidential
palace in Taipei; ROC President Chen Shui-bian subsequently agrees to a vote
recount and an independent probe of the March 19 shooting
March 29: Chen Yi-hsiung 陳義雄, the alleged shooter in the March 19 assassination
attempt on ROC President Chen Shui-bian, is found dead in Anping Port 安平港
in Tainan harbour after an apparent suicide
April 4: ROC Interior Minister Yu Cheng-hsien 余政憲 steps down
April 9: American forensics expert Dr. Henry C. Lee 李昌鈺 arrives in Taiwan to investigate the 3-19 shooting
April 12: Among other foreigners, seven Chinese civilians are abducted by insurgents
in Iraq (the Chinese are released the same day)
April 19: In Anhui a person dies of SARS; first SARS death in the PRC in 9 months
April 26: The Standing Committee of the Tenth NPC in Beijing rejects demands to
let Hong Kong’s people elect the Chief Executive and all LegCo members directly
May 17: Declaration by two PRC agencies dealing with Taiwan affairs with seven
points concerning the future of cross-strait relations (wuyiqi shengming 五一七聲明)
released; Taiwan is denied entry into the WHO at the 57 th World Health Assembly
(WHA) in Geneva for the eighth year in a row
May 24: PRC President Hu Jintao meets Brazil’s president Lula da Silva in Beijing’s
Great Hall of the People for talks
May 28: ROC Vice President Annette Lu embarks on a 14-day state visit to El
Salvador, Costa Rica, and Guatemala, with transit stops in the US
June 4: Tens of thousands of demonstrators hold a candlelight vigil in Hong Kong’s
Victoria Park to remember the Tiananmen massacre of 15 years prior
June 7: Establishment of the Non-Partisan Solidarity Union (wudang tuanjie lianmeng 無
黨團結聯盟, abbrev. NPSU) in Taiwan; on June 16 Chang Po-ya 張博雅
becomes chairwoman
June 14: Kaohsiung is awarded the right to host the VIIIth World Games in 2009
July 1: More than 200,000 people rally for more democracy in Hong Kong
July 1/2: Typhoon “Mindulle” batters Taiwan; 29 dead
July 10: Singapore’s Deputy Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong 李顯龍 (son of Lee
Kuan Yew) arrives for a 4-day visit in Taipei (appointed Singapore Prime Minister
on Aug. 12)
July 15: ROC Vice President Annette Lu triggers protests by Taiwan’s indigenous
population by saying the aboriginal groups were not originally from the island, that
now-extinct ‘black pygmies’ (ai heiren 矮黑人) were the first aborigines of Taiwan,
and for suggesting storm victims and other residents of central Taiwan move to
Central America (Lu made the remarks after visiting central Taiwan areas
devastated by typhoon “Mindulle”)
July 16: The PLA starts week-long military exercises on Dongshan Island; Reuters
reports Jiang Zemin vows the PRC will attack Taiwan by 2020
July 18: During the 11th National Convention of the DPP, Chen Shui-bian is
re-elected as DPP chairman
July 22: The annual Han Kuang 漢光 military exercise kicks off in Taiwan to practice
repelling a Chinese invasion
Aug. 16: Official meeting between Taipei Mayor Ma Ying-jeou and Berlin Mayor
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Klaus Wowereit in Berlin
Aug. 17: 13 members of a mainland Chinese tour group disappear shortly after
arriving in Taiwan; second incident of that kind in less than two months
Aug. 23: The ROC Legislative Yuan passes constitutional amendments that abolish
the ROC National Assembly, reduce the number of legislators from 225 to 113,
and change the voting system for legislative elections
Aug. 24: The ROC Legislative Yuan approves the “Organic Statute for the 3-19
Shooting Truth Investigation Commission” (sanyijiu qiangji shijian zhenxiang diaocha
tebie wieyuanhui tiaoli 三一九槍擊事件真相調查特別委員會條例) to probe the
3-19 shooting
Aug. 26: Taiwanese taekwondo athletes Selena Chen 陳詩欣 and Chu Mu-yen 朱木
炎 win one gold medal each at the 28th Olympic Summer Games in Athens
Aug. 29: Dr. Henry C. Lee submits a 130-page report and a CD containing 150
photos to Andrew Hsia 夏立言, Director General of the Taipei Economic and
Cultural Office in New York
Aug. 30–Sept. 5: ROC President Chen Shui-bian visits Panama and Belize, with stopovers in the US
Sept. 12: Elections for 30 of the 60 LegCo seats in Hong Kong; the democratic camp
wins 18 seats, less than expected
Sept. 19: At the end of a meeting of the CCP’s Central Committee in Beijing, Jiang
Zemin retires from his post as chairman of the CCP Central Military Commission;
he is succeeded by Hu Jintao
Sept. 24: Singaporean Foreign Minister George Yeo 楊榮文 addresses the UN
General Assembly and warns that independence tendencies in Taiwan could lead
to a war with China; three days later ROC Minister of Foreign Affairs Mark Chen
陳唐山 comments on Singapore, using an expletive term in Taiwan’s local dialect
(‘LP’)
Sept. 25: ROC Premier Yu Shyi-kun advocates a ‘balance of terror’ to deter the PRC
from attacking Taiwan
Sept. 26: In Shanghai, a Formula One car race takes place (winner: Rubens
Barrichello [Ferrari])
September: Severe floods in SW China (mainly in the Chongqing area) claim 196 lives
Oct. 2: Chinese writers Chen Guidi 陳桂棣 and Wu Chuntao 吳春桃 receive the
Lettre Ulysses Award in Berlin for their book “China’s Peasants: An Investigation”
(Zhongguo nongmin: yixiang diaocha 中國農民：一項調查)
Oct. 9: As per the instructions of ROC Minister of Foreign Affairs Mark Chen, the
ROC starts using the name “Republic of China (Taiwan)” in official documents;
the following day ROC President Chen Shui-bian calls on the PRC to open
dialogue
Oct. 10: ROC President Chen Shui-bian proposes a resumption of cross-strait
dialogue and consultation ‘based on the 1992 meeting in Hong Kong’
Oct. 11: The EU decides to maintain its arms embargo against the PRC, which was
imposed after the Tiananmen massacre in 1989
Oct. 14: Russia’s President Putin arrives in Beijing for a 3-day state visit; the
decades-old border dispute between the PRC and Russia is settled with the signing
of an agreement (Zhong E guojie dongduan buchong xieding 中俄國界東段補充協定)
Oct. 18: Just days after being chosen as king of Cambodia, Norodom Sihamoni
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travels to Beijing; he is installed as king on Oct. 29
Oct. 20: Gas explosion at the Daping Coal Mine 大平煤礦 in the city of Xinmi 新密
(near Zhengzhou 鄭州, Henan Province); 148 dead
Oct. 25: South Korea’s former President Kim Young-sam arrives for an 8-day visit in
Taiwan; in an interview with Hong Kong-based Phoenix TV, US Secretary of
State Colin Powell states ‘there is only one China. Taiwan is not independent. It
does not enjoy sovereignty as a nation, and that remains our policy, our firm
policy.’
Oct. 28: The PRC and Iran sign a US$ 70 billion gas and oil deal in Beijing
Oct. 31–Nov. 4: World Wind Conference (shijie fengneng dahui 世界風能大會) in Beijing
Nov. 4: The Taiwan High Court (Taiwan gaodeng fayuan 台灣高等法院) rejects Lien
Chan’s lawsuit aimed at annulling the 2004 ROC presidential elections
Nov. 5: The PRC launches a satellite from a base in Taiyuan 太原 (Shanxi Province);
that same day, a rally for gay rights takes place in Taipei
Nov. 6: Paramilitary troops put down an uprising of 100,000 farmers in Hanyuan 漢
源 (Sichuan Province) protesting against being forcibly removed because of the
construction of the Pubugou Dam 瀑布溝電站大壩 on the Dadu River, violent
riots go on for several days
Nov. 10: A PRC nuclear submarine enters Japanese waters near the Sakishima Islands
先島群島; the PRC later apologizes
Nov. 20: Fire in an iron mine in Shahe 沙河 (Hebei Province); 70 dead and many
missing
Nov. 21: At the APEC summit in Santiago (Chile). Taiwan’s representative Lee
Yuan-tseh and PRC President Hu Jintao have a short conversation; the same day a
passenger plane crashes in Baotou 包頭 (Inner Mongolia), 54 dead
Nov. 28: Gas explosion at the Chenjiashan Coal Mine (Shaanxi Province); 166 dead;
deadliest disaster in the PRC in a decade and second serious accident in this mine
since April 2001
Dec. 6: On a visit to Beijing, German Chancellor Gerhard Schröder expresses his
support for lifting the EU arms embargo against the PRC
Dec. 11: Elections for the Sixth ROC Legislative Yuan are held in Taiwan; the
pan-blue camp of the KMT and PFP keeps its absolute majority
Dec. 13: Taiwanese investigators identify Tang Shou-yi 唐守義 as the maker of the
pistol and the bullets used in the 3-19 shooting
Dec. 14: Chen Shui-bian resigns as DPP chairman; for the first time a completely
Taiwan-made rocket and scientific payload lift off from an airbase in Pingtung
County 屏東縣 (Taiwan)
Dec. 20: The ROC presidential office publishes a list of 29 nominees for the Control
Yuan approved of by ROC President Chen Shui-bian; the following day the list is
delivered to the ROC Legislative Yuan
Dec. 21: ROC senior presidential advisor Clement C. P. Chang 張建邦 (KMT)
accepts the nomination for Control Yuan president
Dec. 28: Venezuela’s President Chavez completes a 4-day visit to the PRC with agreements that promise to open Venezuela’s oil and natural gas fields to the PRC
Dec. 30: The Taiwan High Court dismisses the second pan-blue lawsuit trying to
annul the 2004 ROC presidential elections
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Dec. 31: “Taipei 101”, the world’s tallest office building, is officially opened
Jan. 1: WTO import quotas for textiles and clothing are lifted
Jan. 3: SEF head Koo Chen-fu dies in Taipei
Jan. 5: Taipei Mayor Ma Ying-jeou is denied an entry visa to Hong Kong
Jan. 6: With the birth of a boy named Zhang Yichi 張亦弛 in Beijing, the population
of the PRC officially hits the 1.3 billion mark; Hong Kong has 6.8 million inhabitants
Jan. 15: Chinese and Taiwanese representatives reach an agreement about direct
charter flights between the two sides during the Lunar New Year holidays
Jan. 17: Former CCP Chairman Zhao Ziyang, still under house arrest, dies in Beijing
Jan. 18: Eight Chinese workers are abducted in Iraq, released on Jan. 23; at the end of
the legislative session of the ROC Legislative Yuan, the list of nominees for the
ROC Control Yuan has not been reviewed
Jan. 24: The PRC and India start a round of “strategic dialogue” in New Delhi
Jan. 27–31: ROC President Chen Shui-bian visits Palau and the Solomon Islands
Jan. 29: First direct flights between mainland China and Taiwan in 56 years
Jan. 30: Su Tseng-chang 蘇貞昌 is elected DPP chairman; sworn in on Feb. 15
Jan. 31: The terms of office of the members of the ROC Control Yuan expire without new members having been approved by the ROC Legislative Yuan, rendering
the Control Yuan non-functioning
Feb. 1: Frank Hsieh becomes ROC premier
Feb. 14: Gas explosion at the Sunjiawan Coal Mine 孫家灣煤礦 owned by the Fuxin
Mining Group (Fuxin kuangye jituan 阜新礦業集團) in Fuxin 阜新 (Liaoning
Province); 214 dead; worst mine disaster in PRC history
Feb. 19: At the 55th Berlinale, Taiwanese director Tsai Ming-liang is awarded a Silver
Lion for the screenplay of his movie “The Wayward Cloud” (tianbian yiduo yun 天
邊一朵雲); Gu Changwei 顧長衛 from the PRC receives the Jury Grand Prix for
his movie “Peacock” (kongque 孔雀)
Feb. 23: The WHO’s Intergovernmental Working Group revises the International
Health Regulations (IHR), stating that the implementation of these regulations
shall be with full respect for the dignity, human rights, and fundamental freedoms
of ‘all persons’ and shall be guided by the goal of the ‘universal application’ for
the protection of all people of the world from the international spread of disease
Feb. 24: Meeting between Chen Shui-bian (DPP) and James Soong (PFP) in an effort
to overcome the political rift within Taiwan; three days later the TSU announces
the end of its alliance with the DPP
Feb. 27: Former US President Bill Clinton visits Taiwan, meets ROC President Chen
Shui-bian
March 4: The PRC announces a 12.6 percent hike in defense spending
March 7: During a press conference, Taiwanese police name deceased Chen
Yi-hsiung as main suspect in the 3-19 shooting
March 8: The Third Plenary Session of the Tenth NPC accepts Jiang Zemin’s
resignation from the symbolic post of chairman of the state’s Central Military
Commission, which is then taken by Hu Jintao
March 10: Tung Chee-hwa resigns as Chief Executive of Hong Kong and is replaced
by Donald Tsang 曾蔭權 (officially sworn in on June 24 in Beijing)
March 12–24: ROC Vice President Annette Lu visits El Salvador and Guatemala,
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with a stopover in the US
March 14: The NPC passes the “Anti-Secession Law” (fan fenlie guojia fa 反分裂國家
法) aimed against Taiwan with a vote of 2896 to 0; two days later, the US House
of Representatives condemns the law in a resolution (H. Con. Res. 98) in a vote
of 424 to 4
March 17: Near Shangrao 上饒 (Jiangxi Province), a truck carrying firecrackers explodes beside a bus; at least 20 dead
March 19: Gas explosion at the Xishui Coal Mine 細水煤礦 in Shuozhou 朔州
(Shanxi Province); 72 dead
March 20: US Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice arrives for a visit in Beijing
March 26: In Taipei, at least 230,000 demonstrators protest against the PRC’s
anti-secession law
March 28–April 2: A KMT delegation led by Chiang Pin-kun 江丙坤 visits Beijing
and signs a 10-point agreement (shixiang gongshi 十項共識) with the CCP
April 4: TSU Chairman Shu Chin-chiang 蘇進強 visits the Yasukuni shrine in Tokyo
April 8: ROC President Chen Shui-bian attends the funeral of late Pope John Paul II
in Rome
April 9: In China, tens of thousands of demonstrators protest against the release of a
new Japanese textbook whitewashing Japan’s war crimes, the Japanese embassy is
damaged during riots; in the following days the protests spread to cities in
southern China
April 10: The ROC government bars entry of journalists from two PRC news
agencies due to their ‘unfriendly coverage’ of Taiwan
April 11: PRC Premier Wen Jiabao and India’s Prime Minister Manmohan Singh sign
an agreement in New Delhi that is supposed to lead to an end of the decades-old
border disputes; 20,000 peasants protest against heavy pollution by local chemical
factories and drive off more than 1000 riot police in Huaxi 畫溪 (Dongyang City
東陽市, Zhejiang Province)
April 17: During a visit to Beijing, Japan’s Foreign Minister Nobutaka Machimura 町
村信孝 demands a Chinese apology for the recent riots; his PRC counterpart Li
Zhaoxing rejects the demand; the anti-Japanese demonstrations continue
April 18: Australia’s Prime Minister John Howard arrives for a working visit in Beijing;
a MOU about the start of negotiations for a free trade agreement (FTA) between
the PRC and Australia is signed
April 20: Beijing urges the new pope to cut the Vatican’s diplomatic ties with Taiwan;
an explosion in a copper mine run by a PRC company in Chambeshi (Zambia)
kills more than 50 Zambian workers
April 22: During the Asia-Africa Summit in Jakarta, Indonesia, Japan’s Prime Minister
Koizumi Junichiro 小泉純一郎 apologizes for his country’s war crimes and tries
to get support for a permanent seat for Japan in the UN Security Council; the
same day a delegation of Japanese lawmakers visits the Yasukuni shrine, the
following day sees a meeting between Koizumi and PRC President Hu Jintao in
Jakarta
April 27: The Standing Committee of the Tenth NPC in Beijing decides that HKSAR
Chief Executive Donald Tsang’s term should end in two years (at the end of what
had been Tung Chee-hwa’s term)
April 29: During his 8-day visit to China KMT, Chairman Lien Chan meets PRC
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President Hu Jintao in Beijing, triggering a storm of protest and criticism in the
pan-green camp in Taiwan
May 1–5: ROC President Chen Shui-bian visits the Marshall Islands, Kiribati, and
Tuvalu, with stopovers in Guam and Fiji
May 5: PFP Chairman James Soong travels to the PRC; Hong Kong’s Court of Final
Appeal overturns criminal convictions against Falun Gong members
May 12: PFP Chairman James Soong and PRC President Hu Jintao meet in Beijing,
James Soong defines bilateral ties with the formula “two sides, one country” (liangbian yiguo 兩邊一國); the same day a gas explosion at the Jinjiang-Panhai Coal
Mine 金江畔海煤礦 in Panzhihua 攀枝花 (Sichuan Province) kills 21
May 14: The PRC government and the WHO secretariat sign a memorandum of
understanding which requires WHO authorities to ‘consult with the Chinese
government’ before offering any information to Taiwan or inviting Taiwan to
WHO meetings; that same day elections held for the ad hoc National Assembly in
Taiwan; voter turnout only 23.35 percent
May 16: Taiwan’s application for observer status in the WHA in Geneva is rejected
for the ninth year in a row
May 19: Hong Kong’s Monetary Authority loosens regulations concerning the
HK$-US$ exchange rate (new range: minimum 1 to 7.75, maximum 1 to 7.85);
PRC Vice Premier Wu Yi arrives for a visit in Japan
May 22: PRC police arrests almost 600 Christian worshippers during raids in underground churches in Jilin Province, most of whom are released after 24 to 48 hours;
a PRC Everest Expedition Team ascends to the top of the mountain
May 23: PRC Vice Premier Wu Yi cancels a meeting with Japan’s Prime Minister
Koizumi and leaves Japan a day earlier than scheduled; the same day the
authorities in Beijing order emergency measures to prevent an outbreak of avian
flu after more than a hundred dead migratory birds were found in the village of
Niannaisuoma 年乃索麻 (Quanji Township 泉吉鄉, Gangcha County 剛察縣,
Qinghai Province) in early May
May 25: Uzbekistan’s President Islam Karimov visits Beijing and is lauded for his
bloody crackdown against demonstrators in Andijan on May 13; during the visit
an agreement about Chinese investments in Uzbek oilfields is signed
May 30: Taiwan’s new elected ad hoc National Assembly convenes in Taipei
June 3: Former ROC Premier Chang Chun-hsiung becomes new SEF head
June 7: During its final meeting, Taiwan’s ad hoc National Assembly votes in favour of
constitutional amendments passed by the ROC Legislative Yuan the previous
August, which implement a new voting system and the abolishment of the
National Assembly
June 11: Flash floods after heavy rainfalls in Shalan 沙蘭 (Ning’an City 寧安市,
Heilongjiang Province) kill 117 people, including more than 100 schoolchildren;
the same day hired thugs violently disperse protests concerning a land dispute in
the village of Shengyou 繩油 (Dingzhou City 定州市, Hebei Province); several
people are killed
June 16: The legislative caucus of the DPP files for a Council of Grand Justices
judgement on the constitutionality of the ROC Legislative Yuan’s refusal to screen
the Control Yuan nomination list
June 23: The Bank of Communications, Ltd (jiaotong yinhang 交通銀行), the PRC’s
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fifth-largest lender, raises US$ 1.88 billion in stock sales on Hong Kong’s stock exchange and thus becomes the first bank from the PRC to list its shares outside the
mainland
June 30: PRC President Hu Jintao arrives for a 4-day visit in Moscow; the same day
the US House of Representatives passes a resolution, 398 to 15, against the takeover of the US oil firm Unocal by the Chinese state-owned enterprise CNOOC
July 5: Summit of the heads of the SCO member states in Astana (Kazakhstan); in a
statement it calls for a deadline to be set for the closure of US military bases in
Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan
July 9: US Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice arrives for a visit in Beijing
July 11: Gas explosion at the Shenlong Coal Mine 神龍煤礦 in Fukang 阜康 (Xinjiang Province); 76 dead
July 12: PRC President Hu Jintao receives NP Chairman Yok Mu-ming 郁慕明 in
Beijing
July 14: PLA General Zhu Chenghu 朱成虎 threatens the use of nuclear weapons
against the US in case of an American intervention in a military conflict in the
Taiwan Strait; a week passes before the PRC government dissociates itself from
that statement
July 16: KMT members directly elect their chairman; with 72.4 percent of the votes,
Ma Ying-jeou wins an unexpected clear victory against Wang Jin-pyng (27.6 percent)
July 21: The PRC’s Central Bank changes its fixed exchange rate policy with a 2 percent upward revaluation of the RMB
July 23: Zimbabwe’s President Robert Mugabe arrives for a 6-day visit in the PRC
July 28–31: First cross-strait book fair (haixia liang’an tushu jiaoyihui 海峽兩岸圖書交
易會) held in Xiamen
July 29: Wang Jin-pyng resigns as KMT vice chairman
July 30: Establishment of the “Taiwan Nationalist Party” (Taiwan guomindang 台灣國
民黨, abbrev. TNP) in Puli 埔里 (Nantou County)
July 31: The ROC government cancels the license of pro-opposition TV channel
ETTV on the pretext that it was putting out too much news
Aug. 2: CNOOC withdraws its acquisition offer for Unocal
Aug. 7: Flooding at the illegal Daxing Coal Mine 大興煤礦 in Huanghuai 黃槐
(Xingning County 興寧縣, Meizhou City 梅州市, Guangdong Province); 123
miners drown
Aug. 9: Taiwanese intelligence officer Chuang Po-hsin 莊柏欣 is sentenced to life in
prison for spying for the PRC
Aug. 17: The ROC Supreme Prosecutors Office (zuigao fayuan jianchashu 最高法院檢
察署) declares its investigation into the 3-19 assassination attempt closed, concluding that retired construction worker Chen Yi-hsiung was entirely responsible
for shooting ROC President Chen Shui-bian and Vice President Annette Lu on
March 19, 2004
Aug. 18–25: The PRC and Russia stage joint military exercises
Aug. 19: The 17th national congress of the KMT kicks off, Ma Ying-jeou officially
takes the helm as KMT chairman; Lien Chan is named “honorary chairman” (rongyu zhuxi 榮譽主席)
Aug. 21: Hundreds of Thai laborers riot in Kaohsiung over their working conditions
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and accommodations and torch facilities
Aug. 31: The PRC authorities order a temporary shutdown of almost a third of the
nation’s coal mines to check safety standards
Sept. 2: Chinese civil aviation agencies grant four Taiwanese carriers the right to use
PRC airspace; after the Hurricane “Katrina” a visit of PRC President Hu Jintao
planned for Sept. 7 to the US is postponed due to the emergency situation in the
US
Sept. 5: British Prime Minister Tony Blair arrives for trade talks in Beijing
Sept. 7: ROC President Chen Shui-bian receives the vice chairwoman of the International Federation of Human Rights Siobhan Ni Chulachain in his office and
declares that his goal is to achieve zero executions within the shortest time and
eventually abolish the death penalty
Sept. 8: PRC President Hu Jintao begins a trip to North America and arrives in
Canada; on Sept. 13 he meets with US President George W. Bush on the sidelines
of the UN summit in New York
Sept. 10: Ang Lee’s movie “Brokeback Mountain” wins the Golden Lion Award at
the 62nd Venice International Film Festival
Sept. 11: The PRC rejects an invitation for four Chinese Catholic bishops—one of
them belonging to the underground church—to a synod in Rome by Pope
Benedict XVI, saying it ‘shows no respect’
Sept. 15: The US Department of Treasury designates Banco Delta Asia (BDA) in
Macau as a ‘primary money laundering concern’, characterizing it as a ‘willing
pawn for the North Korean government’ and prohibits US financial institutions
from transactions with it
Sept. 20–Oct. 2: ROC President Chen Shui-bian visits Guatemala, the Dominican
Republic, Nicaragua, Saint Kitts and Nevis, and Saint Vincent and the Grenadines,
with stopovers in the US, the UAE, and Indonesia
Sept. 25: 20,000 people rally in Taipei to support the US weapons sales offer to
Taiwan blocked by the ROC Legislative Yuan
Sept. 30: The Osaka High Court rules Japanese Prime Minister Koizumi’s visits at the
Yasukuni shrine unconstitutional but rejects claims for compensation; among the
plaintiffs was ROC independent legislator May Chin 高金素梅
Oct. 1: Negotiations between the PRC and Japan concerning disputed oil and gas
fields in the East China Sea end without result
Oct. 2: Typhoon “Longwang” (龍王) claims at least 65 lives in Fujian Province
Oct. 3: Gas explosion at a coal mine of the Hemei Group 鶴煤集團 near Hebi 鶴壁
(Henan Province); 34 dead
Oct. 9: The PRC State Bureau of Surveying and Mapping (guojia cehuiju 國家測繪局)
officially announces the height of Mt. Everest (highest point of rock) as 8844.43
m, based on measurements taken during the expedition on May 22
Oct. 12: Launch of a “Long March CZ-2F” (changzheng erhao F xing 長征二號 F 型)
rocket with a “Shenzhou VI” (shenzhou liuhao 神舟六號) space capsule from the
space center Jiuquan for a 5-day flight with taikonauts Nie Haisheng 聶海勝 and
Fei Junlong 費俊龍; the BBC reports the discovery of 4000-year-old millet
noodles at an archaeological site of the Qijia culture (qijia wenhua 齊家文化) in
Lajia 喇家 (Minhe County 民和縣, Qinghai Province)
Oct. 14: The Construction Bank of China (Zhongguo jianshe yinhang 中國建設銀行)
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raises US$ 9.2 billion with an IPO at the Hong Kong Stock Exchange (Xianggang
jiaoyisuo 香港交易所)
Oct. 17: “Shenzhou VI” lands safely at 4:32 a.m. local time in Siziwang 四子王
(Inner Mongolia); the same day Japan’s Prime Minister Koizumi visits the
Yasukuni shrine for the fifth time since taking office; the governments of the PRC
and South Korea protest angrily
Oct. 18: US Secretary of Defense Donald H. Rumsfeld arrives for a visit in Beijing;
the PRC government cancels a visit by Japanese Foreign Minister Nobutaka
Machimura originally scheduled for October
Oct. 19: The white paper “Building of Political Democracy in China” (Zhongguode
minzhu zhengzhi jianshe 中國的民主政治建設) is published in Beijing, stressing the
CCP’s claim to political leadership
Oct. 26: The PRC and Vietnam sign an agreement about joint naval patrols in the
Gulf of Tonkin 東京灣
Oct. 27: The NPC raises the treshold for monthly personal income tax from RMB
800 to RMB 1600
Oct. 28: PRC President Hu Jintao arrives for a 3-day visit in North Korea
Oct. 30: Chinese media report the discovery of a 4100-year-old observatory in Taosi
陶寺 (Xiangfen County 襄汾縣, Shanxi Province)
Nov. 8: PRC President Hu Jintao embarks on a trip to Great Britain, Germany, and
Spain; the same day the ROC government fines the pro-opposition cable TV
station TVBS for being a foreign-owned company
Nov. 9: US President George W. Bush receives the Dalai Lama at the White House
Nov. 13: Explosion in a chemical plant in the city of Jilin 吉林 (Jilin Province); 5
dead und 70 injured, and large amounts of benzene are spilled into the Songhua
River 松花江, on Nov. 21 the water supply for Harbin City is shut off; on Nov. 24
the carcinogenic slick in the river reaches Harbin
Nov. 18: The CCP holds a memorial ceremony for Hu Yaobang, who would have
turned 90 on Nov. 20; attended by PRC Premier Wen Jiabao and PRC Vice
President Zeng Qinghong 曾慶紅, among others
Nov. 20: US President George W. Bush is received by PRC President Hu Jintao in
Beijing
Nov. 21: UN Special Rapporteur on Torture Manfred Nowak arrives in the PRC to
investigate torture allegations
Nov. 26: An earthquake with a magnitude of 5.7 jolts Ruichang 瑞昌 (Jiujiang City 九
江市, Jiangxi Province); 17 dead
Nov. 27: Explosion at the Dongfeng Coal Mine 東風煤礦 in Qitaihe 七台河 (Heilongjiang Province); 171 dead
Dec. 2: In a UN press release, Manfred Nowak states that although torture in the
PRC was declining, it was still widespread; the same day PRC Vice Health Minister
Huang Jiefu 黃潔夫 admits that the sale of organs from executed prisoners is
widespread
Dec. 3: The ruling DPP suffers a major defeat in local elections; DPP Chairman Su
Tseng-chang steps down
Dec. 4: In Hong Kong, tens of thousands of demonstrators rally for full democracy
Dec. 4–6: Belarusian President Alexander G. Lukashenko pays an official visit to the
PRC; during a Dec. 5 meeting with PRC President Hu Jintao several agreements
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are signed
Dec. 6: During a demonstration in the village of Dongzhou 東洲鎮 (Honghaiwan
District 紅海灣區, Shanwei City 汕尾市, Guangdong Province), PRC security
forces fire into the crowd; at least 3 dead
Dec. 7: Explosion at the privately run Liuguantun Coal Mine 劉官屯煤礦 in the
Kaiping District 開平區 of Tangshan City (Hebei Province); 87 dead; the Central
Standing Committee of the DPP appoints Annette Lu acting DPP chairwoman
Dec. 9: The first two of four Kidd-class destroyers purchased by Taiwan for the ROC
Navy arrive at a naval base in Suao 蘇澳 (Ilan County)
Dec. 13: The Sixth WTO Ministerial Conference starts in Hong Kong
Dec. 15: A new oil pipeline linking oil-rich Kazakhstan and the oil-hungry PRC
begins to operate (Kazakhstan’s first major export pipeline not running through
Russia); a hospital fire in Liaoyuan 遼源 (Jilin Province) claims 39 lives
Dec. 18: The 149 WTO member countries reach an agreement on agriculture subsidies in Hong Kong
Dec. 20: The National Bureau of Statistics (NBS) of the PRC revises its 2004
nominal GDP upwards by 16.8 percent; an excessive cadmium discharge from a
state-owned smelter in Shaoguan 韶關 (Guangdong Province) causes serious
water pollution in the Beijiang River 北江
Dec. 21: Hong Kong’s LegCo votes down a government proposal to expand the
panel that picks the territory’s leader
Dec. 22: In their second round of talks, KMT Chairman Ma Ying-jeou and PFP
Chairman James Soong reach an agreement about cooperation between their
parties; Japan’s Foreign Minister Aso Taro 麻生太郎 calls the PRC a threat
because of its rising military spending
Dec. 23: Yao Wenyuan, the last surviving member of the “Gang of Four”, dies
Dec. 24: ARATS head Wang Daohan dies in Shanghai; the following day, Beijing
rejects a request by SEF head Chang Chun-hsiung to attend the funeral
Jan. 1: In his New Year address, ROC President Chen Shui-bian announces that the
policy “active opening, effective management” will be replaced by “active management, effective opening” (jiji guanli, youxiao kaifang 積極管理、有效開放) in a
tightening of cross-strait policy
Jan. 7: After a chemical accident in Zhuzhou 株洲 (Hunan Province), the Xiangjiang
River 湘江 is polluted with cadmium, threatening drinking water supplies as far
away as Xiangtan 湘潭 (Hunan Province)
Jan. 10: CNOOC announces the US$ 2.3 billion purchase of a 45 percent stake in a
Nigerian oil field; North Korea’s dictator Kim Jong-il 金正日 arrives for a
one-week visit in the PRC
Jan. 15: Yu Shyi-kun wins the DPP chairmanship election, gaining 54.4 percent of the
votes, Chai Trong-rong 蔡同榮 garners 36.1 percent, Wong Chin-chu 翁金珠 9.5
percent
Jan. 17: ROC Premier Frank Hsieh tenders his resignation; a 2-day international conference about preventing a global bird flu epidemic kicks off in Beijing
Jan. 20: Frank Hsieh advocates direct traffic links with the PRC
Jan. 22: Saudi Arabia’s king Abdullah arrives for a 3-day visit in Beijing
Jan. 24: Former DPP Chairman Lin I-hsiung announces his decision to leave the
party
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Jan. 25: Su Tseng-chang is sworn in as new ROC premier
Jan. 26: Iran’s top nuclear negotiator Ali Larijani arrives for talks in Beijing
Jan. 29: ROC President Chen Shui-bian proposes abolishing the NUC and the
National Unification Guidelines
Feb. 9: A court in Handan 邯鄲 (Hebei Province) sentences a former CCP boss of
Dingzhou to life in prison for the events on June 11, 2005 in Shengyou; a week
later four other men are sentenced to death for the attack
Feb. 14: In an open letter, Li Rui 李銳, Zhu Houze 朱厚澤, Hu Jiwei 胡績偉, and
other CCP heavyweights protest censorship in the PRC
Feb. 15: Former ROC Premier Sun Yun-suan dies in Taipei
Feb. 19: Pakistan’s President Pervez Musharraf arrives for a state visit in Beijing
Feb. 21: Su Chi admits he invented the “1992 consensus” (jiuer gongshi 九二共識) in
2000 in order to improve cross-strait relations
Feb. 22: Talks between PRC Minister of Commerce Bo Xilai 薄熙來 and his
Japanese counterpart Nikai Toshihiro 二 階 俊 博 take place in Beijing, the
following day Nikai meets PRC Premier Wen Jiabao; Pope Benedict XVI elevates
Hong Kong’s outspoken bishop Joseph Zen 陳日君 to cardinal
Feb. 24: ROC Premier Su Tseng-chang proposes abolishing the ROC calendar and
advocates using the Gregorian calendar only
Feb. 27: During a session of the National Security Conference, ROC President Chen
Shui-bian announces that the NUC shall “cease to function” (zhongzhi yunzuo 終止
運作) and the National Unification Guidelines shall “cease to apply” (zhongzhi
shiyong 終止適用)
Feb. 28: During a KMT event marking the anniversary of the 2-28 Incident, KMT
Chairman Ma Ying-jeou apologizes for the ‘wrongs’ committed by the KMT 59
years before
March 2: The PRC Ambassador to the UN Wang Guangya 王光亞 complains to UN
Secretary General Kofi Annan about Taiwan’s scrapping of the NUC and the
National Unification Guidelines
March 4: NPC spokesman Jiang Enzhu 姜恩柱 announces a 14.7 percent hike in the
PRC’s defense budget in 2006
March 6: At the 78th Annual Academy Awards, Ang Lee’s movie “Brokeback
Mountain” receives three Oscars (for Best Director, Best Score, and Best Adapted
Screenplay)
March 8: Japan’s chief cabinet secretary Abe Shinzo 安倍晉三 rejects a proposal by
the PRC to jointly develop disputed natural gas fields in the East China Sea
March 9: Meeting between ROC President Chen Shui-bian and US Deputy Secretary
of State Richard Armitage in Taipei; that same day Armitage also meets KMT
Chairman Ma Ying-jeou
March 12: More than 30,000 people rally in Taipei against ROC government policy
March 19: KMT Chairman Ma Ying-jeou embarks on a 10-day visit to the US
March 20: The EPOCH TIMES (dajiyuan 大紀元) reports about a hospital in Sujiatun
蘇家屯 (Shenyang City, Liaoning Province) where organs from imprisoned Falun
Gong members are allegedly harvested
March 21: Russian President Putin arrives for an official visit in Beijing; that same day
an agreement concerning a Russian gas pipeline to the PRC is signed, but despite
Chinese hopes no agreement is reached on Siberian oil
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March 24: Japan’s government announces it will delay decisions on further
low-interest loans to the PRC in the current fiscal year
March 25: Explosion caused by a gas leak in Kai County (Chongqing City); more
than 10,000 villagers are evacuated, the leaking well is capped on March 31
March 30: Legislator Lin Wei-chou 林為洲 quits the DPP; as a result the DPP loses
its status as largest party in the ROC Legislative Yuan
March 31: Former Japanese Prime Minister Hashimoto Ryutaro meets with PRC
President Hu Jintao in Beijing in an effort to improve bilateral ties
April 1: Taiwan officially rejects two giant pandas offered by the PRC as a gift; an
earthquake with a magnitude of 6.4 shakes Taitung 台東 (Taiwan)
April 3: During PRC Premier Wen Jiabao’s visit to Australia, PRC Minister of Foreign
Affairs Li Zhaoxing and his Australian counterpart, Alexander Downer, sign an
agreement on the export of Australian uranium to the PRC for peaceful purposes
in Canberra; in Taiwan a televised debate between ROC President Chen Shui-bian
and KMT Chairman Ma Ying-jeou is held
April 4: Turkmenistan’s President Saparmurat Niyazov visits Beijing; both sides agree
on the construction of a natural gas pipeline between the two countries; after concluding his visit to Australia, PRC Premier Wen Jiabao travels to several countries
in the South Pacific, beginning in Fiji
April 8: PRC Premier Wen Jiabao visits Cambodia and promises US$ 600 million in
aid
April 10: Explosion in the ground-floor garage of a hospital in Yuanping 原平
(Shanxi Province); 35 dead
April 13: In a 10-minute speech at the World Buddhist Forum in Hangzhou 杭州
(Zhejiang Province), Gyaltsen Norbu, the boy installed as XIth Panchen Lama by
Beijing, defends the PRC’s religious policy
April 14: A CCP-KMT economic forum (guogong jingmao luntan 國共經貿論壇) kicks
off in Beijing; the following a day meeting is held between CCP Chairman Hu Jintao and KMT honorary chairman Lien Chan; the US State Department releases its
report concerning its investigation into Sujiatun, saying ‘no evidence was discovered that says the place is used for any other purpose other than as a public
hospital’
April 20: PRC President Hu Jintao arrives for an official state visit in Washington, D.
C.
April 22: PRC President Hu Jintao arrives for a 3-day visit in Saudi Arabia; the two
nations sign an agreement on energy, trade, security and defense
April 25: ROC Premier Su Tseng-chang announces an expansion of the three mini
links between Kinmen and Matsu and PRC ports in Fujian Province
April 26: During his visit to Nigeria, PRC President Hu Jintao secures four oil drilling
licences for the PRC; in exchange the PRC invests US$ 4 billion in oil and infrastructure projects there
April 29: Explosion at the Wayaobao Coal Mine 瓦窯堡煤礦 in Zichang County 子
長縣 near Yan’an (Shaanxi Province); 32 dead
April 30: The PRC’s state-sanctioned Catholic church ordains Ma Yinglin 馬英林 as
bishop of Kunming without Rome’s consent; on May 2 Hong Kong Cardinal
Joseph Zen says PRC-Vatican talks should end
May 1: Xinhua News Agency reports the PRC for the first time successfully tested a
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domestically developed magnetic levitation (maglev) train in Chengdu
May 3: The PRC’s state-sanctioned Catholic church ordains Liu Xinhong 劉新紅 as
bishop in Wuhu 蕪湖 (Anhui Province) without the Vatican’s consent; the
following day Pope Benedict XVI threatens Ma Yinglin and Liu Xinhong with excommunication
May 4–11: ROC President Chen Shui-bian visits Paraguay and Costa Rica; makes a
stopover in Abu Dhabi (UAE) to refuel on May 5 after US authorities deny him a
stopover in New York and Chen had rejected an offer for a stopover in
Anchorage (Alaska, USA)
May 5: Five Chinese Muslims (ethnic Uighurs) held by the US in Guantanamo Bay in
Cuba since 2001 are released and flown to Albania, where they are granted asylum
May 7: Japanese Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs Yachi Shotaro 穀內正太郎
visits the PRC for three days and conducts talks with his Chinese counterpart Dai
Bingguo 戴秉國 to improve bilateral relations
May 8: The PRC demands the immediate repatriation of the five Uighurs sent to
Albania
May 12: Pan-green lawmakers block a vote about changes to the direct links between
China and Taiwan in the ROC Legislative Yuan; four days later they resort to
violence to prevent another vote on this issue
May 14: The PRC ordains another Catholic bishop without the Vatican’s consent
May 17: The movie “Summer Palace” (yiheyuan 頤和園) by Chinese director Lou Ye
婁燁 is not screened at the Cannes Film Festival because it failed to receive
approval from PRC censors
May 18: The shaft of the Xinjing Coal Mine 新井煤礦 in Zuoyun County 左雲縣
(Shanxi Province) is flooded, 56 miners drown, members of the mine management are detained by the authorities for trying to cover up the accident
May 20: The Three Gorges Dam wall—185 m high, 2309 m long—is completed
May 22: Taiwan’s bid for observer status in the WHA is rejected again; the same day
PRC Premier Wen Jiabao meets German Chancellor Angela Merkel for talks in
Beijing; PRC Foreign Minister Li Zhaoxing pledges US$ 2.5 million in aid to
Mauritania after the country started pumping oil in February and sold its first load
of same to the PRC; gas explosion at an illegal coal mine in Shengchi 澠池
(Henan Province); 8 dead
May 23: A Pentagon report says the PRC is rapidly expanding its military reach and
potentially poses a threat to other countries by altering the regional military
balance; two days later the PRC government angrily rejects the report and calls the
PRC’s defense policy defensive in nature
May 24: Meeting between PRC Foreign Minister Li Zhaoxing and his Japanese
counterpart Aso Taro in Doha (Qatar); no agreement on the Yasukuni shrine
visits or the gas reserves in the East China Sea reached
May 25: ROC President Chen Shui-bian’s son-in-law Chao Chien-ming 趙建銘 is
detained by police for suspicion of being involved in insider trading
May 26: PFP Chairman James Soong urges ROC President Chen Shui-bian to resign
and threatens to initiate a motion to recall the president; toxic fumes kill eight
miners at the Caixiashan Lead-Zinc Mine 彩霞山鉛鋅礦 in Shanshan County 鄯
善縣 (Xinjiang Province)
May 30: Pan-green lawmakers again use violence to prevent a vote on changes to
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direct links between China and Taiwan from being passed by the ROC Legislative
Yuan
June 1: ROC President Chen Shui-bian announces that he will give up some of his
powers; his close aide, Deputy Secretary-General of the Presidential Office Ma
Yung-cheng 馬永成 resigns; the Bank of China raises US$ 9.7 billion with an
IPO on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange (25.57 billion shares for HK$ 2.95 per
share, first day closing price: HK$ 3.40)
June 2: PRC police arrest three children of exiled Uighur rights activist Rebiya
Kadeer in Xinjiang and charges them with tax evasion
June 3: Thousands of people demonstrate against ROC President Chen Shui-bian in
Taipei and demand his resignation; a military plane crashes in Yaocun 姚村
(Bodian Township 柏墊鎮, Guangde County 廣德縣, Anhui Province) due to
icing on the plane surface; 40 dead
June 5: The PRC State Environmental Protection Administration (SEPA) publishes
the white paper “China Ecological Protection 1996-2005” (Zhongguode huanjing baohu 1996-2005 中國的環境保護 1996-2005), stating that pollution causes damage
to the PRC’s economy in the amount of US$ 200 billion each year
June 6: The PRC and North Korea reach a preliminary agreement about the development of oil resources in the Bohai Sea 渤海
June 7: The Bank of China issues an additional 3.84 billion H shares, lifting the IPO
to US$ 11.1 billion, the world’s fourth largest IPO ever
June 8: Peasant Fu Xiancai 傅先財, an activist for the rights of people displaced by
the Three Gorges Dam, is attacked and paralyzed by unknown assailants in Zigui
秭歸 (Hubei Province) after giving an interview on German TV
June 12: A motion to recall President Chen is placed on the agenda of the ROC
Legislative Yuan; a truck overloaded with coal tar crashes into the Dasha River 大
沙河 in Shanxi Province, seriously polluting it and threatening the drinking water
supply of Baoding 保定 (Hebei Province)
June 14: China and Taiwan reach an agreement on regular direct charter flights on
holidays and direct cargo flights on a case-by-case basis; the cities involved are
Taipei and Kaohsiung in Taiwan and Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, and Xiamen
in China
June 15: The heads of the SCO member states meet in Shanghai; Iran’s President
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad attends as an observer
June 16: Explosion at a chemical factory in Dangtu County 當涂縣 (Anhui Province);
10 dead
June 17–24: PRC Premier Wen Jiabao, PRC Foreign Minister Li Zhaoxing, and PRC
Trade Minister Bo Xilai visit Egypt, Ghana, Congo (Brazzaville), South Africa,
Angola, Uganda, and Tanzania, in an attempt to secure access to these nations’
resources
June 18: Hong Kong newspaper WEN WEI PO 文匯報 quotes Long Lehao 龍樂豪,
deputy chief architect of the PRC’s lunar probe project, as saying that the PRC
plans to put a man on the moon by 2024
June 21: Pope Benedict XVI receives Master Hsing Yun 星雲法師, founder of the
Buddhist monastery Fo Guang Shan 佛光山寺 (Tashu 大樹, Kaohsiung County,
Taiwan), at the Vatican
June 22: Canada’s parliament adopts a motion to bestow honorary citizenship on the
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Dalai Lama
June 24: The PRC State Council sends the draft of a law threatening the media with
fines if they report “sudden events” without first getting permission from PRC
government officials (name of the law in Chinese: tufa shijian yingduifa 突發事件應
對法) to the NPC Standing Committee for consideration
June 27: A motion initiated by the opposition pan-blue camp to recall ROC President
Chen Shui-bian garners 119 votes out of a total 225 in the ROC Legislative Yuan,
thus falling far short of the required two-thirds majority of 148 votes to pass; the
DPP boycotts the vote, while the TSU casts invalid votes
June 27–28: Australian Prime Minister John Howard visits the PRC for trade talks
June 28: Gas explosion at the Wulong Coal Mine 五龍煤礦 owned by the Fuxin
Mining Group in Liaoning’s Fuxin; 21 dead
July 1: After completion of a 1080 km-section between Golmud 格爾木 (Qinghai
Province) and Lhasa, the Qinghai-Tibet Railway (Qing Zang tielu 青藏鐵路) goes
into service; tens of thousands of demonstrators in Hong Kong demand full
democracy, significantly less than the pro-democracy rallies in the two previous
years; a pro-China rally in Hong Kong also attracts tens of thousands
July 3: At Wimbledon, PRC tennis player Li Na 李娜 defeats Czech player Nicole
Vaidisova 4-6, 6-1, 6-3 in the Ladies Singles, becoming the first Chinese player to
reach a Grand Slam quarterfinal; the following day Li is defeated by Belgian player
Kim Clijsters 6-4, 7-5
July 6: The Nathu La Pass 乃堆拉山口 between Tibet (PRC) and Sikkim (India) is
opened for the first time since a border war in 1962
July 7: An explosion involving illegally stored explosives in a burning house in the
coal mining town of Dongzhai 東寨 (Ningwu County 寧武縣, Shanxi Province)
kills 47
July 9: Zheng Jie 鄭潔 and Yan Zi 晏紫 from the PRC win the Women’s Doubles
final at Wimbledon, beating Virginia Ruano Pascual (Spain) and Paola Suarez
(Argentina) 6-3, 3-6, 6-2
July 10-15: PRC Vice Premier Hui Liangyu 回良玉 and a PRC good-will delegation
visit North Korea
July 10–14: KMT Chairman Ma Ying-jeou visits Japan
July 12: Chao Chien-ming is released from custody on NT$ 10 million bail
July 13: In an interview with WALL STREET JOURNAL ASIA, the former No. 2 in Hong
Kong’s government, Anson Chan 陳方安生, calls on Beijing to allow universal
suffrage in Hong Kong; the CCP tells the media that in 2005 it expelled more than
44,000 party members who ‘refused to change’
July 15: A group of pan-green academics issues a statement entitled “Democracy and
the Moral Crisis of Taiwanese Identity—our Appeal to the President, the Ruling
Party, and Taiwanese Citizens” (minzhu zhengzhi yu Taiwan rentongde daode weiji—dui
Chen zongtong, minjindang yu gongmin shehuide huyu 民主政治與台灣認同的道德危
機 -- 對陳總統、民進黨與公民社會的呼籲) urging ROC President Chen
Shui-bian to step down; more than 4000 pan-green intellectuals signed the statement
July 16: Ten people are brutally murdered at the Taoist Tiewadian Temple 鐵瓦殿廟
in Pingliang 平梁鎮 (Hanyin County 漢陰縣, Ankang City 安康市, Shaanxi
Province), including the temple’s abbot; the perpetrator Qiu Xinghua 邱興華 is
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executed on Dec. 28, 2006
July 19: A CAL Boeing 747 cargo plane flies directly from Taipei to Shanghai (passing
through Hong Kong’s airspace without landing there)
July 20: The World Food Program (WFP) reports that in 2005 the PRC became the
world’s third-largest food aid donor behind the US and the EU; ROC Vice
Minister of the Interior Yen Wan-chin 顏萬進 (DPP) is detained for his alleged
involvement in a corruption scandal and resigns (released on Nov. 9 on NT$ 1
million bail)
July 22: An earthquake measuring 5.1 on the Richter scale hits Yanjin County 鹽津縣
in Yunnan Province; 22 dead
July 22–23: 12th National Convention of the DPP in Taipei, ROC President and
former DPP Chairman Chen Shui-bian does not attend; the convention passes a
motion proposed by legislator Wang Sing-nan to disband party factions
July 25: An Israeli attack kills four unarmed UN military observers in Khiam
(southern Lebanon), among them PLA Lieutenant Colonel Du Zhaoyu 杜照宇
July 26: The aforementioned group of pan-green academics reiterates its appeal to
ROC President Chen Shui-bian to resign, claiming their petition was supported by
20,000 people and the president’s response to their initial appeal had been disappointing
July 28: Explosion at the Fuyuan Chemical Plant 氟源化工有限公司 in Linhai 臨海
(Sheyang County 射陽縣, Jiangsu Province); 22 dead
July 27–28: Conference on Sustaining Taiwan’s Economic Development (Taiwan jingji
yongxu fazhan huiyi 台灣經濟永續發展會議, abbrev. jingxuhui 經續會) in Taipei
July 29: Thousands of protesters clash with PRC police as a new illegal church in
Xiaoshan 蕭山 (Zhejiang Province) is demolished; on Dec. 24 a court in Hangzhou sentences eight Chinese Christians to prison terms between 1 and 3½ years
for leading the crowd in the incident
July 31: Malaysia LNG Tiga Sdn Bhd, a subsidiary of Malaysia’s national oil company
Petroliam Nasional Berhad (Petronas), signs a deal with Shanghai LNG Company
Ltd to supply up to 3.03 million metric tonnes of liquefied natural gas (LNG)
annually for 25 years
Aug. 6: Hong Kong’s LegCo passes a controversial surveillance bill (jiequ tongxun ji
jiancha tiaoli caoan 截取通訊及監察條例草案) after a marathon debate; the
pro-democracy opposition boycotts the vote
Aug. 8: The APPLE DAILY (pingguo ribao 蘋果日報) reports that ROC Minister of
Foreign Affairs James Huang 黃志芳 met Hezbollah General Secretary Sayyed
Hassan Nasrallah during a clandestine visit to Lebanon in April 2006, KMT
legislators demand Huang’s resignation
Aug. 9: The CHINA TIMES (Zhongguo shibao 中國時報) publishes a letter from former
DPP Chairman Shih Ming-teh to ROC President Chen Shui-bian in which Shih
urges Chen to resign since the presidential office had become ‘a source of social
unrest’
Aug. 10: The media report that in Nov. 1998 Mikasa 三笠, the younger brother of
deceased Japanese Emperor Hirohito, had privately apologized to then-PRC
President Jiang Zemin over his country’s occupation of China in WWII during a
banquet at the imperial palace in Tokyo
Aug. 12: Former ROC President Lee Teng-hui criticizes the ROC government as
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‘irresponsible and ineffective’ and responsible for Taiwan’s democracy coming to a
standstill, adding that it was not a good idea for President Chen to meet him
Aug. 20: A court in Yi’nan 沂南 (Shandong Province) sentences blind social activist
Chen Guangcheng 陳光誠 to four years and three months in prison
Aug. 23: Venezuela’s President Hugo Chavez arrives for a 6-day visit in the PRC,
during which he signs agreements about, among other things, an expansion of
cooperation on oil between the two countries; on Aug. 24 he holds talks with PRC
President Hu Jintao
Aug. 25: A court in Beijing sentences Zhao Yan 趙岩, a researcher for the New York
Times who had previously reported on official corruption and peasant rights, to
three years in prison for fraud
Aug. 26: The PRC government decides to uphold a ban on printing foreign newspapers in the PRC; at the International Children’s Games in Bangkok, athletes
from the PRC grab the ROC national flags from the shoulders of two Taiwanese
swimming champions
Aug. 27: Former DPP Chairman Hsu Hsin-liang urges the DPP to file a recall bid
against ROC President Chen Shui-bian; the ROC government establishes the
quasi-governmental Taiwan Strait Tourism Association (caituan faren Taiwan haixia
liang’an guanguang lüyou xiehui 財團法人台灣海峽兩岸觀光旅遊協會, abbrev.
TSTA) to deal with issues relating to cross-strait tourism
Aug. 31: Ching Cheong 程翔, a Hong Kong reporter for the Singapore newspaper
STRAITS TIMES, is sentenced to five years by a PRC after a one-day trial for
allegedly spying for Taiwan; the following day Taiwan’s MAC denies Ching spied
for them
Sept. 4: The PRC State Administration of Radio, Film and Television (guojia guangbo
dianying dianshi zongju 國家廣播電影電視總局) bans “Summer Palace” director
Lou Ye and producer Nai An 耐安 from making movies for five years
Sept. 6: Chiang Kai-shek International Airport is renamed “Taiwan Taoyuan International Airport” (Taiwan Taoyuan guoji jichang 台灣桃園國際機場)
Sept. 9: PRC Premier Wen Jiabao embarks on a journey to Finland, the UK, Germany,
and Tajikistan; at least 90,000 people join Shih Ming-teh on the first day of his
sit-in in Taipei to unseat ROC President Chen Shui-bian; during the 63rd Venice
International Film Festival the Chinese movie “Still Life” (sanxia haoren 三峽好人),
directed by Jia Zhangke 賈樟柯, wins the Golden Lion Award for Best Film
Sept. 10: The PRC announces new controls over the distribution of news by foreign
news agencies, giving Xinhua News Agency broad authority and direct censorship
over said agencies
Sept. 12: The UN General Assembly’s General Committe declines to put Taiwan’s bid
for a UN seat under the name “Taiwan” on the agenda of its 61st session
Sept. 13: Xinhua News Agency reports the PRC government imposed tighter
controls for the release of information from courts to the media
Sept. 13–18: Italy’s Prime Minister Romano Prodi visits the PRC; on the last day of
his visit he expresses support for lifting the EU’s ban on arms sales to the PRC
Sept. 15: 320,000 demonstrators demanding ROC President Chen Shui-bian’s
resignation march around the Presidential Office in Taipei; during an IMF meeting
in Singapore, Lee Kuan Yew says Malaysia and Indonesia ‘systematically
marginalized’ their minority Chinese
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Sept. 16: At least 60,000 supporters of ROC President Chen Shui-bian rally in Taipei
Sept. 18: PRC Premier Wen Jiabao confirms the PRC will increase its peacekeeping
presence in Lebanon to 1000 troops
Sept. 19: During the annual IMF meeting in Singapore, the 184 IMF members agree
on reforms that grant the PRC and three other developing countries more voting
rights; DPP legislator Lin Cho-shui 林濁水 calls on ROC Vice President Annette
Lu to resign because she ‘seems to sympathize with the anti-Chen protesters’
Sept. 19–22: US Treasury Secretary Henry Paulson visits the PRC
Sept. 20–24: Second cross-strait book fair held in Taipei
Sept. 21: Human rights lawyer Gao Zhisheng 高智晟 is arrested in Beijing and later
charged with ‘inciting subversion of state power’
Sept. 22: The Shenzen-based China Merchants Bank (zhaoshang yinhang 招商銀行,
abbrev. CMB) raises US$ 2.4 billion from its IPO on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange
Sept. 25: Chen Liangyu 陳良宇, CCP head of Shanghai, politburo member, and
protege of Jiang Zemin, is sacked for corruption and put under house arrest
Sept. 29: The ROC Legislative Yuan passes a motion for another recall of president
Chen Shui-bian to be voted on on Oct. 13
Sept. 30: PRC border guards open fire on 75 Tibetan refugees trying to flee to India
near the 5800 m high Nangpa La Pass 朗喀巴山口, killing one and arresting 32,
one of those caught (15-year-old Jamyang Samten) is later released and escapes to
India where he claims to have been tortured in PRC custody over a three-day
period; 100,000 people attend a rally celebrating the 20th birthday of the DPP in
Kaohsiung, Taiwan, including ROC President Chen Shui-bian and DPP Chairman
Yu Shyi-kun
Oct. 2: ROC First Lady Wu Shu-chen is cleared of wrongdoing by prosecutors in a
graft investigation
Oct. 8: Japan’s new Prime Minister, Abe Shinzo, visits Beijing, meeting PRC Premier
Wen Jiabao and PRC President Hu Jintao; Abe expresses remorse for Japan’s
wartime record
Oct. 9: The PRC Foreign Ministry strongly protests that North Korea ‘brazenly’ conducted a nuclear test
Oct. 10: After the celebrations for the ROC’s national holiday end, 120,000
demonstrators demand President Chen’s resignation outside the Presidential
Office in Taipei; the organizers of the demonstration had failed to get approval
for the event from the Taipei city government but no moves were taken to stop
them from rallying
Oct. 12: MAC head Jospeh Wu 吳釗燮 says Taiwan won’t develop nuclear weapons
Oct. 13: South Korean President Roh Moo-hyun visits Beijing; holds talks with PRC
President Hu Jintao, PRC Premier Wen Jiabao, and NPC Chairman Wu Bangguo;
a second motion to recall ROC President Chen Shui-bian fails to get the required
two-thirds majority in the ROC Legislative Yuan
Oct. 13–21: At the Artistic Gymnastics World Championships in Aarhus (Denmark),
athletes from the PRC win 8 out of 14 gold medals, making the PRC the most
successful country at the competition
Oct. 15: ROC President Chen Shui-bian suggests taking a fresh look at DPP party
elder Koo Kwang-ming’s idea of establishing a “second republic” in Taiwan
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Oct. 19: Former PRC Foreign Minister Tang Jiaxuan 唐家璇 meets North Korea’s
leader Kim Jong-il in Pyongyang as a special envoy with a message from PRC
President Hu Jintao; Kim tells Tang there are no immediate plans to carry out a
second nuclear test; Wong Chi-huey 翁啟惠 succeeds Lee Yuan-tseh as the head
of the ROC’s Academia Sinica; the head of the PRC’s NBS Qiu Xiaohua 邱曉華
is dismissed from office for suspicion of being involved in a corruption scandal;
in an interview with Bloomberg, KMT Chairman Ma Ying-jeou vows to negotiate
a peace agreement with the PRC by 2012 if he wins the 2008 ROC presidential
election, adding he would guarantee no declaration of independence in exchange
for a PRC promise not to attack Taiwan
Oct. 20: US Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice visits Beijing for talks with PRC
Foreign Minister Li Zhaoxing about the North Korean nuclear crisis, urging the
PRC to fully implement resolution 1718 of the UN Security Council
Oct. 21: Real estate tycoon Zhang Rongkun 張榮坤 is arrested in the PRC on
corruption charges
Oct. 24: The PRC launches two experimental satellites aboard a Long March-4B
carrier rocket from the Taiyuan Satellite Launching Center (Taiyuan weixing fashe
zhongxin 太原衛星發射中心); independent legislator Li Ao sprays tear gas during
a committee hearing of the ROC Legislative Yuan in order to block discussion
about a controversial arms procurement bill
Oct. 25: French President Jacques Chirac arrives for a 4-day visit in the PRC; a
record-matching order from the PRC for 150 Airbus A-320 jets worth US$ 9.9
billion at list prices is inked; Chirac meets with PRC President Hu Jintao on Oct.
26; the second two of four Kidd class destroyers purchased by Taiwan for the
ROC Navy arrive at a naval base in Ilan (commissioned on Nov. 2 in Suao)
Oct. 26: An overloaded truck crashes and spills 33 tonnes of toxic creosote (wash oil)
into a river close to the Yangjiapo Reservoir 楊家坡水庫 (Xiyang County 昔陽縣,
Jinzhong City 晉中市, Shanxi Province), contaminating 2 million m³ of water; a
Song-class diesel-powered attack submarine of the PRC Navy is undetected until
it surfaces within firing range (8 km) of the American aircraft carrier Kitty Hawk
and its accompanying warships near Okinawa 沖繩島
Oct. 27: South Korea’s Foreign Minister, UN Secretary-General-designate Ban
Ki-moon visits Beijing, holding talks with PRC President Hu Jintao; Foreign
Minister Li Zhaoxing, and the PRC’s special envoy to Pyongyang Tang Jiaxuan; a
ship carrying Diaoyutai activists from Hong Kong and Taiwan is rammed by a
Japanese coast guard vessel 13 km off the Diaoyutai islands; the PRC Supreme
People’s Court (zuigao renmin fayuan 最高人民法院) announces it will assume all
powers to review and approve death sentences in the PRC from Jan. 1, 2007; the
Industrial and Commercial Bank of China (Zhongguo gongshang yinhang 中國工商銀
行, abbrev. ICBC) raises US$ 21.9 billion from its dual listing on the Shanghai and
Hong Kong stock exchanges, making it the world’s largest-ever IPO
Oct. 30: ROC Defense Minister Lee Jye 李傑 says that after the ROC Legislative
Yuan blocked the arms procurement bill again, the US suspended military contacts
with Taiwan; two days later the US State Department says US policy regarding
Taiwan security had not changed
Oct. 30–31: PRC-ASEAN summit in Nanning with leaders from 10 ASEAN states
participating
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Oct. 31: Gas explosion at the Weijiadi Coal Mine 魏家地煤礦 in Jingyuan County 靖
遠縣 (Baiyin City 白銀市, Gansu Province); 29 miners are killed; according to
reports in Chinese-language newspapers like the CHINA TIMES and the UNITED
DAILY NEWS (lianhebao 聯合報) in Taiwan, former ROC President Lee Teng-hui
mulls the formation of a ‘third force’ (disan shili 第三勢力) alliance in Taiwan in
an effort to resolve social and political turmoil, with Wang Jin-pyng (KMT) and
Frank Hsieh (DPP) as preferred candidates to join in the 2008 presidential
election
Nov. 2: Japan lodges a protest over the PRC’s drilling near an disputed area in the
East China Sea; in an interview publishjed by the FINANCIAL TIMES, ROC
President Chen Shui-bian says Taiwan should ‘freeze’ (dongjie 凍結) its current
Constitution and adopt a new one
Nov. 3–5: Forum on China-Africa Cooperation (Zhong Fei hezuo luntan 中非合作論壇)
in Beijing; delegates from 48 African nations attend; PRC President Hu Jintao
pleges to double the PRC’s aid to Africa; PRC businesses ink deals with partners
in ten African countries worth US$ 1.9 billion
Nov. 3: ROC prosecutors file corruption charges against First Lady Wu Shu-chen and
claim they have enough evidence to charge ROC President Chen Shui-bian (who
is protected by presidential immunity while in office) with graft and forgery; the
DPP ‘strongly demands’ that Chen explains the issue within three days
Nov. 5: ROC President Chen Shui-bian rejects the allegations against him without
giving details about the destination of unaccounted funds; gas explosion at the
Jiaojiazhai Coal Mine 焦家寨煤礦 in Yuanping County 原平縣 (Shanxi Province); at least 19 dead and 28 missing
Nov. 6: The PRC’s foreign exchange reserves reach US$ 1 trillion
Nov. 7: Egypt’s President Hosni Mubarak and PRC President Hu Jintao hold talks in
Beijing; they reach an agreement to cooperate on the peaceful use of nuclear
energy
Nov. 8: The DPP announces it fully backs ROC President Chen Shui-bian
Nov. 9: Dr. Margaret Chan 陳馮富珍 of Hong Kong earns the WHA’s nomination
to be the next director-general of the WHO; the president of the PRC Supreme
People’s Court, Xiao Yang 肖揚, urges the PRC courts to ‘avoid’ the death penalty
but rejects its abolition; in the ROC, MAC head Joseph Wu reports that the PRC
has deployed more than 900 ballistic missiles targeting Taiwan at five bases in Fujian Province; former senior presidential advisor Luis Kao 高志明 urges ROC
President Chen Shui-bian to step down
Nov. 9–12: 900 experts from around the worlds attend the Open Science Conference
of the Earth System Science Partnership (ESSP) in Beijing
Nov. 10: In an open letter, former Academia Sinica President Lee Yuan-tseh asks
ROC President Chen Shui-bian to consider resigning
Nov. 11: The landmark Edinburgh Place Pier/Central Star Ferry Pier 中環天星碼頭
on Hong Kong Island closes prior to demolition as part of a land reclamation
project in Victoria Harbour 維多利亞海港 after 48 years of service
Nov. 13: Lee Wen-chung 李文忠 and Lin Cho-shui, members of the ROC Legislative Yuan, resign in protest at the way their party (the DPP) has handled
corruption claims against ROC President Chen Shui-bian; in the PRC, explosion
at the Nanshan Colliery 南山煤礦 in the village of Wangyu 王禹鄉 (Lingshi
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County 靈石縣, Shanxi Province); 24 dead; PRC Ambassador to India Sun Yuxi
孫玉璽 reiterates the PRC’s territorial claim on the whole of Arunachal Pradesh;
India’s Foreign Minister Pranab Mukherjee rejects the claim, calling Arunachal
Pradesh an ‘integral part of India’
Nov. 17: Less than a week after a yearlong ban on Wikipedia was lifted in the PRC,
the website is blocked again in several parts of the PRC
Nov. 18: PRC riot police end a one-week hostage standoff in Dongzhou by storming
a small temple where some villagers had locked eight officials to demand the
release of local activist Chen Qian 陳簽, who had been detained on Nov. 9 after
hanging anti-corruption slogans outside his house
Nov. 20: Japan’s Prime Minister Abe Shinzo says he assured PRC President Hu Jintao
that Japan would not acquire nuclear weapons; Xinhua News Agency quotes PRC
Deputy Chief Prosecutor Wang Zhenchuan 王振川 as saying that nearly every
person in the PRC who had been wrongfully convicted of a crime in recent years
was first tortured to extract a confession
Nov. 20–23: PRC President Hu Jintao visits India, meeting with Indian President A. P.
J. Kalam and Prime Minister Manmohan Singh, the two nations pledge to double
their trade to US$ 40 billion a year by 2010
Nov. 22: The PRC Health Ministry announces the number of reported cases of
HIV/Aids jumped by 30 percent in the first 10 months of 2006, partly due to
better testing and more reporting
Nov. 23: Chee Soon Juan 徐順全, secretary-general of the Singapore Democratic
Party (SDP), is jailed for five weeks for speaking in public without a permit
Nov. 23–26: PRC President Hu Jintao visits Pakistan; the two nations sign a FTA that,
according to diplomats, could triple the value of bilateral trade to US$ 15 billion
within five years; the two countries also agree on new defense and energy deals
and pledge to continue nuclear co-operation
Nov. 24: A third recall motion against ROC President Chen Shui-bian fails to garner
the required majority in the ROC Legislative Yuan; in the PRC, the Beijing High
Court (Beijing gaoji renmin fayuan 北京高級人民法院) rejects an appeal by jailed
reporter Ching Cheong
Nov. 25: A gas explosion at the Yuanhua Coal Mine 遠華煤礦 in Jixi 雞西 (Heilongjiang Province) claims the lives of 22 miners; a few hours later a similar
explosion at a mine in Housuo 後所鎮 (Fuyuan County 富源縣, Yunnan
Province) kills 32 miners
Nov. 26: Gas explosion at the Luweitan Coal Mine 蘆葦灘煤礦 in Linfen 臨汾
(Shanxi Province); 24 dead
Nov. 29: PLA General and Assistant Chief of the PLA General Staff Zhang Qinsheng 章沁生 meets Japan’s defense chief Kyuma Fumio 久間章生 in Tokyo; in
Taiwan, the THSRC announces it will delay the launch of Taiwan’s new bullet
train originally scheduled for Dec. 7
Nov. 30: The PRC’s state-run Catholic church ordains Wang Renlei 王仁雷 as bishop
of Xuzhou without Vatican approval; the DPP strips ROC First Lady Wu
Shu-chen and three of ROC President Chen Shui-bian’s top aides of their party
rights for 18 months
Dec. 1: Courts in the PRC reject an appeal by Zhao Yan and uphold a prison term
for Chen Guangcheng; in Taiwan KMT Chairman Ma Ying-jeou and PFP Chair-
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man James Soong meet
Dec. 1–15: At the 15th Asian Games in Doha, PRC athletes win 165 gold, 88 silver,
and 63 bronze medals, making them by far the most successful nation; Taiwanese
athletes garner 9 gold, 10 silver, and 27 bronze medals
Dec. 2: Xinhua News Agency reports that Yunnan Province will start compulsory
HIV tests for couples prior to their marrying on Jan. 1, 2007 (at the end of Sept.
2006, Yunnan accounted for about a quarter of all people living with HIV or
AIDS in the PRC)
Dec. 6: Zheng Xinli 鄭新立, deputy director of the economic policy research office
in the CCP’s politburo, announces that the PRC has set an official annual
economic growth target of about 8 percent; in Taiwan the KMT demands a new
probe into the 3-19 shooting after alleged gunsmith Tang Shou-yi retracted his
confession
Dec. 9: Hau Lung-bin 郝龍斌 (KMT) is elected Taipei mayor, PFP Chairman James
Soong, who ran as an independent candidate, receives only 4.14 percent of the
vote and announces his retirement from politics; in Kaohsiung, Chen Chu (DPP)
defeats Huang Chun-ying 黃俊英 (KMT) by just 1114 votes; Japan’s Foreign
Minister Aso Taro invites PRC President Hu Jintao and PRC Premier Wen Jiabao
to visit Japan
Dec. 11: Pro-democracy forces win 114 seats in a vote for Hong Kong’s 800-seat
election panel which will decide who can run for chief executive in March 2007; in
Taiwan TSU spiritual leader Lee Teng-hui turns down TSU Chairman Shu
Chin-chiang’s offer to resign; DPP secretary-general Lin Chia-lung 林 佳 龍
announces the party will hold its presidential primary in May 2007
Dec. 12: Human rights lawyer Gao Zhisheng is secretly tried in Beijing without legal
representation (he receives a suspended sentence of 3 years in prison on Dec. 22)
Dec. 13: US Treasury Secretary Henry Paulson and a trade delegation arrive in Beijing
for talks about currency, access to markets, and information piracy; meeting
between Paulson and PRC Vice Premier Wu Yi on Dec. 14; talks end with no
currency deal; CHINA DAILY reports that the PRC is to abolish tuition and other
fees for 150 million rural students; after an unsuccessful six-week search of the
Yangtze River, a group of international scientists and environmentalists says the
rare white Yangtze dolphin (baijitun 白鱀豚) is effectively extinct
Dec. 14: A military court in Beijing sentences PLA Navy Vice Admiral and Deputy
Commander Wang Shouye 王守業 to life imprisonment for having embezzled
military funds
Dec. 16: Five-nation energy conference held in Beijing with representatives from the
PRC, the US, Japan, South Korea, and India; the PRC and the US sign a deal that
paves the way for Westinghouse Electric Co to build four civilian nuclear reactors
in the PRC
Dec. 18: PRC envoy Wu Dawei 武大偉 opens a new round of six-party talks with
North Korea, South Korea, the PRC, the US, Japan, and Russia in the Diaoyutai
State Guesthouse (diaoyutai guobinguan 釣魚台國賓館) in Beijing; North Korea
demands all sanctions be lifted before it disarms and threatens to increase its
nuclear deterrent if its demands are not met (the talks end on Dec. 22 without a
deal)
Dec. 19: PFP Chairman James Soong and former KMT Chairman Lien Chan meet to
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discuss pan-blue cooperation for the next legislative and presidential elections
Dec. 21: Shanghai Baosteel Group Corp. (Shanghai baogang jituan 上海寶鋼集團) and
Brazilian iron ore producer Companhia Vale do Rio Doce agree on a 9.5 percent
increase in iron ore prices; a burning gas leak in Qingxi 清溪 (Xuanhan County 宣
漢縣, Dazhou City 達州市, Sichuan Province) forces more than 12,000 people
from their homes; efforts to plug the leak fail on Dec. 27
Dec. 22: The Hong Kong Monetary Authority announces it has granted a banking
license to Taiwan’s third largest bank, the Land Bank of Taiwan (tudi yinhang 土地
銀行)
Dec. 24: The MOTC approves THSRC’s application to begin operation of Taiwan’s
high speed rail between Panchiao 板橋 (Taipei County) and Tsoying 左營 (Kaohsiung City) on Jan. 1, 2007 (bullet train officially launched on Jan. 5, 2007)
Dec. 26: Two related earthquakes with a magnitude of 6.7 and 6.4 respectively strike
Taiwan’s southwest coast off Hengchun 恆春 (Pingtung County); 2 people die,
and a tsunami warning is lifted soon afterwards; as a result, one reactor of the
nearby Third Nuclear Power Plant (hesanchang 核三廠) shuts down because of a
malfunction, while telecommunications across Asia are severely disrupted because
of damage to undersea cables
Dec. 27: A court in Taipei sentences ROC President Chen Shui-bian’s son-in-law
Chao Chien-ming to 6 years in prison for insider trading
Dec. 29: In a defense white paper, the PRC states it will strengthen its military
(especially naval and air forces) to prevent Taiwan from pursuing independence;
Xinhua News Agency reports that in 2006 the number of internet users in the
PRC grew by 30 percent to 132 million
Dec. 31: A wild bird that died of H5N1 avian flu is discovered in Hong Kong’s busy
shopping area Causeway Bay 銅鑼灣
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List of noteworthy persons in
Greater China
Individuals
This list contains the names and short descriptions about more than 3000 noteworthy
personalities in China’s past and present, not all of them ethnic Chinese. The names are listed in
alphabetical order by surname. While in various Western publications the spelling of an individual’s name may vary (e. g. Mao Zedong = Mao Tse-tung) depending on what phonetical system
is used, this list follows the spelling that is regarded to be most widely used. The names of most
PRC personalities are written in Hanyu Pinyin, while names of ROC personalities are usually
written in Wade Giles. In this list, names written in Wade Giles or other romanization systems
have their pronunciation added in Hanyu Pinyin (square brackets, in italics). For further information, please refer to the Wade Giles—Hanyu-Pinyin conversion table. As for the abbreviations
used in this list, please refer to the list of abbreviations and acronyms on page 578 of this book.

Groups
Some texts about the history of China mention groups of persons or informal organizations in
the areas of art and politics like the “four masters of the Yuan Dynasty”, the “four monks”, warlords, the “twenty-eight bolsheviks”, the “Gang of Four”, and others. Such groups and the
individuals who are part of them may be found at the end of this list.

A

A-kan 阿甘 [Agan] = Kan Shing-yi 甘信一
[Gan Xinyi] (b. 1954), Taiwanese artist
Ai-ai 愛愛 = Chien Yue-o 簡月娥 [Jian Yue’e]
(b. 1919), Taiwanese singer and wife of
Chou Tien-wang
Ai Ching 艾青 [Ai Qing] (1910-1996), writer,
poet, and painter
Ai Jing 艾敬 (b. 1969), singer
Ai Siqi 艾思奇 (1910-1966), philosopher
Ai Weiwei 艾未未 (b. 1957), artist
Ai Wu 艾蕪 (1904-1992), writer
Ai Zhisheng 艾知生 (1928-1997), PRC
politician
Ady An 安以軒 [An Yixuan] (b. 1980),
Taiwanese actress
An Lushan/An Rokhan 安祿山 (703-757),
leader of a rebellion in the Tang Dynasty;
of Sogdian and Turkish origin
An Min 安民 (b. 1945), ARATS official and
PRC politician

An Zhimin 安志敏 (b. 1924), archaeologist
Ang Lee—see Lee Ang 李安
Jean-Denis Attiret 王致誠 [Wang Zhicheng]
(1702-1768), China-based French Jesuit
missionary and painter
Au Ho-nien 歐豪年 [Ou Haonian] (b. 1935),
Taiwanese painter
Aying 阿英 = Qian Xingcun 錢杏邨
(1900-1977), writer and literary critic

B

Ba Jin 巴金 = Li Yaotang 李堯棠/Li Feigan
李芾甘 (1904-2005), writer and translator,
named himself after the two Russian
anarchists Bakunin and Kropotkin,
branded as a “counterrevolutionary” during
the Cultural Revolution
Bada Shanren 八大山人 = Zhu Da 朱耷
/Zhu Daolang 朱道朗 (1626-1705),
painter and one of the “Four Monks” (si
seng 四僧)
Bai Bingbing 白冰冰 (b. 1944), Taiwanese
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entertainer
Bai Du 百度 (b. 1976), musician and member
of the band “May Day” (wuyuetian 五月天)
Bai Hua 白樺 (b. 1930), writer
Bai Juyi 白居易 (772-846), poet
Bai Keming 白克明 (b. 1943), journalist and
PRC politician
Bai Ling 白靈 (b. 1970), US-based actress
Bai Pu 白朴 (1226-1306), playwright
Bai Shouyi 白壽彝 (1909-2000), historian
Bai Wei 白危 (1911-1984), writer
Bai Xiangguo 白相國 (1918-1991), PRC
politician
Bai Xianyong 白先勇 (b. 1937), homosexual
Taiwanese writer
Bai Xingjian 白行簡 (775-826), poet
Bai Yang 白楊 = Bai Chengfang 白成芳
(1920-1996), actress
Bai Yansong 白岩松 (b. 1968), Mongol;
journalist and TV host
Ban Chao 班超 (32-102 AD), diplomat and
military expert; brother of Ban Gu and
Ban Zhao
Ban Gu 班固 (32-92 AD), historian and
author of Hanshu 漢書; brother of Ban
Chao and Ban Zhao
Ban Zhao 班昭 (49-120 AD), writer; sister of
Ban Chao and Ban Gu
Bao Gong 包公 = Bao Zheng 包拯
(999-1062), judge
Bao Tong 鮑彤 (b. 1932), PRC politician, aide
of Zhao Ziyang, jailed 1989-1996
Bao Xishun 鮑喜順 (b. 1951), herdsman from
Inner Mongolia and China’s tallest living
man (2.36 m)
Bei Dao 北島 = Zhao Zhenkai 趙振開 (b.
1949), writer
Bei Ling 貝岭 = Huang Beiling 黃貝岭 (b.
1960), US-based poet
Michel Benoît 蔣友仁 [Jiang Youren]
(1715-1774), French Jesuit scientist, served
under Qing Emperor Qianlong
Henry Norman Bethune 白求恩 [Bai Qiuen]
(1890-1939), Canadian physician, worked
with Chinese Communist troops and died
of blood poisoning
Bi Sheng 畢昇 (ca. 990-1051), inventor of

printing device with movable type
Bian Que 扁鵲 = Qin Yueren 秦越人
(407-310 BC), pioneer of medical science
Bian Wenjin 邊文進 (ca. 1404-1440), painter
Bian Zhilin 卞之琳 (b. 1910), writer
Bian Zhongyun 卞仲耘 (1916-1966), teacher;
one of the first victims during the Cultural
Revolution
Biliwakes 陸寶森 [Lu Baosen] (1910-1988),
Taiwanese aboriginal musician (Puyuma
tribe)
Bing Xin 冰心 = Xie Wanying 謝婉瑩
(1900-1999), writer
Bo Gu 博古 = Qin Bangxian 秦邦憲
(1907-1946), communist politician of
Soviet orientation and CCP general
secretary; one of the “28 Bolsheviks”
Bo Xilai 薄熙來 (b. 1949), PRC politician and
son of Bo Yibo
Bo Yang 柏楊 = 郭衣洞 [Guo Yidong] (b.
1920), Taiwan-based journalist, writer and
human rights activist
Bo Yibo 薄一波 = Bo Shucun 薄書存
(1908-2007), PRC politician
Bodhidharma 菩提達摩 [Putidamo] (470-543),
Buddhist monk from India
Joachim Bouvet 白晉 [Bai Jin] (1662-1732),
French Jesuit missionary, served under
Qing Emperor Kangxi
Otto Braun = Li De 李德 (1900-1974),
German writer, communist, and Comintern
observer, took part in Long March [Changzheng 長征]
Pearl S. Buck 賽珍珠 [Sai Zhenzhu]
(1892-1973), American writer who spent
much of her youth in China; 1938 Nobel
Prize winner; maiden name Pearl Comfort
Sydenstricker
Bun Ha 文夏 [Wen Xia] = Wang Juei-ho 王瑞
河 [Wang Ruihe] (b. 1939), Taiwanese
singer and actor

C

Cai Chang 蔡暢 (1900-1990), PRC politician
and sister of Cai Hesen
Cai Chusheng 蔡楚生 (1906-1968), director
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Cai Dongfan 蔡東籓 (1877-1945), writer
Cai Hesen 蔡和森 (1895-1931), Marxist
ethnologist, communist politician, and
brother of Cai Chang; executed by the
KMT
Cai Jing 蔡京 (1046-1126), Grand Councillor
[dachen 大臣] of the Song Dynasty and
calligrapher
Cai Lun 蔡倫 (?-121), eunuch; inventor of
paper
Cai Xiang 蔡襄 (1012-1067), calligrapher and
one of the “Four Master Calligraphers of
the Song Dynasty” (Song si jia 宋四家)
Cai Yong 蔡邕 (132-192), scholar and
calligrapher
Cai Yun 蔡贇 (b. 1980), badminton player
Cai Zhizhong 蔡志忠 (b. 1948), Taiwanese
cartoonist
Can Xue 殘雪 (b. 1953), avant-garde writer
and literary critic
Cao Can 曹參 (?-190 BC), minister in the
Western Han Dynasty
Cao Cao 曹操 = Mengde 孟德 (155-220, r.
215-220), military leader and Cao Wei
emperor (Three Kingdoms); descendant of
Cao Can; father of Cao Pi and Cao Zhi
Cao Changqing 曹長青 (b. 1953), US-based
journalist and writer banned from returning
to the PRC
Cao Futian 曹福田 (?-1900), former soldier
and a leader in the Boxer Rebellion
Cao Gangchuan 曹剛川 (b. 1935), PRC
general and politician
Cao Pi 曹丕 = Emperor Wendi 曹魏文帝
(187-226, r. 220-226), Cao Wei emperor
and writer; son of Cao Cao and elder
brother of Cao Zhi
Cao Qujing 曹去晶 = Sanhan 三韓 (ca. 18th
century), writer
Cao Rulin 曹汝霖 (1876-1966), pro-Japanese
ROC politician
Cao Xueqin 曹雪芹 (1715-1763), author of
the classical novel “Dream of the Red
Chamber” [hongloumeng 紅樓夢], also
known as “The Story of the Stone”
Cao Yilin 曹壹霖 (b. 1970), painter
Cao Yin 曹寅 (1658-1712), Qing official;

compiled a complete collection of Tang
poems (quan Tang shi 全唐詩)
Cao Yiou 曹軼歐 (1903-1989), wife of Kang
Sheng
Cao Yu 曹禺 (1910-1996), playwright
Cao Zhi 曹植 (192-232), writer and poet; son
of Cao Cao and younger brother of Cao Pi
Guiseppe Castiglione 郎世寧 [Lang Shining]
(1688-1766), China-based Italian painter
Cen Qixiang 岑麒祥 (1903-1990), linguist
Cen Shen 岑參 (715-770), poet
Chai Ling 柴玲 (b. 1966), student leader in
1989 protests on Tiananmen Square;
escaped to the US after the crackdown
Chai Trong-rong/Chai Trong R. 蔡同榮 [Cai
Tongrong] (b. 1935), DPP politician
Chai Zemin 柴澤民 (b. 1916), first PRC
ambassador to the US
Albert Wai-yip Chan 陳偉業 [Chen Weiye] (b.
1955), Hong Kong lawyer and politician
Anson Chan/Chan Fang On Sang 陳方安生
[Chen Fang Ansheng] (b. 1940), politician
from Hong Kong, nicknamed “Iron Lady”
(tie niangzi 鐵娘子)
Chan Chin-wei 詹謹瑋 [Zhan Jinwei] (b. 1985),
Taiwanese tennis player
Chan Chun-po 詹春柏 [Zhan Chunbo] (b.
1941), KMT politician
David Chan 陳毓祥 [Chen Yuxiang]
(1950-1996), activist from Hong Kong
famous for laying claim to the Diaoyutai
Islands for China
Eason Chan Yik-shun 陳奕迅 [Chen Yixun] (b.
1974), singer from Hong Kong
Edison Chan 陳冠希 [Chen Guanxi] (b. 1980),
rapper and actor from Hong Kong
Fruit Chan 陳果 [Chen Guo] (b. 1959), director
from Hong Kong
Jackie Chan 成龍 [Cheng Long] = 陳港生
[Chen Gangsheng] (b. 1954), actor from
Hong Kong
Jordan Chan 陳小春 [Chen Xiaochun] (b. 1967),
pop singer from Hong Kong; Hakka
Latisha Chan Yung-jan 詹詠然 [Zhan Yongran]
(b. 1989), Taiwanese tennis player
Margaret Chan 陳馮富珍 [Chen Feng Fuzhen]
(b. 1953), WHO official from Hong Kong
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Maria Chan 陳霽平 [Chen Jiping] (b. 1971),
Taiwan-born actress
Michael Chew Koon Chan/Lord Chan of
Oxton 曾秋坤 勳爵 [Zeng Qiukun xunjue]
(b. 1940), first Chinese to become a British
Lord
Peter Chan 陳可辛 [Chen Kexin] (b. 1962),
director from Hong Kong
Sandee Chan/Sandy Chen 陳珊妮 [Chen
Shanni] (b. 1970), Taiwanese singer
Chan Wah-shun 陳華順 [Chen Huashun]
(1849-1913), martial arts master nicknamed
“Money-changer Wah” (zhaoqian Hua 找錢
華); teacher of Yip Man
Chan Yi-hua 詹益樺 [Zhan Yihua]
(1957-1989), Taiwanese independence
activist; committed suicide by immolating
self at Cheng Nan-jung’s funeral
Angela Chang 張韶涵 [Zhang Shaohan] (b.
1982), Taiwanese singer
Bryant Chang 張睿家 [Zhang Ruijia] (b. 1985),
Taiwanese actor
Carsun Chang 張君勱 [Zhang Junmai] =
Zhang Jiasen 張嘉森 (1886-1969), leader
of the China Democratic Socialist Party
[Zhongguo minzhu shehuidang 中國民主社會
黨] in the 1940s
Chang Chao-hsiung 張昭雄 [Zhang Zhaoxiong]
(b. 1942), physician and PFP politician
Chang Chao-tang 張照堂 [Zhang Zhaotang] (b.
1943), Taiwanese filmmaker
Chang Chao-wei 張釗維 [Zhang Zhaowei] aka
Milankun 米蘭昆 (b. 1966), Taiwanese
singer
Chang Cheh 張徹 [Zhang Che] (1923-2002),
martial arts movie director
Chang Chen 張震 [Zhang Zhen] (b. 1976),
Taiwanese actor
Chang Cheng-shuh 張正修 [Zhang Zhengxiu]
(b. 1942), Taiwanese politician; left TSU in
2007
Chang Chi 張繼 [Zhang Ji] = Chang Pu-chuan
張溥泉 [Zhang Puquan] (1882-1947), ROC
politician
Chang Chi-lang 張七郎 [Zhang Qilang]
(1888-1947), Taiwanese physician and
politician; executed in the aftermath of the

2-28 Incident
Chang Chi-yun 張其昀 [Zhang Qiyun]
(1901-1989), scholar and KMT propaganda
official
Chang Chien-chi 張乾琦 [Zhang Qianqi] (b.
1961), Taiwanese photographer
Chang Ching-hui 張慶惠 [Zhang Qinghui] (b.
1942), DPP politician; wife of Wei
Ting-chao
Chang Chun 張群 [Zhang Qun] (1889-1990),
politician and ROC premier
Chang Chun-hsiung 張俊雄 [Zhang Junxiong]
(b. 1938), DPP politician, ROC premier,
and head of SEF
Chang Chun-hung 張俊宏 [Zhang Junhong] (b.
1938), Taiwanese politician and SEF official
Chang Chung-ching 張仲景 [Zhang Zhongjing]
(150-219), physician nicknamed
“Hippocrates of China” (Zhongguode yisheng
中國的醫聖)
Chang Chung-tung 張忠棟 [Zhang Zhongdong]
(1933-1999), China-born historian and
DPP member 1991-1997, named one of
the “four baneful weeds” (sida ducao 四大毒
草) during the authoritarian period of the
ROC
Chang Csun Yuk/Chang Chen-yue 張震嶽
[Zhang Zhenyue] (b. 1974), Taiwanese rock
singer
Curio Chang 張靜江 [Zhang Jingjiang]
(1877-1950), wealthy art dealer and
revolutionary
Deserts Chang 張懸 [Zhang Xuan] (b. 1981),
Taiwanese singer; daughter of Chiao
Jen-ho
Eileen Chang 張愛玲 [Zhang Ailing]
(1921-1995), writer
Clement C. P. Chang 張建邦 [Zhang Jianbang]
(b. 1929), Taiwanese KMT politician
Chang Fei 張菲 [Zhang Fei] (b. 1951),
Taiwanese entertainer
Chang Fu-chung 張富忠 [Zhang Fuzhong] (b.
1952), Taiwanese journalist and democracy
movement veteran
Chang Hsiang-hua 張香華 [Zhang Xianghua]
(b. 1939), Taiwan-based writer
Chang Hsiao-feng 張曉風 [Zhang Xiaofeng] (b.
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1941), China-born Taiwanese essayist
Chang Hsiao-lin 張嘯林 [Zhang Xiaolin]
(1876-1940), crime world figure (“Green
Gang” [qingbang 青幫])
Chang Hsiao-yen 張小燕 [Zhang Xiaoyan] (b.
1948), Taiwanese TV hostess
Chang Hsüeh-liang 張學良 [Zhang Xueliang]
(1899-2001), warlord and key person in the
Xi’an Incident 1936, son of Chang Tso-lin,
nicknamed “The Young Marshal” (shaoshuai
少帥)
Chang Hsün 張勳 [Zhang Xun] (1854-1923),
monarchist general who staged a failed
coup to restore Pu Yi in 1917
Chang Hui-mei 張惠妹 [Zhang Huimei] =
“Sherry” Chang (b. 1972), Taiwanese
aboriginal pop singer (Puyuma tribe); nicknamed “Ah-Mei” (Amei 阿妹)
Iris Chang 張純如 [Zhang Chunru]
(1968-2004), American writer and author
of “The Rape of Nanking”; committed
suicide
Jeff Chang 張信哲 [Zhang Xinzhe] (b. 1967),
Taiwanese singer
John Chang 章孝嚴—see John Chiang 蔣孝嚴
Joseph Chang 張孝全 [Zhang Xiaoquan] (b.
1983), Taiwanese actor
Chang Jung 張戎 [Zhang Rong] (b. 1952),
UK-based writer
Chang Jung-fa 張榮發 [Zhang Rongfa] (b.
1927), Taiwanese businessman
Chang Jung-kung 張榮恭 [Zhang Ronggong] (b.
1950), KMT politician
Chang Jung-wei 張榮味 [Zhang Rongwei] (b.
1946), Taiwanese politician convicted of
vote-buying
Chang Juu-en 張祖恩 [Zhang Zu’en] (b. 1951),
Taiwanese politician
Chang Kai-chen 張凱貞 [Zhang Kaizhen] (b.
1991), Taiwanese tennis player
Chang Kia-ngau 張嘉璈 [Zhang Jia’ao]
(1889-1979), ROC politician
Chang King-yuh 張京育 [Zhang Jingyu] (b.
1937), scholar and ROC politician
Kowie Chang 張果為 [Zhang Guowei]
(1900-1986), scholar and ROC official
Chang Kuo-fu 張國甫 [Zhang Guofu] (b. 1976),

Taiwanese director
Chang Li-sheng 張厲生 [Zhang Lisheng]
(1901-1971), ROC politician
Chang Man-chuan 張曼娟 [Zhang Manjuan] (b.
1961), Taiwanese writer
Michael Chang 張德培 [Zhang Depei] (b. 1972),
American tennis player
Morris Chang 張忠謀 [Zhang Zhongmou] (b.
1931), Taiwanese entrepreneur
Parris H. Chang 張旭成 [Zhang Xucheng] (b.
1936), DPP politician
Chang Pei-wei 張裴瑋 [Zhang Peiwei] (b. 1979),
Taiwanese pool player
Chang Po-ling 張伯苓 [Zhang Boling]
(1876-1951), ROC official
Chang Po-ya 張博雅 [Zhang Boya] (b. 1942),
Taiwanese politician
Chang Qu 常璩 (ca. 4th century), historian
and author of local records
Richard Chang 張汝京 [Zhang Rujing] (b.
1948), businessman in semiconductor
sector
Saya Chang 張惠春 [Zhang Huichun] (b. 1977),
Taiwanese aboriginal pop singer (Puyuma
tribe) and sister of Chang Hui-mei
Chang Shi-kuo/Chang Hsi-kuo 張系國
[Zhang Xiguo] (b. 1944), Taiwanese writer
Stella Chang 張清芳 [Zhang Qingfang] (b.
1966), Taiwanese singer and TV hostess
Sylvia Chang 張艾嘉 [Zhang Aijia] (b. 1953),
Taiwanese director
Chang Ta-ch’ien 張大千 [Zhang Daqian]
(1899-1983), painter
Chang Ta-chun 張大春 [Zhang Dachun] (b.
1957), Taiwanese writer
Chang Tao-fen 張道藩 [Zhang Daofan]
(1897-1968), ROC politician
Chang Tso-chi 張作驥 [Zhang Zuoji] (b. 1961),
Taiwanese director
Chang Tso-lin 張作霖 [Zhang Zuolin]
(1873-1928), warlord in Manchuria/Hebei/Shandong and briefly served as ROC
president; father of Chang Hsüeh-liang
Chang Wei-han 張維翰 [Zhang Weihan]
(1886-1979), ROC official
Chang Wen-huan 張文環 [Zhang Wenhuan]
(1909-1978), Taiwanese writer
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Winston Chang 章孝慈 [Zhang Xiaoci]
(1941-1996), scholar and illegitimate son of
Chiang Ching-kuo; twin brother of John
Chang
Chang Wo-chun 張我軍 [Zhang Wojun] = 張
清榮 [Zhang Qingrong] (1902-1955),
Taiwanese writer
Chang Ya-juo 章亞若 [Zhang Yaruo]
(1914-1942), mistress of Chiang Ching-kuo,
mother of John Chang and Winston Chang
Chang Yen-hsien 張炎憲 [Zhang Yanxian] (b.
1947), Taiwanese historian
Chang Yen-hsün 張彥勳 [Zhang Yanxun] (b.
1925), Taiwanese writer
Chao Chien-ming 趙建銘 [Zhao Jianming] (b.
1972), Taiwanese physician; husband of
Chen Hsing-yu; convicted of illegal share
trading
Cyndi Chao 趙詠華 [Zhao Yonghua] (b. 1967),
Taiwanese singer
Elaine Lan Chao 趙小蘭 [Zhao Xiaolan] (b.
1953), Taiwan-born US government official
Chao Shou-po 趙守博 [Zhao Shoubo] (b. 1941),
Taiwanese politician
Chao Tai-wen 趙戴文 [Zhao Daiwen]
(1867-1943), ROC politician
Chao Yao-tung 趙耀東 [Zhao Yaodong] (b.
1915), ROC politician
Chao Yi 趙怡 [Zhao Yi] (b. 1950), Taiwanese
media tycoon and politician
Y. R. Chao 趙元任 [Zhao Yuanren]
(1892-1982), phonologist and dialectologist
who shaped Gwoyeu Romatzyh 國語羅馬字
Emil Chau 周華健 [Zhou Huajian] (b. 1960),
singer from Hong Kong
Chee Soon Juan 徐順全 [Xu Shunquan] (b.
1962), Singapore politician (Singapore
Democratic Party = SDP)
Chen Baiyi 陳白一 (b. 1926), artist
Bobby Chen 陳昇 [Chen Sheng] (b. 1958),
Taiwanese musician
Chen Bochen 沈伯塵 [Shen Bochen]
(1898-1920), cartoonist
Chen Boda 陳伯達 (1904-1989), CCP
ideologist who supported Mao Zedong’s
personality cult; jailed 1981-1988
Chen Boer 陳杷兒 [Chen Paer] (1910-1951),

director
Chen Changhao 陳昌浩 (1906-1967), one of
the “28 Bolsheviks”
Chen Chang-hsing 陳長興 [Chen Changxing]
(1771-1853), pioneer Taijiquan master and
creator of the Chen style [Chen shi 陳式]
Chen Chao-chun 陳朝駿 [Chen Chaojun]
(1885-1923), Taiwanese tea mechant
Chen Charng-ven/C. V. Chen 陳長文 [Chen
Changwen] (b. 1944), Taiwanese lawyer and
politician; SEF official
Chen Che-nan 陳哲男 [Chen Zhenan] (b. 1941),
Taiwanese politician expelled from DPP
after proven involved in high-profile
corruption scandal; convicted of accepting
bribes
Cheer Chen 陳綺貞 [Chen Qizhen] (b. 1975),
Taiwanese folk singer
Chen Cheng 陳誠 (1897-1965), politician and
ROC premier
Chen Cheng-po 陳澄波 (1895-1947), painter;
executed by the KMT after 2-28 uprising
Chen Cheng-san 陳澄三 (1918-1981),
Taiwanese entertainment mogul
Chen Chengze 陳承澤 (1885-1922), linguist
Chen Chi-chen 陳綺貞 [Chen Qizhen] (b.
1975), Taiwanese pop singer and
songwriter
Chen Chi-hsiung 陳智雄 [Chen Zhixiong]
(1916-1963), Taiwanese independence
activist; executed
Chen Chi-kwan 陳其寬 [Chen Qikuan] (b.
1921), Taiwan-based architect and artist
Chen Chi-mai 陳其邁 [Chen Qimai] (b. 1964),
DPP politician
Chen Chi-mao 陳其茂 [Chen Qimao]
(1926-2005), China-born woodblock print
artist active in Taiwan
Chen Chi-mei 陳其美 [Chen Qimei]
(1878-1916), anti-Manchu KMT activist
and mentor of Chiang Kai-shek; led a
rebellion against Yuan Shikai
Chen Chieh-ju 陳潔如 [Chen Jieru]
(1906-1971), second wife of Chiang
Kai-shek
Chen Chien-chou 陳建州 [Chen Jianzhou] (b.
1977), Taiwanese singer, nicknamed “Black
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Man” (heiren 黑人)
Chen Chien-jen 程建人 [Cheng Jianren] (b.
1939), ROC politician and diplomat
Chen Chien-ming 陳建銘 [Chen Jianming] (b.
1961), TSU politician
Chen Chien-nian 陳建年 [Chen Jiannian] =
Purdur (b. 1967), Taiwanese aboriginal
musician (Puyuma tribe)
Chen Chien-wu 陳千武 [Chen Qianwu] =
Chen Wu-hsiung 陳武雄 [Chen Wuxiong] (b.
1922), Taiwanese writer
Chen Chih-chung 陳致中 [Chen Zhizhong] (b.
1979), son of Chen Shui-bian
Chen Chin-feng 陳金峰 [Chen Jinfeng] (b.
1977), Taiwanese baseball player
Chen Chin-te 陳金德 [Chen Jinde] (b. 1961),
DPP politician
Chen Ching-jung 陳景容 [Chen Jingrong] (b.
1934), Taiwanese painter
Chen Chiung-ming 陳炯明 [Chen Jiongming]
(1878-1933), warlord in Guangdong
Chen Chu 陳楚 (b. 1917), PRC politician
Chen Chu 陳菊 [Chen Ju] (b. 1950), Hakka;
Taiwanese politician; jailed 1979-1986
Chen Da 陳達 (1892-1975), sociologist
Chen Da 陳達 (1905-1981), Taiwanese folk
singer
Chen Daisun 陳岱孫 (1900-1997), economist
Chen Dancheng 陳丹誠 (b. 1919), painter
Chen Ding-nan 陳定南 (1943-2006), DPP
politician
Chen Duxiu 陳獨秀 (1879-1942), CCP
general secretary and co-founder of the
CCP
Ella Chen 陳嘉樺 [Chen Jiahua] (b. 1981),
Taiwanese singer and actress, member of
the band S.H.E.
Eric Chen 陳瑞仁 [Chen Ruiren] (b. 1956),
ROC prosecutor
Eugene Chen 陳友仁 [Chen Youren]
(1878-1944), ROC politician
Chen Fang-ming 陳芳明 (b. 1947), Taiwanese
writer and politician
Chen Gang 陳鋼 (b. 1935), composer and
musician
Chen Guangcheng 陳光誠 (b. 1971), blind
social activist; nicknamed “barefoot lawyer”

(chijiao lüshi 赤腳律師)
Chen Guidi 陳桂棣 (b. 1943), writer; husband
of Wu Chuntao
Chen Guying 陳鼓應 (b. 1935), Taoist
philosopher
Chen Hai-tsan 陳海贊 [Chen Haizan] (b. 1954),
Taiwanese artist
Chen Hansheng 陳翰笙 (1897-1989),
historian and sociologist
Chen Heng-chia 陳恆嘉 [Chen Hengjia] (b.
1944), Taiwanese writer
Chen Hengzhe 陳衡哲 (1890-1976), historian
Chen Hong 陳紅 (b. 1968), actress
Chen Hong 陳宏 (b. 1979), badminton player
Chen Hongshou 陳洪綬 (1599-1652), painter
Chen Horng-chi 陳鴻基 [Chen Hongji] (b.
1949), KMT politician
Chen Houei-kuen 陳慧坤 [Chen Huikun] (b.
1907), Taiwanese artist and father of Tchen
Yu-chiou
Chen Hsi-huang 陳希煌 [Chen Xihuang] (b.
1935), Taiwanese politician
Chen Hsia-yu 陳夏雨 [Chen Xiayu]
(1917-2000), Taiwanese sculptor
Chen Hsih-shien 陳世憲 [Chen Shixian] (b.
1967), Taiwanese calligrapher and painter
Chen Hsing-wan 陳幸婉 [Chen Xingwan]
(1951-2004), Taiwanese painter; daughter
of Chen Hsia-yu
Chen Hsing-yu 陳幸妤 [Chen Xingyu] (b.
1976), daughter of Chen Shui-bian; wife of
Chao Chien-ming
Chen Hsiu-hsi 陳秀喜 [Chen Xiuxi]
(1921-1991), Taiwanese poet
Jennifer Chen 陳純甄 [Chen Chunzhen] (b.
1975), Taiwanese pool player
Chen Jitang 陳濟棠 (1890-1954), local
military leader in Guangdong; fled to
Taiwan in 1950
Chen Jiulin 陳久霖 (b. 1961), leading manager
in the oil industry
Joan Chen 陳沖 [Chen Chong] (b. 1960),
American actress
Chen Jo-hsi 陳若曦 [Chen Ruoxi] (b. 1938),
China-born Taiwanese writer
Chen Junsheng 陳俊生 (1927-2002), PRC
politician
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K. K. Chen 陳建功 [Chen Jiangong]
(1893-1971), mathematician
Chen Kaige 陳凱歌 (b. 1952), director
Chen Kehan 陳克寒 (1917-1980), journalist
Chen Kehui 陳克恢 (1898-1988), chemist
Chen Kehui 陳克惠 = Lu Di 陸地 (b. 1918),
writer and member of the Chuang
nationality
Kelly Chen 陳慧琳 [Chen Huilin] (b. 1973),
singer from Hong Kong
Chen Kun 陳坤 (b. 1976), singer and actor
Chen Kuo-fu 陳果夫 [Chen Guofu]
(1892-1951), KMT politician and brother
of Chen Li-fu
Chen Kuo-fu 陳國富 [Chen Guofu] (b. 1958),
Taiwanese director
Leste Chen 陳正道 [Chen Zhengdao] (b. 1981),
Taiwanese director
Chen Li 陳立 (1902-2004), psychologist
Chen Li-an 陳履安 [Chen Lü’an] (b. 1937),
ROC politician; independent presidential
candidate in 1996
Chen Liang 陳亮 (1143-1194), Confucianist
Chen Liangyu 陳良宇 (b. 1946), CCP
politician and protege of Jiang Zemin;
removed from his post as Shanghai’s CCP
chief for corruption in 2006, member of
the “Shanghai Clique” (Shanghai bang 上海
幫)
Chen Li-fu 陳立夫 (1900-2001), KMT
politician and brother of Chen Kuo-fu
Mark Chen Tan-sun 陳唐山 [Chen Tangshan]
(b. 1935), Taiwanese politician and
independence activist
Chen Mei 陳枚 (ca. 1697-1745), painter
Chen Mei-feng 陳美鳳 (b. 1956), Taiwanese
actress and entertainer
Chen Mei-o 陳美娥 [Chen Mei’e] (b. 1945),
Taiwanese musician and founder of
Han-Tang Yuefu 漢唐樂府
Mickey Chen 陳俊志 [Chen Junzhi] (b. 1967),
homosexual Taiwanese director
Chen Ming-chang 陳明章 [Chen Mingzhang] (b.
1956), Taiwanese musician
Chen Ming-shu 陳銘樞 (1888-1965),
politician and ROC premier
Chen Ming-tong 陳明通 (b. 1955), Taiwanese

scholar and politician
Chen Muhua 陳慕華 (b. 1921), PRC
politician
Chen Ningning 陳寧寧 (b. 1971), metals
trader
Chen Pan-ling 陳泮嶺 (1892-1937), Taijiquan
master
Chen Po-chih 陳博志 [Chen Bozhi] (b. 1949),
Taiwanese politician
Chen Pokong 陳破空 = Chen Jingsong 陳勁
松 (b. 1963), democracy activist
Chen Ran 陳染 (b. 1962), writer
Chen Rueibin 陳瑞斌 [Chen Ruibin] (b. 1967),
Taiwanese pianist
Robert Sui-kang Chen 陳瑞康 [Chen Ruikang]
(b. 1935), painter and calligrapher
Sarah Chen 陳淑樺 [Chen Shuhua] (b. 1958),
Taiwanese singer
Selena Chen 陳詩欣 [Chen Shixin] (b. 1978),
Taiwanese Taekwondo world champion
and Olympic gold medalist
Shatina Chen 陳思璇 [Chen Sixuan] (b. 1974),
Taiwanese top model
Chen Sheng 陳勝 = Chen She 陳涉 (?-208
BC), leader of peasant uprising in Anhui
(together with Wu Guang)
Chen Sheng-hung 陳勝宏 [Chen Shenghong] (b.
1944), DPP politician (“Green Alliance
faction” [lüse youyi lianxian 綠色友誼連線])
Chen Shih-meng 陳師孟 [Chen Shimeng] (b.
1948), scholar and Taiwanese politician
Chen Shui-bian 陳水扁 (b. 1950), DPP
politician; former DPP chairman; current
ROC president; founded the DPP “Justice
Alliance faction” [zhengyi lianxian 正義連線]
in 1992
Chen Shun 陳淳 [Chen Chun] (1483-1544),
painter
Chen Shuqing 陳樹慶 (b. 1965), writer and
pro-democracy activist
Chen Shuren 陳樹人 (1883-1948), painter
(“Lingnan school” [lingnan pai 岭南派])
Sisy Chen 陳文茜 [Chen Wenqian] (b. 1958),
Taiwanese politician and TV hostess
Steve Chen/Chen Ruey-long 陳瑞隆 [Chen
Ruilong] (b. 1948), ROC politician
Steve Chen 陳士駿 [Chen Shijun] (b. 1978),
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Taiwan-born businessman and creator of
YouTube
Chen Ta-ching 陳大慶 [Chen Daqing]
(1905-1973), ROC politician
Tammy Chen 陳怡蓉 [Chen Yirong] (b. 1979),
Taiwanese actress
Chen Ti 陳第 [Chen Di] (1541-1617),
phonologist
Chen Ti 陳迪 [Chen Di] (b. 1983), Taiwanese
tennis player
Chen Tingshi 陳廷詩 (b. 1921), painter
Chen Tzu-fu 陳子福 [Chen Zifu] (b. 1926),
Taiwanese artist
Vicky Chen 陳孝萱 [Chen Xiaoxuan] (b. 1970),
Taiwanese actress
Chen Wangdao 陳望道 (1890-1977), linguist
Chen Wang-ting 陳王廷 (ca. 17th century),
Ming general and Taijiquan pioneer
Chen Wei-jao 陳維昭 [Chen Weizhao] (b. 1939),
Taiwanese physician and scholar
Chen Wen-cheng 陳文成 (1950-1981),
scholar who opposed the KMT’s one-party
rule; victim of “white terror” [baise kongbu
白色恐怖]; allegedly murdered for political
reasons
Chen Wen-hsi 陳文希 [Chen Wenxi]
(1906-1992), Singapore-based painter
Chen Xiaoming 陳小明 (1953-2007), housing
rights activist
Chen Xiaoming 陳曉明 (b. 1959), literary
critic
Chen Xilian 陳錫聯 (1915-1999), PLA
general
Chen Xitong 陳希同 (b. 1930), PRC politician;
sentenced to 16 years in prison for
corruption in 1998, released in 2006 on
medical parole
Chen Xiwen 陳錫文 (b. 1950), PRC politician
Chen Xujing 陳序經 (1903-1967), social critic
Chen Yan 陳言 (ca. 12th century), medical
researcher and writer
Chen Yaobang 陳耀邦 (b. 1935), PRC
politician
Chen Yi 陳儀 (1883-1950), KMT governor of
Taiwan; executed for treason
Chen Yi 陳毅 (1901-1972), PRC politician;
one of the “Ten Marshals” (shi da yuanshuai

十大元帥)
Chen Yi-hsin 陳義信 [Chen Yixin] (b. 1963),
Taiwanese baseball star and DPP politician
Chen Ying-chen 陳映真 [Chen Yingzhen] =
Chen Yung-shan 陳永善 [Chen Yongshan] (b.
1937), Taiwanese writer jailed 1968-1975
Chen Ying-rong 陳映蓉 (b. 1981), Taiwanese
director
Chen Yinke 陳寅恪 (1890-1969), historian
Chen Yonggui 陳永貴 (1914-1986), Dazhai
model peasant and CCP politician
Chen Yonglin 陳用林 (b. 1968), PRC
diplomat who defected to Australia
Chen Youliang 陳友諒 (1320-1363), rebel
leader and general of the Red Turbans
(hongjin 紅巾)
Chen Yucheng 陳玉成 (1837-1862), leading
rebel of the “Taiping Rebellion” [taiping
tianguo 太平天國], executed by Qing forces
Chen Yu-han 陳瑀涵 (b. 1984), Taiwanese
beauty queen
Chen Yu-hao 陳由豪 [Chen Youhao] (b. 1940),
Taiwanese businessman who left the
country to escape arrest for corruption
charges
Chen Yu-hsun 陳玉勳 [Chen Yuxun] (b. 1962),
Taiwanese director
Chen Yu-men 陳魚門 (1817-1878), inventor
of the game mahjong [majiang 麻將]
Chen Yuan 陳垣 (1880-1971), historian
Chen Yuandao 陳原道 (1901-1933), one of
the “28 Bolsheviks”
Chen Yun 陳雲 = Liao Chenyun 廖陳雲 =
Liao Chengyun 廖程雲 (1905-1995), top
CCP leader
Chen Yun-cheng 陳雲程 (1906-1998),
Taiwanese calligrapher
Chen Yung-hua 陳永華 [Chen Yonghua]
(1634-1680), advisor to Cheng Ching
Chen Yunlin 陳雲林 (b. 1941), PRC politician
Chen Zaidao 陳再道 (1909-1993), PLA
general
Chen Zhao-rong 陳昭榮 (b. 1968), Taiwanese
actor
Chen Zhili 陳至立 (b. 1942), PRC politician
and member of the “Shanghai Clique”
(Shanghai bang 上海幫)
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Chen Zhongshi 陳忠實 (b. 1942), writer
Chen Ziming 陳子明 (b. 1952), journalist,
detained 1989-2002 for his role in
Tiananmen protests
Chen Ziying 陳滋英 (b. 1932), PRC politician
Chen Zufen 陳祖芬 (b. 1943), writer
Chen Zuo’er 陳佐洱 (b. 1942), PRC politician
Chen Zuyi 陳祖義 (?-1407), pirate defeated
by Zheng He; executed
Albert Cheng 鄭經翰 [Zheng Jinghan] (b. 1946),
broadcaster and pro-democracy politician
from Hong Kong
Cheng Ch’eng-kung 鄭成功 [Zheng Chenggong]
= Koxinga 國姓爺 [Guoxingye] (1624-1662),
military leader and Ming loyalist; son of
Cheng Chih-lung and Tagawa Matsu; died
in Taiwan
Cheng Chih-jen 鄭智仁 [Zheng Zhiren] (b.
1951), Taiwanese composer
Cheng Chih-lung 鄭芝龍 [Zheng Zhilong]
(1602-1661), international trader and pirate;
father of Koxinga and husband of Tagawa
Matsu
Cheng Ching 鄭經 [Zheng Jing] (1642-1681),
politician and son of Koxinga
Cheng Ching-wen 鄭清文 [Zheng Qingwen] (b.
1932), Taiwanese novelist
Cheng Chou-yu 鄭愁予 = 鄭文韜 [Zheng
Wentao] (b. 1933), Taiwan-based poet
Cheng Chui Ping 鄭翠萍 [Zheng Cuiping] (b.
1949), American businesswoman convicted
of human trafficking, nicknamed “Big
Sister Ping” (dajie Ping 大姐萍)
Ekin Cheng/Cheng Yee-kin 鄭伊健 [Zheng
Yijian] (b. 1967), actor and singer from
Hong Kong
Cheng Fangwu 成仿吾 (1897-1984), educator
and social scientist
Cheng Fei 程菲 (b. 1988), gymnast
Cheng Gang 程剛 (b. 1924), director; father
of Tony Ching Siu-tung
Cheng Hao 程顥 (1032-1085), official and
philosopher; brother of Cheng Yi
Cheng Huan 鄭煥 [Zheng Huan] = Zheng
Huan-sheng 鄭煥生 (b. 1925), Taiwanese
writer
Isabelle Cheng Nien-tsu 程念慈 [Cheng Nianci]

(b. 1970), ROC intelligence officer
Cheng Junfang 程君房 (1541-1612), artist
Cheng Kejie 成克杰 (1933-2000), PRC
politician and protegé of Li Peng; as a
former provincial governor the most senior
person ever to be executed by the PRC for
corruption
Cheng Ko-shuang 鄭克塽 [Zheng Keshuang]
(1670-1707), son of and successor to
Cheng Ching; grandson of Koxinga
Cheng K’o-tsang 鄭克臧 [Zheng Kezang]
(?-1681), member of the Koxinga clan,
assassinated
Cheng Li-wen 鄭麗文 [Zheng Liwen] (b. 1969),
KMT politician
Cheng Man-ching 鄭曼青 [Zheng Manqing]
(1901-1975), Taijiquan master (Yang style
[Yang shi 楊式])
Cheng Mao-yün 程懋筠 [Cheng Maoyun]
(1900-1957), composer of ROC national
anthem
Cheng Naishan 程乃珊 (b. 1946), writer
Cheng Nan-jung 鄭南榕 [Zheng Nanrong]
(1947-1989), Taiwanese journalist and
independence activist who also campaigned
against martial law; committed suicide by
immolating self; husband of Yeh Chu-lan
Cheng Pei Pei 鄭佩佩 [Zheng Peipei] (b. 1946),
actress from Hong Kong
Sammi Cheng 鄭秀文 [Zheng Xiuwen] (b.
1972), actress and singer from Hong Kong
Cheng Shan-hsi 鄭善禧 [Zheng Shanxi] (b.
1932), Taiwanese painter
Cheng Shao-chieh 鄭韶婕 [Zheng Shaojie] (b.
1986), Taiwanese badminton player
Cheng Shui-chih 鄭水枝 [Zheng Shuizhi] (b.
1926), ROC official
Cheng Siwei 成思危 (b. 1935), PRC politician
Vincent Cheng Hoi Chuen 鄭海泉 [Zheng
Haiquan] (b. 1948), banker from Hong
Kong
Cheng Wen-tang 鄭文堂 [Zheng Wentang] (b.
1958), Taiwanese director
Cheng Wen-tsan 鄭文燦 [Zheng Wencan] (b.
1967), DPP politician
Cheng Xiaoqing 程小青 (1893-1976), writer
Cheng Yanqiu 程硯秋 (1904-1958), Manchu;
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Peking opera performer
Cheng Yen 證嚴 [Zheng Yan] (b. 1937),
founder of Buddhist Tzu Chi Foundation
(Taiwan fojiao ciji cishan shiye jijinhui 台灣佛教
慈濟慈善事業基金會)
Cheng Yi 程頤 (1033-1107), official and
philosopher; brother of Cheng Hao
Cheng Yi 鄭怡 [Zheng Yi] (b. 1961), Taiwanese
singer
Cheng Yu-chieh 鄭有傑 [Zheng Youjie] (b.
1977), Taiwanese director
Yumiko Cheng 鄭希怡 [Zheng Xiyi] (b. 1981),
singer from Hong Kong
Cheong Fatt Tze 張弼士 [Zhang Bishi]
(1840-1916), business tycoon; Hakka
Chern Shiing-shen 陳省身 [Chen Xingshen]
(1911-2004), mathematician
Anthony Cheung 張炳良 [Zhang Bingliang] (b.
1952), professor and pro-democracy
politician from Hong Kong
Cecilia Cheung 張柏芝 [Zhang Bozhi] (b. 1980),
actress and singer from Hong Kong
Jacky Cheung 張學友 [Zhang Xueyou] (b. 1961),
pop star from Hong Kong
Jacob Cheung/Cheung Chi-leung 張之亮
[Zhang Zhiliang] (b. 1959), director from
Hong Kong
Leslie Cheung 張國榮 [Zhang Guorong]
(1956-2003), homosexual singer and actor
from Hong Kong; committed suicide
Maggie Cheung Man-yuk 張曼玉 [Zhang
Manyu] (b. 1964), actress from Hong Kong
Roy Cheung 張耀揚 [Zhang Yaoyang] (b. 1964),
actor from Hong Kong
Yennis Cheung 張茵 [Zhang Yin] (b. 1979),
singer from Hong Kong
Chi Cheng 紀政 [Ji Zheng] (b. 1943),
Taiwanese Olympic athlete and legislator
Chi Chi 季季 [Ji Ji] = Li Rui-yue 李瑞月 (b.
1944), Taiwanese writer
Chi Chun 琦君 [Qi Jun] = Pan Si-chen 潘希
真 [Pan Xizhen] (1917-2006), Taiwan-based
novelist
Chi Haotian 遲浩田 (b. 1929), PRC politician
Chi Hsüan 紀弦 [Ji Xian] (b. 1913), Taiwanese
poet
Chi Hui-jung 紀惠蓉 [Ji Huirong] (b. 1955),

Taiwanese women’s rights activist
Chi Li 池莉 (b. 1957), writer
Ch’i Ten-shung 七等生 [Qideng Sheng] = 劉
武雄 [Liu Wuxiong] (b. 1939), Taiwanese
writer
Alyssa Chia 賈靜雯 [Jia Jingwen] (b. 1974),
Taiwanese actress
Amber Chia 謝麗萍 [Xie Liping] (b. 1981),
model from Malaysia
Chia Ching-teh 賈景德 [Jia Jingde]
(1880-1960), ROC politician
Janet Chia 賈永婕 [Jia Yongjie] (b. 1974),
Taiwanese TV entertainer
Chia Shih-ku 賈師古 [Jia Shigu] (active ca.
1130-1160), painter and teacher of Liang
Kai
Chia Teh-yao 賈德耀 [Jia Deyao] (1880-1940),
general and ROC politician
Chiang Chiao-shen 江兆申 [Jiang Zhaoshen]
(1925-1996), painter
Chiang Chien-ming 姜建銘 [Jiang Jianming] (b.
1985), Taiwanese baseball player
Chiang Ching-kuo 蔣經國 [Jiang Jingguo]
(1910-1988), KMT politician and chairman;
ROC premier; ROC president and son of
Chiang Kai-shek; paved the way for
democracy in Taiwan and promoted
localization
Chiang Chung-ling 蔣仲苓 [Jiang Zhongling] (b.
1922), ROC general and politician
Coco Chiang 蔣怡 [Jiang Yi] (b. 1977), model
from Hong Kong
Demos Chiang 蔣友柏 [Jiang Youbo] (b. 1976),
Taiwanese businessman; grandson of
Chiang Ching-kuo
Chiang Fu-tsung 蔣復璁 [Jiang Fucong]
(1898-1990), National Palace Museum
director [Taiwan]
Chiang Hsiao-chang 蔣孝章 [Jiang Xiaozhang]
(b. 1938), daughter of Chiang Ching-kuo
Chiang Hsiao-wen 蔣孝文 [Jiang Xiaowen]
(1935-1989), son of Chiang Ching-kuo
Chiang Hsiao-wu 蔣孝武 [Jiang Xiaowu]
(1945-1991), son of Chiang Ching-kuo
Chiang Hsiao-yung 蔣孝勇 [Jiang Xiaoyong]
(1948-1996), son of Chiang Ching-kuo
Chiang Huei 江惠 [Jiang Hui] = Chiang
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Shu-huei 江淑惠 [Jiang Shuhui] (b. 1961),
Taiwanese singer
John Chiang 蔣孝嚴 [Jiang Xiaoyan] / John
Chang 章孝嚴 [Zhang Xiaoyan] (b. 1941),
KMT politician and illegitimate son of
Chiang Ching-kuo; twin brother of
Winston Chang; legally changed his
surname from Chang to Chiang in 2005
Chiang Kai-shek 蔣介石 [Jiang Jieshi] =
Zhongzheng 中正 (1887-1975), KMT
politician and chairman; ROC premier and
president; also referred to as “the
generalissimo” (zongsiling 總司令)
Melody Chiang 江美琪 [Jiang Meiqi] (b. 1979),
Taiwanese pop singer
Chiang Peng-chien 江鵬堅 [Jiang Pengjian] (b.
1940), Taiwanese politician and first DPP
chairman
Chiang Pin-kun 江丙坤 [Jiang Bingkun] (b.
1932), KMT politician
Wego Chiang 蔣緯國 [Jiang Weiguo]
(1916-1997), ROC general and adopted son
of Chiang Kai-shek
Chiang Wei-shui 蔣渭水 [Jiang Weishui]
(1891-1931), Taiwanese intellectual and
pioneer of the island’s democracy
movement
Chiao Jen-ho 焦仁和 [Jiao Renhe] (b. 1948),
ROC politician (SEF member); father of
Deserts Chang
Eugene Chien 簡又新 [Jian Youxin] (b. 1946),
Taiwanese politician
Fredrick Chien 錢復 [Qian Fu] (b. 1935), ROC
politician
Chien Nan-chang 錢南章 [Qian Nanzhang] (b.
1947), Taiwanese composer
Chien Yu-chin 簡毓瑾 [Jian Yujin] (b. 1982),
Taiwanese badminton player
Robert C. Chien 錢純 [Qian Chun] (b. 1929),
ROC politician
Chien Shih-liang 錢思亮 [Qian Siliang]
(1908-1983), Taiwan-based scholar and
head of Academia Sinica
Chin Chin-sheng 秦金生 [Qin Jinsheng] (b.
1947), PFP politician
Chin Han 秦漢 [Qin Han] = 孫祥鐘 [Sun
Xiangzhong] (b. 1946), Taiwanese actor

Chin Hsiao-yi 秦孝儀 [Qin Xiaoyi]
(1921-2007), National Palace Museum
director [Taiwan]
Chin Peng 陳平 [Chen Ping] = Ong Boon Hua
王文華 [Wang Wenhua] (b. 1924),
Malaysian communist leader
Ching Cheong 程翔 [Cheng Xiang] (b. 1949),
journalist from Hong Kong who worked
for Singapore’s STRAITS TIMES (haixia shibao 海峽時報); detained by PRC on
charges of spying
Frank Ching 秦家驄 [Qin Jiacong] (b. 1940),
journalist from Hong Kong
Ching Hsiang-yi 經享頤 [Jing Xiangyi]
(1877-1938), education scholar and ROC
politician
Tony Ching Siu-tung 程小東 [Cheng Xiaodong]
= 程冬兒 [Cheng Donger] (b. 1953),
director, actor, and martial arts choreographer from Hong Kong; son of Cheng
Gang
Chiou I-jen 邱義仁 [Qiu Yiren] (b. 1950),
DPP politician [“New Tide” faction (xin
chaoliu paixi 新潮流派系)]
Alice Chiu 邱議瑩 [Qiu Yiying] (b. 1971), DPP
politician (“Justice Alliance faction” [zhengyi
lianxian 正義連線])
Chiu Chuang-huan 邱創煥 [Qiu Chuanghuan]
(b. 1925), ROC politician
Chiu Feng-chia 丘逢甲 [Qiu Fengjia]
(1864-1912), Hakka; Taiwanese prominent
in anti-Japanese movement; father of Chiu
Nien-tai
Chiu Mao-nan 邱茂男 [Qiu Maonan] (b. 1942),
DPP politician
Chiu Nien-tai 丘念台 [Qiu Niantai]
(1894-1967), Taiwanese ROC politicial
figure; son of Chiu Feng-chia
Chiu Yi 邱毅 [Qiu Yi] (b. 1956), KMT
politician convicted in 2007 of causing a
public disturbance after the ROC
presidential election of 2004
Chiung Yao 瓊瑤 [Qiong Yao] = Chen Zhe 陳
喆 (b. 1938), Taiwanese writer
Charlene Choi/Choi Cheuk Yin 蔡卓妍 [Cai
Zhuoyan] (b. 1982), singer from Hong Kong;
performed with Gillian Chung in the duo
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“Twins”
Janel Choi/Janel Tsai 蔡淑臻 [Cai Shuzhen] (b.
1975), Taiwanese model
Chou Chin-po 周金波 [Zhou Jinpo] (b. 1920),
Taiwanese writer
Chou Chun-hsun 周俊勳 [Zhou Junxun] (b.
1980), Taiwanese Go player
Clara Chou 周玉蔻 [Zhou Yukou] (b. 1953),
Taiwanese politician expelled from TSU for
calling for ROC president Chen Shui-bian’s
resignation in 2006
Chou Hsi-wei 周錫瑋 [Zhou Xiwei] (b. 1958),
KMT politician
Jay Chou = Jay Chau = Jay Chow 周杰倫
[Zhou Jielun] (b. 1979), Taiwanese pop
singer and musician nicknamed “Chairman
Chou” (Zhou dong 周董)
Chou Mei-ling 周美玲 [Zhou Meiling] (b. 1969),
Taiwanese director
Chou Tien-wang 周添旺 [Zhou Tianwang]
(1910-1988), Taiwanese lyricist; husband of
Ai-ai
Vic Chou 周渝民 [Zhou Yumin] (b. 1981),
Taiwanese pop singer and member of the
band “F4”; nicknamed “Tsai Tsai” (Zaizai
仔仔)
Chou Yun-fat 周潤發 [Zhou Runfa] (b. 1955),
actor from Hong Kong; Hakka
Zero Chou 周美玲 [Zhou Meiling] (b. 1969),
Taiwanese director
Chow Chih-jou 周至柔 [Zhou Zhirou]
(1899-1986), general and ROC politician
Gregory C. Chow 鄒至莊 [Zou Zhizhuang] (b.
1929), American economist
Raymond Chow/Chow Man-wai 鄒文懷 [Zou
Wenhuai] (b. 1927), martial arts movie
producer from Hong Kong
Chow Shu-kai 周書楷 [Zhou Shukai]
(1913-1992), ROC politician
Stephen Chow/Stephen Chou 周星馳 [Zhou
Xingchi] (b. 1962), comedic actor from
Hong Kong
Vivian Chow 周慧敏 [Zhou Huimin] (b. 1967),
singer from Hong Kong
Chu An-hsiung 朱安雄 [Zhu Anxiong] (b.
1944), Taiwanese politician charged with
corruption who fled to Mainland China

Chu Anping 儲安平 (1909-1966), liberal
writer and journalist; committed suicide
Athena Chu 朱茵 [Zhu Yin] (b. 1971), actress
from Hong Kong
Chu Cheng 居正 [Ju Zheng] (1876-1951), ROC
politician
Chu Chia-hwa 朱家驊 [Zhu Jiahua]
(1893-1963), ROC politician and acting
head of Academia Sinica
Chu Chung-heng 屈中恆 [Qu Zhongheng] (b.
1967), Taiwanese entertainer
Chu Fu-sung 朱撫松 [Zhu Fusong] (b. 1959),
ROC politician
Gloria Chu 朱婉清 [Zhu Wanqing] (b. 1950),
Taiwanese politician charged with
corruption who fled to Mainland China
Josephine Chu 朱惠良 [Zhu Huiliang] (b.
1950), NP politician
Chu Kao-cheng/Ju Gao-jeng 朱高正 [Zhu
Gaozheng] (b. 1954), DPP politician
Ken Chu 朱孝天 [Zhu Xiaotian] (b. 1979),
Taiwanese pop singer and member of the
band “F4”
Chu Ko 楚戈 [Chu Ge] (b. 1931), painter
Melody Chu Mei-fong 璩美鳳 [Qu Meifeng] (b.
1966), NP politician; victim of sex video
smear campaign
Chu Mu-yen 朱木炎 [Zhu Muyan] (b. 1982),
Taiwanese Olympic gold medalist in
taekwondo
Chu Shao-lin 朱少麟 [Zhu Shaolin] (b. 1966),
Taiwanese writer
Steven Chu 朱棣文 [Zhu Diwen] (b. 1948),
US-born Taiwanese physicist and 1997
Nobel Prize winner; member of Academia
Sinica
Chu Tien-hsin 朱天心 [Zhu Tianxin] (b. 1958),
Taiwanese writer
Chu Tien-wen 朱天文 [Zhu Tianwen] (b. 1956),
Taiwanese writer
Chua Hu 蔡雲程 [Cai Yuncheng] (b. 1929),
painter
Tanya Chua/Tanya Tsai 蔡健雅 [Cai Jianya] (b.
1975), Taiwanese singer
Chuang Chia-jung 莊佳容 [Zhuang Jiarong] (b.
1985), Taiwanese tennis player
Chuang I-tseng 莊益增 [Zhuang Yizeng] (b.
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1966), Taiwanese director
Prince Chun 醇親王載灃 [Chun Qinwang
Zaifeng] (1883-1951), regent for infant Pu
Yi (Qing Emperor Xuantong)
Chun-chun 純純 = Liu Ching-hsiang 劉清香
[Liu Qingxiang] (1914-1943), Taiwanese
singer
Chung Chau-cheng 鍾肇政 [Zhong Zhaozheng]
(b. 1925), Taiwanese Hakka writer
Cherie Chung 鍾楚紅 [Zhong Chuhong] (b.
1960), beauty queen and actress from Hong
Kong
Chung Chin 鍾琴 [Zhong Qin] (b. 1953), ROC
politician
Christy Chung 鍾麗緹 [Zhong Liti] (b. 1970),
model and actress from Hong Kong
David Chung 鍾榮吉 [Zhong Rongji] (b. 1943),
PFP politician
Gillian Chung/Chung Yan-tung 鍾欣桐
[Zhong Xintong] (b. 1981), singer from Hong
Kong, nicknamed “Ah Kiu” (ajiao 阿嬌);
performed with Charlene Choi in the duo
“Twins”
Chung Li-ho 鍾理和 [Zhong Lihe] (1915-1960),
Taiwanese Hakka writer; father of Chung
Tieh-min
Chung Sze-yuen 鍾士元 [Zhong Shiyuan] (b.
1917), Hong Kong politician
Chung Tieh-min 鍾鐵民 [Zhong Tiemin] (b.
1941), Taiwanese Hakka writer and son of
Chung Li-ho
Chung Yen-hao 鍾延豪 [Zhong Yanhao] (b.
1953), Taiwanese writer
Genie Chuo 卓文萱 [Zhuo Wenxuan] (b. 1986),
Taiwanese singer
Ci’an 慈安 = Niuhulu 鈕祜祿 (1837-1881),
wife of Qing Emperor Xianfeng
Cixi 慈禧 = Yeye Nara 葉赫那拉 [Yehe Nala]
(1835-1908, r. 1875-1908), empress
dowager and concubine of Qing Emperor
Xianfeng; mother of Emperor Tongzhi
Confucius 孔夫子—see Kong Qiu 孔丘
Cong Weixi 從維熙 (b. 1933), writer
Cui Bo 崔白 [Cui Bai] (ca. 1023-1063), painter
Cui Jian 崔健 (b. 1961), rock musician;
member of PRC’s Korean minority
Cui Shu 崔述 (1740-1816), scholar

Cui Tiankai 崔天凱 (b. 1952), PRC diplomat

D

Da Bing 大炳 = Yu Bingxian 余炳賢 (b.
1975), Taiwanese actor
Dai Bingguo 戴秉國 (b. 1941), PRC politician
Dai Houying 戴厚英 (b. 1938), writer
Dai Jin 戴進 (1388-1462), painter
Leon Dai 戴立忍 [Dai Liren] (b. 1966),
Taiwanese actor
Dai Qing 戴晴 (b. 1941), writer
Dai Sijie 戴思杰 (b. 1954), France-based
writer and filmmaker
Dai Wangshu 戴望舒 (1905-1950), poet
Dai Xianglong 戴相龍 (b. 1944), banker and
PRC official
Dai Yungui 戴運軌 (1897-1982), scholar
Dai Zhen 戴震 (1724-1777), liberal mathematician critical of the Ming/Qing despotism
and Neo-Confucianism
Dan Ying 淡瑩 (b. 1943), writer from
Singapore
Daoan 道安 (312-385), teacher of Huiyuan
Deng Chumin 鄧初民 (1889-1981), Marxist
political scientist
Deng Jiaxian 鄧稼先 (1924-1986), nuclear
scientist
Deng Lin 鄧林 (b. 1941), daughter of Deng
Xiaoping
Deng Liqun 鄧立群 (b. 1914), communist
politician
Deng Nan 鄧楠 (b. 1947), daughter of Deng
Xiaoping
Deng Nan-jung—see Cheng Nan-jung 鄭南榕
Deng Pufang 鄧樸方 (b. 1944), son of Deng
Xiaoping crippled by Red Guard terror
Deng Rong 鄧榕 (b. 1950), daughter of Deng
Xiaoping, nicknamed “Maomao” (毛毛)
Deng Shuping 鄧蜀平 (1912-1967), brother
of Deng Xiaoping driven to suicide during
the Cultural Revolution
Deng Tuo 鄧拓 (1912-1966), communist
journalist and propagandist who committed
suicide during the Cultural Revolution
Deng Wen-jen 鄧文貞 [Deng Wenzhen] (b.
1970), Taiwanese artist
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Deng Xiaoping 鄧小平 = Deng Xixian 鄧希
賢 (1904-1997), Hakka revolutionary and
leading CCP politician; head of central
military commission
Deng Yaping 鄧亞萍 (b. 1973), table tennis
player
Deng Yingchao 鄧穎超 (1904-1992), PRC
politician and wife of Zhou Enlai
Deng Youmei 鄧友梅 (b. 1931), writer
Deng Yu-sian 鄧雨賢 [Deng Yuxian]
(1906-1944), Taiwanese composer of Holo
ballads
Deng Zhifang 鄧質方 (b. 1952), son of Deng
Xiaoping
Deng Zhongxia 鄧中夏 (1894-1933),
communist politician, labor activist, and
literary critic
Deng Zihui 鄧子恢 (1896-1972), CCP
politician
Di Renjie 狄仁傑 (630-700), official famous
for opposing corruption
Difang Duana 敦英男 [Dun Yingnan] (b. 1921),
Taiwanese indigenous singer (Ami tribe)
Ding Bangxin 丁邦新 (b. 1936), linguist
Ding Fang 丁方 (b. 1956), painter
Ding Guan’gen 丁關根 (b. 1929), PRC politician
Ding Guanpeng 丁觀鵬 (1736-1795, active ca.
1750-1770), painter
Ding Guangxun 丁光訓 (b. 1915), Protestant
theologist and PRC politician
Ding Guo-lin 丁國琳 (b. 1967), Taiwanese
actress
Ding Junhui 丁俊暉 (b. 1987), snooker player
Ding Ling 丁玲 = Jiang Bingzhi 蔣冰之
(1904-1986), poet and writer
Ding Mou-shih 丁懋時 [Ding Maoshi] (b.
1925), ROC politician
Ding Shengshu 丁聲樹 (1909-1989), linguist
Ding Shisun 丁石孫 (b. 1927), PRC politician
Ding Song 丁悚 (1891-1972), cartoonist
Ding Wenjiang 丁文江 (1887-1936), geologist
William Ding 丁磊 [Ding Lei] (b. 1971),
Internet tycoon and billionaire
Ding Xilin 丁西林 (1893-1974), writer
Ding Xuxian 丁緒賢 (1885-1978), chemist
Ding Yiping 丁一平 (b. 1951), PLA navy

admiral
Ding Zilin 丁子霖 (b. 1936), professor and
social activist; leader of the “Tiananmen
Mothers” [Tiananmen muqin 天安門母親]
Dong Biwu 董必武 (1886-1975), CCP
politician; 2nd president of PRC’s Supreme
People’s Court and PRC president;
co-founder of the CCP
Dong Fangzhuo 董方卓 (b. 1985), soccer
player
Dong Fureng 董輔礽 (b. 1927), economist
Dong Fuxiang 董福祥 (1839-1908), Qing
general; Muslim
Dong Qichang 董其昌 (1555-1636), painter
and calligrapher
Dong Shaw-hwei 董小蕙 [Dong Xiaohui] (b.
1962), Taiwanese painter
Dong Shouping 董壽平 (1904-1997), painter
Dong Xiwen 董希文 (1914-1973), artist
Dong Yuan 董源 (ca. early 10th century),
painter
Dong Zhongshu 董仲舒 (179-104 BC),
Confucian scholar, teacher of Sima Qian
Dong Zhuo 董卓 (139-192), Han general and
warlord, adoptive father of Lü Bu
Dou Gu 竇固 (?-88 AD), general; relative of
Dou Xian
Dou Jiande 竇建德 (573-621), warlord during
the Sui Dynasty
Dou Wei 竇唯 (b. 1969), pop singer
Dou Xian 竇憲 (?-92 AD), military leader;
relative of Dou Gu
Dou Yi 竇儀 (914-966), author of the legal
code of the Song Dynasty (Song xingtong 宋
刑統)
Du Fu 杜甫 (712-770), poet
Du Mu 杜牧 (803-852), poet
Du Pengcheng 杜鵬程 (b. 1921), writer
Du Qinglin 杜青林 (b. 1946), PRC politician
Du Runsheng 杜潤生 (b. 1913), economist
and CCP politician close to Zhao Ziyang
and therefore purged
Du Wenxiu 杜文秀 (1828-1872), leader of
Muslim uprising in Yunnan Province
Du Xingyuan 杜星垣 (b. 1914), PRC
politician
Du You 杜佑 (735-812), historian
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Du Yu 杜預 (222-284), Confucianist and
militarist; ancestor of Du You
Du Yuesheng 杜月笙 (1888-1951), crime
world figure (“Green Gang” [qingbang 青幫])
nicknamed “Big Ear Tu” (daer Du 大耳杜)
Du Yuming 杜聿明 (1903-1981), KMT
military commander; remained in China
and became a member of the CPPCC
Du Zhaoyu 杜照宇 (1972-2006), PLA officer
killed by Israeli attack on a UN observer
post in Lebanon
Duan Siping 段思平 (893-944), chieftain of
the Bai tribe 白族 in Yunnan; established
the Dali 大理 kingdom in 937
Duo Duo 多多 = Ma Weiyi 馬為義 (b. 1951),
teacher, poet; and dissident

E, F

Audrey Eu 余若薇 [Yu Ruowei] (b. 1953),
pro-democracy politician from Hong Kong
John King Fairbank 費正清 [Fei Zhengqing]
(1907-1991), American sinologist
Fan Bingbing 范冰冰 (b. 1981), actress
Fan Gang 樊綱 (b. 1953), economist
Jerry Fan 范可欽 [Fan Keqin] (b. 1962),
Taiwanese politicial activist and spokesman
for the campaign to oust ROC president
Chen Shui-bian led by Shih Ming-teh
Fan Jingyi 范敬宜 (b. 1931), journalist
K. C. Fan 范光群 [Fan Guangqun] (b. 1939),
Taiwanese politician
Fan Kuan 范寬 (ca. 940-1030), painter
Mavis Fan 范曉萱 [Fan Xiaoxuan] (b. 1977),
Taiwanese singer
Fan Qi 樊圻 (1616-1694?), painter and one of
the “Eight Masters of Jinling” (Jinling bajia
金陵八家)
Rita Fan 范徐麗泰 [Fan Xu Litai] (b. 1945),
Hong Kong politician
Fan Wei-chi 范瑋琪 [Fan Weiqi] (b. 1976),
singer nicknamed “Fan Fan” (范范)
Fan Wenlan 範文瀾 (1893-1969), Marxist
historian and CCP politician
Fan Xudong 范旭東 (1883-1945), chemist
Fan Ye 范曄 (396-445), historian
Fan Zhen 范縝 (ca. 450-510), Confucian

scholar
Fan Zhongyan 范仲淹 (989-1052), statesman,
essayist, and poet
Fang Beifang 方北方 (b. 1918), Chinese
writer from Malaysia
Fang Chih-wei = Wing Fan 范植偉 [Fan
Zhiwei] (b. 1980), Taiwanese actor
Fang Guangtao 方光燾 (1898-1964), linguist
Fang Hao 方豪 (1910-1980), Taiwanese Jesuit
and historian
Fang La 方臘 (1079?-1121), leader of a
peasant uprising during the Northern Song
Dynasty
Fang Lijun 方力鈞 (b. 1963), painter
Fang Lizhi 方勵之 (b. 1936), scientist and
dissident
Fang Wen-lin 方文琳 (b. 1966), Taiwanese
singer; wife of Yu Guan-hua
Fang Xiaoru 方孝儒 (1357-1402), Confucian
scholar and loyal tutor of Ming Emperor
Jianwen 建文; executed after Yongle 永樂
seized power
Fang Yi 方毅 (1916-1997), PRC politician
Fang Yuqing 房玉清 (b. 1934), linguist
Fann Wong 范文芳 [Fan Wenfang] (b. 1971),
actress, singer, and model from Singapore;
Hakka
Faxian 法顯 (337-422), Buddhist monk and
pilgrim to India
Fazang 法藏 (643-712), founder of the
Buddhist “Huayan school” (huayanjing 花嚴
經); of Sogdian descent
Fei Danxu 費丹旭 (1801-1850), painter
Fei Hsi-ping 費希平 [Fei Xiping] (1916-2003),
China-born activist in Taiwan’s dangwai
opposition (黨外) and DPP politician
Fei Junlong 費俊龍 (b. 1965), PRC taikonaut
(Shenzhou VI in October 2005)
Fei Xiaotong 費孝通 (b. 1910), ethnologist
and social anthropologist
Fei Yu-ching 費玉清 [Fei Yuqing] (b. 1955),
Taiwanese singer
Feng Dao 馮道 (882-954), chancellor (ziaxiang)
in the Later Tang and the Later Jin; initiator
of government-backed printing of
Confucian books on a large scale
Feng Gangbai 馮鋼百 (1884-1984), painter
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Feng Guifen 馮桂芬 (1809-1874), diplomat
and social critic who wrote about
modernization
Feng Jicai 馮驥才 (b. 1942), writer
Feng Keng 馮鏗 (1907-1931), writer killed by
the KMT
Feng Kuo-chang 馮國璋 [Feng Guozhang]
(1859-1919), warlord, politician, and ROC
president
Feng Menglong 馮夢龍 (1574-1646), writer
Feng Naichao 馮乃超 (1901-1983), writer
Feng Qian 馮倩 (b. 1982), China’s first
“artificial” beauty queen
Feng Wenbin 馮文彬 (1910-1997), CCP
politician
Feng Xiaogang 馮小剛 (b. 1958), director
Feng Xiliang/C. L. Feng 馮錫良 (1920-2006),
US-trained journalist
Feng Xuefeng 馮雪峰 (1903-1976), writer
Feng You-lan 馮友蘭 (1895-1990), scholar
Feng Yu-hsiang 馮玉祥 [Feng Yuxiang]
(1882-1948), warlord in Henan/Shaanxi/Gansu/Ningxia/Inner Mongolia
Feng Yunshan 馮雲山 (1822-1852), disciple
of Taiping leader Hong Xiuquan
Feng Zhi 馮至 (1905-1993), writer and
translator
Feng Zicai 馮子材 (1818-1903), Qing general
Feng Zikai 豐子愷 (1898-1975), painter,
cartoonist, and writer
Feng Ziyou 馮自由 (1881-1958), reformer
Henry Fok/Fok Ying-tung 霍英東 [Huo
Yingdong] (1922-2006), tycoon,
philanthropist, and sports patron from
Hong Kong
Allen Fong 方育平 [Fang Yuping] (b. 1947),
director from Hong Kong
Jaycee Fong 房祖名 [Fang Zuming] = 陳祖明
[Chen Zuming] (b. 1982), singer from Hong
Kong and son of Jackie Chan
Fong Fei-fei 鳳飛飛 [Feng Feifei] = Lin
Chiu-luan 林秋鸞 [Lin Qiuluan] (b. 1953),
Taiwanese singer
Hiram Fong = Yau Leong Fong 鄺友良
[Kuang Youliang] (1906-2004), businessman
and US senator from Hawaii
Jean de Fontaney 洪若翰 [Hong Ruohan]

(1643-1710), French Jesuit missionary
Foo Zuo-e 傅作義 [Fu Zuoyi] (1895-1974),
KMT general
John Fryer 傅蘭雅 [Fu Lanya] (1839-1928),
British translator at the Jiangnan arsenal
[Jiangnan zhizaoju 江南制造局] in Shanghai
Fu Baoshi 傅抱石 (1904-1965), painter
Fu Cheng 傅正 [Fu Zheng] (1927-1991),
mainland-born pro-democracy activist in
Taiwan, spent six years in jail, co-founder
of the DPP
Fu Chengyu 傅成玉 (b. 1951), manager in oil
industry
Fu Haifeng 付海峰 (b. 1984), badminton
player
Fu Jian 苻健 = Emperor Jingming 前秦景明
帝 (317-355, r. 351-355), ethnic Di 氐; first
emperor of the Former Qin (Sixteen
Nations)
Fu Lei 傅雷 (1908-1966), translator;
committed suicide
Fu Mingxia 伏明霞 (b. 1978), diving
champion
Nelson Fu 傅連暲 [Fu Lianzhang]
(1894-1968), “Christian doctor” and PRC
politician; tortured to death in the Cultural
Revolution
Fu Pei-mei 傅培梅 (1931-2004), master chef
and TV cooking hostess in Taiwan
Fu Quanyou 傅全有 (b. 1930), PLA general
Fu Shan 傅山 (1607-1687), painter and
calligrapher
Fu Ssu-nien 傅斯年 [Fu Sinian] (1896-1950),
scholar
Fu Tieshan 傅鐵山 (1931-2007), Catholic
bishop and PRC politician
Fu Yuantian 傅元天 (1925-1997), Taoist
Fu Zhihuan 傅志寰 (b. 1938), PRC politician
Elmer Fung 馮滬祥 [Feng Huxiang] (b. 1948),
pro-unification NP politician
Fung Zu 馮如 [Feng Ru] (1883-1912), airplane
designer and pilot
Furong Jiejie 芙蓉姊姊 = Shi Hengxia 史恆
俠 (b. 1977), Internet starlet (“Sister
Hibiscus”)

G
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Gao Cen 高岑 (1621-1691), painter and one
of the “Eight Masters of Jinling” (Jinling
bajia 金陵八家)
Gao Changli 高昌禮 (b. 1937), PRC politician
Gao Fenghan 高鳳翰 (1683-1748/1749),
painter
Gao Gang 高崗 (1902-1954), first CCP
politician to be purged; committed suicide
afterwards
Gao Jianfu 高劍父 (1879-1951), painter
(“Lingnan school” [lingnan pai 岭南派])
Gao Kegong 高克恭 (1248-1310), painter
Gao Ling 高崚 (b. 1979), badminton player
Gao Ming 高明 (ca. 1305-1368), writer
Gao Mingkai 高名凱 (1911-1975), linguist
Gao Qi 高啟 (1336-1374), poet
Gao Qiang 高強 (b. 1944), PRC politician
Gao Qiang 高強 (b. 1962), artist; brother of
Gao Zhen
Gao Qifeng 高奇峰 (1889-1933), painter
(“Lingnan school” [lingnan pai 岭南派])
Gao Xiang 高翔 (1688-1753), painter; one of
the “Eight Eccentrics of Yangzhou”
(Yangzhou baguai 揚州八怪)
Gao Xianzhi 高仙芝 (?-756), Tang general of
Korean descent
Gao Xiaosheng 高曉聲 (b. 1928), writer
Gao Xingjian 高行健 (b. 1940), writer and
2000 Nobel Prize winner
Gao Yang 高洋 = Emperor Wenxuandi 文宣
帝 (529-559, r. 550-559), first emperor of
the Northern Qi (Northern Dynasties)
Gao Yaojie 高耀潔 (b. 1927), physician and
anti-AIDS activist
Gao Zhan 高瞻 (b. 1962), US-based scholar
suspected of espionage by US authorities
Gao Zhen 高兟 (b. 1956), artist; brother of
Gao Qiang
Gao Zhisheng 高智晟 (b. 1964), Christian
lawyer bullied for defending followers of
Falun Gong [法輪功] and members of
underground churches; withdrew from
CCP
Ge Ganru 葛甘如 (b. 1954), composer
Grace Ge 葛蘭 [Ge Lan] = 張玉芳 [Zhang
Yufang] (b. 1934), singer
Ge Hong 葛洪 (280-349), Taoist philosopher

Ge Kun-hua 戈鯤化 (1838-1882), first
Chinese to teach at Harvard University
Ge You 葛優 (b. 1957), actress
Geng Biao 耿飈 (1909-2000), PRC politician
Geng Jian 耿簡 = Liu Xi 柳溪 (b. 1924),
writer
Geng Jianyi 耿建翌 (b. 1962), painter
Genghis Khan 成吉思汗 [Chengjisi Han] =
Borjigin Temüjin 勃兒只斤 鐵木真
[Boerzhijin Tiemujin] (1162-1227), Mongol
leader and conqueror
Jean-François Gerbillion 張誠 [Zhang Cheng]
(1654-1707), French Jesuit missionary who
served under Qing Emperor Kangxi
Jacques Gernet 謝和耐 [Xie Henai] (b. 1921),
French sinologist
Giddens 九把刀 [jiuba dao] = Ke Jing-teng 柯
景騰 (b. 1978), Taiwanese online writer
Herbert Allen Giles 翟理斯 [Zhai Lisi]
(1845-1935), British diplomat and linguist
Go Bek Hok 吳百福 [Wu Baifu] = Ando
Momofuku 安藤百福 [Anteng Baifu]
(1910-2007), Taiwanese businessman and
inventor of instant noodles; became a
Japanese citizen in 1948
Goh Chok Tong 吳作棟 [Wu Zuodong] (b.
1941), Singaporean politician and prime
minister
Goh Keng Swee 吳慶瑞 [Wu Qingrui] (b.
1918), Singaporean economist and
politician
Gong Jialong 龔家龍 (b. 1954), oil tycoon
Gong Laifa 龔來發 (1862-1995), China’s
longest-lived man; member of the Gelo
nationality
Gong Li 鞏俐 (b. 1965), actress
Gong Peng 龔澎 (1914-1970), PRC politician
Prince Gong 恭親王/Yixin 奕訢 (1833-1898),
brother of Qing Emperor Xianfeng and
negotiator with the British during the
Second Opium War (1856-1858), regent for
Emperor Tongzhi after Xianfeng’s death
Gong Xian 龔賢 (ca. 1618-1689), painter and
leader of the “Eight Masters of Jinling”
(Jinling bajia 金陵八家)
Gongsun Long 公孫龍 (ca. 320-250 BC),
philosopher (dialectic “school of names”
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[mingjia 名家])
Gongsun Zan 公孫瓚 (?-199), warlord in the
Eastern Han Dynasty
Terry Gou 郭台銘 [Guo Taiming] (b. 1950),
Taiwanese high-tech tycoon
Gouw Ian Iskandar 吳景滔 [Wu Jingtao] (b.
1997), child actor
Gu Changwei 顧長衛 (b. 1957), director
Gu Cheng 顧城 (1956-1993), poet who lived
in exile after the Tiananmen Massacre;
committed suicide
Gu Gan 古干 (b. 1942), painter
Gu Hongming 辜鴻銘 (1857-1928),
Malaysian-Chinese scholar, educated in the
UK and Germany
Gu Hua 古華 (b. 1942), writer
Gu Jiegang 顧頡剛 (1893-1980), historian
Gu Kaizhi 顧愷之 (344-406), painter
Gu Mu 谷牧 (b. 1914), PRC politician
Gu Wenda 谷文達 (b. 1955), painter
Gu Xiancheng 顧憲成 (1550-1612), scholar;
leader of the “Donglin party” (donglin dang
東林黨)
Gu Xiulian 顧秀蓮 (b. 1936), PRC politician
Gu Yanwu 顧炎武 (1613-1682), scholar and
Ming loyalist
Guan Daosheng 管道昇 (1262-1319), painter
Guan Feng 關鋒 (b. 1918), CCP politician;
played leading role in the Cultural
Revolution
Guan Hanqing 關漢卿 (ca. 1220-1300),
playwright
Guan Shanyue 關山月 (b. 1912), painter
Guan Yu 關羽 (160-219), military leader
today revered as the God of War [guandi 關
帝/guangong 關公]
Guan Zhong 管仲 (ca. 730-645 BC),
pre-legalist philosopher and author of
Guanzi 管子
Guangxu 光緒 = Dezong 清德宗 or Jingdi
景帝 (1871-1908, r. 1875-1908), Qing
Dynasty emperor, personal name: Aisin
Giorro Zaitian 愛新覺羅載湉
Guey Lun-mei 桂綸鎂 [Gui Lunmei] (b. 1983),
Taiwanese actress
Guo Baojun 郭寶鈞 (1893-1971), archaeologist

Guo Boxiong 郭伯雄 (b. 1942), PRC general
and politician
Guo Chaoren 郭超人 (1934-2000), president
of Xinhua News Agency
Guo Dihuo 郭棣活 (1905-1983), “red
capitalist”
Guo Feixiong 郭飛雄 = Yang Maodong 楊茂
東 (b. 1966), dissident writer and civil
rights activist
Guo Jin 郭晉 (b. 1964), painter
Guo Jingjing 郭晶晶 (b. 1981), athlete
(springboard diving)
Guo Lianghui 郭良蕙 (b. 1926), Taiwanese
writer
Guo Lusheng 郭路生 = Shizhi 食指 (b.
1948), underground poet
Guo Moruo 郭沫若 = Guo Kaizhen 郭開貞
(1892-1978), writer, scholar, and PRC
politician; never became a target for
criticism during the Cultural Revolution
Guo Pu 郭璞 (276-324), poet
Guo Qizhen 郭起真 (b. 1958), cyber dissident
Guo Shoujing 郭守敬 (1231-1316),
astronomer, engineer, and mathematician
Guo Shuqing 郭樹清 (b. 1956), PRC banker
and politician
Guo Songdao 郭嵩燾 (1818-1891), diplomat
Guo Songling 郭松齡 (1883-1925), warlord in
Manchuria; revolted against Chang Tso-lin
Guo Wenjing 郭文景 (b. 1956), composer
Guo Xi 郭熙 (1023-1085), painter
Guo Xiaochuan 郭小川 (1919-1976), poet
Guo Yue 郭躍 (b. 1988), table tennis player
Guo Zixing 郭子興 (1302-1355), one of the
leaders of the Red Turbans (hongjin 紅巾)
Guo Ziyi 郭子儀 (697-781), general in the
Tang Dynasty

H

Hai Rui 海瑞 (1514-1587), popular upright
official
Haing S. Nor 吳漢 [Wu Han] (b. 1940),
Chinese-Cambodian actor
Han Aijing 韓愛晶 (b. 1946), Red Guard
leader
Han Dongfang 漢東方 (b. 1963), union leader
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and activist for worker’s rights jailed for 2
years after Tiananmen Massacre; left for
the US in 1992 and was stripped of his
PRC citizenship
Han Fei 韓非 (ca. 280-233 BC), philosopher
and student of Xun Kuang
Han Gan 韓翰 [Han Han] (ca. 720-780),
painter
Han Qide 韓啟德 (b. 1945), PRC politician
Han Suyin 韓素音 = Elizabeth
Comber/Rosalie Elisabeth Kuanghu Chow
周光湖 [Zhou Guanghu] (b. 1917),
Chinese-Belgian writer
Han Shantong 韓山童 (?-1351), one of the
leaders of the Red Turbans (hongjin 紅巾)
Han Shaogong 韓少功 (b. 1953), writer
Han Tuozhou 韓侂冑 (1152-1207), minister
to Song Emperor Ningzong; assassinated
Han Xin 韓信 (?-196 BC), expert in military
affairs
Han Ying 韓英 (b. 1935), CCP politician
Han Yu 韓愈 (768-824), Confucian
philosopher and anti-Buddhist agitator; one
of the “Eight Great Personalities in the
Tang and Song Dynasties” (Tang Song ba
dajia 唐宋八大家)
Han Zheng 韓正 (b. 1954), PRC politician
Han Zhubin 韓杼濱 (b. 1932), PRC
procurator-general
Hang Li-wu 杭立武 (1903-1991), National
Palace Museum director [Taiwan]
Hao Wei-chen 郝為真 [Hao Weizhen]
(1849-1920), Taijiquan master; disciple of Li
I-yu and creator of the Hao style [Hao shi
郝式]
Hao Ran 浩然 = Liang Jinguang 梁金廣 (b.
1932), writer
Hark Tsui 徐克 [Xu Ke] (b. 1951), director
from Hong Kong
Robert Hart 赫德 [He De] (1835-1911),
British diplomat and customs official
George Hatem 馬海德 [Ma Haide]
(1910-1988), American doctor who joined
the CCP and became a naturalized Chinese
citizen
Hau Lung-bin 郝龍斌 [Hao Longbin] (b. 1952),
ROC politician and son of Hao Pei-tsun

Hau Pei-tsun 郝柏村 [Hao Bocun] (b. 1919),
general, politician, and ROC premier
He Baozhen 何葆貞 (?-1934), wife of Liu
Shaoqi and mother of Liu Yunbin
He Bingsong 何炳松 (1890-1946), historian
He Chong 何沖 (b. 1987), athlete
(springboard diving)
He Guoqiang 賀國強 (b. 1943), CCP
politician
He Jianjun 何建軍 (b. 1960), director
He Jin 何進 (?-189 AD), regent for the minor
Eastern Han Emperor Liu Bian 少帝劉辯
He Jingzhi 賀敬之 (b. 1924), poet and CCP
politician
He Kang 何康 (b. 1923), agricultural expert
and CCP politician
He Kequan 何克全 = Kai Feng 凱豐
(1906-1955), one of the “28 Bolsheviks”
He Liaoran 何瞭然 (ca. 19th century), chemist
and student of John Glasgow Kerr
He Lin 賀麟 (1902-1992), philosopher
He Long 賀龍 (1896-1969), PLA marshal;
one of the “Ten Marshals” (shi da yuanshuai
十大元帥)
He Luli 何魯麗 (b. 1934), PRC politician
He Luting 賀綠汀 (1903-1999), composer
and lyricist
He Qifang 何其芳 (1911-1977), writer
He Rong 何容 (ca. 1903-1990), linguist
He Shou-cheng 何守正 [He Shouzheng] (b.
1983), Taiwanese basketball player (1.96 m
tall)
He Weifang 賀衛方 (b. 1960), liberal law
professor
He Xuntian 何訓田 (b. 1953), composer and
musical theorist
He Yi 賀怡 (1911-1949), sister of Mao
Zedong’s second wife He Zizhen and wife
of Mao Zedong’s brother Mao Zetan
He Yong 何勇 (b. 1940), PRC politician
He Youzhi 賀友直 (b. 1922), artist
He Zhanhao 何占豪 (b. 1933), composer and
musician
He Zhenliang 何振梁 (b. 1929), PRC
politician
He Zhizhang 賀知章 (659-744), poet
He Zi 何姿 (b. 1990), athlete (springboard
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diving)
He Zizhen 賀子珍 = He Guiyuan 賀桂圓
(1909-1984), second wife of Mao Zedong
Hei Ma 黑馬 = Bi Bingbin 畢冰賓 (b. 1960),
writer
Her Jyh-huei 何智輝 [He Zhihui] (b. 1950),
KMT politician sentenced to 19 years in
prison in 2006 for corruption
Heshen 和珅 (1750-1799), Qing official close
to Emperor Qianlong; committed suicide
Charles Heung/Heung Wah-keung 向華強
[Xiang Huaqiang] (b. 1948), actor and film
producer from Hong Kong
Alex Ho 何偉途 [He Weitu] (b. 1958),
pro-democracy politician from Hong Kong
Angel Ho 何以奇 [He Yiqi] (b. 1987),
Taiwanese singer
Ho Chun-yan/Albert Ho 何俊仁 [He Junren]
(b. 1951), Hong Kong pro-democracy
politician
David Ho 何大一 [He Dayi] (b. 1952),
Taiwan-born American biologist and AIDS
researcher
Denise Ho 何韻詩 [He Yunshi] (b. 1977),
singer from Hong Kong
Edmund Ho Hau-wah 何厚鏵 [He Houhua] (b.
1955), Chief Executive SAR Macau
Ho Hsiang-ning 何香凝 [He Xiangning]
(1878-1972), painter and wife of Liao
Chung-kai
Ho Huai-shuo 何怀碩 [He Huaishuo] (b. 1941),
painter
Mike Ho 賀軍翔 [He Junxiang] (b. 1983),
Taiwanese actor and teen idol
Oscar Ho Hing-kay 何慶基 [He Qingji] (b.
1956), artist from Hong Kong
Peter Ho 何潤東 [He Rundong] (b. 1975),
US-born singer and actor
Ho Ping 何平 [He Ping] (b. 1958), Taiwanese
director
Stanley Ho 何鴻燊 [He Hongshen] (b. 1921),
casino magnate in Macau
Sun Ho/Ho Yeow-sun 何耀珊 [He Yaoshan]
(b. 1972), singer from Singapore
Vivi Ho 何嘉文 [He Jiawen] = 何佳紋 [He
Jiawen] (b. 1979), Taiwanese singer, actress,
and designer

Ho Ying-chin 何應欽 [He Yingqin]
(1890-1987), general, politician, and ROC
premier
Hong Chengchou 洪承疇 (1593-1665), Ming
official; surrendered to the Manchus
Hong Chi-chang 洪奇昌 [Hong Qichang] (b.
1951), DPP politician and head of SEF
Hong I-fong 洪一峰 [Hong Yifeng] = 洪文路
[Hong Wenlu] or 洪文昌 [Hong Wenchang]
(b. 1927), Taiwanese singer
Hong Mai 洪邁 (1123-1202), writer
Hong Pian 洪楩 (ca. 16th century),
baihua-writer
Hongren 弘仁 = Jiang Tao 江韜 (1610-1664),
monk and painter
Hong Ren’gan 洪仁玕 (1822-1864), cousin of
Hong Xiuquan and author of the Taiping
reform program
Hong Shen 洪深 (1894-1955), playwright
Hong Sheng 洪昇 (1645-1704), playwright
Hong Shiqing 洪世清 (b. 1929), sculptor
Hong Xiuquan 洪秀全 (1814-1864), Hakka;
leader of “Taiping Rebellion” [taiping tianguo
太平天國] during the Qing Dynasty
Hongyi 弘一 = Li Shutong 李叔同
(1880-1942), Buddhist artist
Hou Bo 侯波 (b. 1924), photographer, wife
of Xu Xiaobing
Hou Debang 侯德榜 (1890-1974), chemical
engineer
Hou Dejian 侯德健 (b. 1956), Taiwanese
singer, songwriter, and filmmaker; defected
to the PRC in 1983; expelled by PRC in
1989 for backing the democracy movement
Hou Hsiao-hsien 侯孝賢 [Hou Xiaoxian] (b.
1946), Taiwanese director
Patty Hou = Ho Pei-chin 侯佩岑 [Hou Peicen]
(b. 1978), Taiwanese news anchor and
entertainer
Hou Sheng-mou 侯勝茂 [Hou Shengmao] (b.
1950), Taiwanese politician
Hou Shui-sheng 侯水盛 (b. 1949), DPP
politician
Hou Wen-yong 侯文詠 (b. 1962), Taiwanese
physician and writer
Hou Yao 侯曜 (1903-1942), director
C. T. Hsia 夏志清 [Xia Zhiqing] (b. 1921),
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literary critic; brother of T. A. Hsia
T. A. Hsia 夏濟安 [Xia Ji’an] (1916-1965),
journalist and scholar; brother of C. T.
Hsia
Hsia Tien 夏甸 [Xia Dian] (b. 1929), ROC
navy admiral
Hsiao Bi-khim 蕭美琴 [Xiao Meiqin] (b. 1971),
DPP politician
Hsiao Chin 蕭勤 [Xiao Qin] (b. 1929), painter
Hsiao Huang-chi 蕭煌奇 [Xiao Huangqi] (b.
1976), blind Taiwanese singer
Stephanie Hsiao 蕭薔 [Xiao Qiang] (b. 1968),
Taiwanese model
Suzanne Hsiao 蕭淑慎 [Xiao Shushen] (b.
1976), Taiwanese actress and singer
Hsiao Tyzen 蕭泰然 [Xiao Tairan] (b. 1938),
Taiwanese musician and composer
Hsiao Yeh 小野 [Xiao Ye] = Li Yuan 李遠 (b.
1951), Taiwan-born writer
Hsieh Chi-ta 謝啟大 [Xie Qida] (b. 1949),
pro-unification NP politician
Hsieh Chien-hui 謝千惠 [Xie Qianhui] (b.
1975), Taiwanese model and TV host nicknamed “Little Pan-pan” (xiao panpan 小潘
潘)
Frank Hsieh 謝長廷 [Xie Changting] (b. 1946),
DPP politician, former DPP chairman and
ROC premier, co-founded the “Welfare
State Alliance faction” [fuliguo lianxian 福利
國連線] in 1992
Hsieh Hsueh-hung 謝雪紅 [Xie Xuehong]
(1901-1970), Taiwanese communist
involved in the 2-28 uprising, fled to China
after the crackdown began
Hsieh Kuan-sheng 謝冠生 [Xie Guansheng]
(1897-1971), ROC official
Hsieh Ping-ying 謝冰瑩 [Xie Bingying]
(1906-2000), Taiwanese writer
Hsieh Su-wei 謝淑薇 [Xie Shuwei] (b. 1986),
Taiwanese tennis player
Hsieh Tsung-min 謝聰敏 [Xie Congmin] (b.
1934), DPP politician; jailed 1964-1977
Winnie Hsin 辛曉琪 [Xin Xiaoqi] (b. 1962),
Taiwanese singer
Hsing Yun 星雲 [Xing Yun] (b. 1922),
Buddhist monk and founder of the Fo
Guang Shan temple [佛光山] in Taiwan

Adam Hsu 徐紀 [Xu Ji] (b. 1941), martial arts
master
Barbie Hsu 徐熙嬡 [Xu Xi’ai] (b. 1976),
Taiwanese singer nicknamed “Big S” (da S
大Ｓ); sister of Hsu Hsi-ti
Beatrice Hsu 許瑋倫 [Xu Weilun] (1978-2007),
Taiwanese actress; died after a car crash
Hsu Cheng-kuang 徐正光 [Xu Zhengguang] (b.
1943), Hakka; Taiwanese politician
Hsu Ching-chung 徐慶鐘 [Xu Qingzhong]
(1907-1996), ROC politician
Hsu Chun-mei 許純美 [Xu Chunmei] (b. 1957),
Taiwanese self-proclaimed celebrity
Douglas Hsu 徐旭東 [Xu Xudong] (b. 1942),
Taiwanese businessman
Evonne Hsu 許慧欣 [Xu Huixin] (b. 1978),
Taiwanese singer
Francis L. K. Hsu 許烺光 [Xu Langguang]
(1909-1999), sociologist
Hsu Hai-ching 許海清 [Xu Haiqing]
(1913-2005), member of Taiwan’s mob
Henry Hsu 徐亨 [Xu Heng] (b. 1912), sports
official in Taiwan and KMT politician
Hsu Hsi-ti 徐熙娣 [Xu Xidi] (b. 1978),
Taiwanese singer and actress, nicknamed
“Little S” (xiao S 小Ｓ); sister of Barbie
Hsu
Hsu Hsin-liang 許信良 [Xu Xinliang] (b.
1941), co-founder of the DPP and key
member of the DPP’s “Formosa faction”
[Meilidao xi 美麗島系]; former DPP
chairman; jailed 1989-1990; left the DPP in
1999
Immanuel C. Y. Hsu 徐中約 [Xu Zhongyue] (b.
1923), US-based sinologist
Hsu Li-kong 徐立功 [Xu Ligong] (b. 1943),
movie producer in Taiwan
Hsu Li-lung 許歷農 [Xu Linong] (b. 1921),
NP politician
Hsu Li-teh 徐立德 [Xu Lide] (b. 1931), ROC
politician
Hsu Po-yun 許博允 [Xu Boyun] (b. 1944),
Taiwanese musician and performing artist
Hsu Shih-chang 徐世昌 [Xu Shichang]
(1855-1939), politician and ROC president
Hsu Shui-teh 許水德 [Xu Shuide] (b. 1931),
KMT politician
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Stephanie Hsu 許佳蓉 [Xu Jiarong] (b. 1985),
Taiwanese model and actress
Hsu Tain-tsair 許添財 [Xu Tiancai] (b. 1951),
DPP politician (“Justice Alliance faction”
[zhengyi lianxian 正義連線])
Hsu Teng-kun 許登崑 [Xu Dengkun] (b. 1951),
Taiwanese pro-independence politician,
first for the TAIP (“Taiwan Independence
Party”—Jianguodang 建國黨), then for the
TNP (“Taiwan Nationalist Party”—Taiwan
guomindang 台灣國民黨)
Hsu Tsai-li 許財利 [Xu Caili] (1947-2007),
ROC politician convicted of corruption in
2006
Vivian Hsu 徐若瑄 [Xu Ruoxuan] (b. 1975),
Taiwanese actress, singer, and model
Yuki Hsu 徐懷鈺 [Xu Huaiyu] (b. 1978),
Taiwanese singer
Hsu Yung-ch’ang 徐永昌 [Xu Yongchang]
(1887-1959), ROC general and
representative at Japan’s surrender on the
US battleship Missouri in 1945
Hsuan Tsang 玄奘 [Xuan Zang] (602-664),
Buddhist monk and pilgrim to India
Ava Hsüeh 薛保瑕 [Xue Baoxia] (b. 1956),
painter
Hsui Sheng-fa 許勝發 [Xu Shengfa] (b. 1925),
Taiwanese politician and SEF official
Hu Angang 胡鞍鋼 (b. 1953), economist
Hu Bingliu 胡炳榴 (b. 1940), director
Hu Changqing 胡長清 (1948-2000), PRC
politician executed for corruption
Hu Chia-wei 胡家瑋 [Hu Jiawei] (b. 1981),
Taiwanese blogger; nicknamed “Wanwan”
(彎彎)
Hu Chin-lung 胡金龍 [Hu Jinlong] (b. 1984),
Taiwanese baseball player
Hu Chunhua 胡春華 (b. 1963), PRC
politician
Hu Dengzhou 胡登洲 (1522-1597), Muslim
intellectual
Hu Feng 胡風 = Zhang Guangren 張光人
(1902-1985), poet and essayist
Hu Fu 胡佛 [Hu Fo] (b. 1932), China-born
legal expert in Taiwan; named one of the
“four baneful weeds” (sida ducao 四大毒草)
during the authoritarian period of the ROC

Hu Gua 胡瓜 = 胡自雄 [Hu Zixiong] (b.
1959), Taiwanese TV entertainer
Hu Han-min 胡漢民 (1879-1936), Hakka;
KMT politician
Hu Hung-shu 胡宏述 [Hu Hongshu] (b. 1935),
US-based artist
Jason Hu 胡志強 [Hu Zhiqiang] (b. 1948),
ROC politician
Hu Jia 胡佳 (b. 1973), dissident and activist
for the rights of AIDS patients and
Buddhists
Hu Jie 胡杰 (b. 1958), documentary
filmmaker
Hu Jintao 胡錦濤 (b. 1942), communist
politician; CCP chairman; current PRC
president
Hu Jiwei 胡績偉 (b. 1917), editor of
PEOPLE’S DAILY (renmin ribao 人民日報)
Hu Juewen 胡厥文 (1895-1989), PRC
politician
Hu Jun 胡軍 (b. 1968), actor
Kelly Hu 胡佳麗 [Hu Jiali] (b. 1968),
American actress
Kimbo Hu 胡德夫 [Hu Defu] (b. 1950),
Taiwanese aboriginal singer (Puyuma tribe)
King Hu/Hu Chin-chuan 胡金銓 [Hu Jinquan]
(1931-1997), director
Hu Kuan-chen 胡冠珍 [Hu Guanzhen] = 胡
競英 [Hu Jingying] (b. 1959), Taiwanese
actress
Hu Linyi 胡林翼 (1812-1861), Qing official
who played an important role in crushing
the “Taiping Rebellion” [taiping tianguo 太平
天國]
Hu Maoyuan 胡茂元 (b. 1951), tycoon
(Shanghai car industry)
Hu Mei 胡玫 (b. 1956), director
Hu Ping 胡平 (b. 1930), writer, journalist, and
democracy activist
Hu Qili 胡啟立 (b. 1929), CCP politician
Hu Qiaomu 胡喬木 (1912-1992), CCP
politician and Marxist theorist
Hu Sheng 胡繩 (1912-2000), CCP politician
and ideologist
Hu Shi 胡適 (1891-1962), scholar, educator,
and liberal philosopher; head of Academia
Sinica
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Hu Shuli 胡舒立 (b. 1953), journalist
Hu Tai-li 胡台麗 (b. 1950), Taiwanese
anthropologist and director
Hu Tsung-nan 胡宗南 [Hu Zongnan]
(1896-1962), ROC general
Hu Weiyong 胡惟庸 (?-1380), prime minister
(chengxiang 丞相) during the Ming Dynasty;
executed because regarded by Zhu
Yuanzhang as a threat to his power
Hu Xiaolian 胡曉煉 (b. 1958), PRC banker
and politician
Hu Yaobang 胡耀邦 (1915-1989), communist
politician and CCP general
secretary/chairman
Hu Yepin 胡也頻 (1903-1931), playwright
Hu Yilu 胡以魯 (ca. 1880-1930), linguist
Hu Yin-meng 胡茵夢 (b. 1953), Taiwanese
actress and ex-wife of Li Ao
Hu Yushu 胡裕樹 (1918-1999), linguist
Hu Zi 胡仔 (1082-1143), publisher of an
anthology
Hua Guofeng 華國鋒 (b. 1920), CCP
politician; took posts of CCP chairman and
PRC premier after death of Mao Zedong
Hua Jianmin 華建敏 (b. 1940), PRC politician
and member of the “Shanghai Clique”
(Shanghai bang 上海幫)
Hua Junwu 華君武 (b. 1915), cartoonist
Hua Luogeng 華羅庚 (1910-1985), mathematician
Hua Sanchuan 華三川 (b. 1930), artist
Hua Tianyou 滑田友 (1901-1986), sculptor
Hua Tuo 華佗 (?-208 AD), physician and
medical researcher
Hua Yuan 華喦 (1682-1765), painter
Huaidi 懷帝 = Sima Chi 司馬熾 (284-313, r.
307-312), Western Jin Dynasty emperor
Huai Su 懷素 (725-785), monk and calligrapher
Huan Wen 桓溫 (312-373), general during the
Eastern Jin Dynasty; father of Huan Xuan
Huan Xiang 宦鄉 (1910-1989), international
affairs expert
Huan Xuan 桓玄 (369-404), warlord during
the Eastern Jin Dynasty; son of Huan Wen
Huang Ai 黃愛 (1897-1922), anarchist and
labor activist

Huang Bingwei 黃秉維 (b. 1913), climate
researcher
Huang Binhong 黃賓背 [Huang Binbei]
(1864-1955), painter
Huang Chao 黃巢 (?-884), leader of a peasant
uprising during the Tang Dynasty
Huang Chao-chin 黃朝琴 [Huang Zhaoqin]
(1897-1972), ROC politician
Huang Chieh 黃杰 [Huang Jie] (1902-1994),
general and ROC politician
Huang Chih-hsiung 黃志雄 [Huang Zhixiong]
(b. 1976), Taiwanese Olympic silver
medalist (Taekwondo) and KMT politician
Huang Chin-ho 黃進河 [Huang Jinhe] (b.
1956), painter
Huang Chin-jung 黃金榮 [Huang Jinrong]
(1868-1953), crime world figure (“Green
Gang” [qingbang 青幫])
Huang Chu-wen 黃主文 [Huang Zhuwen] (b.
1941), Taiwanese politician (TSU)
Huang Chung-yuan 黃宗源 [Huang Zongyuan]
(b. 1950), Taiwanese politician (TSU)
Huang Chun-ming 黃春明 (b. 1939), Taiwanese writer
Huang Chun-ying 黃俊英 [Huang Junying] (b.
1941), KMT politician
Huang Cisheng 黃次勝 (b. 1938), PLA
general
Ellen Huang 黃越綏 [Huang Yuesui] (b. 1947),
Taiwanese writer, poet, TV hostess, and
politician
Huang Fan 黃凡 = Huang Xiao-zhong 黃孝
忠 (b. 1950), Taiwanese writer
Huang Fu 黃郛 (1880-1936), military leader
close to Chiang Kai-shek
Huang Gongwang 黃公望 (1269-1354),
painter and poet; one of the “Four Masters
of the Yuan Dynasty” (Yuan si jia 元四家)
Huang Guangyu = Wong Kwong Yu 黃光裕
(b. 1970), appliance merchant and
billionaire
Huang Hai-tai 黃海岱 [Huang Haidai]
(1901-2007), Taiwanese folk artist (glove
puppetry [budaixi 布袋戲])
Huang Hsin 黃欣 [Huang Xin] (b. 1977),
Taiwanese pool player
Huang Hsin-chieh 黃信介 [Huang Xinjie]
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(1928-1999), activist in Taiwan’s dangwai
opposition (黨外); former DPP chairman
Huang Hsing 黃興 [Huang Xing] (1874-1916),
revolutionary; co-founder of the KMT;
military leader
Huang Hua 黃華 = Wang Rumei 王汝梅 (b.
1913), diplomat and PRC’s first ambassador
to the United Nations Organization
Huang Hua 黃華 (b. 1939), Taiwanese
politician and independence activist, spent
23 years in jail between 1963 and 1992
Huang Huoqing 黃火青 (1900-1999), PRC
procurator-general
Huang Hwei-chen 黃輝珍 [Huang Huizhen] (b.
1954), Taiwanese politician
James Huang 黃志芳 [Huang Zhifang] (b.
1958), ROC politician
Jeff Huang 黃立成 [Huang Licheng] (b. 1972),
US-born Taiwanese musician
Huang Jen-ho 黃人和 [Huang Renhe] = Tu
Shi-san 杜十三 [Du Shisan] (b. 1950),
Taiwanese poet and writer
Huang Jianxin 黃建新 (b. 1954), director
Huang Jianzhong 黃健中 (b. 1941), director
Huang Jiefu 黃潔夫 (b. 1946), health official
and PRC politician
Huang Jing 黃敬 = Yu Qiwei 俞啟威
(1911-1958), CCP politician; second
husband of Jiang Qing
Huang Jin’gao 黃金高 (b. 1952), CCP official
and corruption-fighter; convicted of
bribery and embezzlement
Huang Jong-tsun 黃榮村 [Huang Rongcun] (b.
1947), Taiwanese politician
Huang Ju 黃菊 (1938-2007), PRC politician
and member of the “Shanghai Clique”
(Shanghai bang 上海幫)
Huang Kecheng 黃克誠 (1902-1986), PLA
general and PRC politician
Huang Kun 黃昆 (b. 1919), physicist
Huang Kun-huei 黃昆輝 [Huang Kunhui] (b.
1936), TSU politician and chairman
Huang Kuo-shu 黃國書 [Huang Guoshu]
(1905-1987), Hakka; ROC politician and
head of ROC military police; first native
Taiwanese to hold a top ROC office after
1949 (President of the Legislative Yuan

1961-1972)
Mickey Huang 黃子佼 [Huang Zijiao] (b. 1972),
Taiwanese TV host
Huang Musong 黃慕松 (1885-1937), KMT
general
Nancy Yu Huang 余夢燕 [Yu Mengyan]
(1916-1992), journalist
Peter Huang 黃文雄 [Huang Wenxiong] (b.
1941), Taiwanese politician; tried to
assassinate Chiang Ching-kuo in 1970
Huang Pin-yuan 黃品源 (b. 1968), Taiwanese
musician
Huang Qi 黃琦 (b. 1963), Internet activist;
jailed 2000-2005
Huang Shaohong 黃紹竑 (1895-1966),
warlord in Guangxi
Huang Shao-ku 黃少谷 [Huang Shaogu]
(1901-1996), ROC politician
Huang Shen 黃慎 (1687-1768), painter; one
of the “Eight Eccentrics of Yangzhou”
(Yangzhou baguai 揚州八怪)
Huang Shih-cheng 黃石城 [Huang Shicheng] (b.
1935), Taiwanese politician
Huang Shih-chieh 黃世傑 [Huang Shijie] (b.
1975), US-based Taiwanese artist
Huang Shuze 黃樹則 (1914-2000), physician
and PRC politician
Stanley Huang 黃立行 [Huang Lihang] (b.
1975), Taiwanese singer
Huang Ta-chou 黃大洲 [Huang Dazhou] (b.
1936), KMT politician
Huang Tien-fu 黃天福 [Huang Tianfu] (b.
1938), Taiwanese journalist and DPP
politician; jailed 1986-1987 (together with
Chen Shui-bian and Lee Yi-yang)
Huang Tingjian 黃庭堅 (1045-1105),
calligrapher and one of the “Four Master
Calligraphers of the Song Dynasty” (Song si
jia 宋四家)
Huang Tu-shui 黃土水 (1895-1930),
Taiwanese sculptor
Huang Xiang 黃翔 (b. 1941), underground
poet
Huang Xinbo 黃新玻 (1916-1980), painter
Huang Yanpei 黃炎培 (1878-1965), education
scholar
Huang Yi-chiao 黃義交 [Huang Yijiao] (b.
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1953), PFP politician
Huang Yongping 黃永砯 (b. 1954), artist
Huang Yongsheng 黃永勝 (1910-1983), PLA
general; jailed in 1981 for his involvement
in Lin Biao’s attempted coup d’etat
Huang Yongyu 黃永玉 (b. 1924), painter
Huang Zhendong 黃鎮東 (b. 1940), transport
system expert and PRC politician
Huang Zhou 黃冑 = Liang Gantang 梁淦堂
(1925-1997), painter
Huang Zi 黃自 (1904-1938), composer and
musician
Huang Zicheng 黃子澄 (?-1402), Ming
official; executed after Yongle 永樂 seized
power
Huang Zongxi 黃宗羲 (1610-1695),
Confucian philosopher and theorist,
teacher of Wan Sida and Wan Sitong
Huang Zongying 黃宗英 (b. 1925), writer
Huang Zunxian 黃遵憲 (1848-1905),
diplomat and leading figure in the late Qing
poetic revolution
Andy Hui 許志安 [Xu Zhi’an] (b. 1967),
singer from Hong Kong
Ann Hui 許鞍華 [Xu Anhua] (b. 1947),
director from Hong Kong
Jason Hui 許孟哲 [Xu Mengzhe] (b. 1985),
singer and member of the Taiwanese band
“5566”
Hui Liangyu 回良玉 (b. 1944), PRC politician
and member of the “Shanghai Clique”
(Shanghai bang 上海幫)
Michael Hui 許冠文 [Xu Guanwen] (b. 1942),
actor from Hong Kong
Rafael Hui/Hui Si-yan 許仕仁 [Hui Shiren] (b.
1948), Hong Kong politician
Sam Hui 許冠傑 [Xu Guanjie] (b. 1948),
singer from Hong Kong
Hui Shi 惠施 (ca. 370-310 BC), philosopher
(dialectic “school of names” [mingjia 名家])
Huiyuan 慧遠 (334-416), Buddhist monk and
scholar
Huizong 徽宗 (1082-1135, r. 1101-1125),
Northern Song Dynasty emperor and
calligrapher; personal name: Zhao Ji 趙佶
Amy Hung 洪沁慧 [Hong Qinhui] (b. 1980),
Taiwanese golfer

Hung Hsing-fu 洪醒夫 [Hong Xingfu] = Hong
Ma-cong 洪媽從 (1949-1982), Taiwanese
writer
Hung Hsiu-chu 洪秀柱 [Hong Xiuzhu] (b.
1948), KMT politician
Lei Hung 洪曉蕾 [Hong Xiaolei] (b. 1975),
Taiwanese model and entertainer
Sammy Hung 洪金寶 [Hong Jinbao] (b. 1952),
actor from Hong Kong
Hung Tung-lu 洪東祿 [Hong Donglu] (b. 1968),
Taiwanese artist
William Hung 孔慶翔 [Kong Qingxiang] (b.
1983), Hong Kong-born actor/singer
Huo Da 霍達 (b. 1945), Muslim writer
Huo Guang 霍光 (?-46 BC), minister during
the Western Han Dynasty
Huo Qubing 霍去病 (140-117 BC), general
during the Western Han Dynasty
Huo Yuanjia 霍元甲 (1869-1910), martial arts
hero; practitioner of the “Mizong” style 迷
宗拳; founder of Jingwu Sports Federation
精武體育會
Hwang Buh-ching 黃步青 [Huang Buqing] (b.
1948), Taiwanese artist; husband of Lii
Jiin-shiow
Hwang I-hsuan 黃怡萱 [Huang Yixuan] (b.
1988), Taiwanese tennis player
Hwang Meillian 黃美廉 [Huang Meilian] (b.
1964), Taiwanese handicapped artist
Hwang Tzuen-chiou 黃尊秋 [Huang Zunqiu]
(b. 1923), ROC official

I

I Fuen 衣復恩 [Yi Fuen] (1916-2005), ROC
general
Arthur Iap 葉國興 [Ye Guoxing] (b. 1952),
Taiwanese politician
Nita Ing 殷琪 [Yin Qi] (b. 1955), head of
Taiwan High Speed Rail Corporation
Deanie Ip 葉德嫻 [Ye Dexian] (b. 1947),
Hakka; actress and singer from Hong Kong

J

Jaw Shau-kong 趙少康 [Zhao Shaokang] (b.
1950), NP politician and broadcaster
Ji Chaoding 冀朝鼎 (1903-1963), economist
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Ji Dengkui 紀登奎 (1923-1988), PRC
politician
Ji Pengfei 姬鵬飛 (1910-2000), PRC politician
Ji Yatai 吉雅泰 (b. 1968), Mongol; first PRC
ambassador to the Mongolian People’s
Republic
Jia Chunwang 賈春旺 (b. 1938), CCP
politician and PRC procurator-general
Jia Lanpo 賈蘭坡 (1908-2001), archaeologist
Jia Pingwa 賈平凹 [Jia Ping’ao] (b. 1952),
writer
Jia Qinglin 賈慶林 (b. 1940), PRC politician
and member of the “Shanghai Clique”
(Shanghai bang 上海幫)
Jia Sidao 賈似道 (1213-1275), prime minister
(dachen 大臣) during the Song Dynasty
Jia Sixie 賈思勰 (ca. 5th century), prefect and
scholar; wrote about agriculture
Jia Yi 賈誼 (200-168 BC), writer
Jia Zhangke 賈樟柯 (b. 1970), director
Jia Zhibang 賈治邦 (b. 1946), PRC politician
Jian Bozan 翦伯讚 (1898-1968), historian;
committed suicide
Jian Jiang 漸江 (1610-1664), painter and one
of the “Four Monks” (si seng 四僧)
Jiang Chunyun 姜春雲 (b. 1930), PRC politician
Jiang Enzhu 姜恩柱 (b. 1938), PRC politician
Jiang Gui 姜貴 (1908-1980), anti-communist
writer in Taiwan
Jiang He 江河 (b. 1949), writer and poet
Jiang Hua 江華 (1907-1999), 5th president of
the PRC’s Supreme People’s Court
Jiang Kanghu 江亢虎 (1883-1945), reformer
who advocated democratic socialism
Jiang Kui 姜夔 (1155-1221), writer
Jiang Mianheng 江綿恆 (b. 1952),
businessman; son of Jiang Zemin
Jiang Qing 江青 = Li Shumeng 李淑蒙/Li
Yunhe 李雲鶴 (1914-1991), third wife of
Mao Zedong; actress (adopted the stage
name “Lan Ping” 藍蘋 [meaning “Blue
Apple” in English] in 1935, changed her
name to Jiang Qing in 1937) and later
politician who played a leading role during
the Cultural Revolution; head of the “Gang
of Four” [sirenbang 四人幫]; jailed after

Mao’s death
Jiang Shaoyuan 江紹原 (1898-1983),
ethnologist
Jiang Shusheng 蔣樹聲 (b. 1940), PRC
politician
Jiang Tingxi 蔣廷錫 (1669-1732), painter
Jiang Xiaoyu 江曉榆 (b. 1948), CCP politician
and official on the Beijing Organizing
Committee for the Games of the XXIX
Olympiad
Jiang Weiping 姜維平 (b. 1955), journalist,
writer, and dissident, jailed 2000-2006
Jiang Wen 姜文/薑文 (b. 1963), actor
Jiang Wenye 江文也 (1910-1983),
Taiwan-born composer and musician
Jiang Yanyong 蔣彥永 (b. 1931), PLA
physician and hero of SARS epidemic
Jiang Zemin 江澤民 (b. 1926), communist
politician, CCP chairman, and PRC
president
Jiang Zhaohe 蔣兆和 (1904-1986), painter
Jiang Zhenghua 蔣正華 (b. 1937), PRC
politician
Jiang Zilong 蔣子龍 (b. 1941), writer
Jiao Guobiao 焦國標 (b. 1963), university
professor; sacked for criticizing the CCP
Jiao Huancheng 焦煥成 (b. 1949), PRC
politician
Jiao Juyin 焦菊隱 (1905-1975), director
Aloysius Jin 金魯賢 [Jin Luxian] (b. 1916),
Catholic bishop
Jin Di 金堤 (b. 1920), literary translator
Jin Guantao 金觀濤 (b. 1947), writer
Jin Jingmai 金敬迈 (b. 1930), writer
Jin Nong 金農 (1687-1764), painter; one of
the “Eight Eccentrics of Yangzhou”
(Yangzhou baguai 揚州八怪)
Jin Renqing 金人慶 (b. 1944), PRC politician
Jin Shanbao 金善寶 (1895-1997), scientist
Jin Shengtan 金聖嘆 (1608-1661), literary
critic
Jin Tiemu 金鐵木 (b. 1971), director
Jin Xing 金星 (b. 1967), transsexual dancer
and choreographer; born as a male;
enrolled in the PLA dance school at age 9
(highest rank: colonel); underwent sex
change surgery in 1995
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Jin Yong/Kam Yung 金庸 = Louis Cha/Cha
Leung-yung 查良鏞 [Cha Liangyong] (b.
1924), writer of martial arts novels
Jin Zhaozi 金兆梓 (1889-1975), linguist
Jin Zhiyuan 金志遠 (1930-1984), painter
Jing Hao 荊浩 (ca. early 10th century), painter
Jing Zhiyuan 靖志遠 (b. 1944), PLA general
and member of the CCP Central Military
Commission
Ju Ming 朱銘 [Zhu Ming] (b. 1938), Taiwanese
woodcarving artist
Ju Ran 巨然 (ca. 10th century), painter and
pupil of Dong Yuan
Jung Chang—see Chang Jung 張戎

K

Kang Guangren 康廣仁 (1867-1898),
reformer and brother of Kang Youwei;
executed
Kang Ke-ching 康克清 [Kang Keqing]
(1911-1992), wife of Zhu De
Kang Ning-hsiang 康寧祥 [Kang Ningxiang] (b.
1938), Taiwanese politician
Kang Sheng 康生 = Zhao Rong 趙容
(1898-1975), CCP politician who played an
important role in the Cultural Revolution;
husband of Cao Yiou
Kang Shi’en 康世恩 (1915-1995), PRC
politician
Kang Youwei 康有為 (1858-1927), refomer
Kangxi 康熙 = Shengzu 清聖祖 or Rendi 清
仁帝 (1654-1722, r. 1661-1722), Qing
Dynasty emperor, personal name: Aisin
Giorro Xuanye 愛新覺羅玄燁
Kao Chih-hang 高志航 [Gao Zhihang]
(1907-1937), pilot and KMT war hero
Kao Chin Su-mei 高金素梅 [Gao Jin Sumei] (b.
1965), aboriginal Taiwanese actress and
politician (Atayal tribe)
Henry Kao 高玉樹 [Gao Yushu] (b. 1913),
Taiwanese politician
Kao Koong-lian 高孔廉 [Gao Konglian] (b.
1944), KMT politician
Kao Lin-fon 高凌風 [Gao Ling-feng] (b. 1950),
Taiwanese singer
Luis Kao/Ko Chi-beng 高志明 [Gao Zhiming]

(b. 1949), Taiwanese politician
Kao Tao-sheng 高道生 [Gao Daosheng] (b.
1915), martial arts expert
Michael Kau 高英茂 [Gao Yingmao] (b. 1934),
Taiwanese politician and diplomat
Ke Ching-hua 柯青華 [Ke Qinghua] (b. 1937),
mainland-born writer and publisher in
Taiwan
Ke Qingshi 柯慶施 (1900-1965), CCP
politician close to Mao Zedong
Ke Yan 柯岩 (b. 1929), writer
Ker Chien-ming 柯建銘 [Ke Jianming] (b.
1951), DPP politician; co-founded the
“Welfare State Alliance faction” [fuliguo
lianxian 福利國連線] in 1992
Khoo Teck Phuat 許德甫 [Xu Defu]
(1915-2004), Singaporean tycoon
Khou Beh-liau 許不了 [Xu Buliao] = 葉鐵雄
[Ye Tiexiong] (1951-1985), Taiwanese actor
Khubilai Khan 忽必烈汗 [Hubilie Han] =
Shizu 元世祖 (1215-1294, r. 1260-1294),
Yuan Dynasty emperor
Alice King 金美齡 [Jin Meiling] (b. 1934),
Taiwanese politician
Charles King Shu-chi 金樹基 [Jin Shuji] (b.
1936), ROC diplomat
Vania King 金久慈 [Jin Jiuci] (b. 1989),
Taiwanese-American tennis player
Kinmen Wang 金門王 [Jinmen Wang] = 王英
坦 [Wang Yingtan] (1953-2002), blind
Taiwanese singer; performed together with
Lee Bin-hui
Kong Anguo 孔安國 (ca. 156-74 BC),
Confucian scholar; teacher of Sima Qian
Kong Qiu 孔丘 = Kong Zhongni 孔仲尼 =
Kongzi 孔子 = Kongfuzi 孔夫子
(“Confucius”, 551-479 BC), philosopher
and founder of Confucianism
Kong Quan 孔泉 (b. 1955), PRC diplomat
Kong Shangren 孔尚任 (1648-1718),
playwright
Koo Chen-fu 辜振甫 [Gu Zhenfu] (1917-2005),
Taiwanese businessman; politician and head
of SEF; son of Koo Hsien-yung and uncle
(shushu 叔叔) of Jeffrey Koo
Koo Hsien-yung 辜顯榮 [Gu Xianrong]
(1866-1937), Taiwanese tea merchant and
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father of Koo Chen-fu
Jeffrey L. S. Koo 辜濂松 [Gu Liansong] (b.
1933), Taiwanese banker and KMT
politician; nephew (zhizi 姪子) of Koo
Chen-fu; father of Jeffrey Koo, Jr.
Jeffrey Koo Jr. 辜仲諒 [Gu Zhongliang] (b.
1964), banker, son of Jeffrey L. S. Koo
Koo Kwang-ming 辜寬敏 [Gu Kuanming] (b.
1926), Taiwanese businessman and
independence activist
Leo Koo/Leo Ku 古巨基 [Gu Juji] (b. 1972),
actor and singer from Hong Kong
Louis Koo 古天樂 [Gu Tianle] (b. 1970), actor
from Hong Kong
Wellington Koo 顧維鈞 [Gu Weijun]
(1888-1985), ROC diplomat and envoy to
1919 Paris Peace Conference
Kou Qianzhi 寇謙之 (365-448), Taoist
reformer
Koxinga 國姓爺—see Cheng Ch’eng-kung 鄭
成功
Ku Cheng-kang 谷正綱 [Gu Zhenggang]
(1901-1993), ROC politician
Ku Chu-tong 顧祝同 [Gu Zhutong]
(1893-1987), ROC general
Ku Meng-yu 顧孟餘 [Gu Mengyu] (1888-1972),
ROC politician
Nelson Ku 顧崇廉 [Gu Chonglian]
(1931-2007), PFP politician
Kua Jin-kian 柯仁堅 [Ke Renjian] (b. 1970),
Taiwanese singer (“Loh Tsui Kweh
Commune” 濁水溪公社) and composer
Kuai Dafu 蒯大富 (b. 1945), radical leftist
student activist and Red Guard leader
during the Cultural Revolution; jailed
1978-1987
John C. Kuan 關中 [Guan Zhong] (b. 1940),
Manchu; KMT politician
Kuan Tung 關仝 [Guan Tong] (ca. 890-960),
painter and pupil of Jing Hao
Kuang Heng 匡衡 (ca. 1st century BC),
Confucian scholar and advisor to Emperor
Yuandi during the Western Han Dynasty
Kuiji 窺基 (632-682), philosopher and student
of Hsuan Tsang
Candie Kung 龔怡萍 [Gong Yiping] (b. 1981),
Taiwanese golfer

H. H. Kung 孔祥熙 [Kong Xiangxi]
(1881-1967), finance wizard and ROC
premier
Ignatius Kung 龔品梅 [Gong Pinmei]
(1901-2000), Catholic bishop and dissident;
jailed 1955-1985
Kung Teh-cheng 孔德成 [Kong Decheng] (b.
1920), ROC official and National Palace
Museum director [Taiwan]; direct
descendant of Confucius
Kung Wen-chi 孔文吉 [Kong Wenji] (b. 1957),
aboriginal KMT politician (Atayal tribe)
Kuo Hong-chih 郭泓志 [Guo Hongzhi] (b.
1981), Taiwanese baseball player
Kuo Jen-chang 郭振昌 [Guo Zhenchang] (b.
1949), painter
Kuo Liang-yin 郭亮吟 [Guo Liangyin] (b.
1974), Taiwanese documentary filmmaker
Shirley W. Y. Kuo 郭婉容 [Guo Wanrong] (b.
1930), ROC politician
Kuo Sung-fen 郭松棻 [Guo Songfen] (b. 1938),
Taiwanese writer
Kuo Wei-kuo 郭維國 [Guo Weiguo] (b. 1960),
Taiwanese painter
Kuo Yu-hsin 郭雨新 [Guo Yuxin] (1908-1985),
activist in Taiwan’s dangwai opposition (黨
外)
Kwan Hoi-shan 關海山 [Guan Haishan]
(1926-2006), actor and Cantonese opera
performer from Hong Kong; nicknamed
“Uncle Shrimp” (xiashu 蝦叔)
Jade Kwan 關心妍 [Guan Xinyan] = 關惠文
[Guan Huiwen] (b. 1979), singer from Hong
Kong
Michelle Kwan 關穎珊 [Guan Yingshan] (b.
1980), American ice skater and US public
diplomacy ambassador
Nancy Kwan 關家蒨 [Guan Jiaqian] (b. 1939),
actress from Hong Kong
Rosamund Kwan 關之琳 [Guan Zhilin] (b.
1962), actress from Hong Kong
Stanley Kwan 關錦鵬 [Guan Jinpeng] (b. 1957),
director from Hong Kong
Terri Kwan 關穎 [Guan Ying] = 陳品穎
[Chen Pinying] (b. 1975), Taiwanese actress
Aaron Kwok 郭富城 [Guo Fucheng] (b. 1965),
actor from Hong Kong
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L

Lai Changxing 賴昌星 (b. 1958), millionaire;
accused of leading a smuggling and human
trafficking ring; fled to Canada
Lai Chi-keong 黎志強 [Li Zhiqiang] (b. 1947),
Hong Kong pro-democracy politician
Lai Deh-ho 賴德和 [Lai Dehe] (b. 1943),
composer and musician
Gaile Lai 樂基兒 [Le Jier] (b. 1980),
supermodel from Hong Kong
Lai Ho 賴和 [Lai He] = Lai He 賴河
(1894-1943), Taiwanese writer
Lai In-jaw 賴英照 [Lai Yingzhao] (b. 1946),
Taiwanese politician
Jimmy Lai 黎智英 [Li Zhiying] (b. 1948),
media tycoon from Hong Kong
Jun Lai 賴純純 [Lai Chunchun] (b. 1953),
Taiwanese artist
Leon Lai 黎明 [Li Ming] (b. 1966), Hakka;
pop singer and actor from Hong Kong
Lai Ruoyu 賴若愚 (1910-1958), PRC labor
leader
Lai Shyh-bao 賴士葆 [Lai Shibao] (b. 1951),
NP politician
Stan Lai 賴聲川 [Lai Shengchuan] (b. 1954),
Taiwanese director
Lai Tung-chin 賴東進 [Lai Dongjin] (b. 1959),
Taiwanese writer
Lai Wei-ru 賴薇如 (b. 1984), Taiwanese singer;
nicknamed “Little Sister” (meimei 妹妹)
Lai Xinhui 賴心輝 (1884-1942), warlord
Eunice Lam/Lam Jin Nei 林燕妮 [Lin Yanni]
(b. 1948), novelist from Hong Kong
Karena Lam 林嘉欣 [Lin Jiaxin] (b. 1978),
Canadian-born singer and actress from
Hong Kong
Ringo Lam 林嶺東 [Lin Lingdong] (b. 1955),
director from Hong Kong
Sandy Lam 林憶蓮 [Lin Yilian] (b. 1966),
singer from Hong Kong
Lan Cheng-long 藍正龍 [Lan Zhenglong] (b.
1979), Taiwanese actor
Lan Mei-chin 藍美津 [Lan Meijin] (b. 1944),
DPP politician and sister-in-law of Huang
Hsin-chieh

Pauline Lan/Paulian Lan 藍心湄 [Lan Xinmei]
(b. 1965), singer and TV hostess
Landy 溫嵐 [Wen Lan] (b. 1979), Taiwanese
singer
Lang Lang 郎朗 (b. 1982), pianist
Larry Lang 郎鹹平 [Lang Xianping] (b. 1956),
Taiwan-born economist and entertainer
Lao Gui 老鬼 = Ma Bo 馬波 (b. 1947), writer
Lao She 老舍 = Shu Qingchun 舒慶春
(1899-1966), writer; driven to suicide by
Red Guard harassment
Andrew Lau/Lau Wai-keung 劉偉強 [Liu
Weiqiang] (b. 1960), director from Hong
Kong
Andy Lau 劉德華 [Liu Dehua] (b. 1961),
singer and actor from Hong Kong
Carina Lau Kar-ling 劉嘉玲 [Liu Jialing] (b.
1965), actress from Hong Kong
Lau Chin-shek 劉千石 [Liu Qianshi] (b. 1944),
Hong Kong politician
Emily Lau 劉慧卿 [Liu Huiqing] (b. 1952),
Hong Kong pro-democracy politician
Sean Andy Lau/Lau Ching-wan 劉青雲 [Liu
Qingyun] (b. 1964), actor from Hong Kong
Lau Tats 劉以達 [Liu Yida] (b. 1963),
musician from Hong Kong and member of
the “Tat-ming Pair” (Daming Yipai 達明一
派)
Law Chi-kwong 羅致光 [Luo Zhiguang] (b.
1953), Hong Kong pro-democracy
politician
Clara Law 羅卓瑤 [Luo Zhuoyao] (b. 1957),
Macau-born director from Hong Kong
Lee Ang 李安 [Li An] (b. 1954), Taiwanese
director
Angelica Lee Sin-je 李心潔 [Li Xinjie] (b.
1976), actress and singer from Malaysia
Anna Lee 李安娜 [Li Anna] (b. 1952),
daughter of Lee Teng-hui
Annie Lee 李安妮 [Li Anni] (b. 1954), TSU
politician and daughter of Lee Teng-hui
Lee Bin-hui 李炳輝 [Li Binhui] (b. 1949),
blind Taiwanese singer; performed together
with Kinmen Wang
Brandon Lee 李國豪 [Li Guohao] (1965-1993),
American actor; son of Bruce Lee
Bruce Lee 李小龍 [Li Xiaolong] = 李振藩
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[Li Zhenfan] (1940-1973), actor and martial
arts master from Hong Kong
C. T. Lee 李青泰 [Li Qingtai] (b. 1942),
Taiwanese physician and independence
activist
Lee Cheuk-yan 李卓人 [Li Zhuoren] (b. 1957),
Hong Kong pro-democracy politician
Lee Chien-rong/Janet Lee 李蒨蓉 [Li
Qianrong] (b. 1978), Taiwanese VJ
Lee Ching-hua 李慶華 [Li Qinghua] (b. 1948),
KMT politician and son of Lee Huan;
erstwhile member of the PFP
Lee Chuan-chiao 李全教 [Li Quanjiao] (b.
1960), KMT politician
Lee Chun-shan 李仲生 [Li Zhongsheng]
(1911-1984), Taiwan-based painter from
China
Coco Lee 李玟 [Li Wen] (b. 1974), Taiwanese
pop singer
Daniel Lee/Lee Yan Gong 李仁港 [Li
Rengang] (b. 1960), director from Hong
Kong
David Lee 李南陽 [Li Nanyang] (b. 1955),
Taiwanese politician
Diane Lee 李慶安 [Li Qing’an] (b. 1959), PFP
politician and daughter of Lee Huan;
joined KMT in 2006
Hacken Lee 李克勤 [Li Keqin] (b. 1967),
singer from Hong Kong
Henry C. Lee 李昌鈺 [Li Changyu] (b. 1938),
Taiwan-born American forensics expert
Lee Hong-hsi 李鴻禧 [Li Hongxi] (b. 1937),
Taiwanese legal expert; human rights and
democracy activist; named one of the “four
baneful weeds” (sida ducao 四大毒草)
during the authoritarian period of the ROC
Lee Hsien Loong 李顯龍 [Li Xianlong] (b.
1952), Singapore politician and prime
minister, son of Lee Kuan Yew
Lee Hsien-wen 李憲文 [Li Xianwen]
(1951-1982), son of Lee Teng-hui
Lee Hsin-han 李欣翰 [Li Xinhan] (b. 1988),
Taiwanese tennis player
Lee Hsing 李行 [Li Xing] (b. 1930), movie
director from Taiwan
Lee Huan 李煥 [Li Huan] (b. 1917), KMT
politician and ROC premier

Jason Scott Lee 李截 [Li Jie] (b. 1966),
American actor
Jonathan Lee 李宗盛 [Li Zongsheng] (b. 1958),
Taiwanese singer and composer
Lee Jye 李傑 [Li Jie] (b. 1940), China-born
general and ROC politician expelled from
KMT in 2007 for making ‘disrespectful
remarks’ about Chiang Kai-shek
Lee Kai-fu 李開復 [Li Kaifu] (b. 1961),
Taiwan-born Microsoft executive
Lee Kang-sheng 李康生 [Li Kangsheng] (b.
1968), Taiwanese director and actor
Lee Kuan Yew 李光耀 [Li Guangyao] (b. 1923),
Hakka; politician, prime minister, and
“founding father” of Singapore; father of
Lee Hsien Loong
Lee Kuei-shien 李魁賢 [Li Kuixian] (b. 1937),
Taiwanese poet
Lee Lee-ren/Lee Man 李李仁 [Li Liren] (b.
1974), Taiwanese actor
Marchy Lee/Lee Yin-kin 李英健 [Li Yingjian]
(b. 1976), race car driver from Hong Kong
Martin Lee 李柱銘 [Li Zhuming] (b. 1938),
Hong Kong pro-democracy politician;
founding chairman of the Democratic
Party (minzhudang 民主黨)
Michelle Lee—see Michelle Reis 李嘉欣
Lee Min-yung 李敏勇 [Li Minyong] (b. 1947),
Taiwanese journalist, poet, and writer;
active in creating cultural policy
Lee Ming-wei 李明維 [Li Mingwei] (b. 1964),
US-based Taiwanese installation and
performance artist
Nicky Lee 李玖哲 [Li Jiuzhe] (b. 1980),
Taiwanese singer
Robin Lee 李芸嬋 [Li Yunchan] (b. 1972),
Taiwanese director
Lee San-san 李珊珊 [Li Shanshan] (b. 1977),
model from Hong Kong
Lee Shih-tseng 李石曾 [Li Shizeng] = 李煜瀛
[Li Yuying] (1881-1973), National Palace
Museum director
Lee Shuang-tze 李雙澤 [Li Shuangze]
(1949-1977), Taiwanese composer
Lee Song-lin 李松林 [Li Songlin] (1907-1998),
Taiwanese woodcarving artist
Lee Sung-yang 李淳陽 [Li Chunyang] (b. 1922),
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Taiwanese entomologist
Lee Ta-hai 李達海 [Li Dahai] (b. 1919), ROC
politician
Lee Ta-wei = David Lee 李大維 [Li Dawei] (b.
1949), ROC politician and diplomat
Lee Tai-hsiang 李泰祥 [Li Taixiang] (b. 1941),
Taiwanese musician
Lee Teng-hui 李登輝 [Li Denghui] (b. 1923),
Taiwanese politician; former KMT
chairman and ROC president; spiritual
leader of the TSU
Lee Tien-yu 李天羽 [Li Tianyu] (b. 1946),
ROC general
Lee Tsung-dao 李政道 [Li Zhengdao] (b. 1926),
scientist and 1957 Nobel Prize winner
Lee Tze-fan 李澤藩 [Li Zefan] (1907-1989),
Taiwanese painter and father of Lee
Yuan-tseh
Lee Wan-chu 李萬居 [Li Wanju] (1901-1966),
Taiwanese democracy activist
Lee Wei 李威 [Li Wei] (b. 1980), Taiwanese
TV actor
Lee Wen-chung 李文忠 [Li Wenzhong] (b.
1958), DPP politician
Lee Wing-tat 李永達 [Li Yongda] (b. 1955),
pro-democracy politician from Hong Kong;
chairman of the Democratic Party
(minzhudang 民主黨)
Lee Yi-yang 李逸洋 [Li Yiyang] (b. 1955),
DPP politician; jailed 1986-1987 (together
with Chen Shui-bian and Huang Tien-fu)
Lee Ying-yuan 李應元 [Li Yingyuan] (b. 1953),
DPP politician
Lee Yuan-tseh 李遠哲 [Li Yuanzhe] (b. 1936),
Taiwanese scholar and politician; 1986
Nobel Prize winner; former head of
Academia Sinica
Lee Yung-san 李庸三 [Li Yongsan] (b. 1938),
Taiwanese politician
Lee Yuni 李妍瑾 [Li Yanjin] (b. 1985),
Taiwanese model
Lei Chen 雷震 [Lei Zhen] (1897-1979),
China-born journalist and democracy
activist in Taiwan; jailed 1960-1970
Lei Feng 雷鋒 (1940-1962), PLA soldier
posthumously proclaimed a role model
during the Cultural Revolution; some

sources question his existence and claim he
was fictional
Lei Hsiang 雷驤 [Lei Xiang] (b. 1939),
Taiwan-based writer, poet, and
documentary filmmaker; father of Summer
Lei
Lei Jieqiong 雷潔瓊 (b. 1905), sociologist
Lei Shih-yu 雷石榆 [Lei Shiyu] (1911-1996),
writer; wife of Tsai Jui-yueh
Summer Lei 雷光夏 [Lei Guangxia] (b. 1968),
Taiwanese musician, poet, and radio host;
daughter of Lei Hsiang
Lei Yixin 雷宜鋅 (b. 1953), artist
Leng Mei 冷枚 (ca. 17th/18th century), painter
Alan Leong Kah-kit 梁家傑 [Liang Jiajie] (b.
1958), Hong Kong pro-democracy
politician
Isabella Leong Lok Sze 梁洛施 [Liang Luoshi]
= Leong Lok-yiu 梁樂瑤 [Liang Leyao] (b.
1988), singer and actress from Macau
Jasmine Leong 梁靜茹 [Liang Jingru] (b. 1978),
singer from Malaysia
Leung Chung-ying 梁振英 [Liang Zhenying] (b.
1954), Hong Kong politician
Elsie Leung 梁愛詩 [Liang Aishi] (b. 1939),
Hong Kong politician
Francis Leung 梁伯韜 [Liang Botao] (b. 1955),
banker from Hong Kong
Gigi Leung 梁詠琪 [Liang Yongqi] = 梁碧芝
[Liang Bizhi] (b. 1976), actress and singer
from Hong Kong
Leung Jan 梁贊 [Liang Zan] = Leung
Dak-wing 梁德榮 [Liang Derong]
(1826-1901), martial arts grandmaster;
instructor of Chan Wah-shun
Katie Leung 梁凱蒂 [Liang Kaidi] (b. 1987),
Scottish actress
Katrina Leung 陳文英 [Chen Wenying] (b.
1954), American businesswoman accused
by the US of spying for the PRC
Leung Kwok-hung 梁國雄 [Liang Guoxiong] (b.
1956), pro-democracy politician from
Hong Kong; nicknamed “long hair”
(changmao 長毛)
Leung Man-tao 梁文道 [Liang Wendao] (b.
1970), political commentator and satirist
from Hong Kong
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Leung Ping-kwan 粱秉鈞 [Liang Bingjun] (b.
1949), poet from Hong Kong
Leung Ting 梁挺 [Liang Ting] (b. 1947),
martial arts teacher in Hong Kong
Tony Leung Chiu-wai 梁朝偉 [Liang Chaowei]
(b. 1962), actor from Hong Kong
Tony Leung Ka-fai 梁家輝 [Liang Jiahui] (b.
1958), actor from Hong Kong
Li Anche 李安宅 [Li Anzhai] (1900-1985),
social anthropologist
Li An-chung 李安忠 [Li Anzhong] (active ca.
1119-1162), painter
Andrew Li 李國能 [Li Guoneng] (b. 1948)
Hong Kong chief justice; cousin (tangdi 堂
弟) of David Li Kwok-po
Li Ang 李昂 (b. 1952), Taiwanese writer
Li Anshi 李安世 (443-493), ethnic Tuoba 拓
跋, official during the Northern Wei
Dynasty; introduced the land equalization
system (juntianzhi 均田制)
Li Ao 李翱 (772-836), Confucian philosopher
influenced by Buddhism
Li Ao 李敖 (b. 1935), writer and ROC
pro-unification politician critical of KMT;
jailed 1972-1982
Arthur Li 李國章 [Li Guozhang] (b. 1945)
Hong Kong scholar and politician; brother
of David Li Kwok-po
Li Baojia 李寶嘉 (1867-1906), writer
Li Bin 李斌 (b. 1966), Shanghai gangster;
sentenced to death in 2006
Li Bing 李冰 (ca. 3rd century BC), governor
of a prefecture in Sichuan Province who
initiated flood control and irrigation
projects
Li Bingbing 李冰冰 (b. 1976), actress
Li Bingcai 李炳才 (b. 1945), PRC politician
Li Bo 李白 [Li Bai] = Li Taibo 李太白 [Li
Taibai] (701-762), poet
Li Bozhao 李伯釗 = Li Chengxuan 李承萱
(1909-1985), wife of Yang Shangkun
Li Changchun 李長春 (b. 1944), CCP
politician, member of the “Shanghai
Clique” (Shanghai bang 上海幫)
Li Changjiang 李長江 (b. 1944), PRC
politician
Li Cheng 李成 (919-967), painter

Li Chi-mao 李奇茂 [Li Qimao] (b. 1925),
Taiwan-based painter
Li Ch’iao 李喬 [Li Qiao] = Li Neng-qi 李能棋
(b. 1934), Taiwanese writer, Hakka
Li Ching-fong 李經方 [Li Jingfang]
(1855-1934), Qing official and son of Li
Hongzhang; co-signed the Treaty of
Shimonoseki in 1895
Li Chong 李充 (ca. 4th century), bibliographer
Li Da 李達 (1890-1966), co-founder of the
CCP
David Li Kwok-po 李國寶 [Li Guobao] (b.
1939), businessman and politician from
Hong Kong
Li Dazhao 李大釗 (1889-1927), co-founder
of the CCP
Li Daoyu 李道豫 (b. 1932), PRC politician
Li Daoyuan 酈道元 (466/472-527), scholar
Li De 李德—see Otto Braun
Li Deming 李德明 (981-1031), leader of the
Tanguts 党項; Li Jiqian’s son and successor;
father of Li Yuanhao
Li Desheng 李德生 (b. 1916), PLA general
and PRC politician
Li Deshui 李德水 (b. 1944), PRC politician
Li Deyu 李德裕 (787-849), leader of a
reformist faction at the Tang court
Li Dezhu 李德洙 (b. 1943), CCP politician; a
member of the PRC’s Korean minority
Li Dingguo 李定國 (?-1662), general under
rebel leader Zhang Xianzhong
Li Du’an 李篤安 (b. 1927), Catholic bishop
Li Fanggui 李方桂 (1902-1987), linguist
Li Fangying 李方膺 (1696-1755), painter; one
of the “Eight Eccentrics of Yangzhou”
(Yangzhou baguai 揚州八怪)
Li Fuchun 李富春 (1900-1975), CCP
politician
Li Gonglin 李公麟 = Li Longmian 李龍眠
(1049-1106), painter
Li Gou 李覯 (1009-1059), poet
Li Guangbi 李光弼 (708-764), general during
the Tang Dynasty
Li Guangli 李廣利 (?-88 BC), general
Li Guixian 李貴鮮 (b. 1937), PRC politician
Li Guohao 李國豪 (b. 1913), civil engineer
Li Haopei 李浩培 (1906-1997), judge at the
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UN International Criminal Tribunal in The
Hague
Li He 李賀 (791-817), poet
Li Hong 李弘 (652-675), son of Tang
Emperor Gaozong 高宗 and Wu Zetian
Li Hongzao 李鴻藻 (1820-1897), Qing
official; cousin of Li Hongzhang
Li Hongzhang 李鴻章 (1823-1901), Qing
viceroy of Zhili [zhili zongdu 直隸總督]
who signed the Treaty of Shimonoseki in
1895; cousin of Li Hongzao and father of
Li Ching-fong
Li Hongzhi 李洪志 (b. 1952), founder of
Falun Gong [法輪功]
Li I-yu 李亦畬 [Li Yiyu] (1832-1872),
Taijiquan master and nephew (waisheng 外甥)
of Wu Yu-hsiang
Jet Li 李連杰 [Li Lianjie] (b. 1963), actor and
martial arts master
Li Ji 李濟 (1896-1979), archaeologist and first
director of the Academia Sinica’s archaeological institute
Li Ji 李季 (1922-1980), poet
Li Jia 李佳 (b. 1980), pool player
Li Jianzhong 李建中 (b. 1950), top rocket
scientist influential in the successful 2003
Shenzhou V mission; received a life
sentence for corruption in 2006
Li Jie 李誡 (?-1110), architect
Li Jin 李錦 (?-1649), general under rebel
leader Li Zicheng
Li Ji’nai 李繼耐 (b. 1942), PRC politician
Li Jinfa 李金髮 (1900-1976), writer
Li Jing 李靖 (571-649), general during the
Tang Dynasty
Li Jing 李菁 = Li Guoying 李國瑛 (b. 1948),
actress
Li Jinghan 李景漢 (1894-1986), sociologist
Li Jingquan 李井泉 (1909-1989), CCP
politician
Li Jinhua 李金華 (b. 1943), PRC official
Li Jinhui 李錦暉 (1891-1967), musician
Li Jinxi 黎錦熙 (1890-1978), linguist
Li Jipeng 李繼捧 (962-1004), politician of the
Tanguts 党項 and cousin of Li Jiqian
Li Jiqian 李繼遷 (963-1004), leader of the
Tanguts 党項 and cousin of Li Jipeng;

father of Li Deming
Li Ka-shing 李嘉誠 [Li Jiacheng] (b. 1928),
chairman of Hutchinson-Whampoa Ltd.,
which controls shipping ports at both ends
of the Panama Canal; father of Richard Li
Li Kaifang 李開芳 (1824-1855), rebel general
during the “Taiping Rebellion” [taiping
tianguo 太平天國]
Li Keqiang 李克強 (b. 1955), CCP politician
Li Keran 李可染 (1907-1989), painter
Li Keyong 李克用 (856-908), general of the
Shatuo Turks 沙陀; helped to quell the
rebellion of Huang Chao during the Tang
Dynasty
Li Kui 李悝 = Li Ke 李克 (455-395 BC),
minister in the state of Wei 魏 and legalist;
traditionally quoted as author of the “Book
of Law” [fajing 法經]
Li Kwoh-ting 李國鼎 [Li Guoding]
(1910-2001), ROC politician and key
architect of Taiwan’s economic miracle
Li Laiheng 李來亨 (?-1664), general under
rebel leader Li Zicheng
Li Lanqing 李嵐清 (b. 1932), PRC politician
Li Lianxiu 李連秀 (b. 1922), PLA general
Li Lianying 李蓮英 (1848-1911), eunuch at
the Qing court
Li Lieh-chun 李烈鈞 [Li Liejun] (1882-1946),
KMT politician and revolutionary general
Li Linfu 李林甫 (?-752), chancellor (zaixiang
宰相) who enjoyed dictatorial powers
during the Tang Dynasty
Li Lingxiu 李玲修 (b. 1944), writer
Li Lin-ciou 李臨秋 [Li Linqiu] (1909-1979),
Taiwanese lyricist
Li Lisan 李立三 = Li Longzhi 李隆郅
(1899-1967), revolutionary and CCP rival
of Mao Zedong; committed suicide during
the Cultural Revolution
Li Liweng 李笠翁 = Li Yu 李漁
(1610/1611-1680), essayist, playwright, and
Ming loyalist
Li Longyun 李龍雲 (b. 1948), playwright
Li Luye 李鹿野 (b. 1925), PRC politician
Li Mei-shu 李梅樹 (1902-1983), Taiwanese
painter
Li Mengyang 李夢陽 (1475-1529), writer
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Li Mi 李密 (582-618), military leader during
the Sui Dynasty
Li Min 李敏 (b. 1936), daughter of Mao
Zedong and He Zizhen
Li Na 李納 (b. 1940), daughter of Mao
Zedong and Jiang Qing
Li Na 李娜 (b. 1982), tennis player
Li Ning 李寧 (b. 1963), gymnast and
entrepreneur; Olympic gold medalist
Li Panlong 李攀龍 (1514-1570), poet
Li Peiyao 李沛瑤 (1933-1996), PRC politician;
murdered by a burglar
Li Peng 李鵬 (b. 1928), CCP politician, NPC
chairman, and PRC premier; son of Li
Shuoxun; adopted by Zhou Enlai; orchestrated the Tiananmen Massacre in 1989
Li Ping 李平 (b. 1962), writer
Li Qiang 李強 (1905-1996), PRC politician
Li Qibin 李啟斌 (1936-2003), astronomist
Li Qingzhao 李清照 (ca. 1084-1151), poet
Richard Li Tzar Kai 李澤楷 [Li Zekai] (b.
1966), businessman from Hong Kong; son
of Li Ka-shing
Robin Li 李彥宏 [Li Yanhong] (b. 1968),
US-based Internet entrepreneur
Ronald Li 李福兆 [Li Fuzhao] (b. 1929)
businessman from Hong Kong; uncle (shufu
叔父) of David Li Kwok-po
Li Rong 李榮 (b. 1920), linguist
Li Rui 李銳 (b. 1917), writer and communist
politician (Mao Zedong’s personal
secretary); spent eight years in prison
Li Ruihuan 李瑞環 (b. 1934), PRC politician
Li Ruzhen 李汝珍 (1763-1830), writer
Li Shan 李鱓/李鱔 (1686?-1756), painter;
one of the “Eight Eccentrics of
Yangzhou” (Yangzhou baguai 揚州八怪)
Li Shangyin 李商隱 (813-858), poet
Li Shanlan 李善蘭 (1811-1882), mathematician
Li Shaohong 李少紅 (b. 1955), director
Li Shek-tang 李石朋 [Li Shipeng] (1863-1916)
wealthy businessman from Hong Kong;
great-grandfather of David Li Kwok-po
Li Shenglin 李盛霖 (b. 1946), PRC politician
Li Shengsu 李勝素 (b. 1966), Peking opera
performer

Li Shih-chen 李時珍 [Li Shizhen] (1518-1593),
medical expert and herbalist; author of
“Compendium of Materia Medica” (bencao
gangmu 本草網目)
Li Shih-tsung 李嗣璁 [Li Sicong] (1898-1972),
ROC official
Li Shun 李順 (?-995), leader of a peasant
rebellion during the Northern Song
Dynasty (together with Wang Xiaobo 王小
波)
Li Shuoxun 李碩勛 (1903-1930), local
communist leader and writer; father of Li
Peng; executed by the KMT
Li Si 李斯 (ca. 280-208 BC), Qin Dynasty
prime minister who carried out the burning
of Confucian texts in 213 BC; successor of
Lü Buwei; student of Xun Kuang
Li Siguang 李四光 (1889-1971), geologist and
CCP politician
Simon Li 李福善 [Li Fushan] (b. 1921) Hong
Kong judge and politician; uncle (shufu 叔
父) of David Li Kwok-po
Li Suwen 李素文 (b. 1933), PRC politician
Li Sixun 李思訓 (651-716), painter
Li Taibo 李太白—see Li Bo 李白
Li Tang 李唐 (1049-1130), painter
Li Ti 李迪 [Li Di] (1162-1224), painter
Li Tianxiang 李天祥 (b. 1928), painter
Li Tie 李鐵 (b. 1977), soccer player
Li Tiefu 李鐵夫 (1869-1952), painter
Li Tieying 李鐵映 (b. 1936), scholar and CCP
politician
Li Tsu-yuan 李祖原 [Li Zuyuan] (b. 1938),
Taiwanese architect (designed Taipei 101)
Li Tsung-jen 李宗仁 [Li Zongren] (1891-1969),
general, politician, and briefly ROC
president; died in Beijing
Li Tu-kong 李篤恭 [Li Dugong] (b. 1929),
Taiwanese writer
Li Weihan 李維漢 = Luo Mai 羅邁
(1896-1984), CCP politician; played major
role in shaping Chinese rule in Tibet
Li Xiannian 李先念 (1909-1992), CCP
politician and PRC president
Li Xiaolin 李小琳 (b. 1961), businesswoman
in Hong Kong; daughter of Li Peng
Li Xiaoxia 李曉霞 (b. 1988), table tennis
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player
Li Xiguang 李希光 (b. 1959), journalist and
academic
Li Ximing 李錫名 (b. 1926), CCP politician
Li Xingjian 李行健 (b. 1935), linguist
Li Xiucheng 李秀成 (ca. 1815-1864), Taiping
general
Li Xiuying 李秀英 (1918-2004), activist for
the victims of the 1937 Rape of Nanking
Li Xuefeng 李雪峰 (1907-2003), CCP
politician
Li Xueju 李學舉 (b. 1945), PRC politician
Li Yafei 李亞飛 (b. 1944), PRC politician
Li Yan 李岩 (1892-1963), mathematician and
historian
Li Yapeng 李亞鵬 (b. 1971), actor; husband
of Faye Wong
Li Yang 李陽 (b. 1959), director
Li Ye 李冶/Li Zhi 李治 (1192-1279), mathematician
Li Yin 李寅 (ca. 17th/18th century), painter
Li Ying 李瑛 (b. 1926), poet
Li Yinhe 李銀河 (b. 1952), sociologist and
sexologist
Li Yining 厲以寧 (b. 1930), economist and
CCP politician
Li Yinqiao 李銀橋 (b. 1927), CCP member
and Mao Zedong’s bodyguard
Li Yishi 李藝士 (1886-1924), painter
Li Yixing 李彝興 (?-967), leader of the
Tanguts 党項
Li Yiyun 李翊雲 (b. 1972), writer
Li Yizhi 李儀祉 (1882-1938), engineer
Li Yizhong 李毅中 (b. 1945), PRC politician
Li You 理由 (b. 1938), writer
Li Yu 李煜 = 南唐後主 [Nantang houzhu]
(937-978, r. 961-975), poet and last
emperor of the Southern Tang (Ten Kingdoms); poisoned by Song Emperor Taizong
Li Yu 李玉 (b. 1973), director
Li Yuanchao 李源潮 (b. 1950), PRC politician
Li Yuanhao 李元昊 (1003-1048, r. 1032-1048),
leader of the Tanguts 党項; founder and
first emperor of the Western Xia Dynasty
西夏; son of Li Deming
Li Yuan-hung 黎元洪 [Li Yuanhong]
(1864-1928), politician and ROC president

Li Yuan-zu 李元簇 [Li Yuancu] (b. 1923),
ROC politician
Li Yuchun 李宇春 (b. 1984), singer (“super
girl” [chaonü 超女])
Li Yujia 李羽佳 (b. 1983), badminton player
from Singapore
Li Zai 李在 (?-1431), painter
Li Zehou 李澤厚 (b. 1930), historian
Li Zhaoxing 李肇星 (b. 1940), PRC politician
Li Zhen 李震 (1914-1973), PRC politician;
attacked during of the Cultural Revolution
Li Zhensheng 李振盛 (b. 1940),
photojournalist
Li Zhi 李贄 = Li Zhuowu 李卓吾/Lin Zaizhi
林載贄 (1527-1602), philosopher
Li Zhilun 李至倫 (b. 1942), PRC politician
Li Zhisui 李志綏 (1919-1995), personal
physician of Mao Zedong
Li Zhizao 李之藻 (1565-1630), influential
Christian convert
Li Zhongsheng 李中生 (1911-1984), painter
Li Zhun 李准 (b. 1928), writer
Li Zicheng 李自成 (1606-1645), leader of
peasant rebellion durig the Ming Dynasty;
defeated by the Manchus
Lian Zining 練子寧 (?-1402), outspoken and
upright Ming official, executed after Yongle
永樂 seized power
Liang Afa 粱阿發 (1789-1855), Christian
missionary
Liang Bin 粱斌 = Liang Weizhou 粱維周
(1914-1996), writer
Liang Guanglie 梁光烈 (b. 1940), PRC
politician
Liang Heng 梁衡 (b. 1954), US-based writer
Liang Huixing 粱慧星 (b. 1944), legal expert
Liang Kai 梁楷 (1140-1210), painter
Liang Kuo-shu 梁國樹 [Liang Guoshu] (b.
1930), Taiwanese banker
Liang Qichao 梁啟超 (1873-1929), reformer
Liang Shiqiu 粱實秋 (1903-1987), literary
critic, essayist, and translator
Liang Shuming 粱淑溟 (1893-1988),
philosopher and social reformer
Liang Sicheng 粱思成 (1901-1972), architect
and son of Liang Qichao
Liang Siyong 粱思永 (1904-1954), archae-
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ologist
Liang Su-yung 梁肅戎 [Liang Surong]
(1920-2004), KMT politician
Liang Wenchong 梁文沖 (b. 1978), golfer
Liang Xiaosheng 梁曉聲 (b. 1949), writer
Liao Chengzhi 廖承志 (1908-1983), PRC
politician; son of Liao Chung-kai and Ho
Hsiang-ning
Liao Chin-ping 廖進平 [Liao Jinping]
(1895-1947), Taiwanese social and cultural
activist; victim of 2-28 Incident; father of
Liao Te-cheng
Liao Ch’ing-hsiu 廖清秀 [Liao Qingxiu] (b.
1927), Taiwanese writer
Liao Chung-kai 廖仲愷 [Liao Zhongkai]
(1877-1925), Hakka; KMT politician;
assassinated
Liao Hui 廖暉 (b. 1942), PRC politician
Liao Hui-ying 廖輝英 (b. 1948), Taiwanese
feminist novelist
Liao Jichun 廖繼春 (1902-1967), Taiwanese
painter
Liao Mosha 廖沫沙 (1907-1990), local PRC
politician and member of an opposition
group called “Three Family Village”
(sanjiacun 三家村) with Wu Han and Deng
Tuo
Liao Te-cheng 廖德政 [Liao Dezheng] (b.
1920), Taiwanese painter; son of Liao
Chin-ping
Thomas Liao 廖文毅 [Liao Wenyi] = 廖溫義
[Liao Wenyi] (1910-1986), Taiwanese
independence activist
Liao Xilong 廖錫龍 (b. 1940), PRC politician
Liao Yung-lai 廖永來 [Liao Yonglai] (b. 1956),
Taiwanese politician
Lien Chan 連戰 [Lian Zhan] (b. 1936),
politician; former KMT chairman, ROC
premier, and ROC vice president; hails
from an old and wealthy Taiwanese family
but was born on the mainland; son of Lien
Chen-tung and grandson of Lien Heng;
father of Lien Sheng-wen
Lien Chen-tung 連震東 [Lian Zhendong]
(1904-1986), ROC politician and father of
Lien Chan; son of Lien Heng
Lien Fang Yui 連方瑀 [Lian Fang Yu] (b.

1943), former beauty queen and wife of
Lien Chan
Lien Heng 連橫 [Lian Heng] = Lien Ya-tang
連雅堂 [Lian Yatang] (1878-1936),
Taiwanese historian and father of Lien
Chen-tung; grandfather of Lien Chan
Lien Sheng-wen 連勝文 [Lian Shengwen] (b.
1970), KMT politician; son of Lien Chan
Lien Ying Chow 連瀛洲 [Lian Yingzhou]
(1906-2004), Singaporean banker
Lii Jiin-shiow 李錦繡 [Li Jinxiu] (1953-2003),
Taiwanese artist; wife of Hwang Buh-ching
Lim Bo Seng 林謀盛 [Lin Mousheng]
(1909-1944), WWII hero from Singapore;
tortured to death by the Japanese
Lim Chin Siong 林清祥 [Lin Qingxiang]
(1933-1996), Singaporean leftist politician
Lim Giong 林強 [Lin Qiang] = 林志峰 [Lin
Zhifeng] (b. 1964), Taiwanese musician
Lim Kit Siang 林吉祥 [Lin Jixiang] (b. 1941),
Malaysian politician (Democratic Action
Party [minzhu xingdongdang 民主行動黨])
Patina Lim/Lin Chia-chi 林嘉綺 [Lin Jiaqi] (b.
1977), Taiwanese model
Lim Por-yen 林百欣 [Lin Baixin] (1914-2005),
real estate and media tycoon from Hong
Kong
Lin Bai 林白 (b. 1958), writer
Lin Biao 林彪 (1907-1971), communist
military leader; one of the “Ten Marshals”
(shi da yuanshuai 十大元帥); designated
successor of Mao Zedong; died while
fleeing the PRC after plan to assassinate
Mao fell apart
Lin Boqu 林伯渠 = Lin Tsu-han 林祖涵
[Lin Zuhan] (1886-1960), revolutionary and
CCP politician
Brigitte Lin 林青霞 [Lin Qingxia] (b. 1954),
Taiwanese actress
Lin Cheng-chieh 林正杰 [Lin Zhengjie] (b.
1952), Taiwanese politician
Lin Cheng-sheng 林正盛 [Lin Zhengsheng] (b.
1959), Taiwanese director
Lin Chia-lung 林佳龍 [Lin Jialong] (b. 1964),
Taiwanese politician
Lin Chien-ping 林見坪 [Lin Jianping] (b. 1967),
Taiwanese director
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Lin Chih-chu 林之助 [Lin Zhizhu] (b. 1917),
Taiwanese artist
Lin Chiling 林志玲 [Lin Zhiling] (b. 1974),
Taiwanese model and actress
Lin Cho-shui 林濁水 [Lin Zhuoshui] (b. 1947),
writer and DPP politician [“New Tide”
faction (xin chaoliu paixi 新潮流派系)]
Lin Chuan-chu 林銓居 [Lin Quanju] (b. 1963),
Taiwanese artist
Lin Chung-mo 林重謨 [Lin Chongmo] (b.
1947), DPP politician
Lin Dan 林丹 (b. 1983), badminton player
Lin Fengmian 林風眠 (1900-1991), painter
Lin Fengxiang 林鳳祥 (?-1855), rebel general
during the “Taiping Rebellion” [taiping
tianguo 太平天國]
Lin Fong-cheng 林豐正 [Lin Fengzheng] (b.
1940), KMT politician
Freddy Lin 林昶佐 [Lin Changzuo] (b. 1976),
Taiwanese singer and songwriter; member
of the heavy metal band “Chthonic”
(shanling yuetuan 閃靈樂團)
Lin Hai-yin 林海音 (1918-2001), Hakka;
Taiwanese journalist and writer
Hanss Lin 林帛亨 [Lin Boheng] (b. 1981),
Taiwanese Formula One driver
Helen Lin 林澄枝 [Lin Chengzhi] (b. 1939),
KMT politician
Lin Hsi-shan 林錫山 [Lin Xishan] (b. 1962),
KMT politician
Lin Hsien-tang 林獻堂 [Lin Xiantang]
(1881-1956), Taiwanese nationalist
Lin Hsin-yi 林信義 [Lin Xinyi] (b. 1946),
Taiwanese politician
Lin Hung-hsuan 林弘宣 [Lin Hongxuan] (b.
1942), Taiwanese theologian and activist in
Taiwan’s dangwai opposition (黨外); jailed
1979-1986
Lin Hwai-min 林懷民 [Lin Huaimin] (b. 1947),
Taiwanese dancer, choreographer, and
founder of Cloud Gate Dance Theater
[yunmen wuji 雲門舞集]
Lin I-hsiung 林義雄 [Lin Yixiong] (b. 1941),
Taiwanese politician and former DPP
chairman; jailed for more than 4 years after
the 1979 Kaohsiung Incident [Gaoxiong
shijian 高雄事件]; left the DPP in 2006

Lin Jin-chang 林錦昌 (b. 1967), aide to and
close confident of Chen Shui-bian
Lin Jo-ya 林若亞 [Lin Ruoya] (b. 1978),
Taiwanese model
Joan Lin 林鳳嬌 [Lin Fengjiao] (b. 1953),
Taiwanese actress and wife of Jackie Chan
Jou Min Lin 林洲民 [Lin Zhoumin] (b. 1955),
Taiwanese architect
Lin Jun-jie/Wayne Lin/JJ Lam 林俊傑 (b.
1981), singer and songwriter from
Singapore
Justin Lin 林毅夫 [Lin Yifu] (b. 1952),
economist
Justin Lin 林詣彬 [Lin Yibin] (b. 1973),
Taiwan-born US director
Lin Ke 林克 (b. 1925), one of Mao Zedong’s
political secretaries
Kelly Lin 林熙蕾 [Lin Xilei] (b. 1975),
Taiwanese model and actress
Kevin Lin 林義傑 [Lin Yijie] (b. 1976),
Taiwanese ultramarathon runner
Lin Kuang-hua 林光華 [Lin Guanghua] (b.
1945), DPP politician
Lin Mosei/Lin Mao-seng 林茂生 [Lin
Maosheng] (1887-1947), Taiwanese scholar,
arrested and presumed killed in the
aftermath of the 2-28 Incident
Lin Mu 林牧 = Luo Chuangui 駱傳貴 (b.
1927), writer and CCP politician; one time
secretary of Hu Yaobang
Lin Mu-chuan 林木川 (b. 1937), Taiwanese
sculptor
Lin Mun-lee 林曼麗 [Lin Manli] (b. 1954),
National Palace Museum director [Taiwan]
Lin Pao-jia 林葆家 [Lin Baojia] (1915-1991),
Taiwanese ceramics artist
Peter Lin/Lin Chin-hsing 林進興 [Lin Jinxing]
(b. 1953), physician and DPP politician
Lin Rong-san 林榮三 (b. 1939), Taiwanese
press mogul
Rynn Lin 林宇中 [Lin Yuzhong] (b. 1978),
singer from Malaysia
Lin Sen 林森 (1867-1943), KMT politician;
acted as a counterweight to Chiang
Kai-shek
Lin Sheng-hsiang 林生祥 [Lin Shengxiang] (b.
1971), Hakka; Taiwanese musician
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Shino Lin 林曉培 [Lin Xiaopei] (b. 1973),
Taiwanese singer
Lin Shu 林紓 (1852-1924), writer and
translator
Lin Shuang-pu 林雙不 [Lin Shuangbu] = 黃
燕德 [Huang Yande] (b. 1950), Taiwanese
writer
Lin Shuangwen 林爽文 (1756-1788), rebel
and one of the first triad leaders
Lin Si-yao 林錫耀 [Lin Xiyao] (b. 1961), DPP
politician
Lin Wei-chou/Lin Wuei-chou 林為洲 (b.
1961), Taiwanese politician
Lin Weimin 林偉民 (1887-1927), sailor and
labor leader
Lin Wenyi 林文漪 (b. 1944), PRC politician
Lin Yang-kang 林洋港 [Lin Yanggang] (b.
1927), ROC politician; independent
presidential candidate in 1996
Lin Yaohua 林耀華 (b. 1910), ethnologist
Lin Yi-fu 林義夫 (b. 1942), Taiwanese
politician
Lin Yu-hsien 林育賢 [Lin Yuxian] (b. 1974),
Taiwanese director
Yu Ping Lin 林玉萍 [Lin Yuping] (b. 1979),
US-based Taiwanese golfer
Lin Yusheng 林毓生 (b. 1934), historian
Lin Yu-siang 林鈺祥 [Lin Yuxiang] (b. 1948),
KMT politician
Lin Yu-tang 林語堂 (1895-1976), scholar and
writer
Lin Yu-tee 林玉体 [Lin Yuti] (b. 1939),
Taiwanese pro-independence politician
Lin Zexu 林則徐 (1785-1850), official who
ordered crackdown against the opium trade
Lin Zhaohua 林兆華 (b. 1936), director
Lin Zhong-long 林鐘隆 (b. 1930), Taiwanese
writer
Ling Chunsheng 凌純聲 (1901-1978), writer
and ethnologist
Ling Jian 凌健 (b. 1963), artist
Ling Mengchu 凌蒙初 (1580-1644), writer
Ling Qing 凌青 (b. 1923), PRC politician
Ling Shuhua 凌叔華 (1900-1990), writer
Liu An 劉安 (179-122 BC), writer and advisor
to Western Han Emperor Wudi; one of the
authors of Huainanzi 淮南子; believed to

be the inventor of tofu (doufu 豆腐, aka
Chinese bean curd)
Liu Bainian 劉柏年 (b. 1943), PRC politician
and official of the Chinese Patriotic
Catholic Association (Zhongguo tianzhujiao
aiguohui 中國天主教愛國會)
Liu Bang 劉邦 = Liu Ji 劉季 = Emperor
Gaozu 漢高祖 (247-195 BC, r.
206/202-195 BC), former peasant; founder
of Western Han Dynasty
Liu Bei 劉備 = Emperor Zhaoliedi 昭烈帝
(161-223, r. 221-222), founder of Shu Han
(Three Kingdoms)
Liu Bingzhong 劉秉忠 (1216-1274), Chinese
advisor to Khubilai Khan
Liu Binyan 劉賓雁 (1925-2005), journalist,
writer (“reportage literature” [baogao wenxue
報告文學]), and dissident
Liu Bocheng 劉伯承 (1892-1986), communist
military leader nicknamed “One-eyed
Dragon” (duyanlong 獨眼龍); one of the
“Ten Marshals” (shi da yuanshuai 十大元帥)
C. S. Liu 劉期純 [Liu Qichun] (?-2000), wife
of Yen Chia-kan
Liu Chao-hui 劉朝惠 (b. 1962), Taiwanese
sumo wrestler (sumo 相撲 [xiangpu])
Liu Chao-shiuan 劉兆玄 [Liu Zhaoxuan] (b.
1943), ROC politician
Liu Chi-hung 劉季洪 [Liu Jihong] (1904-1989),
ROC official
Liu Chien-chun 劉健群 [Liu Jianqun]
(1902-1972), ROC politician
Liu Chunhua 劉春華 (b. 1944), painter
Liu Cong 劉聰 = Emperor Zhaowu 漢(趙)昭
武帝 (?-318, r. 310-318), ethnic Xiongnu
匈奴; Former Zhao emperor (Sixteen
Nations); son and successor of Liu Yuan
Liu Cunhou 劉存厚 (1885-1960), warlord
Liu Danzhai 劉旦宅 (b. 1931), painter
Liu Di 劉荻 (b. 1980), student and Internet
dissident
Liu E 劉鶚 (1857-1909), writer
Liu Futong 劉福通 (1321-1365), rebel leader
during the Yuan Dynasty; member of the
“White Lotus Society” (bailianjiao 白蓮教)
Liu Fuzhi 劉復之 (b. 1917), PRC
procurator-general
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Gordon Liu/Lau Kar-fai 劉家輝 [Liu Jiahui]
(b. 1955), martial arts actor from Hong
Kong
Liu Guijin 劉貴今 (b. 1945), PRC diplomat
and envoy to Darfur
Liu Guoguang 劉國光 (b. 1923), economist
Liu Guoxuan 劉國軒 (1628-1693), naval
commander in Taiwan; served under
Koxinga clan; defeated by Shi Lang
Lui Haisu 劉海粟 (1896-1994), avant-garde
painter
Henry Liu 江南 [Jiang Nan] = 劉宜良 [Liu
Yiliang] (1932-1984), Taiwanese journalist;
assassinated in the US
Liu Hsia 劉俠 [Liu Xia] (1942-2003),
Taiwanese handicapped social welfare
activist
Liu Hsiang 劉湘 [Liu Xiang] (1888-1938),
warlord
Liu Hsing-ching 劉興欽 [Liu Xingqin] (b.
1934), Taiwanese cartoonist
Liu Huanzhang 劉煥章 (b. 1930), sculptor
Liu Huaqing 劉華清 (b. 1916), PLA navy
admiral and CCP politician
Liu Huaqiu 劉華秋 (b. 1939), PRC politician
Liu Hui 柳揮 (465-517), mathematician
Liu Jianchao 劉建超 (b. 1964), PRC politician
Liu Jibin 劉積斌 (b. 1938), PRC politician
Liu Jin 劉瑾 (1451-1510), eunuch notorious
for his despotic rule; executed by slow
mutilation and dismemberment (lingchi 凌
遲) for treason
Liu Jinbao 劉金寶 (b. 1952), PRC banker;
received a suspended death sentence for
embezzlement in 2005
Liu Jingsheng 劉京生 (b. 1954), journalist and
dissident; jailed 1992-2004
Liu Jiyou 劉繼卣 (1918-1983), artist
John Liu/Liu Te-shun 劉德勳 [Liu Dexun] (b.
1952), ROC politician
Liu Jun 劉俊 (ca. 15th century), painter
Liu Kaiqu 劉開渠 (1904-1993), sculptor
King Liu 劉金標 [Liu Jinbiao] (b. 1934),
Taiwanese bicycle manufacturer (“Giant”
brand)
Liu Kuo-sung 劉國松 [Liu Guosong ] (b. 1932),
painter

Liu Kuo-tsai 劉闊才 [Liu Kuocai] (1911-1993),
ROC politician
Liu Lanbo 劉瀾波 (1904-1982), PRC
politician
Liu Liankun 劉連昆 (1933-1999), PLA
general; executed for selling military secrets
to Taiwan
Liu Ling 劉伶 (ca. 221-300), Taoist
philosopher
Lucy Alexis Liu 劉露西 [Liu Luxi] = 劉玉玲
[Liu Yuling] (b. 1968), American actress
Max Liu 劉其偉 [Liu Qiwei] (1912-2002),
Taiwanese artist
Liu Ming-chuan 劉銘傳 (1836-1896), first
Qing governor of Taiwan
Liu Na’ou 劉吶鷗 (1900-1933), writer
Liu Nianchun 劉念春 (b. 1948), dissident;
released from prison and sent to the US
Liu Pang-you 劉邦友 [Liu Bangyou]
(1943-1996), Taiwanese politician;
assassinated
Liu Peng 劉鵬 (b. 1951), PRC politician
Liu Pingjun 劉平均 (b. 1952), PRC politician
Liu Ping-wei 劉炳偉 [Liu Bingwei] (b. 1952),
KMT politician
Liu Qi 劉淇 (b. 1942), CCP politician and
member of the “Shanghai Clique” (Shanghai
bang 上海幫)
Liu Qing 劉青 (b. 1946), human rights activist,
jailed 1979-1989, now in US exile
Liu Qingfeng 劉青峰 (b. 1949), writer
Rene Liu 劉若英 [Liu Ruoying] (b. 1970),
Taiwanese singer and actress
Liu Ruo-yu 劉若瑀 = Liu Chin-min 劉靜敏
[Liu Jingmin] (b. 1956), Taiwanese artist and
founder of the U Theatre [You juchang jutuan
優劇場劇團]
Liu Shaoqi 劉少奇 (1898-1969), CCP
politician, NPC chairman, and PRC
president; purged during the Cultural
Revolution and died in prison
Liu Shaotang 劉紹棠 (1936-1997), writer
Liu Shifu 劉師復 (1884-1915), anarchist
leader
Liu Shin-mei 柳信美 [Liu Xinmei] (b. 1969),
Taiwanese pool player
Liu Shipei 劉師培 (1884-1919), linguist and
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anti-modern, anti-Manchu nationalist and
anarchist
Shiuan Liu 劉軒 [Liu Xuan] (b. 1972),
Taiwanese DJ; son of Liu Yung
Liu Sola 劉索拉 [Liu Suola] (b. 1955),
avant-garde writer and pop musician
Liu Song 劉松 (1716-1794), member of the
“White Lotus Society” (bailian jiao 白蓮教)
Liu Sung-nien 劉松年 [Liu Songnian] (active ca.
1190-1224), painter
Liu Sung-pan 劉鬆藩 [Liu Songfan] (b. 1931),
PFP politician; convicted of fraud
Liu Ta-jen 劉大任 [Liu Daren] (b. 1939),
Taiwanese writer
Liu Tai-ying 劉泰英 (b. 1936), KMT
politician and businessman; convicted of
corruption
Liu Tingfang 劉廷芳 (1891-1947), intellectual
who converted to Christianity
Liu Tong 劉侗 (1593-1636), scholar
Liu Wei 劉煒 (b. 1965), painter
Liu Wen-hsiung 劉文雄 [Liu Wenxiong] (b.
1954), PFP politician
Liu Wen-hui 劉文輝 (1895-1976), warlord
Liu Wen-san 劉文三 (b. 1939), Taiwanese
artist
Will Liu 劉畊宏 [Liu Genghong] (b. 1972),
Taiwanese singer
Liu Xiang 劉向 (77-6 BC/79-8 BC), expert in
Confucian classics, literature, and
bibliography
Liu Xiang 劉翔 (b. 1983), hurdling athlete and
Olympic gold medalist
Liu Xiaobo 劉曉波 (b. 1955), social critic and
democracy activist; jailed for 21 months
after Tiananmen Massacre
Liu Xiaodong 劉曉東 (b. 1963), painter
Liu Xiaoqing 劉曉慶 (b. 1951), movie actress;
jailed for tax evasion
Liu Xie 劉勰 (ca. 462-522), author of “The
Literary Mind and the Carving of
Dragons” [wenxin diaolong 文心雕龍]
Liu Xin 劉歆 (ca. 53 BC – 23 AD), scholar
Liu Xinwu 劉心武 (b. 1942), writer (“scar
literature” [shanghen wenxue 傷痕文學])
Liu Yandong 劉延東 (b. 1945), CCP
politician and protege of Hu Jintao

Liu Yao 劉曜 (?-329, r. 318-329), last Former
Zhao emperor (Sixteen Nations)
Liu Yazhou 劉亞洲 (b. 1952), PLA Air Force
general and CCP politician; son-in-law of
Li Xiannian
Liu Ye 劉燁 (b. 1978), actor
Liu Yichang 劉以鬯 (b. 1918), writer from
Hong Kong
Liu Yifei 劉亦菲 (b. 1986), actress
Liu Yizheng 柳詒徵 (1879-1956/1961),
historian
Liu Yong 柳永 (1719-1804), statesman and
calligrapher
Liu Yongqing 劉永清 (b. 1940), wife of Hu
Jintao
Liu Yu 劉裕 = Emperor Wudi 劉宋武帝
(363-422, r. 420-422), military leader;
founder of the Liu-Song Dynasty (Six
Dynasties)
Liu Yuan 劉淵 = Emperor Guangwen 漢(趙)
光文帝 (?-310, r. 304-310), Xiongnu leader;
founder of the Former Zhao (Sixteen
Nations); father of Liu Cong
Liu Yuan 劉源 (b. 1951), PLA general; son of
Liu Shaoqi and Wang Guangmei
Liu Yuehua 劉月華 (b. 1937), linguist
Liu Yunbin 劉允斌 (1925-1967), son of Liu
Shaoqi and He Baozhen; killed during the
Cultural Revolution
Liu Yunfei 劉雲飛 (b. 1979), soccer player
Yung Liu 劉墉 [Liu Yong] (b. 1949), writer and
TV news anchor in Taiwan
Liu Yung-fu 劉永福 [Liu Yongfu] (1837-1917),
president of the short-lived “Republic of
Taiwan”
Liu Yung-jen 劉永仁 [Liu Yongren] (b. 1958),
Taiwanese painter
Liu Yunshan 劉雲山 (b. 1947), CCP politician
and member of the “Shanghai Clique”
(Shanghai bang 上海幫)
Liu Zaifu 劉再復 (b. 1941), historian and
literary critic; fled PRC after the
Tiananmen Massacre
Liu Zhen 劉真 (b. 1975), Taiwanese dancer
Liu Zhihua 劉志華 (b. 1949), PRC politician;
dismissed after being accused of
corruption in 2006
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Liu Zhiji 劉知幾 (661-721), historian
Liu Zhijun 劉志軍 (b. 1953), PRC politician
Liu Zongyuan 柳宗元 (773-819), writer and
literary critic; one of the “Eight Great
Personalities in the Tang and Song
Dynasties” (Tang Song ba dajia 唐宋八大家)
Anna Lo 盧曼華 [Lu Manhua] (b. 1950),
Hong Kong-born social worker and
politician in Northern Ireland
Lo Chih-chiang 羅智強 [Luo Zhiqiang] (b.
1970), Taiwanese politician
Lo Chih-ming 羅志明 [Luo Zhiming] (b. 1957),
TSU politician
Lo Fang-bo 羅芳伯 [Luo Fangbo] = 羅大伯
[Luo Dabo] (1738-1796), Hakka political
leader in the Lan Fang Republic (lanfang
gongheguo 蘭芳共和國, 1777-1884) in
Western Kalimantan (Indonesia)
Lo Feng 呂楓 [Lü Feng] (b. 1927), CCP
politician
Lo Fu 洛夫 [Luo Fu] (b. 1928), Taiwanese
poet
Lo Fu-chen 羅福全 [Luo Fuquan] (b. 1935),
ROC diplomat and politician
Lo Fu-chu 羅福助 [Luo Fuzhu] (b. 1943),
Taiwanese crime world figure and legislator
Lo Fu-hsing 羅福星 [Luo Fuxing] (1886-1914),
Hakka; Taiwanese KMT activist; executed
by the Japanese
Lo Man-fei 羅曼菲 [Luo Manfei] (1955-2006),
Taiwanese dancer; died of lung cancer
Lo Ming-tsai 羅明才 [Luo Mingcai] (b. 1967),
KMT politician and son of Lo Fu-chu
Loh Ping-cheung 羅平章 [Luo Pingzhang] (b.
1937), Taiwanese World Bank official
John Lone 尊龍 [Zun Long] (b. 1952), Hong
Kong-born actor
Long Chin-shan 郎靜山 [Lang Jingshan]
(1892-1995), photographer
Long Guanhai 龍冠海 (1906-1983),
sociologist
Long Lehao 龍樂豪 (b. 1938), official in the
PRC’s space program
Long Xinmin 龍新民 (b. 1946), PRC
politician
Long Yun 龍雲 (1884 or 1888-1962),
provincial ruler and warlord in Yunnan

Province
Jay Tsu-yi Loo 盧主義 [Lu Zhuyi] = Li
Thian-hok 李天福 [Li Tianfu] (b. 1932),
Taiwanese-American political commentator
Lotayu/Lo Ta-yu 羅大佑 [Luo Dayou] (b.
1954), Taiwanese actor and pop singer
Lou Jiwei 樓繼偉 (b. 1950), PRC politician
Lou Ye 婁燁 (b. 1965), director
Lou Zikuang 婁子匡 (b. 1914), Taiwan-based
ethnologist
Annette Lu/Lu Hsiu-lien 呂秀蓮 [Lü Xiulian]
(b. 1944), feminist, DPP politician, and first
female ROC vice president; jailed
1979-1985 for sedition
Lu Ban 魯班 = Gong Shuban 公輸般 (ca.
507-444 BC), inventor
Lu Bofei 陸博飛 (b. 1979), soccer player
Lü Bu 呂布 (156-198), Han general and
warlord; adopted son of Dong Zhuo
Lü Buwei 呂不韋 (ca. 290-235 BC), wealthy
merchant and regent/minister under Prince
Zheng of Qin (Warring States Period)
Lü Ch’iang 履彊 [Lü Qiang] = Su Jin-qiang 蘇
進強 (b. 1953), Taiwanese writer
Lu Chuan 陸川 (b. 1970), director
Lu Dingyi 陸定一 (1906-1996), CCP
politician; purged during the Cultural
Revolution
Lu Fayan 陸法言 (b. ca. 562, d. after 601),
author of the rhyme dictionary Qieyun 切韻
Lu Fuyuan 呂福源 [Lü Fuyuan] (b. 1945),
PRC politician
Lü Guang 呂光 = Emperor Yiwu 後涼懿武
帝 (337-400, r. 386-400), general during
the Former Qin; founder of the Later
Liang (Sixteen Nations)
Lu Haodong 陸皓東 = Lu Zhonggui 陸中桂
(1867-1895), revolutionary
Lü Ho-jo 呂赫若 [Lü Heruo] = 呂石堆 [Lü
Shidui] (1914-1951), Taiwanese writer
Lu Hui-chan 呂輝展 [Lü Huizhan] (b. 1980),
Taiwanese pool player
Lu Ji 陸機 (261-303), writer, calligrapher, and
literary critic
Lü Ji 呂紀 (1439-1505), painter
Lu Jia 陸賈 (ca. 216-172 BC), scholar
Lu Jianhua 陸建華 (b. 1960), sociologist;
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sentenced to 20 years in prison in the PRC
for allegedly leaking state secrets
Lu Jianming 陸儉明 (b. 1935), linguist
Lu Jiuyuan 陸九淵 = Lu Xiangshan 陸象山
(1139-1193), neo-Confucian scholar
Lu Li’an 魯禮安 (b. 1946), writer and former
Red Guard; jailed 1968-1979
Lu Liang-huan 呂良煥 [Lü Lianghuan] (b.
1936), Taiwanese golfer
Lu Ling 路翎 = Xu Sixing 徐嗣興
(1923-1994), writer and social critic
Lisa Lu 盧燕 [Lu Yan] = 盧萍香 [Lu
Pingxiang] (b. 1927 or 1931), China-born
Hollywood actress
Michel Lu 呂慶龍 [Lü Qinglong] (b. 1947),
Taiwanese diplomat
Lu Muzhen 盧慕貞 (1867-1952), first wife of
Sun Yat-sen and mother of Sun Fo
Lu Rongting 陸榮廷 (1856-1927), warlord
(Guangxi faction 廣西派)
Lu Shaofei 魯少飛 (1903-1995), cartoonist
Lü Shuxiang 呂叔湘 (1904-1998), linguist
Lu Szu-chang 盧賜章 [Lu Sizhang]
(1914?-2005), secretary of Chiang Kai-shek
Teresa Lu 盧曉晴 [Lu Xiaoqing] (b. 1987),
Taiwanese golfer
Lu Wei 陸為 (?-1716), painter
Lu Wenfu 陸文夫 (b. 1928), writer
Lu Wen-teh 呂文德 [Lü Wende] (b. 1963),
Taiwanese golfer
Lu Xianming 陸先銘 (b. 1959), artist
Lu Xinhua 盧新華 (b. 1954), writer (“scar
literature” [shanghen wenxue 傷痕文學])
Lü Xinhua 呂新華 (b. 1951), PRC politician
Lu Xiujing 陸修靜 (406-477), Taoist patriarch
Lu Xixing 陸西星 (1520-1601?), Taoist priest
and writer
Lu Xun 魯迅 = Zhou Shuren 周樹人
(1881-1936), writer and social critic
Lu Yan 盧炎 (b. 1930), composer and
musician
Lu Yanshao 陸儼少 (1909-1993), painter
Lu Yao 路遙 (b. 1949), writer
Lu Yen-hsun 盧彥勳 [Lu Yanxun] (b. 1983),
Taiwanese tennis player
Lu Yin 盧隱 = Huang Ying 黃英
(1899-1934), writer

Lu Yongxiang 路甬祥 (b. 1942), PRC
politician
Lu You 陸游 (1125-1210), poet
Lu Yu 陸羽 (733-804), author of the “Book
of Tea” [chajing 茶經]
Lu Zhi 陸贄 (754-805), scholar and politician
Lu Zhi 陸治 (1496-1576), painter
Lu Zhiwei 陸志韋 (1894-1970), linguist
Keye Luke 陸錫麒 [Lu Xiqi] (1904-1991),
American actor
Lung Sihung 郎雄 [Lang Xiong] (1930-2002),
actor from Hong Kong
Lung Ying-tai 龍應台 [Long Yingtai] (b. 1952),
Taiwan-based scholar and writer
Lung Ying-tsung 龍瑛宗 [Long Yingzong] =
劉榮宗 [Liu Rongzong] (b. 1911),
Taiwanese Hakka writer
Alan Luo 羅志祥 [Luo Zhixiang] (b. 1979),
Taiwanese singer and TV host; nicknamed
“Little Pig” (xiaozhu 小豬)
Luo Daorang 羅道讓 (1915-1969), ethnic
Han from Thailand; CCP politician
Luo Fu 洛甫—see Zhang Wentian 張聞天
Luo Gan 羅幹 (b. 1935), engineer and CCP
politician
Luo Guangbin 羅廣斌 (1924-1967), writer
Luo Guanzhong 羅貫中 (ca. 1330-1400),
author of the classic novel “The Three
Kingdoms” [sanguo yanyi 三國演義], also
known as “Romance of the Three
Kingdoms”
Luo Haocai 羅豪才 (b. 1934), PRC politician
Luo Jialun 羅家倫 (1897-1969), student active
in the May Fourth Movement
Luo Liangfeng 羅兩峰 (1733-1799), satirical
cartoonist
Luo Longji 羅隆基 (1896-1965), liberal
intellectual
Luo Men 羅門 = Han Rencun 韓仁存 (b.
1928), poet and husband of Rongzi
Luo Ming 羅明 (1909-1987), CCP politician
and supporter of guerilla warfare tactics
Luo Pin 羅聘 (1733-1799), painter; one of
the “Eight Eccentrics of Yangzhou”
(Yangzhou baguai 揚州八怪)
Luo Ronghuan 羅榮桓 (1902-1963), PRC
procurator-general; one of the “Ten
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Marshals” (shi da yuanshuai 十大元帥)
Luo Ruiqing 羅瑞卿 (1906-1978), security
chief and PLA general
Luo Shilin 羅士琳 (1774-1853), mathematician
Luo Wen-jia 羅文嘉 (b. 1966), Hakka DPP
politician
Luo Xuejuan 羅雪娟 (b. 1984), Olympic
gold-medal swimmer; retired in 2007 with
heart problems
Luo Zhenyu 羅振玉 (1866-1940), writer and
historian
Luo Zhongli 羅中立 (b. 1948), painter

M

Ma Bufang 馬步芳 (1903-1975), Muslim
warlord; son of Ma Qi
Ma Chan-shan 馬占山 [Ma Zhanshan]
(1885-1950), ROC general
Ma Chengyuan 馬承源 (1927-2004), museum
director; saved priceless art from Cultural
Revolution terror
Ma Chi-chuang 馬紀壯 [Ma Jizhuang]
(1912-1997), ROC general, politician, and
diplomat
Ma Desheng 馬德升 (b. 1952), painter
Ma Dexin 馬德新 = Ma Fuchu 馬復初
(1794-1874), Muslim writer
Ma Fuxiang 馬福祥 (1876-1932), Muslim
warlord; father of Ma Hongkui
Ma Fuyi 馬福益 (1866-1905), triad leader in
Hunan Province; executed
Ma Hefu 馬和福 (ca. 1892-1937), Muslim
leader and head of a short-lived
autonomous county in Ningxia founded by
the CCP; executed
Ma Heng 馬衡 (1881-1955), National Palace
Museum director
Ma Ho-ling 馬鶴凌 [Ma Heling] (1919-2005),
ROC general and KMT official; father of
Ma Ying-jeou
Ma Hong 馬洪 (b. 1920), economist and CCP
politician
Ma Hongbin 馬鴻賓 (1884-1960), Muslim
warlord
Ma Hongkui 馬鴻逵 (1892-1970), Muslim

warlord; son of Ma Fuxiang
Ma Hualong 馬化龍 (1810-1871), leader of
Muslim uprising in Shaanxi Province
Jack Ma 馬雲 [Ma Yun] (b. 1964), CEO of an
e-commerce and Internet auction company
Ma Jian 馬建 (b. 1953), writer
Ma Jian 馬健 (b. 1969), basketball player (2.01
m tall) who also played in the US
Ma Jianzhong 馬建忠 (1844-1900), linguist
Ma Jun 馬軍 (b. 1968), PRC environmental
activist
Ma Junren 馬俊仁 (b. 1944), track coach
known for his rigorous training methods
Ma Junwu 馬君武 (1882-1939), translator
Ma Kai 馬凱 (b. 1946), PRC politician
Ma Ke 馬可 (1918-1976), musical composer
Ma Laichi 馬來遲 (1673-1753), founder of a
Muslim brotherhood
Ma Lik 馬力 [Ma Li] (1952-2007), Hong
Kong pro-Beijing politician
Ma Lin 馬林 (b. 1980), table tennis player
Ma Mingxin 馬明新 (1716/1720-1781),
Muslim leader; decapitated
Ma Nian-xian 馬念先 (b. 1973), Taiwanese
singer; nicknamed “Horse Piss” (Ma niao 馬
尿)
Ma Qi 馬麒 (1869-1931), Muslim warlord;
father of Ma Bufang
Ma Qingzhu 馬慶株 (b. 1942), linguist
Ma Shui-long 馬水龍 (b. 1939), Taiwanese
composer
Ma Sicong 馬思聰 (1912-1987), composer
and musician
Ma Wanfu 馬萬福 (ca. 1849-1934), leader of
a fundamentalist Muslim movement in the
Gansu/Qinghai border region
Ma Xiangbo 馬相伯 (1840-1939), Catholic
cleric
Ma Yin 馬殷 (852-930), military governor
(jiedushi 節度使) during the Tang Dynasty
and founder of the Kingdom of Chu 楚
Ma Yinchu 馬寅初 (1882-1982),
demographer
Ma Ying-jeou 馬英九 [Ma Yingjiu] (b. 1950),
KMT politician and chairman
Yoyo Ma 馬友友 [Ma Youyou] (b. 1955),
Taiwan-born cellist
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Ma Yuan 馬原 (b. 1953), writer
Ma Yuan 馬遠 (active ca. 1190-1225), court
painter
Ma Yuan 馬援 (14 BC – 49 AD), general
Ma Yung-cheng 馬永成 [Ma Yongcheng] (b.
1965), Taiwanese politician
Ma Zhiyuan 馬致遠 (ca. 1250-1321),
playwright
Ma Zhu 馬注 (ca. 1620-1710), Muslim writer
George L. Mackay 馬偕 [Ma Jie] (1844-1901),
Canadian physician and missionary in
Taiwan
Vanessa Mae 陳美 [Chen Mei] (b. 1978),
British musician
Mah Soo-lay 馬樹禮 [Ma Shuli] (1909-2006),
KMT politician
Mai Menghua 麥孟華 (1874-1915), reformer
Alan Mak 麥兆輝 [Mai Zhaohui] (b. 1965),
director from Hong Kong
Chi Mak 麥大智 [Mai Dazhi] (b. 1940),
China-born American engineer; arrested in
the US in 2005 on charges of conspiring to
pass US military secrets to China; convicted
in May 2007
Mang Ke 芒克 (b. 1950), underground writer
Mao Anqing 毛岸青 (1923-2007), translator;
son of Mao Zedong and Yang Kaihui;
suffered from mental illness
Mao Anying 毛岸英 (1922-1950), son of Mao
Zedong and Yang Kaihui; died while
fighting in the Korean War
Mao Dun 茅盾 = Shen Dehong 沈德鴻 /
Shen Yanbing 沈雁冰 (1896-1981), writer
Mao Fu-mei 毛福梅 (1882-1939), first wife
of Chiang Kai-shek; not related to Mao
Zedong
Mao Kao-wen 毛高文 [Mao Gaowen] (b. 1936),
China-born scholar and KMT politician
Mao Xinyu 毛新宇 (b. 1970), son of Mao
Anqing; grandson of Mao Zedong
Mao Xuhui 毛旭琿 (b. 1956), painter
Mao Yisheng 茅以升 (1896-1989), civil
engineer (specialized in bridge
construction)
Mao Yuanxin 毛遠新 (b. 1941), CCP
politician and Mao Zedong’s nephew (zhizi
侄子); jailed after arrest of the “Gang of

Four” [sirenbang 四人幫]
Mao Zedong/Mao Tse-tung 毛澤東
(1893-1976), alias Li Desheng 李得勝,
revolutionary and communist leader; CCP
chairman and PRC president; fourth
husband of Jiang Qing
Mao Zehong 毛澤紅 (1906-1930), younger
sister of Mao Zedong; executed by the
KMT (together with Mao Zedong’s first
wife Yang Kaihui)
Mao Zejian 毛澤建 (1905-1929), cousin
(tangmei 堂妹) of Mao Zedong and “Martyr
of the Revolution” (geming lieshi 革命烈士)
Mao Zemin 毛澤民 (1896-1943), brother of
Mao Zedong; killed by the KMT; father of
Mao Yuanxin
Mao Zetan 毛澤覃 (1905-1935), brother of
Mao Zedong; died on the Long March
[Changzheng 長征]
Helmut Martin 馬漢茂 [Ma Hanmao]
(1940-1999), German sinologist
Matsu 媽祖 [Mazu] = Lin Mo-niang 林默娘
(960-987), revered as goddess of the sea
Joyce McMillan 瑪喜樂 [Ma Xile] (1914-2007),
American missionary and philanthropist
who worked in Taiwan from 1960 until her
death
Mei Lanfang 梅蘭芳 (1894-1961), Peking
opera performer
Mei Qing 梅清 (1623-1697), painter
Mei Wending 梅文鼎 (1633-1721), writer on
astronomy and mathematics
Mencius 孟子—see Meng Ke 孟軻
Meng Haoran 孟浩然 (689-740), poet
Jessey Meng 孟廣美 [Meng Guangmei] (b.
1972), Taiwanese model
Meng Ke 孟軻 = Mengzi 孟子 (“Mencius”,
372-289 BC), key Confucian philosopher
Meng Qingshu 孟慶樹 (1911-1983), wife of
Wang Ming and one of the “28
Bolsheviks”
Meng Sha 孟沙 (b. 1941), ethnic Han; writer
from Malaysia
Meng Tian 蒙恬 (?-210 BC), Qin general;
involved in the construction of walls in the
north built to defend against the Xiongnu
匈奴
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Meng Ting-wei 孟庭葦 = Chen Hsiu-mei 陳
秀玫 [Chen Xiumei] (b. 1969), Taiwanese
singer
Meng Xiaoyun 孟曉雲 (b. 1946), writer
Mi Fu 米芾 (1051-1107), poet, painter, and
calligrapher; one of the “Four Master
Calligraphers of the Song Dynasty” (Song si
jia 宋四家)
Min Anchee 閔安琪 [Min Anqi] (b. 1957),
US-based writer
Matthew Ming Dao 明道 (b. 1980), Taiwanese
actor and musician
Ming Rui 明瑞 (?-1768), Qing general
Mizuki Hinano 觀月雛乃 [Guanyue Chunai] (b.
1982), Taiwan-born Japanese porn star
Mo Di 墨翟 (468-376 BC), philosopher and
founder of Mohism
Mo Du [Mao Dun] 冒頓 (?-174 BC), Xiongnu
leader; son and successor of Touman
Mo Teh-hui 莫德惠 [Mo Dehui] (1883-1968),
Manchu; ROC official
Mo Yan 莫言 (b. 1956), writer and author of
“Red Sorghum” [hong gaoliang 紅高粱]
Karen Mok 莫文蔚 [Mo Wenwei] (b. 1970),
singer and actress from Hong Kong
Monaneng 莫那能 = 曾舜旺 [Zeng Shunwang]
(b. 1956), blind Taiwanese aboriginal poet
(Paiwan tribe)
Eric Moo Kai Yin 巫啟賢 [Wu Qixian] (b.
1963), Hakka; Malaysian pop singer
Mou Xinsheng 牟新生 (b. 1943), PRC
politician
Mou Zongsan 牟宗三 (1909-1995),
Confucian scholar
Mu Dan 穆旦 (1918-1977), poet
Mu Mutian 穆木天 (1900-1981), writer
Muqi 牧溪 = Fachang 法常 (active around
1281), monk and painter
Mu Shiying 穆時英 (1912-1940), modern
fiction writer
Mu Xin 木心 (b. 1927), US-based painter and
writer
Anita Mui Yim-fong 梅艷芳 [Mei Yanfang]
(1963-2003), pop singer and actress from
Hong Kong; sister of Ann Mui; died of
cervical cancer
Ann Mui 梅愛芳 [Mei Aifang] (1959-2000),

singer and actress from Hong Kong; sister
of Anita Mui; died of cervical cancer

N

Na Ying 那英 (b. 1967), singer
Nai An 耐安 (b. 1965), film producer
Joseph Needham 李約瑟 [Li Yuese]
(1900-1995), British biochemist; worked in
China 1942-1946 and did extensive
research on the history of Chinese science
Francis Ng 吳鎮宇 [Wu Zhenyu] (b. 1961),
actor from Hong Kong
Margaret Ng 吳靄儀 [Wu Aiyi] (b. 1948),
pro-democracy politician from Hong Kong
Ron Ng/Ng Cheuk Hai 吳卓羲 [Wu Zhuoxi]
(b. 1979), singer from Hong Kong
Sandra Ng 吳君如 [Wu Junru] (b. 1965),
actress from Hong Kong
Ni Duan 倪端 (active ca. 1426-1435), painter
Ni Haishu 倪海曙 = Ni Weiliang 倪偉良
(1918-1988), linguist
Ni Kui-chen 倪桂珍 [Ni Guizhen]
(1869-1931), wife of Charlie Soong and
mother of the Soong sisters
Ni Min-jan 倪敏然 [Ni Minran] (1946-2005),
Taiwanese entertainer; committed suicide
Ni Tsai-chin 倪再沁 [Ni Zaiqin] (b. 1955),
Taiwanese artist
Ni Wenjun 倪文俊 (1310-1357), one of the
leaders of the rebel group the Red Turbans
(hongjin 紅巾); killed by Chen Youliang
Ni Zan 倪瓚 (1301-1374), painter and one of
the “Four Masters of the Yuan Dynasty”
(Yuan si jia 元四家)
Ni Zhengyu 倪征燠 (b. 1929), legal expert
and judge on the International Criminal
Court (The Hague, Netherlands)
Ni Zhifu 倪志福 (b. 1933), CCP politician
Nie Er 聶耳 (1912-1935), composer of the
PRC’s national anthem
Nie Haisheng 聶海勝 (b. 1964), PRC taikonaut (Shenzhou VI in October 2005)
Nie Rongzhen 聶榮臻 (1899-1992), PLA
marshal and CCP politician; head of the
nuclear weapons program; one of the “Ten
Marshals” (shi da yuanshuai 十大元帥)
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Nie Yuanzi 聶元梓 (b. 1921), Red Guard
leader; jailed 1978-1986
Nieh Wen-ya 倪文亞 [Ni Wenya] (1904-2006),
ROC politician
Ning Hao 寧浩 (b. 1977), director
Ning Jing 寧靜 (b. 1972), actress and singer
Ning Ying 寧瀛 (b. 1959), director
Ningzong 寧宗 (1168-1224, r. 1195-1224),
Southern Song Dynasty emperor; personal
name: Zhao Kuo 趙擴
Niu Cheng-tse 鈕承澤 [Niu Chengze] (b. 1966),
Taiwanese actor and director
Niu Maosheng 鈕茂生 (b. 1939), Manchu;
PRC politician
Niu Yung-chien 鈕永建 [Niu Yongjian]
(1870-1965), ROC official
Nurhaci 努爾哈赤 [Nuerhachi] (1559-1626),
Jurchen/Manchu leader and member of
the Gioro Clan

O

Sadaharu Oh/Wang Chen-chih 王貞治 [Wang
Zhenzhi] (b. 1940), baseball player and
manager; son of a Chinese father and a
Japanese mother
Sandra Oh 吳珊卓 [Wu Shanzhuo] (b. 1971),
Canadian actress
Ong Keng Yong 王景榮 [Wang Jingrong] (b.
1954), ASEAN politician from Singapore
Ong Teng Cheong 王鼎昌 [Wang Dingchang]
(1936-2002), Singaporean politician and
president
Orr Sau Leung 柯受良 [Ke Shouliang]
(1953-2003), Taiwanese stuntman
Ou Chin-der 歐晉德 [Ou Jinde] (b. 1944),
ROC politician and Taiwan High Speed
Rail Corporation executive
Ouyang Fei-fei 歐陽菲菲 (b. 1947),
Taiwan-based Japanese singer
Ouyang Jianghe 歐陽江河 (b. 1955), poet
Ouyang Shan 歐陽山 (1908-2000), writer
Ou-yang Tzu 歐陽子 [Ouyang Zi] = Hong
Zhi-hui 洪智惠 (b. 1939), Taiwanese writer
Ouyang Xiu 歐陽修 (1007-1072), Hakka and
poet; one of the “Eight Great Personalities
in the Tang and Song Dynasties” (Tang Song

ba dajia 唐宋八大家)
Ouyang Yuqian 歐陽予倩 (1889-1962), actor
and playwright
Ouyang Ziyuan 歐陽自遠 (b. 1935), head of
the PRC’s space program

P

Bianca Pai 白歆惠 [Bai Xinhui] (b. 1982),
Taiwanese model
Pai Chung-hsi 白崇禧 [Bai Chongxi]
(1893-1966), KMT general and war hero
Pan Guangdan 潘光旦 (1899-1967),
sociologist
Pan Hannian 潘漢年 (1906-1977), PRC
politician
Pan Huanglong 潘皇龍 (b. 1945), composer
and musician
Pan Jixun 潘季馴 (1521-1595), engineer and
minister who worked on Yellow River 黃河
flood control
Pan Tianshou 潘天壽 (1898-1971), painter
and art historian
Pan Wei-ru 潘慧如 [Pan Huiru] (b. 1977),
Taiwanese model
Wilber Pan 潘瑋柏 [Pan Weibo] (b. 1980),
Taiwanese hip-hop singer
Pan Xiaoting 潘曉婷 (b. 1982), pool player
Pan Yuliang 潘玉良 (1895-1977), first female
Chinese painter to study in France
Pan Zhi-yuan 潘志遠 (b. 1967), director
Jyotsna Pang 彭靖惠 [Peng Jinghui] (b. 1975),
Taiwanese singer
Oxide Pang Chun 彭順 [Peng Shun] (b. 1965),
director from Hong Kong
Pang Renquan 龐人銓 (1898-1922), anarchist
and labor activist
Pang Xun 龐勳 (?-869), leader of a military
rebellion during the Tang Dynasty
Peter Pau 鮑德熹 [Bao Dexi] (b. 1951),
Oscar-winning cameraman from Hong
Kong
Ieoh Ming Pei/I. M. Pei 貝聿銘 [Bei Yuming]
(b. 1917), American architect (designed the
Louvre’s glass pyramid)
Pei Ju 裴矩 (?-627), official during the Sui
Dynasty
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Pei Wenzhong 裴文中 (1904-1982), archaeologist
Pei Xiu 裴秀 (224-271), cartographer
Pei Yanling 裴豔玲 (b. 1947), Peking opera
performer
Peng Dehuai 彭德怀 (1898-1974), CCP
politician; one of the “Ten Marshals” (shi
da yuanshuai 十大元帥); purged after critizing Mao’s Great Leap Forward [dayuejin 大
躍進]; jailed 1966; died in prison
Eddie Peng 彭于晏 [Peng Yuyan] (b. 1982),
Taiwanese actor; grew up in Canada
Peng Ge 彭歌 (b. 1926), Taiwanese journalist
and writer who favoured the to KMT
Peng Hung-chih 彭弘智 [Peng Hongzhi] (b.
1969), Taiwanese artist
Peng Meng-chi 彭孟緝 [Peng Mengqi]
(1908-1998), ROC general
Peng Ming-min 彭明敏 (b. 1923), Taiwanese
pro-independence politician; sentenced to 8
years in prison in 1964; escaped in 1970
and returned from exile to Taiwan in 1992;
DPP presidential candidate in 1996; left the
DPP in 1998
Peng Pai 彭湃 (1896-1929), communist
peasant leader; executed by the KMT
Peng Peiyun 彭珮雲 (b. 1929), CCP politician
working in the area of family planning
Peng Shuai 彭帥 (b. 1986), tennis player
Peng Shuzhi 彭述之 (1895-1983), lover of
Xiang Jingyu; expelled from CCP in 1929;
emigrtated to US after 1949
Peng Wan-ju 彭婉如 [Peng Wanru]
(1949-1996), Taiwanese women’s rights
activist and DPP politician; raped and
murdered
Peng Yulin 彭玉麟 (1816-1890), general
Peng Zhen 彭真 (1902-1997), communist
revolutionary, politician, and NPC chairman
Rio Phang 彭康育 [Peng Kangyu] (b. 1978),
singer and member of the Taiwanese band
“5566”
Ping Lu 平路 = Lu Ping 路平 (b. 1953),
Taiwanese writer
Po Ying-ping 薄茵萍 [Bo Yinping] or 薄英萍
[Bo Yingping] (b. 1943), Taiwanese artist

Henry Pu Yi 溥儀 = Qing Xuantong 清宣統
(1906-1967, r. 1908-1911), last emperor of
China (Qing Dynasty); full personal name:
Aisin Giorro Puyi 愛新覺羅溥儀
Pu Songling 蒲松齡 (1640-1715), writer
Pu Xinyu 蒲心畬 (1896-1963), painter
Pugu Huaien 僕固懷恩 (?-765), general
during the Tang Dynasty

Q

Maggie Q 李美琪 [Li Meiqi] = Maggie Denise
Quigley (b. 1979), US-born model and
actress in Hong Kong (mother Vietnamese,
father Polish-Irish American)
Qi Baishi 齊白石 (1863/1864-1957), painter
Qi Benyu 戚本禹 (b. 1931), CCP politician
and radical leftist leader in the Cultural
Revolution
Qi Gong 啟功 (1914-2005), calligrapher
Qi Jian 戚健 (b. 1958), director
Qi Jiguang 戚繼光 (1528-1587), wrote about
military discipline
Qi Shan 琦善 (1790-1854), Qing official;
negotiated with the British during the First
Opium War [yapian zhanzheng 鴉片戰爭]
Qi Tai 齊泰 (?-1402), Ming official executed
after Yongle 永樂 seized power
Qi Zhiyong 齊志勇 (b. 1956), dissident; lost a
leg in the Tiananmen Massacre
Qian Baocong 錢寶琮 (1892-1974), mathematician and historian
Qian Daxin 錢大昕 (1728-1804), scholar,
historian, and writer
Qian Duansheng 錢端升 (1900-1990),
Western-oriented political scientist
Qian Liu 錢鏐 (852-932), founder of the
Kingdom of Wuyue 吳越 (Ten Kingdoms)
Qianlong 乾隆 = Gaozong 清高宗 or
Chundi 清純帝 (1711-1799, r. 1735-1795),
Qing Dynasty emperor; personal name:
Aisin Giorro Hongli 愛新覺羅弘歷
Qian Mu 錢穆 (1895-1990), Taiwanese
historian
Qian Qichen 錢其琛 (b. 1928), PRC politician
Qian Sanqiang 錢三強 (1913-1992), physicist
and father of the Chinese atomic bomb
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Qian Siliang 錢思亮 (1908-1983), scholar
Qian Songyan 前松岩 (1898-1985), painter
Qian Weichang 錢偉長 (b. 1912), nuclear
physicist
Qian Xinzhong 錢信忠 (b. 1911), physician
and PRC politician
Qian Xuan 錢選 (1235-1303), painter
Qian Xuantong 錢玄同 (1887-1939), one of
the leaders in the May Fourth Movement;
critical of Confucianism
Qian Xuesen 錢學森 (b. 1911), missile
scientist and CCP politician
Qian Yongchang 錢永昌 (b. 1934), PRC
politician
Qian Zhiguang 錢之光 (1900-1994), PRC
politician
Qian Zhijun 錢志君 (b. 1987), Internet
celebrity; nicknamed “Little Fatty” (xiaopang
小胖)
Qian Zhongshu 錢鍾書 (1910-1998), writer
and comparative literary critic
Qiao Guanhua 喬冠華 (1913-1983), PRC
politician
Qiao Jinling 喬金岭 (1951-2003),
multi-millionaire, businessman, and NPC
member; committed suicide
Qiao Shi 喬石 (b. 1924), PRC politician and
NPC chairman
Qiao Xiaoyang 喬曉陽 (b. 1945), PRC
politician
Qiao Zhongchang 喬仲常 (ca. 12th century),
painter
Qin Gang 秦剛 (b. 1966), PRC Foreign
Ministry spokesman
Qin Geng 秦耕 (b. 1961), writer
Qin Guan 秦觀 (1049-1100), first writer to
mention reel technique in silk spinning
Qin Huasun 秦華孫 (b. 1935), PRC diplomat
Qin Hui 秦檜 (1090-1155), chancellor
(zaixiang 宰相) during the Southern Song
Dynasty
Qin Jiushao 秦九韶 (ca. 1202-1261), mathematician
Qin Jiwei 秦基偉 (1914-1997), PLA general
Qin Kai 秦凱 (b. 1986), athlete (springboard
diving)
Qin Shaobo 秦少波 (b. 1982), acrobat and

actor
Qin Yongmin 秦永敏 (b. 1953), dissident and
activist; member of the China Democracy
Party [Zhongguo minzhudang 中國民主黨];
sentenced to 12 years imprisonment in
1998
Qiu Baoxing 仇保興 (b. 1953), PRC politician
Qiu Deshu 仇德樹 (b. 1948), painter
Qiu Fu 裘甫 (?-860), rebel leader
Qiu Jin 秋瑾 (1875-1907), revolutionary and
pioneer in women’s movement; executed
Qiu Xiaohua 邱曉華 (b. 1958), PRC politician
and statistician; sacked for corruption
Qiu Ying/Chou Ying 仇英 (ca. 1498-1552),
painter
Qiying 耆英 (1787-1858), Qing official in
charge of foreign policy
Qu Geping 曲格平 (b. 1930), environmentalist
Qu Qiubai 瞿秋白 (1899-1935), CCP general
secretary
Qu Xiaosong 瞿小松 (b. 1952), composer
Qu Ying 瞿穎 (b. 1971), actress and singer
Qu Yuan 屈原 (ca. 340-278 BC), poet (“Songs
of Chu” [chuci 楚辭]) and official of the
ancient Kingdom of Chu 楚 (Warring
States period) whose suicide inspired the
annual Dragon Boat Festival [duanwujie 端
午節]

R

Raidi 熱地 [Redi] (b. 1938), Tibetan; PRC
politician
Rao Shushi 饒漱石 (1903-1975), CCP
politician; purged in 1954; died in prison
Michelle Reis = Michelle Lee 李嘉欣 [Li
Jiaxin] (b. 1970), actress from Hong Kong
Ren Bishi 任弼時 (1904-1950), CCP politician
Ren Bonian 任伯年 (1840-1896), painter
Ren Bumei 任不寐 = Hu Chunlin 胡春林 (b.
1967), Canada-based writer and dissident
Ren Ho 蓮舫 [Lian Fang] (b. 1967),
Taiwan-born journalist and politician in
Japan
Ren Hui 任輝 (b. 1957), artist
Ren Jianxin 任建新 (b. 1925), PRC politician
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and 7th president of PRC’s Supreme
People’s Court
Richie Ren 任賢齊 [Ren Xianqi] (b. 1966),
Taiwanese pop singer
Ren Rong 任戎 (b. 1960), Germany-based
artist
Selina Ren 任家萱 [Ren Jiaxuan] (b. 1981),
Taiwanese singer and member of the band
S.H.E.
Ren Wanding 任畹町 (b. 1944), dissident
Ren Xiong 任熊 (1823-1857), painter
Matteo Ricci 利瑪竇 [Li Madou] (1552-1610),
China-based Italian missionary (Jesuit)
Sidney Rittenberger 李敦白 [Li Dunbai] (b.
1921), US scholar who served as translator
to Mao Zedong; lived in China from
1944-1979; joined the CCP; jailed
1949-1955 and 1968-1977
Rong Desheng 榮德生 (1876-1952),
businessman; father of Rong Yiren
Rong Lu 榮祿 (1836-1903), Manchu general
and official close to Empress Dowager Cixi
Rong Yiren 榮毅仁 (1916-2005), businessman
and PRC politician; nicknamed “red
capitalist” (hongse zibenjia 紅色資本家); son
of Rong Desheng; father of Rong Zhijian
Rong Zhaozu 容肇祖 (1897-1989), literary
critic
Rong Zhijian/Larry Yung 榮智健 (b. 1942),
Hong Kong tycoon and billionaire; son of
Rong Yiren
Rongzi 蓉子 = Wang Rongzhi 王蓉芷 (b.
1928), poet and wife of Luo Men
Ru Zhijuan 茹志鵑 (b. 1925), writer
Ruan Ji 阮籍 (210-263), poet and Taoist
philosopher
Ruan Ming 阮銘 (b. 1937), former PRC
politician and scholar; left PRC in 1988 und
moved to Taiwan in 1996
Ruan Yuan 阮元 (1764-1849), Qing official
and mathematician
William of Rubruck/Willem van Ruysbroeck
羅伯魯 [Luobolu] (ca. 1210-1270), Flemish
Franciscan friar who visited the Mongolian
Empire 1253-1255
Rui Xingwen 芮杏文 (b. 1927), CCP
politician

Rui Yifu 芮逸夫 (1898-1990), ethnologist

S

Sa Bentie 薩本鐵 (1900-1987), chemist
Sa Dula 薩都剌 (1271-1368), poet
Samingad 紀曉君 [Ji Xiaojun] (b. 1977),
Taiwanese aboriginal singer (Puyuma tribe)
San Mao 三毛 = Chen Mao-ping 陳懋平
(1943-1991), Taiwanese writer
Sang Hongyang 桑弘羊 (ca. 152-80 BC),
government official and economic
reformer
Sang Tong 桑桐 (b. 1923), composer and
musician
Sang Ye 桑曄 (b. 1955), writer
Sang Yuechun 桑粵春 (1962-2006), PRC
politician and former legislator; executed
for rape, weapons possession, and
misappropriation of RMB 123 million
Johann Adam Schall von Bell 湯若望 [Tang
Ruowang] (1591-1666), China-based
German missionary (Jesuit)
Schive Chi 薛琦 [Xue Qi] (b. 1947), ROC
economy expert and politician
Sengge Rinchen 僧格林沁 [Sengge Linqin]
(1811-1865), Mongol; Qing general
Seypidin 賽福鼎 [Saifuding] (1915-2003),
Uighur; communist politician
Sha Yexin 沙葉新 (b. 1939), playwright;
member of the Hui nationality
Sha Zukang 沙祖康 (b. 1947), PRC diplomat
Paul Shan Kuo-hsi 單國璽 [Shan Guoxi] (b.
1923), Taiwanese Catholic cardinal
Shang Fulin 尚福林 (b. 1951), PRC politician
Shang Xi 商喜 (active ca. 15th century),
painter
Shang Yang 商鞅 = Gongsun Yang 公孫鞅
(ca. 400-338 BC), philosopher and
pre-legalist reformer
Shangguan Yunzhu 上官云珠 = Wei Junluo
韋君犖 (1920-1968), actress and lover of
Mao Zedong; committed suicide
Shao Huaze 邵華澤 (b. 1933), journalist
Shao Jiayi 邵佳一 (b. 1980), soccer player
Shao Qiwei 邵琪偉 (b. 1953), PRC politician
Shao Xunzheng 邵循正 (1909-1973),
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historian
Shao Yong 邵雍 (1011-1077), philosopher
and poet
Shao Youlian 邵友濂 (ca. 1834-1901), Qing
governor of Taiwan
Shao Yunhuan 邵雲環 (1951-1999), Xinhua
journalist; one of the three people killed by
NATO bombing of PRC’s embassy in
Belgrade; Yugoslavia
Sidney Shapiro 沙博理 [Sha Boli] (b. 1915),
US-born author and translator; has lived in
China since 1947; PRC citizen since 1963
Sir Run Run Shaw 邵逸夫 [Shao Yifu] = 邵仁
楞 [Shao Renleng] (b. 1907), media mogul
and movie studio owner from Hong Kong
Shaw Yu-ming 邵玉銘 [Shao Yuming] (b.
1938), ROC politician
Shea Jia-dong 許嘉棟 [Xu Jiadong] (b. 1948),
Taiwanese politician
Abraham Shek 石禮謙 [Shi Liqian] (b. 1945),
Hong Kong politician
Shen Baozhen 沈葆楨 (1820-1879), Qing
official
Shen Buhai 申不害 (385-337 BC),
philosopher
Shen Can 沈粲 (ca. 1379-1453), calligrapher
Shen Chang-huan 沈昌煥 (b. 1913), ROC
politician
Shen Congwen 沈從文 = Shen Yuehuan 沈岳
煥 (1902-1988), writer
Shen Dao 慎到 (395-315 BC), Taoist
philosopher
Shen Deqian 沈德潛 (1673-1769), literary
critic
Shen Fa-hui 沈發惠 (b. 1966), DPP politician
Shen Fu 沈復 (1763-ca. 1822/1825?), author
of “Six Chapters of a Floating Life”
(fusheng liuji 浮生六記)
Shen Guangwen 沈光文 (1613-1688), poet
Shen Guofang 沈國舫 (1908-1992),
geophysicist
Shen Guofang 沈國放 (b. 1952), PRC
diplomat and politician
James Shen 沈劍虹 [Shen Jianhong]
(1909-2007), ROC politician and diplomat
Shen Jiaben 沈家本 (1840-1913), Qing
official and law reformer

Shen Jingdong 沈敬東 (b. 1965), artist
John Shen 沈建宏 [Shen Jianhong] (b. 1992),
Taiwanese actor
Shen Junru 沈鈞儒 (1875-1963), lawyer and
1st president of PRC’s Supreme People’s
Court
Shen Kuo/Shen Kua 沈括 (1031-1095 or
1033-1097), scientist; inventor of the
compass
Shen Rong 諶容 [Chen Rong] (b. 1936), writer
Sampson C. Shen 沈錡 [Shen Qi] (1917-2004),
ROC politician
Shen Xiaolong 申小龍 (b. 1952), linguist
Shen Xiling 沈西苓 (1904-1940), director
Shen Xue 申雪 (b. 1978), pairs figure skater;
partner of Zhao Hongbo
Shen Yue 沈約 (441-513), writer
Shen Zemin 沈澤民 (1900-1933), one of the
“28 Bolsheviks”
Shen Zhou 沈周 (1427-1509), painter
Sheng Huaren 盛華仁 (b. 1935), energy
official and PRC politician
Sheng Qi 盛奇 (b. 1965), artist
Sheng Shih-tsai 盛世才 [Sheng Shicai]
(1895-1970), warlord in Xinjiang
Sheng Xuanhuai 盛宣懷 (1844-1916), Qing
official and entrepreneur
Sheng Yen 聖嚴 [Sheng Yan] (b. 1930), Zen
Buddhist [chanzong 禪宗] master
Sheu Fang-yi 許芳宜 [Xu Fangyi] (b. 1971),
Taiwan-born dancer
Sheu Yuan-dong 許遠東 [Xu Yuandong]
(1927-1998), Taiwanese banker and
politician; killed in China Airlines plane
crash
Shi Chong 石沖 (b. 1963), painter
Shi Chuanxiang 時傳祥 (1915-1975), model
worker and CCP member
Shi Dakai 石達開 (1830-1863), one of the
leaders of the “Taiping Rebellion” [taiping
tianguo 太平天國]; executed by slow
mutilation and dismemberment (lingchi 凌
遲) by the Qing
Shi Guangsheng 石廣生 (b. 1939), PRC
politician
Shi Heng 石亨 (?-1460), leader of a coup d’etat
against Ming Emperor Jingtai 景泰
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Shi Hu 石虎 = Emperor Wudi 後趙武帝
(295-349, r. 334-349), Later Zhao emperor
(Sixteen Nations); nephew (zhizi 侄子) of
Shi Le
Shi Hwei-yow 許惠祐 [Xu Huiyou] (b. 1952),
Taiwanese politician; head of a SEF
delegation to Hong Kong 1992
Shi Jiuyong 史久鏞 (b. 1926), legal expert and
judge on the International Criminal Court
(The Hague, Netherlands)
Shi Kefa 史可法 (?-1645), leader of a
rebellion against the Manchu in Yangzhou
揚州
Shi Lang 施琅 (1621-1696), Qing admiral
who conquered Taiwan
Shi Le 石勒 = Emperor Ming 後趙明帝
(274-333, r. 319/330-333), ethnic Jie 羯;
first emperor of the Later Zhao (Sixteen
Nations); uncle (shushu 叔叔) of Shi Hu
Shi Liang 史良 (1900-1985), PRC politician
and first woman to receive an education in
modern law
Shi Lu 石魯 (1919-1982), painter
Shi Ming-zheng 施明正 (1935-1988),
Taiwanese writer
Shi Miyuan 史彌遠 (1164-1233), chief
councilor during the Song Dynasty;
arranged the assassination of Han
Tuozhou
Shi Nai’an 施耐庵 (1290-1365), author of the
classic novel “The Water Margin”
[shuihuzhuan 水滸傳] which is also known
under the titles “All Men Are Brothers” and
“Outlaws of the Marsh”
Shi Shu-ching 施叔青 [Shi Shuqing] (b. 1945),
Taiwanese writer
Shi Siming 史思明 (703-761), ethnic Tujue 突
厥; one of leaders of the “An Lushan
Rebellion” (An Shi zhi luan 安史之亂)
during the Tang Dynasty
Shi Tao 石濤 = Dao Ji 道濟 (1642-1707),
monk and painter; one of the “Four
Monks” (si seng 四僧)
Shi Tao 師濤 (b. 1968), dissident journalist
and poet; sentenced to 10 years in prison
by the PRC in 2005 for providing state
secrets to foreigners

Shi Tiesheng 史鐵生 (b. 1951), writer
Shi Weiliang 史惟亮 (1925-1977), Taiwanese
musician and composer
W. L. Shi 許文龍 [Xu Wenlong] (b. 1928),
Taiwanese tycoon
Shi Xi 石谿 (1612-1673), painter and one of
the “Four Monks” (si seng 四僧)
Shi Yongxin 釋永信 = Liu Yingcheng 劉應成
(b. 1965), abbot of the Shaolin Monastery
少林寺
Shi Zhecun 施螫存 (b. 1905), novelist
Shi Zhengrong 施正榮 (b. 1963),
entrepreneur
Nikki Shie 謝欣穎 [Xie Xinying] (b. 1985),
actress from Hong Kong
Shieh Ching-jyh 謝清志 (b. 1941), rocket
scientist and Taiwanese politician; detained
on corruption charges in 2006
Shieh Jhy-wey 謝志偉 [Xie Zhiwei] (b. 1955),
Taiwanese scholar, diplomat and politician
Samuel C. Shieh 謝森中 [Xie Senzhong]
(1919-2004), banker and ROC politician
Shieh Tung-min 謝東閔 [Xie Dongmin]
(1907-2001), ROC politician; lost his left
hand and an eye after opening a parcel
bomb sent to him by Taiwan-independence
activist Wang Sing-nan in 1976
Shih Chi-yang 施啟揚 [Shi Qiyang] (b. 1935),
ROC politician
Michael Shih 施文彬 [Shi Wenbin] (b. 1964),
Taiwanese singer
Shih Ming 史明 [Shi Ming] = Shi Chaohui 施
朝暉 (b. 1918), Taiwanese historian
Shih Ming-teh 施明德 [Shi Mingde] (b. 1941),
co-founder of the DPP and key member
of the DPP’s “Formosa faction” [Meilidao
xi 美麗島系]; former DPP chairman; jailed
1962-1977 and 1979-1990; left the DPP in
2000; led protests against ROC President
Chen Shui-bian in 2006
Shih Shou-chien 石守謙 [Shi Shouqian] (b.
1951), National Palace Museum director
[Taiwan]
Stan Shih 施振榮 [Shi Zhenrong] (b. 1944),
Taiwanese entrepreneur
Shiu Shidi 徐熙娣 [Xu Xidi] (b. 1978),
Taiwanese singer and actress
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Shiy De-jinn 席德進 [Xi Dejin] (1923-1981),
Taiwanese folk art painter
Robin Shou 仇雲波 [Qiu Yunbo] (b. 1960),
Hong Kong-born American actor
Shu Chin-chiang 蘇進強 [Su Jinqiang] (b.
1953), Taiwanese politician (TSU)
Shu Qi 舒淇 (b. 1976), Taiwanese actress
Shu Ting 舒婷 = Gong Peiyu 龔佩瑜 (b.
1952), poet
Shunza 順子 [Shunzi] = Ni Shunzi 倪順子 (b.
1973), singer
Shusun Tong 叔孫通 (ca. 250-180 BC),
Confucian official
Ignatius Sichelbart 艾啟蒙 [Ai Qimeng]
(1708-1780), China-based German
missionary and painter
Vincent Siew 蕭萬長 [Xiao Wanchang] (b.
1939), KMT politician and ROC premier
Sikong Tu 司空圖 (837-908), Confucian poet
Sima Guang 司馬光 (1019-1086), Song
government official
Sima Qian 司馬遷 (145-92 BC), historian,
writer, and court astrologer; author of Shiji
史記; son of Sima Tan
Sima Rui 司馬睿 = Emperor Yuandi 元帝
(276-322, r. 317-322), first emperor of the
Eastern Jin Dynasty (Six Dynasties)
Sima Tan 司馬談 (?-110 BC), historian and
court astrologer; father of Sima Qian
Sima Xiangru 司馬相如 (179-117 BC),
master of fu 賦 style of poetry
Sima Yan 司馬炎 = Emperor Wudi 武帝
(236-290, r. 265-289), first emperor of the
Western Jin Dynasty
Sima Yi 司馬懿 (179-251), general and
official in the Kingdom of Wei 魏
Siqin Gaowa 斯琴高娃 (b. 1949), actress
from Inner Mongolia
Nancy Sit 薛家燕 [Xue Jiayan] (b. 1950),
actress from Hong Kong
Elva Siu/Elva Hsiao 蕭亞軒 [Xiao Yaxuan] (b.
1980), Taiwanese pop singer
Maggie Siu/Siu Mei Ki 邵美琪 [Shao Meiqi] (b.
1965), actress from Hong Kong
Song Boren 宋伯仁 (ca. 13th century), writer
and artist
Song Defu 宋德福 (b. 1946), pilot and CCP

politician
Song Hongzhao 宋鴻釗 (b. 1915), physician
and medical researcher
Jessica Song 宋新妮 [Song Xinni] (b. 1977),
Taiwanese actress
Song Jian 宋健 (b. 1931), engineer and scholar
Song Jing 宋璟 (663-737), minister under
Tang Emperor Xuanzong 玄宗
Song Ping 宋平 (b. 1917), CCP politician
Song Qingling—see Soong Ching-ling 宋慶齡
Song Renqiong 宋任窮 (1909-2005), CCP
politician
Song Wenzhi 宋文治 (b. 1919), painter
Song Yingxing 宋應星 (1587-?), scientist and
author of “Exploitation of the Works of
Nature” (tiangong kaiwu 天工開物)
Song Yonghong 宋永紅 (b. 1966), painter
Song Zhidi 宋之的 (1914-1956), writer
Carmen Soo/Soo Wai Mun 蘇慧敏 [Su
Huimin] (b. 1977), model from Malaysia
Soong Ai-ling 宋藹齡 [Song Ailing]
(1890-1973), one of the three Soong sisters
and wife of H. H. Kung
Charlie Soong 宋查理 [Song Chali] = 宋耀如
[Song Yaoru] = 宋嘉樹 [Song Jiashu] = 韓
教準 [Han Jiaozhun] (1866-1918), Hakka;
US-educated businessman and missionary;
husband of Ni Kui-chen; father of the
three Soong sisters
Soong Ching-ling/Rosamond Soong 宋慶齡
[Song Qingling] (1892 or 1893-1981), one of
the three Soong sisters; politician and
second wife of Sun Yat-sen
James Soong 宋楚瑜 [Song Chuyu] (b. 1942),
KMT politician and founder of the PFP
Soong May-ling 宋美齡 [Song Meiling]
(1897-2003), one of the three Soong sisters
and third wife of Chiang Kai-shek
T. A. Soong 宋子安 [Song Zi’an] (1906-1969),
son of Charlie Soong and brother of the
three Soong sisters
T. V. Soong 宋子文 [Song Ziwen] (1894-1971),
tycoon; KMT politician and ROC premier;
son of Charlie Soong and brother of the
three Soong sisters
Jonathan D. Spence 史景遷 [Shi Jingqian] (b.
1936), British sinologist
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Su Bai 宿白 (b. 1922), archaeologist
Su Bingqi 蘇秉琦 (1909-1991), archaeologist
Su Buqing 蘇步青 (1902-2003), mathematician
Su Che 蘇轍 (1039-1112), writer and essayist;
brother of Su Dongpo; one of the “Eight
Great Personalities in the Tang and Song
Dynasties” (Tang Song ba dajia 唐宋八大家)
Su Chi 蘇起 [Su Qi] (b. 1949), ROC politician
Su Dongpo 蘇東坡 = Su Shi 蘇軾
(1036-1101), poet and one of the “Four
Master Calligraphers of the Song Dynasty”
(Song si jia 宋四家) as well as one of the
“Eight Great Personalities in the Tang and
Song Dynasties” (Tang Song ba dajia 唐宋八
大家); son of Su Xun
Su Hanchen 蘇漢臣 (ca. 12th century), painter
Su Hongjun 蘇洪鈞 (b. 1940), astronomist
Su Jia-chyuan 蘇嘉全 [Su Jiaquan] (b. 1956),
Taiwanese politician
Julie Su 蘇芮 [Su Rui] (b. 1952), Taiwanese
singer
Su Jun 蘇峻 (?-328), general and rebel during
the Eastern Jin Dynasty
Su Jun-pin 蘇俊賓 [Su Junbin] (b. 1976), KMT
politician
Su Manshu 蘇曼殊 (1884-1918), Buddhist
artist and translator
Su Ming-ming 蘇明明 (b. 1960), Taiwanese
actress
Su Nan-cheng 蘇南成 (b. 1936), KMT
politician
Su Shaozhi 蘇紹智 (b. 1923), scientist
Su Shi 蘇軾—see Su Dongpo 蘇東坡
Su Song 蘇頌 (1020-1101), astronomer,
inventor, and engineer; constructed the first
mechanical clock with water-driven
escapement in 1090
Su Tong 蘇童 (b. 1963), writer
Su Tseng-chang 蘇貞昌 [Su Zhenchang] (b.
1947), human-rights lawyer; DPP
co-founder and former chairman; ROC
premier
Su Tzen-ping 蘇正平 [Su Zhengping] (b. 1950),
Taiwanese journalist and politician
Su Xiaobai 蘇笑柏 [Su Xiaobo] (b. 1949),
Germany-based artist

Su Xiaokang 蘇曉康 (b. 1949), writer
Su Xun 蘇洵 (1009-1066), scholar and father
of Su Dongpo; one of the “Eight Great
Personalities in the Tang and Song
Dynasties” (Tang Song ba dajia 唐宋八大家)
Su Ying-kuei 蘇盈貴 [Su Yinggui] (b. 1958),
Taiwanese politician
Su Yu 粟裕 (1907-1984), PLA general
Anna Sui 安娜蘇 [Anna Su] (b. 1955),
Chinese-American clothing designer
Sonia Sui 隋棠 [Sui Tang] (b. 1980), Taiwanese
model
Sun Ailing 孫愛玲 (b. 1949), writer from
Singapore
Amy Sun 孫芸芸 [Sun Yunyun] (b. 1978),
Taiwanese businesswoman
Sun Benwen 孫本文 (1891-1979), sociologist
and ethnologist
Sun Bin 孫臏 (?-316 BC), military strategist in
the Kingdom of Qi 齊 (Warring States
period) and author of Sun Bin bingfa 孫臏兵
法
Sun Ce 孫策 (175-200), Han general and
warlord; brother of Sun Quan
Sun Chuan-fang 孫傳芳 [Song Chuanfang]
(1885-1935), warlord in Fujian/Zhejiang/Jiangsu/Jiangxi/Anhui Provinces
Sun En 孫恩 (?-402), member of the Taoist
sect “Way of the Five Bushels of Rice”
(wudoumi dao 五斗米道); led a peasant
rebellion during the Eastern Jin Dynasty
Sun Fo 孫科 [Sun Ke] (1891-1973), KMT
politician and ROC premier; son of Sun
Yat-sen; father of Nora Sun
Sun Fuyuan 孫伏園 (1894-1966), publisher
Sun Guoting 孫過庭 (648-703), calligrapher
Sun Ji 孫吉 (b. 1982), soccer player; twin
brother of Sun Xiang
Sun Jiazheng 孫家正 (b. 1944), PRC politician
Sun Jihai 孫繼海 (b. 1977), soccer player
Sun Kaidi 孫楷第 (1898-1989), bibliographer
Sun Kanglin 孫康林 (b. 1953), Beijing
sporting official
Sun Kewang 孫可望 (?-1660), adopted son of
rebel leader Zhang Xianzhong; surrendered
to the Manchus
Sun Ko-hung 孫克弘 [Sun Kehong]
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(1533-1611), painter
Sun Laiyan 孫來燕 (b. 1957), scientist and
PRC politician
Sun Li 孫犁 (b. 1913), writer
Sun Li-jen 孫立人 [Sun Liren] (1900-1990),
ROC general; under house arrest
1955-1988
Sun Lu-tang 孫祿堂 (1861-1932), Taijiquan
master; disciple of Hao Wei-chen and
creator of the Sun style [Sun shi 孫式]
May Sun/Sun Shu-mei 孫淑媚 (b. 1981),
Taiwanese singer
Sun Mingming 孫明明 (b. 1984), basketball
player (2.37 m tall)
Nora Sun 孫穗芬 [Sun Suifen] (b. 1938), US
diplomat; daughter of Sun Fo;
granddaughter of Sun Yat-sen
Sun Peng 孫鵬 (b. 1983), tennis player
Sun Quan 孫權 = Emperor Dadi 東吳大帝
(182-252, r. 221-251), founder of
Wu/Eastern Wu (Three Kingdoms);
brother of Sun Ce
Stefanie Sun 孫燕姿 [Sun Yanzi] (b. 1978),
singer from Singapore
Sun Tiantian 孫甜甜 (b. 1981), tennis player
Tony Sun 孫協志 [Sun Xiezhi] (b. 1978),
singer and member of the Taiwanese band
“5566”
Sun Wu 孫武 = Sun-tzu 孫子 [Sunzi] (ca. 4th
century BC), author of “The Art of War”
[Sunzi bingfa 孫子兵法]
Sun Xiang 孫祥 (b. 1982), soccer player; twin
brother of Sun Ji
Sun Yafu 孫亞夫 (b. 1952), ARATS official
and PRC politician
Sun Yat-sen 孫逸仙 [Sun Yixian] = Sun Wen
孫文 = Zhong Shan 中山 (1866-1925),
Hakka; revolutionary, KMT chairman, and
ROC founding father (guofu 國父)
Sun Yefang 孫冶方 (1908-1983), economist
Sun Yuan-liang 孫元良 (1904-2007), ROC
general
Sun Yueh 孫鉞/孫越 [Sun Yue] (b. 1930),
actor
Sun Yun-suan 孫運璿 [Sun Yunxuan]
(1913-2006), KMT politician and ROC
premier; one of the architects of Taiwan’s

economic miracle
Sun Yuxi 孫玉璽 (b. 1951), PRC diplomat
and politician
Sun Zhenyu 孫振宇 (b. 1946), PRC’s first
ambassador to the WTO
Sung Chi-li 宋七力 [Song Qili] = 宋幹琳
[Song Ganlin] (b. 1948), controversial
Taiwanese spritualist
Sung Chiao-jen 宋教仁 [Song Jiaoren]
(1882-1913), KMT politician; assassinated
Sung Fei-ju 宋斐如 [Song Feiru] (1903-1947),
Taiwanese journalist; killed during 2-28
Incident
Sung Tse-lai 宋澤萊 [Song Zelai] = 廖偉峻
[Liao Weijun] (b. 1952), Taiwanese writer
Sung Yü 宋玉 [Song Yu] (ca. 290-222 BC),
poet
Szeto Wah 司徒華 [Situ Hua] (b. 1931), Hong
Kong pro-democracy politician

T

Tagawa Matsu 田川松 [Tianchuan Song] =
Weng Shi 翁氏 (1601-1646), Japanese wife
of Cheng Chih-lung and mother of
Koxinga; refused to surrender to the Qing
and committed suicide
Tai Chi-tao 戴季陶 [Dai Jitao] = Tai
Chuan-hsien 戴傳賢 [Dai Chuanxian] =
Tai Hsuan-tang 戴選堂 [Dai Xuantang]
(1890-1949), KMT politician
Tai Jingnong 臺靜農 (1902-1990), writer and
calligrapher
Tai Li 戴笠 [Dai Li] (1897-1946), head of
ROC secret service
Penny Tai 戴佩妮 [Dai Peini] (b. 1978),
Taiwanese folk singer
Taixu 太虛 (1899-1947), Buddhist abbot
Tai Yen-hui 戴炎輝 [Dai Yanhui] (1908-1992),
ROC official
Taizong 唐太宗 (599-649, r. 626-649), Tang
Dynasty emperor; personal name: Li
Shimin 李世民
Taizong 宋太宗 (939-997, r. 976-997),
Northern Song Dynasty emperor; personal
name: Zhao Guangyi 趙光義
Takeshi Kaneshiro 金城武 [Jin Chengwu] (b.
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1973), Taiwanese-Japanese actor
Alan Tam 譚詠麟 [Tan Yonglin] (b. 1950),
producer from Hong Kong
Mandy Tam 譚耀宗 [Tan Yaozong] (b. 1949),
Hong Kong pro-democracy politician
Patrick Tam Kar-ming 譚家明 [Tan Jiaming] (b.
1948), director from Hong Kong
Patrick Tam Yiu-man 譚耀文 [Tan Yaowen] (b.
1969), singer and actor from Hong Kong
Shaun Tam Chun-yin 譚俊彥 [Tan Junyan] (b.
1980), actor from Hong Kong and son of
Ti Lung
Amy Tan 譚恩美 [Tan Enmei] (b. 1952),
American writer
Tan Dun 譚盾 (b. 1957), Oscar-winning
composer
Tan Houlan 譚厚蘭 (1937 or 1940-1982), Red
Guard leader; jailed 1978-1982
Tan Kah Kee 陳嘉庚 [Chen Jiageng]
(1874-1961), entrepreneur from Singapore
Tan Pingshan 譚平山 (1886-1956), CCP
politician
Tan Sitong 譚嗣同 (1865-1898), reformer;
executed by Qing
Tan Xiaolin 譚小麟 (1911-1948), composer
and musician
Tan Xinpei 譚鑫培 (1847-1917), Peking opera
actor
Tan Yen-kai 譚延闓 [Tan Yankai] (1880-1930),
politician and ROC premier
Tan Yu 鄭周敏 [Zheng Zhoumin] (1927-2002),
Filipino-Chinese tycoon and philanthropist
Tan Zhenlin 譚震林 (1902-1983), PLA
commander
Tang Aoqing 唐敖慶 (b. 1915), chemistry
specialist
Tang Caichang 唐才常 (1867-1900), reformer
Tang Chi-yao 唐繼堯 [Tang Jiyao] (1883-1927),
warlord and governor of Yunnan Province
Tang En-po 湯恩伯 [Tang Enbo] (1900-1954),
ROC general
Frank Tang 唐飛 [Tang Fei] (b. 1932), general,
KMT politician, and ROC premier
Tang Guoqiang 唐國強 (b. 1951), diplomat
and PRC politician
Tang Guoqiang 唐國強 (b. 1952), actor
Henry Tang 唐英年 [Tang Yingnian] (b. 1952),

politician from Hong Kong
Tang Hualong 唐化龍 (1874-1918), official in
Hubei Province who played a key role in
the Xinhai Revolution
Jason Tang 唐志中 [Tang Zhizhong] (b. 1978),
Taiwanese-American VJ
Tang Jiaxuan 唐家璇 (b. 1938), PRC politician
Tang Jingsong 唐景崧 (1841-1903), president
of the short-lived “Republic of Taiwan”
Tang Junyi 唐君毅 (1909-1978), Confucian
scholar
Tang Na 唐納 = Ma Jiliang 馬季良/馬驥良
(1914-1988), journalist and critic; third
husband of Jiang Qing
Tang Peisong 湯佩松 (1903-2001), botanist
Tang Qi 唐祈 (1920-1990), poet and student
of Feng Zhi
Tang Shaoyi 唐紹儀 (1860-1938), liberal
protégé of Yuan Shikai and head of Yuan’s
first cabinet 1912; forced by Yuan to resign
in 1912
Tang Shengzhi 唐生智 (1889-1970), warlord
Tang Shouqian 湯壽潛 = Tang Zhixian 湯蟄
仙 (1857-1917), governor of Zhejiang
Province
Tang Shubei 唐樹備 (b. 1931), PRC politician
(concerned with Taiwan affairs)
Tang Wanli 唐萬裡 (b. 1956), businessman
accused of illegal banking and stock price
manipulation; brother of Tang Wanxin
Tang Wanxin 唐萬新 (b. 1964), businessman
accused of illegal banking and stock price
manipulation; brother of Tang Wanli
Tang Wei 湯唯 (b. 1979), actress
Tang Xianzu 湯顯祖 (1550-1616), playwright
Tang Yiau-ming 湯曜明 [Tang Yaoming] (b.
1938), general and ROC politician
Tang Yin 唐寅 = Tang Bohu 唐伯虎
(1470-1523), painter, poet, and scholar
Tang Yuzhi 唐寓之 (?-486), led a rebellion
during the Southern Qi (Six Dynasties)
Tao Chengzhang 陶成章 (1878-1912), leader
of a revolutionary society (together with
Tsai Yuan-pei)
David Tao 陶喆 [Tao Zhe] = 陶緒忠 [Tao
Xuzhong] (b. 1969), singer and actor from
Hong Kong
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Tao Hongjing 陶弘景 (456-536), wrote about
drugs and herbal medicine
Tao Jinsheng 陶晉生 (b. 1933), historian
Momoko Tao 陶子 [Tao Zi] (b. 1969),
Taiwanese TV hostess
Tao Pai-chuan 陶百川 [Tao Baichuan]
(1901-2002), legal expert, journalist, and
KMT politician
Tao Qian 陶潛 = Tao Yuanming 陶淵明
(365-427), poet and Taoist philosopher
Tao Siju 陶駟駒 (b. 1935), PRC politician
Terence Tao 陶哲軒 [Tao Zhexuan] (b. 1975),
Australian mathematician
Tao Xingzhi 陶行知 (1891-1946), education
scholar
Tao Xisheng 陶希聖 (1899-1988), Marxist
historian
Tao Yunkui 陶雲逵 (1904-1944), ethnologist
Tao Zhu 陶鑄 (1908-1969), CCP politician;
purged during the Cultural Revolution
Tchen Yu-chiou 陳郁秀 [Chen Yuxiu] (b.
1949), Taiwanese politician
Tēⁿ Khe-phòan 鄭溪泮 [Zheng Xipan]
(1896-1951), Taiwanese writer
Teng Huatao 滕華濤 (b. 1971), director
Teng Hsi-hou 鄧錫侯 [Deng Xihou]
(1889-1964), warlord
Teng Nan-kuang 鄧南光 [Deng Nanguang] =
Teng Teng-hui 鄧騰輝 [Deng Tenghui]
(1907-1971), Taiwanese photographer and
cinematographer
Teresa Teng 鄧麗君 [Deng Lijun] (1953-1995),
Taiwanese singer
Teng Yen-ta 鄧演達 [Deng Yanda] (1895-1931),
general and KMT politician
Nicholas Teo 張棟樑 [Zhang Dongliang] (b.
1981), singer from Malaysia
Joseph Ti 狄剛 [Di Gang] (b. 1928), Catholic;
Archbishop of Taipei
Ti Lung/Dick Loong 狄龍 [Di Long] =
Tommy Tam/Tam Fu-wing 譚富榮 [Tan
Furong] (b. 1946), martial arts actor from
Hong Kong and father of Shaun Tam
Tian Congming 田聰明 (b. 1943), journalist
and CCP politician
Tian Fengshan 田鳳山 (b. 1940), PRC
politician and former cabinet minister;

sentenced to life in prison for graft in 2005
Tian Han 田漢 (1898-1968), poet and author
of the text of the PRC’s national anthem;
attacked as one of the “Four Villains”
(sitiao hanzi 四條漢子) during the Cultural
Revolution
Hebe Tian 田馥甄 [Tian Fuzhen] (b. 1983),
Taiwanese singer and member of the band
S.H.E.
Tian Jian 田間 (b. 1916), poet
Tian Jiyun 田紀雲 (b. 1929), PRC politician
Tian Jiaying 田家英 (1922-1966), one of Mao
Zedong’s political secretaries; committed
suicide
Tian Lipu 田力普 (b. 1953), PRC politician
Tian Shixin 田世信 (b. 1941), sculptor
Tian Songyao 田頌堯 (1888-1975), warlord
Thomas Tian SVD 田耕莘 [Tian Gengxin]
(1890-1967), first Chinese cardinal
Tian Zhuangzhuang 田壯壯 (b. 1952),
director
Tien Chung-chin 田烱錦 [Tian Jiongjin]
(1899-1977), ROC official
Tien Hsin 天心 [Tian Xin] = 吳天心 [Wu
Tianxin] (b. 1975), Taiwanese actress
Tien Hung-mao 田弘茂 [Tian Hongmao] (b.
1938), Taiwanese politician
James Tien 田北俊 [Tian Beijun] (b. 1947),
Hong Kong politician and chairman of the
pro-Beijing Liberal Party [ziyoudang 自由黨]
Lily Tien 田麗 [Tian Li] (b. 1966), Taiwanese
model, actress, and singer
Betty Ting 丁珮 [Ding Pei] = 唐美麗 [Tang
Meili] (b. 1947), Taiwan-born actress from
Hong Kong
Lawrence S. Ting 丁善理 [Ding Shanli]
(1939-2004), China-born Taiwanese
businessman and Chinese Taipei Olympics
Committee activist; committed suicide
Ting Shou-chung 丁守中 [Ding Shouzhong] (b.
1954), KMT politician
Alex To 杜德偉 [Du Dewei] (b. 1962), singer
from Hong Kong
Chapman To 杜汶澤 [Du Wenze] (b. 1972),
actor from Hong Kong
Johnnie To 杜琪峰 [Du Qifeng] (b. 1955),
director from Hong Kong
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Hollington K. Tong 董顯光 [Dong Xianguang]
(1887-1971), ROC politician and diplomat
Ronny Tong Ka-wah 湯家驊 [Tang Jiahua] (b.
1950), pro-democracy politician from
Hong Kong
Stanley Tong 唐季禮 [Tang Jili] (b. 1962),
director from Hong Kong
Tongfang Po 東方白 [Dongfang Bai] = Lin
Wen-de 林文德 (b. 1938), Taiwanese writer
Tong Yang-tze 董陽孜 [Dong Yangzi] (b. 1942),
mainland-born calligrapher in Taiwan
Tongzhi 同治 = Muzong 清穆宗 or Yidi 毅
帝 (1856-1874, r. 1862-1874), Qing
Dynasty emperor; personal name: Aisin
Giorro Zaichun 愛新覺羅載淳
Touman 頭曼 (?-209 BC), Xiongnu leader;
father of Mo Du; killed on orders of the
second Qin emperor
Tsai A-hsin 蔡阿信 [Cai Axin] (1899-1990),
first female doctor in Taiwan
Tsai Ao 蔡鍔 [Cai E] (1882-1916), general
who led a rebellion against Yuan Shikai
Tsai Chi-fang 蔡啟芳 [Cai Qifang] (b. 1954),
DPP politician
Tsai Chia-hsin 蔡佳欣 [Cai Jiaxin] (b. 1982),
Taiwanese badminton player
Tsai Chin 周采芹 [Zhou Caiqin] aka Irene
Chow (b. 1936), actress and writer
Tsai Chin 蔡琴 [Cai Qin] (b. 1957),
Taiwan-based actress and singer
Tsai Chin-lung 蔡錦隆 [Cai Jinlong] (b. 1958),
KMT politician
Tsai Chung-hsiung 蔡鐘雄 [Cai Zhongxiong] (b.
1940), PFP politician
Dominique Tsai 蔡詩蕓 [Cai Shiyun] (b. 1986),
Australia-born singer based in Taiwan
Henry Tsai 蔡朝明 [Cai Chaoming] (b. 1941),
Taiwanese politician
Tsai Huang-liang 蔡惶瑯 [Cai Huanglang] (b.
1960), DPP politician
Tsai Jih-heng 蔡智恆 [Cai Zhiheng] (b. 1969),
Taiwanese writer
Jolin Tsai 蔡依林 [Cai Yilin] (b. 1980),
Taiwanese pop singer
Tsai Jui-yueh 蔡瑞月 [Cai Ruiyue] (1921-2005),
Taiwanese dancer, husband of Lei Shih-yu
Kevin Tsai/Tsai Kang-yong 蔡康永 [Cai

Kangyong] (b. 1962), Taiwanese TV
personality
Michael M. Tsai 蔡明憲 [Cai Mingxian] (b.
1941), Taiwanese politician
Tsai Ming-liang 蔡明亮 [Cai Mingliang] (b.
1957), Malaysia-born Taiwanese director
Tsai Pei-chen 蔡佩真 [Cai Peizhen] (b. 1983),
Taiwanese pool player
Tanya Tsai—see Tanya Chua 蔡健雅
Tsai Ting-kai 蔡廷鍇 [Cai Tingkai]
(1892-1968), KMT general
Tsai Wan-chun 蔡萬春 [Cai Wanchun] (b.
1916), Taiwanese businessman; brother of
Tsai Wan-lin and Tsai Wan-tsai
Tsai Wan-lin 蔡萬霖 [Cai Wanlin] (1924-2004),
Taiwanese tycoon; brother of Tsai
Wan-chun and Tsai Wan-tsai
Tsai Wan-tsai 蔡萬才 [Cai Wancai] (b. 1929),
Taiwanese businessman; brother of Tsai
Wan-chun and Tsai Wan-lin
Tsai Wen-fu 蔡文甫 [Cai Wenfu] (b. 1926),
China-born publisher in Taiwan
Tsai Ying-wen 蔡英文 [Cai Yingwen] (b. 1956),
Taiwanese politician and creator of the
“two states theory” [liangguolun 兩國論]
Tsai Yu-chiung 蔡玉瓊 [Cai Yuqiong] (b. 1943),
Taiwanese social activist; nicknamed “Ko
Mama” (Ke Mama 柯媽媽)
Tsai Yuan-pei 蔡元培 [Cai Yuanpei]
(1868-1940), liberal educator and
chancellor of Beijing University; first head
of Academia Sinica
Donald Tsang Yam-kuen 曾蔭權 [Zeng
Yinquan] (b. 1944), politician from Hong
Kong; knighted by Queen Elizabeth II in
1997; head of Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region since 2005
Eric Tsang 曾志偉 [Zeng Zhiwei] (b. 1953),
actor from Hong Kong
John Tsang 曾俊華 [Zeng Junhua] (b. 1951),
politician from Hong Kong
Kenneth Tsang 曾江 [Zeng Jiang] (b. 1938),
actor from Hong Kong
Tsang Tak-sing 曾德成 [Zeng Decheng] (b.
1949), pro-Beijing politician from Hong
Kong
Tsang Yok-sing 曾鈺成 [Zeng Yucheng] (b.
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1947), Hong Kong pro-Beijing politician
Tsao Chin-hui 曹錦輝 [Cao Jinhui] (b. 1981),
Taiwanese baseball player
Gary Tsao 曹格 [Cao Ge] (b. 1979), Hakka;
Malaysian pop singer
Tsao Kun 曹錕 [Cao Kun] (1862-1938),
politician and ROC president
Robert H. C. Tsao 曹興誠 [Cao Xingcheng] (b.
1947), mainland-born Taiwanese
microprocessor tycoon
Nicholas Tse 謝霆鋒 [Xie Tingfeng] (b. 1980),
entertainer from Hong Kong
Tseng Wen-chen 曾文珍 [Zeng Wenzhen] (b.
1968), Taiwanese director
Tseng Wen-fui 曾文惠 [Zeng Wenhui] (b. 1926),
wife of Lee Teng-hui
Tseng Ya-ni/Ruby Tseng 曾雅妮 [Zeng Yani]
(b. 1989), Taiwanese golfer
Tseng Yu-ching 曾御欽 [Zeng Yuqin] (b. 1978),
Taiwanese artist
Tseng Yuho 曾佑和 [Zeng Youhe] = Betty
Ecke (b. 1925), Hawaii-based painter and
calligrapher
Tseng Yu-wen 曾郁文 [Zeng Yuwen] (b. 1954),
Taiwanese painter
Tseng Yung-chuan 曾永權 [Zeng Yongquan] (b.
1947), KMT politician
Tsiang Ting-fu 蔣廷黻 [Jiang Tingfu]
(1895-1965), ROC diplomat and historian
Tsiang Yien-si 蔣彥士 [Jiang Yanshi]
(1915-1998), KMT politician
Tsong Pu 莊普 [Zhuang Pu] (b. 1947), artist
Cathy Tsui 徐子淇 [Xu Ziqi] (b. 1982), actress
from Hong Kong
Daniel C. Tsui 崔琦 [Cui Qi] (b. 1939),
scientist and 1998 Nobel Prize winner;
member of Academia Sinica
David Tsui 徐澤榮 [Xu Zerong] (b. 1956),
scholar from Hong Kong; convicted of
spying in the PRC in 2001
Christine Tsung 宗才怡 [Zong Caiyi] (b. 1948),
Taiwanese politician
Tu Cheng-sheng 杜正勝 [Du Zhengsheng] (b.
1944), Taiwanese politician and National
Palace Museum director [Taiwan]; member
of Academia Sinica
Tu Tsung-ming 杜聰明 [Du Congming]

(1893-1986), Taiwan’s first doctor of
medicine
Tu Wei-ming 杜維明 [Du Weiming] (b. 1940),
Confucian scholar
Tuan Chi-jui 段祺瑞 [Duan Qirui] (1865-1936),
warlord and ROC president
Tuan Yi-kang 段宜康 [Duan Yikang] (b. 1963),
DPP politician [“New Tide” faction (xin
chaoliu paixi 新潮流派系)]
Tung Chee-hwa 董建華 [Dong Jianhua] (b.
1937), Hong Kong politician
H. Y. Tung 董浩雲 [Dong Haoyun] = 董兆榮
[Dong Zhaorong] (1912-1982), shipping
tycoon with close ties to the KMT
Tung Kuan-hsien 童冠賢 [Tong Guanxian]
(1894-1981), ROC politician
Tung Nien 東年 [Dong Nian] = Chen
Shun-xian 陳順賢 (b. 1950), Taiwanese
writer
Tou Chung-hua 庹宗華 [Tuo Zonghua] (b.
1962), Taiwanese actor; brother of Tuo
Tsung-kang
Tuo Tsung-kang 庹宗康 [Tuo Zongkang] (b.
1967), Taiwanese TV show host; brother
of Tou Chung-hua
Ovid Tzeng 曾志朗 [Zeng Zhilang] (b. 1944),
Taiwanese politician and scholar

U

Ulanhu 烏蘭夫 [Wulanfu] (1906-1988), CCP
politician from Inner Mongolia
Urna Chahar-Tugchi 烏仁娜 [Wurenna] (b.
1968), singer from Inner Mongolia
Uyongu E Yatauyungana 高一生 [Gao Yisheng]
(1908-1954), Taiwanese aboriginal musician
(Tsou tribe), executed

V

Faina Epatcheva Vahaleva 蔣方良 [Jiang
Fangliang] (1916-2004), Russian wife of
Chiang Ching-kuo
Van Fan 范逸臣 [Fan Yichen] = Lingda 范佑
臣 [Fan Youchen] (b. 1978), Taiwanese
aboriginal singer (Ami tribe)
Ferdinand Verbiest SJ 南懷仁 [Nan Huairen]
(1623-1688), China-based missionary from
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Belgium; assistant of Johann Adam Schall
von Bell
Claude de Visdelou 劉應 [Liu Ying]
(1656-1737), French Jesuit missionary

W

Thomas Wade 威妥瑪 [Wei Tuoma]
(1818-1895), British diplomat and
sinologist
Frederic Wakeman Jr. 魏斐德 [Wei Feide]
(1937-2006), American scholar of Chinese
history
Wan Exiang 萬鄂湘 (b. 1956), senior judge
on the PRC Supreme People’s Court
Wan Li 萬里 (b. 1916), PRC politician and
NPC chairman
Wanli 萬曆 = Shenzong 明神宗 (1563-1620,
r. 1573-1620), Ming Dynasty emperor;
personal name: Zhu Yijun 朱翊鈞
Wan Jen 萬仁 [Wan Ren] (b. 1950), Taiwanese
director
Wan Sida 萬斯大 (1633-1683), scholar;
brother of Wan Sitong; student of Huang
Zongxi
Wan Sitong 萬斯同 (1638-1702), scholar;
brother of Wan Sida; student of Huang
Zongxi
Wang An-chi 王安祈 [Wang Anqi] (b. 1955),
Taiwanese playwright
Andrew Wang 汪傳浦 [Wang Chuanpu] (b.
1928), Taiwanese arms dealer involved in
the Lafayette-class frigate scandal
Wang Anshi 王安石 (1021-1086), reformer;
one of the “Eight Great Personalities in
the Tang and Song Dynasties” (Tang Song ba
dajia 唐宋八大家)
Wang Anyi 王安億 (b. 1954), writer
Wang Baosen 王寶森 (?-1995), vice-mayor of
Beijing; committed suicide
Wang Bi 王弼 (226-249), poet
Wang Bin 王濱 (1912-1960), director
Wang Bing 王冰 (ca. 710-805?), writer and
medical researcher
Wang Bingqian 王丙乾 (b. 1925), finance
expert and CCP politician
Wang Bingzhang 王炳章 (b. 1948), US

resident and dissident currently serving a
life sentence in a PRC jail
Wang Chang-ching 王章清 [Wang Zhangqing]
(b. 1920), ROC politician
Wang Chang-hsiung 王昶雄 [Wang Changxiong]
= Wang Rong-sheng 王榮生 (1916-2000),
Taiwanese writer
Wang Chen-chih—see Sadaharu Oh
Wang Chen-ho 王稹和 [Wang Zhenhe]
(1940-1990), Taiwanese writer
Wang Cheng 王成 (b. 1965), painter
Wang Chien-ming 王建民 [Wang Jianmin] (b.
1980), Taiwanese baseball player
Wang Chien-shien 王建煊 [Wang Jianxuan] (b.
1938), NP politician
Wang Chih-kang 王志剛 [Wang Zhigang] (b.
1942), ROC politician
Wang Ching-feng 王清峰 [Wang Qingfeng] (b.
1952), lawyer and ROC politician
Wang Ching-wei 汪精衛 [Wang Jingwei] = 汪
兆銘 [Wang Zhaoming] (1883-1944), KMT
politician and ROC premier; collaborated
with Japanese invaders
Wang Chong 王充 (ca. 27-100 AD), writer
and philosopher
Wang Chongyang 王重陽 (1113-1170), Taoist
alchimist and founder of the Quanzhen
order (全真)
Wang Chuan 王川 (b. 1953), painter
Wang Chung-hui 王寵惠 [Wang Chonghui]
(1881-1958), ROC politician
Cyndi Wang 王心凌 [Wang Xinling] = 王君
如 [Wang Junru] (b. 1982), Taiwanese singer
and actress
Wang Daheng 王大珩 (b. 1915), engineer
Wang Daiyu 王岱輿 (ca.1580-1658), Muslim
writer
Wang Dalei 王大雷 (b. 1989), soccer player
Wang Dan 王丹 (b. 1969), Tiananmen student
leader; went into exile after being released
from prison for medical reasons
Wang Daohan 汪道涵 (1915-2005), CCP
politician and head of ARATS; father of
Wang Zhiyuan
Wang Daokun 汪道昆 (1525-1593), military
official in the Ming Dynasty
David Wang 王再得 [Wang Zaide] (1965-2004),
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Taiwanese disc jockey, nicknamed “King
David” (Dawei Wang 大衛王)
Wang Dongxing 汪東興 (b. 1916), Mao
Zedong’s bodyguard, military leader, and
CCP politician
Wang Dulu 王度盧 (1909-1977), writer
Wang Dun 王敦 (266-324), warlord in the
Eastern Jin Dynasty
Wang Duo 王鐸 (1592-1652), calligrapher
Wang Duqing 王獨清 (1898-1940), writer
Wang E 王諤 (active around 1500), painter
Wang Fang 王芳 (b. 1920), PRC politician
Wang Fu 王紱 (1362-1416), painter
Wang Fuzhi 王夫之 = Wang Chuanshan 王船
山 (1619-1692), scholar, critical of Song
Neo-Confucianism
Wang Ganchang 王淦昌 (1907-1998), nuclear
physicist
Garrett Wang 王以瞻 [Wang Yizhan] (b. 1968),
American actor
Wang Guangmei 王光美 (1921-2006), interpreter for the CCP; wife of Liu Shaoqi and
mother of Liu Yuan; jailed 1967-1979
Wang Guangqi 王光祈 (b. 1934), music
historian
Wang Guangtao 汪光濤 (b. 1943), PRC
politician
Wang Guangya 王光亞 (b. 1950), PRC
diplomat and politician
Wang Guangyi 王廣義 (b. 1956), painter
Wang Guangying 王光英 (b. 1919), capitalist
loyal to PRC government; brother of Wang
Guangmei
Wang Guowei 王國維 (1877-1927), writer,
poet, and scholar
Wang Hairong 王海容 (b. 1938), PRC
politician and niece (zhisunnü 侄孫女) of
Mao Zedong
Wang Hongwen 王洪文 (1935-1992), CCP
politician and member of the “Gang of
Four” [sirenbang 四人幫]
Wang Hui 王翬 (1632-1717), painter; one of
the “Four Wangs” (si Wang 四王) and one
of the “Six Masters of the Early Qing”
(Qing chu liu da jia 清初六大家)
Jane Wang 王靜瑩 [Wang Jingying] (b. 1971),
Taiwanese model

Wang Ji 王績 (585-644), poet
Wang Jiarui 王家瑞 (b. 1949), CCP politician
Wang Jiaxiang 王稼祥 (1906-1974), CCP
politician and one of the “28 Bolsheviks”
Wang Jian 王建 = Emperor Gaozu 前蜀高祖
(847-918, r. 907-918), general and founder
of the Former Shu (Ten Kingdoms)
Wang Jian 王鑑 (1598-1677), painter; one of
the “Four Wangs” (si Wang 四王) and one
of the “Six Masters of the Early Qing”
(Qing chu liu da jia 清初六大家)
Jimmy Wang 王宇佐 [Wang Yuzuo] (b. 1985),
Taiwanese tennis player
Wang Jinnan 王金南 (b. 1963), scholar and
environmentalist
Wang Jin-pyng 王金平 [Wang Jinping] (b.
1941), KMT politician
Wang Jinxi 王進喜 (1923-1970), model oil
worker and CCP politician; nicknamed
“iron man” (tieren 鐵人)
Wang Juntao 王軍濤 (b. 1959), economist;
activist for democracy and human rights;
jailed 1989-1994; went to the US after
obtaining a medical release
Wang Junxia 王軍霞 (b. 1973), long-distance
runner
Wang Keping 王克平 (b. 1949), sculptor
Wang Lee-hom 王力宏 [Wang Lihong] (b.
1976), singer from Hong Kong
Wang Lequan 王樂泉 (b. 1944), CCP
politician
Wang Li 王力 (1900-1986), linguist
Wang Li 王力 (1921-1996), CCP politician
Wang Liming 王利明 (b. 1960), legal expert
Wang Linyi 王臨乙 (1908-1997), sculptor
Wang Liqin 王勵勤 (b. 1978), table tennis
player
Wang Lixiong 王力雄 (b. 1953), writer
Wang Lun 王倫 (?-1774), leader of an
uprising against the Qing Dynasty in
Shandong
Wang Luobin 王洛賓 (1913-1996), Chinese
folk song composer
Wang Mang 王莽 (45 BC-23 AD, r. 9-23 AD),
emperor of the short-lived Xin Dynasty
Wang Meng 王蒙 (1308-1385), painter and
one of the “Four Masters of the Yuan
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Dynasty” (Yuan si jia 元四家)
Wang Meng 王蒙 (b. 1934), writer and PRC
politician
Wang Mian 王冕 (1310-1359), painter
Wang Ming 王明 = Chen Shaoyu 陳紹禹
(1907-1974), CCP general secretary and
one of the “28 Bolsheviks”; left China for
the USSR in the 1950s
Wang Mingsheng 王鳴盛 (1722-1798),
historian and expert in Confucian classics
Wang Ming-tai 王明台 (b. 1966), Taiwanese
director
Wang Nan 王楠 (b. 1978), table tennis player
Nina Wang = Kung Yu-sum 王龔如心 [Gong
Ruxin] (1937-2007), widow of Hong Kong
tycoon Teddy Wang
Wang Ning 王寧 (b. 1955), literary critic
Wang Ping-yun 汪平雲 (1967-2007),
Taiwanese lawyer and ROC politician
Wang Pu 王普 (1902-1969), German-trained
physicist; killed during the Cultural
Revolution
Wang Qishan 王岐山 (b. 1948), PRC
politician
Wang Quan’an 王全安 (b. 1965), director
Wang Quanyuan 王泉媛 (b. 1913), female
revolutionary and communist officer; took
part in the Long March [Changzheng 長征]
Wang Renzhong 王任重 (1917-1992), CCP
politician
Wang Ruowang 王若望 (b. 1918), writer
Wang Shau-di 王小棣 [Wang Xiaodi] (b. 1953),
Taiwanese director
Wang Shichong 王世充 (?-621), warlord and
usurper during the Sui Dynasty
Wang Shifu 王實甫 (ca. 1260-1336),
playwright and author of “The West
Chamber Story“ [xixiang ji 西廂記]
Wang Shih-chieh 王世杰 [Wang Shijie]
(1891-1981), Taiwan-based scholar and
head of Academia Sinica
Wang Shih-chien/Wang Shih-cheng 王世堅
[Wang Shijian] (b. 1960), DPP politician
Wang Shimin 王時敏 (1592-1680), painter;
one of the “Four Wangs” (si Wang 四王)
and one of the “Six Masters of the Early
Qing” (Qing chu liu da jia 清初六大家)

Wang Shishen 汪士慎 (1686-1759), painter;
one of the “Eight Eccentrics of
Yangzhou” (Yangzhou baguai 揚州八怪)
Wang Shiwei 王實味 (1906-1947), writer and
translator; killed by the CCP
Wang Shizhen 王士禎 (1634-1711), poet
Wang Shizhen 王世貞 (1526-1590), historian
and writer
Wang Shouren 王守仁—see Wang Yangming
王陽明
Wang Shouye 王守業 (b. 1943), sacked as
PLA navy deputy commander and expelled
from NPC in 2006 for taking bribes;
sentenced to life imprisonment later that
year
Wang Shu 王殊 (b. 1924), PRC journalist,
diplomat, and politician
Wang Shucheng 汪恕誠 (b. 1941), PRC
politician
Wang Shuo 王朔 (b. 1958), writer
Wang Shuwen 王叔文 (735-806), official in
the Tang Dynasty
Wang Sing-nan 王幸男 [Wang Xingnan] (b.
1941), DPP politician; sent a mail bomb to
Taiwan provincial governor Shieh
Tung-min in 1976; jailed 1977-1990
Wang Taihua 王太華 (b. 1945), PRC politician
Wang Tao 王韜 (1828-1897), translator, editor,
publisher, and writer
Taylor Wang 王贛俊 [Wang Ganjun] (b. 1940),
first Chinese-American scientist ever sent
into space [in April/May 1985 on space
shuttle “Challenger”]
Teddy Wang Teh Huei 王德輝 [Wang Dehui]
(1934-1990), Hong Kong tycoon; went
missing and is presumed dead
Wang Tiancheng 王天成 (b. 1964), scholar
and dissident; jailed 1992-1997
Wang Tieya 王鐵崖 (1913-2003), international
law scholar
Wang Tso-yung 王作榮 [Wang Zuorong] (b.
1919), ROC official
Wang Tung/Wang Toon 王童 [Wang Tong] (b.
1942), Taiwanese director
Wang Tuo 王拓 = 王紘久 [Wang Hongjiu] (b.
1944), Taiwanese writer and DPP politician
Wang Wanxing 王萬星 (b. 1949), dissident;
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jailed in psychiatric hospital 1992-2005
Wayne Wang 王穎 [Wang Ying] (b. 1949),
director from Hong Kong
Wang Wei 王維 (698/699-758/759 or
701-761), poet and painter
Wang Wei 王偉 (1968-2001), PLA air force
pilot; killed in collision with US EP-3E spy
plane off Hainan Island
Wang Wen-ho 翁文灝 [Weng Wenhao]
(1889-1971), politician and ROC premier
Wang Wen-hua 王文華 (b. 1967), Taiwanese
writer
Wang Wen-hsing 王文興 [Wang Wenxing] (b.
1939), Taiwanese writer
Wang Xianzhi 王獻之 (344-386), calligrapher;
son of Wang Xizhi
Wang Xianzhi 王仙芝 (?-878), leader of a
peasant uprising during the Tang Dynasty
Wang Xiaobo 王小波 (?-994), leader of a
peasant rebellion during the Northern Song
Dynasty (together with Li Shun 李順)
Wang Xiaobo 王小波 (1952-1997), writer
Wang Xiaoni 王小妮 (b. 1955), poet
Wang Xiaoshuai 王小帥 (b. 1966), director
Wang Xichan 王錫闡 (1628-1682),
astronomer
Wang Xizhi 王羲之
(321-379/303-361/307-365), calligrapher;
father of Wang Xianzhi
Wang Xudong 王旭東 (b. 1946), PRC
politician
Wang Xuebing 王雪冰 (b. 1952), banker;
sentenced to 12 years in prison for
corruption in 2003
Wang Xuexian 王學賢 (b. 1938), PRC
diplomat
Wang Yangming 王陽明 = Wang Shouren 王
守仁 (1472-1528), Hakka; general,
statesman, and neo-Confucian philosopher
Wang Yen-ni 王嬿妮 [Wang Yanni] (b. 1980),
Taiwanese director
Wang Yeu-tzuoo 王宇佐 [Wang Yuzuo] (b.
1985), Taiwanese tennis player
Wang Yingfan 王英凡 (b. 1942), PRC
politician
Wang Yinglin 王應麟 (1223-1296), scholar
Wang Youcai 王有才 (b. 1966), physicist and

founder of the China Democracy Party
[Zhongguo minzhudang 中國民主黨]; jailed
1998-2004
Wang You-theng 王又曾 [Wang Youzeng] (b.
1927), businessman and KMT politician;
fled Taiwan days before his Rebar Group
(liba jituan 力霸集團) filed for bankruptcy
Wang Yu 王羽 (b. 1943), actor, director,
producer, and scriptwriter
Wang Yu-hua 王幼華 [Wang Youhua] (b. 1956),
Taiwanese writer
Wang Yu-yun 王玉雲 (b. 1925), Taiwanese
banker and KMT politician
Wang Yuanqi 王原祈 (1642-1715), painter;
one of the “Four Wangs” (si Wang 四王)
and one of the “Six Masters of the Early
Qing” (Qing chu liu da jia 清初六大家)
Wang Yün-wu 王雲五 [Wang Yunwu]
(1888-1979), scholar and ROC politician;
inventor of the “four corner system” (sijiao
haoma jianzi xitong 四角號碼檢字系統)
Wang Yung-ching 王永慶 [Wang Yongqing] (b.
1917), Taiwanese tycoon (Formosa Plastics
Group)
Wang Zengqi 汪曾祺 (1920-1997), writer
Wang Zhao 汪肇 (ca. 15th/16th century),
painter
Wang Zhaoguo 王兆國 (b. 1941), PRC
politician
Wang Zhaojun 王昭君 = Wang Qiang 王牆/
王檣/王嬙 (ca. 1st century BC), Western
Han Dynasty princess and legendary beauty
Wang Zhaoyao 王昭耀 (b. 1944), CCP
politician; sentenced to death for taking
bribes in 2007
Wang Zhen 王禎 (ca. 1290-1333), agricultural
scientist, writer, and provincial magistrate
who experimented with wooden types for
printing
Wang Zhen 王振 (?-1449), eunuch who
persuaded young Ming Emperor Zhengtong 正統 to lead a military campaign
against the Mongols which went horribly
wrong
Wang Zhen 王震 (1908-1993), military leader
and PRC politician
Wang Zhenchuan 王振川 (b. 1945), PRC
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prosecutor
Wang Zheng 王徵 (1571-1644), physicist
Wang Zhiwen 王志文 (b. 1966), actor
Wang Zhiyuan 汪致遠 (b. 1941), PLA general;
son of Wang Daohan
Wang Zhizhi 王治郅 (b. 1977), basketball
player (2.16 m tall)
Wang Zhongyu 王忠禹 (b. 1933), CCP
politician
Wang Zuo 王佐 (1898-1930), bandit chieftain
who collaborated with the communists;
nicknamed “Nandougu” (南斗牯)
Wanmacaidan 萬瑪才旦 (b. 1969), Tibetan
director
Wee Kim Wee 黃金輝 [Huang Jinhui]
(1915-2005), Singaporean politician and
president
Wei Guoqing 魏國慶 (1913-1989), PRC
politician
James Wei 魏景蒙 [Wei Jingmeng] (1907-1982),
ROC politician
Wei Jianguo 魏建國 (b. 1947), PRC politician
Wei Jianxing 尉健行 (b. 1931), PRC politician
Wei Jingsheng 魏京生 (b. 1950),
pro-democracy activist (“Democracy Wall”
[minzhuqiang 民主牆] in Beijing); jailed
1979-1993 and 1995-1997; obtained a
medical release and went to the US
Wei Qing 衛青 (?-106 BC), general
Wei Qingzhi 魏慶之 (died after 1244),
publisher of an anthology
Wei Ran 魏冉 (?-265 BC), Qin general and
military reformer
Wei Tao-ming 魏道明 [Wei Daoming]
(1900-1978), ROC politician
Wei Ting-chao 魏廷朝 (1935-1999), human
rights activist and DPP politician; jailed
1964-1970 and 1971-1979; husband of
Chang Ching-hui
Wei Yuan 魏源 (1794-1856), minor official,
geographer, and political thinker
Wei Zheng 魏徵 (580-643), minister during
the Tang Dynasty
Wei Zhongxian 魏忠賢 (1568-1627), powerful
eunuch who controlled the imperial seal
Ruth F. Weiss 魏璐詩 [Wei Lushi] (1908-2006),
Austrian-born journalist, translator, and

teacher; emigrated to China in 1933;
received PRC citizenship in 1955
Wen Bo 溫波 (b. 1972), PRC environment
protection activist
Wen Boren 文伯仁 (1502-1575), painter
Wen Cheng-ming 文徵明 [Wen Zhengming]
(1470-1559), painter
Princess Wencheng 文成公主 [Wencheng
gongzhu] = Li Xueyan 李雪雁 (ca. 623-680),
sent by the Tang court to King Songtsen
Gampo 松贊干布 of the Tufan in Tibet as
a wife
Wen Ha-hsiung 溫哈熊 [Wen Haxiong]
(1923-2007), ROC general; covered ROC
President Chiang Ching-kuo with his body
when an assassin tried to shoot him during
a 1970 US visit
Wen Ho Lee 李文和 [Li Wenhe] (b. 1939),
US-based scientist; accused and cleared of
espionage by US authorities
Wen Jia 文嘉 (1501-1583), painter
Wen Jiabao 溫家寶 (b. 1942), CCP politician
and PRC premier
Wen Jieruo 文潔若 (b. 1920), literary
translator
Wen Liyun 鄭麗雲 [Zheng Liyun] (b. 1959),
Taiwanese artist
Ming-na Wen 溫明娜 (b. 1963), American
actress
Wen Tong 文同 (1018-1079), bamboo painter
Wen Xin 文心 = 許炳成 [Xu Bingcheng]
(1930-1987), Taiwanese writer
Wen Yiduo 聞一多 (1899-1946), scholar, poet,
and critic; assassinated
Weng Tonghe 翁同龢 (1830-1904), educator
of Qing Emperor Guangxu
Weng Yueh-sheng 翁岳生 [Weng Yuesheng] (b.
1932), ROC politician
Anna May Wong 黃柳霜 [Huang Liushuang]
(1905-1961), American actress
Anthony Wong 黃秋生 [Huang Qiusheng] (b.
1962), actor from Hong Kong
Anthony Wong 黃耀明 [Huang Yaoming] (b.
1962), musician from Hong Kong and
member of the “Tat-ming Pair” (Daming
Yipai 達明一派)
B. D. Wong (Bradley Darryl Wong) 黃榮亮
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[Huang Rongliang] (b. 1962), American actor
Wong Chi-huey 翁啟惠 [Weng Qihui] (b. 1948),
Taiwanese biochemist and head of
Academia Sinica
Wong Chin-chu 翁金珠 [Weng Jinzhu] (b.
1947), DPP politician
David Wong 黃大煒 [Huang Dawei] (b. 1964),
musician from Hong Kong
Faye Wong 王菲 [Wang Fei] (b. 1969), singer
from Hong Kong; wife of Li Yapeng
Ivana Wong 王菀之 [Wang Wanzhi] = Wong
Oi Chi 王愛之 [Wang Aizhi] (b. 1980),
Cantonese singer and songwriter
James Wong 黃沾 [Huang Zhan] (1940-2004),
lyricist from Hong Kong
Wong Ka-kui 黃家駒 [Huang Jiaju]
(1962-1993), musician from Hong Kong
and member of the group “Beyond”
Wong Kar-wai 王家衛 [Wang Jiawei] (b. 1958),
director from Hong Kong
Liza Wong 汪明荃 [Wang Mingquan] (b. 1947),
singer and actress
Wong Meng Voon 黃孟文 [Huang Mengwen] (b.
1937), writer from Singapore
Michael Wong 王敏德 [Wang Mingde] (b. 1965),
American actor; brother of Russell Wong
Paul Wong 黃貫中 [Huang Guanzhong] (b.
1964), musician from Hong Kong and
member of the group “Beyond”
Russell Wong 王盛德 [Wang Shengde] (b. 1963),
American actor; brother of Michael Wong
Sam Wong 王紹偉 [Wang Shaowei] (b. 1987),
singer and member of the Taiwanese band
“5566”
Steve Wong 黃家強 [Huang Jiaqiang] (b. 1964),
musician from Hong Kong and member of
the group “Beyond”
Wong Yoon Wah 王潤華 [Wang Runhua] (b.
1941), writer from Singapore
Zax Wong 王仁甫 [Wang Renfu] (b. 1980),
singer and member of the Taiwanese band
“5566”
John Woo 吳宇森 [Wu Yusen] (b. 1946),
Hollywood director from Hong Kong
Woo Tsin-hang 吳敬恆 [Wu Jingheng] = Wu
Chih-hui 吳稚暉 [Wu Zhihui] (1865-1953),
linguist and philosopher who created

Mandarin Phonetic Symbols
Woren 倭仁 (1804-1871), Mongol;
conservative Qing official
Annie Wu 吳辰君 [Wu Chenjun] (b. 1978),
Taiwanese actress and model
Wu Bai 伍佰 = 吳俊霖 [Wu Junlin] (b. 1968),
Taiwanese rock star
Wu Baixin 烏白辛 = Wu Yuhong 吳宇洪
(1919-1966), writer; killed during the
Cultural Revolution
Wu Bangguo 吳邦國 (b. 1941), PRC
politician and NPC chairman, member of
the “Shanghai Clique” (Shanghai bang 上海
幫)
Wu Changshi 吳昌碩 (1842-1927), painter
Wu Chao-shu 伍朝樞 (1887-1934), ROC
politician
Wu Cheng’en 吳承恩 (ca. 1506-1582), author
of the classical novel “The Journey to the
West” [xiyouji 西遊記], also known under
the title “Monkey”
Wu Chi-tsung 吳季璁 [Wu Jicong] (b. 1981),
Taiwanese artist
Wu Chia-ching 吳珈慶 (b. 1989), Taiwanese
pool champion
Wu Chih-yang/John Wu 吳志揚 [Wu Zhiyang]
(b. 1969), KMT politician; son of Wu
Po-hsiung
Wu Chin-fa 吳錦發 [Wu Jinfa] (b. 1954),
Taiwanese writer and politician
Wu Chin-hsiung 吳錦雄 [Wu Jinxiong] (b.
1950), first Taiwanese climber to conquer
Mt. Everest
Wu Ching-kuo 吳經國 [Wu Jingguo] (b. 1946),
Taiwanese basketball player, architect, and
International Olympic Committee member
Wu Cho-liu 吳濁流 [Wu Zhuoliu] = 吳建田
[Wu Jiantian] (1900-1976), Taiwanese writer
Wu Chuan-you 吳全佑 [Wu Quanyou]
(1834-1902), Taijiquan master; disciple of
Yang Ban-hou and creator of the Wu style
[Wu shi 吳式]
Wu Chun-li 吳俊立 [Wu Junli] (b. 1962),
Taiwanese politician; convicted of
corruption
Wu Chuntao 吳春桃 (b. 1963), writer; wife of
Chen Guidi
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Daniel Wu 吳彥祖 [Wu Yanzu] (b. 1974),
US-born actor and singer from Hong Kong
Wu Daozi 吳道子 (ca. 686-760), court painter
David Wu 吳振偉 [Wu Zhenwei] (b. 1955),
Taiwan-born US politician
Wu Dawei 武大偉 (b. 1946), PRC politician
Wu De 吳德 (1913-1995), leftist CCP
politician; nicknamed “No Morals” (wu de
無德)
Wu Den-yih 吳敦義 [Wu Dunyi] (b. 1948),
KMT politician
Wudi 漢武帝 (156-87 BC, r. 140-87 BC),
Western Han Dynasty emperor; personal
name: Liu Che 劉徹
Jacqueline Wu Chien-lien 吳倩蓮 [Wu
Qianlian] = Ng Sin-lin/Jacklyn Wu (b. 1968),
Taiwanese actress and singer
Wu’er Kaixi 吾爾開希 (b. 1968), Uighur;
student leader of democracy movement in
1989; fled to Taiwan after Tiananmen
Massacre
Wu Fading 吳法鼎 (1888-1924), painter
Wu Fan 吳凡 (b. 1924), artist
Wu Feng 吳鳳 (1699-1769), early Chinese
settler in Taiwan; killed by aborigines
Wu Guang 吳廣 (?-208 BC), leader of peasant
uprising in Anhui (together with Chen
Sheng)
Wu Guanzheng 吳官正 (b. 1938), CCP
politician, member of the “Shanghai
Clique” (Shanghai bang 上海幫)
Wu Guanzhong 吳冠中 (b. 1919), painter
Wu Guixian 吳桂賢 (b. 1938), PRC politician
Wu Han 吳唅 (1909-1969), historian,
playwright; and CCP politician (vice-mayor
of Beijing under Peng Zhen); committed
suicide
Wu Hao 吳皓 (b. 1972), documentary
filmmaker and blogger
Harry Wu 吳弘達 [Wu Hongda] (b. 1937),
geologist and dissident; jailed 1960-1979
for criticizing the PRC government; left for
the US in 1985; founded the Laogai
Research Foundation (laogai jijinhui 勞改基
金會) in 1992
Jacky Wu 吳宗憲 [Wu Zongxian] (b. 1962),
Taiwanese entertainer

Wu Jichuan 吳基傳 (b. 1937), PRC politician
Wu Jieping 吳階平 (b. 1917), surgeon
Wu Jin 吳京 [Wu Jing] (b. 1934), Taiwanese
politician
Wu Jinding 吳金鼎 (1901-1948), archaeologist
Wu Jingchao 吳景超 (1901-1968), sociologist
Wu Jinglian 吳敬璉 (b. 1930), economist
Wu Jingzi 吳敬梓 (1701-1754), scholar and
author of “The Scholars” [rulin waishi 儒林
外史]
Joseph Wu/Wu Jau-hsieh 吳釗燮 [Wu Zhaoxie]
(b. 1956), Taiwanese politician and
diplomat; nephew (zhizi 侄子) of Wu
Li-pei
Wu Jun 吳尊 [Wu Zun] (b. 1980), Taiwanese
singer
Wu Jzer-yuan 伍澤元 [Wu Zeyuan] (b. 1945),
Taiwanese politician; convicted of
corruption
Ken Wu/Kenji Wu 吳克群 [Wu Kequn] (b.
1979), Taiwanese musician
Wu Kuo-chen 吳國楨 [Wu Guozhen]
(1903-1984), ROC politician
Wu Leichuan 吳雷川 (1869-1944), intellectual
who converted to Christianity
Wu Lengxi 吳冷西 (1919-2002), journalist
and CCP official
Wu Li 吳歷 (1632-1718), painter and one of
the “Six Masters of the Early Qing” (Qing
chu liu da jia 清初六大家)
Wu Li-pei 吳澧培 (b. 1934), Taiwanese
politician and independence advocate;
uncle (shushu 叔叔) of Joseph Wu
Wu Liangci 武梁祠 (147-167), painter
Wu Maw-kuen 吳茂昆 [Wu Maokun] (b. 1949),
Taiwanese physicist
Wu Mi-sen 吳米森 (b. 1967), Taiwanese
director
Wu Nai-jen 吳乃仁 [Wu Nairen] (b. 1947),
DPP politician
Wu Nan-ju 吳南如 [Wu Nanru] (1898-1975),
ROC politician
Wu Nien-jen/Wu Nien-chen 吳念真 [Wu
Nianzhen] (b. 1952), Taiwanese director
Pace Wu 吳佩慈 [Wu Peici] (b. 1974),
Taiwanese singer, actress and model
Wu Pei-fu 吳佩孚 (1873-1939), warlord in
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Hunan/Hubei Provinces
Wu Po-hsiung 吳伯雄 [Wu Boxiong] (b. 1939),
Hakka; KMT politician and chairman;
father of Wu Chih-yang
Wu Rong-i 吳榮義 [Wu Rongyi] (b. 1939),
Taiwanese economist and politician
Wu Ruofu 吳若甫 (b. 1962), TV actor
Wu Sangui 吳三桂 (1612-1678), Ming general;
helped the Manchus invade China but later
rose against them in Hunan Province;
grandfather of Wu Shifan
Wu San-lien 吳三連 [Wu Sanlian] (1899-1988),
Taiwanese politician and social activist
Wu Sha 吳沙 (1731-1798), early settler in
Taiwan and trailblazer for Chinese
immigrants
Wu Shan-jeou 吳善九 [Wu Shanjiu]
(1958-2007), PFP politician; assassinated
Wu Shanzhuan 吳山專 (b. 1960), artist
Wu Shengli 吳勝利 (b. 1946), PRC admiral
Wu Shifan 吳世璠 (?-1681), grandson and
successor of Wu Sangui
Wu Shih-wen 伍世文 [Wu Shiwen] (b. 1934),
general and ROC politician
Wu Shuh-min 吳樹民 [Wu Shumin] (b. 1941),
Taiwanese politician
Wu Sue-jen/Wu Shu-chen 吳淑珍 [Wu
Shuzhen] (b. 1952), Taiwanese politician and
wife of Chen Shui-bian; paralyzed since a
probably politically motivated hit-and-run
accident in 1985
Wu Ta-you 吳大猷 [Wu Dayou] (1907-2000),
scholar and head of Academia Sinica
Wu Tao 吳滔 = 吳本 [Wu Ben] = 吳真人
[Wu Zhenren] (979-1036), physician;
posthumously worshipped as Taoist “God
of Medicine” [baosheng dadi 保生大帝]
Wu Te-chen 吳鐵城 [Wu Tiecheng]
(1888-1953), ROC politician
Wu Tianming 吳天明 (b. 1939), director
Wu Tien-chang 吳天章 [Wu Tianzhang] (b.
1956), painter
Wu Ting-fang 伍廷芳 (1842-1922), diplomat
and politician in the Qing Dynasty and
early ROC
Wu Tsu-yu 吳祖禹 [Wu Zuyu] (b. 1921), ROC
diplomat and politician

Vanness Wu 吳建豪 [Wu Jianhao] (b. 1978),
Taiwanese pop singer and member of the
band “F4”
Vivian Wu 鄔君梅 [Wu Junmei] (b. 1966),
actress
Wu Wei 吳偉 (1459-1508), painter
Wu Wenjun 吳文俊 (b. 1919), mathematician
Wu Wenzao 吳文藻 (1901-1985), sociologist,
anthropologist, and ethnologist
Wu Woyao 吳沃堯 (1866-1910), writer
Wu Xian 吳憲 (1893-1959), chemist
Wu Xiaoling 吳曉靈 (b. 1947), PRC banking
official
Wu Xiuquan 伍修權 (1908-1997), PLA
general and PRC politician; interpreter for
Otto Braun
Wu Xueqian 吳學謙 (b. 1921), CCP politician
Wu Yaozong 吳耀宗 (1893-1979), Christian
theologist
Wu Yi 吳儀 (b. 1938), PRC politician
Wu Yi-feng 吳乙峰 (b. 1960), Taiwanese
director
Wu Yu 吳虞 (1872-1949), progressive
intellectual critical of Confucianism; active
in the May Fourth Movement
Wu Yu-hsiang 武禹襄 [Wu Yuxiang]
(1813-1880), Taijiquan master; disciple of
Yang Lu-chan and creator of the Wu style
[Wu shi 武式]
Wu Yujin 吳于廑 (1913-1993), historian
Wu Yu-sheng 吳育昇 (b. 1958), KMT
politician
Wu Yuzhang 吳玉章 (1878-1966), linguist
and head of a committee for the reform of
the written language
Wu Zetian 武則天 = Wu Zhao 武曌 =
Empress Wu 武后 (625-705, r.
684-690/704), Tang empress
Wu Zhen 吳鎮 (1280-1354), painter and one
of the “Four Masters of the Yuan
Dynasty” (Yuan si jia 元四家)
Wu Ziniu 吳子牛 (b. 1953), director
Wu Zixu 伍子胥 (?-484 BC), politician of the
Kingdom of Wu 吳; ordered by his king to
commit suicide
Wu Zuoren 吳作人 (1908-1997), painter and
husband of Xiao Shufang
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Wu Zuqiang 吳祖強 (b. 1927), composer

X

Xi Jinping 習近平 (b. 1953), CCP politician
Xi Kang 嵇康 [Ji Kang] (223-262), poet
Xi Shun 喜順 (b. 1951), Mongol; tallest living
man (2.38 m) not to suffer from a growth
disorder
Xi Xi 西西 (b. 1938), writer from Hong Kong
Xi Zhongxun 習仲勛 (1913-2002), CCP
politician
Xia Gui 夏圭/夏珪 (ca. 1180-1224), painter
Xia Jiahui 夏家輝 (b. 1937), biologist and
geneticist
Xia Mianzun 夏沔尊 (1886-1946), writer
Xia Nai 夏鼐 (1910-1985), archaeologist
Xia Xi 夏曦 (1901-1936), one of the “28
Bolsheviks”
Xia Yan 夏衍 (1900-1999), writer, journalist,
and playwright; attacked as one of the
“Four Villains” (sitiao hanzi 四條漢子)
during the Cultural Revolution
Xia Yi 夏禕 (b. 1968), actress
Xia Zengyou 夏曾佑 (1865-1924), historian
Xianfeng 咸豐 = Wenzong 清文宗 or Xiandi
顯帝 (1831-1861, r. 1851-1861), Qing
Dynasty emperor; personal name: Aisin
Giorro Yichu 愛新覺羅奕詝
Xian Xinghai 洗星海 (1905-1945), composer
and musician
Xiang Huaicheng 項懷誠 (b. 1939), PRC
politician
Xiang Jingyu 向警予 (1895-1928), communist
politician and feminist movement leader;
wife of Cai Hesen; executed
Xiang Junbo 項俊波 (b. 1957), banker
Xiang Kairan 向愷然 (1889-1957), writer
Xiang Min 向民 (b. 1967), composer
Xiang Peiliang 向培良 (1900-1961),
playwright
Xiang Ying 項英 (1897-1941), deputy
chairman of the Chinese Soviet Republic in
Jiangxi
Xiang Yu 項羽 (232-202 BC), aristocrat and
general, defeated in a civil war at the end of
the Qin Dynasty by his rival Liu Bang

Xiang Zhongfa 向忠發 (1880-1931), CCP
general secretary; killed by the KMT
Xiao Chaogui 蕭朝貴 (1820-1852), one of
the leaders of the “Taiping Rebellion” [taiping tianguo 太平天國] and “medium of
Jesus”
Xiao Daocheng 蕭道成 = Emperor Gaodi 高
帝 (427-482, r. 479-482), general during
the Liu Song Dynasty; founder of the
Southern Qi Dynasty
Xiao Gang 肖鋼 (b. 1958), banker
Xiao He 蕭何 (?-193 BC), minister in the
Western Han Dynasty and advisor to
Emperor Wudi
Xiao Hong 蕭紅 = Zhang Naiying 張乃瑩
(1911-1942), writer
Xiao Hua 蕭華 (1916-1985), PLA general
Xiao Jun 蕭軍 = Liu Honglin 劉鴻霖
(1907-1988), writer
Xiao Ping 蕭平 (b. 1926), author of children’s
literature
Xiao Ping 蕭平 = Ge Fu 戈父 = Ping Zhi 平
之 = Ping Zi 平子 (b. 1942), painter and
calligrapher
Xiao Qian 蕭乾 (1910-1999), writer and
literary translator
Xiao Shufang 蕭淑芳 (b. 1911), painter and
wife of Wu Zuoren
Xiao Shufei 蕭淑妃 (?-655), concubine of
Tang Emperor Gaozong 高宗
Xiao Tong 蕭統 (501-531), also called called
Prince Zhaoming 昭明太子; compiler of
the literary anthology Wenxuan 文選; son
of Liang Dynasty Emperor Wudi
Xiaowendi 孝文帝 = Yuan Hong 元宏
(467-499, r. 471-499), Northern Wei
emperor (Northern Dynasties)
Xiao Yan 蕭衍 = Emperor Wudi 武帝
(464-549, r. 502-549), first emperor of the
Liang Dynasty (Six Dynasties); father of
Xiao Tong
Xiao Yang 肖揚 (b. 1938), 8th president of
PRC’s Supreme People’s Court
Xiao Youmei 蕭友梅 (1884-1940), musician
Xie Fei 謝非 (1932-1999), PRC politician
Xie Fuzhan 謝伏瞻 (b. 1954), PRC politician
Xie Fuzhi 謝富治 (1909-1972), CCP
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politician and, as security chief, successor
of Luo Ruiqing
Xie He 謝赫 (ca. 5th century), writer and art
theorist
Xie Huan 謝環 (1426-1452), painter
Xie Jin 謝晉 (b. 1923), director
Xie Juezai 謝覺哉 (1884-1971), 3rd president
of PRC’s Supreme People’s Court
Xie Jun 謝軍 (b. 1970), chess champion
Xie Lingyun 謝靈運 (385-433), poet
Xie Mian 謝冕 (b. 1932), literary critic
Xie Shichen 謝時臣 (1487-1567), painter
Xie Shiguang 謝士光 (1917-2005), Catholic
bishop; spent 28 years in PRC jails
Xie Xingfang 謝杏芳 (b. 1981), badminton
player
Xie Xuren 謝旭人 (b. 1947), PRC politician
Xie Zhengfu 謝征孚 (1900-1967), sociologist
Xie Zhenhua 解振華 (b. 1949), PRC
politician
Xie Zhiliu 謝稚柳 (1910-1997), painter
Xin Qi 辛奇 (b. 1924), Taiwanese stage artist
and movie director
Xin Qiji 辛棄疾 (1140-1207), general and
poet
Xing Fuyi 邢福義 (b. 1935), linguist
Xinran 欣然 = Xue Xinran 薛欣然 (b. 1958),
UK-based writer and broadcaster
Xiong Foxi 熊佛西 (1900-1965), writer
Xiong Guangkai 熊光楷 (b. 1939), hawkish
PLA general
Lynn Xiong 熊黛林 [Xiong Dailin] (b. 1981),
model
Xiong Shili 熊十力 (1885-1968), philosopher
Xu Beihong 徐悲鴻 (1895-1953), painter
Xu Bing 徐冰 (b. 1955), artist
Xu Caihou 徐才厚 (b. 1943), PRC politician
Xu Changhui 許常惠 (b. 1929), Taiwanese
composer and musician
Xu Chi 徐遲 (1914-1996), writer
Xu Daoning 許道寧 (ca. 970-1050), painter
Xu Deheng 許德珩 (1890-1990), PRC
politician
Xu Dishan 許地山 (1893-1941), author and
student of Buddhist thought
Xu Fuguan 徐復觀 (1903-1982), Confucian
philosopher

Xu Gang 徐剛 (b. 1945), writer
Xu Guangjin 徐廣縉 (1786?-1858), Qing
official
Xu Guangqi 徐光啟 (1562-1633), Christian
translator and scientist (mathematics,
astronomy)
Xu Guanhua 徐冠華 (b. 1941), PRC politician
Xu Haifeng 許海峰 (b. 1957), first PRC
athlete ever to win Olympic gold (free
pistol-shooting during the XXIIIrd Summer
Games in Los Angeles)
Xu Heng 許衡 (1209-1281), Chinese advisor
to Khubilai Khan
Xu Jialu 許嘉璐 (b. 1937), PRC politician
Xu Jianyin 徐建寅 (1845-1901), translator at
the Jiangnan Arsenal [Jiangnan zhizaoju 江南
制造局] in Shanghai and son of Xu Shou
Xu Jinglei 徐靜雷 (b. 1974), actress, director,
and blogger
Xu Kuangdi 徐匡迪 (b. 1937), PRC politician
Xu Liangying 許良英 (b. 1920), physicist and
translator
Xu Rongmao 許榮茂 (b. 1951), property
developer and billionaire
Xu Shen 許慎 (ca. 58-149), expert in
Confucian classics and compiler of the
dictionary Shuowen jiezi 說文解字
Xu Shiyou 許世友 (1906-1985), monk trained
in martial arts; CCP politician and military
leader
Xu Shou 徐壽 (1818-1884), translator at the
Jiangnan Arsenal [Jiangnan zhizaoju 江南制
造局] in Shanghai and father of Xu Jianyin
Xu Shouhui 徐壽輝 (?-1360), one of the
leaders of the rebel group the Red Turbans
(hongjin 紅巾); killed by Chen Youliang
Xu Wanping 徐萬萍 (b. 1962), democracy
activist; sentenced to 12 years in prison in
2005
Xu Wei 徐渭 (1521-1593), painter
Xu Wenli 徐文立 (b. 1943), co-founder of the
China Democracy Party [Zhongguo
minzhudang 中國民主黨]; jailed 1981-1993
and 1998-2002
Xu Xiangqian 徐向前 (1901-1990), one of
the founders of the PLA; one of the “Ten
Marshals” (shi da yuanshuai 十大元帥)
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Xu Xiaobing 徐肖冰 (b. 1916), photographer;
husband of Hou Bo
Xu Xiaoming 徐小明 (b. 1955), Taiwanese
director
Xu Yixin 徐以新 = Xu Yixin 徐一新
(1911-1994), one of the “28 Bolsheviks”
Xu Yongguang 徐永光 (b. 1959), education
activist
Xu Yongyue 許永躍 (b. 1942), PRC politician
Xu Zhengqing 許正清 (b. 1963), dissident;
jailed for mourning Zhao Ziyang
Xu Zhenya 徐枕亞 (ca. 1890-1930), writer
and poet
Xu Zhimo 徐志摩 (1896-1931), poet
Xuande 宣德 = Xuanzong 明宣宗
(1399-1435, r. 1425-1435), Ming Dynasty
emperor; personal name: Zhu Zhanji 朱瞻
基
Xuantong 宣統—see Henry Pu Yi 溥儀
Xuanzong 玄宗 (685-762, r. 712-755), Tang
Dynasty emperor; personal name: Li Longji
李隆基
Xue Fucheng 薛福成 (1838-1894), diplomat
Xue Muqiao 薛暮橋 (1904-2005), economist
Xue Song 薛松 (b. 1965), painter
Xue Xianzhou 薛仙舟 (1871-1927), founder
of a co-operative bank
Xugu 虛谷 (1823-1896), painter
Xun Huisheng 荀慧生 (1900-1968), Peking
opera performer
Xun Kuang 荀況 = Xunzi 荀子 (ca. 300-237
BC), philosopher; teacher of Han Fei and
Li Si

Y

Ya Hsuan 瘂弦 [Ya Xian] = Wang Ching-lin
王慶麟 [Wang Qinglin] (b. 1932), Taiwanese
journalist and poet
Simon Yam Tat-wah 任達華 [Ren Dahua] (b.
1955), actor from Hong Kong
Yan Fu 嚴復 (1854-1921), translator,
translation theorist, and educator
Yan Geling 嚴歌苓 (b. 1959), writer
Yan Hui 顏回 = Yan Yuan 顏淵 (521-490
BC), disciple of Confucius
Yan Jiaqi 嚴家其 (b. 1942), political scientist

Yan Jiayan 嚴家炎 (b. 1933), literary critic
Yan Jingyao 嚴景耀 (1905-1976), sociologist
Yan Li 嚴力 (b. 1954), writer and poet
Yan Lianke 閻連科 (b. 1958), writer
Yan Liben 閻立本 (ca. 600-673), painter
Mandy Yan 嚴淑明 [Yan Shuming] (b. 1972),
model from Hong Kong
Yan Mao 延茂 (ca. 19th century), conservative
Qing official
Yan Mingfu 閻明復 (b. 1931), CCP politician
Yan Peng 燕鵬 (b. 1964), dissident and
pro-democracy activist; jailed 2001-2002;
fled to Taiwan
Yan Wengui 顏文貴 (ca. 10th/11th century),
painter
Yan Wenliang 顏文樑 (1893-1988), painter
Yan Ying 宴嬰 (?-500 BC), politician in the
Kingdom of Qi 齊
Yan Yu 嚴羽 (ca. 1185-1235), poet
Yan Yuan 顏元 (1635-1704), philosopher
Yan Zhenqing 顏真卿 (709-785), calligrapher
Yan Zi 晏紫 (b. 1984), tennis player
Alex Yang 楊順清 [Yang Shunqing] (b. 1965),
Taiwanese director
Aska Yang 楊宗緯 [Yang Zongwei] (b. 1978),
Taiwanese singer
Yang Baibing 楊白冰 (b. 1920), PLA general
and CCP politician
Yang Ban-hou 楊班侯 (1839-1892), Taijiquan
master; second son of Yang Lu-chan
Yang Bin 楊斌 (b. 1963), Chinese-Dutch
business tycoon; received an 18-year prison
term for tax evasion in 2003
Yang Chen-ning 楊振寧 [Yang Zhenning] (b.
1922), scientist and 1957 Nobel Prize
winner
Yang Cheng-fu 楊澄甫 = Yang Shao-ching 楊
兆清 [Yang Zhaoqing] (1883-1936), third
son of Yang Chien-hou; modified the Yang
style [Yang shi 楊式] of Taijiquan
Yang Cheng-lin/Rainie Yang 楊丞琳 (b. 1984),
Taiwanese singer
Yang Chengwu 楊成武 (1914-2004), PLA
general
Yang Chengzhi 楊成志 (1902-1991),
ethnologist
Yang Chi-hsin 楊基炘 [Yang Jixin]
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(1923-2005), Taiwanese photographer
Yang Chien-hou 楊健侯 [Yang Jianhou]
(1839-1917), Taijiquan master; third son of
Yang Lu-chan; father of Yang Shao-hou
and Yang Cheng-fu
Yang Ching-chu 楊青矗 [Yang Qingchu] = 楊
和雄 [Yang Hexiong] (b. 1940), Taiwanese
writer
Yang Ching-shun 楊清順 [Yang Qingshun] (b.
1978), Taiwanese pool player
Yang Chuan 楊銓 [Yang Quan] (1893-1933),
scholar opposed to the rule of Chiang
Kai-shek; assassinated by the KMT
Yang Chuan-kwang 楊傳廣 [Yang Zhuanguang]
(1933-2007), Taiwanese aboriginal Olympic
athlete (Ami tribe) and legislator; nicknamed “Iron Man of Asia” (Yazhou tieren 亞
洲鐵人)
Yang Dezhi 楊得志 (1911-1994), PLA general
Edward Yang 楊德昌 [Yang Dechang]
(1947-2007), Taiwanese director
Emily Yang 楊世芝 [Yang Shizhi] (b. 1949),
Taiwanese painter
Faith Yang 楊乃文 [Yang Naiwen] (b. 1972),
Taiwanese singer
Yang Gi-tzeng 楊繼曾 [Yang Jizeng]
(1898-1992), ROC politician
Gladys Yang 楊乃迭 [Yang Naidie]
(1919-1999), translator
Yang Guifei 楊貴妃 = Yang Yuhuan 楊玉環
(719-756), legendary beauty; concubine of
Tang Emperor Xuanzong and ordained
Taoist nun; sister of Yang Guozhong
Yang Guozhong 楊國忠 (?-756), chancellor
(zaixiang 宰相) during the Tang Dynasty
and successor of Li Linfu; brother of Yang
Guifei
Yang Hansheng 陽翰笙 (1902-1993), writer
and critic; attacked as one of the “Four
Villains” (sitiao hanzi 四條漢子) during the
Cultural Revolution
Yang Hu-cheng 楊虎城 (1893-1949), ROC
general
Yang Hui 楊輝 (ca. 13th century), mathematician
Jackson C. T. Yang 楊金欉 [Yang Jincong]
(1923-1990), ROC politician

Jerry Yang/Yang Chih-yuan 楊致遠 [Yang
Zhiyuan] (b. 1968), Taiwan-born American
Internet tycoon; co-founder of Yahoo! Inc.
Yang Jian 楊堅 = Emperor Wendi 文帝
(541-604, r. 581-603), general; founder of
the Sui Dynasty
Yang Jiang 樣絳 (b. 1911), playwright and
wife of Qian Zhongshu
Yang Jianli 楊建利 (b. 1963), US-based
dissident; jailed in PRC 2002-2007
Yang Jiechi 楊潔篪 (b. 1950), PRC diplomat
and politician
Yang Jingren 楊靜仁 (1918-2001), CCP
politician of Muslim descent
Yang Ju-men 楊儒門 [Yang Rumen] (b. 1978),
Taiwanese “rice bomber” (baimi zhadanke 白
米炸彈客); jailed 2004-2007
H. K. Yang 楊西崑 [Yang Xikun] (1912-2000),
ROC politician and diplomat
Yang Huanyi 楊煥宜 (1906/1909-2004), last
speaker of women’s language Nushu [nüshu
女書]
Yang Huizhi 楊惠之 (ca. 713-741), sculptor
Yang Kaihui 楊開慧 (1901-1930), first wife
of Mao Zedong; executed by the KMT
Yang Kui 楊逵 = 楊貴 [Yang Gui]
(1905-1985), Taiwanese writer; jailed
1949-1961
Yang Kui-mei 楊貴媚 [Yang Guimei] (b. 1959),
Taiwanese actress
Yang Kuo-shu 楊國樞 [Yang Guoshu] (b. 1932),
Taiwanese psychologist and liberal
intellectual; named one of the “four
baneful weeds” (sida ducao 四大毒草)
during the authoritarian period of the ROC
Yang Lian 楊煉 (b. 1955), poet
Yang Liang-kung 楊亮功 [Yang Lianggong]
(1895-1992), ROC official
Yang Liqing 楊立青 (b. 1942), composer and
musical theorist
Yang Liwei 楊立偉 (b. 1965), first PRC taikonaut to enter space (on the Shenzhou V
in October 2003)
Yang Lu-chan 楊露禪/楊祿禪 = Yang
Fu-kui 楊福魁 (1799-1872), Taijiquan
master; disciple of Chen Chang-hsing and
creator of the Yang style [Yang shi 楊式]
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Yang Maochun 楊懋春 (1904-1985),
sociologist
Yang Maolin 楊茂林 (b. 1953), painter
Yang Mo 楊沫 (b. 1914), writer
Yang Mu 楊牧 = 王靖獻 [Wang Jingxian] (b.
1940), Taiwanese poet
Yang Renpian 楊人楩 (1903-1973), historian
Yang Rongguo 楊蓉國 (1907-1978), historian
Yang Rudai 楊汝岱 (b. 1926), CCP politician
Yang San-lang 楊三郎 (1907-1995),
Taiwanese painter
Yang Sen 楊森 (1884-1977), warlord in Hunan Province
Victor Sen Yung 揚森 [Yang Sen] (1915-1980),
Chinese-American actor
Yang Shangkun 楊尚昆 (1907-1998), CCP
politician and PRC president; one of the
“28 Bolsheviks”
Yang Shaobin 楊少斌 (b. 1963), painter
Yang Shao-hou 楊少侯 (1862-1930), Taijiquan
master and oldest son of Yang Chien-hou
Yang Shen-sum 楊善深 [Yang Shanshen]
(1913-2004), painter
Yang Shi 楊時 (1053-1135), disciple of the
Cheng brothers and neo-Confucian scholar
Yang Shou-yu 楊守愚 = Yang Song-mao 楊
松茂 (1905-1959), Taiwanese writer
Yang Shuda 楊樹達 (1885-1956), linguist
Yang Su 楊素 (?-606), general and poet in the
Sui Dynasty; father of Yang Xuangan
Yang Tingyun 楊廷筠 (1562-1627), influential
convert to Christianity
Tony Yang/Yang Yo-ning 楊祐寧/楊佑寧
[Yang Youning] (b. 1982), Taiwanese actor
Yang Tzu-pao 楊子葆 [Yang Zibao] (b. 1963),
ROC politician and diplomat
Yang Wei 楊威 (b. 1980), gymnast
Yang Xi 楊羲 (330-387), Taoist medium
Yang Xianzhen 楊獻珍 (1896-1992), CCP
politician and education scholar
Yang Xiong 楊雄 (53 BC – 18 AD),
cosmologist
Yang Xiufeng 楊秀峰 (1897-1983), 4th
president of PRC’s Supreme People’s Court
Yang Xiuqing 楊秀清 (1821-1856), one of
the leaders of the “Taiping Rebellion” [taiping tianguo 太平天國] and “medium of

god”
Yang Xuangan 楊玄感 (?-613), aristocrat and
member of the imperial family in the Sui
Dynasty; led a rebellion against the
emperor in 613; son of Yang Su
Yang Ya-ju 楊雅筑 [Yang Yazhu] (b. 1990),
Taiwanese TV starlet
Yang Yang 楊揚 (b. 1976), ice speedskating
champion
Yang Yichen 楊易辰 (1914-1997), PRC
procurator-general
Yang Ying-feng 楊英風 (1926-1997),
Taiwanese artist (modern art)
Yang Yinliu 楊蔭瀏 (b. 1944), music historian
Yang Yiyan 楊益言 (b. 1925), writer
Yang Yun-ping 楊雲萍 (1906-2000),
Taiwanese writer and historian
Yang Yuyu 楊英風 [Yang Yingfeng] (1926-1997),
sculptor and teacher of Ju Ming
Yang Zhu 楊朱 (ca. 440-360 BC), Taoist
philosopher; advocated moderate
hedonism
Yao Chia-wen 姚嘉文 [Yao Jiawen] (b. 1938),
DPP politician and former DPP chairman;
co-founded the “Welfare State Alliance
faction” [fuliguo lianxian 福利國連線] in
1992
Yao Chong 姚崇 (650-721), minister to Tang
Emperor Xuanzong 玄宗
Yao He 姚合 (ca. 775-846), poet
Yao Jie 姚洁 (b. 1977), Dutch badminton
player
Yao Lianwei 姚連蔚 (b. 1935), PRC politician
Yao Ming 姚明 (b. 1980), US-based basketball
player (2.28 m tall); husband of Ye Li
Yao Nai 姚鼐 (1731-1815), literary critic
Pasuya Yao/Yao Wen-chih 姚文智 [Yao
Wenzhi] (b. 1965), Taiwanese politician
Yao Shou 姚綬 (1422-1495), painter
Yao Su-ron 姚蘇蓉 [Yao Surong] (b. 1946),
Taiwanese singer
Yao Tsan-fu 姚讚福 [Yao Zanfu] (1907-1967),
Taiwanese composer
Yao Wenhan 姚文瀚 (active since ca. 1743),
painter
Yao Wenyuan 姚文元 (1931-2005), journalist
and CCP politician; member of the “Gang
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of Four” [sirenbang 四人幫]; jailed
1976-1996
Yao Xueyin 姚雪垠 (b. 1910), writer
Yao Yi-chin 姚怡琴 [Yao Yiqin]/姚冶誠 [Yao
Yecheng] (1889-1972), concubine of Chiang
Kai-shek
Yao Yilin 姚依林 (1917-1994), CCP politician
Yvonne Yao 姚采穎 [Yao Caiying] (b. 1981),
Taiwanese model
Ye Fei 葉飛 (1914-1999), CCP politician
Ye Fu 也夫 = Tang Zhen 唐臻 (b. 1978),
PRC performance artist
Ye Jianying 葉劍英 = Ye Yiwei 葉宜偉
(1897-1986), Hakka; CCP politician, NPC
chairman, and PRC president; one of the
“Ten Marshals” (shi da yuanshuai 十大元帥)
Ye Lang 葉朗 (b. 1938), scientist (aesthetics)
Ye Li 葉莉 (b. 1981), basketball player (1.90 m
tall); wife of Yao Ming
Ye Mingchen 葉名琛 (1807-1859), Qing
governor-general of Guangzhou Province
who played a key role in the Second Opium
War
Ye Qianyu 葉淺予 (1907-1995), cartoonist
Ye Qun 葉群 (1917-1971), CCP politician and
wife of Lin Biao
Ye Shengtao 葉聖陶 = Ye Shaojun 葉紹鈞
(1894-1988), writer
Ye Shi-tao 葉石濤 (b. 1925), Taiwanese
literary critic and writer
Ye Ting 葉挺 (1897-1946), KMT military
leader
Ye Xiaowen 葉小文 (b. 1950), PRC politician
Ye Xuanqing 葉玄卿 (ca. 17th century), artist
Ye Zilong 葉子龍 (b. 1915), Mao Zedong’s
personal secretary
Ken Yeang 楊經文 [Yang Jingwen] (b. 1948),
Malaysia-born architect
Yee Chih-yen 易智言 [Yi Zhiyan] (b. 1959),
Taiwanese director
Derek Yee 爾冬陞 [Er Dongsheng] (b. 1957),
actor and director from Hong Kong
Yeh Chu-lan 葉菊蘭 [Ye Julan] (b. 1949),
Taiwanese Hakka DPP politician (“Justice
Alliance faction” [zhengyi lianxian 正義連
線]); wife of Cheng Nan-jung
Yeh Chun-jung 葉俊榮 [Ye Junrong] (b. 1958),

DPP politician
Yeh Hung-wei 葉鴻偉 [Ye Hongwei] (b. 1963),
Taiwanese director
Yeh Kung-chao 葉公超 [Ye Gongchao]
(1904-1981), ROC politician
Yeh Ming-hsun 葉明勳 [Ye Mingxun] (b. 1913),
scholar, journalist, and ROC politician
Yeh Si-guang 葉斯光 [Ye Siguang] (b. 1970),
Taiwanese director
Yeh Wang 葉王 [Ye Wang] (1826-1887),
Taiwanese master of koji pottery [jiaozhi tao
交趾陶]
Yelü Chucai 耶律楚才 (1190-1244), Khitan;
chief adviser to Genghis Khan
Yen Chen-hsing 閻振興 [Yan Zhenxing]
(1912-2005), scholar and ROC politician
Yen Chia-kan 嚴家淦 [Yan Jiagan] (1905-1993),
politician, ROC premier, and ROC
president
Yen Chin-piao 顏清標 [Yan Qingbiao] (b.
1960), Taiwanese politician; convicted of
corruption and conspiracy to commit
murder
Yen Ching-chang 顏慶章 [Yan Qingzhang] (b.
1948), politician and first ROC envoy to
the WTO
Donnie Yen 甄子丹 [Zhen Zidan] (b. 1963),
actor and director
Yen Hsi-shan 閻錫山 [Yan Xishan]
(1883-1960), warlord in Shanxi Provnce
and ROC premier
Yen Hui-ch’ing 顏惠慶 [Yan Huiqing]
(1877-1950), ROC politician and president
during the warlord era (1920s)
Yen Hung-ya 閻鴻亞 [Yan Hongya] (b. 1964),
Taiwanese director and poet; nicknamed
“Hung Hung” (honghong 鴻鴻)
James Y. C. Yen 宴陽初 [Yan Yangchu]
(1893-1990), promoter of adult education
Jerry Yen 言承旭 [Yan Chengxu] (b. 1977),
Taiwanese pop singer and member of the
band “F4”
Kenneth Yen 嚴凱泰 [Yan Kaitai] (b. 1965),
Taiwanese automobile tycoon
Yen Lan-chuan 顏蘭權 [Yan Lanquan] (b.
1965), Taiwanese director
Yen Wan-chin 顏萬進 [Yan Wanjin] (b. 1965),
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DPP politician
Yeng Pway Ngon 英培安 [Ying Peian] (b.
1947), writer from Singapore; jailed for his
critical works
George Yeo 楊榮文 [Yang Rongwen] (b. 1954),
Singaporean politician
Michelle Yeoh 楊紫瓊 [Yang Ziqiong] (b. 1962),
Malaysian actress
Charlie Yeung/Yeung Choi Nei 楊菜妮 [Yang
Caini] (b. 1974), actress from Hong Kong
Miriam Yeung 楊千樺 [Yang Qianhua] (b.
1974), actress and singer from Hong Kong
Yeung Sum 楊森 [Yang Sen] (b. 1947), Hong
Kong pro-democracy politician
Annie Yi 伊能靜 [Yi Nengjing] (b. 1969),
Taiwanese singer; wife of Harlem Yu
Yi Jianlian 易建聯 (b. 1987), basketball player
(2.12 m tall)
Yi Jing 義淨 = Zhang Wenming 張文明
(635-713), Buddhist monk; travelled to
India between 673 and 689
Prince Yi Kuang 奕劻 (1836-1916), head of a
cabinet whose aim was to to preserve the
Qing Dynasty
Yi Pei-chi 易培基 [Yi Peiji] (1880-1937),
National Palace Museum director
Yi Shan 奕山 (1790-1878), Qing general
Yida 黃義達 [Huang Yida] (b. 1979), singer
from Singapore
Yijing 義淨 (635-713), Buddhist monk and
translator; stayed in India for two decades
William J. T. Yih 易榮宗 [Yi Rongzong] (b.
1955), ROC government official
Yim Ho 嚴浩 [Yan Hao] (b. 1952), director
from Hong Kong
Yin Ching-feng 尹清楓 [Yin Qingfeng]
(1946-1993), ROC navy captain; tried to
expose misdeeds in connection with the
purchase of Lafayette-class frigates;
murdered
Yin Da 尹達 (1906-1983), archaeologist and
historian
Yin Hsin/Ivy Yi 尹馨 [Yin Xin] (b. 1978),
Taiwanese actress
Yin Li 尹力 (b. 1957), director
Yin Ling 垠凌 (b. 1978), Taiwan-born erotic
model from Japan

Yin Mingshan 尹明善 (b. 1938), PRC
billionaire
Yin Shun 印順 (1906-2005), Buddhist master
and mentor of Cheng Yen
Yin Tsung-wen 殷宗文 [Yin Zongwen] (b.
1932), ROC politician
Yin Yi 尹毅 (b. 1954), painter
Cherrie Ying 應采兒 [Ying Caier] (b. 1983),
actress from Hong Kong
Ying Lianzhi 英斂之 (1866-1926), Catholic
cleric
Ying Ruocheng 英若誠 (1929-2003), actor,
translator, and PRC politician
Amy Yip 葉子楣 [Ye Zimei] (b. 1966), actress
from Hong Kong
Yip Man 葉問 [Ye Wen] (1893-1972), martial
arts master (Wingchun [yongchunquan 詠春
拳]) from Hong Kong; student of Chan
Wah-shun; teacher of Bruce Lee
Theodore “Teddy” Yip 葉德利 [Ye Deli]
(1907-2003), Dutch motor racing
enthusiast; major promoter of the Macau
Grand Prix
Tim Yip 葉錦添 [Ye Jintian] (b. 1965),
Oscar-winning Taiwan-based designer from
Hong Kong
Yok Mu-ming 郁慕明 [Yu Muming] (b. 1940),
NP politician
Yongle 永樂 = Chengzu 明成祖 (1360-1424,
r. 1403-1424), Ming Dynasty emperor;
personal name: Zhu Di 朱棣
Yongxing 永瑆 = Prince Chengqin 成親王
[Chengqin Wang] (1752-1823), calligrapher
and son of Qing Emperor Qianlong
Yongzheng 雍正 = Shizong 清世宗 or
Xiandi 清憲帝 (1678-1735, r. 1723-1735),
Qing Dynasty emperor; personal name:
Aisin Giorro Yinchen 愛新覺羅胤禎
You Ching 尤清 [You Qing] (b. 1942), DPP
politician and ROC diplomat
Michael Y. You 游盈隆 [You Yinglong] (b.
1956), Taiwanese politician and SEF official
Yu Bor-chuan 余伯泉 [Yu Boquan] (b. 1957),
Taiwanese scholar; created Tongyong
Pinyin 通用拼音
Yu Changxin 于長新 (b. 1926), PLA general;
sentenced to 17 years imprisonment in
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2000 for involvement with Falun Gong [法
輪功]
Yu Cheng-hsien 余政憲 [Yu Zhengxian] (b.
1959), DPP politician (“Justice Alliance
faction” [zhengyi lianxian 正義連線])
Yu Cheng-yao 余承堯 (1898-1993),
Taiwan-based painter from China
Yu Chi-chung 余紀忠 [Yu Jizhong]
(1909-2002), journalist and founder of the
CHINA TIMES [Zhongguo Shibao 中國時報]
Yu Ching-tang 余井塘 [Yu Jingtang]
(1896-1985), ROC politician
Yu Chun-hsien 余俊賢 [Yu Junxian]
(1902-1994), ROC official
Yu Chunshun 余純順 (1952-1996), explorer;
died while trying to walk across the Lop
Nor Desert
Yu Dafu 郁達夫 (1896-1945), writer;
assassinated by Japanese military police in
Sumatra (Indonesia)
Yu Dongyue 俞東嶽 (b. 1967), journalist and
dissident; jailed 1989-2006 for splattering
ink on Mao Zedong’s portrait in
Tiananmen Square; found to be insane
after release
Yu Guan-hua 于冠華 (b. 1970), Taiwanese
singer; husband of Fang Wen-lin
Yu Guang-chung 余光中 [Yu Guangzhong] (b.
1928), poet
Yu Guangyuan 于光遠 (b. 1915), economist
Harlem Yu 庾澄慶 [Yu Chengqing] (b. 1961),
Taiwanese singer; husband of Annie Yi
Yu Hua 余華 (b. 1960), writer
Yu Huiyong 于會泳 (1925-1977), composer
Yu Keping 俞可平 (b. 1959), scholar
Yu Kuizhi 於魁智 (b. 1961), Peking opera
performer
Yu Kuo-hwa 俞國華 [Yu Guohua] (1914-2000),
politician and ROC premier
Yu Liang 庾亮 (289-340), general and official
of the Eastern Jin Dynasty
Yu Lihua 於黎華 (b. 1931), US-based
Taiwanese writer
Yu Ling 于伶 (1907-1997), playwright
Yu Minzhong 于敏中 (1714-1780),
calligrapher
Yu Peng 于彭 (b. 1955), Taiwanese artist

Yu Pin 于斌/Paul Yu (1900-1978),
Taiwan-based cardinal
Yu Pingbo 俞平伯 (1900-1990), writer
Yu Qian 于謙 (1398-1457), Ming general
Yu Qingfang 余清芳 (1879-1915), leader of
the “Xilaian Rebellion” [Xilai’an shijian 西來
庵事件] in Taiwan
Yu Qiuli 余秋里 (1914-1999), PLA general
and leader in China’s petroleum industry
Yu Qiwei 俞啟威—see Huang Jing 黃敬
Ronny Yu/Yu Yan-tai 于仁泰 [Yu Rentai] (b.
1950), director from Hong Kong
Yu Shinan 虞世南 (558-638), scholar
Yu Shyi-kun 游錫堃 [You Xikun] (b. 1948),
DPP politician and chairman; ROC
premier
Yu Teng-fa 余登發 [Yu Dengfa] (1904-1989),
activist in Taiwan’s dangwai opposition (黨
外)
Yu Tianbai 俞天白 (b. 1937), writer
Wei Siang Yu 余衛湘 [Yu Weixiang] (b. 1969),
physician and writer from Singapore; nicknamed “Dr. Love” (ai yisheng 愛醫生)
Yu Xin 庾信 (513-581), writer
Yu Xinyuan 于欣源 (b. 1985), tennis player
Yu Yingshi 余英時 (b. 1930), historian;
member of Academia Sinica
Yu Yizheng 于奕正 (ca. 15th/16th century),
scholar
Yu Yongbo 于永波 (b. 1931), Manchu; PLA
general
Yu Yongding 余永定 (b. 1948), PRC
economist and banker
Yu Youhan 余友涵 (b. 1943), painter
Yu Yu-jen 于右任 [Yu Youren] (1879-1964),
ROC official and calligrapher
Yu Zhaozhong 虞兆中 (b. 1915), scholar
Yu Zhengsheng 俞正聲 (b. 1945), PRC
politician
Yu Zhenhuan 於震環 (b. 1977), rock singer
Yu Zhiding 禹之鼎 (1647-1709), painter
Yu Zhifei 鬱知非 (b. 1952), head of Formula
One motor racing in the PRC
Yu Zuomin 禹作敏 (1930-1999), model
peasant turned rebel
Yuan Chin-taa 袁金塔 [Yuan Jinta] (b. 1949),
Taiwanese painter
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Yuan Chonghuan 袁崇煥 (1584-1630),
strategist and military commander;
executed by slow mutilation and
dismemberment (lingchi 凌遲) on charges
of treason
Yuan Fang 袁方 (b. 1918), sociologist
Yuan Haowen 元好問 (1190-1257), poet and
literary theorist
Yuan Hongdao 袁宏道 (1568-1610), poet
Yuan Jiang 袁江 (active around 1723-1735),
court painter
Yuan Kejia 袁付嘉 [Yuan Fujia] (b. 1921),
poet
Luke Chia-liu Yuan 袁家騮 [Yuan Jialiu]
(1912-2003), physicist; grandson of Yuan
Shikai
Yuan Mei 袁枚 (1716-1797), poet
Yuan Muzhi 袁牧之 (1909-1978), director
and actor
Yuan Shangtong 袁尚統 (1570-1661), painter
Yuan Shao 袁紹 (154-202), Eastern Han
general and warlord; cousin of Yuan Shu
Yuan Shikai 袁世凱 (1859-1916), Qing
general and ROC president
Yuan Shu 袁術 (155-199), Eastern Han
warlord and cousin of Yuan Shao
Yuan Shu 袁樞 (1131-1205), historian
Yuan Tongli 袁同禮 (1895-1965), librarian
Yuan Wencai 袁文才 (1898-1930), bandit
who collaborated with the communists
Yuan Weishi 袁偉時 (b. 1931), scholar
Yuan Wo-ping 袁和平 [Yuan Heping] (b. 1940),
martial arts expert in the movie industry
Yuan Xiaofang 袁曉舫 (b. 1961), artist
Yuan Yao 袁耀/袁曜 (active ca. 1744-1755),
painter
Yuan Zhen 元稹 (779-831), poet
Yue Daiyun 樂黛雲 (b. 1931), writer
Yue Fei 岳飛 (1103-1141), patriotic general
Yue Minjun 岳敏君 (b. 1962), painter
Shawn Yue/Yu Man-lok 余文樂 [Yu Wenle] (b.
1981), actor from Hong Kong
Anita Yuen 袁詠儀 [Yuan Yongyi] (b. 1971),
actress and beauty queen from Hong Kong
O. K. Yui 俞鴻鈞 [Yu Hongjun] (1897-1960),
politician and ROC premier
Yun Daiying 惲代英 (1895-1931), literary

critic
Yun Shouping 惲壽平 (1633-1690), painter
and one of the “Six Masters of the Early
Qing” (Qing chu liu da jia 清初六大家)
Joey Yung 容祖兒 [Rong Zuer] (b. 1980),
singer from Hong Kong
Yung Wing 容閎 [Rong Hong] (1828-1912),
first Chinese to graduate from an American
university [1854, Yale]
Yuwen Huaji 宇文化及 (?-619), general in the
Sui Dynasty; assassinated Sui Emperor
Yangdi 煬帝
Yuwen Jue 宇文覺 = Emperor Xiao Mindi 孝
閔帝 (542-557, r. 557), first Northern
Zhou emperor (Northern Dynasties)

Z

Zan Aizong 昝愛宗 (b. 1969), journalist
Zang Kejia 藏克家 (b. 1910), writer
Joseph Zen Ze-kiun 陳日君 [Chen Rijun] (b.
1932), cardinal from Hong Kong
Zeng Can 曾參 (505-435 BC), disciple of
Confucius
Zeng Gong 曾鞏 (1019-1083), scholar and
writer; one of the “Eight Great
Personalities in the Tang and Song
Dynasties” (Tang Song ba dajia 唐宋八大家)
Zeng Gongliang 曾公亮 (998-1078), author
of the military manual Wujing zongyao 武經
總要
Zeng Guofan 曾國藩 (1811-1872), Qing
official and general who played a crucial
role in crushing the “Taiping Rebellion”
[taiping tianguo 太平天國]
Zeng Jinlian 曾金蓮 (1964-1982), tallest
known woman (2.48 m); suffered from
gigantism
Zeng Mi 曾宓 (b. 1935), painter
Zeng Peiyan 曾培炎 (b. 1938), PRC politician
and member of the “Shanghai Clique”
(Shanghai bang 上海幫)
Zeng Pu 曾朴 (1872-1936), writer and
translator
Zeng Qinghong 曾慶紅 (b. 1939), PRC
politician, member of the “Shanghai
Clique” (Shanghai bang 上海幫)
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Zeng Sheng 曾生 = Zeng Zhensheng 曾振聲
(1910-1995), PRC politician
Zeng Siyu 曾思育 (b. 1911), PLA general
Zeng Tao 曾濤 (1914-1997), PRC diplomat
and journalist
Zeng Xianzhi 曾憲植 (1910-1989), first wife
of Ye Jianying
Zeng Xin-yi 曾心儀 = Zeng Tai-sheng 曾台
生 (b. 1948), Taiwanese writer
Zeng Xisheng 曾希聖 (1904-1968), former
peasant and CCP politician
Zhai Rang 翟讓 (?-617), together with Li Mi
led the “Wagang Army” (wagangjun 瓦崗軍),
a peasant rebellion against the Sui Dynasty
Zhai Yongming 翟永明 (b. 1955), poet
Zhai Zhigang 翟志剛 (b. 1966), PLA fighter
pilot and member of the PRC’s space
program
Zhan Tianyou 詹天佑 (1861-1919), railroad
engineer
Zhang Aiping 張愛萍 (b. 1910), PLA general
Zhang Binglin 章炳麟 = Zhang Taiyan 章太
炎 (1868-1936), linguist, scholar, and
conservative revolutionary
Zhang Bojun 章伯鈞 (1895-1969), PRC
politician purged as rightist; father of
Zhang Yihe
Zhang Bolin 張柏林 (b. 1942), PRC politician
Zhang Chao 張潮 (1650-1707?), writer
Zhang Chaoyang 張朝陽 (b. 1969), IT
pioneer
Zhang Chengzhi 張承志 (b. 1948), writer
Zhang Chunqiao 張春橋 (1917-2005), CCP
politician and member of the “Gang of
Four” [sirenbang 四人幫]; jailed in 1976 and
released on medical parole in 1998
Zhang Chunxian 張春賢 (b. 1953), PRC
politician
Zhang Dali 張大力 (b. 1963), artist
Zhang Daoling 張道陵 (34-156), Taoist
hermit and founder of a sect called “Way
of the Heavenly Master” (tianshidao 天師道)
or “Way of the Five Bushels of Rice”
(wudoumi dao 五斗米道)
Zhang Decheng 張德成 (1846-1900), ferry
operator and a leader of the Boxer
Rebellion

Zhang Dejiang 張德江 (b. 1946), CCP
politician and member of the “Shanghai
Clique” (Shanghai bang 上海幫)
Zhang Dingcheng 張鼎丞 (1898-1981), PRC
procurator-general
Zhang Dongsun 張東蓀 (1891-1962),
philosopher, reformer, and socialist
politician
Zhang Fusen 張福森 (b. 1940), PRC politician
Zhang Guangyu 張光宇 (1900-1964),
cartoonist
Zhang Gui 張軌 (255-314), general, founded
the Former Liang (Sixteen Nations)
Zhang Guixing 張貴興 (b. 1956),
Malaysia-born writer; resident in Taiwan
Zhang Guiyong 張貴永 (1908-1965),
historian
Zhang Guohua 張國華 (1914-1972), CCP
politician
Zhang Guotao 張國燾 (1897-1979),
co-founder of the CCP; rival of Mao
Zedong; purged in 1937; defected to the
KMT in 1938; went into exile in Hong
Kong in 1949 and died in Canada
Zhang Heng 張衡 (78-139), writer, scientist,
and cartographer
Zhang Henshui 長恨水 (1895-1967), writer
Zhang Huan 張洹 (b. 1965), artist
Zhang Huazhu 張華祝 (b. 1945), PRC
politician
Zhang Huiyan 張惠言 (1761-1802),
Confucian scholar
Zhang Ji 張機 (150-219), wrote a famous
collection of drug recipes
Zhang Jian 張謇 (1853-1926), industrial
businessman and social reformer
Zhang Jie 張洁 (b. 1937), writer
Zhang Jingchu 張靜初 (b. 1980), actress
Zhang Jingfu 張勁夫 (b. 1914), PRC
politician
Zhang Juzheng 張居正 (1525-1582), powerful
official in the Ming Dynasty
Zhang Jue 張角 (?-184), leader of the Yellow
Turbans [huangjin 黃巾] Rebellion
Zhang Juncai 張俊才 (b. 1966), extremely tall
man (2.42 m tall)
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Zhang Junqiu 張君秋 (1920-1997), Peking
opera actor
Zhang Kangkang 張抗抗 (b. 1950), writer
Zhang Kehui 張克輝 (b. 1928), PRC
politician
Zhang Leping 張樂平 (1910-1992), cartoonist
Zhang Lianwei 張連偉 (b. 1965), golfer
Zhang Lin 張林 (b. 1963), dissident Internet
writer; sentenced to five years in prison in
2005
Zhang Lu 張路 (ca. 1464-1538), painter
Zhang Min 章泯 (1906-1975), director
Zhang Ning 張寧 (b. 1975), badminton player
Zhang Pei 張裴 = Zhang Fei 張斐 (ca. 3rd
century BC), official who wrote a
commentary about a law codex
Zhang Qian 張騫 (ca. 164-114 BC), explorer
of areas along the Silk Road
Zhang Qie 張籍 (767-830), poet
Zhang Qingli 張慶黎 (b. 1951), CCP
politician and diplomat
Zhang Qiyue 章啟月 (b. 1959), PRC
politician
Zhang Quanjing 張全景 (b. 1931), CCP
politician
Zhang Rongkun 張榮坤 (b. 1973), real estate
developer
Zhang Shengyou 張勝友 (b. 1948), writer
Zhang Shi 張栻 (1133-1180), neo-Confucian
scholar
Zhang Shicheng 張士誠 (1321-1367), leader
of a rebellion during the Yuan Dynasty
Zhang Shichuan 張石川 (1889-1953), director
Zhang Siqing 張思卿 (b. 1932), PRC
procurator-general
Zhang Sizhi 張思之 (b. 1927), lawyer; victim
of the Cultural Revolution; defended the
“Gang of Four” [sirenbang 四人幫]
Zhang Tianyi 張天翼 (1906-1985), satirical
leftist writer
Zhang Wannian 張萬年 (b. 1928), PRC
general and politician
Zhang Weiqing 張維慶 (b. 1944), PRC
politician
Zhang Wenkang 張文康 (b. 1940), physician
and PRC politician; lost his position for his
role in the 2003 SARS cover-up

Zhang Wentai 張文台 (b. 1942), PLA general
Zhang Wentian 張聞天 = Luo Fu 洛甫
(1900-1976), CCP general secretary and
one of the “28 Bolsheviks”
Zhang Wenzhao 張文釗 (b. 1987), soccer
player
Zhang Xianliang 張賢亮 (b. 1936), writer
Zhang Xianzhong 張獻忠 (1606-1646), led a
peasant rebellion against the Ming Dynasty;
defeated by the Manchus
Zhang Xiaogang 張曉剛 (b. 1958), artist
Zhang Xiaohui 章小蕙 (b. 1981), Hong Kong
“party queen”
Zhang Xinxin 張辛欣 (b. 1953), journalist
and writer (“reportage literature” [baogao
wenxue 報告文學])
Zhang Xuecheng 章學誠 (1738-1801),
historian and philosopher
Zhang Yang 張楊 (b. 1943), writer
Zhang Yang 張揚 (b. 1967), director
Zhang Yanyuan 張顏遠 (ca. 815-875), writer
Zhang Yaoci 張耀祠 (b. 1916), close associate
of Wang Dongxing; arrested Jiang Qing in
1976
Zhang Yichi 張亦弛 (b. 2005), 1.3 billionth
citizen of the PRC
Zhang Yihe 章詒和 (b. 1942), writer;
daughter of Zhang Bojun
Zhang Yimou 張藝謀 (b. 1951), director
Zhang Yin 張茵 (b. 1957), businesswoman
(paper recycling) and billionaire
Zhang Yining 張怡寧 (b. 1982), table tennis
player
Zhang Youyu 張友漁 = Zhang Xiangding 張
象鼎 (1899-1992), law expert
Zhang Yu 張雨 (1277-1348), Taoist priest,
painter, and calligrapher
Zhang Yu 張裕 (b. 1957), writer
Zhang Yu 張鈺 (b. 1976), actress
Zhang Yuan 張元 (b. 1963), director
Zhang Yufeng 張玉鳳 (b. 1944), Mao
Zedong’s attendant, confidential secretary,
and lover
Zhang Yunchuan 張雲川 (b. 1946), PRC
politician
Zhang Zai 張載 (1020-1077), official and
philosopher
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Zhang Zao 張棗 (b. 1962), poet
Zhang Zeduan 張擇端 = Zheng Dao 正道
(active ca. 12th century), painter
Zhang Zhen 張震 (b. 1914), PLA general
Zhang Zhidong 張之洞 (1837-1909),
statesman and reformer
Zhang Zhizhong 張治中 = Zhang Benyao 張
本堯 (1890-1969), KMT military leader
and moderate politician; stayed in the
mainland after the end of the civil war and
held high positions in the PRC
Zhang Zilin 張子霖 (b. 1985), civil rights
activist
Zhang Ziping 張資平 (1883-1959), writer
Zhang Ziyi 章子怡 (b. 1979), actress
Zhang Zongcang 張宗蒼 (1686-1756), painter
Zhang Zuoji 張左己 (b. 1945), CCP politician
Zhao Chenggu 趙承嘏 (1885-1966), chemist
and researcher in the field of Chinese
herbal medicine
Zhao Dagong 趙達功 (b. 1955), writer
Zhao Dan 趙丹 = Zhao Feng’ao 趙鳳翱
(1915-1980), actor; jailed for several years
during the Cultural Revolution
Zhao Erfeng 趙爾豐 (1845-1911), Qing
envoy dispatched to suppress a rebellion in
Eastern Tibet
Zhao Gan 趙幹 (ca. 937-978), painter
Zhao Gao 趙高 (?-207 BC), eunuch and
official in the Qin Dynasty; responsible for
the deaths of Li Si 李斯 and the second
Qin emperor; killed by last Qin Emperor
Ziying
Zhao Guizhen 趙歸真 (?-847), influential
Taoist at the Tang court
Zhao Hongbo 趙宏博 (b. 1973), pairs figure
skater; partner of Shen Xue
Zhao Kuangyin 趙匡胤 = Taizu 宋太祖
(927-976, r. 960-975), first Northern Song
Dynasty emperor
Zhao Mengfu 趙孟頫 (1254-1322), painter
and calligrapher
Zhao Puchu 趙撲初 (1907-2000), president
of the Chinese Buddhist Association
Zhao Shuli 趙樹理 (1906-1970), writer
Zhao Tuo 趙佗 (?-137 BC), Qin general and
governor of territory in today’s Vietnam;

declared independence of regions under
his control after collapse of the Qin
Dynasty
Vicki Zhao 趙薇 [Zhao Wei] (b. 1976), singer
and actress
Zhao Wou-ki 趙無極 [Zhao Wuji] (b. 1921),
painter
Zhao Yan 趙岩 (b. 1962), researcher for the
New York Times; convicted in 2006 in the
PRC of fraud but acquitted of passing
state secrets to foreigners
Zhao Yi 趙翼 (1727-1814), historian, literary
critic, and writer
Zhao Yifan 趙一凡 (1935-1988), collector of
avant-garde writings
Zhao Zhongyao 趙忠堯 (1903-1998), nuclear
physicist
Zhao Zichen 趙紫宸 (1888-1979), Catholic
theologist
Zhao Ziyang 趙紫陽 (1919-2005), communist
politician, CCP chairman, and PRC premier;
ousted after the Tiananmen Massacre and
put under house arrest until his death
Zhao Ziyue 趙子岳 (1909-1997), film star
Zheng Bijian 鄭必堅 (b. 1931), CCP politician
and chairman of the China Reform Forum
Zheng Enchong 鄭恩寵 (b. 1950), lawyer and
land rights activist; jailed 2003-2006
Zheng Guanying 鄭觀應 (1842-1922),
diplomat and writer
Zheng He 鄭和 = Ma He 馬和/Ma Sanbao
馬三保 (ca. 1371-1433), eunuch of
Muslim descent; Ming admiral and explorer
Zheng Jie 鄭潔 (b. 1983), tennis player
Zheng Jiongming 鄭炯明 (b. 1948),
Taiwanese physician and poet
Zheng Lizhong 鄭立中 (b. 1951), PRC
politician
Zheng Min 鄭敏 (b. 1920), poet
Prince Zheng 嬴政 [Ying Zheng] = “Qin Shihuangdi” 秦始皇帝 (ca. 259-210 BC, r.
221-210 BC), first emperor of China (Qin
Dynasty); unified China
Zheng Qiao 鄭樵 (1104-1162), scholar
Zheng Silin 鄭斯林 (b. 1940), PRC politician
Zheng Tianxiang 鄭天翔 (b. 1914), 6th
president of PRC’s Supreme People’s Court
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Zheng Tuobin 鄭拓彬 (b. 1924), PRC
politician
Zheng Wanlong 鄭萬隆 (b. 1944), writer
Zheng Xiaoyu 鄭筱萸 (1944-2007), PRC
politician; executed for accepting bribes
and dereliction of duty
Zheng Xie 鄭燮 = Zheng Banqiao 鄭板橋
(1693-1765), painter; one of the “Eight
Eccentrics of Yangzhou” (Yangzhou baguai
揚州八怪)
Zheng Yi 鄭義 (b. 1947), writer
Zheng Yichun 鄭貽春 (b. 1959), journalist
and dissident; sentenced to 7 years in
prison in 2005
Zheng Zhenduo 鄭振鐸 (1898-1958),
Chinese literature specialist
Zheng Zhi 鄭智 (b. 1980), soccer player
Zhi Dun 支遁 (314-366), Buddhist monk and
scholar
Zhiyi 智顗 (538-597), founder of the
Buddhist “Tiantai School” (tiantai zong 天台
宗)
Zhong Acheng 鍾阿城 (b. 1949), writer
Zhong Hanhua 鍾漢華 (1909-1987), PLA
general
Zhou Jianren 周建人 (1888-1984), PRC
politician
Zhong Jingwen 鍾敬文 (1903-2002),
ethnologist and literary critic
Zhong Rong 鍾嶸 (469-518), literary critic
Zhong You 鍾繇 (151-230), calligrapher
Zhou Bohua 周伯華 (b. 1948), PRC politician
Zhou Chen 周臣 (1460-1535), painter
Zhou Chunxiu 周春秀 (b. 1978), marathon
runner
Zhou Deqing 周德清 (1277-1365), writer and
phonologist
Zhou Dunyi 周敦頤 (1017-1073), official and
philosopher; teacher of Cheng Hao and
Cheng Yi
Zhou Enlai 周恩來 (1898-1976),
revolutionary, CCP politician, and PRC
premier
Zhou Erfu 周而復 (b. 1914), writer
Zhou Fang 周肪 (ca. 8th century), painter
Zhou Gucheng 周谷城 (1898-1996), historian
Zhou Ji 周濟 (b. 1946), PRC politician

Zhou Keqin 周克芹 (1936-1990), writer
Zhou Libo 周立波 (1908-1979), writer
Zhou Nan 周南 (b. 1927), PRC diplomat and
politician
Zhou Peiyuan 周培源 (1902-1993), physicist
Zhou Qiang 周強 (b. 1960), PRC politician
Zhou Rongxin 周榮鑫 = Zhou Wenhua 周文
華 (1917-1976), PRC politician
Zhou Ruijin 周瑞金 (b. 1939), journalist; used
the pen name “Huangfu Ping” 皇甫平
Zhou Shaohua 周韶華 (b. 1929), painter
Zhou Shengxian 周生賢 (b. 1949), PRC
politician
Zhou Sicong 周思聰 (b. 1939), painter
Zhou Tiehai 周鐵海 (b. 1966), artist
Zhou Wenzhong 周文中 (b. 1923), composer
and musician
Zhou Wenzhong 周文重 (b. 1945), PRC
diplomat
Zhou Xiaochuan 周小川 (b. 1948), banker
and PRC politician
Zhou Xiaozhou 周小舟 (1912-1966), CCP
politician; purged after criticizing Mao in
the wake of the Great Leap Forward
[dayuejin 大躍進]
Zhou Xinfang 周信芳 (1895-1975), Peking
opera actor
Zhou Xingci 周興嗣 (ca. 470-521), Confucian
scholar
Zhou Xun 周迅 (b. 1976), actress and singer
Zhou Yafu 周亞夫 (?-143 BC), general
Zhou Yang 周揚 (1908-1989), literary critic
and CCP politician; attacked as one of the
“Four Villains” (sitiao hanzi 四條漢子)
during the Cultural Revolution
Zhou Yezhong 周葉中 (b. 1963), scholar
accused of plagiarism
Zhou Yiliang 周一良 (b. 1913), historian
Zhou Yongkang 周永康 (b. 1942), PRC
politician and member of the “Shanghai
Clique” (Shanghai bang 上海幫)
Zhou Yueran 周越然 (1895-1945), publisher
and bibliophiliac
Zhou Yushu 周玉書 (b. 1933), PLA general
Zhou Zhengyi = Chau Ching-ngai 周正毅 (b.
1961), Shanghai property development
tycoon; convicted of manipulating stock
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prices in 2004 and released from prison in
2006
Zhou Zuoren 周作人 (1885-1967), writer and
essayist; brother of Lu Xun
Zhu Bangzao 朱邦造 (b. 1952), PRC
diplomat and politician
Zhu Biao 朱標 (1355-1392), eldest son of
Zhu Yuanzhang and one time heir to the
Ming throne
Zhu Chenghu 朱成虎 = Liu Jian 劉建 (b.
1952), hawkish PLA general; grandson of
Zhu De
Zhu Da 朱耷—see Bada Shanren 八大山人
Zhu De 朱德 (1885-1976), military leader
revered as father of the PLA; CCP
politician, NPC chairman, and PRC
president; one of the “Ten Marshals” (shi
da yuanshuai 十大元帥)
Zhu Derun 朱德潤 (1294-1365), painter
Zhu Guanghu 朱廣滬 (b. 1949), soccer coach
Zhu Guangqian 朱光潛 (1897-1986),
established aesthetics as a scientific
discipline (together with Zong Baihua)
Zhu Guangyao 祝光耀 (b. 1944), PRC
politician
Zhu Houze 朱厚澤 (b. 1931), PRC politician
Jacky Zhu 祝釩剛 [Zhu Fan’gang] (b. 1979),
Taiwanese singer and actor
Zhu Jianji 朱見濟 (?-1453), son of Ming
Emperor Jingtai 景泰; one time heir to the
Ming throne
Zhu Jianshen 朱見深 (1447-1487), painter
Zhu Kezhen 竺可楨 (1890-1974), geographer
Zhu Lilan 朱麗蘭 (b. 1935), PRC politician
and first member of PRC government to
visit Taiwan (in 1998)
Zhu Mengyi 朱孟依 (b. 1959), property
developer and billionaire
Zhu Muzhi 朱穆之 (b. 1916), human rights
theorist and supporter of the CCP
Zhu Qizhan 朱屹瞻 [Zhou Yizhan]
(1892-1996), painter
Zhu Rongji 朱鎔基 (b. 1928), CCP politician
and PRC premier
Zhu Senlin 朱森林 (b. 1930), PRC politician
Zhu Shijie 朱世傑 (ca. 13th/14th century),
mathematician

Zhu Shunshui 朱舜水 (1600-1682), scholar;
fled to Japan after the collapse of the Ming
Dynasty
Zhu Wen 朱溫 = Zhu Quanzhong 朱全忠
(852-912, r. 907-912), military governor
(jiedushi 節度使) during the Tang Dynasty
of peasant origin; founder of the Later
Liang Dynasty 後梁
Zhu Wen 朱文 (b. 1967), writer and director
Zhu Xi 朱熹 (1130-1200), Hakka;
neo-Confucian philosopher
Zhu Xuefan 朱學范 (1905-1996), PRC
politician
Zhu Yigui 朱一貴 (?-1721), leader of a
peasant uprising in Taiwan
Zhu Yuanzhang 朱元璋 = Emperor Hongwu
洪武 or Taizu 明太祖 (1328-1398, r.
1368-1398), peasant; served under Guo
Zixing; founder of the Ming Dynasty
Zhu Yufu 朱虞夫 (b. 1953), activist in the
China Democracy Party [Zhongguo
minzhudang 中國民主黨]; jailed 1999-2006
Zhu Yunming 祝允明 (1461-1527),
calligrapher
Zhu Zaiyu 朱載育/朱載堉 (1536-1610),
Ming prince, scientist, and musician
Zhu Zhixin 朱之鑫 (1885-1920), reformer
Zhu Ziqing 朱自清 = Zhu Zihua 朱自華
(1898-1948), poet and essayist
Zhuang Yong 莊泳 (b. 1972), swimming
athlete and Olympic gold medalist
Zhuang Zedong 莊則棟 (b. 1940), table
tennis player
Zhuang Zhanggong 莊長恭 (1894-1962),
chemist
Zhuang Zhou 莊周 = Zhuangzi 莊子
(369-286 BC), legendary philosopher
Zhuge Liang 諸葛亮 (181-234), statesman
and strategist
Zhuhong 祩宏 (1535-1615), Buddhist monk
Zhuo Lin 卓琳 = Pu Qiongying 蒲瓊英 (b.
1916), third wife of Deng Xiaoping
Zi Chan 子產 = Gongsun Qiao 公孫僑
(?-522 BC), politician of Zheng 鄭
Ziying 子嬰 (?-207 BC, r. 207 BC), last
emperor of the Qin Dynasty
Zong Baihua 宗白華 (1897-1986), established
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aesthetics as a scientific discipline (together
with Zhu Guangqian)
Zong Huaide 宗怀德 (1917-1997), Catholic
bishop
Zong Qinghou 宗慶後 (b. 1945),
businessman
Zou Jiahua 鄒家華 (b. 1926), engineer and
PRC politician
Zou Rong 鄒容 (1885-1905), nationalist
revolutionary
Zou Taofen 鄒韜奮 (1895-1944), journalist
Zou Yan 騶衍/鄒衍 (305-240 BC), important
figure in the Yin-Yang and Five Elements
Schools

Zou Zhe 鄒喆 (1636-1708?), painter and one
of the “Eight Masters of Jinling” (Jinling
bajia 金陵八家)
Zou Zhekai 鄒哲開 (b. 1946), PRC politician
(concerned with Taiwan affairs)
Zu Chongzhi 祖沖之 (429-500), mathematician and astronomer
Zuo Qiuming 左丘明 (556-451 BC?), blind
historian and author of Zuozhuan 左傳 (an
important commentary about Chunqiu 春秋;
one of the Confucian Five Classics [wujing
五經])
Zuo Zongtang 左宗棠 (1812-1885), Qing
general and official

Artists in Imperial China

The “Four Master Calligraphers of the Song Dynasty” (Song si jia 宋四家) were: Cai Xiang 蔡
襄 (1012-1067), Huang Tingjian 黃庭堅 (1045-1105), Mi Fu 米芾 (1051-1107), and Su Shi
蘇軾 (1036-1101)
The “Four Masters of the Yuan Dynasty” (Yuan si jia 元四家) were: Huang Gongwang 黃公望
(1269-1354), Ni Zan 倪瓚 (1301-1374), Wang Meng 王蒙 (1308-1385), and Wu Zhen 吳鎮
(1280-1354)
The “Four Monks” (si seng 四僧) were: Bada Shanren 八大山人 (1626-1705), Jian Jiang 漸江
(1610-1664), Shi Tao 石濤 (1642-1707), and Shi Xi 石谿 (1612-1673)
The “Six Masters of the Early Qing” (Qing chu liu da jia 清初六大家) were: Wu Li 吳歷
(1632-1718), Yun Shouping 惲壽平 (1633-1690), and the “Four Wangs” (si Wang 四
王)—Wang Hui 王翬 (1632-1717), Wang Jian 王鑑 (1598-1677), Wang Shimin 王時敏
(1592-1680), and Wang Yuanqi 王原祈 (1642-1715)
The “Eight Eccentrics of Yangzhou” (Yangzhou baguai 揚州八怪) were: Gao Xiang 高翔
(1688-1753), Huang Shen 黃慎 (1687-1768), Jin Nong 金農 (1687-1764), Li Fangying 李方
膺 (1696-1755), Li Shan 李鱓/李鱔 (1686?-1756), Luo Pin 羅聘 (1733-1799), Wang Shishen 汪士慎 (1686-1759), and Zheng Xie 鄭燮 = Zheng Banqiao 鄭板橋 (1693-1765)
The “Eight Masters of Jinling” (Jinling bajia 金陵八家) were: Fan Qi 樊圻, Gao Cen 高岑,
Gong Xian 龔賢, Hu Zao 胡慥, Wu Hong 吳宏, Xie Sun 謝蓀, Ye Xin 葉欣, and Zou Zhe
鄒喆

The “Four Beauties” (sida meiren 四大美人) of Ancient China:

Diao Chan 貂蟬 (ca. 2nd century AD), Wang Zhaojun 王昭君 (ca. 1st century BC), Xi Shi 西施
(ca. 6th century BC), and Yang Guifei 楊貴妃 (719-756)

Eight Great Personalities in the Tang and Song Dynasties (Tang Song ba
dajia 唐宋八大家):

Han Yu 韓愈 (768-824), Liu Zongyuan 柳宗元 (773-819), Ouyang Xiu 歐陽修 (1007-1072), Su
Che 蘇轍 (1039-1112), Su Dongpo 蘇東坡 = Su Shi 蘇軾 (1036-1101), Su Xun 蘇洵
(1009-1066), Wang Anshi 王安石 (1021-1086), and Zeng Gong 曾鞏 (1019-1083)
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Warlords (junfa 軍閥) in the ROC 1916-1928

Important warlords: Chang Hsüeh-liang 張學良 [Zhang Xueliang] (1899-2001), Chang
Tso-lin 張 作霖 [Zhang Zuolin] (1873-1928, warlord in Manchuria/Hebei/Shandong), Chen
Chiung-ming 陳炯明 [Chen Jiongming] (1878-1933, warlord in Guangdong), Feng Yu-hsiang 馮玉
祥 [Feng Yuxiang] (1882-1948, warlord in Henan/Shaanxi/Gansu/Ningxia/Inner Mongolia),
Sheng Shih-tsai 盛世才 [Sheng Shicai] (1895-1970, warlord in Xinjiang), Sun Chuan-fang 孫傳芳
(1885-1935, warlord in Fujian/Zhejiang/Jiangsu/Jiangxi/Anhui), Tang Jiyao 唐繼堯 (1883-1927,
warlord in Yunnan/Guizhou), Wu Pei-fu 吳佩孚 (1873-1939, warlord in Hunan/Hubei), Yang
Sen 楊森 (1884-1977, warlord in Hunan), and Yen Hsi-shan 閻錫山 [Yan Xishan] (1883-1960,
warlord in Shanxi)
Other warlords: Deng Xihou 鄧錫侯 (1889-1964), Feng Kuo-chang 馮國璋 [Feng Guochang]
(1857-1919), Guo Songling 郭松齡 (1883-1925), Huang Shaohong 黃紹竑 (1895-1966), Lai
Xinhui 賴心輝 (1884-1942), Liu Cunhou 劉存厚 (1885-1960), Liu Wenhui 劉文輝 (1895-1976),
Liu Xiang 劉 湘 (1888-1938), Long Yun 龍 雲 (1884/1888-1962), Lu Rongting 陸 榮 廷
(1856-1927), Ma Bufang 馬步芳 (1903-1975), Ma Fuxiang 馬福祥 (1876-1932), Ma Hongbin 馬
鴻賓 (1884-1960), Ma Hongkui 馬鴻逵 (1892-1970), Ma Qi 馬麒 (1869-1931), Tang Shengzhi
唐生智 (1889-1970), and Tian Songyao 田頌堯 (1888-1975)

“Eight Immortals” (baxian 八仙)

The “eight immortals” of Daoism are: Cao Guojiu 曹國舅, Han Xiangzi 韓湘子, He Xiangu 何仙
姑, Lan Caihe 藍采和, Lü Dongbin 呂洞賓, Tie Guaili 鐵拐李, Zhang Guolao 張果老, and
Zhong Liquan 鍾離權
Seven of the “eight immortals” of the CCP are: Bo Yibo 薄一波 (1908-2007), Chen Yun 陳雲
(1905-1995), Deng Xiaoping 鄧小平 (1904-1997), Li Xiannian 李先念 (1909-1992), Peng Zhen
彭真 (1902-1997), Wang Zhen 王震 (1908-1993), and Yang Shangkun 楊尚昆 (1907-1998). The
eighth is one of the following (depending on the source): Deng Yingchao 鄧穎超 (1904-1992), Song Renqiong 宋任窮 (1909-2005), Wan Li 萬里 (b. 1916), or Xi Zhongxun 習仲勛 (1913-2002)

The “Ten Marshals” (shi da yuanshuai 十大元帥) of the PRC:

1. Zhu De 朱德 (1885-1976), 2. Peng Dehuai 彭德怀 (1898-1974), 3. Lin Biao 林彪 (1907-1971),
4. Liu Bocheng 劉伯承 (1892-1986), 5. He Long 賀 龍 (1896-1969), 6. Chen Yi 陳毅
(1901-1972), 7. Luo Ronghuan 羅榮桓 (1902-1963), 8. Xu Xiangqian 徐向前 (1901-1990), 9.
Nie Rongzhen 聶榮臻 (1899-1992), 10. Ye Jianying 葉劍英 (1897-1986)

The “28 Bolsheviks” (ershibage ban bu’ershiweike 二十八個半布爾什維
克)
Chinese students at Sun Yat-sen University in Moscow who returned to China in May 1930. The
list contains 29 names, not 28. Names of more influential persons are highlighted.
Bo Gu 博古, Chen Changhao 陳昌浩, Chen Yuandao 陳原道, Du Zuoxiang 杜作祥, He
Kequan 何克全, He Zishu 何子述, Li Yuanjie 李元杰, Li Zhusheng 李竹聲, Meng Qingshu 孟
慶樹, Shen Zemin 沈澤民, Sheng Zhongliang 盛忠亮, Song Panmin 宋潘民, Sun Jimin 孫濟民,
Wang Baoli 王保禮, Wang Jiaxiang 王稼祥, Wang Ming 王明, Wang Shengdi 汪盛荻, Wang
Shengrong 王盛榮, Wang Yuncheng 王雲程, Xia Xi 夏曦, Xiao Tefu 肖特甫, Xu Yixin 徐以新,
Yang Shangkun 楊尚昆, Yin Jian 殷鑒, Yuan Jiayong 袁家鏞, Zhang Qinqiu 張琴秋, Zhang
Wentian 張聞天, Zhu Agen 朱阿根, and Zhu Zishun 朱自舜
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The “Gang of Four” (sirenbang 四人幫) of the Cultural Revolution:

Jiang Qing 江青 (1914-1991), Wang Hongwen 王洪文 (1935-1992), Yao Wenyuan 姚文元
(1931-2005), and Zhang Chunqiao 張春橋 (1917-2005)

The “Four Villains” (sitiao hanzi 四條漢子) of the Cultural Revolution:

Tian Han 田漢 (1898-1968), Xia Yan 夏衍 (1900-1999), Yang Hansheng 陽翰笙 (1902-1993),
and Zhou Yang 周揚 (1908-1989)

The “Shanghai Clique” (Shanghai bang 上海幫) in the PRC:

Chen Liangyu 陳良宇 (b. 1946), Chen Zhili 陳至立 (b. 1942), Hua Jianmin 華建敏 (b. 1940),
Huang Ju 黃菊 (b. 1938), Hui Liangyu 回良玉 (b. 1944), Jia Qinglin 賈慶林 (b. 1940), Li
Changchun 李長春 (b. 1944), Liu Qi 劉淇 (b. 1942), Liu Yunshan 劉雲山 (b. 1947), Wu Bangguo 吳邦國 (b. 1941), Wu Guanzheng 吳官正 (b. 1938), Zeng Peiyan 曾培炎 (b. 1938), Zeng
Qinghong 曾慶紅 (b. 1939), Zhang Dejiang 張德江 (b. 1946), and Zhou Yongkang 周永康 (b.
1942)
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